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H.R. 7421THE EN014INEE RESTORATIO.N.ACT,

N

ante), mix 45, 1973
-

ROtifiL 011"RiPPRZfietTATIViter
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INMAN. ArritIR8

Or nil Cd3SMiTTEE ON INTERIOR AND° INSULAR ArFAIRS
Ketherta,

' The subCommittee niet, 'pursuant to notice, at 9:50 a.m. in the
Visitprs a')estination Center, Keshena, Wis., Iron, Lloyd . Meeds
(el airman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr: Mzens; The Subcommittee on Indian Affairs will be in order.
; Those field hearings of the stibcommittee are convened for the eon=,.
' sideration of H.R. 7421 by Mr -Froehlich and others.

We will first have an opening prayer by Mr. Don Perele..
Mr. Perate.
[Prayer.]-
Mr. Mrem: Than ou very, very much, Mr. i'erotk.
Senator Gaylord e has submitted a stittement to our 43ttlacom-

mittee for- the record, an 444,..also have a. telegram from Gov.
Patrick J. Lucey of Wisconsin., Board t..hese,*.along with a eoPy of
the bill, will be inserted in the record at this point, ithout objec-
tion,

[The docunients referred to folio*
:

STATEMENT OF HON. GAYTO#D NELSON, X r.8. SeXAT011.6.11401t THE STATE
5 or WrscoNsirr , .

N.
Mr.

.
Chairman; it is an honor to preTnt testimony to the Meuse Subcommit-

tee'on. Indian Affairs.in support of the Menominee Restoration Act, introduced
by. 25 members of the Rouse of Representativee, mid by,, Senators Proxmire,
and myself in the. Senate. . .

Congressman Meeds and the Rouse Interior Committie are to be highly coin.
4 mended for arranging thiewries of beatings in Menominee County so quickly

after the introduction of the initial legislation.
The passage of the Menominee Restoration Act woidd be 4 suitable end to

the twe1v year *struggle' of the Menominee people to have the termination of
their tribe restored; for in those twelve years, the people of Menokninee County
have demonstrated their sincere desire and.suppOrt for restoration:

In 1901, as Governor'oe Wisconsin, I went to Washington to erpreee my -op-
positf% to termination as :'unworkable and a tragic injuatice..torthe Menomi-
nee people." . s.,

Once termination went into effect, its. disastrous effects on the Interests of
the people of the Menominee Indian tribe became clearly evident. With the
elimination of federal services, and a property tax base far ,,too smell to sup-
port the needed services for the people,.the newly termed Menominee County,
was faeed.with it crisis situation. The school and hospital had to be closed be-
cause they, did not Meet federal standards, the sewerage system had to be to-.
tally renovated at the Menominee's expense, and nnerally the economic condi-
tion of the county deteriorated to a. point where it was difficult, if not
impossiblO, to maintain a decent standard of liviog. '

... n (1) J
.
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The sad plight of the Menominee behuse of termination has been recited
time,and'again during the continuing debate over earlier versions of the Res-
toration Act. The statistics of the hardship that the Menominee people have
been confr4ted *with-265'o unemployment, average family income of one-half
the state, average,. Inadequate property tax base to support needed services,
and unsuitable educational facilitiesall present a disheartening picture.

The Congress, through the Nelson-Lird bill in 1940, provided $1.8 million
for Menominee (Salty for the pttrpc0ses of education, public welfare benefits,
health and 'sanitation facilities, and, the construction of sanitation buildings.
Although this assistance.was somewhat helpful, it .vas still far short of what
would have been/required to adequately deal with the problems at hand.

Clearly, the policy of.termination forced on the Menominee Indian tribe is
wrong both from tu.humanitarian standpoint and from an economic standpoint.
The money that has been. necessary to be injected into the Menominee economy
to provide an amount of minimal assistance is far greater than would be the
cost of reinstating the trite under federal jurisdiction and once again assuring
thatredueation, health needs, (uul limployntent opportunIti, are'given to the
citizens.

In 1971, the:federal government spent more than $2.4 million. in Menominee
Couhty, for general assistance in a number of key areas. On the other hand,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs has estimated that it would cdst: about .$1.4 mli-
lime per year to restore .BIA-alithorized serVice8 to the Menominee, and the
Publi Health SPrv,leo estimates that approximately $6.46,000 would be needed
toprovide.adequatt, health faCilities for the Menominee.

A repent report of the Bureau of Italian Affairs to the 'Luse Committee on
Appropriations presented the full picture of the problems that the Menominee
have faced as` airesult of .termination. That report, issued on April 0, 1975,
makes two very important conclusions. First, that"Menominee Enterprises, Inc.;
the corporation established to administer the tribal assets. "will be out of op-
emition within twoyear8 without massive Support. The restoration of the trust
status and extension of BIA services would eliminate the tax burden and
ntakellEI a viable economic unit."'

Mid second, the Interior -BIA report extends this perilous economic status to
(the county when it says, "Unless relief is made immediately available in the
form of either a massive Infusion of public funds or restoration . Menomi-
nee County will go under."

Through the years 1901 and 1973. the 'Menominee Monk, have expressed
their ((import for restoration. and have worked through various channels to
strengthen the aetivities of M.E.I. Recently, the corporation announced that,
for the first time in many years, M.E.I. had made a profit, although a very
slim one. The economic status of the eounty is still very tenuous.

The question of 'restoration of the Menominee Indian tribe is one wh ich goes
beyond slinply the State of Wiseoncin, but extends to the national level of etm-
vern. While this legislation is an effort to remedy a local wrong, it also will
mate clear nationally that' Congress is sensitive to the failure of termination
as a Italie policy.

President Nixon, in 1970. stated that:
"Ilecatta. termination Is morally and .legally unaceeptable, beiquie it

produces ball praetieal results, and beeause the mere threat Of termination
tends to discourage greater self-sufficleney among Indian, groups),I ntrt ask-
ing that (7ongress . renounce, repudiate and repeal the termination pol-
icy as expressed in the SfIrd Congress (August, 1IM)."

Certainly. it. would be intlefelisible to admit that Congress Prred in its pollety
of termination, and then not to rectify that errol by revorsing termination.
The experiment of termination Was a faildre. The very least we an do is to
conic to the aid of one of the tribes upon v;hielt the experiment wazi tried.

The hearings being held this 'weekend are an important first step towards
assuring that the Restoration Aet is passed by the Congress. Therefore. the
words of those Menominee who have been affected by termination are kernel:11
to the hearing reeord.'

The ISionomitiee Restoration Aet now In Congress refleets a serious effort at
p0)perati011 betWeen the members of Congress and the 'Menominee people to eq-
voting(' swift consideration of tlw legislation by the appropriate committees.
Last year, hearings were held In 'Congress, but no action was forthcoming.
Thin year, with the cooperation of all involved, It appears likely that the $Ciitt-

-,
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grew will ifiavean opportunity to
nominee Restoration Act.

Now is the time for Congress t
perpetrated on the Menominee purple. We must reassert and reassume our
treaty4rbligations towards the Menominee: The restoration -would do_just that:

. protect their assets; lands, resources, and rights, and provide the and
ne-oemaary community services to yvhich the Menominee people. are justly en-

et favorably on a final verainu of the Me-

net and move toward righting the wrongs

...,

.. < .MAntso'..1, Win., May 24, 1973.
Congressman IAtorn :Amite. - .

r, holiday Inn,
44 Green Bay, 1Vis. ..,

I want to welcome you*, Wisconsin, and thank you and members of the In-
terior Committee for coming here to conduct, hearings. I would like to indicate
my strong support for the r_estoration of the 3fenominee Indians to tribal sta7
tux. This has been a concern of mine since I have become Governor. Itnfortn-

I, , nobly, my schedule will not permit me to attend "these Ilearings, however, I
k-will, be testifying at the restoration hearings in.Warshington.

NallCK J Luctr,
Governor of .1Visoonsin,

(...... ..
MIL. 7421, 93t1 Cong. Ifirst Mese.]

it BILL To repeal the Act terminating Federal supervision over the property and
members of the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin as a federally recognised,
sovereign Indian tribe; and to restore to the Menominee Trite of Wisconsin
those Federal services furnished to Americans because of their status as

. American Indians ; and for other purposes . . -
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in. Congress assembled, That this Act may 3,sse cited as the
"Menominee Restoration Act". .SEe. 2. For the purpose of this Act -

(1) The term "tribe" means the Menominee Tribe of Wisconsin. .

(2) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior.
(3) The term "Menominee Restoration Committee" means that committee of

nine Menominee Indians who shall be elected at a general council meeting
ealled,by they :secretary pursuant to section 4(a) of this Act.

See. 3. (a) Effective on the date of enactment of this Act, Federal recogni-
tion is hereby extended to the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin.

(b) The Act of aline 17, 1054 (25 U.S.C. 891-002 is hereby repealed. There
are hereby reinstated all rights and privileges of the tribe or its members

, under Federal treaty or otherwise which may have been dirninlished or' oet
pursuant to the Act of Junb 17,1054 (25 r.f4.#0. 8ML902). .

4 (e) Nothing contained in this Act shall diminish any rights or PrivllePgPm ere,
joyed by the tribe or its members now or prior to June 17. 1054, *under Federal
treaty or otherwise. Exeept as speeifieally provided in this Act, 'nothing con-
tained in this Act shall alter any property rights or obligations, any contrite-

tual rights or obligations, or any obligations for taxes already levied.
.Ss:e. 4. fa) Within fifteen days after the date of enactment of this Act the

Secretary shall, announee the date of a general council meeting of the tribe to
elect the Menominee Restoration Committee. Such general council meeting
shall be held within sixty days aftt r the date of entletment of this Act. All Hy-
ing persons on the final roll of ti*.tribe published under section 3 of the Act
of ,Tune 17. 1031 (2 VAC. 803) find all descendants. who are at least eighteen
years of age, of persons on such roll mildly* entitled to attend, participate,
and vote at such general council meeting. The Secretary shall approve the
Menominee Restoration Committee if ire is satisfied the requirements of this
section relating to the general council meeting have bee met. The Menominee
'Restoration Committee shall represent the Menominee le in the implemen-
tation of this Act and shall have'no powers other than t otse given to it in ac-
cordnnee with this Act,

(b) The membership roll of the Menominee Tribe of Wisconsin whfch was
closed as of June 17, 4951, is. hereby declared open. The Menominee .Restora-
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tion Connuittee, under contract with the Secretary, shall proceed to make cur-
., rent that roll in accordance with the terms of this Act. The names of all en-
rollees who are 'deceased as of the date a itenactment of this Act s be

shall be added, to provided-such 'descendant pos *. at leasVone-
quarter degreeMenoininee blood. Upon the installation of, elected con-
stitutional officers of the 'Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin, the SecretarY
and the Menominee Restoration Committee shall delivet

the
records,

outerand any material relating to enrctilment matters to the tribal governing
body. All further .work in bringing and maintaining current the tribal roll
shall he. performed in such manner as. may be prescribed in accordance With
the tribal governing documents. Until responsibility for the tribal roll is. as-
sumed by.the tribal' governing body, appeals from the omission or inclusion of
any name upon the tribal roll shall lie with the Secretary and his determina-
tion thereon shall be final. 'ffite Secretary shall make the final determination of
each saell'appeal within sixty days after tin appeal is Initiated..

SEC. 5. (a) The Menominee Restoration, Committee, under contract with the'
Secretary, shall conduct an election by secret ballot for the purpose of deter-, mining the tribe!'s constitution and bylaws. The Secretary shall enter into such
contract with the Menominee' Restoration Committee within ninety days after
the enactment of this Act. Mt& election shall be held within one hundred and
eighty days after the enactment of this Act.

(b) The Menominee Restoration Committee shall distribute to all enrolled
persons who are entitled to vote in the election, at least thirty days before the
election, a copy of the constitution and bylaws as drafted by the, Meninhinee
Restoration Cominittee which will be presented, at .the election. Itlong, with a
brie/ impartial description of the constitution and bylaws, The Mezioalnee
Restoration Committee. shall freely donsuit with persons entitled' to vote in the
election concerning the text and description of the constitution and bylaws.
Snell consultations shall nit be carried on within fifty feet of the Oiling
places on the date a the election.

(e) The Menominee RestorationCommittee, under contract with the Seere-.. tttry, shall conduct an election by secret ballot fOr .the,purpose of detCrmining
this: individuals who AM serve as members of the Who' ove ning body. The
Secretary shall enter into such contract with he Men nee 2estoration Com-
mittee within sixty-idOs after the tribe adop co tution and bylaws pur-
suant to subsection (a) of this section. The elec on shall be held within one
hundred and twenty days after the tribe adopts a constitution and by-laws.

Ap ((d) In any elections held pursuant to subsections (a) and (e) of this sec -
ion. vote of a majority of those actually voting shall be necessary and

sufficient to effectuate theme adoption of a tribal constitution and, bylaws and the
election'of the tribe's goverang body, so long as, in each such election the
total vote cast is atleast 30 per centunrof those entitled to vote.

(e) The Aet of June 18, 1034 (25 U.S.C. 401 et seq.) shall not apply to any
election under this Act.,

Sex. 6. (a) Subsections (C) and (d) of this section shall not become effective
until two years following the enactment of t1114 Act.'

(b) The Secretary f411:111 negotiate with the elected members of the Menomi,
nee Common Stock and Voting Trust and the board of directors of Menominee

,Enterprises, Incorporated, or their authorized representatives, to develop a
plan for the assumption of the assets of the corporation.

The Secretary shall, subject to the terms and conditions of the plan ne-
gotiated pursuajit to subsection (b) of this sectiolaccept the assets (exelnd-
ing any real property not located in or adjacent Menominee, County, Wis..
consin) of Menominee Enterprises, Ineprporated, but only if transferred to him
by the board of directors of Menominee, Enterprises, Incorporated, subject to."
the approval of the shareholders as required by the laws of Wisconsin,' Such
assets F,Dall be subject to all valid existing rights including, but not limited to
liens, outstanding taxes (local, BMW, and Federal), mortgages. outstanding
eomorate indebtedness of all types, and any other obligation. The land and
other assets transferred to the Secretary pursuant to this section shall be sub-'
jest to foreelostjre or sale pursuant to the terms of. any obligation in, accord-
once with the laws of the State of Wisconsin. Subject to the conditions im-
posed by this section. the land transferred shall be taken in the name of the
,/Tilted States in trust for the Menomin6e Tribe' of Wisconsin and shall. be

4
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their reservation. The transfer of assets authOrized by this section shall be d.
mat from all local, State, and Federal taxatirsi, All assets transferred under
this section shall, as of the date of transfer, be exempt from all local, State,
and Federal taxation.

(d) The Secretary shall accept the raid property (excluding any real prop-
-.'erty not located In or adjacent to Menominee County, Wisconsin) of members
of the Menominee Tribe, but only if transferred to him by the Menominee
owner or owners. Such property shall be subject to all valid existing rights in-
cluding, but not limited to, liens, outstanding taxes (local, State, and Federal),
mortgirges, and any other obligation. The land transferred to the Secrefary
pursuant to this section shall be subject to foreclosure or sale -pursuant to the,
terms of any valid existing obligation in accordance with the laws of the State
of Wisconsin, Subject to the conditions imposed by 'this section, the land transit!'
fermi shall be taken in the noble the bed States in trust for the Mi.-
nominee Tribe of iWiseonsin and Shull be part of their reservation. The transfer
of assets authorized by this section shall be xempt from all local, State, and
Federal taxation. All assets transferred undo this section shall; as of the date
of transfer, be exempt from all local, State, an Federal taxation.

411

(e) The Secretary and.the Menominee Reston; ion Committee shall consult
with appropriate Stake and local government onicialS to-assure Opt the provi,
sion of necessary governmental services is not 4mpnired--aoilhe result of the
transfer of assets provided for in this section.

Sse. 7. The tribe's 'canstitution-shall provide that the gOverning body of the
tribe. after full consultation with the Secretary, tl) shall make rules and reg-. illations for the operation and management of the tribal- forestry units on the
prineipie of sustained-yield management,. (2.) may make such Other rules and
regulations as may be aes:lay to proteet the asqets of the tribe from deterio-
ration. and (3) may regulate hunting, fishing, and trapping on the reservation.
.Fishing by non-Mettinuinee3 on 'Legend Lakes, LaMotte, Lake, 'Moshawimit
Lake,' and Round Lake shall be, regulated by that State of Wisconsin, and the
State shall dock these lakes in the Fara(' manner as other lakes regulated by
the 'State of Wisconsin,

Sue. 74, In recognition of the Special educational needs. of 'Menominee stu-
dents and of the responsibility of the Milk! States for' the impact that mein-
bora of the Menominee tribe have on local educational agencies, -Congress de-
clares it to be the policy of the United States to provide full financial
assistance for Menominee students -to those local educational agencies which

two or more members of the tribe who reside on the reservation orwithin boundarieS of Menominee County.
Svc. 9. to Secretary is hereby authorized to make such rules andygula-

thins as are 'essary to carry out the provisions of this Act.
SIT. 10. There are .hereby authorized to be appropriated such stuns' as may

be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.
Mr. NIEUDS. The'bill, II.R.-74it1 provides for the repeal of the Act'

of June 17, 1951, terminating Federal supervision over the Menomil
nee Tribes of Indians. Restoration of the Menominee Tribei.to Fed-
eral reeog,nition and services;' and to provide for establishment of
tribal government.

I have,ceheduled these field hearingsllihie in Menominee County to
take teltIliony from the people, Indian and non-Indian, who will be
most directly affected by enactment of this legislation.

In the 1950's, the Federal Government embarked upon an Indian
poliey of termination of supervision iof the affairs of Indians. This
policy grew out of the adoption by the .83d.Congress of Muse Con-
emrent Resolution 108.

This policy was oppoved at the outset by the Indian, people and
was adopted and implemented over the strinuous objections of the
,Intlians. There is ample evidence to indicate that pressures were
exerted on the Menominees and-other terminated tribes to obtain
consult to sneh termination or tit, least a request for termination.

11
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'termination, as a means of fulfilling hie obligations.vd.commitl
melits of thin Federal Government to the Indians has, beyond ques-

% tion, proven a failure. ,
..,

.
Terminatipn, as a Means of makin g the Indians first-class citizens .

and conferring self-determination on the Indian people kis,: beyond. v.
question, proven a disaster to the Indian tribes and people. . ...

- - In 19til, the Menominee Tribe had nearly attained the goal now , ;
set, by tlaWnited States as an Indian policy self- determination and ,

. . local control. The tribe wits paying for-almost, thectotal,expenses of
it goverturient and tribal affairs. Less than ;$'200,000 was being
appropriated by the Federal, Government for the tribe. Indeed, the
tribe, was paying'the salary of most of the Federal employees on (the
reservation.

Twelve Years after (he termination date; the report of the I316k
.. ,

.. .

conclude:;. .
i

0
t3ines51 relief vi abide immediately available in the form of ter it Sna iisive

infusion of public funds or restoration, the Menominee En rprises Ineorito-
ratell will no longer be economically viable and Meuomin county wall go
under. . a

This must, stand as an etleetive indictment of termination as a
national approach to Indian affairs. .

The testimony we will hear today will help Sorge the final shape
of this legislation. We are happy to welcome you, Representative .
Froehlich, and you,-RepresentativoDavid Obey. .

Now, there will be S01110 statements made today with which you
will clygree and there may be some temptation to manifest such I.
disagreement even in sonic untoward fashion: This is a congressional 4,

hearing. If anything, is to be accomplished We, must have order. to .,
accomplish it, aid the firit manifestation of an orderly society is the :

. .
ability to disagree without. being disagremble. So the chairman
wonld ask all of you to abide by self-iMposed limitations on unto -
ward outwaM%a4festittion of either =agreement or disagreihnent,
and hi repeet, the decorum of this lovely land and this not so lovely , .,

.subeommittee. .
.. Thank you very much. -

The gentleman' froth New Mexico. ).

Mr. L.1..r.1 N , Thank sl..ou,.M. Cliiiirnian.
,.

,
I also feel privileged to have come to. this .bcautifnl area of the.

.

country. I must. tell you that I come to this area without turf pre-:
conceived ideas as to.how I might stand on the question of restora-
tion. - . -. .

I am not for, at this moment, nor am I tiftist. The only thing
that I might say is that/ do stand for the policy that the. President. ,
has stated of self-determination without, termination.

Ihrtvey.i, the. restoration asiwet presents sonic very feirl problems
and of eourfe the whole piirpme of my trip today, Mr. Chairman, is
to find out what thtA problems are and in the final analysis make .

up my mind as to which way I should vote on the mattw.
'Mr. Mums. Thank you., Mr. Lupin.
'The first witness will be your own -Representative,'Ilarold Froeh-

lich; .who is the prime sponsor of this legislation and I might say` a
vem energetic and hard Working young, new Member- of the' 'OS.'

Mar
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ICongress, and. David Obey, the farmer re,sen.tative of this area
anclo, person' with

and
'I've lntd the ple.aiure to serte for. tiome -

three ternis nckww and whom 'I have fund to, be conscif.3ntiods and %.
haid working. -"

You are indeed' graced with wa fine, hard-working Representative
at present and you have had one in the past, ,

Would 3loo, gentlemen please cometforward.

STATEMENTS OF HON, HAROLD FROEHLICH, A REPRESENTATIVA.
IN CONGRESS' FROM THE EIGHTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN, AND HON. DAVID H. OBEY,A PEAR. .
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS,PROPC THE SEVENTH CONGpSSIONAL
DISTRICT OF. THE STATE OP WISCONSIN

Miens. M Froehlich, es the.Prime sPonsOh for tliis
tion, we *mild be delighted to hear from_ you, . ,

Let me say at-the onset, it is a pleasure to be in yourdistrict;
. VitoP,Trracia, Thank you, IVIr. Chairman. -

11 w Ti..Chairmiir ear.- tija,n, at the outset let `me say that I wel-
come you. .to Wiseensin ,and to the ghth Con.gressional
We 'are very prohd s have you. di naguithe,c1. gentler en, here - and
hope4that you, Will ftn. our sta. pleasant an productive.

I know that Congr:. wan had planned an excursion fn
Mexico with his.wife, and coming here this Memorial Day_ weekend

' Was. a special sacrifice, but he came because of his great interest in
this area.

Two points should be-made about these hearingAtkemselves. First,
'hey were announced the day after the introduction of the. Menomi-
nee Restoration Act and they are being held less than a month. after
,the introduction of the bill. The dispatch with which this legislation
is being considered indicates a welcome recognition of its importance,
and its urgency.

Second, these 2 days of the hearings in Menominee County which,
give the people here a chance to state-their views and to speak: heir
%Inds on pending legislation represent a Marked contrast to the Way
In which Menominee termination was handled by Congress in the
early 1950's. The subcommittee comes here to listen and to inquire:
It does not come here to dictate,

I think the contrast will be appreciatejl by the men and women
who*remexnber. the events preceding the passing a the Termination
Act in 1954. Both the speed and the location .of these hearings reflect
the sensitive able -leadership .of the chairman of the subcommit,-
tee, the gentenian from Washington.

- There is.good basis for the high regard and esteem in which he...is
held by. other Members of Congress and his '-,good `standing among
Indian throughout the country, I am.,very Proud to LIM him
as a cesponsor of this bill.

May I also pay tribute to good .friend Zia colleague from tlie-
.1 Seventh District, Mr. D49,-lid'Obey, whoSe continuing concern about

the interests and problemS of the Menominee Tribe is luny demon-
strated by hiis presence hero this morning. It should berecOrded that.
Congressman Obey introauced.the first Restoration Act last year.

7 ! 1*
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Mr. Chairman, it is my understatding that additional hearings on
H.R. 7421. (will be held. in ViTashington at a later ,date21 would like
to reserve th6 ppportunity of testifying in detail Oa the provision%
of this billr'at.one of those hearings. For the mom'ent I would like to
'Submit a copy of my ilitrodactory statementurf May 2 froth the Con-
gressional Record and make some special observatiOniNlaf a general .

mature. -

Mr. MEED,S. Without. objection, our. introductory stktem.ent Will
be entered-in the record al thi

[From the Congress! nal Record, 3itly 2, 1073]

RESTORATION Or TIM MENG/Ally= INDIAN TRIBE Or :WISCONSIN

(B..% Hon. Harold V. Froehlich of Wisconsin, in the House of Representatives)

Mr. FRourracoir. Mr. Speaker, oh June 17, 1954, the United States, by act of
-Congress terminated the Menominee of Wisconsin, depriVing them of
recogaitio'n as Indians under Federal Jaw, closjoig their tribal' roll, .and -.with-
drawing from. them-the Services. and assistance accorded 'to American, Indiails
because of their unique Status.

Whatever its., motivation and objectiVe, this .Termination Act has proved In
the :nailing "ears to be a misconceived hnd tragic experiment. It was an invol-
untary experiment that has produced cultural Shock add severe economic hard-
ship for the Menominee people. It has led to disorientation,' disunity, and
despair in the tribe, And it has written-asad and regrettable chapter in Amer-

,. lean social history. . ,
Today, I am introducing legislation to restore Federal recognition to the

Menominee Tribe- and to-reestablish their reservation. MY", bill, among other
things, will repeal the Menominee getinatien Act of 1954. This will not-only
improve the economic situation foe 1Vienominee people but also provide a

A signglgo Indiarn tribes across America that termination as e. policy has been
-"\repullikted. Because of the symbolism inherent in the restoration of a termite

noted tribe, the Menominte Restoration Act could well be the most significant
Indian legislation to come. before the 93d Congress. When it is enacted, its

,impact will be felt on very Federal reservation in the United States.
I am proud to be joined in this important and historic legislation by -my

friend and colleague from Wisconsin, David Obey, who introduced the first
Menominee Restoration Act last spring, and by Representatives Abzug, Ander-
son-of Illinois, :Aspire; Bingham, Blatnik, Burke of California, Chisholm, Cleve-
hunt Derwifiski, Fraser, Hansen of Washington, Harrington, Sastenmeler,
.Meeqs, Reuss, Itoybal, Ruppe, Sarbanes, Thomson. of Wisconsin, WaldiA, Young
of Georgia, Young of 'Alaska, and Zablocki.

I am deeply grateful to all these distinguished Members of the Congrest for
the invaluable suppOrt they have given. to this bill.

Mr.. Speaker, permit me- to explain briefly the background and the conse-
.quenceS of the termination policy, as applied to the Menominee Tribe.

In 195I., the Menominees -won a judgement of $8.5 million against the 'United
Stittk for mismanaging the assets of the tribe. According to law, this judg-
,ment was deposited for the tribe in the U.S. Treasury. A decision was then
made by the tribe to seek legislation. authorizing the distribution of Nut of
this judgment to individual tribal members. Such legislation was introduced by
former Representative Melvin "B. Laird, and was passed by the House.,

In the Senate, however, this per capita distribution bill has radically
altered to -embody and -implement the policy of termination established In
House Coneuprent Resolution 108, passed by the 83d Congress in 1953. The
prime mover in this effort was Senator Arthur Watkins, who fervently
believed that the T.J.S. Government, notwithstanding its treaty obligations to'
various Indian-tribes, should "get out of the Indian business,"

"Uncle Sam . . . cannot possibly do the jab
Watkins told the Menominees during a brief appearance on their reserva-tion 10 0
Conivss has gotten to the point where it wants to put these people on their

own, feet and let them. have full control of their affairs just as rapidly as It
can be done.
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For various reasons the Watkins version of the bill was enacted, and the
tribe was terminated. Although' Federal supervision., was extended until 1964,
the decline in the fortunes of the Menominee Tribe began. the day the Termi-,
nation Act became law.

It is spmetimes contended now that the Mencnninees wanted the termination
f their trust relationshiP. This is not borne ,out by the record. While it is .,,

doubtedly true that most of the few Menonainees who .participated in the
tribal council meetings at that time desired legislation to authorize a partial
distribution of their recently-won judgment, Were is scantindication that
there was ever much sentiment for termination. The only vote that could be
construed as supportlng termination -mule on the heels ot. Senator Watkins'
visit to the reservation, amid great confusion and raisunderstanding..At stake
Jae the vote nvas the carrot of _a $1,500 per capita distribution - that was tied,
apparently inextricably, tO something 'vague called termination, which Senator_ '.
Watkins had said was inevitable. It was hardly an election with clear eut
issues, held under lahoratory conditions.

At a later date, when the meaning of termination became more clear, the
tribe voted unanimously to rejebt termination. .

There was even less confusion among officials of the -State government and ,

-the Board of Supervisors of Shawano County; They were against termination,
said so repeatedly, and tried first to preVent it and then to repeal it. These
efforts were discdntinued only alter termination became an accomplished tact
that was seemingly irreversible. .1 - 4 , .

nalAfter a period a <delay ending in 1961, Meno ee 'County ;was created by
the State of Wisconsin to provide civil government forfor tile forer reservation.
Menominee Enterprises, Inc., was established as the entity, to control and
nuinage the tribe's assets--primarily a sq.wmill and the forest land within the
county. , . . . .

Since 1961, "Menominee Enterprises has been pushed to the bank of bank-
° ruptcy by business conditibus, operating restrictions, and most important, the

mounting tax burden of local government. Over a pqriod of years virtually all
the corpbration's profits have gone into property taxes for education and other
local services in the poorest county in Wisconsin. 4

In order to stave of financial disaster, a decision was made. In the mid-
1960's to 'begin selling Menominee land to non-Menominees.- This course was
designed to secure new income for the corporation and a new tax base for the
county. In time, however, the decision generated great, controversy.

It was highly unpopular among may Menominees, who have a deep feeling
for their ancestral land; and it led eventually not only to an upheaval in the
tribal leadership but also to strained relations- and frictions with the new
property owners. The legitimacy of some of the land sales and of the -hunting
and fiShing .rights that were purportedly- conveyed in some of these sales, is ;
now being tested in the courts. -

Regrettably, the Sale of Menominee land created. new problems, but it did
not'lift the corporation or the county out from under their serious economic.
difficulties. These acute prObleras remain.

In 1970, in his Recoramendations for Indian Policy, President Nixon rejected
the policy of termination, citing its "bad practical results" in the few instanees
in which it had been tried. Writing with the Menominees in Mind, the Presi-
dent declared :;

The removal of Federal trusteeship responsibility has produced considerable
disorientittion among 'the affected Indians and has left them unable to relate
to a, myriad of Federal, .State, and lobal assistance efforts; Their economic and

. social condition. has often, been worse after termination than it was before."
[Italic supplied.] .

'
Last' month, in a special report, the Bureau of Indian- Affairs rendered. an

even more sobering assessment of the crisis in Menominee County:
The economic instability of MEI combined with the elimination of public

funds to The county make the situation perilous. Unless relief is made immedi-
ately available in the form of either a massive infusion of public funds o res-
toration, MEL will no longer be economically viable and Menominee Chanty
will go under. .

These are some of the serious considerations that have prOnuiled me to
introduce and strongly support the Menominee Restoration Act.

These are some a. the considerations that require the prompt enactment of
this legislatiOn by the House and Senate. .
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Termination of thd Menominee Tribe was 'a monumental, mistake. It must be.
Corrected, and it must be corrected, now.

It is imperative to recognize, however, that the correction of this mistake
will, not be uncomplicated. Restoration of the reservation will, have widespread
ramifications affecting many interests. In, the push fec restoration, thqsa cora-
petini interests cannot be ignored. They must be considered and, if possible
accommodated,: without losing sight of ultimate objectiies..That is whAt I have
tried to accomplIsli4n this bilk

The'bill dp its present form:.
Repeals tile. Termination Act of 104 and reinstates all rights and privileges

lost on.ac,*sent of that act; .
"Extends Immediate 'Federal recognition to the Menominee Tribe of Wiscen-

sin, mrfiling them eligible immediately for Federal services and assistance;
Opens the tribal roll and eventually gives, to the tribe, complete control of

the enrollment process; ,
Calls for the election of a 9-member Menominee Restoration Committee

within 60 -days of enactment;
Provides for an election to determine the tribe's constitution within' 1,80. days !.

of*enactthent; . ,
sets tin election of constitutional ()Merl' within.120 days after the approval

,at a tribal constitution; -.. . ,- ,.- . ..

Gives to the tribe bread discretion tor fashion a tribal constitution ; 'and
Authorizes to be .appropriated such sums as are "necessary to carry out the

provisions of the Restoration, Act.- .. .

"Xothing in. the Restoration Act diminishes the treaty.rights of the.Mefiomi-
nee people. . . . , .- . -, : ,

Nothing in the Restoration:Act dlaurbS, diminishes,' or prejudices the Prop-
erty rights of non-Menominee ple'whe awn land in Menominee County,

In. all these provisions, ,the batence of the draft bill that was submitted to.
me. last December has not be changed. .

There are, however four ajor changes in the bill that should be mentioned.
The first and most important change is contained in section 0(a).- This

section wovides that the hind controlled by Menominee Enterprises and the velanewned b individual Menoniinees shall not be accepted into trust by the
Secretary of the Interior until 2 years after the enactment of the bill:

The , purpose. of this. provision is to permit an orderly period of transition
from the, time of enactment to the time when the vast majority of land in
Menominee County Is stricken from the property tax'. rolls of focal. government:. ,,
During this transition period all concerned ptuties. will be able to assess the -°

desirability of .preserving. or restructuring local government; and all. concerned :' ,
parties will. be able to gage the 'impact of Federal financial assistance for .the
tribe on the budgets of the town and county governments. The more Federal
assistance -that is received, the more the coat Of localigovernment should go
down. Should Federai financial assistance be snbstantially less than antici-
pated, however, the burden of ctinancing local government will notfall immedi-
ately and unfairly upon the non-Menominee property owners ht. Menominee
County. . . .i.This provision is a compromise between those who would like all sections of
the Restoration Act to take effect immediately and those who would prefer to
make4ifhe effective date contingent upon total restoration of the local govern-
ment tructure that existed prior to terminaion. .

My able colleague, Mr. Obey, believes that a 2-year delay' before thd trust
relationship is- established is unnecessary' and that the problems with which
non- Menominee property owners are concerned are largely illusory.. I do not
share this view.

To my mind, the ultimate sittution to the problem of uncertain Federal reve-
nues and the inevitable friction that will result from a nontaipa,ving-Menoini.:
nee majority assessing and taxing a largely nonvoting but taXp*Ying non ale-.
nominee minerity,IS a restoration of the town and county lines that cicist&l
before termination:- . .

Because I belleVe the vital .interests of all 'concerned parties will best be
served by discontinuing the life of Menominee County,. 'I, will attempt to per-
suade-the Interior Committee to reflect this view in the committee's final bill.

A second major change is the addition of section & This section recognizes
the Speeial educational 'needs of Menominee young' people end the responsibil-
ity; not of local taxpayers, but of the T.I.E3 Government to' meet these needs. .- ,

it
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Hence, this section declares it to be "the policy of the United S tea to` provide
full financial assistfince for Mfnominee Stu/dents to those 1. educational
ageficles which enroll two or more members of the tribe who re idp on the res-
ervation or within the boundaries of Menorah:tee County."

This provision, is designed to promote high quality edueatio for Menominee
Students without unfairly burdening loeal taxpayer; I áI3 d termined to 1se
that restoration. la a benefit, not a burdety This, provision will go a long way I,

toward achieving that end.
*A third significkiit change is contained in the last sentence section 7. This

sentence declares that fishing by noti-MenOmineep on the egend, Lake; La.
Itlotte take, Moshawquit Lake, anji 'Round Lake Shall be -regulated by the

imPosed a duty upori the State of Wis-
esealakes-4n, the-same tnapher as it treats..

ly stocking .thee lakes Inivith fish "In. the
ated by the State of Wisconaill.','
eat r rights of Menominee tadians to fish

State of Wisconsin. The sentence a
,consin to treat property 'owner* on

, otfier property owners by periodica
same manner as other lakes are regu'

The 'State's .recognition of the t
without regulatipn in all the lakes in. lifettominee County should-not,nnd joust
not give rise to Only depriyation 'fte..rights bf rtcnOdeliciaiinee property. -owners. This section asserts,,the detetillitiattOn. of the.Cougrese;that this, shall
not hapwn. i t ' ' , 4
(The dual important' change is the efiminatimi from sectiOnfi of:the-draft
a clause that required the tribe's constitution to Ontain; .provisimi prohibit."
ing the sale of all land.within the unfits of the rribekp reservation.

'The-tribe is authorized by, my bill to'Include in its constitltion a clause' pro-
hibiting the sale of reservation land, but I .do'not believe that Congress should
require them to do so.- To my mind, such a clause is not 1Z keeping with the
40ew spirit of self-determination that should apply to Indian tribes in the goy-
ernance of their internal affairs.

'I do not advocate 'the sale of tribal land, but I in .conceive of situations in
which a majority of the tribal members might wish' to sell a small part of
their reservation. To require an. Act af Congress in order t4 sell a small piece
of land is to say, in effeet, that the Menominees, having been through so' much,
cannot be trusted to decide the most important of their own affairs. That Is a
proposition to which I cannot subscribe.

The bill introduced today is a forthright attempt to correct a national mis-
-take and to promote self-determination and 461f-sufficiency within the context

a trust relationship,
It is an important 'and vital bill that X hope will touch the conscience of

. America.
.

The bill, H.R. 7421, Will be found on p. 3.

Mr. FROEHLICH. The .bill Lintroduced has two great objectives.
The first objective is to deal quickly and responsiblfwith'the many.
economic and social problems of the Menominee people, particularly
in Menominee County. I believe this legislation will bring, about an
improvement in the whole situation, and this is needed. .

The second objective, which is indirect, is to mark the repudiation
of the termination policy of the -11...$. Government., ThiSlatter objec-
tive may make H.R. 7421 the most significant Indiati litgislation to
come before the 934 Congress. .

The mhre important of these two objectives isthe first objective
because Menominee Enterprises finds.itself in very 4;m:ions economic
straits. We must come to grips promptly With the economic and So-
cial proWems of the tribe. This final objective must not be ',relegated
to minor importance in an attempt to correct at onetime the 'whole
vast series of problems across the Nation that were created: by the
policy of.termniation.

I am confident that' the testimony 'presented to this subcomn)ittee
will unmistakably reveal the need for urgency in the enactment of
this bill. It will also reveal the special local difficulties that were Cre-
ated by termination.

20-310.-73-
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I find it almost impossible: to believe that COngress can deal ade-
ipiately with the iddividuallocal problems-of. all terminated tribes
and'still pass a bill restoring the Menominee in the'near future.

My second_ major. observation is rehrted to the first. We cannot
back legislation to restore the 11Iendminee Tribe to full Indian status
and reestablish the reservation and place the reservation in trust
without -carefully considering the impact of these profound develop,
ments on all the .parties Who will be affected, and protecting their
interest also. Restoration of the Menominee Tribe will Dave wide-
spread ramification affecting many interests. ..

Iri The push for. restoratiort these interests cannot be ignored; if
pos,sible'tb.ey rast be accoramodatedlwitkit losing sight of the ulti-
xlateiobjective; That is what I have tried toV,complish in the pend-
ing bill. Let me give just one example. The Menolikinees have treaty

gltts_ with th U.S. GoVernnient. They 'do not haVe treaty rights
with Shawano County..

The-edtication Of Menominee young4people is and must be the re-
sponsibility of AllFederal taxpayers. It must not become a responsi-
bility of .Shawano County taxpayers:-

As I said when I introduced the restoration bill, I am dMrmined
to see that restoration is a benefit and not a burden. That is why, for
exami Ie. section 8 isnehided in the bill. r.With these tWo thoughts in mind, let me niterate lily appreciation
for these hearings and.for the presence of distingUished members of
the subccimmittee, and let us go on at this time; ,

We will hear from my colleagne and then the people here who
this committee came to acConunbdate.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr: .runs. Thank you very much for a very fine statement, Mr.

Froehlich.
Air. Obey, would you like to proceed?

STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID R. OBEY,' A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

.Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, first of all I Would like to join my col-
league, Congressman Froehlich, in welcoming both you and Con-
gressman Lujan and the committee staff here to Menominee County.
As has been indicated I represented this area from the time I came
to Congress in 1969 until reapportionment placed. this county in the
;Eighth Congressional District last year and although I no longer
represent the people of Menominee Comity my commitment to them
lingers.

I would like just as an asidebefo re I beginbecause know the
people in this area may be wondering what kind of people come here
from WashingtonI just want to say most clearly that without the
help of both of these,gentlemen I would not have been able to obtain
passage of a bill last year which restored to the Stockbridge-Munsee
Indians over 13,000 acres of 'FSA lands, and I think you have in
both Mr. Lujan and Mr. Meeds. people who do understand and do
have concern about the problenis of Indian people-. And I thinly that
is evidenced by the fact that they come here today and the spirit in
which they have come.

1.
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I'wonhl like to take just a few moments to explain to youlny tea,- .

sons for, *ring this bill as.I did in the 11)72 sessiqn, and to explain,
what I think the most important features bf it are+ ,

The question is asked by south people,,well, has termination really
failed. "

Chairman, I an., remember as a kid when the Menomi
were terminatedI think I-was a sophomore in high school the
time and I, remember the doubts that Were expressed at that time
that termination, would hurt arts not help the Menominees. I think
those doubt's, have proven; riglit.; . -

Before termination, the Aletoinineeiii haa'their own hospital; they
owned valuable forest. 1p,nd. As y .o10.,thave indicated, they paid for
most of the BIA. services Ntey rem,* d while not being well off
economically they were:certainly better o than most other tribes;

Since termination unemployment in ti -county is at au intolera
ble level) It is at N percent compared tli an overall state averide
Of 5 percCut, and I think that"20;.peive i understated 'for-reasons
which were discussed last-night.

The school dropout' rate for the ;Me 'Arainieg is 75 percent. The
medicalwfacilities are'totally inadquate .

The per, capita income is Ji ss than '0it '-third of the .State's 'average
and, importantly in ispite of the fact th t this, tribe has gone to great
lengths thi-ougholt its entire histO t- :keep its land intact' for the

tribe, termination has required the bleiaoininees to sell thonsitals of
acres ,of. their land to hap the cbunty and Menominee Enterprises
keep it economic lead above water.

If that is success, Mr. Chairman., I would hate to see failure. .

Why,Js the :re,ItoratIon needed? As one answer to that, question I
think it, would' be constructive to, read into the :record two Para- .

gritplis from the recent 13IA study on the economic conditions in
Menominee,*County. '

.40That study says,
It is now estimated that without tiassive support MEI Will be out o opera-

Mon within two years. The restoration of the trust status and extension of the
services, would eliminate' the tax burden and make MEI a viable eco-

notate unit.
Profits from the mill could be devoted to providing service's and bringing

about economic development to the tribe rather than be consumed by taxes.
In addition, outlays of public monies would be decreased by some $600,000 in

the first year alone front taxes; and 118 the situation improves the reduction
will be even greater.

The report goes on to make the statement,
The economic instability of MEI combined with the elimination of public

funds to the county since 10'71 makes the situation perilous unless relief is
made immediately available in the form of either massive infusion of public
funds or restoration. MEI will no longer be economically viable and Menomi-
nee County will go under.

According to that ,report, then, restoration is needed if Menominee ,

County is,to remain viable.
INforeover, with restoration, the Menoininees would be eligible for

health and e' ducatimial benefits and other Federal services which IT
dins receive. The Shawano County School District would be eligi-
ble for increased Federal fundS because it would have 1.t substantial
enrollment of federally recognized Indian children.

19
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The tribe would be.COnie eligible for housing and mall business
loans and economic development systems because they are once tigain
a recognized tribe. The tribal lands walla be put into trust and the
tribe would. once again-be able to protect-. their lands for generations
to come.

Now what does the bill do / In explaining that, I would, also like
to explain for both the benefit of.. the committee and for the benefit
of the people here'. exactly. this came into existence in its

. present form.
TWo .Tears ago, when I still represented the county, thd-Menomi-

nees came to me and after much discusSion I introduced 'a bill which
was somewhat different than this one, I introduced that bill not '77 th
the expectatjon that, it would, pt nor withqhe expectation that it

-was perfect, but rather with. the expecation that it would begin the
long process which we have'begun here today, of bringing to tie at-
tenti2n of the Congress the basic injustice done to the ,Meng
phrough terthination. f
. Now,beekuse of reapportionment, as Ihave indicated, I nb longer
rekresent this SAW. Congressman Froehlich does. But my interest re-
mains, and this new bill came into being ip this session of Congress

- after_ a. great deal.of Work, after many months of debate, discussion,
'14 r es ea rch on the part of the Menoininees, Congressman:Froehlich,
thyself; Senator Nelson, Senator Proxmire, and others.

I do want to say this about the gentleman who sits on my left. I
have °known Congressman since we both came into tip
WisconSin Legislature together in 1963. I don't think there.are Von'
members in the legislature who have disagreed with each 'other more
often Or More strongly sometime 'than have he and L But I also
.know, and I have come to know through:those discussions, thet he is
ti man .a deep integrity. and of deep 'convictions and `motivated by.
whirl hethinks is right. And I think it is extreniely important to
k that in mind, because while ho and I may disagree many times,
so tithes he may think I'm crazy, someimesI may think he is, the
fact is that 'we both-get along because we have infinite respect for
each other and I'm sure.tliat respect will remain.

The basics of the bill were agreed upon with veryittle difficulty.
No. 1, the Tribe would, be restored' as a federally recogniied tribe
and the tribal roles opens No. individual Menominees would be et-
igible fOr Federal services to Fidel' all Indians are entitled; No. 31."
the Menominee lands would be put into trust for the 'tribe and that

' land, Would be exempt from local, State, and Federal taws.
No. 4, the property rights of non-Menominee people who own land

in the county would not be affected in any 'vay by the bill. And No.
5, the constitution and bylaws would. be adopted by the tribe.

'There were Other questions that. remained and I think it's impor-
hint that we, diseugs them frankly. Congressman Froehlich, for in-
stance, wondered whether the bill shotild allow restoration to take
effect only, after the legislature and local residents had"acted to abol-
ish the county. - -

After discussion on that point, the ides, was rejected and dropped.
.

Other proposals were considered regarding the posjsible division of
the county with the creation of tt taxable lands sitatute. Legal re-
search was done and that too was discarded..

4
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On the other Side of the question., the 3.Ienominees proposed lab"
, guage which would have required the tribal constitution to contain

language prohibiting the sale of tribal lands. But becausecthe bill
"'authorized and in fact required the Indians to adept a constitution

. of their own, that could, and in all probability would, contain a sec-
tion prohibiting the sale of tribal lands.

Cofigrestmair Froehlich urged and I agreed, to take out of the In-
dins' proposed bill this section .prehibiting the sale of any tribal
lands without. congressional apprpval.

AnOther suggestion was made by Congressnian Froehlich to.insert
in the bill language. saying that fishing should be regulated by the
State of Wiscongin. Strong concern was expressed that this would
cloud tradigonal fishing flp.lits,of the Menommees and this 'proposal
too was drbited in the spirit of compromise.

Another-suggestion WO made by Cong'ressinan Froehlich which
woult1 have prohibited the--transfer-of-M-14-1-assets-lot,41--years.-IIa-
and I. have had honest disagreements about that prowiston. I have
sonic; -reservations about it now, and that is a question which this
committee must N'eiy chiefully 'consider, The committee might, for

-example.; piefer language which would allow the transfer of the as-
sets to the Seeretitry of Interior no, later Wan 2 years after the pas-
sap of the bill. N--f"- .

The question .must be asked :.What is likely to happen, after resto-
ration? As I indicated earlier, CongreSsman Froehlich is legiti-
mately concerned that a missive tax burden ,might fall on the

,private lalid owners in the county,.sonie,of. whom would belndians,
should restoration ,Ncur and MEI assetbecome nontaxable.' If) this
in fact oecitrred it might be more equitable to abolish the aunty.
That is -why I agfeed to a 2-year delay in the transfer provision of
the bill for introcluction purposes only, and Ma with .the ',under-
standing we both badthat 01113 bill was prepared for introdubtlon
purposes only, just to get this disctiskon going. . .

A. 27year delay. I felt, might be reasonable so us to give those *who
believe the county should be !abolished sufficient time to make their
case on the local level. And I want to emphasize that. After it con-
siders the matter the committee .might decide that ,2 years is too
king, but in any case I do not, believe that the committee should re-
quire the abolition of the county before restoration takes place un-
less it finds the most extraprdinary reason for doing so. Because in
Inv judgment that would mean that Congress is simply making Fee-
midary the Federal responsibility which I believe it clearly has in
-this .matter.

Let me also say that the Menominee representatives who worked
extremely hard bn this legislation do not support all parts of the
bill. In fact, I think it would be helpful if I would read, into the
record at this point. a letter which I received from Mr.-Joseph Pre-
loznik on behalf of him, and Ms. Deer and many others. The letter
is dated April ::7.,1973, and it reads as follows:

DEAN CONGREHIMAITOBITY: PleilSh be advised that I have reviewed the Pro
posed restoration net with representatives of the lenntoinee Enterprises, Inc.
and DitrNIS and the.eonelusion reached by the reliresentatives is that the bill
ought to be inthslueed at this time in its present form. That does 214 mean
that the.Menominees are. in agreement with all the.provisions contained in the

21
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bill. lIoWever, some of those. changes may be accomplished after the heargige
have been held, by amendments.

i:;peellYeally, the provisions that the Menontinees represe4atives are not in
agreement with -relate to the portion that the Menominees would not be

. allowed to sell their lands withoutiConkressional approval and the provision
whieh would delay returning the asrts into trust for two years.

While these provisions are 'Important to the MenomineeS, they are of the,
opinion that It 'is muth more imperative that the bill be introduced afid that
the hearings held kinee the substantial portion of the bill accomulishes the
foals they have been seeking.

,

I just thilik it's important to point that out. As I said, the Me,
nominees. do not support all portions of the bill. They will no doubt
talk about that later. .

As I- have said, I have some reservations about some sections and
Copgressman Fr9ehlieh has indicated in the past that he has some
reservations of his own. 'But the Menominen do support., I believe,
,rn.ost of the provisions of the bill and so -do I. -./1.4d I think again,
what..thust be empliasiZed both to the committee and the people in
this room is that the mu that is belore you is a bill which was
agreed 'mon for purposes of introduZtion only so Alia this process
could begin. ,

It is to a degree a compromise bill. You might want to elkxige
several sections of the bill after hearing front- all concerned paiftes,
but the important thing to remember is that this bill restores the
Menominee Indians as federally recognized tribe and puts their
latidslinto a trust status. That is a treniendously important goal end
one which I hope you could reach before_ too Many months are over.

If that. goal is to b:e' readied .there is going to have to be ,a spirit
of compromise on both sides and individual egos will have to be
merged for the common, good andthe national interest. What those
compromises should be I think your eoMmittee better than I or any-
one else, can certandy mOst`reliably answer. But I think WS' terribly,
important that legislation restoring the MenOminees to Federal sta-
tits pass.

Indians want and deserve a nrea.sure of selfStlirmination,11 voice
,

in their own tlifairs an opportunity to modlage the natural and
Iniman resources of their people and the ability, to protect-their-land. .

That's what, the Menominees want and this is vflly I fully support,
rest ration for the Menominee Tribe.

I hink if this legislation passes the word will truly go out across;
the country that the policy eminciated by the President. of self-,
deitvrniziation rather than termination is really more than just words.
And I think it's important, Mr. Chairman, that that message get
ac ins...

Thank you.
gEEDS. I'd like to thank both of you for. fine statements and

for your expeditious work with this legislation, getting it sponsored
and working out the compromises about -which you spoke, Congress-
man Obey, and otheyr problems with .which we're all aware..

I'm not going to ask questionS of you gentleman because we w ill
have another opportunity in Washington, D.O., and I just want to
compliment you on your statements and say that it is our intention
to work very closely with both of you; indeed, with everyone on the

. Wisconsin delegation, and particularly 'the people here, to gbt'.this
legislation through as quickly as possible.

I
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The gentleman from New Mexico. .

Mr. Lows. agree with yoll, Mr. Chairman, that we should not
take the time t xIay to ask (Destro . t wo colleagues.

As a matter of fact; it ha n my xperience- we don't have. tot......
ask theta questions; they. w,i come right to us any time that we run

. into each other at the Capi '1 and they will put their points across.-
So wi411 that, I just want_ to thank both Harold and pave for,the irt.,
vitation to, come here, and /v certainly Very happy to do so.

Mr. NIF.Ens. Thank you,, and again my commendations to both of
., .,... you. .

.

.

Mr. OBEY. Thank 'you,. r. Lujan. Think you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.- Mtthis. We have h rd from the Federal representatives, Both .

past and, pre:TM...We are ow delightea to have with us as our neat
,witnesses two gentlemen bum the StateaegiSlativ branclvof govern-

- merit, the Honorable Reuben LaFave from -ale Wiseonsin State Sen-
ate -and the Honorable Herbert Orover. from the .Wisconsin State
Assembly. . 0 , 4

. With fypical gallantry, the member :4 the louse has deferred to :.

them both. .

the member of the senate, and wt, would be delighted to hear from t

Senator LaFave.
". ,, .1

STATEMENTS OF HON. .RETIBEN limy MEMBER OF THE STATE:
SENATE OF THE' STATE OF 717ISCON IN,- AND HON. HERBERT '-
GROVER, REPRESENTATIVE IN THE TATE ASSEMBLY.. OF THE
STATE Or WISCONSIN

Mr. LAFANT. Mr. Chairthanund Congiressman Lujani it is a pleas-
yip to meet with ylig here today.

My name is'IteublirLaFtrve win am a member of the State Sen-
. ate of Wisconsin' and a member of the Menominee Indian Study

Committee since its inception in 1955.' I have served as chairmanhof
the Menominee Indian Study Committee since 1905 and was recently

, 'reelected to serve in this capacity for another 2 years. .

Gentleman, 2 years ago I ai geared. before the Senate Comthitlee
mit-Interior and Insular Affairs in support of Senate Concurrent
ROsolution 20. At that tithe, I spoke against the termination policy
and pleaded that What had happened to the Menorninees should not
befall other Indian tribes of America. I reported that Federal. assist-

" ance for the Menominees was essential; and in view of this the Wis-
consiniegislature had enacted legislation memorializing Congress to
modify the Termination. Act (Publie Law 83499) so that the Me-
nominees would be eligible for health, education, and welfare lxinefits
normally available. to other Indian tribes, and that President Nixon.
issue a departmental directive to the same effect.

Today, at the dkeetion of the Menominee Indian Study COmmit-
tee, I am here to endorse the concept of motoration. The committee,
while unanimously supporting the concept, has requested that-H.R.
MA be aniended so that, during the 2 -year period between its pas-
sage and effective date of subseetions 0 TO and (d), the. State of
Wisconsin may investigate all/possibilities of, providing governmen-
tal services to the MenornineeS. Under the present terms, of the bill,
if restoration would occur, Menominee County-would lie retained. If

2;1
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county status would not be feasiblevor operat)le, the: State: is re-
. strieted by article, XIII, section 7 of Wisconsin Constitution for .

partitioning the cohnty.Article XII section 7 provides. that any ..

county with 900 square -miles or less;anda this applies. to.Menominee'
. County, -cannot be divided unless the residents by referendum vote

for ;deli partitioning. This dOes not Mean that the committee sup-
ports abolighment or division of the county, but only wants the op-

. tions left open. Therefore tip Menominee Indian Study--Cionunittee
. unanimously supports the addition of section 6(f)-as follows:

tirc.... 6(f) For the purpose of implementing subsection (e), the State of lilis-'
cousin may establish 401 local government bodies, political sulxlivisions,- and
service arrangements'as will best provide the,State or local government serv-
icesices required by the 'Menominee Indian tribe,

Inaddition, the references made in the H.R. 7421 to "Menomiriee -.
County!',in section. 6 (c) and (d) and section 8 should be changed. to

: -"the .territory constituting, on the effective date.of this Abt, the'
7fr'. County of :Menominee." Because Federal law-has .precedence over

the Stateconstitution, iftheso references are retained the legislature
. , will not be able to alter the county structure even if ',partitioning

. , ' was.supported by a referendum in accordance with article -XIII, see- ,

tion 7. df,i the constitution.
For you . information, I would like to note that the Menominft

Indian Stm f Committee also unanimously supported for introdue-
tion legi , ion fnviding for a State financed referendum whereby
Menominee Enterprises Inc.'s certificate holders Will be able to vote

, on the question.of whether or not the MenOminees.shall be-restored
' to Federal trusteeship.

..)- Gentlemen, if you.have any questionsI would be happy to try to
answer them at this time, or if you have any questions you would
want 'pursuant to my statement, I will be available at your Wash-
ington hearings if need be, and I will draft; appropriate taterials
in answer to any questions in. writing for the committee, pursuant to-
my statements. ,, . ..

i
,

And further, we have with us today a fine gentleman whois our
draftsman and library technician for the State of Wisconsin and our
'research export in the 'field. He is also here and will be available to
answer. should you have any questions later of him. -

Mr. Theobald is here wig). us today as a guest of the committee of
the Menominee Indian Stucky Committee.

Mr. 'Arms, Thank von very much, Senator. it
The .committee will proceed by listening first of all'to ASsembly-

man Grover, and then we'll have questions of both of you if that's
all right. (.

'Arr. LAFAvh. Very good. Mr. Chairman. t .

Mr. Mmes.' if r. Grover, do you have extra Mpiedi of your state-.

ment ?
Mr. Gnovit. I'm :.sorrv, Mr. Chairman, I jnst recently got. ap-

pointed to the compromise committee on the- Midget between two
homes of the legislature, and as chairman of the education commit-
tee in the :State tiwembly'kelidn't have time, nor do we have the
staff to prepare written testimony. If I emtid make some brief re-

. marks I would appreciate that. -
Mr. MEEns. That's the kind of statement that Mr. Liijan and I

both understand. [General-. laughter.]
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Mr. MEsos. Please proceed.'
. .

STATEMENT OF HON. HERBERT GROVER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
THE WISCONSIN STATE ASSEMBLY

Mr. GROVER. I couldn't agree more with the Senator on the ques-
tion of allowing, by. auiendment in your bill, to the State, an option
to detirmifie what would best serve the needs of the local people, the
Menominee people, as to Whit .kind. of unit of local government
ought to exist.

'.1f I might take a little of ythir time, we had a recent article in the
Milwaukee Journal on Pepin -County in the State of Wisconsin, and
it reads as f011ows "Revenuesharing saves the county," thus raising
the good question, why should a story in the Mihviwilkee Journal tell
how elated county officials were in .tiny PePirn Cotintywhen $1,16,000
in. Federal revenue-sharing funds bailed" them out of a new 'tax in-
crease to finance county services.

As it is,the county has been taxiig the reSidents above the Sta6
legal minimum levy in recent years.. Pepin County, with around

300. residences, is one of the smallest in the State, and 'has only
three-fifths, of the State's average of egualized property evalufaion
Der capita, yet -it must carry irtanyof the sal& cottnty services costs
of larger counties..

State law requires countiei to provide a certain'.minimum of serv-
ices for their residents as the State certoinly isobliged to do so..

. Counties, after all, are arms of State-government created by the
State for just that purpose. The fact is that Pepin County is just
too small to be econonneally viable, as are a number of Wisconsin's.
other 72 counties.

Tip obvious conclbsion; which Pepin County residents so far have
resisted, is to, either merge with another-Canty, as a State study ky.-
cently recommended, or to split up and join several others. ,

Revenue sharing is supposed to benefit. States and localities' and
should not -.server() perpetuate the worst aspects of theirorganiza-
tion. GovernmentaldrOform should be a minimum string attached-to
this essential stringless handoutVrom Washington.

As it is, the cost of government- inefficiency which Pepin County
residents have insisted

government.-
for themselves 'is being spread

"through revenue sharing to all taxpayers.
Now, let's compare Pepin County with Menominee County, Pepin

County has 7,319 residents. Menominee bounty has .2,607- residents.
The median income in Menominee County is $5,768;.Pepin. County at
.$7,663. 4

After restoration, when the Menominee Enterprise lands become
tat exempt, the _land valuation in Menominee County- would be
around $16 million. In Pepin County it's $50 million at this point.

pohit to you, members of this committee, is that in the interest
of good governmentand I support restoration wholeheartedlyI
do not support Menominee County to ob4in status as a county. It as
.an inefficient economic government unit once. restoration luis oc-
curred..

The State of Wisconsin otijklit to have the option to devise some
different type of mechanism by which they can-return State services
to those people in Menothinee Comity. Maybeit's a super township;
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maybe that's what it's got to be. Maybe we've got to-define a
. unit of-goverAineWbfit: certainly itis ridiculous, it is wasteful, in

(Wed it's. not faiF thepli_OPle of Menominee County' or tons State
of Wisconsin wit34notintinin requirement is that it would require
conaties maintali-..ty- c4intinue this unit' as the county -unit of-

, governmefil, to maintain a- cOulhouse. Whit is the ,registrar of
, deeds- going to do- all day long, or the rounty 'cler14 with $16 million
`worth of evaluation. In. the; city of Madison that'is, one building..
With 2,T00 people, that's neteyen a good town:lip.

In terms of population, by some standards in the State of `Wiscons.
sin,- and in adjacent- townships to our suburban communities, it
ROM to mts withOpt, a, doubt that if restoration is to. occur, that
Menominee County as a county unit of government must be abol-
istied, that some. form of town government be established to provide,
to receive State aid, this sort of thing, in order that the st e contin-
ues to contribute to those areas particularly that are taxa le so that
they are lior a burden on what takes place after restoration

Finally, one other issue, then I'll close.ma remarks.
Secondly, I hope this committee has fully researche4 theimpact it

will have on the school; district. For instance, lima-L.4nd what will

a call laSt Sunday fisam the man th handles the schOolbuses.for"
happen to the Menominee people fox tool district purpose-4.W

the joint district No. 8 and he didn't. know wliether;he'Slo'lild buy
some new schoolbuses that were going to lie running- up id MenOnn-.

nee County or not, -because lie -didn't know Whether. Ile would be
servicing Menominee County..-

questiOnlas to be resolved quickly!' It alight to be 'done lac-
tually-s-with adequate statistics, to assiire that whit, direction the
Menominee people are going for school district' purposcs and how .

the bill is *rig to be paid.
Finally; ten Menominee County was terrninated . some 10 'years

ago, a .,tatistic well in-my mind, something like 168 people showed
up at th,e meeting and".voted for termination and 5 or 6 vottid, against
it: it something ligthis.

It constantly, as the State has tried and the good St nator Law,
my goodness, under his leadership the State has made.a tremendous
financial commitment trying to make this county succeed. We are
constantly thrown up with the fact that those people at that time ,.

92 were riot .representative of the voice of the Menominee, peoplesand it
was a very minority.element that Voted for termination.

-Now we are talking about restoration. It semis only prudent. only
right that we have a refero iidum of all the/ people in ,Menominee
County to get their total voice- so that .19 years?from now when there
might be different leadership in ?A. fenonimee County, when somebody
might, not be too happy"with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and-that .
happens from time to time, that at that point we can have a. referen-
duin and it won't be 168 people but have All of the people in
nominee County so that at that time-we made this decision and we
have to f,tiek by the- derision.

It seems at Come point, this- fltix, back and forth lifts got to cease,
and a referendum would solve that. NowNhere are some of the pres-
ent leadership who feel that, by demanding-ft referendum it's reilec-
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tive upon the leadership abilities and we 'are saying that they don't
speak for the ffeople.

No, I say a referendum will eaffirm their leadership abilities. It
will reaffirm that they are stating the position of the people in 'Me
nominee County, and I have no doubt that that referendum will pass

overwhelming margirt,lbut we ought to have it for the record:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.Mr, MBEns. Thank you. very much, gentlemen, for incisive state-

ments, particularly from the State standpoint.
Assemblyman Grover, do you happen to have a c6py of, the pro-

posed legislation before you?
Mr. GROVER. Yes, I do.
Mr. MnEnse May direct your attention-to section 5(a) on page 4,

line 14, whit provides "the Menominek Restoration Committee
under contract's of. the Secretary shall ,conduct an election by the se-
cret ballot for the purpose of determining the tribe'i Constitutiarn
and By-Laws. The Secretary shall enter into such contract with the
Menominee Restoration Committee within 90 days of enactment of
this Act," and soon, and the provisions for the election of the Me-
nominee Restoratithi Committee contain another setion of the aet.

Thies that fulfill' what you are suggesting with regard to a referen- -

Mr.- GROVE R. NO1 I think it assumes, r..Chairmaii that we have
our restoration committee and Ft are attempting to finalize and
reenhance its action, I think the question, and it doesn't deal directly
with this, is whether or not we ought to have restoration, period.

I don't think that that gets at it.
. Now, the Senator has indicated that the .ptate will finance a refer-
endum of all the people on just,the question of restoration. You are
assuming here that you have that committee andou're now electing
memberships and leaderships.

=It seems to Me, in fact, to make restoration a.fact in that election.
Then, I think, for all times, it's good for the Federal records and
the State records.

Mr. MnEns, Senator LaFave.
J1/jr. LAFAvi. Yes, 'Mr. Changan.
Mr. MEEng. As I understand it, you are suggesting that the State

ought to have the option of determining the type of government
which would replace the present type of government when legisla-
tion is passed. .

Mr. LAFAVE. That's correct.
Mr: MEEDS. And I don't want to quibble or to argue with yo14, but

just to be the devil's advocate here for a. moment, don't you. think
that it's the primary 'responsibility of the Federal Government, as-
suming this legislation were to pass to allow the local people to de-
termine the type of government which they wish to have?

Mr. LAFavE. I could agree with- that self-determination policy
that's already been set by our President except for a few facts', Mr.
Congressman. .

The few facts are, that we believe; first, that we have got to guar-
antee. these people a viable, society -within our sovereign government,
of the State of Wisconsin .3 Second, that we don't want two sovereign
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governments within the borders of what is now considered Menomi-
nee unty or reservation; under the present status of the bill it
soul haveave two sovereign governmentS, ono--of the county and the
peop within the county who are not shaieholders, and we could
have a second one within the State that we have to work with a via-
ble society. , .

We have at the present time a one-town; one - county government ,

here, the only one of its kind in the State of Wisconsin. Now, it may
be true, as Congressman Grover says, that it probably should be just
one town arid not limit it to one county government, but at the same
time we've got to be careful that we are not creating two sovereign-
ties within the State of Wisconsin under the sovereignty of the
State. ;', ' e,,,

It is a touchy situation. Should.vre13 able to have all of the input
that is necessary, Mr. Chairman, to this legislation in, both commit-
tees- of the House and the ,Sentike/ this probably can be solved. This
'problem can be sclved. But' we certainly don't want to go the way

n the Lao Courte Oteille are, or with a double sovereignty.
Mr. Imps. Would you agree with me that on most Indian reser-

vation in. the United States tliere is that degree' of sovereignty
which xists on the reservation vis-a-vis bothwell, certainly the
State , vernment, and in many respects the Federal Government?
Do you envision 'something different Vtenominee County ?

Mr. LAFAvt. Yes, I do. Yes, I do at "S time.
We, 'of course, have a group of people who live in Menominee

County who are at La. Motto Lake. and Legend Lalie, and we want
to make sure all of the people here are protected under the act.

We are not just tentatively supporting the restoration for this
fact. We want to be sure that the jegislation protects all of our peo,
pie and that no one is put in the position of a double sovereignty.
We are a little bit afraid that the sovereignty could exist unless this
committee and the Senator's committee checks into this problem
very, yea -carefully. .

Mr. MEM& But if I understand you right, you envision a differ-
ent situation with Menominee County as a reservation, than other
reservations in the United States?

Mr. LAFAmOnly to the point that thNe lands 'now held in good
faith by peoples other than Menomineethere is a possiblity here to
work out some kind of fu situation for these people which would not
get them a aouble sovereignty within this county.

Mr. }rn-F;es. 'yell, I have a. mamber of Indian reservations in my
congressional district where there are non-Indians who own 1 d;
'which' was allotment land at one time, but now t ey own this la d in
fee. We don't have a doublesovereignty probl with those people.

Well, there are problems sometimes, obvio y, but, they abide by
. the provisions of law on the reservation and the sovereignty, if it

can be called total sovereignty of the Indian V
Mr. tAFAvrt Mr. Chairman, iLls not my, role to ask you a question

but I believe it wasn't done under a termination 'act, and those peo-
. pie received their land in gbod faith while they were under ,a reser-

vatiop. Here Ave have a different situation,- and our situation is that
these people received their, land in good faith while they were not
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under reservation status but were tennbaated people, and it creates a
different situation, itud I hope it creates a. situation in the long run
which will, be as favorable as those, people you represent. That is
what we are trying to achieve.

Mr. Minos. You make,that distinction then?
Mr. LAFAVE. Yes.
Mr. HEEDS. Thank you.
The-gentleman from New Mexico.

liMr. LUJAN. Thank you,. Mr.Mr.
I'm wondering what kind of government structure does the study

committee recommend. You indicate that we ought to leave it up to
the State.. I assume the State would, follow the :recommendations of
the study committee.

What sort of a structure do you vecommend ?
Mr. LAFAVE Well, we're -talking about either Congress directing

that these people be iapportioned as part of another county or if not
for another county, for other governmental services other than those
within Menominee County.

They would be taxable, you realize, Within°1VIenominee COunty
and would have to have all of the soteeign. as part of the reserva-
tion in one county. If they were partirof this county they would be
the only ones that would be taxable bekause they're the only ones
that are taxable as far as the reservation status is concerned, they're
nontaxable, so these are the only remaining taxable lands.

Mr., Lunt/sr. Are these lands geographically loelitedI hayen't
seen the mapwhere the private parcels of .land, are, but are they -

geographically located so that in fact they could.,,be sliced. off and
made a part of another count y

Mr. LAFAvE. NO,. they would not be there within the borders of
what would be considered. Menominee COunty. Some would be on the
edge, which the continuity could be considered part of another
county. But I'm sure the Menominee peoples do not want to lose any
land that belonged to them before termination, at the same time, and -

this raises a conflict.
Mr. Lux.A.N. You mean even the lands that were sold, not to Indi-

ans ?
Mr. LAFAVE. They were sold by those in the leadership. Some of the

Menominee feel they were not sold in the proper light, under the lead-
ership that was running Menominee Enterprises at- that time. They
now have different leaders.

Mr. LUJAN. What would happen to those lands if I, for example,
came and bought a piece of property and they now contended I
didn't-tny it legally ? .'What is intended for those, to buy them back
out?

. Mr. LAFAVE. That's a question that would have to be solved either
by Congress or by the State. It's in the courts at the present time
and some of this action is still in the courts. I wonder if it will ever
be solved unless Congress solves it.

I will admit, though, that the State will try to solve it if it's.your
wisdom, and I know Congress can override our constitution if it's
your wisdom that you want to solve this problem. We just want to
bring it to your attention.
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Mr°. GROVER. Could I say something(

. ME. LWAN. Yes.
. Mr. Gamma, If none of these lands had been sold I would be ad- .

''vocating here todayethat restoration restore Menominee County to
its previouSereservation status where it had seven townships with
certain governmental services, some from Shawano County, some
from other counties, just as it was before termination.

In light ofithe fact that these lands have been sold, I suppose
there are some types. of governmental services that have to-be ren-
dered these and. therefore it seems to me we have to have some unit
of government over probably the whole area I could envision that
we could just retain the town of Menominee and there are State aids
on a per capita basis to townships in our State, road aids would
come back, and therefore these kinds of rninimilm :services that
townshipOdo continue to provide to Wisconsin could continue to be
provided to -those taxable lands. .

It would seem to me that the nontaxable lands must be serviced. by
the Federal -Government under restoration. Infact we do not con-
tinue itAY maintain an inefficient economic 'government within the
county of 2,700 people with $16 million worth of evaluation with all

- the minimum requirement§ maintained, and yet we do solve the
problem of .providing services for the' taxable lands that would con-
tinue to retain an entity withirt this reservation structure. And that,

- r think is what the Senator .is asking for, it's kind of the State's op-
tion to, look iat that.

Mr. trax.g. One final question. DO you also feel
7

Senator; that if a
referendum were held today as you are proposing, that it would pass
overwhelmingly as Afi.. Grover lust said?)

Mr. LAFAvE. I would like teanswer that question in two ways, if
you would allow me, Mr, Lujan.

1.1Mr. IVfmns. That's a political answer.
rGeneral langhter
Mr. AFAVE. I was opposed to the termination of the Menominees

in195 1955, very bitterly; At that time I. wanted a better referen-
chum

I did not foreSee that the -Federal. Government did not come
through and at that time I felt that the people would not have gone
for determination that is categorized by 41/2 hours speech in the sen-
ate, on the floor of the senate, and I feel the same way today, that
these people would want' to go back and ;want restoration if the ref-
erendum is conducted as it should be.

Mr. LUJAN. Thank -you.
Mr. MEEDS: I understand that we've been joined by Senator, Chil-. .sen.
Would you like to come forward, sir? Do you haye any statement

for the record, sir? - .
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STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER JOHN CHILSEN,. MEMBER OF THE
STATE SENATE OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. Cinresx. Yes, I do.
- Mr. MF.Ens. Would you gentlemen please stay.

Do you have a copy of your statement?
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Mr. CHILSIDT. I'm sorry, I dd not. My secretary was ill.
I'll have to forward that to your assistant.
31r. MEMEL Well, we will tore your testimony extemporaneonely.
Mr. CRizszi.r. I have a rough draft.
Mr. Mons. Please proceed.
Mr. CHILSEN. Thank you very much.
.1 am State Senator Walter John Chilsen, representing the 29th.clis.----'

trict, which includes Menominee County..
I am: not a member of the Menominee Indian Study Committee.
I appear before you today for two purposes: To support the re-

versal of termination with reservations, and I don't intend to use a
pun. there. Also, to caution you to not allow a repeat of some of the
tragic type of errors that I think were made during the termination
proceedings froni 1954 through 1961. Termination, as Senator La-
Fa.ve has just indicated, as was performed, I think was a tragic mis-
take. ,

Reversal of termination should not become another mistake in-re-
. verse. The effects of that legislation are still with us and I siaologize
if I'm somewhat redundant from what Messrs. Grover and LaFave
said, but the county chapter was created in chapter 259 in the laws
of 1959 and has never become a fully organized county.

During the time that the office still existed in Menominee County,
it did not,. for instance) have its o,wn school superintendent. To this
-date it shares the judicial system of Shawano County; a County with
2,600 people just has not been able tit provide the tax base to sup-.
port the fttll range of services that we normally take for granted.

It will be an act of Congress which returns the Menominee people
to a tribal status, but it will be the State which must work out the
problems of what now to do with the governmental apparatus that
is Menominee County.

I think the State must be allowed sufficiebt time to work out a
wise arrangement and I would trust that we at the State level could
work in close coordination with the Federal Government as well.

Senator Proxmire in recent remarks said essentially that same
thing. Menominee. County and its government were established by
the Wisconsin State Legislature. This bill, the Federal restoration
bill, will not alter or abolish the county structure.

The State legislature will have to decide in the future What ac-
tion, if any, to take in that regard, anticipating the Federal legi a-
tion, Senate bill 892 which has been introduced, by the two gen le-
men to my right, would provide a referendum. That's assembly ill
892

?
would provide a referendum for the residents of the county,

asking them whether they would rather have tribal status restored,
or remain a. county, or reject tribal status and remain a county.

While the bill at first may seem harsh in its either-or position, I
would ask you to consider what the Federal legislation would do to
the tax base now supporting Menominee County services.

Section 6(d) of the proposed Federal legislation offered in May of
this year, has a 2-year delay, effective date would say that "all smelts
transferred under this section to be held in trust by the Federal
Government for the Menominee Tribe shall, as of the date of trans-
fer, be exempt from all local, State, and Federal taxation."

, a 3 1
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Assembly bill 892 however, is an exercise in futility, the referen-
dum . alternative under the Federal 'bill is just not. avilable, The
Federarlaw does not ask whether the tribe will acceptor reject the
reversal; as a Federal law it is the ruling authority. I believe that
Congressman Froehlich is aware of that difficulty. He says, "In my
mind the ultimate solution to the problem is a restoration of the
town and county lines that existed before termination." He contin-
ues, "because I believe the vital interest of all concerned parties .will
be serv&I by discontiniiing the life of Menominee County.'

He said that lie would attempt to persuaA the Interior,Committee'
to reflect that view in the committee's final bill. Becanile of the 2-
year delay built into the. Federal law and the tax exempt status of
the lands during that period, section 6E ois the most significant for
the State of Wisconsin.

It states:
-The. Secretary of the Interior and the Menominee itestoration Committee

sliall consult with appropriate State and local government officials to assure
that' the provision of necessary governmental services is not impaired as a
result of the transfer of assets provided for in this section.

I understand that the head. of our legislative reference bureau has,
suggested an additional subsectionthat is Mr. Rupert Theobald has
suggested an additional subsectionthat would 'provide the Wiscon-
sin Legislature with the necessary constitutional flexibility to imple-
ment subsection E. The reasons for., the constitlitional difficulty
under our Wisconsin State constitution. are_ discussed in the analysis
to assembly bill 892.

Have you discussed that? Would you. want me to?
Mr. MI:Eos. Just briefly, sir.

. Mr. CIIILSE. Well, it refers to section 13, article 13, Section 7,
prohibiting the dividing of a county containing less than 900
square Miles and Menominee County, of course, is only 365 square
miles, and the flexibility 'suggested by Mr. Theobald, as I under-
stand it, would allow the continuation of Menominee County, or as
Congressman Froehlich suggested, allow dividing it along the
county lines that existed before termination.

The County could be abolished; the town retained. And. that town
could then be attached to one of the adjacent counties. Other alter-
natives' might also. presentrfhiNselves.

Mv' final point begins with reference to remarks by Senator Nel-
son. It was pointed out to me in correspondence with Mr. Theobald,
and again I'll ask Senator LaFave, have you pointed out the appar-
ent conflict in the amount of Federal funds?

Mr. ,LAFAvs. No, I have not.
Mr. CiutsEx. Well, Senator Nelson has said that vince 1961 when .

termination took effect: the Federal Government has, spent more
than till $19 million in regular and special grants for health care,
echfcation and welfare, highways, housing, property tax relief, sewer
and sanitation facilities, shared taxes, and other purposes. In 1971
the Federal Government spent more than $2,444,000 in Menominee
County. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has estimated that it will cost
approximately $1,415,900 per year to restore the BIA. authorized
services to the Menominee.
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The Public Health Service astimade that it will cost approxi-
mately .$638,000 annually to provide adequate health care for, the

A
Menominee.

-Thus, the total amount of restoring.the Menominee to their fedee-
ally recognized ststus.Ntould be $2,053,000 oar $391,000 leesthan the
Federal GovernMent spent in Menominee County in fiscal year 1971.
That is a quote from Senator Nelson.

Now, part of that statement does seem to be in 'error. Federalerror
during the past decade, did not by. itsel spend "more

than $19 ;million in regular and special grants" to sustain the Me-
nominee assistance. The Menominee Indians, from thOlitandpoint of
the tribe, which needed the assistance, the source of 'finds Was of lit-
tle'consequence as long as the funds were available. But since I'm

..talking about the viewpoint of the Wisconsin.Legislature it should r
be made clear that the total --and I have some statistical data com-
pjled by Senator LaFafe's assistant$19,19. ,8 604.72 grant money
through, June 30 of 1971. The state of Wisconsin contributed
$7,496000including $2,674;000 due to special legislation or programs
and $4,821,000 in regular aids and grants and the Federal. Govern-
ment contributed $11,702,000 including $9,226,000 due to special leg-
islational programs, $2,476,000 inlegular aids and grants. .

In detail, Senator LaFave's assistant's data indicates that the $9.2 ,
million included $2.4 million.for special education aids because all of
illenominee County Is part of joint school district No. 8 with Slit-
wane County. The ameitnt of regular school aids attributable to Me-
nominee children, from Menominee County could not` be ascertained
and is not reflected in the $2:4 million. 1
. Continuing, $0.7 million for health, $2.5 million for highways,

-$2.4 million for housing, $0.6 million for property tax relief, $0.9
million for sewers and sanitation, $0.3 million for shared taxes, $5.6
million for welfare, $3.8- million for -miscellaneous.

As the functional breakdown indicates, some of these goVerninen- '
tal costs are likely to continue as non-Federal costs even after the
Menominee Indian reservation is restored.

I hope, gentlemen,,I4iave shown you some of the indications that
termination in. raver ee °Odd present some real problems for the
Menominee and for the State of Wisconsin, and I would hope that
there would be good rapport and coordination between the Congress
an the Wisconsin Legislature. ,

Mr. Minns. But as I understand it, Senator Chilsen, you are sup
geAing that we go forward with the restoration" provided the Fed.
eral Government is willing to bear' its responsibilities in paying for
some of these services which are now being paid for by the State
and by other means'? .

4 Mr. Onitsim. And previded there are not complications that be-
eome evident that we don't need more time to work out. If we need

. more than 2 years,,then the State of Wisconsin should be given more
than 2 years.

may;Mazes. I'd like to ask, all of you gentlemen, if I may; what
special rights a landowner has, white or Indian landowner as far as
that's concerned.

What special right does that person get by simply owning land?

MI :110 -73
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Mr. LAFAvi. I'll try to answer the question.
The special rights that were given to Legend Lake pro y own-

ers were fishing and hunting rights, fishing rights on the fenominee
lands.

This was given with their deed on Legend Lake. This doesn't
mean that I approVe of it. It ,vas'' done by the Menominee Enterprise
at that time.

These. are the special rightfithat they acquired.
Mr. Mamas. Any other special rights that anyone acquires?
Mr. LA,Pkvz. /Not that I know of.
Mr. MEEDS. Simply by virtue of owning Property, he doesn't have

more *votes than anybody else -does or any more right to poliCe pro-
-tection or fire protection, is that cotrect?

Mr. LAFAVE. Yes.
Mr. 'guns. Now, if the legislation prOtected the special rights of

those people in that land, would you gentlemen have any objection
to restoration to tribal governmerkt of the .other ac,counterments of
self- government?

Mr. LAFAvE. I personally have no objection to tribal government
of. any kind, whether we go back under restoration to tribal govern-
ment or to the kind of government they had here. I think that is a
self-determination by the. Menominees not for me to expound on or
'day what the should have. ,

I try to folloW the dictates of .the State and try to be as helpful l0
the MenoinineeA its I ran. I've, never tried to dictate to them and I
wouldn't want to at this tinie, though I've tried my best to be help-
ful even though sometimes it is. controversial. .

Mr., Mrtns. I'm sure you'd- all agree +with me that as citizens of
the United .States they have certain protective rights, correct 0,

Mr. LAFAVE. That's correct.
4

Mr. MEED13. All of the rights that any other citizen has, but there
are not very many special rights just because they own property in
Menominee -County, are there? ,

Mr. L.A.F.4vg.. No, there except that these fishing rights could
become a burden.

Mr. Maxus. I understand that, and I certainly would agre e with ,
you that that is a special right.

Pan you think of any other special rights now that we're dealing
with them simply from an ownership of property ?

Mr. LAFAVE. None that I know of. .

Mr. Mrans. You, Assemblyman Grover?
Mr. GROVER. Well, I'm trying to search. in the depths of my mind

and come to the ultimatowhat you were saying by your questions,-
I think, if you're saying that Menominee County tribal leadership
could govern the area, period. .

'I envision that, but it seems to me that the State also has some
types of responsibilities in that they ought to probably also be a
town form of government up here in order that we can continue to-
provide aids for the nontaxable lands. Obviously, that leadership will
probably be 100 percent controlled by Menominee memberships.

Mr. MEEDS. Now, as I recall, when the Termination Act, 11.13.

814-
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2828, was intssed, it took special implementing legislation by the
State to establish, a county and to establish local city government
and so on. Right?

Mr. GROVER. Right.
Mr. 111Ezos. And there was cooperation between the State anti

local government at that time.
I would certainly envisiqp. that we would hive the same type of

cooperation in the event thW this legislation pews and some other
type of situationAvere to prevail. We would certa* y look forward
to working with you gentlemen very closely in doing t.

Senator Chilsen, you had a further comments
.Mr. CIIILSZN. I want to make some further comments on the ques-

tions thatyou were a§king before about special rights, for seine, spe-
cial privileges that might be denied, the right to vote for a town.
chairman 'or be a town chairman, be a town official, be a county
official and serve in county 'government, would be denied ahy resi-
dent of Menominee County if the county and town government is
destroyed.

NMI some of that of course is unavoidable, but It is a special
privilege that a normal citizen has. That will be taken away from
these people.

Mr. lqzzes. That, then, might constitute a violation of their con-
stitutional rights and as such could not be done?

Mr. Ciiirszw. It's a, possibility, I suppose.
Mr. Mums. Then we'll have to be very aware of that.
Mr. LAFAVE. Mr. Chairman, that's why I mentioned sovereignty.
Mr. Nines. The' gentleman fronbNew Mexico.
Mr. LIMAN. Yes.
While there may not be many rights lost, or we haven't ppoointed

out any except the fishing rights, there are certainly benefits that the
Menominee Tribe would be entitled to: Education, medical facilities,and that sort of thing.

I wonder if, in the event that, this legislation were enacted, could
thoSe res ponsibilities that governnient normally has to an individual,
specifically, education, could they not be very well handled by going
all the way back to the original statute?

I understand Menominee County was two counties before. In that
way, perhaps, these services could be furnished.

Mr. GROVER. It receives services from two counties. I believe it
constituted seven townships, three of them were serviced by Oconto
County for certain purposes and three by Shawano County for cer-tain purposes. But I have no objection to that complete and total
restoration to the status which previously prevailed with the excep-
tion that you do have that land sold and a different ingredient there
and maybe the State has some commitment to assist the people thai
will be Menominee Reservation in providing roads and these typesof things that might be a State responsibility, con yn 'lig.

Mr. ITAN. Recognizing that this is a bad qu ion I ll ask it any-
way because even if one person is denied any ri ts that's a bad deal,
but how many people are we talking about?

Mr. LAIPAvz. I do not have the figures.
Mr. LVJAN. Just a rough estimate.
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Mr. L'AF :tvn. The number of people that own hinds that aren't liv-
ing there as residents, most of them are summer homes, Mir. Chair.
man.

Most of the people that bought in godd faith are summ er resi-
dents,: but there are 'sonic fnll-time, and I don't know the exact,
number but we will have that for the committee, actual 'summer resi
dents before we leave here today.

Mr. riCATAN. In the interest of time, let .

Mr. LFAvn. I. haven't answered your other question yet.
Going back tb the origins...1'6'01ns of two-county government, you

are precluding self determination that you are supporting, because if
we are going back to that without a referedum of the /denominee
people so that they -want to be split into two countiee, we aren't
going back to self determination under the President's

I believe in order to answer that question we would hvvi) to have
the Meneminees answering the question somewhere along the line
and not the Legislative Committee, because we would be setting
aside their self determination of what three counties should ,o to
Oconto and seven to Shawano, and then again they're a majority
within a minority, the very same situation as before.

If I.may explain this a little further, in the background, in 19542
1955 and before,. the Menominees never could acquire leadership
within the counties they were in because they were such a minority
and they always felt they were such a minority., and from this feel-
ing has arisen in the past s, feeling of separation from our society,
and they never had a chance for any self-determination under that
kind' of policy, so this is a. question which you will have to solve
under the President's edict of selfrdeternaination.. That's going to be
a hard one to solve. ,

Mr. LtraAN. You are interpreting, at 'least in my opinion, self de
termination down to a very,very narrow point,. As to the meellan-...

Mr.. LAFAvii. That's true, but now that these people have had self
determination . as a. county you are taking it away from them. If
they had never had it, .then. they .wouldn't feelI would feel that I
wasn't right in my position but I feel that now they have had self-
determinatior), as a county ; they have leaders. They know what it is.
And I don't feel they would reel that they would be in society to
have a. claws tai be on the county board or in the governments of
two counties and separated into two. counties.

This comes from my historic work with these people. It can be an
error on my part, but this is what I have felt over the years.

MrGROVER. If we have the referendum and we have self determi-
nation and they vote for restoration it would seem to me that resto-
ration with its implications would mean that we have a reservation
supplanting the county unit of government and that, fundamentally,
if we just had a town unit .of.- government to provide all services
they would continue to hold the effective leadership.

Mr. TIVJAN, We'll leave,that debate for the halls of the Wisconsin
Capitol.

One rekloquick question. Do any of you three gentlemen, or these
people who advise you, know how much Menominee County or any
of the subunits of government received in revenue- sharing funds?
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Mr. LAFAvx. Revenue sharing? I think it was $69,000. It was
$6,700 and we got a supplemental check for $45,000, $4711' I don't
remember the figures but it's close to $62,000, somew :re in thatrang.

Mr.
e

liq3A13. Thank you.
Mr. Mms. Again, thank you, fientlemen, all three of you, very

much, and we look forward to working with you.
Mr. 1,,,invx. And again I am available Or the committee at any

time the Senate or the assembly of C ngr for the House, should
you need my assistance or any of my staff or any.reports, we will be
happy to furnish them too you.

Mr. ME.Ens. Thank you very much.
Were going to have a little change in schedule eo that they will

have e/ full oVortunity to present their teetimony prior to lunch.
We're now oing. to call upon the Menominee Enterprises, Inc.

board and the Menominee Common Stock and Voting Trust, as rep-
resented by Als. Ada Deer, chairperson of the Voting 'Trust.

Will she be accompanied by Carol Dodeand Delores Boyd i
Very well. They will be accompanied by Mr. Preloznik who is the

attorney for the bommon Stock and Voting Trust, And the Menomi-
nee Enterprises, Inc. board will be represented by Ms. Sylvia Wilber
who is chairperson of that group, accompanied by a Native Ameri-
can Rights Fund attorney, Mr. Charles Wilkinson. A general Vision
in Nviiich other people will be testifying will be put over untir this
session.

' The hearing will be in order.
It's a pleasure, Ms. Deer, on the part of the subcommittee: to wel-

come you to these hearings which you were `so instrumental in
Kehieving. If the people here do not know it, I am going to tell them
that you certainly have been a constant aid to the committee, some-
tnes even a little bit, too constant, in achieving the hearings which
we're having today.

You have certainly been very helpful in setting up these hearings
and in working with this legislation in the U.S. Congress. I want to,
on behalf of the subcommittee, express our gratitude for all of that
help and indicate #lift .we feel you are certainly one of the articu-

. late, capable spokeSmen in this entire issue.
I would like to have you identify yourselves when you speak for

the record. We have at the witness table Ms. Deer, Ms. Sylvia Wil-
ber, Mr. Preloznik, and Mr. Wilkinson.

Please proceed in the order that you Wish.
*

STATEMENT 3 Or ADA DEER, CHAIRPERSON, MENOMINEE VOTING
TRUST; ACCOlkPANIED BY IOSEPII PittrOZNEEC, SYLVIA WILBER,
AND CHARLES WILKINSON, NATIVE AMERICAN ItIGICT8 FUND
ATTORNEY '

Ms, MEL Chairman -Weds, Congreesinan Lujan, guests of the
Menomitiees tad fellow Menomineee2 on June 20,1958, the late Sena-
tor Arthur Watkins spoke for 45 minutes to our general council. He
told us that Congress had decided on terminating us, and that at
most we could have 3 years before our "affairs would be burned over
to us."
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- Today, 20 years later, we have a; congressional committee meeting
on Menominee land, ,to ,consider reversing that termination. This is
the first congressional hearing ever hold in the land 9f the Menomi-
nee.

I would like to thank Congressman Meeds for h6lding his first
field hearing as chairman of the House Subcommittee for Indian
Affairs with the Menominee people. We are honored to be such a
high priority on his agenda.

On Tmlialf of the Menominee people, I would also like, to deeply
thank Congressman Weds and Congrestsman Lujan, as well as our
other honored guests, for giving up a Memorial Day weekend. with
their families to make this hearing possible.

We are deeply grateful to thven Wisconsin Congressmen and
our two senators for sponsoring the Men'ominee Restoration Act. in
Congress.

I especially wish to commend our former Congressman, David
"Obey, for his long standing commitment to restoration for the Me-
nominML

lie has been joined by our new Congressman, Harold Froehlich,
to introduce the Restoration Act in the House on May 2,1973.

This hearing is the culmination of the efforts of all these people
and many more too numerous to name. It is also due to the efforts
and perseverance of the Menominee people, who have suffered the
effects of termination.

Termination represented a, gigantic and revolutionary" forced
change in the traditional Menominee way of life. Congress expected
us to replace our Indian way of life with a. complicated corporate
style of living. Congress expected immediate Menominee assimilation
of non-Indian culture, values, and life styles.

The trufh is that we Menominees have never wanted such changes
imposed upon us any more than white people would want an Indian
way of life imposed ,upon them.

Today and tomorrow; we want to show you the specific disaster
of termination with regard to the Menominee people. We will tell
you of the disastrous effectspoverty, loss of assets2 prevention of
self-government, and threat to our very identitywinch termination
has brought. upon us, the Menominees.

The immediate effect of termination on, our tribe was the loss of
most of our 100-year-old treaty rights, protections, and services. No
amount of explanation or imagination prior to termination could
have prepared itsifor the shock of what, these losses have meant.

Congress withdraw its trusteeship of our lands, transferring to
Menominee Enterprises Inc. the responsibility for protecting those
lands, our greatest assets. As we shall explain, far from being able
to preserve our land, land was being sold to non-Menominee, termi,.
nation did to us what allotment has done to other Indian tribes.

Congress also extinguished our ancient system of tribal ownership
of land under which no individual had separate title to his home
and transferred title to MEL Consequently, we individual 3401101111-.
nee suddenly discckered that we would be forced to buy from MEI
the land which had always been considered our own, and to pay for
title to our hoinesites. Thus began the tragic process of our corpora-
tion feeding off our people.
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A

We Menominee lost our right of tax exemption. Votli MEI and
individual Menominee fottnd themselires, saddled with' tax burdens
particularly crushing to a. small tribe, struggling to develop economi-
cally.

l4IA health, education, and utility services ceased: We lost all
medical, and4.dental care lvithin the Reservation. Both our reservation
school and hospital were closed because they failed to meet State
standards. Individual Menominee were forced to pay for electricity
and water that they previously received at no cost. Our county
found it had to renoyate at high cost. its substandard sewerage sys-
tem.

Finally, with terminatioik and the closing of ourtribal rolls, our
ehildrenlJorn since 1951 have been legally doprived*of their birth-
right as Menominee Indians. Like all other Menominee, they have
lost their entitlement:to U.S. Government benefits and services tri8
Indians. These. children may inherit only their parents' portion of.
Menominee as:TNTwhich means that if the parents' share has been
lost or dissipated,.their children lose forever any chance tit) share-rn
tribal assets. The only major Nienominee treaty right which the gov-
ernment has allowed us to retain has been our hunting and fishing
right. Wisconsin had tried to deprive us of this right, but in 1968,
after costly litigation, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that this treaty ,

right had survived termination. This decision raised the question as
to whether other rights have also survived our termination.

We hope you can appreciate the magnitude of these treaty losses
to us. Visualfre a situation similar to ours happening in ono of your
home States. Imagine the outrage of the people in' one of your own
communities if Congress shohld attempt, to terminate their basic
prpperty, inheritance and civil rights.

WO)elieve that termination has produced three major long-range
etreets on the Menominee people, each ono a.disaster in itself.

First, termination has transferred Menkinee County into a
"pocket of poverty" kept from total ruin only by massive transfu-
sions of special Federal and State aid, welfare payments, and 0E0
spending.

Second, termination has forced our community to sell its assets.
Consequently, both tribal and individual assets were lost at an incred-
ible rats. A

Third, the mechanics of the termination plan has denied the Me-
nominee people a democracy.

Today I would like'to relate to you the first of these, the poverty
of the Menominee as a result of termination. Our people's far-reach-
ing poverty, which extends beyond mere "income levels to practically
all other areas of life. ;

iToday Menominee Cr-may is the poorest county in Wisconsin and
one of the poorest in the Nation. It has the highest birtlirate in the
State and ranks at or near the bottom of Wisconsin counties in in-
come, housing, property value, education, employment; sanitation,
and health. The most recent figures available, 1970, show that the
annual income of nearly 40 percent of our families falls Wow the
Federal poverty level of $3,000. The per capita. annual income of our
wage earners vn 1970 was estimated at 1,028, the lowest in the
State.
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Our county does riot wave diversified industry. Over 70 percent of
those employed. work in our MEI lumber industry. In 1970,,11 per-
cent of Mir people. were unemployed, the highest unemployment rate
in the State.

This lack of emplovement opportunities, combined with our high
birthrate, forced nearly -50 percent of our county residents to go on
welfare in 1968. Welfare costs in the county for-.--1968 were over
$766,000 and our per capital welfare payment, was the highest in the

° -State. The majority of -Menominees who have left our county to seek
work in the cities Have become trapped in poverty there also. -

With the cloSing of the BIA hospital, we lost most of our health de,
services, and most Menominee continue to stiffer from lack of Medi-
cal care. There have been no full-time doctors or dentids in Menom-
inee County since termination, until July of 1970 when one doctor

'became available through the National Medical Corps. Shortly after
termination, our people were stricken by a TB epidemic wiMN.e.ansed
,great suffering and hardship because of the lack of ideal medical
cilities. Consequently, the State and county. had to spend nearly
$9.00,000 in order to bring the epidethic under control. Our peogle
continue to fear the possible recurrence of other such disasters. We
feel helpless because resources are not available to provide adequate
medical facilities;
° Education inMenominee -Countywhich theoretics should offer

people a hope of futuradvancementhas also so red because
of termination. Theloss of the THA school required that our youth
be sent to ShaWano County for their high school training. The Sha-
Wano school system has assumed that Menominee children possess
the same cultural and historical background as, a middle-class white
community. Consequently, the school system,has shown insensitivity
to the cultural background and the special needs of our -children. In
many cases, our children find themselves objects of rejection and dis-.
crimination. Since 1961, our high school dropout rates have in-
creased substantially, absenteeism has soared, and our 'children
apparently are suffering a downward trend in achievement.
Comparisons based on educational achievement tests show that -Me-
nominee children fall significantly below distriet and national norms.

,How did termination bring our poverty about?
We can answer this question from, two 'viewpoints: economic and

cultural.
First, from the economic viewpoint: In 1954, we Menominee

seemed prosperous in comparison to otherltribes; deeper exami-
nation of our situation would have revealed that our resources were
not sufficient for us to finance a county form of government. Our
once extensive cash assets were largely eaten up by the expense of
termination. The termination act required that MEnumber our for-
est by continuous yield. This has meant that year after only a lim-
ited amount of lumber could be taken. and thus, only a limited
amount of income could be derived by MEI. Yet after .termination.
became effective MEI faced the financial burdens of providiirg em
ployment to the Menominee people and operating a cOtriftt get erzi..
ment. Confronted with inadequate reserves and an inadequate tat'.
base, MEI turned to the first of several drastic measures. TO. maxi

ROI
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'04
mize the efficiencY I its operation, MET was forced to reduce its
workforce, which vated an already severe uneMployment prob-
lem.

The financial rain imposed on individual Menomin e,es was
equally devastat We found ourselves faced with 33.13W and heavy
expenses, inchn g taxes, utility costs and, worst of ill; land pay-
ments. These .4 ancial burdens, combined with the lack of jobs, re-
sulted in gr, ,ter. poverty than ever before. ThuS, termination has
wei w-a our small, poor community and our single industry
with crushing neN expenses impossible to meetall done, in the ap-
parent expectation that we sonie4ow make it economically.

The only factor which has prevented us and MEI from complete
collapse has been 'the huge stop-gap financial assistance that the
Federal and State government have giVen us. Since 1961 almost $20
million in special Federal and State grants and aids has been ex-
pended in Menominee County. Since 1965 nearly $1,500,000 in 0E0
money has also been spent within the county.

These payments are only a temporary solution, having been used
onliv to pay for on-going community services and keep our ieople
from starvation. This special funding does absolutely nothing to at-
tack the basic cause of Menominee poverty : our lack td diversified
industry, our dearth of economic opportunities, our negligible in-
vestment capital, and our inadequate tax base.

From the cultural viewpoint: regardless of how much money is
spent in Menominee County, the essential problem will remain. The
Government is askino. us to make a success of the termination policy
which we have bitterly opposed from the start. We are expected to
ive ourour Indianness and adopt a way of life none of us want.
uch an experiment as this can never work. It will only continue to

impoverish our people.
Congress did not conduct careful and extensive studies on the pos-

sible efects of such unprecedented legislation. Congress did not seek
to discover our true feeling about termination; instead termination
was imposed upon us.

To Menokainee, the real meaning of the termination period is this:
Congress decided unilaterally to end its treaty obligations toward us,
and attempted to thrust us unprepared and uninformed into a way
of life completely unacceptable to us. The effects of this transition
have been tragic and disastrous.

Our community has been physically divided by the sale of our
heart land to non-Indians. Moreover, the Menominee cannot escape
forever the destructive psychological effects of living in destitution.
The pride and self-image of the Menominee is threatened by poverty
and lack of self-determination.

President Nixon has called termination "Morally and legally un-
acceptable because it produces bad practical results, and because the
mere threat of ,termination tends to discourage, greate,r self- suffi-
ciency among Indian groups* * *"

The 1972 Democratic'1platform "Strongly opposed the policy of
termination," and the Republic platform promised "A complete
and sympathetic examination" .of the severe problems facing the
Menominee Indians in seeking to hree Federal recognition restored
to (our) tribe* * *"
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On May 21, 1973, the Menominee Common Stock and Voting
Trust approved the January 132. 1973, draft of the Menominee resto-
ration bill. We do not approve of some of the amendments in the
bill as introduced in Congress. We especially object to the amend-
ment which provid& for a 2-year'waiting period for our lands to re-
turn to tax- exempt status.. Our corporation and. our people need this
relief now.

We also want our bill to include a provision prohibiting the sale
of tribal land, Our assets have been depleted enough. '

We would strongly request that this committee consider our objec-
tions and approve this in accordance with the wishes of the
Menominee people. -

We want Federal protection not. Federal domination. The Me-
nominee Restoration Act will be the dawn of a new partnership With
the Governmentself-determination without termination.

Mr. MEEPS. Think you very much for a very eloquent statement,
Ms. Deer. .

Ms. Wilber, will you please proceed. We will take your testimony.
iYou may -read it into the record or summarize it, whichever you

wish,, and then we-will apk both of you estions.

STATEMENT OF SYLVIA wmgit, CHAIRWOMAN' MENOMINEE
ENTERPRISES, INC., BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Ms..W11,BER. I am Sylvia Wilber, a Menominee and chairwonlan of
the Menominee Enterprises Board of Directors.

I aro, happy to have this chance to testify in favor of. the Men Mi-
.

I
I would like at this time to convey my opposition to section, 6 of

the bill which delays the trust status of Menominee-owned lands for
a period of ,2 yearb. I also would like to see the inclusion in the bill
which specifically states that the tribe' cannot sell any of their land.
I believe that this' is the only way. Menominees can rest assured that
their land is-rsafe from dissipation.

Since 1854 the Menominees lived on this land as wards of the
Government, having decisions made for them. The tragic experiment
to assimilate the Menominee "vas forced on our tribe 100 years later
in 1954. We were unable to comprehend the total subject. This in-
comprehension prevented Menommee,s from taking any meaningful

art in the development of our own termination plan.
The corporate-county situktion which was established by the ter-

mination plan was set up in such a way that denied us a voicein our
own affairs. T....go complicated trust structures were incorporated into
the termination plan. One was the. Menominee Common Stock and
Voting Trust, which consisted., of' seven members and acquired the
voting rights of all shareholders. There were only two things al-
lowed us Menominees under this 'trust Plan, (1) we were allowed to
vote for one trustee each year, and (2) at 10 year Intervals we Me-
nominee by obtaining 5,0 percent of all outstanding glares, could' vote
to abolish this trust system. Such a chance was allowedns in` 1971.

In 1970 a grassroots organization, DRUMS (Determination of
Rights and Unity of Menominee. Shareholders) was formed. This

nee Restoration Act now introduced in Congress.
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Menominee movement was dedicated to the preservation of the. Me-
nominee Tribe. DRUMS attempted to rid the Menomkees of this
outright denial .of self government. Despite the fact that the major- .

ity of Menominees who participated m the 1971 election voted to
abolish the trust, it was allowed to continue because a majority vote
of the outstanding shares was required.

Thus, any Menominee not voting was in effect, erowited as being
in favor of continuance of the trust. Since many Menominee were
scattered all over the country and were unreachable, and sin*naily
Menominee do not understand all the legal complications itAlied
exercising their voting rights, and above all, since the First Wiscon-
sin Assistance Trust "bloc-voted" 48,000 shares to continue the trust,
securing such .an absolute majority was a next-to-impossible effort.
However, a- hopeful democratic development has been the enlarge-
ment of the voting trust to eleven members, and the election to it of
a majority of DRUMS members.

The most blatant denial of democracy which the Menominee have
suffered is the imposition of the First Wisconsin Trust Co., the sec-
ond trust system forced on us by termination, which managed and
voted the trust certificates of minors and illegally judged incompe-
tent Menominees. For all other corporate systems, the parents of the
children holding stocks, are allowed to vote their shares.' But this
did not happen with the Menomineas. The Menominee were treated
differently and for 10 years we were directly controlled by the bloc-
vote of a non-Menominee who voted in direct opposition to the adult
Menominee vote at our annual electidn for trustees.

As Menominees have been coming of age, the power of this trust
has declined, but since its inception, the assistance trust has wielded'
an enormous voting power, completely dispropoitionate to the num-
ber of trust certificates it holds. The history of voting for trustees to
the voting trust at annual meetings of MEI reveals that from 1961
to 1968, the assistance trust has in every election voted from 80 per-
cent to 92 percent of the total votes cast. Because the assistance trust
has dominated the election of the voting trustees, in effect, it has in-
directly dominated the affairs of MEI. The low percentage of Me-
nominee votes cast in these trustee elections has resulted from many
factors : the lack of adequate notice of these meetings by MEI, the
increasing dispersal of Menominee around the country, the continu -:
ing lack of understanding by many Menominee of these intricate
corporate practices, and the decision by many of our people to boy-
cott elections which they have regarded as essentially undemocratic.

Another ',vy in which self-government has been kept from us con-
cerns the corporate rules regarding sale of our land. Article XII of
the MEI articles of incorporation requires that in order to sell, ex-
change, assign, convey, or otherwise transfer all or any portion of
the real property which it owns, MEI must secure prior approval by
the affirmative vote of the holders of not less than two4hirds 3f the

, outstanding shares of stock, entitled to vote thereon. If this article
`had been followed by MEI, it would never have received the ap-
proval of the Menominee people to sell our land in the Legend Lake
project. But the seven members of the voting trust interpreted this
article to require only their two-thirds approval. Consequently, the

4.
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voting trust approved this sale of land, and again, we Menominee
people were denied a voice in one of the most critical decisions ever
undertaken in our history. Throughout history, the land has been of
utmost concern to the Menominee. The selling of the land tore at the
heart of the Menominee people...

Menominee Enterprises, Inc., like. any other corporation, has the
commitment to show a profit to its shareholders. However, MEI is
unique in that it also has a social commitment to its shareholders,
the Menominee people. MEI must manage the tribal assets. We must
protect the virgin beauty of our timber lands. We must develop new
industry and provide as many jobs as practicable. In short, we must
function as a, tribal entity and. a profit conscious corporation, and
these functions are becoming more incompatible as time goes on.
This is the situation that plagues the Menominee, and specifically
the DRUMS members elected to MEI's board of directors.

Serious unemployment conditions face our Community. Only 46
percent of our Indians age 16 to 64 are in theitor force. This per-
centage is sure to rise with the withdrawal of the Community action
programs. Of those in the labor force, 26 percent are unemployed,
this percentage rises to 40 percent at times because of the seasonal
work provided with the logging industry. Directly attributable to
this is the fact that MVI necessarily had to economize somewhat and
reduce by approximately one-fourth their labor force over the past
10 yearS. In 1961, MEI employed 236 men compared to 175 in 1973.

Our present situation severely limits the amount of profit that
MEI can realize. The Termination Act contained provisions for pro-
tection of our forests on a sustained yield basis. The annual harvest
of MEI is restricted to 18 million board-feet of lumber. Our lumber
mill has the capability of processing 30 million board-feet of lumber
and our operating costs reflect that capability. MEI experienced
losses in the years of 1962, 1963, and 1964. The corporation showed 'a
profit in the years 1965 to 1970. This profit resulted in an increased
cut_of timber to 30 million board feet and 25 million board feet in
the first 2 years and the selling of our land the last 3 years. Profits
fell off sharplfin 1971 and, 1972 MEI had a net profit of zero. We
were also unable to, cover the full income bond payment to the bond-
holders in 1972. The inadine bond payment is another financial bur-
den placed upon Menominee Enterprises by the Termination ACt.
This results in a cost of $350,000 before any profits are realized.
Add MEI property tax to this and our corporation must make al-
most $1 million before it can show a profit.

Menominee Enterprises, Inc., our tribal corporation established to
control our assets, was forced to sell part of our homeland in order
to raise badly needed cash. This represents the most dangerous
threat to the continued existence of our tribe. Selling capital assets
to raise cash provides no long-term solution to financial problems.

In 1968, MEI launched its "Lakes of the Menominee" development
known as Legend Lake. A partnership with N. E. Isaacson, a Wis-
consin land developer, was formed. MEI sold 5,170 acres of land for
development with profits to be split 50/50 after expenses and a .5
perdent sales commission for Isaacson. A 1,340 acre lake was
planned, creating. 86 miles of shoreline. Sale of Legend Lake's 2,600
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lots was designed to enlarge the county's tax base to $45 million, 'eas-
ing MEI's tax burden.

The Legend La,ke venture has been a questionable economic suc-
cess. The percentage of county tax paid by MEI did drop from 90
percent in 1961..to only 55 percent m 1971. However, in 1971 when
all lake development was ,assigned. 36 percent of the property tax
burden the assessed value of the county had risen from $17 million
in 1961 to $82 million in 1972. Even though MEI was paying only
-55 percent of the total tax load, real dollars paid in assessment m
1972 has risen alcove the 1961 level aue to increased valuation of all
land within. the county. Also, taxes have risen because of county
services required by . the new residents- of Legend Lakes: Police,
fire; and snow removal. Because of the nonexistent sewage facilities
at the Legend Lake project and the porous sand condition in the
area, we anticipate the need soon as such a sewage systeM replacing
the septic systems now in existence.

The efforts involved in establishing the so-called economic devel-
opment zone by our predecessors' on the board of directors and board
of trustees absorbed valuable time from the heart of our economy,
our tribal mill. Consequently we are trying with meager profits at
present to update our mill. One major.chore is to replace the wiring
in our mill, some of which has been there since 1927. Also, we face
the necessity of installing water pipes with the proper size to con-
form -with our insurance code.'We must do this to try tb reduce our
insurance premium which has this yehr increased by 50 percent. Our
mill operations have also been hampered. in the Est by faulty boil-
ersit was only recently that MEI invested $600,000 to install new
bbilers and ensble our mill to operate closer to maximum steam ca-
pacity.

Unless the Menominee people are restored to federally protected
tribal status now, we will soon have to face up to a terrible decision.
Shall we concentrate on our economic obligations to our sharehold-

, ers, or on our social obligations to ourpeoplel Another problem that
ihanges heavily on our hearts is that in Xaduary 1974, MEl's stocks

will become negotiable on the open market according to termination
law. When that happens, control of MEI and our land can easily
pass out of our hands of the Menominee people. MEI, if not finan-
cially solvent, will be unable to buy the shares of individual Menom-
limes, and the State of Wisconsin or individuals of the non-Menomi-
nee public will buy into.our Menominee assets.

It would undoubtedly be a great financial burden on MEI to
purchase stocks in the near future. Consequently, there is a serious
danger that control of the corporation would no remain in the
hands of the Menominees but would be transferred to the State of
Wisconsin or some third party or parties.

If the stocks become negotiable, many Menominees may be forced
to sell their stock in order to receive welfare or public assistance.
Under the present eligibility requirementh, recipients for Old Age
and Blind Aid assistance are not allowed more than $750. in liquid
assets and those receiving Aid. to Dependent Children cannot have
more than $500 in liquid assets. Presently, because the stocks are not
negotiable/ the stocks are not,included when determining eligibility
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for assistance. If the value of the stock and other liquid assets ex-
ceed the eligibility requirements, than Menominees will be required
to sell all of part of this stock or dispose of their assets in order to
receive aid. Since the right to vote in shareholder meetings for trust-
ees is obtained through ownership of the stock, partial control of the
corporation would be held by non.-Menominees.

On one hand, the corporation must necessarily become more aware
of the economic pressures in order to survive. To do this would
mean developing our nonproductive forest land to ease our tax bur-
den and forsake sustained-yield forestry,"to allow our mill to optiate
at full capacity. If we did this, our fore,st would soon become hope....
lessly depleted, MEI would be able to maintain only a temporary

. yearly profit, and the corporation would have failed its social and
evononne, responsibility to.the Menominee people.

To prevent this from occurring, the Menominee people in the past
3 Tears have elected DRUM supported candidates to the eight va-
cancies that have occurred on the MEI common stock and' voting
trust. These candidates have proncL to retain the human element
in the tribal corporation, to keep 11 aware of its &dal obliga-
tions, and Menominee land within the control of the Menominee
Tribe prohibiting all land sales. DRUMS supported candidates have
not only taken control of, both the corporation's board of trustees
and the board of directors, but have changed the attitude of voting
participation within the tribe. The la/ 4 years have witnessed a
change from 2 percent Menominee participation in elections, to an
astounding 49 percentequal to the turn-outs in national elections.

However, complete social obligation would also be detrimental l to
the efficiency of MBI's operations. To pay full bond interest on the
bond holders when not earned and adequate salaries to our sawmill
workers while attempting to maintain our assets for our posterity, is
an impossibility for a mill with inflated operating expenses and
property taxes. -

Culturally, our land is'not surplus. From 1854 until termination
in 1961, we steadfastly and successfully resisted all efforts to reduce
our land holdings by refusing allotment, which was an experiment
that ,imposed private property ownership on Indians. Holding our
assets and people together was the dominant theme for the Menomi-
nees for 100 years. The cultural values of our people have always
beers focused on our land as a tribal, and not individual, .holding.
The interests of the tribe have takeAvrecedence over individual in
terests, thus, selling our land was against' every belief and value held
by the Menominee people.

Also,, we are not a competitive people, we wish to look after the
-welfare. of our tribe. Termination has necessitated competitiveness
and it is destroying our tribal values. Competitiveness is not ner,es-
satily "bad." But when we awoke on that Morning 12 years ago, and
found ourselves straddled. with a corporation, non - Menominee board
of &Tutors and trustees, bearers of foreign is of paper called
stocks and bonds, and without the tribal rolls r our children to be
remembered as Menominees, we were expected no longer function
emotionally, culturally,or legally as Indians.

iThis sudden change in roles has affected the e otional well being
of the Menominee people. The inptances of arrests due to alcohol re-.
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lated offenses is three times higher in Menominee County than/in
any other reservation in the State. Less than 21 percent of our chil-
dren complete high school, compared with over 54 percent for the
State of Wisconsin.

Restoration of the Menominee Tribe is the only salvation for Me-
nominee Enterprises and the Menominee people. With Menominee
lands safely back in trust, the almost $500,000 yearly paid in prop-
erty taxes can be used to update our mill. Our children and their
children can be assured of retaining our most important asset, our
ancestral lands.

With the return of tribal government, MEI will no longer need
to function af the sole 'taxpayer. for the Menominee area, and can
concentrate on showing our tribe aprofit for all our people to share.
i-On e_great Indian chief, when his tribe had b6en beaten down by

the li.SILArmy and place,d on a tiny; barren reservation, said, "We
shall enable. *` he' totAkst 12 year we have endured, but we do not
simply want to enclullOve wan to live. Don't let the Menominees

. reach the end of the trail; Plea reverse our termination and allow
our tribe to live.

Mr. MEms. Thank you .very much.
[Applause.]
Mr.. MEEDS. Thank You very much for a very eloquent statement,

Ms. Wilber.
I'm going to ask, first of all, question, of both of you. I would

like first:04)11r response, Ms. Deer, and then yours, Ms. Wilber..
What qlo von feel is the future of MEI without restoration? Is

future for it at all? In other words, is there some way
that With some other method it could be pulled back together to
begin shoving a, larger profit?

Is there any future for it, in short?
Ms. DEER. As we have emphasized in our testimony, the tax bur-

den is a crushing responsibility and at this point we do not have the
funds to niodernize our mill, to update the equipment, and without
this type-of improvement in our mill we don't feel that we can pro-

,gressAgaeompete.
HoWever; I would like to refer this to Mrs. Wilber because she is

the chairperson of the board and has much more detailed knowledge
of this.

Ms. As I envision Menominee Enterprises it just will
never, under county status, be a viable corporation. As I stated, we
have our sustained yield restrictions. Our mill is geared to 30 mil-
lion board-feet of lumber. There is just no way we can reduce the
operating costs.

We have very little left. Last year we had nothing left which to
put back and repair our-mill.

Insurance costs are increasing and we are just concerned there's no
way we can do it

Mr.
we.

So the report I have from both of your- statements, is
that without restoration MEI is doomed within a couple of years to
bankruptcy, literally; bankruptcy, and Menominee County likewise
is, curate reflection then of the actual situation, is that correct?

Ms. WILBER. I think that's an adequate statement.
MT. MEEDS. Ms. Deer.
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Ms. Dris. Our 'Vice President, Mr. Boyd; who is scheduled to tes-
tify later can give you much more definitive information on the 0.7/
nancial:figures.

Mr. Mans. Now both'of you mentioned, in your testimony, at least
what I infer to be a suggestion, that you would like to get away
from the annual sustained yield concept,: yet the bill requires sus-
tained yield principles for tribal forestry.

Ms. WunLit. We didn't want to infer that, we wanted to get away
from the sustained yield. We just want to emphasize that this was
forced upon us and as a result we couldn't operate as profitably. as
we could.

I think our forester will be here this afternoon to relate his feel-
ings. The forests are of concern to all the 141enominees, and I think
that they too don't Want- tosee the forests depleted, so we, do realize
that we need the forests; we need some type of method to'realize or
to make sure that the forest is there and that our lumbering indus-
try continues, but this is .a requiremeatt that necessarily was .forced
upon us that we cannot operate economically.

Mr. MEEDS: Do I understand correctly you are not opposed to fol-
lowing and indeed desire to follow good forestry practices, and if
those practices require a lower sustained yield, ,than 30 million
board-feet, you would be quite willing to follow those? -

Ms. Witann. Right.
Mr. MExos. Very good.
Sylvia, could you explain to us a little more about the -bonds? I'm

just a little vague about that.
Is it costing approximately $350,000. annually? What happens. to

that money?
Ms. WILBER. We have a 4.percent income bond that each. Menomi-

nee shareholder, was given each person who is on the tribal rolls at
the time of termination, and Menominee Enterprises must pay them
to the extent of their earnings, the 4 percent of the $3,000 bond.
When we reached the full payment that is right around $350,000.

Mr. MEnos. Now, that does go to individual Menominees and Me-
nominee families, does it not?

Ms. WILBER. Yes, but this is a requirement placed'on the corpora-
tion so that as in any other corporation that money could be used to
update our mill or be used for expansion, but Menominee Enterprises
must necessarily pay it to the bondholders.

Mr. MzEos. And then for all of the property held by Menominee
Enterprises, you then pay the property tax also, so that you come to
about $1 million right off the top, before you can do anything? That's
an on-going obligation?

MS. 'WILBER. That's correct.
Mr. MEEDS. Would it be safe to say that the most crushing obliga-

tion is that property
isMs. Witamu. That is correct.

Mr. MEEDs. And thatwould be removed by restoration?
Ms. WILBER. Yes.
Ms. DEER. Mr. Chairman, we do have our counsel here and we

think that they may be able to add some additional information on
those points.
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Mr. Aims. Very good: We will talk with them a little later.
Now as X recall both from your statement and from the legisla-

tion the .voting rights and the right of alienation to the shares in
the Alenominee Enterprises, Inc. comes into being, or they become
alienable, as I recall, in 1974, is it?

MS. WILBER. Yes.
Mr.'Mgcos. If we were to go. beyond 1973 and into 1974 without

. some kind of legislation, that would be totally disastrous, would it
not?

Ms. WILBER. Eight. .

Mr. Mans. BecauSe itt that time these' shares could then be trans-
ferred to non-Menominees. -

Ms. WILBER. Yeses,
Mr. Mews. And you would probably lose allcontrol at that time.
Ms. Wiripirs. Eventually we expect that to happen, yes, if the sta-

tus is keptlas it is now.
Mr. MEEDS. Perhaps one of the attorneys could answer this ques-

tion. P.

I have a question with regard to the fishing rights on these lakes.
Let's assume for the sake of this discussion., that the people, non-
Menominees, . non-Indians, living on these lakes where- they pur-
chased, have a special right to retain fishing rights. Is it necessary
to give the State of Wisconsin the right to regulate fishing with re-
gard to those people to protect that special right that they have?

Mr. PRELOZNIK. No; we feel that the preclusion of that particular
Measure was unnecessary. Wisconsin already has jurisdiction on the
reservation and the Menominee County with respect to non-Indian
people as well as Indian people.

The, only section of Public Law 280 is the area of hunting and
fishing that may have been given by treaty rights. There is a U.S.
Supreme Court case indicating that the Menomi.nees do have a spe-

% cial right and for that reason the State has not been able to enforce
hunting and fishing on the reservation with respect to Menominee
people but they have always had the right to enforce the fishing and
hunting- regulations with respect to non-Indian people.

Mr. Mmes. You're not contesting that? .

Mr. PRELOZNIE. No, we think the clauses are utterly without any
significance because the State already has that authority.

Mr. MErns. On the other hand, it might be misconstrued in other
States. I'm frankly little worried about the lung-liege from the
standpoint of my own State, and special Indian fishing rights on
reservations.

This might be construed as passing to non- Indians fishing rights
on Indian reservations which certainly I, as one person, would not
want to see passed on.

Mr. Pitruiziog. Mr. Chairman, if you would .fermit me I could
also give you'some information as to the hunting and fishing rights
that were allegedly given to the non-Indian. people in Menominee
County.

Let me say that the bill does not attempt to take away any right
that people have and the question of whether they have acquired
any rights is presently being litigated.

20-310-73--- 4
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Mr. Mims. Well, let me just add very quickly that this bill would
be subject to.whatever decision is reached by the court. It would not
attempt in any way to override the court's decision. .

Mr. 11mm:cm That is correct, and the spme holds true with_ re-
spect to the lands in question.

I think (c) of the bill that was introduced in section 6 indicates
.ttat we're only talking about transferring land where the assets cif
Menominee Enterprises but subject to any restrictions or any en-
cumbrances or any liens that may be attached thereto so that.the bill
is not designed, to take any rights away that people have acquired
since termination und..if they acquired them, and this is, actually
concluded in a court of law. Obitionsly the Secretary of Interior
would be taking it subject 0i-those particular rights, so I think that
you know the concern that was expressed by some of the people ear-
lier about some rights being extinguished by the bill, I don't think
it's a valid concern because PtIo not believe we um attempting in
this bill to dq that.

Mr. MEEDS. Indeed it would be unconstitutional, in violation of
the fifth amendment, if we did so, would it not? _

Mr. PRELOZNIK. When we drafted this bill we worked with the
lawyers in the Secretary of Interior's office, Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, to make sure that we did not infringe upon anyone's constitu'-
tional rights that they may have acquireethrough this termination.

Mr. Mum. Do any of you have any idea what percentage of the
non-Indian owners are permanent residents of Menominee County?

Mr. PIZELOZNIK. I would be speculating. I think, Mr. MiMr who
is chairman of the county board, could probably give you a better
answer on that.

Mr. MuEos. What types of funds and for what purposes would
you expect to be coming to the Menominee Tribe after restoration;
what areas like education, health, others?

Mr. PaEr.ozNix. The principal source isMr. Wilkinson could
give us some information on thatwould be the Johnson-O'Malle
funds hieh ate specifically exeluded from Menominee people
eame of the termination of their Indian status.

This also holds true with any funds that come through the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.

Mr. Mmos. I hope you're not &pending on a lot of Johnson-
O'Malley fundssireause they are really inn& quote as they are. But
Public Law 874 would be quite it boon if Menominee County were
returned as an Indian reservation and evqryone who resides in Me-
nominee County would be counted. Every student would b counted
as what we call an aid student under impact aid, and 'entitled to full
impact aid. so it would be a pretty substantial source of income.

Mr. WILKINSON. If I might say, Mr. Chairman
Mr. Mmos. Yes, Mr. Wilkinson.
Mr. WILKINSON. There was a letter written from Deputy Com-

missioner John Crow of the 13IA to Senator Proxmire dated Octo-
ber 26, 1971, which you may well have seen, but it does detail the
specific payments that would be made by the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, and as you point out, very significantly, impact aid funds,
Public Law, 874, are administered through HEW so that those funds
would be in addition to the $1.4 million mentioned in this letter..
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Mr. Mmos. Do you have an extra copy of that, sir I
Mr. WimarrsoN. I have a copy, and we can probably get it. Xe-

roxed over the lunch hour.
Mr. Mmms. If you would, I would like to enter it into the record

at this 'Point.
[The document referred to follows :]

V.S. DEPARTMENT Or TIIE INTERIOR,
BUREAU' Or INDIAN ArrAIRB,.

Washing(on, D.C., October 26, 1971.
Ron. WIT,LTAIC PItOXMXRE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O. ,

DEAR Sexxxols Paoxmum: As requested, estimates have been prepared of
annual costs to provide BIA-aathorised servioes to Menominee Indiana on an
equitable Weis should the 'United States reassume the services that were ter-
,minated with the tribe. Costs are based on 1971 prices and wages. Costa have
been included for some currently authorized services that were not provided at
the time of termination since it is believed the intent would be to make theme
services available, to Menoroineea on some equitable basis should termination
be repealed. The estimates follow:
Edueatfon:

Pre-school, elementary, secondary $ 400,000
Post-secondary (scholarships) 100,000

Waffling:
Adult education and community development 29,000
Employment assistance 135,000

Welfare:
IIousing assistance 30,000
Wilfare and guidance services 180,000
Law and order 170,090

. Subtotal, Education, Training & Welfare $1,044,04
Others:

Agricultural and industrial assistance 10,000
Road maintenance 1.195,000
Management of Indian trust property 40,000
Credit and financing 1 40,000
Aid to tribal governments 15,000
Supporting------------------------------------------------

Subtotal, Other $ 371,000

Total ________________________ $1,415,000
1 500,600 of this amount is nonrecurring first-year equipment cost.
2 For staffing needs. Will need more funds for lending purposes.
Prior to termination, proceeds from the operation of the lumber mill were

used to pay a portion of the cost of services provided. Presumably this would
be true lf the United States were to reassume the services that were termi-
nated. The ability of the industry to bear service cods is unknown. Eer the
year ending September 30, 1970,.Menohainee Enterprises, Incorporated, reported
earnings of $554 thousand before taxes from its Forests? and Mills Division.
This may indicate the ability of the mill operation to pay for services.

We trust this is the information required; If you ha red of further
assistance, please contact us.

Sincerely yours,

Mr. Mmos. Could you tell us the total of that?
Mr. Witanisox. Ilhe total is $1,4152000.
Mr. Aftram. Does that include impact aid?
Mr. Witamsox. No, it does not.

oux O. Caow,
&pail/ Commissioner.
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Mr. MEWS. What are the total costs of county goveriunent,,
nominee County government presently, can you tell us that

Mr. WILKINSoN. Mr. Miller could answer that, but I believe it's
around $1 million annually.

Mr. Ch irman, would you like mfr to introduce this into the record
now I

Mr. MEE . I have a copy.
Mr. 'WhiciNson. That letter apparently is still valid because the

figures there were incorporated into the merhoranduni from the
Commissioner of Indian A.ffairs dated August 8, 1972, so that those
figures were approved fairly recently*

I might say, that as I know the chairman knows, if there is any-
thing that has been proved empirically across the country I think it
is that Indian, children of federally recognized tribes far more than
pay their way in local educational matters and I believe that the
distussions earlier about the ability of Menominee County to operate' -
are very significantly affected larksected by the fact that lar amounts of edu-
cational funds will be coining into Menominee County and should,
in fact, exceed the present level of funding.

In other words, education should be improved and the county bur-
den should be substantially decreased.

Mr..eue. Thank you.
I want to thank you, Ms. Deer, particularly, and Ms. Wilber, for

your testimony. The gentleman from New Mexico is recognized.
Mr. LIMAN. Thank you, Mk. Chairman.
I think it should lid read into the record at this point, I have in

the figures that do come into the county, town, and school district,
the expenditures and the revenues for the year 1970.

Property taxes were $139,000, county ana town taxes. School
property taxes were $201,000. Total property taxes were $341000.
Other taxes were $50,000. Special Federal aid for schools was
$150,000. Special Federal, aid for health and welfare was $224,000.
Other State and Federal aids, $520,000. Earnings and miscellaneous
was $206,000 for a total of $1,493,000.

I read those just to make them part of the record, Mr. Chairman.
In addition, I might say that perhaps there would be other funds

available with legislation pending, for example, fundaout of the In-
dians Development Funds, funds out of appropriations for block
grants to tribes, this is all legislation that is pending now and I
would simply mention that so that it will be included in the record,
Mr. Chairman.

At the time of termination, you say you had to pay for title to
your homeeites. Does that mean that every family that lived in a
' articular place had to pay for that property on which they were
living?

Mr. PRELOZNIK. Yes; what occurred is that all the land. was con-
veyed to the corporation and as most of you probably know, prior to
termination people just acquired an interest m the improvements on
a particular site and did not own the land, which was held. by the
tribe.

As a result, after termination many people were forced to buy the
land on which their improvements weree located. Some didn't realize
that this had. to be done and when Legend Lake was formed, as a
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matter of fact, they were moved off of their ini:rticular homes and
were told to take their improvements because they did not own the
land and the corporation did.

Most of the Menominee didn't have the resources with which to
acquire that land and therefore used their bonds to acquire the land
at a discounted premium. The bonds that were referred to were in
the sum of $3,000 redeemable in the year 2000, payable at an interest
rate of 4 percent per annum.

They were given a 00-percent discount towards the purchase of
land when terminatIon took place.

The other point, that I think I ought to elucidate on is that some
of tlw bonds have been assignelf to the banks and other people at a ,
reduced rate so that not all of' the resources that are paid out on
Menominee Enterprises in terms of the interest rate go to Menomi-
nee peep ant Menominee families.

Mr. r ns. Woulthe gentleman yield at that point 1,
Mr LtJAN. Yes.
M Mims. Are these bonds owned by anyone other than Menomi-.

nees?
Mr. PrimozNix. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. What impact is: that going to have on the distribution

return of assets to the 1VIenominees?
Mr. l'artozNix. This is an obligation that the corporation has,

and as I indicated earlier, that any conveyance to the Secretary of
Interior would be subject to any obligations they already have:

Mr. Mmes. Is it any kind of encumbrance, though?
Mr. PnEr.ozzym. No: it is a bond which is basically a promissory

note which in the year 2000 would be redeemed at a particular price,
but I might add, some of the speculation as to profit is quite elusive
because there has not been a sinking fund established for the .retire-
ment of these bonds so that while some people t

re-

lk about generating

any deprthation set aside for the renovation of he mill nor a,
a cash flow, it's a very -elusive thing because noi, her has there been

serve set. aside for the, retirement of these particular bonds, which
must be done.

Mr. Ix-JAN. We understand that kind of financing. 'We have a
fund known as the social security fund which is operating in kind
of the same fashion. [General laughter.]

Do any of you have any idea In* much was paid for these lands.
both those that had to buy the land. the member s of the Menominee
Tribe. I assume, that lind to buy the land on which their homes were
built, owl second, those that bought land on these developments?

Maybe we could establish the one on the developments if we
couldn't, in the first instance.

Do you know, Sylvia?
Ms. 'Wilma. I really haVe no idea as to how much the individuals

paid for their hind. When I inferred, no voice in our affairs, this is
exactly what happened.

All of this information was.kept from us, so I really can't tell you
how much they specifically paid for any individual property. One of
tiae figures, I think, was the total profits took in gross profits by
Legend Lake development was over $10 million from that sale.

Mr. LUJAN% WIWI'S the property valuation, do you know that?

53.
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Ms. WILBER. Of the 'entire county?
Mr. LUJAN. No; of the developments "where the property was sold.'..
Mr. PRELOZNIK. I think some other people coule3,probably give

you a. better understanding -Of these valuations, sinents, but, I
have been reviewing some of the files in the 18.1;t 6 months and the
purchase prices that the Menominees paid vary a great deal with the
size.of the purchase.

Soi----nek ./artr simply small homesitel, some infolye farming lands,
some iteration lakesites; so that it varied. The purchase acqusitions in
Legend Lake area sold anywhere. between $6,000 and $15,000 per lot...*

This hula, was originally .:conveyed, I think, in the area of
$200,000, $250,000 total to the joint, venture which the Menominee
Enterprises w, is a part. ..

1,.1r. LUJAN: I mention these questions in case it adds a part of all
of this. The Menominee Tribe would desire to reacquire all thatiand
as ,part of the solution? They may, not even -be thinking about it, but,
what it would cost to reacquire all of these properties.

Mr.PastozNIK. It would be prohibitive because 'since the land was
sold ptople have also built homes, whether they're summer homes or -
permanent homes. Very 'frequently that has made it just impossible
to reacquire. .

Mr. Lcstaw. So that's not something that would be considered, Ali) -

reacquiring of.these properties?,. .
o niMr. Pamoc. It's not part of this bill at all

Mr. LVJAN. No in the thinking of the tribe, if restoration is to
take place then there is no thought of re-acquiring these lands?

Mr. PnEr,ozsznis My clients. have expressed ninny thoughts about
acquiring it. The question is whether' they can afford to acquire it.

Mr. i.niAN. Let me get on to the bill itself.
There are, I would imagine, basically, the No. 1 point is to acquire,::::

the lands in trust bemuse, No. 1, they could not be sold in the future,
and, No. 2, it wosid, reduce the tax burden and these are really,e .

two main points we are dealing with here. .- .

There is agreement, first of all, by everyone in the tribe,- being re'-'
stored and the tribal rolls open again. There is no, controversys
anoint any members of the tribe on that, is there? ., .

Mr. PastpzNirc. None we have been able to discover.
Mr. I:twos The seeond point, individuals to become, eligible for

a 1 federal Indian programs, of course they would be if they were1.
estored. ,

'Three, was lands put in trust to be exeimpt from local, State and
ederal which would. be reservation status lands.
Four, property rights on non-Menominee landowners not be. (H-
i 'shed and tliati of course, you have expressed that desire. And
ti that the tribe itselfdadopt aconstitution and bylaws. .

Now there are others where there is disagreement and I' would
like to ask how you feel about these, the restoration only after aboli- . -
,tion of the , county. Suppose we're confronted with a. situation of
which conies first, that is, if the ('ongre-s vote:; for restoration and

Nleaves that up to the Wisconsin State Legislature to decide what
kind of government you should have, how do you feel about that?

How does the leadership (4 the restoration movement feel about
that?
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Mr. Wizxn soi Mr. Congressman, if I might say very briefly,
that", of course, is not a provision.in the bill that has been intro-
duced. That wasa suggestion made by the State legislators today, so
that is not in the restoration legislation as it now standS.

Mr. LUJAN. And the feeling is, you would not want to include it ?
not related at All- to the objectives of the bill

here, which are designed merely to get the land that is preiently
held by.the corporation back into a trust, status for the tribe.

I would like to point out that even at termination .it-was recog-
nized that Menominee County would not be viable as a, coluity by it-
self and if you look at the, serviceT that-the Menominee County pro-
vides you will find that in the area of courts it already operates
jointly with. Shawano. The courthouse in Shawano is used for the
legal proceedings in Menominee County. You have a joint county
judge that provides services at the county level, both in. Shawano
and Menominee Councils.

Xon find that the district attorney from Shawano County pro-
vides the pipsecution for both Menominee Country and for Shawano
County, -and until the last election: he was elected solely by the peo-
ple in Shawano although he provided prosecution in Menominee as
well.

Mr. NIEEDS. Pardon me. Would you call that prosecution without
representation? [General laughter.1

Mr. PrztozisTiK. We made that argument to' the State supreme
court, and they rejected it, and it interestin enough thatot.he local
court oideredothat the Menominee be alloweato participate in the
election of -the district, attorney at this last election. But you also
find that the school district is a joint school district with that of
Shawano so that there isn't the Lind of problem that was spoken
about earlier where, you know, we are going to throw all off± the
services on Menominee County, and they have been doing this solely
by themselvbs since termination.

I don't think this is.,,eg# accurate picture and I think this is one
reason why I thought I htfil to clarify that.

Mr. LUJAN. One other point that has been considered to be put into
the legislation is to prohibit the tribes from selling land after restora-
tion. V.2uldn't that be automatic with it being a reservation, and
seconcll", if we put it in as a Congress, would that not be telling the
Menoirunees what to do? After all, they're going to put together a
constitution and by-laws and I wort ld assume that they Would put it
in there, so as a policy of self-determination, to just leave it out.

Is that your feeling also?
Mr. PRELOZNIK. In my conversations with Menominee people, they

wanted, the same kind of protection in terms of their assets.as other
tribes enjoy, which does not permit the tribe to sell the land even if
it would be included in their tribal laws.

They have found from experience that the'eceomie pressures are
sometimes so great on the leadership that they are forced to sell as-
sets even .when they do not desire to do so: So they wanted that ad-
ditional protection.

This is why we drafted that" additional, protection, into the bill,
and opposed the introduction of that particitlar portion which
would permit the tribes to sell the lands.

. .
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Mr. WILICIllSON. Congressman excuse e. At many community
meetings this subject came up, and I think what the result was, as
you point out, there is a tension between that provision and the
right of Self-determination, and. I think that the Menominee people
at the community meetings simply felt that. the loss of -land was
such a paramount evil that they were willing to sacrifice `a, bit of
self-determination in that area, and they just felt that that was so
important that that should be in the legislation even though, as you
point out, there is technically a loss of self-determination.

Mr. Lua-Aisf. And the last item, which is the 2-year delay, is simply
because for those 2 yeais you might continue to have to pay taxes, on
that property, is that correct?

Mr. PEELOZNIK. Yes, and also it is subject to further dissipation.
and if the corporation ig not viable, certain proceedings could be em- .

played at the litigation level and subject that land either for liens or
further encumbrances. So that, to prevent 'further dissipation, it
would be our thought that that ought to done es quickly as pOssi-
ble to preserve the land from further dissip tion.

Mr. Lua-AN. That's all Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEDS. Just one further question. -
Indeed, a we went 2 years we would get to the 1974 stricture

and at that point, if I recall Ms. Wilber's test ony correctly, those
shares of stock would then have to be donsidered assets, once they
became transferable. They then would be subject' to sale prior to the
receipt of public assistance and such services by gove So,
that could really foment a disastrous period.

Mr. L.TTJAN. Let me ask just one more question, Mr. C airman.
Mr. MEEDS. Fine. ,
Mr. LUJAN. In the operation bf MEI, do you co Sider. the social

values, such as providing employment and that sort of thing, your
obligation on the board, that your obligation is for those social
causes rather than-profit?

Ms. WILBER. I think it is. I .think in the Indian, community and
especially Menominee Enterprises, wecially where we have over
3,000 Indians owning the corporati4K, that we cannot just reject,
them and vote for profits.

of This is something that troubles us. When we lay off people in the
as I said, the only -way we can reduce the cost is to lay off some

lq-)eople in the mill or reduce our work force, which then means that
`that individual has no other place to go but the Velfare rolls, and
that's already bulging in the community. So, it's just vicious

Mr, LUJAN. Thank you.
Mr. MEEDS. I'd like' to take this opportunity to read into the rec-

ord something which counsel found with regLrd to the initial 'Me-
nominee bill for distribution which was introduced by a former col-
league of mirs, Melvin Laird, a very distinguished Secretary of
Defense. He is talking here about hafing introduced the legislation
for distribution on per capita basiS of approximately $1,500 per
capita or some $10 million, which was due the Menominees. Hers :

Some time after the hearing fore the House committee, the Department of
Interior submitted. to the co ittbe a 'report favoring enactment of the bill
introduced by me, with one difying amendment to which the represetatives
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of the tribe agreed. The House then passed the bill. The bill was then sent to
the Senate and the delegates of the Menominee tribe later reported to me that.
it was, impossible to obtain action on their simple per capita bill in the Senate.

The next thing I knew was that the delegates reported to me they had been
informed by Senator Watkins, chairman 04+ the Senate subcommittee, that
unless they committed themselves to a program of withdrawal from Federal
supervision, they could not expect to, obtain action on a per capita bill.

That doesn't sound like a very permissive action on the part of
the Menonun. ees at that time, to me. "

Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. WnracTxsolc. Mr. Chairman, I have two documents to offer

into the record, if I might.
Mr. MEEDS. Would you explain them, please.
Mr. Wnix.rmsow. es,, they are two legal memoranda, one of

which deals withithe effects of, or the issue of taxation after restora-
tion. That's a memorandum dated April 5th.

The other one is a research memorandum dated May 23d which
deals with a concern that Mr:_Kenote raised at the meeting of the
Menominee Indians Study Committee meeting on February 16 and
deals with whether vested rights of. Menominee would be dominated
by this act.

I would say that there is a discussion. of the congressional power
to pass this legislation. also.

Mr. MEnns. Now, were these prepared by you, sir?
Mr. WILKINSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. MEEDS. Is there objection to entering them into the record?
Without objectiont, they will be entered, then.
[The documents referred to follow.]

NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FEND,
Moulder, Colo., April 5, 1973,

MEMORANDEM RE RESTORATION ACT,

Subject: Unreasonable taxation of taxpayers after restoration.

STATEMENT OF ESSER

If the Menominee Restoration Act is passed, all of the land held by 141HI
and some of the land held by individual Menominee will be held in trust by
the United States for the benefit of the Menominee people. All land held in
trust will be non-taxable. Inevitably, this means that the tax base in Menomi-
nee County will be decreased. Mr. Holmes, of the Wisconsin State Department
of Revenue, estimates that as much as 57% of the existing Menominee County
tax base will become non-taxable land. Several nonMenominee land owners,
who would still be required to pay taxes after restoration, have expressed con-
cern that the above factors might result in increased tax rates because of the
decreased Mx base. Non-Menominee have also expressed concern that future
Menominee County. officials will overtax the non-Menominee property holders;
the basis for this concern is that County officials will probably be Menominee
Indians (because the Menominee voters are in the great majority in the
county) and that Menominee office holders would be tempted to take advantage
of the non-Menominee land owners,- who would be virtually the only taxpayers
in the County..

Our conclusion is that neither of the above concerns will be realized. If any-
thing, tax rates in Menominee County should decrease, mot increase, after res-
toration. Furthermore, we know of no basis for fears of .overreaching by
Cuture Menominee County officials ; In addition, there are numerous legal safe -
aards which will protect non-Menominee land owners if Menominee County

Silicials did attempt to abuse their powers. Our reasoning is as follows:
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DISCUSSION

I. The tarc'burden in Menominee County' will not increase after restoration
The principal factor rendering unnecessary the concern about the adequacy

Of the reduced Menominee County tax base after restoration is the massive
influx of federal funds and services which will necessarily follow restoration.
The restored Menominee Tribe will be entitled to many services now supported.
by taxes collected in Menominee County. Most. notably, all county expenses for
elementary and secondary education will probably be eliminated by reason of
the eligibility of Menominee and Shawano County Schools for funds underithe
Johnson-O'Malley Act under Public Law 874 (Impact Aid Program), and
under various titles of the Indian Education Act. Educational costs represent,
approximately (11% of Menominee County's expenditures. Funds from, P.L. 874
alone should approximate existing expenditures for education because P.L. 874
funds compensate schools for the educational expenses attributable to children
who reside on non-taxable land: We think that virtually any educator in the
field will agree that Indians usually more than "pay their way" in regard to
educational ,expenses; due to the large federal expenditures. See, e.g., An Even
Chance, p. 1, 8 (NAACP Legal Defense .and Education Fund, 1971,)

Bureau of Indian Affairs expenditures' on roads and United States public
\ Health Service expenditures under the Contract Medical Care Program for

Indian health will further reduce the need to raise revenue within Menominee
County. We have reliable information that budget projections for federal serv-
ices to the Menominee exist for fiscal 1975, but we have been Unable-to obtain.
this data because it is deemed confidential until the federalbudgetary process
is complete. The one projection which we have seen estimates that the Bureau
of Indian Affairs will expend $1,195,000 annually in providing services. to the
Menominees; this figure is, .by itself, in excess of the present expenditures of
Menominee County. The projected largepayments- of P.L. 874 funds, which are
administered by HEW, will increase the total annual federal expenditures by_
substantially more than $500,000.

One simple example dramatizes this point. As mentioned above, the State of ,
Wisconsin estimates that the tax base in Menominee County will be decreased
no more than 57% after restoration. The fact, however, that expenditures will
decrease by an even greater amount is underscored by the decrease of 61% for
county educational espenditures alone. Eduestion is only one of the many fed-
eral expenditures which will further reduce County obligations.

Thus it is entirely unrealistic to project the future Menominee County tax
burden on, the assumption that county obligations will reamin the same after
restoration. We think it an inescapable conclusion that the tax burden in Me-
nominee County will not increase after restoration: in fact, expenditures will
almost certainly decrease more than revenues:

II. There LI no historical basis. for concern that Indian officials will ov(4.rtax
non-Indian landowners

We have reviewed records in Ashland, Bayfield, and Vilas Counties, in order
t4) eterminee the effects in other counties where Indian electorates are large
e malinconsistently to control local units of government. The Town of Sanborn

Asilland County is controlled by an Indian town board. The effective mil-
huge levy in that town is approximately 411/2 mills, based upon state equalized
or recommended valuation. The city of Ashland, controlled by a non-Indian
government. imposes a millage levy which amounts to approximately 43 mills
on state equalized or recommended valuatiOn. Thus, notwithstanding the sub-
.stantial tax exempt land in the Bad River Reservatidn in the Town of San-
born. the millage rates on full fair market value Ithe city of Ashland and
the Town of Sanborn are substantially equal.

We know of no reason that the experience in Ven nee Town and County
should be any different than the above. Officials like. Ben Miller have, we sug-
gest, always acted in the utmost good faith toward non- `Menominee landown-
ers.

III. Wisconsin law will fully protect non-Indian landowners after reStoratiort
116iWisconsin law provides safeguards against unfair taxation in Menominee

County following restoration. First, Wisconsin statutes provjde explicit limita-
tions with respect to Menominee County. The Todvn of Menominee is presently
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limited by a 1.5% ceiling on taxes as measured against the assessed Valuation
of real estate in the town, except for takes on scheols. Wis. Stats., 1971,
§60.18(1) (a). Menominee County, having only one town within its boundaries,
is subject to a similar ceiling upon its taxing powers:

"In counties containing one town only, the total amount of county taxes
assessed, levied, and carried out against taxable property of such county,
in any one year shall not exceed in the whole 11/9% of the total valuation
of said county for tie current year as fixed by the Department of Reve-
nue." Wis. Stats., 1971, §70.62(2)(á).

These important statutes set a mandatory ceiling on total tax revenue and
pro ride full protation to owners of taxable land after restoration. We have
consulted with officials of the Wisconsin State Department of Revenue and
they fully agree with this conclusion.

Second, Menominee County lacks legal authority and discretion to determine
the revenue to be raised Vr the state or. for Shawano Joint District No. 8.
The :esount :Womble to enominee County for these purposes is certified by
the state to the county. This large portion of the total tax burden is, there- .
fore, not subject to control (or increase) by Menominee County officials.

Third, the restoration bill, in section. (b), does not contemplate automatic
tax-exempt status for lands held by individual Menominess. To the extent that
Menominee do not place their individual lands in trust, significant numbers pf
Menominees will be motivated by the precise desire that the non-Indian tax-
payers share: tax rates in Menominee County ought not to exceed the level
necessary to finance needed county services.

Fourth, erroneous assessments and levies of taxation may be reviewed by
local Boards of Review, by the Department of Revenue (Wis. Stats., 1971,
§70X1) and ultimately by the courts of the state. Finally, the Wisconsin Con-
stitution. Article VIII, §1, provides that "the' rule of taxation shall be uniform,
but the legislature may empower cities, villages, or town to collect and return
taxes on real. estate located therein by optional methods." (Emphasis sup-
plied.) Although the Wisconsin Constitution permits variations in tax rates
between eines, villages and towns, uniformity of taxation is constitutionally
manila red within Niel' local jurisdiction,

There are, then, statutory safeguards against abuse of non Indian landown
ers. Equally important, we "know of no factors which would indicate that the
Menominee people have the slightest tendency to engage in such practices. In
the absence of any evidence whatsoever, we think it unreasonable to impute
improperand indeed illegalmotives to the officials of Menominee Town or
County.

NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND,
Boulder, Colo., May &I, Mg.

MENIORANDHM RE RESTORATION ACT

Subject: Whether "Vested Rights" of individual Menominee are violated by
the Restoration Act.

STATEMENT OF ISSUE

Mr. George Kenote has suggested that the Menominee Restoration. Act may
violate "vested rights" of individual. Menominee. Mr. Kenote's concerns were
raised at pages 1 and 2 of his prepared testimony before the Menominee
Indian Study Committee on February 16, 1973. Mr. Kenote reasoned that "all
of the assets in Menominee Enterprises . . . would be transferred to this new
entity l i.e., the tribal corporation]no doubt thus dissolving the existing equi-
ties now hell by the certificate holders of Menominee Enterprises, the individ-
ual interest then again becoming in-choate." Mr. Kenote went on to inquire
whether "Congress or any other authority has the right now to dissolve, or
authorize the appropriation of, the eqiiities now vested in the individual Men-
ominees."

Our conclusion is that the Menominee Restoration Act, as it is presently
drafted, 'does not violate vested rights, or any other rights, of individual Me-
nominee. In general terms, our reasoning is that Menominee property rights are
still primarily tribal rights and, tuhmati thescase before termination, are not
"vested" in individual Menominee. In addition, individual rights cannot fully
"vest" in any Menominee individual until.the State of Wisconsin lifts the stat-
utory, restraints on transfer of MEI stock. Tlf6se factors, coupled with Con-
gress' extremely broad power over property, rights of American Indians,
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require the conclusion that the Menominee Restoration Act. does not violate
any property rights of. individual Menominee. Our more specific analysis is as
follows.

DISCUSSION

Before termination the Menominee, like other Indian tribes, held their lands
by means of a unique legal relationship known only to American Indian tribes.
Title was very similar to lands, held in common: "every member by virtue of
his membership in the tribe, was entitled to dwell upon. and share in the tribal
property.' It was granted to the tribe by the federal government, not only as
the home of the tribe, but as the home of each of the members." Situ ltlas v.
McDougal, 170 F. 529, .533 (8th Cir. 1909), appeal dismissed, 225 U.S. 561
(1912). See also, e.g., Choate v. Trapp, 224 U.S. 605, 667, 670-71 (1912). The
tribe, not indivklual- tribal members, controlled the disposition of tribal prop-
erty. See, e.g., Sizemore v. Brady, 235 U.S. 441, 446 (1919) ; United States v.
Chase, 245 U.S. 89 (1917). Although the nature of tribal propefty is ma
generic, the leading authority has characterized it in terms which are directly
applicable hire:

"Perhaps all of these differences can be summed up in the conception of
tribal property as corporate property." (emphasis it original). F. Cohen,
Handbook of Federal Indian Law, p. 288 (U.N. Mex. Press, 1970 ed.).

It is still difficult to place a label on the hybrid nature of the property inter.:
ests which individual Menominee hold today. We all know, as the Seventh Cir-
cuit has acknowledged, that individual property rights under the Menominee
Termination Act are "indeed unique." Otradovec v. First Wisconsin Trust, 454
F.2d 1258, 1261, Fn. 7 (7th Cir. 1972).

Upon close analysis, however, it can be seen that the Termination Act cre-
ated individual property interests whichno matter how they are categorized
are almost identical to the interest which existed before termination. The
Termination Act.does. provide that the interest is personal property (25 U.S.C.
§893). but the interest is subject te many restrictions. Most importantly, the
Act provides that the interests of tribal members "shall be alienable only in
aceordance with such regulations as may be adopted by the tribe." 25 U.S.C.
§803. In addition, the State legislature has provided that certificate holders
cannot transfer their interests before January 1, 1974, a date which will
almost eertainly be extended. A further important 'restriction is that the sale
of tribal land must be agreed to by two-thirds of the certificate holders. See
mni Articles of Incorporation, Article XII and Tommy D. Amr, Circuit Court,
Menominee County. Finally. all property remains tribal property even after
termination. An American Law Division opinion, dated May 23, 1958, makes
this point in severa, places and concludes that the property is entirely subject
to tribal regulation, if legally adopted. Id. at p. 4. The courts agree that the
tribal interest in tribal realty was undisturbed by termination:

"the tribe continues to hold the beneficial and equitable interest in the
property that was conveyed by the Secretary of the Interior to plaintiffs,
Menominee Enterprises, Inc.. and First Wisconsin Trust Company, Trust»
ees. in trust for the tribe." Menominee Tribe of Indians v. United States,
388 F.2d 998 -(1967), affirmed 391 U.S. 401 (1970).

As an be seen from the above discussion, the individual's interest remains
almost exactly the same as before termination: it is tribal regulation, not indi-
vidual control. which is paramount. The only significant changes made by ter -
mination in the nature of the property interests are adverse to.the Menomi-
nee; obvious examples are the fact that tribal property is now taxable and the
fact that an individual's voting rights are greatly limited by the provision for
the Voting Trust

Because individual interests are non-alienable and are still subject to tribal
and legislative control, the interests remain contingent and not vested. For
constitutional purposes, rights are vested only when there is "an immediate
right of present enjoyment, or a present fixed right of future enjoyment, . . .
They are contingent when they are only to come into existence on an event or
condition which may not happen or be performed until some other event may
prevent their vesting." P(amtlf r. first Northern Railroad ro.. 161 i*.S. 610.
673 (1896). See also, e.g., United States v. Heinrich, 12 F.2d 938, 040 (D.
Mont. 1926) ; and United States v. Nebo Oil Co., 190 F.2d 1003, 1010 (5th Cir.
1051). The certificate holders of 'MEI have no present right of enjoyment in
their interest in MEI property and will, have none until both the tribe and the
state legislature determine that the shares are alienable.
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We will mention that Congress did create one interest which is not a tribal
interest. The income bonds, which yield 4% annual interest and which mature

sin the year 2000, appear to be individual, vested rights and not tribal property.
Unlike rights under the certificates, rights under the bonds are fixed and cero
taro : the bond holder is entitled to a specified anritial return and to payment of
the face amount on a specified maturity ,date. As we have explained to the
members of the Voting Trust, in a letter dated October 12, 1972, these bonds
would continue to be obligations of MEI after restoration.

The Menominee Restoration Act would change the class of beneficis.ries who
hold a tribal interest; that is, the At would reestablish the tribal interest of
those Menominee who were born after June 17, 1954. Arguably, this enlarge-
ment or tribal membership dilutes the interest of present certificate holders of
MEI. The United States Supreme Court, however, has specifically rejected this
argument. In United States v. Jim, U.S. , 93 S.Ct. 261, 34 LEd.2d 282
(1972), the Court dealt with a 1933 congressional act which defined thepool of
Navajo beneficiaries who were entitled to receive royalties from mineral
resources on a part of the Navajo Reservation. In 1968, Congress pawed an
net which enlarged the pool. The Court held- tiutt "to be sure, the '1933 act
established a pattern of distribution which benefited the appellees more than

,other Indians on the Nays& Reservation. But it was well within the power of
Congress to alter that distriputional scheme." 34 LEd.2d at 285. The Court
cited Grins v. Fisher, 224 U.S. 640. (1912), where a congressional act had cre-
ated allotments in favor of enrolled members. A later act-Agentical in this
respect to the Menominee Restoration Actenlarged the number of beneficiar-
ies by permiting after-born children to participate in the allotments. The Court
in united States v. Jim quoted at length from Griot v. Fisher and we offer
the quotation in full because it is so directly relevant to situation here:

"But it is said that the act of 1902 contemplatett attr.tbey [th*benefici-
aries under the first enactment] alone Should reeg Veillotments and be
the participants in the distribution of the remaining lands, and also of the
funds. of the tribe. No doubt such was the purport of the act. But that, in
our opinion. did not confer upon them any vested right such as would dis-

siss able Congress from thereafter making provision for admittirtg newly born
members of the tribe to the allotment and distribution. The difficulty with
the appellants' contention is theta treats the act of 1902 as a contract,
when it is only an act of Congress and can have no greater effect.' . . . It
leas but an exertion of the administrative control of the Government over
the tribal property of tribal Indians, and was subject to cleanse by Con-'
gress. . . ." (emphasis supplied) 224 U.S. at 648.

We believe that United States v. Jim and Grins v. Fisher are controlling
here. If anything, the Menomine9 Restoration Act is even easier to uphold
Min the fact situations in the above cases. The termination at took away all
rights of children born after Juno 17, 1954. The Restoration Act would reestab-
lish all property rights of all Menominee. If the Restoration Act is passed, all
Menominee will. have precisely the same interest in tribal property as they did
before 1954.

The results in the above opinions 'are 'easy to reach in light of Congress'
broad power over Indian tribes. The Menominee people still exist' as a tribe.
See, e.g., Menominee Tribe of Indians v. Mita States, supra, 388 F.2d at
1000-1001 and the authorities cited there. Indian . tribe@ were. described- long
ago as "domestic dependent nations" by Chief Justice MErshall in Cherokee v.
Georgia, 30 U.S. 1 (1831). The power of Congress to regulate such tuitions is
"plenary." See. e.g., Warren Trading Post v. Ark,ona. Tax Commission, 380 U.S.
685 (1965) ; Stephens v. Cherokee Nation, 174 U.S. 445, 478. (1899). The
Supreme Court has made it clear that this power is extremeley far-reaching:
"Congress possesses the broad power of legislating for the protection of the
Indians wherever they may be within the territory of the United Staters"
Units(' States v. Ramsey, 271 U.S. 467, 471 (1926). Similarly, in Perrin. v.
United States, i'.32 U.S. 478, 48(l (1014), the Supreme Court stated that Con -
gress, so long as its actions are reasesably essential to the Indians' welfare
and founded upon some reasonable isle s, "is invested with a wide discretion
and its action, unless purely arbitra*, must be accepted and given full effect
by the courts." Congress' broad powers over Indians have been summarized in
the following terms: s.

14,In view of the express grantts of the commerce power and the expendi-
turelor-the-general-welfare power, . of the fact that the greater Indian
tribes lived on the national domain and not within any state (until the
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west was piece-meal admitted to statehood), and of the custom of dealing
with Indian tribes by treaty, the United States Supreme Court has never
found, ao far as I can learn, that any congressional regulation of Indians
hall been beyond the reach of national power. Indeed, the net result is the
creation of a new power, a power to regulate Indians." (emphasis sup-
plied) Rice, The Position of the American Indian in Law of the United
States, 10 J. Comp. Leg. 78, 80-81 (1934).

Termination did not end all federal control over the Menominee. In Otra-
dovec v. First Wisconsin Trust,. 454 P.2d 1258, 1201 (7th Cir. 1972), the Sev-
enth Circuit held that Congress still has a "continued partial gtiardianship"
over the affairs of the Menominee Tribe. The same result was reached in
regard to the Klamath Indians in Crain v.First National Bank, 32A 'Fad 532,
536 (9th Cir. 1963). We think it indisputable that Congress Could, in the
proper exercise of its plenary power over all Indians, extend federal trust
status to the Menominee even if no present federal relationship existed ; the
filed of the matter, however, is .that a partial guardianship does continue and
Congress would only be increasing the extent of the relationship.

Thus, Congress has broad power over all American Indian Tribes, including
the Menominee people, who are still members of the Menominee Tribe. If we
assume that Congress had the power to pass the termination act, then it now
has the power to pass the Restoration Act; the restoration legisktion is a
mirror image of the termination act as far as property interests are concerned.
Furthermore, the power of Congress to act here is far easier to support, since
restoration is so clearly advocated by the members of the Menominee Tribe.

The ultimate truth is that termination imposed far more liabilities than ben-
efits upon the Menominee people. We know of na one who seriously questions
that the Restoration Act, taken as a whole, would tremendously benefit the
Menominee Tribe and its members. It simply flies in the fact of Federal-Indian
history and law to conclude that Congress cannot act to make such benefits a
reality..
. In short, we see no substance to the armament that Congress does not have

Power to enaet the provisions in the Restoration Act relating to the nature of
individual interests in tribal property, particularly where the legislation is
supported by the Tribe.itself.

Mr. Mums. Thank you very much.
We have now arrived at the lunch hour.
We will meet back at 1:30. At that 'time we will have 1 hour from

general witnesses.
I would ask that those people who are scheduled to testify and

whoSe names are on the witness list not testify at that time, but that
people who hair() not been named on the witness list have an oppor-
tunity to testify, I ask that you please limit your testimony; 'you
have prepared statements, please enter the statements and summa-
rize. We'll put theimin the record but we would like to ask that each
person limit himself to approximately 10 minutes at that time, and
if there are groups please have a spokesman.

[Whereupon, the hearing was recessed, to reconvene at 1:30 p.m.
the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. Mims. The Subcommittee on Indian Affairs of the full Com-
mittee of the House Interior and Insular Affairs will be in ses14ion
for taking of further testimony in the Matter before WI.

We are going to try something that, at least to my knowledge, is
new in the annals of congressional hearings. We are going to have
an hour's period of time during which witnesses who have not been
noticed and have not been listed as witnesses will be given an oppor-
tunity to testify.

I would like to get some idea of how many people word like to
testify during that period of time.
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Would those people please stand?
All right, I am going to divide the time among those people who

are standing now. If you want to say something, you'd better stand
up now so we can reserve time for you.

All right, there are nine people standing. That means about 71/2
minutes per person. Each witness, will be, if you'll pardon the ex-
pression, gaveled down after 71/2 minutes.

Now it really ought not to be too difficult for. you, Both Mr.
Lujan and I are Members of the House where we are used to the
5-minute rule. We speak for 5 minutes and although we don't always
say _everything we think during that period of time, we get gaveled.
down if we speak any longer. So 71iz minutes will be the limit.

Will the first witness please come. forward.
Sir, would you please speak up and state your name for the reg,

ord. Then proceed for 71k minutes.

STATEMENT OF MONROE M. WESO

Mr. WEso. "%Ir. Chairman, my name is Monroe M.. Weso, full
blooded Indian.

My uncle, Ernest Neconish, and Iand we have another one back
here, Pete Fishwould like to make a few statements hi regards to
the Restoration Act.

I happen to be one of the delegates that went to Washington dur-
ing the termination and I put myself on recoiil at the Congressional
Record pullgication that I objected to the termination at that time
1954. Since that time my thoughts and aspirations have been to-
wards Indian :people, the treatzent that we have gotten and shortly
after, wandering around, visrang around Indian people, we have
come to the conolusion that we should organize so we applied for a
charter to be recognized as the Menominee Indian Action Commit-
tee. . e .

I have the charter here, and why we organized; and the result of
our organization and discussion a Indian business..We came upon
formulating a petition. We want to petition Congress and the In-
dian I3iireau. The law did not give us justice. And here we formu-
lated a petition. A group of Menorninees banded together and orga-
nized under the State system.

We are charteled under the name of Menominee Indian Action
Committee. The purpose for which we are organized is to provide a
spirit of friendliness and cooperation iwhere each member is allowed
the opportunity of sharing in the organization's responsibility, and
all actions are in the attempt to solve genuine Indian problems.

We are organized without stock and not for profit; therefore it is
a sense of this organization to direct this petition to you as a repre-
sentative pf the people. Enclosed with this letter is vir petition with
names supporting our reasons for drafting this petition.

We are trusting you take appropriate steps to. make known to the
President and to the Congress and to the Senate and all levels of
government our problems to determination and we trust that you
will come up with a workable solution.

Copies of this petition are being sent to Wisc,onsin Representa-
tives, Senators, and to the Secretary of Interior and Director of Int
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dian Affairs, and we .did Send some copies to Washington of letters
here- in reply from Congressman Obey at that time, and here- is a
letter that Congressman Obey recognized the petition that we sent
and he acknowledged the efforts that we are doing. I will not read
it, but I will submit it into the record. And also, again, another let-
tar from the Senate at that time, George:McGovern, Senator George.
McGovern, was one of the chairmen of the Interior and Insular Af-
fairs Committee, and he acknowledges the letter. It is a 'brief letter
stating, thank you for your letter .on behalf of the. Menominee In-
dian Action Committee. I will be happy to work with Congressman
Obey on the Menominee Termination Act. I appreciate your writing
to me. With very good wishes, sincerely, George McGovern.

I will submit that to the record, and also the names involved in
this petition. We state that this is the second one. The first petition
was in April 1901, which had a listing of 788 names, and the second
one that was drafted here, we had around 500 names.

The purpose of this petition was to appeal to Congress and we
wanted them to take another look, and in fact we wanted to reverse
termination itself. It's all written down in here. And also supporting
evidence why we had done that.

There's a list of things in here that I know it would take me quite
a while to ,read, but if the committee would like to review these, we
would. be happy.

So, this thing of restoration is not just beginning here, just inthe
last couple of years. We have been trying this thing since 1904, ac-
t-0111in,, to our petitions here.

So tam going-to submit this petition to the files and have it made
part of the record, if r may. .

MEros. Without objection, it will be received for-the file.
Mr. WESo. Also, T would like to introduce my uncle Ernest Me-

Amish, a full blooded Menominee, and he has a few words he would
like to sav, and I will interpret for him,.

He said 'he is going to appeal to you people and he wants your co-
operation its the committee to tell him, are you going to help
him a a full blowIed Indian. Are you going to be of any help to
him?

He would like to have some kind of reply now.
Afr. 'Alms. It depends on what he thinks help is.
Mr. Wso. He would like to have all those laws relating to termi-

nation and any Federal laws that are harmful to him, be would like
to have those removed from him and according to the Restoration.
Aet, he doesn't want to wait that 2 year period in solving Indian
problems.

He says, what's the matter with me right now, is that I just about
can talk.

And he alm would like to submit, for the record that he would
like to have this committee to help all different tribes of Indians,
and that is ono thing that is his desire in his heart. ITb would like to
appeal to the committee that way.

And he said that he would like an opportunity again tomorrow to
be heard again. -

And I have another old gentleman back here, Pete Fish. I don't
know if i's appropriate or not. He is a full blooded Menominee. He
asked me if he could say a few words.
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He said he's. got a bad cold, and he didn't want to say anything
right now.

Mr. MEF:0-8: Well, thank you very inklIch, fr. -Weso, and Mr. Me-
conish. Thank you

We hope tiutt what we do legislatively will measure up to your ex.7
pectations, sir. .

.-

Will the next Witness please come forward.
Mr. White, i see you have prepared -statement which by itself

would probably take longer than 71 t minutes, so unless there is
objection, your prepared statement will be: entered into the record at
thi, point and you may summarize

[ -he statement follows ;]

STAT6tENT 'OF '. SAME A. WILITE, FRANCES, .08YIKEIVANIEW, MOUS
MATCHOMA,,PREMIL 1 =EON, ;ACNE TOstOW KITCITKV3W, JOANNE .IiA8QUEZ,
AXOGwz.xvorric,DOO WHITE

I appear before yo r Committee today, as a Menominee Indian and, a direct
descendant of a ful blooded Menominee Indian, Peter Washinawatok, who
devotel most of his pare life to saving this beautiful land for future genera.
Bons of all Menomi ee Indians. If you ask me who I represent, I must answer
that I represent al Menominee Indians who refuse any longer to be robbed,
cheated and swin ed out of whatever land we have left. I represent those
Menominees wh el they have already given enough, already compromised
enough, who alrea y and too often have been the victims of legal thievery ai d
subterfuge by sell out tribesmen and real estate interests. I speak today for
those whose voices of the past are now silent but who sacrificed and endured
ninny hardships so that the Menominee Indians of today and tomorrow would
have a homelansl. .

We are not lucre today to ask for anything that is not our own or that we
have no right to. In view of that we are not here today to compromise, for
there can he no compromise With justice and justice is what we have been
asking for for more years than we care to remember.

Furthermore, we Indians assembled lucre today, must agitin assume, as we
have assumed in the past, that the distinguished members of this ,Vommittee
are here today to correct the injustices of the past, and it must begin, not in
two years or three years or some indefinite tomorrow, it must begin now. .

Nineteen years ago the Meno inee people, through their congressional repre-
sentatives, petitioned Congress or some money that was rightfully theirs. The
additionS that were attached t that 'single bill were added by a white man
from Utah which resulted in the destruction of a land and people and which
we are here now asking to be corrected.

One year ago the Menominees again petitioned Congress in the form of
another bill, The Menominee Restoration Act. This Act was what the Menomi-
nee people were asking for. However, since the time when the bill was intro-
duced. on April 20, 1972, several new changes were made and again these
changes were not made with the consent or with consultation of the Menomi-
nee people.

The first change, Section 0.-a, all but defeats the whole purpose of the origi-
nal Bill. It stipulates that the land, controlled by Menominee Enterprises shall
not be accepted into Trust by the Secretary of Interior for two years after the
enactment of the "bill. The Menominee people that I speak for-have not asked
for this, and they have not been consulted about it and refuse to accept. it.

The second change, Section 8, excludes a significant number of Menominee
Indian students and should be changed to include those members of the Tribe
living outside the boundaries of the Reservation and outside the boundaries of
Menominee County.

The third change, in 'Section 7, also made without our consent or consulta-
tion extends our hunting and fishing rights to non-Indians and those rights to
he regulated by .the State of Wisconsin, We refuse to accept that,

The final change, again made without :Menominee consent, or consunation,
allows for the sale of Tribal land:

Members of Congress, Menominee people, the very language used in these e
additions and changes indicates that the Menominee people were not consulted
in these changes. The author of these changes states, and I quote, "I do not
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advocate the sale of Tribal land. bat I can conceive of situations in which a
majority of Tribal members might wish to sell ft small part of their reserva-
tion." That is the kind of !Miceli tongue language that has cause Indian prob-
lems throughout the nation, and we refu.ser-, -repeatrefuse to accept this new
addition. *

We did not want to sell.any part of otir land in.the past We It not want to
sell any more land now, we do not want our future generation to sell this
land, or any part of it, and if it takes an act of Congress to prey Ant it, that is
what We want.

When the original Terthination Act' was passed iu 1904 Q 4uring the
interim to when it was exeetfted in 1901. no one questionedr no bothered
about whether the property rights of the Menominee Indians were in jeopardy.
-Later. Menomieee Enterprises enterediinto a partnership with N. T. Imaeson
and Assoelates and illegally transferred a large portion of Menominee Indian
Tribal land to this partnership and illegally sold it to non-Indians. No one at
that time questioned or even considered the property rights of the Menominee
Indians. Now that the white man owns this portion of land that once belonged
to the Menominee Indians, everyone became suddenly concerned over the prop-
(Arty rights of these non-Indians. It was the same landthe only difference
wasthat it is now owned by white men.

Ladies and Gentlemen. Members of Congress, and Members of this distin-
guished. Committee, we all know, because we can all see that there seems to be
one standard of justice for Indians and one standard of justice for whites. For
the most part this double standard is so insidious and subtle tbdt it can easily
be denied and therefore, difficult to preve.,,Sometimes, however, things happen
where it is still as insidious but not so subtle.

When tile Indians invaded The Bureau of Indian Affairs in Washington,
the administration called it criminal irresponsibility and destruction of

property. When the' white men from the White House Invaded the Watergate
Hotel in Washington. D.C.. the White House and the same administration
called- it overzealous dedication.

A final word regarding some disturbing legislation pending on the state level
which was recently introduced in the Wisconsin assembly by Herbert ()Woven
It rails for a' referendum election in Menominee County on whether the Me-
nominee Indians want to return to reservation status, and what they want done
with Menominee County If their Tribal status is restored. This is the same
kind of confusing tactics, the same kind of confusing language which has vic-
timized the Menominee Indians at the tune of Termination and the later refer-
endum which called. for the development of economic development zones and
which was interpreted by the Voting Trust as consent to sell Menominee land.

We. do not need Mr. Grover's referendum to express our desire to return to
reservation status. and as far as Menominee County is concerned, let it coin-
Prise the land which was stolen from as or let it die.

4
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. WHITE, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANCES

OSHKENANIEW, THOMAS MATOHOMA, FREIDA BERGEON, mum
TOMOW KITCHKUME, JOANNE BASQUEZ, AND GWENDOLYN
DODGE WHITE

Mr. WHITE. The reason I would like to summarize this statement
is that although these people have been pleased by what they have

_been hearing here this morning, I believe it is imperative for people
to hear what I have to say.

I appear before your committee today as a Menominee Indian and
as a direct descendant of a full blooded Indian, Peter Washinawa-
tok, who devoted most of his life to saving this beautiful land for
future generations of all Menominees.

If you ask me who I represent I must answer that I represent all
Menominee Indians who refuse any longer to be robbed, cheated,
and swindled out of whatever land we have left. I represent those
Meuominees who feel we have already given enough, and already
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compromised enough, who already and too often have been the vic-
tims of legal thievery and subterfuge by sell-out tribesmen and real
estate interests.

I speak today for those voices of the pagt who are now silent, but
who sacrificed and endured .many hardships so that- the Menominee
Indians of today and tomorrow would have a homeland.

We are not here to ask today for anything that is not our own or
that, we have no right to. In view of that, we are not here today to
compromise for there can be no compromise with justice, and/justice
is what we have been asking for for more years than we care to re-
member.

Furthermore, we Indians assembled here today, must ag in as-
,

mine, as we haVe assumed. in the past, that the distinguishe em-.
hers of this committee are here today to correct the injustices o he
past, and it must begin, not in t.1 years or 3 years or some indefini

toinorrow, it must begin now.
Nineteen years ago the Menominee people, through their congres-

sional representatives, petitioned Congress'for some mofiey- that was
rightfully theirs: The additions that Were attached to that single bill
were added by a white man from ITtah which resulted in the de-
struction of a land and people and which we are here now asking to
he corrected.

One year ago the Menominees again petitioned Congress in the
form of another bill, the 'Menominee Restoration Act, This act was
what the .Menominee people were asking for. However, since the
time when the bill was introduced on April 20, 197:4 several new
changes were mule and again these changes were not made with the
consent or with consultation of the Menominee people.

The first change, section er=a, all but defeats the whole purpose of
the original bill. It stipulates that the land. controlled by Menominee
Enterprises shall not be accepted into Trust by the Secretary of In-
terior for 2 years after the enactment of the bill. The Men
people that I speak for have not asked for this, and they have n
been consulted about it and refuse to accept it.

The second clamp, section 8, excludes a significant number of
Menominee Indian students and should be changed to include those
members of the trilie living outside the boundaries of the reservation
and outside the boundaries of Menominee County.

The third change, in section .7, also made without our consent or
consultation extends 9 hunting and fishing rights to non-Indians
and those rights to lie regulated by the State of :Wisconsin. We re-
fuse to [tempt that.

The final change, again made without 'Menominee consent, or con-
saltation, allows for the sale of tribal land.

Members of Congress, Menominee people. the very language used
in these additions and changes indicates that the Menominee people
were not consulted in these changes. The author of these changes
states, and I quote, "I do not advocate the sale of Tribal land, but I
can conceive of situations in which a majority of Tribal members
might wish to sell a small part of their reservation." That is the
kind of forked tongue .language that lias_caused Indian problems
throughout the Nation, and we refuserepeatrefuse to accept
new addition. "Dir
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We did not Lwant, to 'sell any part of our land in the'pasi, we do
not want t6 srri any more land now, we do not want our future gen-
erations to sell, this land, or any part of it, and if it takes an act of
Congress to prevent it, that is what we, want.

When the original Termination Act was passed in 194 and dur-
ing the interim to when it. was executed in 1961, no one questioned;
no one bothered about whether the property rights of the Afenomi-
nee Indians were in jeopardy. Later, Menominee Enterprises entered

into a partnership witb N. E. Isaacson and Associates and illegally
transferred a largo portion of ;Menominee Indian Tribal land to this
partnership and illegally sold it to non-Indians. No one at that time

ruetioned or even considered the property rights of the Menominee
Indian~ .

Now that the white man owns this portion of land that once be-
longed to the Menominee Indians, everyone' became suddenly con-
cerned over the property rights of these ,non-Indians. Ir. was the'
same landthe only difference was that it is now owned by white
Meth

Ladies and Gentlemen., Members of Congress, and members of this
distinguished committee, we all know, because we can all see that
there seems, to be one standard of justice for Indians and one stand-
ard of ,justice for whites. For the most part this double standard is
so insidious and subtle that it can easily be denied and tlierefore,
difficult to prove. Sometimes, however, things happen where it is
still as insidious but not so subtle.

When the Indians invaded the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Wash-
ington, D.C., the administration called it criminal irresponsibility
and de,truction of property. When the white men from the White
House invaded the Watergate Hotel in Washington, D.C., the White
House and the same administration called it overzealous dedication.

A final word regarding some disturbing legislation pending on the
State level which was recently introduced in the Wisconsin assembly
by Herbert Grover. It calls for ateferendum election in Menominee
(jaunty on whether the Menominef Indians want to return to reser-
vation status, and what they want done with Menominee County if
their tribal status is restored. This is the same kind of confusing
tactics, the same kind of confusing language which has victimized
the) Menominee Indians at the time of termination and the later mf-
erendum which called for the develojwiept of economic development
zones and which was interpreted by the Voting Trust as consent to
sell Menominee lands.

We do not need Mr. Grover's refhendum to express our desire to
return to reservatiori status. and as far as Menominee County is con-
milled, let it comprise the land 'which was stolen from us or let it
die.

Mr. nnEns. Thank you very much, Mr. White.
With the exceptions that you mentioned in the bill, and assuming

the bill were brought into conforihity with your views on those three
exceptions, asI recall, would you favor it, then?

Mr. WnrrE. The people. for the last 10 years have been told this
was not possible. They have expressed desire for the last 10 years to
return to the same way it was before, and that it what we want, and
there i;3 no reason why we can't get it.
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( Mr. :ANIMUS. just a,sking.you this. If the bill Was made to can-
foln ,with your desires and v3t1i the three exceptions that you men-
tionedand I'm not saying it will btwould you then be in favor 0
of the bill r
= Mr. Win. Yes, sir. =

1Mr.M.eEns; Thank you.
The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. 14-u.TAx. N,o questions. ^

Mr. Mims. Thank you very much, Mr. White.
Would you state your name for the record, sir, and then proceedt
Mr. PPIIROTE. My name is John.Perrote,

STATEMENT OP '1011/1 PERROTE
. ,

Mr. -NiatoTE. I am the chairman of :the Menominee Indian AIM, ,

chapter. = ,
I have a. statty.f4ent on Menominee testoration, Mr; Chairman, with

the members or the Menominee Indiaiis AIM chapter. to hereby
make the following statement concerning the Menominee Indian res-
torationbill, H.R. 7721, in Congress.

We will not support (the Froehlich sponsored bill, H.R. 7421 in
any fom. We feel that.iit is a compromise, and we will not support
such action. 0 \ . _ 4 4' We will °support th original. bill, drafted and approved by the
Mpriorninee Indian naton, In so doing, we hereby make the follow,
inn commitment to the Menomjnee Indian nation. ,

We will support the original bill' drafted and approved by the 1

Menominee Indian. na ion in any manner which. may become neces-
sary to publicize the fact that the Froehlich sponsored bill, H.R.
7421, is not acceptabl to the Menominee Indian nation: We will not
compromise ourselves in any' way in our demand for justice for the.
Menominee Indian n tion.

Also,' I have a lett r from the League of Nations, Pan American
Indians,. to the Men mime people and members of DRUMS. On
April 24, 1973, our League of Nations, Pan Arneiican Indians
drafted and present d to the Congress of these United States the
league's letter of support" and backing of the, IVienominee Restoration
Act. Shortly after that date, I sent a copy of the league's document
to Mrs. Teresa Jacobs,-the Secretary of the DRUMS organization at
the time our league ,sent the letter of support of theMenornine,e Res-
toration. Act to. Congress. It was not known to officers of our league
,that: Rep. Harold Froehlich, with the cooperation of certain officers
of the DRUMS, had drafted a compromise bill and had sent thebill
to members of our national legislature. This bill is now Imown, as
the Froehlich bill, No. H.R. 7421.

The word compromise is a bitter word. to all loyal Indian officials.
and workers who unselfishly workea for the best interests Of all In-
dian 'people. The American Indian, life has been one compromise
after another since the whittinvasion and corkuest of onvilands.

We see the Froellch. compromise bill No. 7421 as nothing more
than an instrument destga4ifor the purpose of using the illenomi,
nee people to create a political image for Representative Froehlich.

, .
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Our. League of Nations, Pan American Indians, Will not under any
circumstances aid or support any action of compromise of any type

. against our Indian, people.
-Therefore, we wish it to be known that our league will not sup-

, port the Froehlich so-called Menominee Restoration bill No. H.R.
742r: Our League of Nations, the Pan American Indians, will only
support the original Menominee Restoration Act under 14803.

Mr...1UEDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Perrote..
Could you stay there for just a moment. I would like to ask you a

few questions.
Could you be a little more specific and tell me in what respect you

disagree with the egislation before the committee?
Mr. F,'EnnOTE.0 iy was the original bill pushed aside and a corn-

,promise, made ?
Mr. 11,1Ens. What arts Of that compromise- do you disagree with?
Mr. PERROTE. I disagree with the whole thing.,
Mr. MEEns. Could. you be more specific and tell me what part*. of

it you disagree with?
Mr. PEnnoVE,,For one, they want the State of Wisconsin to control

the lakes and streams as far as fishing goes.
No. 2, We want all theland back, the land that has been sold.
'Mr. MEEDS. Well, do you think we-can do that in this legislation?

PERROTE. Yini can buy it baek,can't you?
Mr. MEEEI3. I assume that would hate to be paid for, yes. Other-

wise it would be the taking of prOperty, without just compensation
in violatiori of the Constitution.

What else, sir?
Mr. PEnuore. I do disagree with the whole tiling because I. feel it

is a compromise. The original bill that was drafted and approved by
the Menominee Indian nation was pushed aside for this bill.

Now,, why did they have all these meetings asking the people
everything, what they wanted, in the Restoration Act, and then they
pushed it back and let Froehlich sponsor a bill -

Mr. MtEns. That's why I'm asking you these questions, sir. What
rni.tryina to get to is whether you have some specific opposition
and 'you have pointed out two respects that are specifieror whether
you just have, if .you'll pardon the expression, aimless opposition to
this bill.

I hear two specific, points. I think there is probably one more, per -
taining. to the 2-year provision, is there not ?

Mr. PERROTE. That's another one, yes.
Mr. limns. You've now put your finger on the three differences in

the original Menominee bill and the one before.the committee.
f will now ask you the same question that I asked of those last

witnesses: assuming those three things were corrected, in line with
wlyit you suggested, would yeu then support the bill?

Mfr. PERROTE. Yes. Then we're back to the original bill, right?
Mr. NEEDS. Indeed it would be the same, thing with a different

number. You would support it then?
Mr. PERROTE. Yes, I would.
Mr. SfEEDS. Very good.
The gentleman from New Mexico ?
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Mr. LUJAN. No questiOns, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. A:fEEDS. Thank you very much.
Would you please state your name, ma'am, for the record?
Ms. JAcons. Teresa Jacobs.

STATEMENT OF TERESA TA.COBS

Ms. JAcons. My name is Teresa Jacobs, and I would like to correct
one thing in the letter from the Pan American Indians that was
stated..I..

I was the DRUMS secretary. I wad the DRUMS* community tie-
velopment secretary,.and the reason why I am here. is because of the
concern for my peoples' rights.

I feel that these rights have bpen beaten, knocked .down, trampled
on. They were constitutional rights, and constitutional rights, out

. constitutional rights have never been considered, and I speak of the
Northwest, Treaty ordinance which was approved by the Congress of
the United States on August 7th in the year of our Lord, 1787.

Section 14, Article of Compact No. 3 of this ordinance deals with
the treatInent of the Indians : . - a

The -utmost good faith shall always be observed towards Indians. Their
lands and properties shall -never be taken from them without their consent,
and in their property rights and liberty, they shall never be Invaded or dis-
turbed unless a just and lawful war is authorized by Congress,' but laws
bounded in justice and humanity shall from time to time be made for prevent-
ing wrongs being done to them and for preserving peace and friendship with
them. .

I -feel that the' Treaty of 18-54*vois such a law. It was inefi;nt to
prevent wrongs done to the Menominee, but this treaty was also
compromise because the Menominees 'gave up a large portion of their
land so that they could live in peace.

Therefore, the passage of a Termination Act in 1954 was a direct
violation of our. treaty of 1854, and of our rights under the Consti-
tution of the United. States.

We, the Menominee people, ask you to remember the oath you
took in office to uphold the Constitution of the United States and in-

- stitute action to erase the Termination Act forever from the books
and retroactively recognize the Menominee. Tribe as a federally rec-
ognized tribe of IndianS.

That is my statement.
Mr. HEEDS. And hqsv do you propose we correct this at this time
It seems that we both agree that there have been a lot of injus-

tices.
Ms. JAcons. I feel that the U.S. Congress should recognize our

constitutional rights back to 1787 according to the Northwest,Terri-
torial- Ordinance and the Treaty of -1854 should be recognized as
such. .

Mr. lams. Do you think the passage of this legislation would be
a step in that direction ?

Ms. JAcons. Not just a passage, but',I feel the Termination Act
should be erased from the books forever because sitting on the books,
more or less, it took 10 years, 12 years out of our lives and, a lot of
our people, in the education, we have been denied equal education.
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Mr. Mans. Thank you very much..
The gentleman from NewMexico,
Mr. LUJAN. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. lams. Please state your name for the record. '

STATEMENT_ F ANTOINE WAITPOOICK-

-Mr. AVArroenteii.My- n me is Antoine Waupochick. Lana going
to talk without notes beta se I didn't figure that we would get .a
chance to talk.- I thought w were just going to listen, anti .glad
of the opportunity.

At the time of teriniriatio ,'or before terminationI wus.the chair-
man of the. Menominee .Tri e. That was our form of -government,.
We had,12 members, on Our oard, and from those 12 members they
elected a chairman.-

In that year of terminatio ,.I was the chairman of the board. and
so-I had to go through With. iatever the Council advised me to do.
I had to take up one of the i ems that was run up against me in 'a
bulletin produced by one of of Indian leaders, said I WAS a member
of, I was the fellow that raised the resolution to take up termina-
tion. Well, in my position had-to, but I can assure you that'when
the resolution was brought up I didn't vote for the resolution. There
were; I don't know how many hundred that voted for the resolution,
but mentioning me within that big pamphlet that was sent out to all.
the Legend Lake owners and all the members of the State and al
most anybody that was for sellingthe landit was mentioned that
was a member of DRUMS.

That was the best advertisement I ever got, being ..a member of the
DRUMS, because being a. member of the DRUMS is the Menominee
people. Those are the people that want to -hold this. and. The. older.:
folks, the reason we :got this land was because of our forefathers.
They always said, before termination whenever something was
brought up, they always said: "What's going to happen to our
then, what will they :get out of this, who's going to take care 'of:
them."

That was the procedure -them It was like this old gent. that was
here. IIe was one of the men that fought. for our reservation. That
was five times the Menominees had to fight for our reservation.

While we were in Washington we had Om friends, what :we really
call friends. One of them was Melvin R. Laird; the other one was
John Byrnes. Those are the only two friends we had in Washington.
Everyone else was, well, they weren't against us but I don't think
they could dare say too much.

In the proceedings of the Congressional Record in the 82,d Con-,
gress, the first session in .Melvin Laird's -pamphlet,..he says; plea for
Justice for the Menominee Indian people. In one of the sentences he
has in my speech opposing termination on the floor of the House.

On Aiigiist 1, NM, I predicted . the problem we would face, we.
face today. That was just one of the sentences. And Congressman
John Byrnes concurred with him at that time, and we really got ed-
ucated when we were in Washington.

Mr. MEEDS. That's fortunate. It neVeriappens to sonic people.
[General laughter.]
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Wtrroenxox. Well, \wore:illy got educated on, the procedures
of politics. We had to do almost what was told to us, and at that
time the Senator, all he had on his mind was to just get .us termi-
nated.

Mr. MEEDg. Could-you go into: that a little more? Tell us jug
what happened.

Mr. WAtxroonkx. We had meeting's. We had- our attorney, Mr.
Wilkinson, who is our attorney, and we really didn't pursue too
much because we thought that wd would get. the dirty end of the
stick like we say. And the Bureau of Indian Affairs, we expected
them to help us out oh this termination; but we never got any help.
They sort oaf Hedged on it, and I know a number of things that hap7
pened.

Anybody that tried, to help us, within a week or sn,.. he wasn't
around. Ile was transferred to some other place.

We had'to almost keep quiet.
Mr. MEEns. Did you meet personally with Senator Watkins?
Mr. W.itTroicic. Yes, that was another thing.
Am I speaking too long? ..
Mr. MEEDS. No, I'm very interest-0.in what you are: saying. .

Mr. W4Trocinicx.- He came here on .Tune 20, 1952, and I took him ,
around as being the chairman. I took hinr around the plant and I es7
coital him all over. We took him around. Wie showed Win all our _
old buildings, all our old,- dilapidated homes, and I -showpd .him
what termination Would do.

I .said, these hoMes are only worth $10, and they wouldn't bring
ninth tax money.

31r. 311:Ens. Did he ever tell you either directly or imply to you
that unless you agreed to termination, you would not get the distri-
bution of the judgment ?

Mr. WAtrocirna. That's right, sir.
" Iii the Congressional Record ofI can't minember, 'but in the
Congressional Record the Menorninees introduced a billI think it
was about three or four lines, and when the House passed itbut
when it got to the Senate, Senator Watkins tacked on two or three
pages onto the termination bill and WC were made to understand
that we wouldn't gettour $1,500 unless we agreed to termination.

While I'm here on this subject of escorting Senator 'Watkins, I
took him around the -mill and one of the things that lie wanted was,
he wanted the Menominees to run their own affairs.

I took him through the mill, and I took him, in fact, all overlie
reservation, and lie and I walked all the way around together and-
during.my walk with him lie asked me, Tony, he said, I always-see
white people in these positions, these boss positions. Well, I said:
"They don't trust .the Menoininee..They hire white people to run our
affairs, and that's the way we have to take it. We don't have much
to say." I said.. .

We took him up toZoar and showed him the old burial grounds.
We showed him to some of our old homes, and like I said, even in
Washington it appeared to me that lietliat all the statements we
made opposing termination, lie just said, well, you're good boys, and
that is it.

That was the theme of the Government at tliat time.
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I have one little short one here. After termination, and the. board
of directors did not think Indian. They appointed somebody from
out West to come manage our mill, ana he brought all of his stag
over here, and the Indian didn't have a voice Gust till this year,
that the Menominees had a voice.

Now everything is sort of serene.
Mr. MEEDS. Tell me, Tony, do you support this legislation
Mr. WAtirocnrcx. do.
I would like to say I suppoit it now, to get it right sow, not in 2

years.
Mr. INir.ros. I understand. i
Mr. Wmirorntac. Becaus we have more people selling our land

here. Every person that MON es here wants to sell land, and_ so my 7
minutes, rlaelieve, is up. .

Mr. Minos, The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. MAYAN. Yes.
Before you leave, just to get into the record, to corroborate Mr.

Waupochick's statements during the hearings of 1964, March 10, 11,
and 12 before the two committees, the House and Senate committees,
you voiced that same concern. You said at that time: "It was what I
was talking about; the property will be dissipated if we should be on
our own." And also as far as the 'typing of the per capita distribu-
tion to termination, Melvin Laird at that time said,. "The next thing
I knew was that the delegates reported to me they had been in-
formed by Senator Watkins, the chairman of the Senate subcommit-
tee, that unless they committed themselves to a program of
withdrawal of Federal supervision, they could not expect to obtain
action on their per capita bill.

Mr. WAVPOCIIICX. That's right, sir.
Mr. LI/JAN. So that really shows that you did not all that will-

ingly accept termination, th-at it was tied on to something that you
did want.

Mr. WArrocinit. That's right, sir,
Mr. MEnos. Thank you very much, Tony, for a very eloquent

statement.
The next witness.
Would you please state your; name.

. STATEMENT 01 TRAMS LEON

Mr. Laos. My name is Francis Leon and I am a graduate of the
college of hard knocks. [General laughter.]

I object to the Froehlich bill very strenuously because I think
there is a conflict of interest in this direction. Mr. Froehlich owns
property out on Legend Lake and didn't think his concern ig about
the Menominees or their needs, but he is thinking about his own
pocketbook, and I am not in favor of his bill. I want you to know
that.

If this comes to a point of law, any attorney will agree with that,
that there is a grave conflict of interest. The man is working for his
own, and as I see it, if we were to get our restoration right away, we
would be freed of all these taxes that are killing us.
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We can't wait 2 years. In 2 years we'll be broke.
We could lower our taxes right now on the lakes of the Menomi.,

noes,, and with our taxes lowered, we eould certainly see ways of
lowering other taxes, I'm quite sure of that, in comparison to our
own tax.

It would hurry the day when we get along a little better with our
neighbors across the border here and .they would have a different
outlook on life too.

I'm speaking of good public relations with everybody around us.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Mmos. Thank you, sir.
'Mr. Lirm..x. Mr. Chairman, before, you `start I think we should be

sure that the record showsand I do not want to quarrel with Mr.
Leon. I visited with him during the noon hour and we had a very
nice discussion.

However, the land that Mr. Leon says might be a conflict of inter-
est is not a subject of this bill. That is the matter that's in the
courts and has. absolutely nothing to do with this legislation, Mr.
Leon.

Mr. LEox. But I understand there's a movement for another
county.

Mr. LI7.177. Those were discussions this morning with officials
from the State of Wisconsin who have to come up with some sort of
system of government, and what they would do, but it's not a sub-
ject of this legislation in Mr. Froehlich's bill at all.

Mr. MEEns. .Would you pleaSIi state your name for the record,

STATEMENT OF RITA BODOH

Ms. BODOTI. I'm Rita Bodolik I'm here to speak against the 2 year
transition. I think the tribe needs to get on with expansion as soon
as possible so that we can begin to return to being a nearly self suf-
ficient tribe.

I realize that after restoration, that HEW monies arc-going to
have to be funneled in here and the sooner we can get on with this
expansion of that tax burden being lifted from us we can phase out
these HEW monies and we can return to our former tribal pride.

Another statement I want to make is that when there was this
vote for---:supposed voted for termination, there was required by the
tribe a 75 quorum, which was a wartime measure and it had never
been changed, and I believe this vote came up in 1954.. So that was
an illegal vote.

That's all I have to say:
Mr. MEEns. Thank you very much.
As I understand it, you're in favor of this legislation with the ex-

ception of the 2-year transition?
111s. Boom'. That's right.

MEEDS. Thank you very much.
The .gentleman from Now Mexico.
Mr. LTIJA11. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEns. We have time for one more witness.
Is there anyone that wasn't standing that wants to testify? Would

you state your name for the record, sir?
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STATEMENT OF ISAAC JACOBS

Mr. JAcoss. My name is Isaac Jacobs.
Mr. Mt Ens. Would you please proceed, sir.
Mr. Jtcons. I think that Jim White's covered just about every-

thing that I wanted to say.
Mr. MEDS. And you maiE r n objection to the present legislation is

the three matters that Mr. White mentioned? The 2 years, and sec-
ond allowing the sale of land, and third, the fishing question?

Mr. JAcons. That is right.
Mr. MEEDS. Do you have any other objection to the legislation

other than those?
J.tcous. I would hate to see LaMotte Lake, Legend Lake, and

Remote Lake be givei up.
I understand that's m the Froehlich bill. I would like to have that

knocked off..
Mr. MEEDS. The ("hair will inform yoi1, sir, that the bill doesn't

affect- the status 'of that land from what it presently is, and it is
presently in private ownership.

I don't think the bill could go back and eradicate what the former
board did with regard to the private-ownership and the sale to non-
Indians unless there was soup way to compensate.

\1r. JAcons. I wanted to ask Mr. Froehlich a question, when he
bought the laa I wonder if it was Illegal.'

Mr. :NEEDS. Well, I think that's a natter' which is, now in the
courts and the question of whether or not it was illegal has not been
solved at this time.

Mr. J.trons. Wert, I couldn't answer any more.
Mr. 3Imins. The gentleman from-New Mexico.
Mr. IA-JAN. No questions. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEns: Do-you have anything further, sir?
Mr. JACOBS. No.
Mr. MEans. Thank you very much for testifying.
All right, the next witness is a scheduled witness, Mr. Lloyd Pow-

le.:4s, who is President of the DRUMS.
Mr..Powless, would you please come forward?
I might say. I thought that that 1 hour period was a pretty good

experiment and pretty successful.
1 don't know whether some of my older colleagues in the Irouse

would agree with Inc. but I thought it was A good exercise.
Please be seated, Mr. Powless.
You have a prepared statement here. You may read it into the

record, or you may Summarize, and we will enter it into the record.
Proceed whichever way you wish.

STATEMENT OF LLOYD PM ES S, PRESIDENT;TZTERMINATION OF
RIGHTS AND UNITY MENOMINEE STOCKHOLDERS, INC.

'Ir. Powss. Thank you.
Congressman Meeds, Congressman Lujapi members ofthe commit,

tee. ladies and gentlemen.
My name is Lloyd PoWles3. I am it Menominee Indian, resident -of

Milwaukee, Wis., and a stock and bond holder in Menominee Enter-
prises Inc.
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I am the national chairman of DRUMS, Inc. and have been dele-
gated to speak on behalf of our membership here today.

We first wish to thank the leadership of this Nation, especially
the members of this congressional committee here today, .for their
interest in and understanding of current Menominee- Indian social
and-economic problems.

We also wish to thank these citizens present here now who have
taken time oft from their normal .duties in order to participate in
these hearings.

In the year 1961, three Indian tribes, the Klamath of Oregon,
Menominee of Wiseonsin, and.Osage of Oklahoma, took part; in the
Termination of Federal Supervision Act.

-The Klamath ltud Osage both sold their assets and paid the in-
come from their transactions to Members of their tribe.

The Menominee Indian-tribe of Wisconsin, wishing to retain their
homeland intact and compelled to arrive at a. deciSion by the re-
quirements of the Termination Act, elected to 'place their assets,
lands, forests, and property in trust with a Wisconsin corporation,
Menominee Enterprises, Inc., and restructure their tribal form. of
government in accordance to the new mandate. The new mandates
requiring of course county and State government to supplant tribal
government.

Since 19G1 Vow have seen the corporate trust relationship between
the Menmninee people and Menominee Enteiprises ar work. Since
1961 we have had the opportunity to view the new county and State
governing system at work. We feel both forms, the corporate trust
relationship. and the county and -State governing. systems, have
shown that much ii. to he desired and that, a change is needed if the
Menominee people are to progress.

Under the first decade of the corporate trust relationship, we have
seen a sharp and callous erosion of citizens rights. The declaration
of individuals, both children and adults, as incompetents without a
fair trial or a hearing is an example of this erosion of civil rights.

Under the first decade of the- corporate trust relationship we Me-
nominee have seen the eneroaelmuint and take ovei non-Meumni-
flees of our lands.

Under the first decade of the corporate trust relationship .we. Me-.
nominee have seen our hoSpital and medical services lost. We have
watched our Andrei' and friends die for lack of proper medication.

Under the first decade of the corporate trust relationship we Me.
nominee have seen unemployment, high school dropont rates- and
welfare rolls soar to en all time high in the community.

Under the first dem& of the corporate trust relationship we Me-
nominee have seen corporate profits totaling nearly 41 million paid to
stoekholders.annually in the form of bond interest payments, when
such profits might well have been used to finance new industries that

`---are wilily needed here.
-Under the first decade of county and State government we :Srfer

nominee have seen our/taxes grow 'from approximately $250.000 an-
nually to the current ake!,,,inent of over $1 million a year. I believe
the exact figure is nearer $1,040,000 today.

From late reports and studies compiled by numerous social scien-
tists, miditiglis for this 'Menominee Inditip tribe will not improve
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measurably unless legislative relief, in the form of the restoration
bill is sought and acquired.

The type of legislative relief we seek today is contained in the orig-
inal draft of the Menominee restoration bill as submitted to Con-
gressman Harold Froehlich by the Menominee Tribe earlier this
year.

We, the DRUMS organization, support the original draft and are
not in agreement with the form that contains amendments to which
we object.

We believe the conte is of the original bill, before amendment,
contains the thoughts a id language that best fulfills 'Menominee
hopes.. and aspirations.

We believe the present restoration bill as introduced to this com-
mittee and in question herc today includes amendments that are
objectionable in content and scope.

The supplementary amendment requiring the plving of Menomi-
nee lands in trust following a 2 -year waiting period after the enact-
ment of the restoration bill is arbitrary and therefore unnecessary.
This particular :amendment if included in the bill and acted upon
would encourage any unusual encumbrances, such as mortgages,
liens, and foreclosures, to be brought against, MenominoesItssets aris-
ing from obligations caused by or attributable to a purposeful delay
in placing our lands in trust.

The second supplementary amendment allowing the State of Wis-
consin to regulate hunting and fishing by non-Menominees within the
perimeter of trust lands is a legal contradiction and infringes upon
Menominee treaty rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. If
Menominee people agreed to this particular amendment, and we do
not, we would be actively encouraging trends designed to depreciate
those values, especially in the area of contracts such as treaties, ex-
isting between Indian tribes and the United States.

The third supplementary amendment calling for the elimination
of the provision that prohibits the sale of land within the limits of
the reservation has been inserted in the present draft without tribal
consideration. This fact, alone should be cause to dismiss the amend-
ment from the bill. Should this amendment be allowed, its final ef-
feet would be to seriously endanger the purpose of the restoration
act itself by permitting land sales and risk opening the door to such
objectionable activities, such as land speculation, with its attendant
misuse and abuse of aboriginal rights; resource depreciation, as ex-
emplified in strip mining and lake developments; and displacement
of native peoples through social and economic pressures that have
historically worked against, the general bettermen9of the American
Indians.
'Senators William Proxmire and Gaylord Nelson generally agree

that these added amendments AS contained in MR. 7421 are not es-
sential to the Restoration bill and in addition do not reflect the
'wishes of the majority of the Mennminr people.

We therefore ask this committee for your endorsement of our res-
toration bill as originally submitted.

Thank you.
Mr. MFAEDH. Thank you very much.
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I don't want to embarrass either you or your attorney, but he gave
us some legal advice, here a little while ago which, evidently, you are
not following. Be indicated that he felt the State of Wisconsin al-
ready had the authority under. Public Law 280 to reghlate non
Indian fishing and hunting rights in the State, even on xeservations or
even on Indian lands.

Do you agree or disagree with that?
Mr. Powizss. Well, in drafting this statement I didn't consult

with Attorney Preloznik.
Mr. Pamozmx. I think Mr. Powless's concern goes more to your

concern that language such as that mad imply that the hunting and.
fishing rights may be given to non-In ian people and. at the present
time the Menorrunees are very anxious to prohibit any non-Indian
hunting and fishing on their private lands, and I think this may be
some of the confusion. Public Law 280 does give the State the rikht
to enforce the laws civil and criminal, against non-Indian people but
the hunting and fishing rights, we agree, were never granted to the
non-Menommees. Therefore, that is subject to litigation and is really
not part Of thi ,bill:

Mr. MEEDS. I see. Mr. Powless, under the bill there is a provision
of a vote of tire people to choose, to*select a group of people who
will draft IL constitution. Then, there is a vote of the people to ac-
cept that constitution, and then there is a,vote of the people to elect
t1 people who might be prospective °tee holders under the consti-
tution. This is, all in all two or three votes of the people.

Don't you think it might be better to leave to the people that final
question of alienation of land, perhaps by making, a constitutional
provision against it and then subjecting that .constitutional proposal
to a vote of the people as must be done under the terms of this legis-
lation?

Mr, POWLESS. Well, my feelings are that the termination act itself
supposedly does not infringe upon Menominee treaty rights. The
contents of this present bill, mi. reiterate the same provision
in the treaty.

I feel that the treaties protect Indian hunting and fishing rights.
If they aren't included in the treaty, then I feel that the Menomi-
nees could make some constitutional changes to that effect,

Mr. MEEDS. But von would be in favor of an absolute prohibition
against the sale of Indian land by the tribal authorities by all of the
people in any way, is that correct?

Mr. Powims. Our organization is, against that provision, against
the sale of land.

Mr. MEWS. If a constitution were adopted pursuant to this legis-
lation which prohibited the sale of land, do you think that would
meet your objection?

Mr. Powuss. Would you mind rephrasing that?
Mr. Mune. I say, if a constitution for the Menominee ppople were

adopted under the terms of this legislation, which constitution pro-
hibited the sale of lands, of Menominee lands or trust lands as that
tithe, would you think this would meet your objection against the
sale of land?

Mr. PREGOZNIK. Mr. Chairman, could I just explain one other
problem, why the DRUMS organization took that strong position.
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They have been working withif:CD to develop' housing hereon
the reservation. and because there was no express, explicit prohibi-
tion to sell hind HUD has been insisting,that they must convey the
land to the housing authority and convey it out of the tribal prop-
erty and assets.

'Without a specific prohibition like this there is always that de-
mand and pressure on them to sell the land and if it is within their
:.'onstitution it could be changed only by the procedures 'outlined
with the Bureau of Indium Affairs and the Secretary of Interior as
they relate to Indian tribes:

This was the fear that the DRUMS -organization hadlind all of
the Menominee people had, -and why they insisted on this specific
provision within the particular act. They wanted no authority at all
to convey land because they .were afraid the pressures might compel
them or force them to sell lands at some future time.

Mr. 'thiuns. The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. ric.i.vs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This morniag we had testimony that some members of the Me-

nominee tribe, after the land moved into ownership by the Corpora-
tion. purchased the land on which their Ironies were built. Is that

'eorrect ? .

Mr. Powuss. Yes. .

riCJAN. Now,. does your objection extend to that person who
-bought the land on which Ids house was built, being able to sell that
particular piece of ,ground?

Mr. PlimArznti. The present position that the Menominees have
taken -is that there is now a moratorium On all sales of land includ-
ing lands to Menominees. that in exchange thereof they have
adopted a policylo lease land to, Menominee rather thliato sell it.

The fear is a )1%1 fear, that us pressures, .economic p*res,surcs arc
brought to bear on individual Menominee, and non- Menominee offer
them prices that they cannot turn -down, that they are tempted to
sell this particular land that they nave acquired from the coirration
and this has occurred in the past.

Mr. LtJAN. Then what happens -if a man pays, say, $3,000, the
amount of his.bond, to the Corporation/in return for the fand?

What happens to those i,51,0004 first of all, and secondly, he has got
!Awe of property that he ian't
Mr. l'euuzNitc. Well, one, that Rind is not subject, to this legisla-

tion. It could be conveyed 'melt to the Corporation and-then the Cor-
poration could then convey it to the Secretary of Interior if the in-,
dividual who is the owner decides to do that.

There.was a provision in the bill which specifically permitted this
to be done in the original bill as it was introduced, And as it was
supported by the Menominee people. This is not in the present bill.

There are some people who feel that that is not necessary, but at
any rate the individual who aequires that land did have a provision
on that deed that the Corporation would have the first right of re-
fusal if he sells it, but bemuse of the economic plight. the Corpora-
lion has been in,, and because the- offer has generally been for a
higher Sinn than $3,-000, it has been diffieult for owners on the Glor-
poration to reacquire, go that the land was not sold off to non-Me-
nominees.
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Again, that land is not part of this particular bill. There may be
some litigation:that would involve that. -

Mr. Lra.Ax. Yes. I understand: that's in court. .But my under-
standing is that the objection being .raised to the sale of any land,
say, within the boundaries of What was the Menominee reservation,
but that objection does not extend to lands which are presently pri-
vate lands, by private, meaning individual?

Mr. Pamon.m. That is correct. That-land is no longer a part of
the assets of the tribe for Menominee Enterprises and is not a sub-
jeet, matter of the

Mr. Lra'AS. That's all.
Mr. 3InEns. Thank you very much, Mr. Powless, for your state-

ment.
We appreciate your coming.
We're going to have another little deviation-from the schedule.

The people who were to have appeared with Ms. Deer, who testified
from the Voting Trust, Carol Dodge and Delores Boyd would like
an opportunity to present statements.

STATEMENTS OF CAROL DODGE, DELORES BOYD, AND JOAN FISH

Mr. MEEns. All right, Carol, would von like to speak first, please.
Ms. Doom My name is Carol Dodge. I am presently director of

the Menominee Community School and also serve on the board of
trustees for the Menominee Enterprises, Inc.

Ironically, while the termination plan assumed afid promoted
self-determination of the Menominee people, the final act of Con-
gress and ensuing political designs, deprived us. preeisely of that.
This was so. not only in our business enterprises, but in the,fields of
government and especially education.

For educational purposes, Menominee County was joined with
Shawano County School District No. R, when the Menominee Indian
Reservation became a county in 1961. Since that time, massive
amounts of Federal, moneys have been granted to' he school district
ND. S. based upon the educational needs of 'Menominee children.
Along with these Federal moneys, Menominee County taxpayers
have contributed hundreds of thousands to this school district for
the education of time .Menominee children.

This was done in order to supposedly develop the general educa-
tional level and experience of the tribe. however, from my experience
ill dealing. with the public school system, the statistics will be entered
into the record and the, investigation completed by the Department of
.Ikalth, Edneation. and Welfare which showed five Major areas of
prejudicial conduct by the district toward Menominee students, indi-
cates the present school structure created because of termination has
failed miserably. It has hot only harmed 'Menominee students, but
the eeonontic, social, and cultural structure of the county as well.

'As a Menominee and educator I feel very frustrated and angry
When I see what. has been done and is still being (lone to our chil-
dren. And as a trustee for the Enterprise I am deeply concerned
about, the future of our business when.I see the low educational level
that still prevails.

MM. 7:1
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I firmly support restoration fore many reasons. But I believe that
restoration should aid the Menominee people by putting the exmltrol
of Menominee education back.where it belongs in the hands of the
Menominee people.

Mr. Mans. Thank you very much. And I see you have an adden-
dum to your statement. If there is no objection, they will be entered
at the end of your statement.

Without objection, so ordere'
[Te document referred to folio

ADDENDUM

STATEMENT or Tux PSOSIXM

It hi the belief of the Menominee County Education Committee, Tile:, that the.
public school system which Menominee County students attend is detrimental
and results in serious problems because of several reasons:

1. tack of effective control of the education of their children by Meimminee
County parents.

IL Many. County students are transported long_ distances which
makes it difficult for them to feel a part of the school. It is also difficult to
participate in extracurricular activities (student govertunent, clubs, sports,
etc.) -

3. The present curriculum is not geared toward the life experiences and
nerds of Menominee County students.

4. The present learning environment has an adverse affect on the attitudes
and achievement levels of the Menominee County students.

The effects of this learning enviromnent cause the Menominee County chil-
dren to, fall increasingly behind district and national' achievement norms as
they progress through school. For example:

1. The 1072 senior class's 6th grade profile (see-Chart 1) is an indication of
the Problems this class had upon entering junior high.

However. this detripental effect starts in the primary grades indicated by
the present 1972 freshman class's 3rd grade profile (see Chart 2).

2. The effects of the problems alluded to above results in a failure rate that
increases through high school. For example, during the 1971-72 school year at
the senior high level:

a. 461/4 of the Indian population failed one or more subjects the 1st quarter.
b. 'This increased to 54Ve 2nd quarter and 501/4 3rd. quarter.
When the Menominee County students enter middle school, negative atti-

tudes and poor aehluement levels result in discipline problems for the stu-
dents. For example: V-

1. During, the 107(1(12 sehonl year there were 286 suspension eases at the
junior high level. f these, 257 involved Indian students and 29 involved
White students.

2. There were 120 students 'involved in these suspension eases; 00 were
Indian inui 21 were White.

3, Forty-eight percent of the Indian population were suspended compared to
5r/o of the White population.

As a result of the above problems, there is an Increasing number of Menomi-
nee County students being sent to youth correctional institutions. Of the stu-
dents who enter senior high school, the average completion rate Is between
251/4 to 301/4 depending on the year surveyed. For example:

1. The present senior class in Shawano High from Menominee County bad a
311;, completion compared to the 831/4 White Completion. CoMpared with other
groups, the completion rate of Menominee County students is considerably
lower. (See Chart 3 for definition of completion or noncompletion percentages.)

The above situation does not' take into account the elementary school chil-
dren. There are extremely poor student /teacher relations, Individual problems
are rarely taken into account. There is a high incidence of chronic low-achlev-

'Aug students. who need systematic tutoring and individualized attention pres-
ently unavailable to them. This is at all levels (1-12).

The blame for not learning Is shifted onto the Indian students and their
parents and there is little effort to help our parents, and children feel that
they belong and can contribute to the school system.

8
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-Ms. Fun. Mr. Chairman, my name is Joan Fish.
Mr. Mmes. Please proceed, .

Ms. Fisu. I am r_eading into the record for Mrs. Delores Boyd,
who is a directorof headstart and amember of the Menominee Eater-
prises board of trustees. .

It is the purpose of this presentation to relate the effects of termi-
nation on a.-preschool child. It is not necessary to reiterate the. all
too faindiar statistics generally usechn the-indictment of the termi=
nation act.

It goes without .saying that:the -traumas inherent in the id- con-
ceived termination act has touched 'every Menominee regardless of

. age or background. And the preschool child was no exception.
In 1967, when the Office of -Economic Opportunity ,declared Me=

nominee County a poVerty. area;. one program that was targeted for
the comity was Project Headstart. Headstart Works with children
ranging from 3 months to 5 years old; and in setting up the original
program We _discovered that this segment of the Menominee .popula-
tion was perhaps the most neglected in.the county. The child that
participated in headstart in those 'firit few years was generally'
a child in poor health, who seldom if ever saw a doctor or a dentist,
and was born without the benefit of Comprehensive prenatal care.
Yet . today,. there exists an uneasiness about seeking medical care in
the white community. A contributing factor for this lack, of medical
care is, of course, the shortage of money and a curious feluetance, to

of participating childrn have been alleviated.

seek aid froM social agencies.
Due to the perseverance- of the headstart prOgrit ,. the health

problems
In the sixties it was the gear- of headstart-. to raise the -poverty

child to a level calibre 'he could compete on equal terms with the
white middle- class child and in doing so we at Menominee headstart
tried to alter the basic values of. the Ihdian Child. Aft all, these
children were not legally considered. to be Indians.-It did not take us
long to realize that even it government es distinguished as the Amer-

ieantlovernment could not -pass a laW transforming Indian children
into white middle class ohildren..J.Since this realization, we. have
abandoned. the .goal to remake the Indian child in the image of the
white man.

For g19., years,, our children hate lived in the insecurity that .has
been the most prexailing atmosphere since termination, And it has
taken its toll. We have .noted that children coming into the .headstart
program reflect this inseenritynnd hick of identitV.One.effect of the
reservation system has been the conservation of -fhose aspects of na-.
tive culture that have SiirviVed 300 years of contact with the wtite
man. gince termination, the Menominees haveno protection what-
ever -against the destruction of its very identity.,

Are at headstart OiaVe. in the past and are today making a 'Can.
certed.okffort to revii4. the Indian spirit by reinforcing in thaliihian
child a pride in hinberitage and in hiniself. But it is not eriti0; -We
cannot- possibly reach all- that'rtildren in Menominee °minty-01nd
even if we could, it would not .be enough. For these children. are not
legally -Indian, tey. have none of the advantages Indians have
and will be offered none of the protection that having an identity
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carries with it. Yet, these beautiful little non-Indians will someday be
called chief or squaw, they will drive Indian cars, and they will
have to contend with the image of the drunken Indian.

As was stated before, it is not the intent of this presentation to
add more statistics to your already vast collection. But, that is only
because there are no comprehensive statistics concerning the pre-
school child and to i motion Not yet.

I prefer to think of t . children as the greatest resource the
Menominees have, and not. just becoming tomorrow's statistics forth
the case against termination

Mr. MEnns. Thank you very much.
Carol, in your statement ymi say that massive amounts of Federal

moneys have been granted to Shawano School District, No. 8 based
on the educational needs of the Menominee children.

Now. under what programs are those funds being funneled into
the Shawano school system?

Ms. DODGE. Well, I believe when we were first made a county., at
the termination, they got quite a large sum of money from the Mel-
vin Laird Act. I don't know exactly how much, but it was. several
thousand dollars.

They also got quite a it of money through the various title
funds.

Mr. MEEns. Title I of the ESEA?
Ms. DODGE. Title III and title VII, and thesq were all received on

the educational needs of Menominee children. .Mr. Mr.Ens. They haven't received any Nic Law 874 funds or
any Johnson-O'Malley funds? .

Ms. DODGE. No; we are not eligible for Johnson-O'Malley.
Mr. MnEns. Both of which, if they were serving Menominee chil-

drenwould be received if the Menominee were restored to Indian
status, to Indian trust status?

Ms. Dom& Yes.
Mr. MnEns. From reading this statement and the appended por-

tion thereto, I get the feeling that instead of going uphill, .education
is going downhill.

Ms. I)onot. It certainly has.
Mr. MEEDS. Instead of the students spending more days in school

,and emerging from school with a better education, this is working in
exactly inverse order, is that generally correct?

Ms. Donn& Yes..
Mr. MEEDS. To what do you ascribe that ? What is the reason?
Ms. Dorm. I believe the school district is not using the right ap-

proach with our-children.
Mr. MEEDS. Could you be a little more specific?
Ms. Donor,. There are too many assumptais made.
Well, to give an example, most schoolsWon the assumption that

children come to school with a number 'of words in their vocabulary
and they learn to read based on this. It has been my' experience
while teaching children that they do not hirie these vocabularies.
They dO not, come to school Miaowing these vocabulary' words, and if
yod,don't build this up in the children it's only natural that they're
not going to. read as quickly as other children, or if you don't con-
tinue to work with them.
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Mr. Mums. Would it be your hone that there would be a Aknomi-
nee school district which would generally encompass what is now
Menominee County, which' would be run and controlled by the peo-
ple in this county and locally in this county ?

Ms. DODGE. Yes; I believe this is necessary.
Mr. MEEDS. Joan, you talked about headstart prograihs.
Do the headstart programs here have a dental care component/
Ms. Fin" Yes, they do.
Mr. Mums. Do you know what percentage of the people entering

head Start have ever been to a dentist?
Ms. BOYD. Practically nip of them.
Mr. MEEDS. Is thieve u. defir st in this county?
Ms. BOYD. There was a' dentist that came into this county for a

day and a half up to a month ago.
Mr. Mums. A day and a half a month ?
Ms. Boyn. A day and a half a week.
Mr. MEEDS. And where did he practice?
Ms. Boyn. At the courthouse.
Mr.,MEEns. And that's under what program?

. Ms. Ban. The State dental program.
Mr. Mums. And did the people have to pay for that?
Ms. BOYD. Well, the adults did. Every child under the age of 19

gets free dental care from the State department.
Mr. MEEDS. Well, how adequate is that?
I have talked to many young people who appear to need dental

care very badly.
Ms. BOYD. Well, it isn't adequate enough. Lack of transportation

would be one of the big problems.
Mr. MEEDS. How long has that program been carried out?
Ms. BOYD. Three years, possibly.
Mr. MEEDS. And before that, was there any dental program in the

county ?
Ms. Born. Yes,there was.
Mr. MEEDS. Tinder what-I-not Public Health, certainly.
Ms. Boyn. Tinder the tribe, I believe.
Mr. MEnns: Thank you.
The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you, Mi. Chairman.
If my recollection serves me correctly, you had a hospital here run

by the nuns, is that correct?
DODGE. It run by the tribe. I mean, we paid. for it 4nd we

subcontracted with them.
Mr. LivAx. They came in to run it ?
Ms. DODGE. Yes.

. Mr. Ltusx. I was.looking over the figures in 1051 when all this
started, the entire health program of $1:30,000 was-paid for by the
tribe. There was no Federal participation in it and no State partici-
pation.

'What happened, did the tribe decide not to continue it?
Ms. Dorm. The State closed the hospital because it did not come

tqi to State standards, and I don't believe the enterprise could carry
that burden alone with all the taxes. -

Mr. LUJAN. You couldn't have carried it even if it hadn't been
.closed by the State?
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Ms. DonoE. Yes. ,

Mr. LUJAN. What is the Menominee Community School? Is thai a
tribal _enterprise or qgo enterprise?

'AI:L Dow& No; it was started by a group of parents who,became
very concerned about the number of students who were just roaming
around the Comity..

Mr. I.rJAN.. Is it a priYate, school, then?
Ms. Doix;E. Yes; it. is private, funded by a private foundation.
Mr. IxJA>r. Is it a preschool?

. Ms. Donor.. No it's high school. We hayeages 15 through 22.
Mr. How Many students do you have?
Ms. Doix:r...Fifty.
Mr. IxaA.N. low many. go to the neighboring county to high

school ?
Ms. Dona:. 'None of them.
Mr.' Lu.i.tx. You have 50. There are other children, who go to high

school in Shawano.
Ms. DonoE. About '200 in senior high.
Mr. IxsAx. Before all this happened, was there a I3IA school

here ?
What was the status of education?
Ms. Dorm. We had the two parochial schools, which had grades

tip to eighth. grade, a day school, and then the students had the
choice when they got iiifo high school .of where they wanted to go
and they had the choice of schools in Shawano or to go to one of the
Federal boarding schools.

Mr. LUJAN. No schools for the Indian reservation, though.
Ms. Donor:. No.
Mr.'LlrjAN. Was that school a DIA run school?
Ms. DonE. I believe they had BIA. teacher.;.
Howeveroye paid for it like we paid for the hospital..
Mr. Ix.r.xic. The budget in 1954 shows that the Federal participa-

tion was^$19,000 and tribal participation was $50,000, and \'t shows
tat that's {bout really all the Federal pattietpation that yan were
getting just in the field of education, not any .other as far as you
know, is that correct ?

Ms. Dorx;E. Yes.
Mr. Li-JAN. What would you envision now as being the educa-

tional system, assuming -that this legislation were to pass, what do
you sec for the futifirelionte this legislation passes? .

Ms. Dux;r.. Hopefully, we would have our own school system.
Mr. Are yoit talking about a BIA school or a school dis-

trict ?
Ms. Donor:. A school -district.. '
Mr. Ly.i.tic. Couldn't this Happen even without restoration?
Ms. Dopor. I believe it is unheard of in the State of Wisconsin

that yonwithdraw from your present school diStrict. They are al-
ways creatinc. new ones, but you don't withdraw very easily from
one that has

creating
been created.

Mr. Ix.mx. Then, you think you would probably create your own
school district and it would be supported by those private property
taxes? By 874 funds? By tribal funds, perhaps that sort of thing?

Ms. DonoE.
q M. tara'Ax.IL hank you..

8 8 .
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Mr. MEEns. Thank you ve y much ladies.
Now, we will have Shi ley Daly, Robert Deer, Ted Boyd and

James Heinz who tee to appear with MEI.
.Please come for
My understanding. is that they each have about 5-minute state-.

ments.

STATEMENTS OP SHIRLEY DALY, ROBERT DEER, TED" BOYD AND
IAMBS HEINZ.

Mr. MEEns. Do you all have prepared statements?
Mr. HEINZ. I do not have.
Mr. MEEns. If your statement is longer tl n 5 minutes, would you,

please summarize it, and we will enter it ian t record.
Would you please begin, Shirley.
Ms. I)AIx. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am pleased

to be here today.
I am Shirley Daly, a Menominee Indiaii and a member ofthe

board of directors of Menominee Enterprises.
I am pleased to appear before the House Subcommittee on Indian-

Affairs and to voice my support of Menominee restoration.
Many people, appearing prior to myself have given you facts, fig-

ures, and many, many statistics. I understand that these impersonal
data are necessary and I am relieved that I did not have to present
that. I will relate my feelings to the land and my views as ft Me-
nominee person, and also as a member of Menominee Enterprises
board of directors.

As a board member I. am expected to be concerned with the prof-
itability of the corporation. Interpreted in the broadest sense, this
means maxinnun utilization of all corporate .assets. Part of the assets
is the land, the earth upon which we live. Yet, as a Menominee I
cannot find it, in my heart to look upon the land as simply a figure
on a balance sheet. Our tribal ownership of land is a very personal
thing.

Termination in a sense has forced some Menominees to make.. this
terrible, heart-rending distinction. A distinction which has had dev-
astating effects on the entire tribe. .

To explain briefly how, the tribe is personally affected by Ais-dis-
tinetion. that was forced on the Menominee, our land has heen en-
trusted to us by the Great Spirit, it is our mother. We cannot put a
price tag on the land any more than we can put price tag on our
mother.

The land and the people are one, with no distinctions. To us, there,
is.no nonpmductive or iottbmarginal forest land. There is no land
surplus within our boundaries. These are the innermost- feelings of
Indian people that, cannot he brushed aside through legislation. That
feeling knows no compromise.

I support, the,Menominee ReStoration Act. I feel that, we need res-
toration now ! Two years could spell the difference: life and

-death for the Menominee Tribe as we know it, both literally and figur-
atively speaking.

I urge you to look upon our restoration favorably, with Menomi-
nee views and feelings" foremost. We have given up much for the lit- .
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tee we have left. Allow us follow our vision in this land of the
free.

Mr. INIEEDS. Thank you, Shirley, for perhaps the most eloquent
statement of tho day.

Next, Bob, would you like to proceed.
Mr. DEEP.. I have a prepared statement.
I am a member of the board of directors, and I would like to

thank the committee for allowing me to appear today. My profes-
sional development is in the area of natural resources, and I will
limit my brief remarks to that concern.

I also wish to submit a copy of a paper I coauthored to the com-
mittee for its information. This paper deals with the Wolf River,
and can specifically serve as an illustration of the greater complexi-
ties wide!' are affecting the total Menominee resource base.

Prior to termination, we Menominees collectively owned our land
and the resource:Z Property taxes have changed. that. No longer is
our re,ervatiou protected from developmental forces which act in
the private sector.

First of all, our land's status changed from that of a Federal res-
ervation to that of a private corporation. The corporation through a
period of 11 years sold 5 to 10 percent of the land to Indian and
non-Indian individuals. That land is now being resold, speculated
upon, and alienated fuom future tribal reacquisition.

We must have restoration to protect the land from future sales.
The Menominees' water resources have also suffered under termi-

nation. Mist of our lakes area. is now tied up in private ownership.
The 'Wolf River is also threatened with developmental pressures and
at. one time in the past was being considered for sale to the National
Park Servile.

The Wolf Inver was -ntil recently protected by the State lease.
However, t se has 'expired and not yet been renewed. Without
the protectioir'Ef the Restoration Act, the Wolf River may yield to
developtnental pressures and be lost to the Menominees.'

The Menommees limiting and fishing resources are also threat-
ened. We had to go to the IT.S. Supreme Court to get bark our hunt-
ing and fishing rights.

We have one full-time game warden and several part-thne war-
dens who are supposed to coytrol and protect '234,000 acres of land.
This valet be done.

We Menominees are now in the unique position of being sued by a
non-Indian resident of the lakes area for loss of hunting and fish-
ing rights. This must be a historic first. I've never heard of a non-
Indian suing an Indian for loss of his hunting- and fishing rights. I
can only hope that this case finds its way to the Indian Court of
Claims Commission and theiton answer will be forthcoming in 40

-1\ years or so.
General laughter.1

J Mr. I)Rcn. The Menominet timber resource is also threatened.
There is the third year restriction against the alienation of sustained
yield timber lands in the Termination Act, but that can be circum-
vented hy withdrawing fOrest lancls from the sustained yield classi-
ficationitiAll of the forest land could be sold during mrlifetime.

90 (1.
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Gentlemen, what we are witnessing is a continuing historical ero-
sion Of the Menominee natural resource base. If restoration does not
occur we Menominees will eventually lose everything. Our status
will be similar to that of the other Indians in the .State. We. will
have fractionated land ownership which precludes effective resource
utilization. We will have controversy- and conflict-over hunting and
fishing rights. We will have resorts, summer homes, highwalts. mb-
torboats, slu and tonfists abusing and destroying the
'lands and in the end what will we Menominees leave? We will have
nothing- without restoration and the protection of the Federal Iavv
We will lose everything. .

The 'Menominee natural resources are unique and worth preserv-
ing. Environmentalists recognize theca unique scientific, educational,
esthetic and recreational values which benefit the public as well as
the Menominc4.

The John Muir Chapter of the Sierra-Club say, "the' permanent
final solution be found that. protects the economic integrity of the
Menominee people." -.-

(.entlemen, restoration will do that.
That concludes my testimony. If there, are any questions from the

committee I will attempt to answer them.
Mr. Ain: s. Thankryou very much, Bob.
Mr. Boyd.
Mr. Boll). My name is Ted-Boyd. I'm &Menominee Indian.
I am also vice president of 'Arenominee Enterprises, Inc. I've been

with Menominee Enterprises in an executive capacity for over 4
yearS now. -

My statement will be business in nature. At times of necessity I
feel I will.have to touch upon the :,oeial andculturanispects.

I feel tibtim. are items that we can't really put a dollar on, in busi-
ness ternIS. but there is a definite value there.

This i what has hurt the Menominees throughout the termination
process. The Menominee did not wanttermination. The 'Menominee
rejected assimilation. This is why termination did not work. It is
not woriiing anttivill not work-in ihe future.

My 'statement With its aecompanying exhibits will attempt to
briefly analr Menominee Enterpr6-es, Inc.. from. a linaneial and
operat loran !,4 andpoint.

The ..Nlenomine(Andian Tribal Corporations on May 41961; the
effective (late of the termination of the Menominee Indian Tribe and
Reservation. Though this.roport wilt be business in 'nature, as I pre-
viously mentioned,.,it wilt at Alines touch upon cultural and social as-
pects,

.This report-frill"Iniefly look at termination planning and the fi-
nancial stricture of the corporation as it was set' up. It is, not the
intent of this report to point th. finger of blame at anyone, for the
planning. but merely to point.. out the shorteomings in the planning
and the corporation a9. it was set tip. It VIII look at corporate.opera-
tions In thin past, the presefit and attempt, at least, to project into
the future.

The variou s data point to the restoration..ofthe;,
Menominee. Indianle ?.,toi(1 JUservation as a solution -to .the many
serious- probleMS Ott 'itiOmineet
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coRPORATE PLANNING AND ITNANCIAL STRUcTritE AT TERMINATION

Many faults can be found with the termination process; these can
lx' cited by many different authoritative sources. But this is not
within the scope of this document. Suffice it to say, that the Menom-
inee termination was ill-planned and ill-conceived. In my opinion,
corporate planning and the financial structure was also ill-planned.

Among the main faults in the setting 1p of the corporation, that
is, Menominee Enterprises, Inc., were the unreasonable restrictions
imposed upon the corporation with regard to the use of corporate
assets. Other faults have to ifo'with the bonded indebtedness and the
owners equity section of the balance sheet. These errors in organiza-
tion have not only affected the corporation's profitability, but its fi-
nancial-stability as yell.

In spite of the faet that the Menominee of their own volition had
operated on a sustained yield forestry plan since the late 1800's, the
Government imposed such a plan upon them as a part of the termi-
nation. process. finked, the Menominee were among the first in
America to plan their forest harvest so that they would be guaran-
teed an annual cut forever. The imposition of the sustained ;yield
cutting plan, however, severely limited the corporation's flexibility.
It could not materially increase its cut in a period of good lumber
and forest product markets. Nor could it decrease its rut during a
period of poor or falling markets. Thjs lack of flexibility must nee-
essarily have had a substantial adverse effect on corporate operations
and profits.

The Menominee were a proven conservation - minded- people histori-
cally, and could be counted upon to not deplete their forest assets.
The sustained yield forest plan did afford the corporation a substan-
tial property tax reduetion, but this also probably could have been
nehieved by other means. Therefore, the imposition of the plan was
probably mtheeesstiry.

There also were financial structure problems. At termination, each
of the 3;270 enrolled tribal members received a $3,000 face value, -1-
peivent ineome bond, plus 100 shares of Menominee Enterprise com-
mon stock. The relatively low-grade income bonds resulted in
smo,000 in bonded indebtedness; an amount substantially in excess
of the owners equityltn the corporation.

It is my opinion that the corporation was organized with an ex-
eessive amount of bombed indebtednes. This viewpoint can be sup-
ported by a comparison to industry standards. Not only was the
bonded indebtedness excessive, but thete w1 also a glaring failure
to provide. a plan for redemption or retirement of the bonds, which
mature in the year 2noo. For this to be overlooked is a case of ex-
treme shortsightedness, on the part of those involved in the process.
In my ()Pinion, the Government should have seen that problems
would develop.

If the corporation would have organized with, say, 5 percent,
82,000 income bonds, it would have cut its bonded inAebtedness by
:43.270,000. It would also have cut its cash payout for interest on the
bonds by over $65.00 per year. Over a 12-year period this cash sav-
ing would amount to over $780,000. There is little question that this
approach would have increased the profitability and financial stabil-
ity of the corporation.
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The corporation plant and equipment facilities were substantially
outmoded and inadequate at.. and long before, termination, This had
a major adverse affect On corporate profits,- and its ability to com-
pete and expand in the lumber and wood products industry. There
seemed to be little, if any, regard for this problem. There was also a
gross underestimation of the property tax problems.

Though there apparently were attempts to anticipate the problem
that real estate and personal property tax expense would.create for
the corporation, the extent of the problem. was 'grossly undeVesti-
mated. Property -taxes has been, and still is, one of the greatest
'problems for the corporation. Special legislation affording tax-
relieving aids to the town and county of Menominee, have helped re-
lieve the burden on Menominee Enterprises, Inc. But these have
'Well only of a temporary nature. They most certainly have not
siffVed this problem for the corporation. The real impact of property
taxes on the profits of the corporation are dramatized by a review of
exhibit A, attached-hereto. This is an analysis of the operations of
Menominee Enterprises, Inc. since termination.

Iri every year for the fiscal years. 190through 1972, the property
tax expense throws forestry and mills profits into a loss situation.

Since termination ip.1991, the corporation has realized nearly $4
million in property tax expense. The current fiscal year ending..l'une
:10, 1973, would bring property tax expense up to approximately
$11,:2 million since 1961. Another look at exhibit. A reveals that-, if
*Menominee Enterprises, Inc., did not have the property tax burden,
the forestry and mills operation would have shown accumulated
profits during this period of almost $1,100,000 since 1961.

I ask that exhibit A and exhibit B of this document be closely ex-
amined and the fact that the property tax expense to the corpora-
tion has such a tremendous impact on the corporate operating re-
sult-T.

Mr.' Nflit:Ds. Without objection, exhibit A and exhibit B will be
entered at the end of -your testimony.

Mr. Born. Stating it simply°, the property tax expense is the dif-S
ference between a profitable , nd unprofitable forestry and mills op-
eration.

Property taxes are dollai that will be direct savings to Menomi-
nee Enterprises, The., if th Menominee Restoration Act is passed.
They represent a major part of the dollars that will enable the cor-
poration to modernize its facilities and wak toward_expansion. The
property tax cost savings will enable the corporation to become
profitable and Competitive. The result Will be a more financially sta-
ble Menominee tribal enterprise.

FORESTRY' AND 3fILLS OPERATING PERFORUANCE

The forestry and Mills operations lia`ve not been operated as well
is it should have been since 1961.-But if one considers the tremen-
dous burdens imposed upon it, it has done surPrisingly well. The
burdens of poor termination planning, obsolete equipment, bond in-
terest, and the huge property tax burden were simply too much to
overcome. Forestry and mills operations are will summarized in ex.;
hibit A.

A historical and eurrerit'filiaticial analysis of Menominee Enter-
prises,Inc., is attached as exhibit B. The report covers the period:
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190 to the current fiscal year as of March 31, 1973. The analysis re-
veals things that have been mentioned previously in this report, that
is, that there is an excessive amount of .long-term debt, mamly.the
bonded indebtedness. It supports the idea that. not enough money
was placed in the net worth section of the balance sheet. It also re-
veals a historically low profit margin.

Another thing that is quite clearly revealed is the general deterio-
ration of financial condition and operations during the Legend Lake
land sales years, speci9cally, 1969 through 1972. The profits from
land sales did nqt, result in the improved financial condition that
was expected.

I believe that this examination on financial analysis, substantially
bears this fact out.

An examination of the analysis during this period reveals that
Menominee Enterprises, Inc., deteriorated from a liquidity stand-
point during this period. It can easily be seen that the net working
capital decreased sharply. The current ratio and acid test ratio of
the corporafibit showed a corresponding decline. The restawas a re-
duet ion in the financial stability of the corporation.

The profitability of the forestry and mills operation also deterio-
-rated during the Legend Lake land sales years. This is shown in ex-
amining the gross profit margin and gross profit margin percentage.

In short, Menominee Enterprises, Inc., suffered from an
operational and financial stability standpoint in the Legend Lake
land sales years. The main reason for this is probably the strong
objection of tribal members to land sales. From this it can be con-
cluded that land sales is definitely not a solution to the prOblems of
the corporation, nor of the Menominees.

PRESENT OPERATING PERFORMANCE

A look at the financial analysis of the corporation as of March 31,
1973. reveals a general process of recovery and improvement,. The
liquidity tests have improved sharply since the cessation of land
sales. The improved operating results probably reflect, to a great ex-
tent, a renewed spirit among employees and shareholders in general.

The attitudinal improvement undoubtedly the result of the, ces-
sation of land sales and a renewed hope for a return to reservation
status. It is difficult to put a dollar value on attitudes and people in
business terms, but there is a definite dollar value there. This is one
of the main things that will cause improved operating and financial
results in the future, if Menominee restoration is achieved.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the Menominee experience
with termination. The overall effects of termination have been,bad
for the Menominees. Sincere attempts have been made to make ter-
mination work, but the plan "fact is, it has not worked. It has not
worked because termination involved an overall attempt at assimila-
tion of the Menominee into the dominant white society. The Afenom-
inee have overwhelmingly rejected assimilation..

It can be concluded that land sales is no solution to Menominee
problems. Not from a .financial, nor from a social and attitudinal
viewpoint. In fact, the long-term effects of land-sales are extremely
detrimental as an approach to the solution of Menominee problems.
The apparent effect of land sales is to adversely effect the forestry
and mills oirations and impede expansion projects. During a pe-

4
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riod of time when the corporation should have been moving for2.,,
ward, it has been moving backward from an operational standpoint:
The bulk of this can probably be attributed to land sales.

It is clear that the Menominee are overwhelmingly in support of, a
return to, reservation status, a reservation status that will alio*
self-determination. It is also ele r that the Menominee, desires to re-

,.

tam his land and identity. T are factors that will have substan-
tial favorable effects on tri "airffter ii operations and finances.
These are the factors that ie Menominee to progress.

These problems can be solvc , and dreams realized with passage
of the Menominee Restoration Att.-

[The documents referred to, exhibits A and B, follow :1

EXHIBIT "A"

fAenomino Enterprises, Inc.-Summary of Forestry and Mills Operations for Fiscal Y11413 1961 Through 1912

For fiscal year ending-

Forestry and mills operation

Bond interest
expense

Property tau
expense

Forestry and
mills nit (loss)Total net sales

Net operating
Profit

June 30, 1912 . .. . $4, 865, 500 $122, 000 $224, 200 $607, 3)0 ($709, 500)June 30,1911 (9 mot)... 2,526, 300 235, 200 349,000 218, 800 392, 600)
Sept, 30, 1910 3, 394, 800 306, ODD 356, 400 315, 400 365, 800).
Sept. 30, 1969 3, 667, 400 363,300 366, 400 308, 290 311, 300)
Sept. 30,1968 3,245, 300 373, 900 374, 400 300,100 300, 600 )
Sept. 30, 1961 . ... . 3, 561,100 305, 000 316, 9)0 330, 030 401, 000)
Sept 30, 1966 4, 018, 800 744, 500 371, 400 417, 209 50, 100)
Siff. 30,1965 3, 738,100 728, 300 318, 900 312, 800 (43, 400)
Sept. 30, 1964. 3,184, SOO 552, 900 391, 50(1 332.400 (i6I , 000)
Sept. 30,1963
Sept. 30, 1962...

3,365,400
2, 801, 600

Fai, 600
637 , 9)0

395, 600
399, 80)

232, 800
305, 400

830)
56, 3)(1)

Sept. 30, 1961 (5 mos.) 1, 660,100 218, 900 163,103 164, 500 (08, 703)
Total 3--, 914,903 (2, 911,100)

Reported on an *aural basis.
2 This is the net loss before other Income and expense items. It is the Molt of forestry ani mill; operations stole

Source: The above figures are taken from detail Auditor's Reports for each fiscal year.

EXHIBIT "B"

Menominee Enterprises, Inc.-Finan:ial AnalysisRatios Marco 1373

For fiscal years enfing-
.11/31I 30,

Sept. 30, Sept. 30, 1911(9
1969 19701 mo.)

Current yr.
June 30, at Mar. 31, Industry

1972 1973 average

liquidity tests:
Current assets 31, 944, 600 $2, 501, 200 SI, 764, 000 r 32, 096,100 SI, 905, 600 ..... .. .
Current liabilitise 498,400 705,000 996,500 1, 149, 500 811,400 .

Net working capital 1, 446, 200 1, 802, 200 761, 500 946, 600 1, 094,200 ..,... ..,......

Current ratio 3.9011 3.56:1 1.77:1 1.12:1 2.35:1 2.43:1
Acid teet,ratiO 2.03:1 2.19:1 .75:1 1, 02:1 1,23:1 N/Aleverage testy

Out ratio percent.. 51.7 49, 7 49.9 ,- 50.4 49.7 N/A
Fixed assets to net worth ... do . 183.2 168.0 112.2 174.0 170,9 58.0long term debt to total capitali-

zation..... ... ... ....do.. 49.0 49.7 44.8 44.5 47.3 N/A
Current debt to rat worth,...do. . 5, 7 1.4 10.4 12, 0 8.4 29.7

Total debt to net worth.... do.. 110.6 101.2 102.3 103.9 89.9 59. 3
Profitability tests: . ,

Net sales $3, 661, 400 $3, 394,100 $2,526, 300 St 865, 500 $3, 953,100- r Cost of sales (including fair mar- 'hat value chargo)..... ....... . 3, 666.300 3, 313.200 2, 515,10) 4.979, 700 3, 633, 900 ..... .... ., ..-
Gross profit.(loss), an adjusted. 1,100 81, 600 11, 200 (114400) 316, 200

Cross profit Margin percent,. 0.03 2.40 0.44 (2.35) s.bo 22.21Net profit on net worth .........do.. 4.87 1.56 4.13 0 1.25 9.85Net profit on net working capital_do- 29.40 45,16 51.38 0 11, 02 I ,. 22.49

s Source: Dun & Bradstreet Reports.
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therefis the ever, present danger of agereutting due to ,the pre,ssing
economic .demands, arld.other- factors that could develop into, a man-:agement that might not be as close to the woods as the .average Me-nominee shelter is.

. "'Ij has been my,.experience in the 8 years that I have worked herethat the Menommees are %lite Close to4their land. If a practice thatwould be ,detrimenial to the good silva-cultural handling of the for-est was invoked, there ,would be many Menominees who-would objectto this practice.
.. ~ They are used to seeing_ land cut in a certain way 4o- ere. ofthe trees are never cut. Trees are always left standing, They can st., about gauge how ninny trees will' be left standing before an area iscut, and then after

this
cut there shopftd be4.so many trees left stand.-intr. If you sfiy at this point in time that illegitimate cutting was,made, there would be many shareholders who, I'm sure, would not-be leo long in either signing 'a petition. demanding' that the govern-ing boaid or whoever is ht power here,If the Act would be passed,there would be numerous Menominees objecting, requesting the rea-' sons why this practice is being done in.the, fashion that it is. a .rc. I Can't stress. the importance any more than the practicality ofhaving either a watchdog; .either the Menominees are going to do it,-the BIA is going to do it, or the DNR is going-to do it:

Covering the forest now there is 1 billiori 500 million feet, boardfeet, of timber of
This

land. It is. predominantly pine, hardwood,pine and hemlock. This evaluation was made, through a very sophis-ticated type .of inventory whi. is commonly practiced by many tlarge corporations in the count l7. It is not foolproof lot any means,but it is the most accurate 'way- of determining a given volume of '°board feet on such extensive acreage as Menominee Enterprises.owns. , . IThis billion and one half4as determined in 1970. In 1963 an in-ventory was also made and approximately the .same volume wasthere then, within 10 million feet. .For the committee's comparison, we cut, something more than. 200million feet off the forest betneen 1963 and 1970. This is nature'sonly renewable resource. Trees grow. We have to cut trees 'to maketrees grow. Trees cannot stand by theniselves without being cut.They grow old ; they have to bOcut. .Jf we want to preserve the for is the name of sustainedes4)thisyield.,
That's all I have. r
Thank you.
Mr. MEEDS. Than you very much gentlemen.
I have several questioifs.
'Do you deal, Mr. Heinz ,also with the- sawmill itself or just the *forests?

..Mr. HEINZ. My expertise is with the woods; -however there is asteering committee that does deal with problems of the mill: Mr.Bqyd, Mrs. Wilber and myself are the three man steering committeeat Vhe present time. . .

Mr. MEEDS. Pardon me the reportei has to change his tape. Whydon't we.take 5 minutes? .

[A brief recess was taken.] a
20-310-13-7
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Mr. Mmes. The committee will in session.
' Mr.: Boyd antl. Mr: Heinz,- we. have some truestioni regarding the

prospects of the mill. 1

My qUestipii. was, just before we wera-k VI the record thete, hoW'
many board feet were processed last year.

.

Mr.. BOYD. In thelast fiscal Year? .

Mr. UBEDS. Appioximately.
Mr. Bo-kn. ApproxiMately 15 million boagl. feet.
Mr. MEEDS. And the year before that ?
M'r.BoTo; That was a 9 month year. In'1972, the fiscal year end- -

ing June 30, 1972,, it was 16455,000 board feet of lumber proilliction.
In 1971, that was a 9 month fiscal year; there wit13,860,000 board

feet production. ,

Mr. 1V1ssos. You are averaging somewhere around. 16 million
board feet production per year ? .

Mi.Boyn. That is right.
Mr. Mragos. Do you feel your forest's are on good, souncl forestry

practices, Mr. Heinz", and would bear more of an annual cut that
that? .

Mr. HEncz. Mr. Chairman, this is predicated on several things.
We have, in effect, cut more than Mr. Boyd is alluding to here, As
the logs that have gone through the *mini% some species do not
lend. thems4ves to sawmill Cuts. Some species go out as Pulpwood.

,- The market dictates pretty much which species in which volume
will be, cut: .

NIDEDEC Then.w,haf hos been annual allowable cut? 4

ME HEINZ. Our allowable annual cut is somewherearound. 26 mil-
: lion feet of all products. - .

, Mr, Mrias. I see. And that is about what you feel 'this will sus-
tain on good, sOundlorestry practices ?

as Mr. Hstsrz. That's correct. -

Mr. Mssos. You have no immediate idea of increasing that?
Mr. HEINZ. Not at the present time.
Mr. Mims. Do you have any problems at the Mill with antiquated

equipment or problems Of new and modern, equipment to compete
with a biodenrmill?.

Mr. Born. We presently have a mill *Modernization program7that
-v we are In the midst pf. We are in the .second year of this raotlerniza-

tion program.
We are in the first 'part. of the modernization whicth occurred last

summer, at which time several new pieces of equipment were in
stalled. ,

4,1

Presently we want to get bads into production as ,soon. as possible
and we are not, this year at least, doing anything in mill moderniza-
tion. PeihapS next year we will go back into modernization and, as I
mentioned, it is d, 5-year Modenniation. plan,and we're in the second
year presently so:we do have timeto meet this

This is a rather extensive plan. It will cost approximately a quar- .
ter of a million dollars,.

.

Mr. MEEDS. How many people do you 'hire at the mill t
Mr. -Born. We employ4.wh.ether we operate one or two Shifts, Tf

we operate one shift we employ about g75 people. 444)
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Mr. Miaps.1Vell ,, you're ozrtainty operating. tivo'shifts flow ,with,
. the current price of lumber, aren't -.kti? .

Mr. BOYD. At the pitsent tiMe our log, Supply is low, iind 11.jr. ..
- Heinz can explain more why mir Jog supply is low. at this time, but

our log supply is low. We are' egg operating on a' one-shift basis
. presently. Q . . ,. . .,

,

- ,,.. Mr. MEEDS.,That's then 1754 ,,
Mr. Rom. One himdred.seventy fiver,
When we .optrate w' .h two shifts -we trap* about 200 to 210 peo-

ple. We are responsi e for the!employment of an additional 75 to 90
*people through independent lo ging contractors.

Mr. MEEDS. So the loggin. industry haS a present job worth of
somewhere around 300 people, that right?". '

. MY. Bern. Yes. ,- .. , ,

Mr. Mnens. How much do you pay/ What. is your wage rate at
the mill/

-. ,Mr. Bern. 'Qur minimum wage rate at present is $2.62 an hpur.
Mr. MEEDS. And are all of these people, or at least substantially

all of than.' Menoininees3
I

,

Mr. Born. Yes, 95 percent. '

Mr. MEEos. Are Alen.orninees..in top management positions
Mi. non,: -Yes, and in many instances ninth. More 5,o nit'i,v than attermination. . ...

. 'Mr. MEEDS. The Wolf 'River is one of thend rivers, one of the
wild scenic rivers; is it not? .. , .

Mr. DEER. Yes, it is.
Mr. MEEDS. De you find any mg incompatible with the wild and

scenic rivers status of that, an assumption of trust, responsibility by .-the Federal .Government of Ian sin Menominee County? ,Mr. DEMI.' The Wild givers ct, in tho intentions that I developed
in my paper there, does not provide for the maintenance of the bene-
fits condition. The National Park. Servicethad an extensive develop-
ment plan in mind for it. I thi k the trust responsibility. of the Fed-
eral Government Would do mottoto protect it. , 1,

Mr. MUDS. rt wouldn't inhibi it in any way? ...
Mr DEEn No.

1

.. -
Mr*. MEEDS. Do you find...: -'any prolilems in this bill withmaintenance of good ecological practices in. the County ? - ... . ..Mr. DEER. Not at all. ,

Mr. Mmes. Do you know of any enliglite'netl group of ecologists
or conservationists who are opposed to this legrslation l' . , /'Mr. -DEER. No, I don't.

.-- .
Mr. MEWS. On the other hand, -die you know some 'who are -for it?

, Mr. Drmi. The- Sierra Clubs the John. Muir Chaptel. in.Milwaukee --supports it. -
1Mr. ME.Eos. Thank you -very much, gentlemen. 1.1i

The gentleman from New Mexico. ' .Mr. Ltro.A.x. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
. Mr. Boyd, I've been looking at that exhibit A which you included ,:in the record, and also pt a- chart which ire 'had for purposes . ofbriefing;Beginning on 1968 through 19714the 'production of the for-

estry mill./.' -operation, and it shows for example that beginning in

'1 99



1902 you had net sales lumber and. forest products, -of,$2,300,000,
and then it starts gradually moving up'to 1966 where you had $4
million, and then it levels off soinewhere a little above the $3 Million
a'year. . .

But, beginning in 966, that vas your highest year :both from a
total intake and frdm a net profit that year *as V44;90.0. After that
it begins to decline over andabove the bond interest.

Mr. BOYD. That's net operating profit, if I can -in erject that, for
the forestry mill.

Mr. LUJAN'. The total -sales are in an area of $3,200,000.;
$3,300,000. It4 it Vecause the equipment ma handle it?

It goes from $373,000 to $363,000 to $306,000 and $235,000 to 1971
where it was only $122,000. Why does that happen?

Mr. Boil). There hake, been production, and breakdown problem's
of, I thillk to some extent,- demoralized work force, and I am not
fainting the work force and I 11.6pe. they don't look at it in that
sense.

I think really what has 'happened here is that the efficiencythe
workers were not working together with the management. Manage-
.meht wasn't working together with the workers to get the produc-
tion out as efficiently as it should have been-: And I think there is` a
real indication here of exhibit A and exhibit B, I think bears ,this
otrt wel4 that more "attfntimi-was,paid to the Legend Lake prOPet,
the land sales program in these years and I thihk this caused a dete-.

. rioration of the operations in the mill.
The mill operation, which is the-bread'and butter of the Menomi-

nee, stiffered. This is the future of the Afenominee.
Mr. LUJAN. For the period ending September 30, 1966 there was

only $1,100 profit in the whole operation ?
Mr. BOYD. This is a gross profit. Under(pur system of accounting,

* this is 'September 30, 1969 and in our Aysten of accounting- we
charge our sawmill operations for the cost of legs so that we can
compare on an equal basis with industry.

So, this .grois profit bears the cost of logs. 'Reflected in the cost of
sales.here. is a charge for .log Costs. Down below thist-the gross profit
line on the profit and less.statement, the log charge is credited back.
There are substantial other income items. that are added back to the
dollar fig,ures.

Mr. Lon.x. What I was gettifig at was that fqr a period of time
- it Went down. Do you think that those problems have 'been. straight-,

tined out,-, apparently, because those have been beginning to go up
ffain'? .at7Mr. Born. The past fiscal year has been encouraging. `One thing

for sure is,'we do. have tremendous lumber marloth; but this is not
the only thing. .

I think there has been a change in attitude. I think we can sense
it to a great degree. There is more ofk,a working relationship 'be-
tween the board of-directors and management, and the employees.

Mr. LUJ AN. Have you had a change in Tanagement?
Mr.'Bere..Yes, sir. There has been a change of management. -

. Mr. I3eforo te`rminationy did all of these 'funds gb into -1
tribal programs, the profits anyway, or what used to happen to the
profits from the business enterprise?I.

1.0 0 -
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Mr. Ba. n. I really can. answer tha3,t. I was quite young at that
time.

Mr. Lumr. I imagine 1 hat's what r an the school, ran, the hospital,
the law and order progr. ?

' Mr. Born. I would gaiss that's a correct statement, Ph.
Mr. LII.TAIT. So if ylat didn't, areourse, have those expenses of

property taxes and nd interest expense' and that sort of thing,
then -we could logical assume that those monies,would go for var.:
ions social programs n the resehation? aMr. Born_ i. That is robably a.logical assumption, yes, Or in the -
pansion of Menomi Enterprises itself which will result, in the-cre-
ation of additional bs.

Mr. LUJAN. Tha c you.

I

4

Mr. MiEnskThat you, gentlemen. .,

We appreciated oni; testimony. ='

The next_ grou will be a' groupf public officials. Mr.Piller,
Waukaw Mr. Ca. her and Mr. Hendricks.

STATEMENTS OF BEN MILLER, MILARY WAUKAW, ARNOLD
MR AND ROBERT HENDRICKS

Mr. MEths. r. Miller is -the chairman of the Menominee County
Board, Mr.- ukttw is the adminiStrator of the Menominee COunty
Board'. Mr. G iber is fibm the joint school district number 8. Mr.'
litihdrielth is t. a chairman of the Shawano County Board.

Mr. Hendri ks, I guess, is n"at here.
lo you all have prepared statements?
gWho is goi to Ietid off ? .

Mr. Miller.
Mr. MirzEi . That is correct.
Mr. MEEDS I see,you all have long 'statements. Would it be possi.

bie. for yOu t at4his late time in the afternoon to testify, to summa,-
rim your st ement? ,

Mr. MrLLE . Yes;I 11.1.1r, Chairm an.
Mr.. Mimi) :. Thank ell, sir.
Mr. Mn.tmt. Charrnian and members of the subcommittee, .fel-

lo* Menominees and friends, as chairman of the Menominee County
Board of 'ilpervisors and the Town Board. of the. Town of
Menominee, I will attempt to justify the reality and enactment' of
the Restoration Act and' also to reveal the impact the termination
has bad:upon the Menominee. Indian Tribe. '

This ilin'behetter-exposed as it reflects upon the town and county
units of governments, espeCially in OA areas of health, education;
and welfare. .

. Let us 'first examine health ; prior to termination .the Menominee
Indian Tribe-enjoyed a hospital in the 'village of Kegheila, and
medical, clinic in the village of Meopit. Both were staffed with doc-
tor and nurses, and even provided employment for the local Indians.

Today this has- changed.. The Menominee people were being de-
prived of inunediate and lotal medicabtare. Indians in remote areas
without tittnsportation, or any means ofeommunication had to de-
pend on good fortune in their times of illness and pain.

OP
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4List year by virtue of bill S. 4106 the Menominee COunty Bbard.
of Supervisors entered,into an,agreeniciAt .with a Federal "agency, the
National. Health Services Corp., to provide a doctor .and A. medical
center to fill a large gap in medical care,. Which, existed ever since
termination.:The fact f the matter remain's thatthe success and sol-
vency of the so-called memorandum of agreenlent,4cs based on reve-
nues of :thifd party collections, such as Blue -.Shield, Blue Cross,
health and medical insurances, iyecause of a shared cost stipulation
The- Menominee County Government has levied' approximg.tely
$8,000'm appropriations and resolutions and .can.'verity an in-kind
contributions in excess of $50;090,, 4

My -sincere appraiSal of the memorandum of agreement with the
'Federal Government is that the Menominee Indian is not getting
something for nothing,, but at the very least it is something that the
'Menominee County Board long realized and was overdue for the
Mepinninee Indians.

The subject of education in Menominee County is wOrthy of men-,
tion as it reflects on the tax levy by local municipalities. Our partic.
ipatiou in the area of education is one of great importance for the
benefit and lii!elitiood of the Menominee Indian, for education offers
the best and only opportunity for the success of the individual.

The.educatioa,of the :Menominee Indian should be our first prior -'
, ity..0iir last assessment for the Town of Menominee by Joint School

District Number 8 was in excess of $574,000; as a result the Town of
Menoinihee contributes in excess of 21 percent toward the operation
of the school district.

I have prsedieted- that if the trend of our increases in equalized
.valuation holds true, ind provided tie mill rate. increases invpropor-
tion,or even remain.' constant, the ' own of Menominee in the near

e will be assessed $7501000-for e treating thq pe,ople of Menoini-
nee COM'S*.

Considering the fact that, VOcational School. District 'Number 15
has assessed Menominee County for $33,446, edueatibn alone consti-
totes an estimated 61 percent of our total lax rate. This not only re-
veals the importance of education to ti4e Menominee Indians, but it
als9 reveals the fax burden it has pladed on the .people residing as
taxpayers in Menominee .COunty, and the Menominee.Indians them-.

WELFARE AND SOCIAL SERVICES

In, order to properly analyze and ascertain the existing poverty
level of the Thdians of Menominee County, one must realize the im-
ilact of termination on expenditures budgeted for categorical.aida in
the Menominee' County DePartment of Social Serviees,.because Me- .
nominee Comity hate. been recognized led declared as a distressed
county since. termination.'

-We are one of only three, counties in the State of Wisconsin that
qualify for a 80 to 20 percent categorical aids mathematic formula
in determining the county's share of expenditures levied:against the
taxpayers. This formula is applicable against our total' categorical
aids budget as follows:

Old age assistance, $48,000;1,41 to the blind, $7,900; aid to the
disabled, ;338,0001 aid to families-with &pendent chi'ldren, 088,000;

,1" f
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medical assistance, $3090100; subtotal on categorical aids is.$800,606.
-. Welfare administration is $361;000. Incidentally, the county's
share on that is 6.5 percent. The total is'$1,251,600.

7 These figmies constitute the total amount of funds needed for cate-
gorical aids and administration. It. does indeed project a grim plc.;
hire., considering the total amount of recipients receiving aids in

_ Mi.nominee County is approximately COO individualS, which is 23
percent of our total population. .,

,
I liar tinbraitted the adopted county awl, town budgets' for the

record, the :tax rates, and, restoration. Considerable concern has-been
expressed' as to how restoration would 'reflect Oil non-Menominees.
Let's take the present town and county of Menominee. '

In addition to th I, exorbitant expenditures in categorical aids, the
town of Menoniinee levies a tax in the amount of $10,164 in general:
relief, for.indjgent r needy Indians. At one time my,concern for hi-

- ereashagr, expenditures in welfare aids in the Afenominee Coipty
budgets came to a point that I took procedures provided loy Wiscon-
sin statutes for distressed counties,to apply for additional revenues

. and aids to clintliinthe rising c6sts of welfar,e.
A State- agency made an inVestigation Of the financial status of -

Menominee County. As a result of th4t inquiry, Afenonlinee County .

was denied additional financial assistance us distressed county be-
cause our fax delinquencieswere at that time in excess (4'4,455,000.
Yes !

As ehairman of, the conntv and 'town boards I have the most un-
pleasant, nty of faking legill piocedures against tax delinquencies
and wrench the last parcel of land from the Indian who once
roamed and owned the eastern portion pf the State of Wisconsin. It
is With exhime'reluctance that I have 'to by law take these preee-
(lures against my own people. . .

°

TAX RATEE( AVER RESTORAT/04

Considerable concern has been expressed of hOw the Restoration
Act woulk reflect upon the non-Menominees as taxpayers in the .

1 town and equity of Menominee: I maintain that the land held by
Menominee Enterprises Inc. and the, individual Menominees would

.t . be held in trust by the Federal Government, which means the total
amount of equaling valuation of $35,089,400 Would. decrease by
$t0,115,00 or 07 percent.

This would result in a remaining valuation of $15,574,000 or 437
percent,, subject to taxation but because of the fact the enactment of
the ReAtoration 'Act . would entitle the Menominee Indian Tribe to
substantia.14ei-ennes in the fields of health, education, welfare, rani -

. tation; and roads, it would be unfiir to levy these categories against.
the non-Menomhiees as taxpayers.

Presently the tax levies for these categories are as follows:
Health, $3,000: sducation $600,000; welfare, , (county share)

$110,000; sanitation, $100.000; county roads, $74000; town roads,
$60.000; town relief, $16,000; a tottt4 of $1,00,000.

With the anticipation a Federal revenues of this magnitude it is .

quite obvious to me that the remaining valuation of $15,574,000_ for
non-Menominees would'realize a substantial decrease in tax rates.

1u3
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Several non-Menominee land owners have ezpiwsed concern of theincrease in tax rates after restoration, and that the county officials
would deliberately increase budgetary expenditures that would even-tually increase tax rates. This is totally unfounded)

The inclination of intentional increasing tax rates upon en-Me-
nominee taxpayers is provided with safeguards against unfair. taxa-tion by. Wisconsin statute, ,thapter 70, section 62, subsection 20, °-paragraph (a) which reads at follows:

' In counties containing one town only, the..totai amount of county 'taxesas5eu4ed, levied and earrted out against taxable property of such county in any1 year shall not exceed in the whole, VA percent of the total valuation of saidBounty for the current year as ilxed by the Department of Revenue.
Recently I have been in communication with the Native AmericanRights Fund in regard to the Restoration Act. At this time I takethis opportunity to present as testimony a Memorandum containing

the subject of unreasonable Taxation of taxpayers after restoration,of which I wholeheartedly agree.
The Menominee, County Board of Supervisors have since the inkception of the county placed great emphasis in containing expendi-tures for the sole purpose of decreasing tax rates. We do this not

only to accommodate the Menominee people, but because we have theintegrity and responsibility as public officials to treat all taxpayers
equally and without digrrimination, regardless of nationality.

Mr. MvEns. That memorandum regarding' taxation of taxpayersafter restoration has already been entered. &Alia record. by Mr.Wilkinson.
Mr. Mit,t,sn. I have endeavored to present testimony on H.R. 7421to,the best of fin. ability. It prompts me to' recall, the transition pe-riod when the Menominee Indians were terminated from the super-vision of the .Federal Government.
It was tlw time the Menominee Indian first heard We word, taxa-tion, and could hardly pronounce it, much less Understand thedefinition of it. It was the beginning of a period that has Spelledhardship, turmoil and anguish.
'Phis is why I say the Termination Act has created so many injus-,flees upon the' American Indians, that it is now bothering the na-tional conscience. America should not rectify these inequities anddevelop a fair national policy governing future treatment of Indi-ans. for it is only by this policy the treatment of Indians shall nbthe declared as another national disgrace.
In conclusion, I sincerely endorse any form of legislation thatwould reverse this monstrosity commonly known as the TerminationAct.. This is why I attempted to show where we have been in thepast, and what to e? petit in the /aura, for I am aware of the ro ethe county and tdwn governments must play to implement the re - ,itv of the Restoration Act. I conclude with the hope for sure inthis great, venture.
That concludes my testimony, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEns. Thank you very much, Mr. Miller.
If the other gentlemen will proceed, then we will ask all the gues-s dons at one time.
Mr. Waukaw.

4



Mr. Warr &w. Mr.:. Chairman, members of the committee. My
name is Hilary Waukaw, .Sr. I am a member of fin) MenomineeTribe.

First of all I would like to 'address my comments to the Chair andalso to my Menominee people.
Mr. Chairman, I am appearing here today in my role as Adminis-

trator of Menominee County. I arnin favor of the concept of resto-
. ration of the Menominee people to their status as Indians and plac-

ing the assets under Federal trust status.
There Are a couple of basic points I would like to speak on. Onethat I can see as administrator is the continuance of services for the

Menominee People at the level that they now have. ,he main onesare welfare, health, education, and law. and order.
I believe that some basic local governmental entity should. bemaintained to administer these various programs on a. local level,with a concerned and determined local input.
These programs are now itdministereil on a county and town leVeli

with local participation and input. It -would be a .sad day for theMenominee people if they were made to obttbin these 'services fromentities or areas that would not consider them with the heartfelt
Consideration, or be receptive to local input, on basic needs.

I refer also in particular; to page 8, lines 3, 4, 5, 6 and IT of the billin which a continuation of services Is mentioned. The other basicpoint is that it is imperative that there ought to be an iron cladguarantee that provisions be made for a continuation of these gov-ernmental services. Iave a fear that unless some provision is Made
that the Menominee people will be left without such services and the
Menominee people have suffered ion); enough ipid too much to haveto go through this.

What I am referring to is that the Menominee People not be:leftin a no-man's land .for any period of time, where they are notred-oral or they are not State, m regard to the providing of essential
services.

And it is of basic importance that threpassage of the Act and theappreciation of funds -be at. the same time, so that the Menominee
people can have the peace of mind that services will be .provided and
not interrupted.

Mr. MrEns. Thank you very much, Mr. Waukaw.
Mr. Gruber, please. SuperintendentGruber, iilease proceed, sir.
Mr. GltrlIER.- Mr. Chairman, committed members.
The Joint. School District No. 8 maintains a neutral position withregard to 'Menominee (`amity restoration considerations under pro-posed legislation: The district is well aware of. and supports the./ilenominee quest for self determination in, government as well as ineducation. The dominant policy of Federal, Goyernment has been to-wards assimilation. It is apparent, that many of our local .educa-

tional problems ,do stem from the policy towards assimilation and ifs,*appears that it is against these efforts that the .1enominees findobjection.
Although we may support everyone's quest for self determinationin education we have no sound legal theory to support the right-of

Indians to control their children's ethicationsuch a theory, we feel,
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11,
neened if the district, is to comply with stated Menominee .de-

mands.
Joint IY6trict No. 8 liasIbedn cited by the CivilAlights Division of

Health, Education and Welfare. We do not feel that this citation
identifies the District as unique in its practices as compared to other
school districts within the State and Nation. The compliance import
recognizes that efforts over and above normal traditional efforts have
been made in the education of Menominees but the charge is to pro-
vide ,additional efforts in amount and quality until such time that
Menominee children perform academically at the same level as de-
ter

aities
le by. group stanilardized tests, as their non-Indian chiss-

in
The school district does no feel that the concerns expressed and

the problems identified should be considered as strictly local prob-
lems. Their source and Causes are much deeper and much more ex-
pansive. Yet. the districtlias been relativaly isolated from State and
Federal assistance. in possible solutions.

The district almost solely continues to cope with the problem
which has created fiscal concerns that should not and cannot be
borne solely on a 1,oettl--level. The district within its ability and finan-
cial potential continues to provide' quality traditional education and
meets :Menominee and Health, Education, aid .Welfare Dipartment
complaints and demands viiitlun reason and to the extent o its finan-
cial and professional abilities. ft is evident that there exists among a
significant number of Menominees a desire and a feeling of need for.
a separate Menominee controlled school district. It is not. difficult to
support a people:4 desire for self-determinationfor a right and op-
portunity to try7efor the opportnity to succeed. We. honor these de-
sires within t11 e4,onstraints of ourresenfrlaWs.

Then I ,have given some statistics which are on file. One thing, I
think, cif importance is that Menominee Comity provides 21.7 per-
cent of the enrollment as of May 4, 1973 and provides 22.87 .percent
of the taxes in our district..

The tax Ivry vias_ba,,ed on Menominee County equalized. value of
$.32,011,800. .The comparable] total district equalized valuation was
$139,943,200.

The 1972 Menominee 'County equalized value will increase to
$35,689,409. The total district -equalized value will increase to
$153.,291,203. If my computation is correct 'hereI did it manually
the percent of taxes that Menominee County will pay to the school
district will increase to 23.21 percent. -

We hope that the committeealthough we do Nemeth say that ive
take a neutral stand on the legislation- -we do understand their ex-
pressed desire for separate educational system as, they have in Wyo.-
ming, but there are some concerns that we hope the committee will
pay close attention to.

We hope that the committee, in considering the restoration, will
gives thought to, the following concerns:

One. What effect =Add restoration have upon Menominee mem-*
bership in joint school district No. 8.

Two. Will restoration provide for self-determination of the educa-
tion of Menominees.

i 6
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Three. If the educational structure is to remain as it is what finan-
cial assistance will' be provided to accomplish specific educational
needs and the desires of the Menominees.

Now, this means in adidition to the traditional type of education
that the white culture is accustomed to.

Four. During this period d membership in joint district No.. 8 a
$1,935,000 building -bond referendum was passed. Remaining indebt-
edness on this bond including principal and interest is$2,187,768.44
who will asssume the Menominee County share?

.

That is my testimony. Thank you . .

Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Gruber.
I will start my questions with you, sir_, Mr. Gruber.
You say, in your question number three, what Would be done to .

provide specific _educational needs and desires of the Menominees
above and beyond traditional education. I assume you mean special
Indian education prOgrams?

Mr. Gaunna. Yes. Special_ concern towards cultural sensitivity and
Indian needs and expressed desires.

Mr. REEDS. What kind Of programs are you presently providing
in this area in district 8?

Mr. Gnunrn. With what regard?
Mr. MEEDS. Well, what kinds of special programs for Indian clii14

dren above and beyond the traditional education programs.
Mr. GRunER. Okay, we do have, all of 'eur title money goes into

Menominee County and that's approximately $118,000 per year.
We have three basic objectives. One, it is an effort toward attitu-

dinal change towards school. Two, health; Three, remediation.
In addition we did have a title 3 program on individualizing in-

struction. All of this money was dedicated to education in Menomi-
nee County where we did, try to develop and did develop some
package showing cultural sensitivity and individualized instruction
of Menominees.

Mr. MEEDS. no you have Menominee cultural classes in tligtrict 8?
Mr. GRUBER. We are trying fo develop them at the present time.
Mr. MEEDS. nit you don't have the yet?
Mr. GRUBER. Yes, we do have 601110 em, but we aro refunding

them and we are expanding our cours
Mr. Mmes. Would you tell me a t them?
Mr. Gamma. Well, take for torrco the self-awareness unit. We

start With the primary grades, trying to get the children to under-
stand jusl, who thdy are and then1 want them to understand who

' they are in relation to other pe,ople, other kinds of people.
We study comparative people:7We study Menominee County gov-

ernment. We have Mr. Miller c6ine in to explain government. We
study Shawano County government. ,

We have been weak
Mr. MEEDS. you have any Classes teaching the history of the

(Treat men in Menolhinee history? Men and women?
Mr. GnunEn. We litt'Ve some as a part of our totaloocial studies

0- course but not as a separate course. And here again, this is where
the effort and the money comes in. It's ,riot easy to find this kind of

4 material.
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If it is available, anti much of it is not available, much of it has
to be developed on a local level and it takes expertise which our
local system does not employ.

Mr. MUDS' What percentage of your total. title I entitlement
comes because of the attendance of Menominee County children- in

. district 8?
Mr. GRUBER. ',think it per ,ent, 55 percent on the basis of the

. Menominee children.
Mr. MEEDs. You are spending all o our title I?

thwBER. It had been all, but ne-half of the directbrs salary
'and we have picked that up so that Pall of it goes into Menominee
County.

Mr. Mr.r.os. So all of your title I funds are going into Menominee\
County?

Mr. Gramm Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. How long has that been?
Mr. Gnt-unn. Since we had title I.
I have to modify that. We did, have one program in science on the

high school level whieli was basically accommodating Menominee stu-
dents, but there were some other students involved.

Mr. MEnos..Do you have any children in digtrict 8 who are impa
aid children?

Mr. (ilium R. No.
Mr. 1Inens. Do you know what the comparable districts surround-

ing you are receiving for aid children under impact aid?
Mr. GRUnER. NU an amount, but I know that it is very helpful

it em.
Mr. MEP:bs. Would it be in excess of $40Q a year probably?
Mr. anuann. I'm not aware.
Mr. MEcns. Irdw many children in the district 8 school system are

from Menominee County?
Mr. GanEn. As of May 4, 790.
Mr. MEI:DS. And that'S 21 percent of your school population in

district 8?
Mr. Gatat. Yes.
In addition to that we have, I thinly;, --I don't have The numbers

'here, but we have about 50 Menominee children living in Shawano
County. We also have a large number' of Stockbridge-Munsee Indi-
ans in our district and they're not counted in this number: This is
just Menominee.

Mr. MEEDS. You do operate one school in Menominee. County?
-ciMr. GRUBER. We operate two schools.

Mr. MEEDS. These are grade schools?
Mr. tlatutun. They are preschool through grade 5. Then they enter

into a middle schoot in Shawano-embodying grades 0, 7, and 8.
Mr. M1Rns. For the most distant child. in Menominee County

tending grade ,6 in Menominee County, how long a bi ride is that? ,

Mr. CinttEn. As far as time is concerned?
Mr. MEEDS. Yes.
,71r. Gamut: About an hour and it minutes, is the longest.
Mr. Mums. One way or, two way?
Mr. GRIMM One way. And we have non-Menominees that.ride a

comparable distance. Our district' is 575 square miles in area, 27
miles north. and south and 25 east and west.

11111.1.1.1M.I.MMIIIMMIIMMIIMMOIN111
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Mr. MEEns. &ow, 'what problemt did 'you have under the ,Civit .

%Rights Acted 1061 which caused you telreceive,trte title 4 citation?
Mr; GRUBER. DO you want me to list tire five ?

.
,

Mr. MUDS. *ViTere, there .five? -
4.,111 C4ntBtx-irh-erzwerfi-ffe--'-elttttitbfi§: 1 4

Mr, MBEBS. Well, give me some general ided. .

Mr. Girtreth.'N-umber ohe, was labeled unequal education and I
- "";" asked or an explanation of that. Ilnegyal education'to'thtm, theY

acloSowledged that'hore thari-the 4trAditionar has been offered but
they based. the inequal Charge on the fact that Meiloramee children
Zdid'notperfoi'm at a.compkrable level to thp nonrMenontibee child.
Mid our Challenge iXto do whatever we have to do until ,such -time
that thc(Zienominee perform a5thei,same level as the non- .
Menominee sliilc. - .
,Also, ,they found that qui. 'sectioning, we had been-sectioning

stUdents,uccortling to their. streligths'and weaknesses in-their aca-
demic class. , `. -

r. Mros.--We call ihat.,,tract system.
Mr. 0.#01.3ER. Tract system or homogeneous,grouping.-IIEW said

that Whenever you:use a,-:system- that 'results in -a disproportionate
. giunabir.of Indians beingm. a. paapticular clots, this is discrimination.
Gonseguentlyi diey,:ehialenked 4,6 remove the homogeneous;
grouping ampl,,,ottb heterogeneous grumping which is, just mix them. ,

That was number two.' ,
. Number tlikee in special eduCation we- tised the guidelines:, state

guidelines foreplacing.students into special education 'classes. Oxe of
. the criteria or stan,dards,, was the standardized group tests.Again,
,j1IEW states thatii a metric is-used which results in a dispropor-I

tioriate number of Meriominees in a given seotiOli,qins. is discrimma-
: tfon. OongeTiently We are to use some other method which ;vie have

already devised and 'a more' personglized evaluation other than
standardized testing and the methods that Wad' been as date

0-,This is iI-say, it doesn't roakous unique. We are doing 'what'
others have done, but we have othe problems!. Anbiher one is coun-;-
seling services in the staffin . e ave not been ablevto hire Indian
staff members. Wok have ha them at times; we have lost them and
we just haven't 'beep able to do it. This year we are going into the
Inclian teacher corps program in an' effort to help develop---t-

Mr. MEEDS. Have you eve-i. before done any ..kind of recruitment
"programs to get Indiani?

Mr. GRUBER, We have a? vast recruitment program in our district-
where we circularized 104 placement offices and institutions. We get
in' contaot.with the various bUreaus, Indianbureaus and so on to sees
if we can't get them, but they.are not available.

We also feel that because of th distance Menominees are de-
prived of an opportunity, equal oppOrtunity, lo participate in extra
curricular activities and that the district must do something- to make
this more available to Menominees that have distances and live dis-
tances from the -school. This, of coilrse, also -wouldapply to other
rural people within other corners of our district.

That, basically;is the five compliance charges that have been made
and that I have cikularized within the .community.
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Mr. MEnas. And You don't think that's fairly unique?. YOu-iden-
., tify the district and say, we do not feel that this-situation identifies -

the +district as unique in its practice in compasoli to ^g-her slistricts7.
. ,in the state and the nation ? . , - .

4.-. GRUBEICIc04 not as a practice. , ... . .We. are unique' beeausewe are the only district within the State of
Wisdonsin. that went thFlirmgh a Health, Education and Welfare evad- ..';
uation, and we were exposed to that, we 'are told, because we have a '
Student population of ovtr 500,.iuider 60,0'00, and 4 large'number of 1. ,

minority people.
. t

Mr. .MEE10: You have about 25 'percent of your student body. In-'
than children, right ? . , . . ..

.

. .

Mr. GnuenA. Right. 'But what I made- reference ,to was that our
practices were not unique. e

Mr. MEEDS. 'nu say you have no sound legal theory 'to support
the right of Indians to control their children's- education? . .

Mr. GRUBER. Such a. theory, we feel, is needed if the district is to
comply"with the stated Menominee demands.t Mr. MEEDS. Are you aware of the Indian Education Ad of 1972?

Mr. GRUBER. Well, perhaps not completely. ,

ir Mr. MEEns. Well, maybe you'd better get aware of it, because
there is such a theory, and I think it's 'pretty sound legal thttory too.

,Mr. GRUBER. Well, we're nwking application under the bill.
Mr. MEEDS. I'm glad to hear 'Lila.'
Mr. GRUBER. -The only thing is, weleard it about a week ago, I

think, and the deadline for application is June 5.
Mr. MEEDS. Well, you might. check with the Office. of education on

that-Some of 'IA have been talking about that deadline for 18
months now. _ . ,

We have had a little trouble with the Office of Education on it.
Mr. GRUBER. Well, we'll have a good deal more trouble than

youtve had. . .

Mr. MEEDS. Do you think there's any sound legal theory to sup-
, polyt the right of anybody to. control their children's education?

-.

. Mr. GrjUBER. I think so. ,i,

om e s'oun
. ,.

' ,Mr: Mimes. Why shOuldli st.there' be d legal theory-for.Indians too?
Mr. GRUBER. I say there should be.

mfr. MEEDS. But you don't think there is now?
Mr. GRUBER. I don't, think the Indians feel that there is, and I

don't think that I feel that there isthat they could havetheir own
school system if giat's what they desire.

Mr. Mums. Well, if we had a reservation in this area composed of
this county, and the ,Menominees. controlled. the school board and.
tReir whole education system, that would meet then with your `feel-
ing that everyone should have a tight to control their own?

Mr. GRUBER. I feel that everyone should have a right to control
'the education of their children. -

Mr. MEEDS. Very good. 6

Mr. Miller, could I go into this budget.With you a little bit?
I hate to take a long, but I'm getting an education here and it's

probably pretty essential that I get educated.

1 10
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nee on page --I guess these 13ages aren't munberedbut on the
cohnty budget, . I don't see anything substantial with reference to In-
dian education here,..*Wliy is that?

You have saopoo.a assume that's.mosstly recreation.
MiLUER'.. Well, the-bigges portiofi-that -I mentioned there in

excess of the $574,000 has been levied to the town and we don't show
it in our town budget. .

Mr. Minns. Levied in your town?
The town is next to it and I don't see it there either. ,

Mr. Milan. Nol.it isn't.
We don't show it in-either budget, but it affects the tax rate. .We

levied it,
Mr..Mnens. It comes out ae.a separatelevy, then, to district 8?
Mr. MILLER. That's right. The only one that you'll find. in there as

tar as education is the assessment on vocational. schools and. that is
under county. - ,

Mr. WEEDS. So, if we go then to Mr. Gruber's" testithony, you
picked $574647,41 as the amount that's levied

Mr. Arnim . I. used whole figures there, Mr: Chairman.
Mr. MEEDS. Is that entire amount levied in this county?
Mr. MILLER. That is correct.
Mr. MEEDS. So this doesn't, .then, contain that amount which is 21

percent of your budget?
Mr. Gruber, it d.oes not contain your entitlement which you re-

ceived -for Menominee children who are attending and. receiving aid
ufider title I?

Mr. GRUBER. No.
Mr. Mims. And that is how much ?
Mr, GRUBER. Title I, I believe, is $118,000. I don't have the figure

here. .

Mr. MEEDS. About $118,000 because of Menominee children?
Mr. Gnuann. No. The total amount is coming in here. Now, 55 per-

cent of that
Mr. MREDS. So we've got another, say, $60,000.
Now, do you get any other funds, Mr. Gruber, because of Menomi-

nee children attending district 8?
Mr. CinunEn. No. That's all. .

Welljyou get your general-State aids..
Mr. MEEDS. How much?
Mr. GRIThER. But not because of Menominee County students.

MEEDS. Any students?
Mr. Gummi. Yes. v
Mr. MEEDS. But in trying to determine the relative responsibility'

here for the Menominees, itthey are paying their own way in iyour
school system in district 8, can you tell me about how much *ould
that State aid be because of the number of kids in 1VIenominee
County ?

Mr. GRIMIER. It would have to be 21 percent because it's based. on.
school.population.

Mr- WIPED% So in addition to the $5741000, the $60,000, you get an-
, other 21 percent contribution because of the attendance of Menomi-
nee children? A

Mr. GRUBER. Yes.
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- Mr. M),TRos. Well, it appears that district 8, which contains only
23 percent of Menominee children, gets almost half of 'its total
budget because of thesechildren.

11.1r..Gatinnit. 116. 4
Arr.. TITOMPSON, Whil0:137011. have as far_as the tax base is 21 per-

',cent of fire total tax levied` in district ,8 on properly taxes comes
from Afenorninee*County, I believe, 22 percent.

Mr. AftEns. Right.
That's the $574,00.0?

. Mr. THOMPSON. Thais correct.
Nov:, pan. asked how much additional funds accrued to 'district 8

because of children in Menominee County. If we took the aids that
we recei've which is estimated at appronmately $660.000, 21.8 per-
cent will then logically be contributed of that for those children.

Those would also have to clears with all and any other aids that,might develop.
Now, if I understood your question correctly, it has to have twofold is it because the Mpnommee County children per se ar is it be-cause of Menominee Indians?
Mr, ALEEns. Well, there isn't too much difference, is there?
Mr. Tfloxeso.w. "Well, there is in the figures that you: are askingfor.
Mr. MnEns. How much difference? What percentage of the chil-

dren coming out of Menominee. County attending district 8 are notIndian. children?
It's not even 10 percent, is it?
Mr. THOMPSON. Oh, yes.

MEEDS. What is it?
Mr. THOMPSON. 78.2 iDercent.
Mr. MEEns. Out of Menominee. County?
Mr. THoursoN. No, out of the district.
Mr. MEEDS I'm asking you, out of Menominee County.
Mr. THOMPSON. A very negligible percent. It's less than 1 percent."'
Mr. MEnns. So for ail intents and purposes we are talking about,

all Indian children coming out of MenommeeCounty.
Mr. Tironirsoic. This is correct.
Mr. MEEDS. Now, maybe 'm wrong here, your total budget, what

you received from the State, is it $2,511,987.?
Mr. Triomrsoicr. That isthe budget for -the district was. some$3.200,000.

-

Mr. 141Enns. Well, that's where our problem is.
Mr. THOMPSON...The 21 percent represents the tax levied for the

entire district $211,000; $2 million.
Mr. AfnEns. So your school budget, then, we would add in the

state contribution to that?
Well, that's the problein we/have.
In any event, could I have your name,sir?
Mr. Titomrsoic. John Thompson.
Rfr. MEEDS: And you are--
Mr. THOMPSoN. ASSIStant $uporintendent.
Mr. MEnns. In any event, the Menominee monlw coming into dis-trict 8 because of the attendance of Menominee children, is in excessof 25 percent of your buaget; of'your total budget?
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Mr. Tpaiesos. No. If you t -boliL the tax base that you have, it's
52.8. percent.. If it were possible,.Aben, to break out all other aids and
separate them becp.use of children, we have 21 percent of children.

from Menominee county:
1e can attribute then, all other aids as 51 percent. If I have to

give a flat figure, I would say Of all the budgeted amounts that the
district has for operation capital outlay,'and debtservice retirement,
approximately 22 percent can be attributed to MenOmine-e'Coluity,-

Mr. MIZEDS. About the same ratio .as theshildren attending?
.Mr. TzorarsoN, Somewhat higher than That by one-half percent.
Mr, AfEEDS. Well that thin. also is 'not. just operational expense.

That's also debt,service on building? '
Mr. Lummox. Tildes cortect.And, capital outlay.. o no

ceive State aid On debt service or capital outlay § the exception
of one area of capital outlay in Which we are al wed to pull 40 per
cent out fo'r operational :expenses of the sell, district according tothe State formula.

Mr. MEEDS. Just by rule-of thumb, you w uld probably be entitled
in district 8 to an additional 100,000. in ederal funds from public
Law 874; if this were *areservation becau- = of the attendance of Me-
nominee children. ,

Could you do good With that?
Mr. Gimimu. $400,900 worth.
Mr. ara..eix. If the, gentleman would Yi ld.
They'd better note start spending that because they loSe their tax

base.
Mr. THOMPSON. ,That's right. You,'re t lking about reducing that

by whatever taxes.-would be levied agains that portion of real. estate
that is removed_ from: district 8.

Mr. Mimes. NOW, as I understand the =tel thruSt of your testi-
mony, Mr. Miller, it is that you believe tha if restoration as in this
legislatiqn were passed, taxes would go dow i for the local citizens in
Menominee County ?

Mr. Mrrx,En. That is my honest opinion. 'm talking about the re-.
maining Valuation which I quoted as $15 million, in excess of $15. .

Million, yes, that iecorrect.
Mr. Mmos. Fine.
Thank you,gentleruen,

'The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. LIMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I won't take very long.
Just a couple of points I want to clear up. .

Mr, Waukaw, you mentioned in your -testimony that it era-tive that there be an iron-clad guarantee that provisions be rea for
the continuation of governmental services,, and you referred to pa,
8, lines 3, 4, 5, 0 mid 7 of the bill, that being section 0 (e).-

c. I thought that'd what it did, since it says the secretary of the
Menominee Restoration Committee shall consult with the appropri-
ate State-and local Government officials to assure that the provisions,
of the necessary governmental services is-not impaired as a t.'result of
the transfer of assets provided in this section.

Do you think that Wording should be changed?
Mr. WATTKAW. No, I don't. think it should be changed, but what's

written in the bill now isn't what CMOs out in yotir final result, that
would be my concern.
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Mr. LUJAN. Iu.other words, `you want that section 6(e):Ieft intact,
to beSure doettt get lost in t shuffle.

Mr. WAIJKAW. Yes. You can put anything in the bill, but what
comes doWn .as the final result is my concern.

Mr. LITTAIS. On the question of taxation, I'vb been doing some
plajing around:with some figures here. . ,

pre.sent.tax levies for the various categories, you 'assigned a
figure to them: I am assuming that Menominee County, therr what
woulttbecorne the Menominee Reservation, if it is restored, that all
of the healthmeeds will be met the same its we db for all Indian -

.CitiZeIlS; so that that iten.4$23,000 would be eliminated for figur-,
ing as far as your tax levy is concerned, so with the $609;000, de-,
pending on what system we go to for education, it could be a BIA
school or whatever. . f°

MILLER. Yes, I added $574,000 against $33,000 to come up
-4 with $600,000.

Mr. Lva-Arr. ..And then county roads would then be reservation
roads, and you would eliminate that $71,000 item.
Mr: MILLER. Yes.
Mr. LUJAN. And so, totalling quickly, just those three items, that's

$703,000 out of the total tax levies of $1 million so that the county
expenditures Would drop 70 percent,

Yon,would only have to raise, -well, much lesithan.$300,000 on the
remaining property- so that in effect, I think that the tax rate for
private lands would go down.

Mr. MILLER. That is why I based my opinion in there on the in-
flux of Federal monies, especially, in the field's of health, education,
and 'welfare. And like you said, roads, which is $71,000 for the
county and $60,000 in the towns.

That is the reason why I formed that opinion there, that the tax
rate would obviously decrease.

Mr. LILIAN. All right, very quickly then, do you know how much
came in Federalfunds into the town and county during 1972 under
maybe IITJD programs or housing, water, and sewer -- excluding
schools because that is the next question?

Mr. Mumr.a. We don't show any housing in our county budgets..
We are completely divorced from that, although we sponsored that.
The most significant form of Federal subsidies there is in our social
services on, like I said, the 80-20 mathematical formula, on how
they figure out our categorical aids. /

Mr. LUJAN. Was there in 1972 a housing grant of any kind?
Mr. WAtTKAw. Could I answer that, sir?
Mr. LTIJAN. Yes.
Mr. WAuicAw.,Yes, there was a housing grant. It we-based on the

normal HUD procedures; we have established the Menominee
Countrliousing Authority.

The first phase of the housing project Wisconsin 27-1 for 5.0
units have been completed with 100 percept occupancy. That viras
$800,000. .

The second Phase, Wisconsin 27-2 project, was about $11750,000
for 66 units of housing, which is at the present time about 75 per-
cent .completed and occupied.

Mr. LUJAN. Are those turnkey projects?
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Mr.' WAUIriic. Turnkey with the Menominee Tribe as the housing
authority, and also the developer with Menominee Enterprises, Inc.

- Mr. LIMAN. How about sewer grants?
WAUKAW. We do have a. special 'account that was granted

from previous expenditures of approximately $170,000 that is 'ear-
marked for continuing sewer and water projects that has to be ex-
pended` according to the Public Health SeMce, Indian Branch rules
and regulations.

Mr. MILLER. I might add, I forgit when you talked. about Federal
subsidies,* there is the. Federal -revenue:sharing, is what I should

-have said..
Mr. WArmitw. You want an insight on Federal revenne-sharing? I.

can give yoii that in a moment.
LtraAx. That was $67,000, wasn't it

Mr. WATTICAW, Notwe had the Federal revenue-sharkrtg in 1972 of
$73.725. In 1973 the first entitlement was'$21,347.

Mr. trovAx. So you end up with about $43,000?
Mr. WM-1mm. No, ve'll be totalling $86,000 for this year.

Ltralx. }low. nmeh Washove about the schools? How much
came in under titleI in Federal funds?

Mr. GRUBER. Are you speaking of hot lunch support and things.;of

Mr. GRUBER. About a quarter of a million dollars. .

this sort?
Mr. Limn *: Yes.

Mr. Ltrawiv. In spite of the fact that it would be a reservation, it
would not be affected at alf ?

Mr. GRUBER: No; it's based on the number of meals served and so
on.

Mr. arJAlst. How about titlp I, the factthat the reservation is not
. \ affected?

Mr. GRUBER. Yet. 0
Mr. LeinN. You don't get that?

. Mr, .GRUBER. No; it's based on the number of needy children. We
would-lose the Menominee portion of it.

. Mr. Mans. If the gentleman would yield at that Point, I think
there is a double count on Indians if they. are on reservations. Do
you'mean now?

,Lt7AN.. My questioning .vas. directed towards, how is the
school system going to by better off to get 874 funds of about
$100,000, and you end up losing in other areas?

Are you gclIng to be a plus or tt minus as far as the Federal Gov-
Grnment is concerned? I realize that you're going to lose that base
property. You're not going to lose all of the $574.000 because you'll
be getting some of that?

Mr. Gramm.. We think that if district 8 remains as it is, and if
some provision's were made for the balance of thebond indebtedness,
that would not be taken care of by taxes.

I think generally the school district would be bettor for it,
wouldn't you say so, (Tohn?

Mr. THoxrsorr. Yes. I'm not certain as to the effects .of restora-
tion on title I. Title I is based on need, and two of the areas that
are counted are aid to 'dependent children and low:income families.

Now, whether the definition of these two would be changed be-

1
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cause of restoration nave no idea. If they are, they .could Substan-
tially affect that portion oflaid ,that we receive from the FederalrGovernment under title I.

, Mr; . sow, would you not like to take, not a neutral Rosi-
tion on the restoration? [Ghnerallittghter.]

I have no further questions,
Mr. MEEDS. Just one further 4Servation.

, In addition to the .approximately $400 p00- which would come as
an entitlement under 874, q.'diStrict serving' that many Menominee
children, reservation Children iv.ould receive an additional $400,000

AV under Johnson-O'Malley and 'some 'additional money under the In-
. dian Education Act, and' you woilld also still have some .assessed val-

uation in the county of probably a, couple of hundred thousand° dol-
lars worth of income.

Mr. litra-AN. Don't you, get over and. above that under 874 funds
'for it county that-is around a 25- percent figure/

Mr. MEEDS. No; that would simply put them inti?,.4e lqategory
Which they refer toys super -A's, in which every liudget 'of which
am aware has been funded at 160 percent. 1,

Mr. GIMBER. The Afenominees base eicpressed another concern
presently' that they're not dlassified'as Indians as far as*Federal

. scholarships and 'so on, and education, are concerned, and it Would
not help the district, particularly but it would help the Menominees/ specifically to be under the Federal status.

-14% Mr. MEEns. Presently they're .not entitled to scholarships under
BIA?

. Mr. GRVBE.R. They are under State but not under Federal.
Mr. MEEns. Well, we thank you gentlemen very much for yoifr

very enlightening tiiotimony. We had been waiting for you.
Our next witness is Mr. George Kenote.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE KENOTE

Mr: Mmes. We are very happy to have you before the committee,
Mr. Denote. The counsel tells me we're supposed to be out of here at

° <5 :30, but I know that you've long been interested in this problem, so
please feel free to take whatever time you think is necessary to get
your view expressed. -

Mr. lq4,iyrE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Congressman Lilian.
I have not prepared any statement but I do have some notes, some

observations I would like to make.
No 1; let me State very plainly. at the beginningl I am very much

in favor of restoration, or modification, if you want to use the term.
Mr. Boyd, and Mr. Miller have very explicitly explained the eco-
nomic condition of both our enterprise and our county, and I would
certainly agree with that. And-we do need some restoration of Fed-
eral aid available to support, to offset the burden on fhose two enti-
ties and to aid the people individually.

Withthat in mind, I think there are some thillgs that the commit-
tee ought° to pay some very special attention to. I would estimate
that since ,closure of the rolls of the Menominee Indians through
deatloand new births hnd through inheritance and redistribution of
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original 'stocks we probably have certificate holders :somewhere who
are entitled at least somewhere between, in the .neighborhood of
4,500 to 4,800 people.

That's a very rough, .roundhouSe estimate. And when we began
with 3,270 in 1961, but through the course of these events that figure
has changed.

Probably 'about one-half of those people; men, women and chil-,
dreli are not residing in Menominee County., They avo scattered all
over the United States and some all over the world. -I have consider-
able corrqspondence with some of those peeple,:'

I know that section 6 brings some concern,'ind. I'M. totally aware
of and have read Mr..Wilkinson's opinion or memorandum on the
vested interests, but section 6 said that subject to lawS of the State
of Wisconsin the secretary of the bbartl ot. airecto& of Menominee
Enterprises could transfer the assets to the Secretary of Interior,' .

and .1 suppose then to an, administration or `whateverlt4ribaFentity,
would be established. But I would ;submit, I only have one copy of
it, I would submit for thd committee's reference,' if not for a record,
a letter directed to me by a legal counsel wherein he determine that
if H.P. 7421 us now drafteer were enacted that the corporatioN,
would be subject to the provisions,of -,chapter '180 ofWisconsin'S
statute, and that such transfer. as is Contemplated in, section 6 of the
assets of Menominee Enterprises, such chapter would have to remain
under sections 180.71, probably 180.72.

ITww, this sets up a pretty precise procedure lor those people who
wail t to determine theirstocIt interest ,and demaUd payOut. Now; this
is something that initially we tried to avoid wheh we first set up the
Menominee so-called termination plan, making iit difficult for any
group or individual group of Menominee Indians: to vest these inter-
ests into some other ownership.

I would lilte to have particular -attention
just

to that, and of
course the tribal will, will Rrevail. I would 3ust file this 'with the
committee.

Mr. MEEes. We appreciate that, ler-. Knot w
This committee is aware of the nature of the relationship of State,

Federal, and local governmental relations and we 'intend to be very
careful in that entire field, working it out so that there are no con,
filets: We would certain1S, appreciate your help and counsel in help-
ing -us with that. Pin very happy to hear you say' that you are in

"favor of restoration.
Mr. ICENoTE. Some other questions arise,.
Supposing Menominee landovIners who now hold their land in fee

donate their -land bask to the Menominee Enterprises or to the tribal
entity.

We have an impressionwhat becomes of the improvements, the
homesites, the farm sites, the buildings and improvements around
that land? Do they then become pefsonal property again, mare they
tribal 'property being real estate now, and if so, are they triable as
personal prope'rty ?

Does an individual get a tax-exempt situation with respect to his
real estate if he just transfers land back? This raises some problems. ,

Another question, if a certificate holdtr by. 'descent wants to sell
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bacic to the'corporation and divest himself of any, stock interek, do
they Then by that action lose their entitlement, as Indians as other-
wise provided in the initial sections of this proposed pet?

Mr. MEWS. Do they have-the right at thiatime,'Mr.,KenOte, to .

sell that back to the corporation?
Mr. ICVNOTE. After January 1974, if they propose to sell.
Mr. MEEDS. So that is, an inchoate'right int tItis time. It's a right

they cannot exercise until 1974?
Mr. KENO= Right.'
Now

,
with respect to oil° point that. I know is a point of conten-

tion today, whether or not the corporation could have authority to .
sell land somewhere clOwn the line or transfer someinterest in lind
for economic development o some other development; Pm very welt
aware of the developments across tht country, in Indian country,
Mescalero,' Apache and Arizona, Warm Springs and Washington.
I'm.pretty much aware what other Indian tribes are doing, Navajo's, 4f

. 4. I've worked with al/ of thent
That Federal nding has not been sufficientl to 'make ii'viable

community in any of those communities. For instance, the White
Mountain Apaches have a very substantial cattle industry, lumber
-industry very much bigger than ours. They have all the Federal
funding available to them and still they have a fairly distressed. sit-
uation so that they find they have to go out..into recreational devel-
opment for additional employment and tribal income.

Mr: Alms. Pardon me jusrono moment, Mr. Kenote.
Would you suspend for just a monient while this gentleman turns

his tape over?
[A brief recess was taken.]
Mr. Mos. Very well. Please, proceed, sir.
Mr.-KENorE. With that situation in mind, I would hope that the

Congress not put impwitions or restrictions upon use of land that i8
so restricted that other%tribes have had to go through congressional
-acts specifically to get S01110. authodzatimi.

Mr. Titra-Aisr.'Nfr. Chairman, may I answer that rather quickly?
Mr. MEEDS. Please do.

. Mr. litmlisr. There are two ways pi further development by thetribe (1) By creating an authority, which is just a department of
the tribal government and they develop it; or (2) if you want to
bring some industry from the outside that would develop it, you
cannot sell.the land. at the moment.

I believe the longest that you can re-lease without congressional
approval is 30 years, 315,-25 years, but we have had legislation at

. times where the tribe requests that legislation was passed allowing
for leasing for 99 years, and so the development can go on without
th; necessity of the sale of land.

.- Mr. ICEmrrn. I'm aware of that. The only thing I'm saying.is that
rhope that some middle ground is found where we keep the options

. open so, down the road our people are not de e. in so that they cannot
* go into more economic improvement.

Now, with respect to the provision for sonre local government in
the interim or after the interim, we. hame 'right here in the State of
Wisconsinand I ,Imow Congressman Meeds in the State of Wash-
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ingkon havtotne litv.ittions where on the base. of governments
townships and taxes exempt tribal lands.

I'm talking about township governments in Wisconsin now, and
tribal lands are not incompatible. lea statement I made to the sub-
committee in February of 1972 I reflected the Flambeau situation
hero in Wisconsin quite extensively, and they had'114. square miles
in their township, about a third of our area. They. are part of Vitas
County for general county purposes. They have all the voting right
and all the office holding rights of any other person in that county'
so there is no ylenial of constitutional rights. They don't 'pay taxes
on Indian lands. About 40 percent. of the land in VilaA County is
tax exempt, mostly as Federat tribal land or trust land and some as
national forest,

Now, that town has stout $13 million on the tax toll, mostly by
non-Indians but also some by Indians. The point I want to make is
that it is a compatible situation and I would hope that the idea that
the Congress. can say to-the State of Wisconsin that you and the
Menominee' people in agreement can work out a situation somewhat
similar.

Mr. Millet, has well de,veloped the tax situation with respect to
laxpaying people in Menominee County. and I thoreughly agree
with his analysis if adequate Federal funding is made available to
the Indian sector.

That is all my emarks. Any questions?
Mr. MnEns. Thank you very much, Mr. Kenote.
You have raised some very interesting and some very difficult

questions. Both counsel and I are convinced that these things are
going to bear very close examination and again, I assure you that it
is my intention to see that these things. are examined closely and
that we move very cautiously in this whole field of constitutional
rights, property rights, vested interests, and things like that.

Mr. ICsmyrs. I only have one other concluding remark with re-
spect to the 2-year restriction on transfer of the assets, assuming a
workable local government situation can be worked out, I think that
we could hasten that day Somewhat ahead of 2 years, not more than
2 years, let's leave it on that basis. But if soonerbecause Menomi-
nee Enterprises and Menominee County needs some of these

Mr. Mims. Does the gentleman from New Mexico have any ques-
tions)?

Mr..liCTJAN. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MrPos. Thank you very much, Mr. ICenote.
The next two witnesses will be Mss Ellen Swedberg and Mr. Al

Pyatskowit.
.

STATEMENTS OF ELLEN SWEDBERG AND ALVRED PYATSBOWIT

Mr. MEnns. Miss Swedberg, we are very happy to recognize and
.welcome you. We understand you are one of the few nurses in cap.
tivity in Menominee County.

. We're delighted to have you with the committee. Would you like .

to proceed?
Ms. SWEDBERG. I rim Ellen Swedberg, a registered nurse and senior

Public health nurse in Menominee County.

1 .
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Just bri , I am just going to summarize the situation as I see.it
right now.

Menominee inty currently has two full-time nurses? one withpublic health ce tification and one working towards certification, a
full-time clerk-stenographer and iv sanitarian, all working in the
public health field. The county algo has the community Health Cen-ter which consists of a full-time physilian, an LPN, a receptionist
and' will have a lab technician shortly. Prior to termination the
31enominees had a hospital located in Iceshena and a health unit in
Neopit both staffed with an M.D. They also had one funime public
health nurse who was invofved primarily in TB care and followup
and working in the schools.

The incidence of TB,lias greatly declined in the past 10 years and
wenow have a school nurse to work hi the schools so we to publichealth nurses are currently aiming at. preventive health care which
involves teaching and education, for the people to help them preventillness and maintain a state of wellness. Prenatal care and teaching
dental health, and diabetes are currently three major problems in
Menominee County, but I feel one of the Most important needs is
nutritional guidance and teaching. Nutrition is a major factor in the
above mentioned problems and I feel much is needed in this area.We have attempted to offer various classes, home visits, et ceterain many areas concerning public health' such as maternal and childhealth, adult health, service to the handicapped, all areas of preven-tive care. and current public health group oriented functions. Rea-sons for this could be lack of transportation, not knowing what's
available, not restflizing the importance of public health and being
unable to leave the home to attend.

We-currently have a .grant that covers dental care by any dentistin the State of. Wisconsin for any Mehominee County resident under
the age of 1.9. We will also be getting a full-time dentist in Menomi-
nee County who will tentatively be arriving in July. We also' have ae grant through the maternal and child health section of the divisionof health which pays for family planning services to Menominee
County residents. Again the main difficulty seems to be getting theinformation about these programs distributed so the 'people areaware that they exist.

We have tried and will continue to try and get current public
health problems and information to the people as deemed necessarybut. public health activities can only continue and expand if they
have the interest and support of all concerned.

Mr. MEEns. Thank you very much.
We will hear both of you and then question you, if we may. 'Sowould you please proceed, after pronouncing your name for thecourt, reporter.
Mr. PYATRKOWIT. My name is Alfred Pyatskowit, an enrolled

member of the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin, and director
of the Neighborhood Youth Corps which is sponsored by the countyboard of supervisors of Menominee County.

The past 9 months have been a learning experience for me in ad-ministering a. Federal program and in working. with Menominee
young people. I havehad the opportunity to observe the community
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and the young people served by the NYC program and find that the
identification, a.4 members of the Meforainee Indian Tribe has dimin-
ished.to the point. of nonexistence among many of4the young people..
Many realize that they are American Indian, but the Termination
Act has left them with a loss of identification as recognized, members
of the Menoininee Indian Tribe because theyihappened to be born
after the closing of the official roll. Subsequently, a form of, cultural
shack hastaken place and has left 'these, young people.in a void that 7
may, never be filled for their.

The lack of prpper identification has deprived them of many seri-
. ices available to other American. iIndians, because the tribe is no
.longer recognized by the Federal Government..

What is happening to the -young people of the Menominee Indian
Tribe? Where there was once a willingness of tribal members to
work together it nowis becoming necessary to indicate to them that
they will be paid for- their efforts. Volunteers are not easy to find be-

. cause of changing cultural attitudes.
The NYC program is a work experience prdgram -set up for dis-

advantaged people and earlier this spring was put. down on paper-i0
a failure because someone in Washington reported the lack of diVer-
sified: work experience. The guidelines of the program limit the
placement of enrollees to nonprofit organizations and you cannothelp but be li ited in the area of work diversification. Motivation
drops becaus janitorial work becomes meaningless and does notoffer the op rtunity to learn a skill or open new avenues of inter-
est. An individual's motivation is not stirred .unless there is isonie-
thing of interest for him. Labor officials are now finding 'a sense of
accomplishment is important in producing a quality ,product. If
workers are not interested in what th©y are doing, product quality
suffers. This is apparent in a NYC work experience program as it is
now &signed.

In order for theNYC program to be a more beneficial program
for the Menominee.s: it would be_necessary to provide more flexible
guidelines to meet the needs of the young peopleinvolved. There are
only so many Clerical and janitorial jobs in the county and when
they are filled it becomes necessary to look elsewhere for employ- '-
ment. The moving of young people from the county results in the
loss of tribal. ways and the ending of the Menominee culture for the
future of any nation lies with its young people to carry on the heri-
tage of their ancestors, and for what it means to the MenOrninees of
Wisconsin proper identification and recognition by, the Federal Gov,
ernment as a sovereign Indian tribe. '"Mr. MUDS.. Thank you very much, sir.

Do you have any money at all for the NYC program this sum -mer?
Mr. PYATSKOWIT. This summer we do -not have any Qxtra funds

which haVe been put out. We do have what they, call unexpended
funds from our m-sehool program which will amount to about
$5000, which is enough for 12 young people at 18 hours a, week.

Mr. MEEDS. What has your summer NYC program been runningain the :past a years?
Mr. PYATSHOWIT. In the past 2 years it has been running around

175 to 228.
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Mr. MEEDS. How many.dollars?
Mr. PraTsicowrr. This amounts to about $90,000.
Mr. Mans. And that's cut back to$5,000 this year?
Mi*..PYATSKOWI:t. reS.
'Mr. MEETS. You're aware :4the freezing of XIC. fundS, almoSt

$300 million, by the President? .. . .

Mr. PrtersitowiT. Right. .
.

Mr. Mmins."But, then We'reitold :them's: going to be some: Einer-
gpnev Employment;, Act funds made availidge. Have you been ad-
vsed of that? . . .

Mr. -PYATSIOWIT. Yes, *they are available, and
7
thiS is only 10

people.
Mr. IkTuns. Sixteen people?
Mr. prAvixasirm Right. -4

Mr. WEEDS. But in any event, you feel that the NY-0 prognains
have to be made more flexible for Indian programs, is that correct?

Mr. Prxrsiaairr. Yes, they should be because they're -looking for
people who hire Some..sore of a skill after they' have gone through
the program. . .

Mr. Mmes.. Have you used any of yotir summer 'funds for parks
and ecology and conservation prograMsl-

Mr. Praasitowit.1 don't know what took place this pkt summer
because I Was not employed inIhe prognuii at that time,)but they
were used, as I have looked at pastrecords in parks as park aides.

-Mr. Alms. Since you are involved in manpower programs, let me
just float an idea with you that I have been workiiig on.
- What would you think of combination Emergency Bmployment

Act and old AR.t1. accelerated public works, RDA concept of. maybe
school buildings, public health service 'buildings, hoSpitals, other
public buildings, built by people who Would be under -Emetgency
Employment. Act or public service employment programs, and then
staffing them ultimately, or helping'stall them ultimately, with peo-
ple who are trained and who work Under public service contracts for-
Indian re,s''. erVations?

Mr. TrATEMOWIT. If it 'ci'ould leave them with a skill that would
be saleable 'to the conlinunity and to the outside area, I would go
along with the program, rthink it would be very worth while.

Mr. Mums. Miss Swedberg, I see by your testimon that you are
receiving some funds through the maternal and child` health section
for family. planning.

How much are you talking about in terms of dollars, do: -yoii
know?

Ms. SWEDBERG. $2,400.
Mr. MEETS. How long hark you been receiving that?
Ms.SWEDliERG. Since ,Ta.ntiary.
Mr. HEEDS. I'm advised that the birth rate, in the Menominee

County about three times the State average. IP, that about right?
Ms.Y-IwEnnElio. 'To be honest,/ don't know the figUres.,
Mr..-Muns. Is yopr prograM actually in progress nciwi
Ms. SWEDBERO. Yes. .

Mr. Msmis. Are you making any headway?
Ms. SWEDBERG. Yes.
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Mr. MEERS. Do VQ11 think you can get that birth rate cut down?
Ms. S-w-noenno.w I don't kno-w.: I'm' not interested-in the birth

rfit-e-asiartheliealtirof the niothers-aii-d the- children.'' 4:

Mr. 1VInius.. That's good. That's what the program is all aboutt
The gentleman. from New Mexico..
Mr. LUJAN; Thank you, Mr. Chairman.:
Vyry uickly, from the record of the NYC of last year, do you

haie an record of what t ey did, you 'say some clerical, and you
said parks: and: eome janito al and' clerical jobs.; seem like this
program could be much more ersified with 100 kids:

Do your rec,ords-reffect tha whaskthey might have been doing? 1

Mr. PYATSIi0W11. Well, e kind of things they did waste do the
" park work. They would help 'take care of the Cemeteries. They also

d4 brushing in areas where it would: look better without they
brusli. and as far as .janitorial work, they worked in the non-profit
buildings in the county-here, and we 'also have a subcontract with
the Green Bay parks system where they use some of the slots --that
were alloted here down there because we did not have an adequate
number of work sites for theni here..
.-Mr. Lii.r.A.N. Do they have any in the health departmen.t?

Mr. PrATsndwrr. Presently we don't, and it's an area that 'I could-

, r. Lqa.A..x. That and the sheriff ancrthe police, areas like that ?
PrArsnowat. Eight.

Mr.,Ltra-Ari: Do you 111111 a clinic, Miss S
Whap -do you do ? You area public health
Do you have an office?
Ms. SWEDBERG. We have an Office.sPrimarily we rake home visits;

that is the main aim. .

We have clinics and we have classes. "We immunization
clinics and vision, hearing, hemoglobin---

Mr. °LUJAN. Do you have places where people can go if they are
not feeling too well, a clinic, a place that has some sort of equipment
or something if somebody is not feeling well ?

I assume that you are the only h' lth facility in the county.
s..SWEDBERG. We have a physi

Oh, you do ? ,

lb s. SWEDBERG. Yes, and his of lee is located in Neopat. The dentist
will also be under this program.

They can come into our office and -depending on what we feel is
needed we'll.reJer them to whomever we think should see them.

Mr. LUJAN. 'Where is th9, closest hospital?
. Md. -Swrosnao. Shawano. There is one in Antigo alto, depending
on where.yotare.

Mr. LUJA. Are a gteat number of people On medicare'fand medi-
caid programs?

Ms. SWEDBERG. Yes.
Mr. Ltra-Ax. Would you say a large.proportion?
Ms. SWEDB13.10: Well, a large proportion of the people that we see

are at far as the total, I think a large proportion:
LovArr, Thank you, Mr. Cb.aa.rroan. , .

Mr. Manus. I would ask you one more qiiestion, if I may.



Have you:practiced nursing in' other counties other than here?
nss SWEMIF.RG. Yes.

you practiced with private praltitioners?
Ms. SWEDI3E110. No
Mi. 3Iimos. Or practiced where they were practicing ?

SWEDBERG. Yes.
Mr, M=ss. 'Would it be your professional. judgment that the

county is to sparsely populated for a private practitioner to be here
unless he wanted to just be here for a labor of love?

MS. SWED13ERG. With the third party payees, and hat). again,
,there's so Many things involved: in that, you know, personality, if
he's going to be liked and seen by all of the residents, the local peo-
ple and some outsiders, possibly, I think-,they, equid, support one be-
cause there are insurance and medical, cards*nd things: like this.

Ir. M.ffens. Why do you suppose'-,1 is'then that there hasn't been
o e?

iMs. SWEDBERG. There aren't too in y physi tsians in any communi-
ties of this size that ire practicing. I don't know whether it's the
doctors don't want to come, or what the deal is. '

Mr. MtEDS. Ij they're fortuiiate enough to find somebody that likes
,to fish and look at pretty ch trees, maybe they would find one but
othtrwise no Isn't that co ?

Ms SWEDBERG. Yes.
The doctor that we have, the National.' Health Service Corps., is in

the whole United States and that's kind of what they're omg is
placing physicans in communities that can't get's., physician for some
reason-, usually because of the size.

Mr. MTIEDS. But on the other hand, if we pass the restoration bill,
then Public Health Service would be available to this' area under In-
dian Health?

Ms. SWEDEERG. Yes. I don% know how it's going ,to work, if it
happens with this physician, if he could just go int with them or
how it would work, I'm not sure.

Mr. MEEns. How long has 'dental service been available to children
in the county ?

Ms. SWEDEERG. Under this particular .grant, I'm not sure. It has
been here for I know at least the last 3 years, but I'm not sure how
long before that. But 'one question you had asked before about the
number of children; I talked with the school nurse a while ago and
just some figures she, gave me out of the total, there are four grade
schools in the county and there are about 150 of the students that
have seen a dentist and about 50 that have gone in more than once,
which is a very low number.

Mr. MtEos. Thank you both very mffch.
Well, you've just managed to sit through your first full day of

public hearings by a congressional subcommittee, and it was very in-
teresting to me and I hope it was to you.

We're going to be back tomorrow to spend tomorrow morning
further on the Menominee restoration and tomorrow afternoon with
the entire questions of 'health and education in the State of Wiscon-
sin as it applies to Indian children.
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Part of our continuing promise as a subcommittee when we
started our hearings on the Wounded Knee pioblem was to under-
take-an- investigation - af-the-imderIying problAms" of which the
Wounded Knee matter was an out-ward manifestation, and so we
want to thank you all. You have been an excellent audience.

We will see you; those of you., who are ,still able to motivate, at.
9430.

Thank you very much.
The hearing is adjotirned.
[Whereupon, at 5:30 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to.recon-

vene at 9:30 on May 26,1973.]
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H.R. 7421-THE MENOMINEE RESTORATION ACT

SATURDAY, MAY 26, 1973

1:ThuSE OP BurRESFANTATFVES
SURCOTIMITFER ON INDIAN AFFAUiS

OF THE COMI:FITEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,
Kesitenct,,Irris.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in the,

Visitors Destination 'Center, lieshena, Wis., Hon:- Lloyd. Meeds
(chairmaffof the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. Mims. The Subcommittee on Indian Affairs of the Full Com-
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs of the House of Representa,
tives will be. in. session fOr further hearing of the matter of H.R.
7421, theNfenominee Restoration Act.

The. Chair would like to announce at the outset that we are begin-
ning this morning on Indian time. I thin.E it's only proper since yes-
terday we began on politicians' time. You i might observe a striking
similarity; they are both the same.

[General laughter.]
Mr. Aims. Yesterday we began 15 minutes late, so Mr. Froehlich r--

could make it, and we began late this morning SO we could have an
Indian prayer by one of the eld rs of the tribe, but he hasn't made
it yet.

When he comes we will ha the prayer because if there's any-
thing this subcommittee needs, it's a prayer.

[General laughter.]
Mr. Mmes. I would first ask unanimous Consent to insert after the

statement and testimony of Congressman Froehlich and Congress-
man Obey of yesterday the following telegram from Governor
laucey :1

I want to welcome you to Wisconsin and thank yOu and Members of the
Interior'Committee far coming here to conduct hearings. I would like to indi-
cate my strong support for the Restoration of the Menominee Indiana' tribal
status. This has been a concern of mine since I have become GloVernor. Unfor-
tunately my schedule will not permit me to attend these hearings; however I
will be testifying on the restoration hearings in Washington D.C.--Patrick J.
Lueey, Governor of Wisconsin.

New, I would ask unanimous consent., to insert immediately pre-
cedingythe telegram of the Governor thejull text of the testimony
of the honorable Gaylord Nelson, Senator from the State of Wis-
consin, and would like to read you several portions of the
testinjoiy.2 His assistant was here earlier this morning and left the

I See telegram also on p. 8.
ti Senator lieleon's statement will be found on p.1.

(121)
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testimony with us because he had to go to another meeting. Among
other things Senator Nelson says :

Passage of the Menominee Restoration Act would be a suitable'. end to thetwelve year struggle of the Menominee people to have the termination of theirtribe restored, for in those twelve years the people ot Menominee County have
demonstrated their sincere desire and support for restoration. Clearly, the
policy of termination forced on the Menominee Indian Tribe is wrong, bothfrom a humanitarian standpoint and from an economic standpoint. The money
that has been necessary to be injected into the Menominee economy to provide
an amount of minimal assistance is far greater than would be the cost of ein-stating the Tribe under federal jurisdiction and once again assuring that edu-
cation, health need's and employment opportunities are given to the citizens.

And finally', .

The Menominee Restoration Act now in Congress reflect a serious effort atcooperation between the Members of Congress and the Menominee People to
encourage swift consideration of the legislation by the appropriate 'Committees.
Last year hearings were held in Congress but-no action was forthcoming. This
year, with the cooperation of all involved, it appears likely that-Congress willhave an ojportunity to act favorably on a final version 9f the Menominee Res-toration Act.

Now is the time for Congresseto act and move toward righting the Wrongs
perpetrated on the Menominee people. We must reassert and resume our treaty
obligations toward the Menominee. The Restoration would do just that, protecttheir assets, land, resources and rights and provide the basic and necessary
community services to which the Menominee people are justly entitled.

I ask unanimous consent: that the entire statement be ,inserted im-
mediately prior to the telegram of Governor Ltteey.

Mr. LUrAN. Mr. Chairman, reserving the right to object, and I
shall not object, Ihink it's right tq point out at this time that Sen-
ator Nelson and Senator Proxmire have introduced the same version
of the bill }LR. 7421. _/.

Mr. MEEDS. Indeed,the gentleman is absolutely right.
I see our prayer man has arrived.
Mr. Ernest Neconish, would you come forward, sir.
IThe invocation was given.]
Mr. MEEDS. Our first witness of the morning is the former, very

distinguished Lieutenant Governor of the State .of Wisconsin, for-
mer Commissioner of Indian AffairsJohn Fitzgerald Kennedy'sfirst appointment as Commissioner of Indian Affairsa former vicechairman of the Menominee Votino. Trust. He is presently working
as a professor of anthropology at Xmerican University in Washing-ton, D.C.

Philleo Nash, please come forward.
Mr. Nash, it's 3 pleasure to see you here in your own State and to

have the benefit of your very fine experience in this-entire matter
which is facing this committee.

STATEMENT OF PHILLE0 NASH, PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY,
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Me. MEEDS. Please proceed. I know that you are a prac' ticed wit-
ness before congressiorial committees, having typpeared a number oftimes, so Apse proceed as you desire, sir.

Mr. NASH. Thank you, sir.
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11Ir. n and Congress' Uan Lujan, With the Committee's per-
missien. T wild like to proceed by submitting a short, prepared
statement which I will not attempt 'to read in its entirety unless the
committee desires,, but I would like to speak from it and then I have
three or _four additional documents that I would .like to submit for
the record as I prog*reSs.

Mmes. Without objection,, your prepared statement will be
entered. at this point in the. record. \

[The statement of 11r. Nash follows i]

STATEMENT BY PIIITLX0 NASTI

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:'My name is Philleo Nash and
reside at 540 N Street, .S.W., Washington. D.C. 20024. I am a native of Wis-

consin, was born and educated here and I am still engaged in the cranberry
business in this state. Pencurrently, however, I am a Professor of Anthropol-
ogy at The 'American 'University, Washington DC.

I am appearing today in support of the klenominee Restorattn Act and I
am remsenting both myself and the Association on Aniericitn Indian Affairs.

- 'rue Association adopted a resolution in support of the 14fenominee Restoration
bill introduce in the last 'session of Congress and the Board authorized me to
speak for the Association at the last Board,meeting earlier this year.

With your permission I will make a brief statement about my conflation
with Menominee affairs, and I would like to offer three -documents for the
record,

My profession is anthropology and my specialty is "applied antlirspoloM"
which means only that I attempt to put the knowledge gained by the study, of
antliroixdogy to practical use. Since( boyhood I have been interested in the.
Auterimn .Indians, so that the pursuit of my prefession has led me naturally
to the administration of government programs, Buell as education and resource
development( and the relations between modern Indian communities and their
xton-Indian neighbours.

I entered government serviee in 1942, serving in the White.11ouse office the
last three years of the Roosevelt Administration and all seven 'years ,of Presi-
dent Traman's tenure. When Mr. Truman, left office I stayed on for a year in
Washington working with the National COngress of American Indians and the
AsSociation on American. Indian Affairs to stem the tide of termination. I
attempted to but failed to help the- Menominees.

On my return to 'Wisconsin in 1954 I continued my efforts against termina-
tion which nether the Menominees nor the State of Wisconsin had sought. In
1968 I was elected Lieutenant Governor and continued my asSociation with the
Menominee leaders who were making preparations for the final act of termina-
tion. I felt ,)tighly honored to be elected Vice-Chairman of the Voting Trust,
but my tenulf.as short-lived for I returned to Washington in 1001 In the
administration .r President Kennedy. I served briefly as a member of the Task
yorce on - Indio Affairs and was made Commissioner of Indian Affairs in the
fall of 1061... 7 ,

I reSignet174,120 post in March of 1900 when it beeame clear that my contin-
ued presence 411- the office would postpone programs of Indian' betterment to
which I was c-baimitted. The office of Commissioner is highly expendable and
my good will wail' used tip, although not with the Indians.

Since leaving office I have. divided my time between a consulting practise in
economic development and the Biron Cranberry Company which I operate
together with my wife and sister in Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

By 1972 the termination tide Has turned. A, group of menominees had
decided to ask the Congress to restore Indian status to. the Menominees.'and
volunteered my services. We began by terming the The National Committee to
Save the Menominee People and Pored', which has continued, as it should,
under Menominee,leadership.

I support the pending legislation because I believe it is a necessary step for
'the survival intact of the Menominee people and their magnificent forest X
Would emphasize, however, that restoration of Indian status is only the Ai*

fit
20-310-78--0
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step. Still unanswered are the respective roles to be played by federal and
state governments and thetribe,once it has been reconstituted. No doubt these,
will be developed during the legislative proces7), but they are not as yet pro,
vided'for.

A restoration of trust status will preserve the assetsof the enterprise for
the time being, but the decade of Menominee termination has shown us that'
the econonile base of the Menominee forest and mill is not adequate to today's
Human service needs and Standards. # remains to be seen how these needs .
will be met, but I have believed for many years and continue now to believe
that they can be met better and more effectively under. federal trusteeship
than in any other way...

I urge prompt passage of the Menominee Restoration Act.
. NAsm.Thank you.
Mr. Chairiban and Congressman Lujan;for theLrecord my name is

.Philleo Nash and I reside at 540 N Street, Washington, D.C, I um a
native of Wisconsin, was born and eduCated here, and I am still .en--
gaged in the cranberry business in this 'State. Concurrently, .how-
eiter.q am a, professor pf anthropology at, the American University
in Washington, D.C.

I am aPpearing today in support of the Menominee-. Restoration
Act and I am representing both myself and the Association on
American Indian, Affairs. This association adopted a resolution in
support of the Menominee restoration bill first introduced-in the last
session of Congress and the board of the association has authorized
me to speak for -it, at the board. meeting which .-wits. held just last
Month. ,

Mr. Chairman, I am by profession an anthropologist. It has.been
my fate,. good fortune or bad fortune, as the case might be, to be
personally familiar with the circumstances leading up to the termi-
nation of both of the tribes with large forest holdings. I did my first
graduate research and my dissertation. for my higher degree on the
Klamath reservation where my wify. and I resided very early in the
Collier administratimi and 1 year after the,passage of the Indian-
Organization,Act of 1934.

You could see, eveli at that, time, the foreshadowing of the effects
of termination, the appearance of factionalism and the inability of
the Klamath Tribe to organize itself: so as to cope with these tre-
mendous assets. They, like the Menominces, rejected the Indian Re-
organization Act and their opportunities under and chose to pro

. -
ceed in a. mole traditiOna way. , .

Coincidentally. Mr. C mirman, I was studying that time the
events of 1810 which 'ceded the 1890 events by some 29 years but
also led to a very famous nfrontation, the Nodock War which was
costly for the .U.S. Government both in terms of treasure and blood
and goodWill. .

So, when I became interested in t e Menominee affairs, and no-
body can grow up in the cranberry business without being very
much interested in the American Indi, n because cranberries and In-
dian people wherever cranberries groNN have been very closely associ-
ated, the industry would never have. c me into being without the In-
dian people. We are greatly. indebted.

So, it IS perhaps natural that I w uld make my interest in Indiaii
affairs, and I am an applied antb opologist, which means only that
I attempt to put the knowledge 0- fined by the study of anthropology
to practical use. So, with -a pr tidal interest and an interest in the
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-American. Indian. generally. naturally. my inclinations have been to-
.ward the study of 'the administratioh of. Indian affairs, towards al-,
ternative possibilities for resource development, fin. improved human
development, the reservation system, the -administration of Indian

traffairs and hi enerid, then 'the problem of what. the,best relations
are that ran be developed between Indian communities and their In-
dian and nen-Indian nejghbors.

I went to 'Washington in a war job in 194 and atited up- serving in,
the White. House in the last 3 years of the Roosevelt administration
and for 7 years of Mr. Trinnan's. I had some firsthand experi-
ence then off the reservation level, but in the Washingtorofront office
leVel of the Indian affairs, because it. was during Mr. -Truman's ad
ministration that two. -very important things happened. One was tire.
passage of the Indian Claims Commission Act and the other one was
the great disaster of 1948, the winter of .1948 On the Navajo Reserve.,
tion which-led to-the passage-of the first comprehensive economic de,
velopment act; the Navajo-Hopi Rehabilitation Act of 1950.

I mention these things beau, se I want the committee to know that
my interest in Indian affairs did not begin with the Menominees but
I became aCquainted with the Menominee prOblems fairly early in
the gamend pursued my interest over a very long period of years.

In 1953..Mr. Truman, i course, left office. I stayed, on for a year,
primarily to work with such organizations as the National Congress
of American Indians and the Association On American -Indian- Af-
fairsto'do what I could to stem the termination tide which was
runmng,very strong.

We were successful in a few instances of small tribes in either get-
ting a &ferment or getting the passage of the decision by the Con -
gress not to extend termination to them, but we were not successful in
helping thellenominees for a wide variety'of reasom, but the main
thing was that we tried and failed.

I returned to Wisconsin in 1954, still determined to do what, I
could to either stop,Menominee termination or, if this was not pos-
sible, to do something- to improve the process of adjustment .and the
programs that world be developed under it. I began at, that time to
work with a number of Menominee leaders, several of whom are
present in this room.

There were various extensions; as the coimnittee knows, of the
:Meeozninee Termination Act. In 1958, I was elected Lieutenant Gov-
ernorl Among the constitutional duties of a Lieutenant. Governor are
those of presiding over the Wisconsin Senate. A..

I quickly found, in in first legislative experience, that the Wis-
consin Legislature in both houses and in both Parties-Was very upset
abqut the way in which termination of the Menominees had come to
Wisconsin. The State of Wisconsin did not Want it, did not seek it,
and attempted to put it off, to get it reversed or if possible, if that
was not possible. to 'stpone it,

The tribe itself, the ''lslaturc felt, had not sought it. and would
vastly have preferred ant they arrangement; and we Were not satisfied
that the record of meeting.,. diseussions, and voting represented sub-
stantial Menominee opinion. was therefore a matter of mixed sor-
row and pride to nier that in th unifier of 1959 the Legislature cif
Wisconsin adopted a Memorial to ( igress in which it begged the Con-

-
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gress to either reverse the Torthination Act or failing that, to postpone
it And my signature is on flint memorial to.COngress as President of
the WisronSin Senate. A

May I submit this for the record, Mr. (lhairman?
"Mr. MEE* We'd be delighted if you would, sir. If there is no

objection we'will make it part of the record.
I think it's very important.
[The document referred to follows:]

sTATE or Wrscoxsits 3:oner REHMUTIoN No. 79, B.

A Jomr Rukunarrth's Memorializing the Congress of the United States tin re-
, peal the law providing for termination of federal supervision over the property

and member!s, of the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin.

Whereas, heretofore the nailed' States of America has been and now is
legally responsible to the Menominee Indian Tribe for control and SuPer-
virlion of tribal property and, service functionS, including,. but not limited to,
service in the fields of health, education, welfare, credit, roads and law and
°Wei; and .

Whereas, Public Law 83:399 (IL R. 2825), as last amended by, Public Law
5.1-1s8 (II. R. 9322), an art to provide for a per capita 'distribution of Me-
nominee tribal funds and authorize the withdrawal of the Menominee Indian
Tribe from federal jurisdiction, provides, as the title implies:, for terminating
federal sopeivision and control over and federal responsibility for, the
property and ;ambers of tin. Menominee Indian Tribe; for distributing to
members of the tribe of a share of the funds deposited to the credit of the
tribe in M(1,1%184 States Treasury; for 'giving the members of the tribe
complete .independence; for 'making the tribe dependant on its own resources;
for making the tribe responsible for its own 'services in all fields, Including
the fields of health, education, welfare, credit, roads and law and order, sub-
ject to their rights, obligation find privileges as free citizens; and for termi7
noting the sovereignty pf the Menominee Indian Tribe; and

Whereas, it clearly appears from evidence and statements of coMpetent
persons in joint hearings before the Subcominittee of the Committeem on In
terior and Insular Affairs during the second session. of the 83d Congress on
scetion 2813, IL R. 2528 and IL Its 713.1, that the delegates of the tribe corn-
milted themselves to a program for withdrawal of federal supervision on
which they were not in accord because they were told by the chairman of-the
senate subeommittee that if they did not so commit themselves there would
he no net ion on their pending per capita bill providing for a. per capita liar!
merit of 3100 to each member of the tribe to which they werealready legally
entitled anti for which there was approximately $10 million of Wife money
on deposit in the ILK Treasury; hence such commitment from tribe delegates
was obtained by duress was not voluntary and was against the wishes of both
the tribe and its delegates (see p. 594 of printed transcript) ; and

Whereas, this was done contrary to the expressed wishes of the Menominee
-Indian Tribe that the per capita payment be dropped if it required such with-
drawal: and

Whereas, the tribe itself and the members of time Wisconsin Legislature are
of the opinion that the proposed termination of federal supervision is prema-
ture and requires more time in order that the general educational level and
ekperienee of the tribe can be further developed so that the tribe can be
ready to assume such responsibilities; and

'Whereas, past experiences of independent and unprotected American Indians
losing their goods, lands and resources by the device or artillee of the utt.
ea srupulous are legend and furnish. a shameful pattern for what can be ex-
pected and what might happen to the possessions of the Menominee Indians if
federal fiupervislon and control over their persons and property is uncondi-
tinnily relinquished on or before December 31, 1000, as provided by said act
of the Congresa; now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the senate, the assembly concurring, That the legislature of the
state Of Wisconsin requests the Coagreas of the IInited States .to repeal or
amend Public Law 399 of the 83d Congress, (Cihapter 399-2d Session; /1, R.
2828), as amended, as as to retain and continue indefinitely federal super-
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Ihdon over the lkien °mince Indian Tribe, continue tribe sovereignty pursuant
TO the treaty with the tribe which places on the federal government a legal
responsibility whichshould not be lightly disregarded and- revoke the pro-
visions of said law authoraing the withdrawal of the Menominee Indian
Tribe from federal jurisdiction and terminating f,ederal Supervision over

. the property and members of the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin until
such litne as the Menominee Indian Tribe has twittered a status comparable
and mutat to the average: citizen of the environs in which they live and
nntilwthe tribe has initiated-a request for the termination Of the tribal status
and such request lots 'been approved by an ollleial Vote of the enrolled mem-
bers of the tribe.; and, be' it further .

. Resolved, That if the federal government declines to honor the above request
for the repeal of existing .termination legislation, the 'legislature requeats
that the final date for agreement between the Seigetary of the Interior and
the tribe he extended from August 1, 1059, to December 31, 1050, in order
that the termination. plan may be given More careful consideration to provide

...maximum protection of the interests of the Menominee Indians; and, be it
further .

r 4
Resolved, That properly attested copies of This *resolution be sent to the

presiding ollieer of each house of the Congress, to each Wisconsin member
of the Congrtiri, to the Honorable Dwight P. Eisenhower, President of the
United Statts, and to the Honorable Fred A. Seaton, Secretary of the Interior.

GEORGE MoLINARO, '
. Speaker of the 488embZy.

PIIII,LEG NAM, .

Prentdent of the Senate.
NORMAN (1, ANDERSON,
Chief Clerk of the Avicti011b
LAWRENCE R. LARSON;', i

.
Chief clerk of the senate.

Mr, Nnsir. May I, for the committee's guidance, underline a few
matters in the resolution t

I will not attempt to read all of it.
The Legislature of Wisconsin did find that the delegates of the

tribe committed themselves to a program for withdrawal of Federal
supervision on which they Were not in accord because they were
told by the chairman of the Senate subcommittee that if they did not
so commit themselves there would be 'no action on their pending
-per capita bill previding for a per capita paylnerg4rof $1,500 to each
member of the tribe, to which they were already legally entitled and r
for which there was. approximately $10 million of tribal money on 0
deposit in the 17.S. Treasury. ,

On page 2, Mr. Chairman.- in the copy I lave submitted an this
resolution, I have underlined two paragraphs:

Whereas: the itself and the Members of the , Wisconsin Lerislature
are of the opini hat the prOpos'ed tOrm nation of federal supervision is
premature and requireS more time in order lat the general edueattonal level
and experience of the tribe can be further de eloped so that the tribe can be
ready to assume such responsibilities; and

Whereas, past experiences of independent and unprotected Amerienn Indians
losing their goods, Iona and resources by the, device of artiSee of the nil-
scrupulous are legend and tarnish a shameful pattern for what ear be ex-
pected and what might happen to the possessiOns of the Menominee "Indians
if federal supervision and control over their persons and property is uncon-
ditionally relinquished on or before Deeembea31, 1000 nit nrovided by the
said Act, now, therefore, he it resolved in. the Legislature of Wisconsin asks
for repeal or extension failing that.

At some point in here, Mg: Chairman, and my memory fails me,
either just after the nassafte of this act or sometime later, members
of the Menominee tribe with Whom I had been working in planning
for the fateful day on which it would become reality, Mr. George
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Kenote and othersmy recollection is that t re was nobody who.
wanted it 'nobody that looked forward to it. t was a .sad occasion
but it Seemed to everybody present that if the inevitable iwas going
to come down upon us then we had better be prepared, and that
was, I can assure you, the atmosphere in which the then attorney
general of Wisconsin, Mr. John Reynolds, and'then Governor of
Wisconsin, Gaylord Nelson, approached the fact' that the State had
studied, had -made plans, but that there were, when we took office
in mq, no complete plans ready for execution.

_Therefore, the Menominee Study Committee, in association with
the planning committee of the Menominee Tribe, pressed. forward
with the necessary 'arrangements for the day .in which all of this
would take place.

I was highly honored when the tribe asked me to be vice chairman,
the higheSt ranking nonmember of the voting trust. I must say,
it was very stiort-lived honor because I attended only one session
and 8o011 thereafter, although we had been working with the individ-
uals very closely, I soon thereafter went to Washington,, in the
Kennedy administration.

Of course, that created a conflict of interest situation and there-
fore resigned my position as vice chairman, but can assure you
that I am very proud of having been selected by the Menominee
leaders for that position and I am very careful to mention it near
in my biographical I never say how long it lasted.+EG eral
laughter.] e

'Mr. NASH. When I eame to Washington 'as the assistant to the
..'stant Secretary for Land Management, Mr: John Carver, the:,
firrul day, 1961, was still L or 3 months away. The Kennedy -Udall
administration did what it could. made 'a valiant effort to even

pt *I ast mi ite, to prevent the termination from actually taking
ace.
There was pending at that time a bill to; lessen the impact of the

. termination of Federal services to the MTmominee Indian Tribe
and Mr. John A. Carver, Jr.. ns. Assistant Secretairbf the Interior,
submitted a report on that bill,

I wish *o call the committee's. attention to a portion of this report
bemuse I think it is highly pertinent to the matter under discussion
nt the present time. I ask the committee's permission to submit the ,

report, No. 272, 87th Congress, -1st session, in the record at this
point. .

Mr. Mns. Witholit objection it is received for the record.
[The report referred to follows:]

(141)00. No. 272, 87th Cong. First 8st4,1

LESSENING THE IMPACT or THE TERMINATION OF FEDERAL SERVICES TO THE
MENOMINEE INDIAN TRIBE 'Or WISCONs/N

Mr. Miley, from the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, submitted
the following report.

[To accompany II.It. 4130]

The Committee on Intertor and Insular Affairs, to whom was referred
the bill (11.R.. 4130) to. amend the Menominee Termination Act, having con-
sidered .the same, report .favorably thereon with amendments and recommend
that the b111 do pass.,

13 a
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Tile amendments are as follows:
Strike all after the enacting clause and insert in lieu thereof the following:

That in order to lessen the impact of the t mination on April 30, 1901, of
, Federal services, to the. Menominee Indian Z ibe of Wisconsin pursuant to

.section 7 Of the Act of July 17, 1951 (08 ,. 251), as amended (25 U.S.C.
890, the Secretary-of the Interior is nuthoriz d

(a) to make such loans to Menominee En prises, Incorporated, as are
required for the expansion and modernization of existing tribal enterprises
and for the development of tribal resources, said loans to- -be made at such
time, in suth amounts, and on sue!: terms aml conditions as the said Secretary
deems appropriate.,The total amount of all.,sueli" loans shall not exceed $2,500,-
000, and ettel: loan shall bear interest at a rate (which rate shall be certi-
fied by the Secretary of the Treasury) 'equal to the estimated rate of interest
on new long-term borrowing. by the United States as of the first day of the
month immediately preceding the month in which the loan is made; and

.(1f) to make grants for the following purposes and in not more than the
following amounts to the State of Wisconsin for distribution to Menominee
county Or to other appropriate State agencies. or prilitical subdivisions for the.
benefit of said county;

(j) during thtyear ending .April 30, 1902
for education xylem (inciutling administrative costs,.-aid to -common
schools, agricultural and home. grants, tuition for outside training, and
contributions toloint school district costs), $230,000 for health and sanita-
tion services (including hospitalization of the tubercular, employment of
a public health nurse and a sanitary aide, immunization against coin-
munieable diseases, the collection. and disoval of garbage and refuse,, and
the collection and recording of vital--statistics), $90,000

for public welfare . (including administrative costs, public assistante,
Indigent medical care services, child welfare, veterans services, surplus
commodities, general relief, and theservices of state hospital, mental insti-
tutions; and industrial schools), $200,000;

(ii) during the year ending April 30, 1903, 80 per centum of each of
the amounts aforesaid;

(iii) during the year ending April 30, 1901, 60 per centum of each of
the anunints iforesaid:

(iv) during the year ending April 30, 1905, 40 per centum of each of
OW amounts aforesaid;

(v) during the year ending April 30, 1960, 20 pet centufn of each of
the amounts aforesaid;

(vi) during the year ending April 30, 1907, 10 per centum.of each of
the amounts aforesaid;

(c) to Make a .grant or grants In the manner aforesaid for continuation of
construction of sanitation facilities, not in excess. of $138,000.

Sm:e. 2. Any grant made under this Act shall be made only upon such written
assurances relating to control and supervision by responsible State Officials to
insure that the grant is used for the purposes intended ns the Secretary may
require. No grant shall serve to diminish the amounts Which Menominee County
or other political subdivisionS of the State of Wisconsin are entitled to receive
from the State as provided by its laws,. except so far as such dlmunition arises
front .treating the grants as if they were taxes raised by said county and sub-
divisions for purposes of determining what amounts, if any, the State is re-

. Milted to pay to said county and subdivisions under As
SEA.. 3. There are, hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums, not in

excess of $4,012,000, as are required to carry out the provisions -of" this Act.
Amend the title so as to read:

. A. bill to lessen the impact of the termination of Federal services to the Me-
nominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin,

rayon
The purpose of S.R. 4130, as amended, Is to furnish assistance to the people

('f the Menominee Indian Tribe during the first years after termination of
Federal supervision over the affairs of the tribe and thus to avoid many
harsh results which might follow from a toOlsudden transition from a Pro-
teeted status to complete freedom. Termination of Federal supervision, pro-
vided for in the act of June 17, 1051 (68 Stat. 250), as amended- (25 U.S.C.
896) occurs on April 30, 1961:

134 k.
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In order to accomplish this result, the amendment to H.R. 4130 provides
for a loan to Menominee Enterprises, Inc., of $2,500,000 at an, interest rate
approximately equal to the cost ,to the 'Government of 'borrowing money,.
The Joan will be used to exPand and modernize existing tribal enterprises
(principally a sawmill) and to develop tribal. resources. The amendment also
provides for grants totaling approximately $2,000,000 over a 0-year period for
essential health, education, and welfare services. These grants will be halidled,
after appropriations are made, by responsible officials of the State of Wiscon-
son.'Exeept for a capital grant for completion of construction of sewerage
facilities for the towns of `NeOpit and Keshena, the grants will be sealed
down year by year during the 0-year period until they teach zero.

The amendment proposed by the committee takes the place of proposals
contained in H.R. 4130, as it was introduced, and in ILR. 4444, which Pro-
vide for delay in the termination date flied by present law and for various
other changes in that Taw. H.R. 4130 and V.R. 4444 were both introduced by
Congressman Laird.

NEED
11'A

Two new and. important organizations have been created as parts of the
termination programMenominee Enterprises, Inc., and Menominee County,
Wis. I

The corporation, organiZed.under the laws of the State of Wisconsin; will
have transferred to it the sawmill and other assets of the Menominee Tribe
and will manage its business ventures. A recently completed study by a com-
petent engneering management firm has recommended to complete modern-
ization , of the sawmill, kiln, and storage facilities. Because of a depressed
lumber market,, a very high timber inventory, an outmoded plant, rind a
depleted cash reserve, the corporation lacks the,-means to carry out this recom-
mendation. The $2,500,000 loan fund provided4or in the omnmittec amendment
will, it is believed, furnish sufficient capital for the 'corporation to carry
throngh the program that has been outlined fOr it.

The new county covers the area' which is vow within the Menominee reser-
vation. Its population, -almost entirely Indian, is about 3,200. It includes the
forest holdings of the corporation and has a tax base of approximately $17
million. Wisconsin ordinarily limits the amounts that counties and towns may
levy fOr local support to 1 percent of the assessed. valuation of their real
property. In the case of the Menominde County this rule has been /modified

, to permit county levies of 11A percent and town levies of one-half of percent.
At these rates, the total possible collection, will be $310,000, or less thandialf
the estimated amount required to operate the local governments.

In order to furnish temporary assistance in ,this situation and to avoid
throwing an undue burden on the State, the committee recomends the authori-
zation of Federal funds, over a 0-year period to the State for distribution
to Menominee County or to other appropriate State agencies or political
subdivisions of the State for the benefit of Menominee County. The amount
which the amendment would authorize to be appropriated for the first year
was developed partly on the basis of a budget presented by spokesmen for the
Menominee Tribe and partly on, the basis of informal eorlsultations by mom-
hers of the committee and its staffwith Congressman Laird and with repre-
sentatives of the ,State of Wisconsin and the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare. It is intended to reflect the same sort of essential ,aids in
the health, education, and welfare fields that, up to this time, have been
furnished by the Federal Government, to the Menominee Tribe under such
laws as the Joliwn-O'Malley Act and the Impeded Areas Act. The figures
for the subsequent years represent R0,00, 40, 20. and 10 percent of the base
amounts. These figures are the maximum amounts that are authorized to be
appropriated. They thus put eeilings on Federal contributions and will serve
to prevent any inflation of the,program of local services at the expense of
the rnited States. Should the cost of these services decline or turn out to
be less than is presently estimated,, the amounts actually appropriated will,
of course, be lessened. Since the appropriations asked for will have to be
justified year by year, there will be opportunity for adjustment in the amounts
actually appropriated within the maximums set forth in the amendment. A
schedule of the grants proposed to be authorized under this phase of the com-
mittee's amendment follows:

it-
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Year

Education includ-,. ing Jnnt school 11 Health and
district unitotion

-;----------- 4
"Public wont* Total

1962 .
.

. . ... $250, 000 590, 000 3207,000 $540,000
1963 .. ..... 210,000 72,0e0 160,000 432, 000
1964 150,000 54,000 120,600 324,000
1965 . , ........... 100,000 36,000 90,000 216,000

) 1966 ..... . . 50,000 19,000 40,000 ,, 109, 000
1967.. . 25,000 9,000 20,000 Y 54,000

Total.. . .... 775,000 279,000 cio,mo 1,674,06

Although the appropriations will be Tirade to the. Secretary of the Interior
and will be disbursed by him, thus assuring a proper degree of Federal ad-
mini trative control at the 'initial Age, the committee amendment provides
for distribution to and through governmental agencies of the State of
\Me isin hieh, after termination of Federal supervision of the tribe, will

4tud is_ n the same relation to the Menominee Indians as they do to all other
izenresiding In the Htttte. This artatigemenr will help to assure' that health,

education, and welfare services will be adminishted, as nearly as may be, in
accordance with the same standards that are applicable throughOut the State.

The ;sum authorized to be appropriated for construction of a sewerage syn.
temp Is the difference -between the $333,000 -estimated cost of the system and
the $117,000 which has already been obligated for this purpose, The improve-
ments Were approved as part of the termination program in order to meet
minimum standards net up by tbe State, _

COST

Time total cost of this legislation will not exceed $4,012,000, of which the
$2,500,000 in the loan fund will be reimbursable to the Federal (Imminent.
As an offset against this sum it must be remembered 'that the cost to the
Federal t;overnment of administering the affairs of the Menominee' Tribe
since-1934 has approximated $1 million; of which over $,1/4 million have been
appropriated in the -form of special benefits relating to the. termination
program.

v - DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS

The report of the Secretary of the Interior on Hit 4130 and I IL 4444,
dated April 10, 1001, is as follows:

DEPARTMAT Or TITE9INTERIOR,
OrifICE Or TILE SECRETARY,'

Washington, .1).(r., April 10, 1061.
Ilan. WAYNE N. AsPINALL,"
ehairmanp, eqmtnittce onsInterlor and Insular Affairs,
House of 1trpresentatIrert. WashInglon,

DrAn AsrtztAtir: Your committee has requested a report on 4444,
a bill, to ainend the Menominee Termination-Act to extend Federal supervision
of the 'Menominee Indian Tribe, and provide necessary assistance, to enable
such tribe to make an orderly transition to its status alter. such supervision
ends,

We recommend that the hill be enacted if Mended as suggested below.
The bill,Junentle the act of :rune-17, 1034 (34 Stat. 250), as amended by the

net of Tutu 14, 1058 (70 Stat. 3`344), RS amended by the act of July 14. 19z0
(70 star. 149), as amended by the net of July 2, 1058 (72 Stat. 200), as
amended by the act of September S. 1000 74 Stat. 807). It extends the date
for the termination of the special Federal trusteeship over Menominee tribal
affairs from April 30, 1001, to April 30, 930; authorizes Federal 10111111 up
to $2,300.000 to flip tribe or its successor entity for the development. exuen-
Mon; and modernization 'of Menominee business operations; exempts the Me-
nominee triballtmets from Federal and State income taxes and State Property
taxes for 8 years; and makeit the already established and functioning Menoini-
nee Enterprises organiied under the laws of, the State of Wisconsin,
a Federal corporation.

The Menominee Tribe has had considerable advisort service Imitable to it
in the course of planning for its unrestricted status. It retained, largely at
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.
Federal expense, a prominent and respected firm of corporation lawyers ip

, Wisconsin; many of the State agencies aid various offices of this Department
assisted .their; the University of Wisanlisin supplied technical experts and

.. social scientists; and the State legislature enacted special legislation. The
plan, that the tribe developed-and submitted to the Department was approved

."-% by this Department Pursuant to the 1954 act. The tribe has already com-
pleted all of the organizational steps necessary" to Put the, plan into effect.
There remains a complex of ministerial chores to ,be performed byt April 60,
1961, entailing performance on the part of this Department, the. Menominee
Tribe, and the State of Wisconsin, t

It is expected that these steps can be taken in a timely and orderly manner.
It does not appear to us that an atension of time is necessary for this par-
ticular purpose. , ,

The, Menominee Titibe is concerned about its economic prospects. It is appre-
hensive hboUt whether, in the light of its current financial condition and
the 'current depressed lumber: market, it can realize the necessary income fOr
the county to be created' and provide public services me Wig Wisconsin stand-
ards ; modernize and expand the lumber mill an other enterprises; and pro-
vide 41ther sources of income for the members. e Menominee plan on page
15 cefftains the following -statement:

"By increasing the annual cut on the Menominee- Forest, within agreed
limits of,sound sustained yield practice, it is estimated that Menominee ';:iter-
prisk, Int, will be able to realize net earnings of $400,000 to $450,000- per
year after taxes and _before payments to stockholders. This is approximately

ayments.It is contemplated that most o tis_

Imount of payments made to tribal members over the past-irs
amount

ral years
as so-called stumpage p
will be paid to holders of the income bonds to be issues by the corporation,

To accomplish its plan, the corporation will have to expand its production
0 lumber and related products, while increasing its sales proportionately;
aid to realize maxinivan profits some modernization of plant will be required.
T ie tribe 'hasreceived a report from the engineering consulting firm Which
it hired to ahltilyze its,..present mill opeation and advise on means for mod-
eillizing and improting effiCiency. The present concern of the tribe ttons from
the fad that it is not able to sell all of the present production of lumber at
prices it considers fair. Some crucial comparisons are set out below on the
Menominee mill operation from July 1 to February 28 periods for this fiscal

*year and last year,

8 months 8 months
fiscal year 1960 fiscal year 1961

Board feet itnnber produced It 9, 927, 017 11, 725, 913
Board feet lumber sold 12.287.992 6.861.025
Receipts from sales $1, 10,983, 33 $650, 865.64
Book inventory in yard 0945, 110. 18 $1, 522,339. 23
Operating profit y 559,,721.17 9,727;42

From these figures, j,t can be seen that the mill is producing limber at an,
increased rate, but well below the limitation of 22 million beard feet a year
allowed by. the law. Sales and receipts have- fallen aft almost 50 percent.
At the same time -there appears to be some g,rounds for believing that man-
agement's operations may be appreciably more efficient 'this year.

That the lumber market is off is well known, We are informed that ,for
the Ltkke States area the hard(vood and hemlOck indexes of sales are down
only ,about 18 percent, whereas the slump at Menpminee is considerably
more than twice that. Some remedies have already bten undertaken. Pro ---.4
auction volume _has been shifted. to_ a preponderance of hardwood, where_
the' market, is more favorable; and we have amended the mill budget, recently,
to provide $8,000 for fees for commission agents to snilement the mill's
sales office.

It should be expected that at times there, will, be a drop in sales and receipts
of the Menominee lumber business. There is every reason .to believe that, over
a 'periodur time, the, mill, will be a, profitable' operation. We do not censider
ther'present situation to be a basis to,doubt the soundness of the 1S,Tenominee's
overall plan. But extreme difficulties face the tribe in the immediate future.
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. At the time of the enactment of the Menominee trust termination statute in1954, the, tribe had U.S. Treasury balances of $10,403,302. The TerminationAct directed the paymea of $1,500 per capita to each enrolled member, and
$4,932,538 was distribUted pursuant to it 4)In the following year;1955, based upoffa ruling of the Department Solicitor,
Payments for the year 1941 through 1954 were recomputed and it was deter-mined that the tribal members had been underpaid by almost $214 million for
those years. The Commission of. Indian Affairs urged the tribe to voluntarilytake less than the full redistribution; but the tribe voted otherwise. ..------.The Menominee had, in effect,- been financing their tribal services .costingan average of $350,000 a year from the value of the stumpage putsinto themill, As the members of the tribe were unwilling to'accept a reduced amountor to cut back the services provided by the tribe such as welfare and relief,
law and order, hospital and -medical services, payments to parochial 'schools,
legal services, utilities, constrimtion and maintenance, garbage removal, fire
protection, etc., an annual operating deficit of.more than $250,000 has had tobe taken from the tribe's funds. .

By the April 30, 1961, date now set for trust termination, the Menomineewill have cash balances in the vicinity of $1,300,000. They will have rea
property appraised at- $35 million discounted by the State to $16 million fo
tax purposes in consideration of the sustained yield requirement. They have
a- lumberyard, byproducts, and log inventory valued on the mill books at
$1,900,000.

The engineering firm retained by the tribe has made' a report indicating
approximately $1 million can profitably. be invested to improve the present
lumber mill without changing the basic type of operation. There will doubt-
lessly be other opportunities to improve the Alenominee's economy, which willrequire 'Capital investment. .,

In order to afford the Menominees every chance for success, important to
t them, the State, and the Federal Government, Congress might consider the

enactment of enabling legislation for Federal- credit on a standby basis. The
tribe has not had an opportunity yet to develop fully its plans for providing
an adequate economy. The restrictive covenant that is attached to their forest
property, encumbering its ready negotiability, may make it difficult to get
commercial 'credit for indUstrial expansion. Providing Federal credit can be
accomplished by the following amendment:

Strike everything after the enacting clause ands substitute the following:
'That notwithstanding the 'publication of the proclamation and the effect

thereof as provided in section 10 of the Act of Jung 17,1954 (68. Stat. 252),
as amended, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to make loans to
Menominee Enterprises; Inc.4uring the four-year period following the date

- of this Act, for the purpose Of-iinancing an expansion or 'modernization of
the corporation's business -operations, under the following conditions:

"(1) The Secretary shall be satisfied that adequate funds for the purpose
cannot be borrowed on the commercial money market on reasonable terms, .

"(2) Each loan shall be authorized in not more than 20 years.
"(3) Each loan shall be secured by a mortgage or pledge of property satis-

factory to the Secretary, and an agreement that the corporation will pay
no dividends or make any other payment to the holders of its stock or income
bonds as long as any payment on its loan is delinquent.'

"(4) 1 ch loan shall be based upon a loan agreement that contains such
additional terms and conditions as the Secretary 'deems appropriate.

"Sze. 2. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any loan made pur-
suant to this Act may be transferred for administration, collection, and fore-
closure of security if necessary to any Federal agency by agreement between
the Secretary of .the Interior and such agency.

"Svc. 3. There is authorized to be appropriated for the,mirpose of thiS Act
not to exceed $2,500,000." e.

It is most important to note that section 4 of the bill, providing for a Fed-
eral charter, is seriously deficient in draftsmanship in its-attempt to accom-
plish the Purposes of the spOnsors. We do not Offer any substitute language
because we recommend that no attempt be made to superimpose a Federal
cluirter on a eorpOration operating under State laws. Should your Committee
(Weide; however, to recommend favorably on this part of the bill, we suggest
that our staff be given an opportunity to work with the committee in drafting
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suitable language. The importance of this ean be perceived from a letter of,
the Menomin'et Tribe's attorney, furnished to us by the tribe on March 3,;
1961, which we understand has also been made available to the committee.
Though necessarily lengthy, it says in pertinent part:

"Section 4 of H.R. 4111 ratifies and affirms the article of incorporation of
Menominee Enterprises, Inc. '11$ revised November 11, 1959.' The article in-
cluded in the termination plan are marked. 'revised November 30, 1959,' and
we are not certain whether these are the same, but in, any event the latter
date is the one which should be used in H.R. 4444. It then states that the
corporation 'should be considered to be chartered under Federal law.' We
do not know and we doubt if any lawyer can state just what would result
with passage of this section. Does the State corporation continue to function
under Wisconsin's modern and very detailed corptrate laW, with a Federal
charter besides, or is the. State corporation to be - dissolved? If it continues
under the dual form of chartering, what Federal laws govern and to what ex-
tent do they supersede State laws? We do not know what this section 'or the
idea of chartering the corporation under Federill.laws contributes to thepur-
pose which the tribal leaderS have in mind and believe that this section only
creates doubt and confu 'on and even possible litigation. It should be stated
that the Wisconsin c poration, Menominee Enterprises, Inc. (as required
by Public Law 399 to' e done by March 1), is already established and func-
tioning.

While we are of the opinion indicated above that the Menominee termina-
tion plan is a sound one and can be made to succeed, nevertheless, the 'Man
may encounter-serious difficulties, and hardships may result to the tribe, the
State, and local units of government. We therefore suggest that;

1. Instead Of >transferring title_ to all of the tribal propertY to Menominee
Enterprises, Inc., on April 30, 1961, as now required by law, the Secretary
might be authorized, if the Congress so desires after hearing from the State
and the Indians, to make the transfer at any time prior to April 30, 1965,
that he determines is justified. If this Were done, the Secretary could be au-
thorized to entet into a contract with Menominee Enterprises, Inc., which gives
the corporation full control of the tribal assets and full responsibility for
conducting the butfiness enterprises of the tribe, subject to the right of the
Secretary to resume control if he determines that there is a need for doing
so, Menominee Enterprises, Inc., could proceed immediately to run the mill;
test whether the cut can be increased from 22 million to 29 million board
feet annually, whether the increased cut can be marketed successfully, arid,
how many Indian"; properly can be employed in a businesslike operation.

If there is to be any continuation of Federal financial assistance beyond
1961 we believe that it should be based upon a continuation of the Federal
trust during the period of assistance, and not be in the form of Federal sub -
sidy after a termination of the trust.

2. In order that the proposed new county may be organized and cimmence
to function, the contract betiteen the Secretary and the Menominee Enter-
Prises, In'.. could require the corporation to contract with the county ,for a
pnvment in lie of taxes for the period prior to the date of actual transfer
of title to. th corporation.

This pr dure would allow the Federal Government to retain its basic au-
thority or a transition period of not to exceed 3 years. and to lend a guiding
hand if needed. The corporation and the county would he able to assume their
responsibilities immediately, however. and start developing the full potentials
of the reservation. This Department would be in n position to give advice and
assistance as needed. If experience shows that the plan is likely to prove
unsuccessful, title to the reservation would still be in the Federal Government
and no irrevocable decision would have been made.

If Congress wishes to proceed 'along such lines, the following additional
language should-- be included in the bill:

"Srie..i.JL11 Section 7 of the Act of June 17; 1954 (68 Stat. 252), as amended,
is amendedby deleting 'shall cease on April 30. 1961. or on such earlier date
as rant' he agreed 'upon by the tribe and the Secretary' and by inserting in,
lieu thereof 'shall cease when a transfer of title to tribal property has been
completed in accordance with the provisions of section 8 of this Mt.'

"(b) The first sentence of section 8 of said Act is amended by changing
'April 30, 1961', to 'April 30, 1965.'
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"(c) Section 8 of said, let is further amended by designating the present
language as subsection (a)' and by adding the following 'new' subsection (b) ;
`(b) For the period preceding the transfer of title to the tribal corporation as
provided in subsection (a) of this section, the Secretary is authorized to con-
tract with the tribal corporation for the management and administration of
all or any part of the tribal property in accordance with such terms and con-
ditions as the Secretary may prescribe, notwithstanding any other provision
of law. The contract may provide for management and administration as nearly
as possible in accordance with the terms of the plan prepared pursuant' to
section 7. The contract may require the tribal corporation to contract with
the local county for a payment in lieu of tales for the period prior to the
data of transfer of title to the corporation.' "

The Bureau of the Budget has advised; that there is no, objection to the
presentation of this report from the standpoint y the administration's program.

Sincerely yours,
. Joux A. .CARVER, -Jr.,

Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

COMMITTEE IlECOMMENDATIONk

The Committee on Interior and .Insular Affairs recommends the enactment
of H.R. 4130, as amended.

CHANGES IN EXI 'ING LAW-

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House. of Rep-
*resentatives, anges in existing law made by the bill, as introduced are shown

as follows ( isting law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in black brackets,
new matter s printed in italic, existing law in which no change is proposed
is shown in roman):

Aar OF JUNE 17, 1954 (68 STAT. 250) , AS AMENDED. (25 U.S.C. 891)
* .* * * * * *

SEC. 7. The tribe shall as soon as possible and in no event later than 'Feb-
ruary 1, 1959, formulate and submit to the Secretary a plan for the funtre con-
trol of the tribal property and service functions now .conducted by or under
the supervision of the United States, including but not limited to services in
the fields pf health, education, welfare, credit,roads, and law and order, and
for all other matters involved in the withdrawal of Federal supervision. The
Secretary is authorized too provide such reasonable assistance as may be re-
quested by . officials of the tribe in the formulation of the plan heretofore
referred to, including necessary consultations with representatives of Federal
departments and agencies, officials of the State. of Wisco.nsin- and political
subdivisions thereof,,and members of the tribe. The Secretary shall accept
such tribal plan as the basis for the conveyance of the tribal. property if he

"finds that it will treat with reasonable equity all members on the final roll
of the tribe prepared pursuant to section 3 of this Act, and that it conforms
to applicable Federal and State law. In the event the tribe fails to submit a
plan approvable under the terms of this Act by February 1, 1959, the Secre-
tary shall cause such a .plan to be prepared and submitted to the tribe within
three months thereafter. The tribe shaR thereafter have three months within
which to accept the plan of the ,Secretary or to submit to the Secretary tribal
proposals for modification. If the Menominee Tribe and the Secretary cannot
agree upon a plan within the aforenientiened six-month period, or if they
agree upon a plan within such period and the tribal corporation and voting
trust contemplated by the plan are not established prior to November 1, 1960,
the Secretary shall transfer the. tribal property to a trustee of his choke

n for management or disposition for the benefit of the Menominee Tribe.
The responsibility of the 'United State8 to furnish all such Supervision and

services to the tribe anon to. the members thereof, because of their status as
Indians, shall cease on Dece.mber 31, 1960, or on such earlier date as may be
agreed upon by the tribe and the Secretary. The plan shall contain pro-, vision for protection of the forest on a sustained yield basis and for the pro-
tection of the Water, soil, fish and wildlife. To the extent necessary, the plan
shall provide for such terms ollitransfer pursuant to section 8 of this Act, by
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trust or otherwise, as shall insure the continued fulfillment of the plan. TheSecretary, after approving the plan, shall cause the plan to be published inthe Federal Register. The sustained yield management requirement con-tained In this Act, and the possible- selection of a trustee in the event of atribal 'planning default, shall not be construed by any court to Impose' afinancial liability on the United States.
SEC. 8. On -or before April 30, 19(11, the Secretary is authorized to transferto the tribal corporation or to a trustee of the Secretary's choice, as pro idedin section 7 of this Act, the title to all property, real and perSonal, he d intrust by the United States for the tribe. The Secretary is hereby dir eted

to begin immediate negotiations with a private trusee of his chOice to pe feeta trust agreement so that if by March 1, 1961, the tribal corporation la, notfunctioning, the Secretary will ,be prepared to transfer title to such propertyto said trustee as Soon after March 1, 1061, as possible, but In no event I terthan April 30, 1961. The Secretary is authorized, in his discretion, to tran ferto the tribe or any member or group of members thereof any federally m edproperty acquired, withdrawn, or used for the administration of the aff irsof the tribe which he deems necessary for Indian use, or to transfer to a pu licor nonprofit 'body any such property which he deems necessary for pu lie
use and from which members of the tribe will derive benefits.

Sac. 9. No distribution, conveyance, or transfer of title to assets and noissuance or distribution of securities purSuant to the plan approved by he
Secretary under the provisions of this Act shall be subject to any Fede al
or State transfer, issuance, or income tax; Provided, That nothing in this etshall exempt the.recipient of any cash distribution made hereunder, from p -ment of income tax for the year in which the distribution is made on th Itportion of his , share thereof which consists of Interest on funds deposited n
the Treasury of the United States pursuant to the Supplemental Approprition Act, 1952. (65 Stat. 736, 754). Following any distribution, conveyanc ,
transfer, or issuance as aforesaid, the assets and securities which are helby, and any income derived therefrom which is received by or payable t
any person, or any corporation or organization as provided in section g
this Act, shall be subject to the same taxes, State and Federal, as In th
cose of non-Indians, except that the basis of any valuation for purposes oFederal income tax on gains or losSea shall be the value of the property on
the date title its transferred by the United States pursuant to section o8 ofthis Act.

* *

SEC. 14. (Notwithstanding' any other provisibn of this Act, the Secretary 4of
the Interior is authorized to contract with the Wisconsin Department of Pub-
lic Instruction, prior to the date for terminating Federal responsibilities, for
the completion of a vocational or undergraduate college program of any mem-
ber of the Menominee Tribe who .has been accepted for such prognam priorto the termination date.

Sae. 15. If the Secretary of the Interior determines that more time is
needed before the transfer of property to the tribal corporation or a trustee
as provided in section. 8 of this Act, and before a termination of Federal re-
sponsibility for furnishing supervision and services to the tribe as provided
in section 7 of this Act, he is authorized to postpone such transfer of property
and termination of Federal responsibility to a date ho determines is reasonable.

Mr. NASH. I am now going to direct the committee's attention
to some details which appear on 'pages 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 and 10
of said report with the signature of John A. Carver, Jr., the
Assistant Secretary again. I of course am not going to attempt
to read the whole thing.

The very significant portion here, Mr. Chairman, is that the
Department at this point desired the House of Representatives
and its committee and subcommittee to be aware of the departmental
opinion that aid Was necessary but that the aid ought to be asso-
ciated with retention of the trust status,.not to corny. as a subvention
after the dissolution of the trust, so the report goes into the matter
of severance of the trust, it goes into tfie matter of the aid, and
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makes the point about the retention of the trust, suggests that the
date of termination be deferred for several years, and proposes
a very. important:method of contracting as-ti means of taking care
of .the essential community services and the execution of the trust
in the meantime.

1# Now, contracting, as I'm sure the members of this committee know
better than I, goes back to an authority of Congress first granted
in 1910. It is riot a new concept but it is one which has laid unused
for a great many years.

Mr. MEEte. And we've come full circle again too, because the
administration is again suggesting that --

Mr. NASII. It is again suggesting that, and I shall support it
wholeheartedly, and I endorse it. - I

In my time as Commissioner we made extensive use of contracting
in this very important matter of Menominee, termination. It was
proposed by the Department but the' committee did not see fit to
accept the advice.

Specifically, let me call your attention to the paragraphs at the
bottom of page 8. While we are of the opinion. indicated above, the
Menominee termination. plan is a sound one and can be made to
succeed. Nevertheless the plan may encounter serious difficulties and
hardshiis may result to the tribe, the State and local units of govern-
ment. We therefore suggest _that: (1) instead of transferring title
to all of the tribal property to Menominee Enterprises Inc on
April 30, 191, as now required by law, the Secretary might be
authorized if the Congress so desires after hearing from the State
and the Indians to make the transfer at any time prior to April 301.
1965, that he determines is justified,

If this were done, the Secretary could be authorized to enter into
a ,contract with Menominee Enterprises Inc., which gives the
corporation full control of the tribal assets and full responsibility
for conducting business enterprises of the tribe, subject to the right
of the Secretary to resume control if lie determines that there is a
need for doing so. Menominee Enterprises, Inc., could proceed im-
mediately to run the mill, test whether the cut can be increased
from 22 million to 29 million board feet annually, whether the in-
creased cut can be marketed successfully, and how many Indians
properly can be employed in a businesslike operation.

Mr. Chairman, these are all serious considerations which were
speculated at the time the termination went into effect and which
since have significantly had ups and downs. I think this was good
advice then and would be good, advice today. The next point:

If there is to be any continuation of Federal financial assistance
beyond 1961 we believe that it should be based upon a continuation of
the Federal trust during the period of assistance, and not be in the
form of Federal subsidy after a termination of the trust.

(2) In order that the proposed new county may be organized
and commence to function, the contract between the Secretary and
the Menominee Enterprises, Inc;. could require the corporation to
contract with the county for a payment in lieu of taxes for the
period prior to the date of actual transfer of title to the corporation.

X42
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drThege twere alternative. Methods to the astic solution that went
into effe6t_gn the .1st of April, 1961, which could have been used
at thattime,.and looking lack in hindsight I think wereli beneficial
effect. Following thepreparation of the secretarial task fOree report
on Indian affairs in July of 1961. My name was subinitted fro the
Senate as Commissioner of Indian Affairs and after lengthy hearings
and some delay Is.was confirmed after September of 1961.

I served, I.Would sit, very happily with a few Federal jobs, and
I must say, I 'enjoyed being around the, Wisconsin Legislature. in
1961 but there is nothing I have done in my life that has given me
as much pleasure, as well is satisfaction'tias being.-Commi5sioner of
Indian Affairs and I can assure- the members of this committee
that I *nuld never ha* loft that job voluntarily .and did not do so.

The fact of the matter is that. the .Commissionership is kind of
a bank account in which you make withdrawals from good will but
never any additional dePosits.-

[General laughter.] .

NASEI. So that the ComMissioners are expendable and probably-
.should be, and eventually in 1966 we reached, the .point where my
continued occupation of the office ice was going to result in the indefinite
deferment of programs that I thought were very necessary for
Indian affairs, and particularly one which represented a very sound
commitment to Indian. people in the Southwest, namely, -the con-
struction of the vocational school in Albuiuerque and that was the
straw th broke the camel's back. But .11)iii . glad to say that has
been e Ifated since.

s been a worthwhile -act. And in addition, a very close
friend;. mine, an Indian -person in WisConsin, Bob Bennett, I
opened the way for him to succeed. me as Commissioner and I will
not pretend I was delighted to do so. I would merely say that since
I had to do it I was delighted to make way for him.

Naturally 1- retained my interest in Menominee affairs, but I
think as Commissioner. I could not have any offichtl functions in
conjunction with a terminated tribe.

The Congress of. 'the United Statns had exercised- its plenary
powers in Indian affairs to make legal non-Indians out of Menomi-
nees, but it was easy to see flint conditions were not auspicious: in
1965 the Appropriations committee of the House of Renresentatives
asked the 13nrean of Indian Affairs for a- report on the status of
the Menominee Indian Tribe, then 4 years approximately after
termination, -and such a renort was prepared and vas submitted by
the BUreau of Indian Affair to the Appropriations Committee of
the Muse:

This report has never. in my opinion, had the amount of public
attention that it deserved. It was asked for by the -Appropriatrons
Committee and I think that its only fair to state at this poirit. in
history that this committee regarded it as an intrusiOn, on its juris-
diction -and asked the :Appropriations Committee to receive the report
and after that nothing more was heard of it.

It was introduced into the record and may be found in the Con-
gressional Record, but there has never been any generally broadcast
distribution of it and I particularly want to state for the record

-
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hid. this report was submitted to the Conimittee eii Appropriations
in February, 1965, and I ask permission to introduce it in the record
at this DOA.

Mr..111EEns. Withont objection, so ordered.
[The report- referred to follows:]

THE STATUS OF TEE TERMINATION OF TIM MENOMINEE: INDIAN TRIBE

(A Report to_ the Committee on Appropriations, house. of Representatives, by
the Bureau of Indian. Affairs, Depaftment of the Interior, February BM)

The 'House Committee on Appropriations, in its report of March 13, 1964
(88thCongreas, 2d Session, Ilouse Report No. 1237), requested that thebureau
of Indian Affairs "submit a detailed report in connection with the 1900 esti-.
mates as to the status of the termination" of the Menominee Indian Tribe of
Wisconsin. This report has been prepared in my:lase to that request.

INTIODUCTIblf .
..

The trust responsibility of the United States toward the Menominee Indian
Tribe of Wisconsin was brought to a close April 30, 1001, by the Menominee
Termination Act of June 17, 1604 (P. L. 83-399). Such term nation was to have
become effective not later than December 31, 1050, according to the original
enactment. riospective difficulties the Menominee /would face after termina-
tion prompted two postponements of the date. In 1059 the. Wisconsin Legis-
lature memorialized Congress to repeal or amend the law so as to continue the
trust relationship indefinitely, expressing the opinion that termination was
seriousirpremature. This change of policy was not agreed to by the Congress..

Measures to help the tribe to _meet its new and extended responsibilities
were considered as the termination date approached. These included two bills
to amend the Menominee Termination Act on which 'hearings were held. in
April 1061 by the Subcommittee on Indian Affairs of the Senate Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs. One of these would. have authorized post-
ponement of termination to a date found by the Secretary of the Interior to
be reasonable. The other, would have postponed the termination date to 1909
at latest and have authorized the Secretary of the Interior to make loans
to the tribe not to exceed $2,500,000 in aggregate amount.

Assistant Secretary Carver, appearing for the. Department of the Interior,
identified the basic question that made some 'modification of the Termination,
Act (Nimble. In so doing, he accurately forecast the difficulties that
have caused the Appropriations Committee to request the present report.

"The basic premise of termination," fSecretary Carver pointed out, "has
come

on
be a question of whether tlyk lumber industry, as presently consti-

tuted on the reservation, is big enough to support the Indians."
"Taking this resource in and of itself," he continued, "it is a very attrac-

tive operation. But there is a basic difficulty in translating a single industry
operation into all the ramifications and complexities of community and gov-
ernment iietivities. Furthermore, we don't really have any way to make a
direct conversion of one sawmill operation, which is customarily carried on
as a private preposition, into full support of an'Amerlcan community. We just
don't have any background for that."

In light of this, Secretary Carver emphasized, "everyone seems now agr ed
that given the present state of the lumber business, and given the pre Int
developments or look of developments of the mijl. itself, the proceeds o the
will won't reach all of the needs which will follow on termination."

Five alternatives were open, Mr. Carver thought, in meeting the need recog-
nized by "almost everyone interested. in the welfare of the Menominees" for
congressional modification of the act in one- form or another. Among these
alternatives, the Department recommended what Mr. Carver termed "phased
extension of termination." This was Met, forth in the Department's report- on
the pending bill (emphasis added)

1. Instead of transferring title to. all of the tribal property to Menominee
Enterprises, Inc., on April 90, 1961, as now required by law, the Secretary
might be authorized, if. the Congress so desires after hearing from the State
and the Indians, to make the transfer at any time prior to April SO, 1965, that
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he &Amines is justified. If this were done, the. Secretary could be authorized
to e ter into a contract with Menominee Enterprises, Inc., which givei the
cor ration full control of the tribal assets and full responsibility for con-
du ins the business enterprises of the tribe, subject to the right of the Sec-
retaryretary to resume control if he determines that there is a need fop doing so.
Menominee Enterprises, Inc., could proceed immediately to rail tW mill, test
whether the cut can be increased from 22 million to 29 million board feet an-
nually, whether the increased cut be marketed successfully, and how many
Indians properly can be employed in a business-like operation.

If there `is to .be'any continuation of Federal financial asafstance beyond
1361 we believe that it should be based upon a continuation of the Federal
truat during the Period of assistance, and not be in the form of Federal sub-
aidy 'after a termination of the trust.

a In order that the proposed new county may be organized and commence
to function, the contract between the Secretary and the Menominee Enter-
prises, Inc., colild require the corporation to contract with the county for a
payment in lieu of taxes for the period prior to the date of actual transfer
of title to the corporation.

This procedure would allow the Federal Government to retain its bode
authority for a transition period of not to exceed 3 years, and to lend a
guiding hand if needed. The corporation and the county would be able to as-
sume their responsibilities immediately, however, and start developing the
full potentials of the reservation. This department' would be in a position
to give advice and assistance as needed. If experience shows .that the plan
is likely to be unaucceasful, title to the reservation would still be in the Fed-
eral Government and no irrevocable declaimn would have been made.

The Congress declined to adopt this recommendation choosing instead the
alternative of permitting termination to proceed on schedule' but providing
financial assistance (P. L. 87-432) for a transitional period of five years
after April 30 1901 in a total amount of. $060,000 for contributions to Joint
school costs. The law also authorized' expeaditures of $438.000 by the Public
health Service for construction of sanitation facilities, bringing the total
amount a assistance to $1,098,000. -

No provision was made for continuing any degree of Federal supervision
during the period in which assistance was presumed necessary. No means
was made available whereby the Bureau of Indian Affairs would be kept
currently informed of developments much less enabled to assist the new
county and corporation in any way during the admittedly difficult years of
transition.

It IF1 in the light of this policy doeision by the Congress, the decision to
make termination complete as of April 30, 1961, and to retain no remnant of
the former Federal responsibility toward the Menominees or supervision of
their affairs, that this review has been undertaken.

MENOUINEE AITAIRS 7 CORPORATION AND COMITY

The experience of the Menominees under termination may be examined first
of all in terms of the two entities established by State law Its successors to
the :Menominee Indian Tribe. One of these. n state corporation, was Menominee
Enterprises, Inc., to which was eonveyed all the tribal land that had com-
prised the reservation, including the Menominee forest and the sawmill upon
which the economic future of the Menominees depended. The other was a new
county, Wisconsin's 72d, carved from the two counties in whieh the reservation
had been located and with borders identical, to those of the reservation.

Menominee Enterprises* Inc..

Following termination, Menominees whose names were on the final tribal roll
were no longer joint owners of Indian trust land, but became bondholders
and stockholders in Menominee Enterprises, Inc.

The principal business of the company is the production of lumber and
pulpwood and this dependence on the forest has been recognized in provisions
both of Federal and of State law. These were drawn with view to safeguard-
Ina the prime asset represented by the Menominee forest, through promoting
timber harvesting on a sustained-yield basis. Section 7 of the Termination
Act was amended (I'. L. 84-718 of July 14, ION) to require "protection of
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the fores't on' a sustained yield basis" and Chapter 258 of the Wisconsin
Statutes (enacted July 30 1959) provideS that a forest required by Federal
law to be operated on such basis shall have a fair market value, for tax pur-
poses, equiValent to 40 percent of what it would otherwise be.

Total income of Menominee Enterprises, virtually all derived from sales of
lumber and forest products, increased from $2,11,000 In the year ending' Sep-
temher 30, 1902, to $3,686,000 In 1064. Net operating !Tome increased from
$642,000 in 1962 to $692,000 in 1964. The following table discloses rather
clearly that, as an operating business, the company has justified the mil-
denee the Menominees had in it. They may well still regard it, in secretary
Carver's words, as "a very attractive operation."

It must be understood, of course, that the information set forth here has
been obtained from the published reports of Menominee Enterprises, Inc.,
supplemented by explanatory detail supplied by company officials. Lacking
the sort of continuing close relationship to the corporation that would have
prevailed under the plan recommended by the Department, we can liring to
the task no -speeial knowledge Or familiarity with the situation that has de-
veloped since 1961.

(in Thousands)

196
(5 mo1 s.)

($933)
(156)

1962

52,102
139

/.
1%3 9164

53,36'5-1T-59-6
153 90

fr

ANet Wes of lumber and forest products ----"'
lit income

Total income.. -,-
Less:

Costs and expenses

(991)

(779)

2,941

2,299

3,511

2,944

.3,6116

2,994

Net operating income
Le:s: -

Property taxes

(212)

(165)

642

306

574

233

692

332

Net profit ..

Bond interest payable
Excess of available earnings over bond interest mob!, I

(ft,1 ),
( -116)

336

56
Di-45 il?,22

Nue: DAiti to rounding, decimals may not add to totals,

I Deficit met out of Surplus.

Source: Menominee Enterprises, Inc., annual reports.

Appraisal of Operating Performance.The corporation's bonds were created
to represent the capital value of the annual stumpage payments formerly
paid, on a per capita basis, to members of the tribe. Accordingly, they were
made income bonds, the annual interest tiproximating in amount the former
stumpage payments. Before payment of Interest on the income bonds, net
profit has improved each year since

Similarly, It must be born in !WM that 90 percent or more of the annual
taxes levied by Menominee County Is paid by the company. These comprise
state,,county, town, and school district taxes, which. in Wisconsin are separate
items in the total levied and collected *by the county. Property taxes have
never amounted to less than 40 percent: of net operating income and in 1064.
absorbed 48 percent. Net operating income amounted that year, before taxes,
to 3.5 percent of the combined total of stockholders' equity and outstanding
bonds, all of which had been issued to stockholders.

The first full year of operation was the 12-month period ending September'
30, 1062. Since then, although adversely affected by market conditions in,1063
and a 6-week shut wn for major repairs in 1964, sales have expanded with

the increase in cut sawtimber and pulpwood. For many years the timber
cut had been limited, under the sustained-yield principle, to 20 million board
feet a year. Reappraisal of the forest led in 1061 to revision of the limit
to 30 nib!. By 1964 the cut had been increased to 28.9 mbf, and 29 InbL
expected to be cut in 1900. New attention has bets given to production of
pulpwood and pulp and by-products outp has btN more than trebled since
1962. The management reportscontinuin troduetion of more efficient m,eth-
ods and exploration of apetialized markets, ith prospect of further improve-
ment in sales and net operating income at maximum cutting volume.
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The increase of sales and net operating income has been modest but well ,

sustained through -the difficult initial years. The result is' that, despite the
heavy burden of local taxation, the need to draw upon surplus to meet bond
interest has declined each year, from $56,000 in 1062 to $22,0000 in 1904. These
('barges, totaling $239,000 In four years (including $116,000 in. 1061), have
reduced surplus to $864,000. 'Despite diminishing deficits since 1902, the
prospect for ending this annual drain on surplus* must be viewed skeptically
in light of recent information that the company's 1965 tax bill, through Sep-
tember 30, is about $395,000, or $63,000 higher than for 1964.

Modernization and Stabilized EmploymentThe new corporation promptly
entered upon a program ofomodernization and capital improvement involving
a gross sum of about $1.0 million. This was financed largely from the tribal
mill's cash balance, to which the corporation. had succeeded and which totaled
$1,750,000 as of September 30, 1961. The. results show in a sharp. increase in
the asset value (depreciated) of plant and equipment from $498,000 in 1961
to $1,007,000 In 1963 and $1,772,000 in 1964. This increase of. nearly $1.3 mil-
lion in three years has been accompanied by regularization of mill employment,
on two shifts at all times. Total employment, including supervisors, is cur-
rently about 230 and seasonal variation has been eliminated from employ-
ment in the' mill itself. Work in, the woodslogging of sawtimber and cutting
of pulpwood -1 formed under contract provides additional employment for
65 to 130 according to Fthe season.

Peak employment,. about 365, is about 10 percent less than that Of 410
reported before termination. Meanwhile the minimum hourly wage paid mill
employees increased by 13 percent and the average by 10 percent (from $1.50 -
to $1.74) between 1961 and 1964. Annual payroll (including contract logging
and pulping) has increased to $1,870,000ahout 1; percent higher than in.
1901 and more than this above pretermination

replica Requirements.The relatively satisfactory current operation of the
mill must not be permitted to obscure the fact. looking to the future, that the
drain of taxes eliminates the possibility of financing further modernization
Out of income. Moreover, no further capital improvement can be financed out
of cash, which has now been drawn doWn to ,minimum operating level. Tn
addition to the lumber operation, the corporation is responsible for the
manngement and development of all the land of the county except that
Occupied by homesites. This, too, calls for capital, which is not easily
attracted by potential over a 40-year development period.

Manaoentent.--Sinee its establishment in 1061. Menominee Enterprises, Inc..
has experieneed its share of administrative difficulties, seriously accentuated
by the fact that the stockholders, most of them residents and thus eyewitnesses
to merations, have for' the most part been as unfamiliar with corporation
practices as they were acenstomed to those long characteristic of the tribal
mill enterprise. These early years have been marked, moreover, by two
chances in top matmgement. The fact that so satisfactory an operating record
has been achieved despite such initial difficulties suggests that as a business -
the impact of property taxes on profit being recognized as wholly abnormal
the mummy has been basically well managed. The company's third president
was seeretnry-treasurer prior to faking office April -1, 1964. Ire appears to
have both the full support of the board of directors and much better standing
than his predecessors among Menominees critical of the new and, as they
term it, "outside" management of the "tribal mill."

Menominee rounty

Upon its creation May 1, 1961. Menominee County. population about 2,500,
notomotiesllv went to the bottom of the list of Wisconsin enmities. in the
company of Florence (the only other county with fewer than 5.000 residents)
and six others with population of less than 10,000 each. Its assessed valuation
for tax purposes was $16.7 million in 1962, which made it at the time the
second lowest county in assessed value, Only 14.others of the 72 had valuations
below $50 million.

Special Statutory Proviaions.It was full awareness Of these and other
related basic disadvantages under which the new county would operate that
led the Legislature to Include in the law creating Menominee County several
provisions which, if not without individual precedent, constitute a wholly
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unique combination.' In general, they provide for the eombination of county
and town poards, for the eonsolidation of Certain town and county official%
and for the inclusion of Menominee County in the court. and school systems of
adjacent Shateano County.

,Through these extraordinary provisions, the State Legislature, recognizing
the impossibility of expecting so small and issor. a 'county tO establish and
support a full strtulture of county and town government, sought to relieve
it of any avoidable burden of costs of. government. The_ law provides, in

.
addition, for review a the, new county's experience by the Legislature at the
(0(1 of 4 years and again at the end 'of M years, so that the adequacy of
such. proVisions as these and, more broadly, tine wisdom and feasibility, of .

establishing a Separate county May be re.examlned as a totter of statutory
InTScrlIttion. The first stall- review is aecordingly due this year, 19(15.

,Demands on, Loral Government.-=The burden of local government has
Indeed proved fully us serious as the State Legislature bad feared and as
the Department of The Interior had indicated as probable. *Net schools costs,
'financed by the sehool distriet tax, have. mounted steadily and substantially,
as Federal assistance has been reduced melt :succeeding year. Costs of the
treatment of tuberculosis patients and, those of pub' le assistance under the
;twin! Sceurityl AO and related welfare administration have also mounted
rapidly. To meet :these latter expenses, financed by the. county tax, that tax
was furred up to its statutory limit (17 mills per dollar of assessed value)
in 1063 and 1914 (for the budgets of 1964 and 1965, respectively), A further
increase in the se hoot district tax will be necessary next year bemuse Federal
assistance will twain be reduced, and in tart 18 scheduled to end with the
1966 payment. The- -following table summarizes tax and budget developments
since 19(12

Pa thousands/

1%2 1963
1%4

'stints
1965

budget
Chang.

1962=65

. Total taxes collected by Menominee- County... $296.6 $315 5 . 9450.1 205.6
Cost to M en sminre County uf Schools,. .. ..... ...,. (), $ 44. 1 I 1t4.6 161.6 -410.2
Sanatorium treatment 0.3 12, 4 69.8 76,1 475.8
Public assistance (Ixial security)...... _ ..... . 14.7 15.2 22.7 43.4 +25,7
Welfare administration . 8.4 61 12.1 31.0 422.6

Total.,.:.. ...... ......... 24.3 31. 7 2111.2 .301.5 5 --E 2%. 2

Taxes required for all other purposes.__. '...--._
272.4 #-234., 231. 9 1%.1 -71.3

. .

Note: Due to rounding, decimals may not add to totals,

Source: Wisconsin Department of Public Mato and Menominee Coun'y.

The change in the combined tax levy of Menominee County tState, county,
town, and sehool district taxes) lietween 1902. and 1965 is $206 million.. Of
this total, 78 pereent Is accounted for by the $100,t,)00 increase in the school
district tax. Of this $160.000, however, only $28,000 Is dUe to the actual'
increase in the costs of the sebool district; the balanee, of' $132,000 (04 pereent
of the total tax increitin.), has resulted -faun the reduction of Federal assistance,
from $220,0(K) in 19(4 to $814,000 in 1905.

.The sneond largest Increase is that of $76,000 in' the cost ''Of sanatorium
treatment, which bas resulted from a high ineldence of tuberculosis. The
inerease in the cost of 1)111)116 assistance is concentrated In Aid to Families
withDcpen(lent Children, with increased by .$23,800 between 1902 and 1965.

The importance of the continuing reduction in Federal assistance may be
illustrated by the tact that if there were no suet, payments in 1905, additional
taxes of $88,0(H) would be required. This would add 11.5 percent to the

, total tax bill and would bring the total taXarate (all four taxes combined)
to' approximately 13 mills, more than double the statutory limit on the
manly. tax _itself. Current comparisons are aot available, but It year the
average combined rate for the entire state was 27.32 mulls, as compared
with the rate of 29.77 mills levied by 'Menominee County for 1906.

Maio Aaaistanee.-rnder Wimeonsin law, State aids reduce the cost to
the counties of a number of progratna that the counties administer. There.

r
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are also taxes that4the State collects, but shares with the counties according
to statutory formula. Tile budget of Menominee County,' shown in sununary
form in the table above, has been presented in net terms, after receipt of
such State contributions. In addition to these statutory contributions to
meeting 'the cost of programs administered by the county, two grants were
received by Menominee County in 1904. The first of these, in the amount of
$17,525, was made under a provision of the statutes (See. 49.39) authorizing
the State also to pay the county's fthare of welfare coats in eases where the
county is unable to do so. When, in 1003, Menominee County raised its county
tax to the statutory limit, the Way was opened to apply for this form of
additional State assistance to' cover welfare items totaling $34,838. . .

The other grant was made under a special if ilot unprecedented appropria-A
tion by the Legislature. Amounting to $$0,000, this grant was Justified in terms
of the extraordinary level of tuberculosis treatment' required for Menominee
County residents. Its payment had the immediate effect, Ihowever, of increasing
the balance In the general fund, in light of which the Departnipt of Publie
Welfare found itself obliged to withhold. payment of. welfareosts beyond
the $17,525 already paid.

Tir,, general fund is the central one used by -Wiscobsin counties in their
financing of local government. The balance in the fund usually. is represented
largely by cash and fluctuates with the ebb and flow of receipts and expendi-
tures. During 1004, Menominee County's general fund balance increased to
a total of $120,000, or somewhat more (the audit is not yet completed) this
was equivalent to 4 months' requirements or so (school costs being funded
separately). In light of this fact, the Department of Public Welfare recently
denied the county's request for as grant of $76;000 under Sec. 49.39 for the .

1965 budget. To fund 100.1 requirements, $00,000 bas been needed in addition
to the maximum taxes that.can be levied under the statutory limit of 17 mills.
This amount has been appropriated from the general fund; thus, the balance
is expected to be ricduced to an aceeptably modest level by the end of 1905.

A. third .measure of State assistance vastly overshadows these two grants,
but it is one extended to individual Menominees, not to the county.. This is
the unprecedented special fund of $1 million for direct welfare grants, and
loans by the. State itself, which is discussed in the following section.

trryent Nerd of Extraordinary Neu-armTwo facts dominate the' eounty's
immediate financial outlook. One is the fact that $99,000 of 1905 requirements
is being financed outside the county tax limit, through drawing the general
fund balance doWn to an operating minimum. The other is the fact of a final .
reduction of $44,000 in Federal assistance. In. combination, these spell addi-
tional requirements of abotit $140,000 as a minimum to be expected in 1960,
on top of a tax increase of $52,000 in 1005. Nearly $100,000 of the 1966
increase would have to be financed. through the general fund but outside the
statutory limit of the county. tax. Only part of this amount will represent
welfare costs. Thus, even assuming favorable action by the Department of
Publie Welfare on the county's next application under See. 40.39, it is
apparent that other extraordinary measures will be needed to avert a result
disastrous to both Menominee County and Menominee Enterprises.

Corporation and County Exprriener

This section, dealing with the administration of Menominee affairs, has'.
highlighted the facts about. an industrial enterprise that is achieving steady
it modest success, quite in line with- early expectations although gravely
handicapped with respect to future growth. It has described. a county that
has experienced markedly rising demands for the. services formerly provided
by the Federal Government, entailing difficulties of precisely the sort foreseen
in 1901.

These are demands that have brought the county to budgets already exceed-
ing Its statutory taxing capacity. They have Imposed a tax burden upon the
business corporation that, without special relief, will become intolerable
.next year.

Of the total increase in taxation since 1002, tndreover, 04 percent has
resulted directly from the , need to replace FeCleral, assistance in meeting
county school coats, width is being reduced $44,000 each year. One could
hardly imagine a set of consequences that more Clearly confirms the un...
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wisdom of saddling full responsibility for local governmental services upon a
small and poor community almost entirely dependent upon a single industry
of modest scale and profitability.

THE 113NOMINEE PEOPLE SINCE TERMINATION

We turn now from the business and governmental machinery that came
Into operation May 1, 1001,to serve the needs of the Menominees, and consider
instead what their situation is nearly fofir years after termination.

The term, "pockets of poverty," has come into general .use only. since 1001.
It is trenchantly and accurately descriptive, of a sorry phenomenon of modern
American life. Menominee County is a "pocket of 'poverty. "' It was such er
packet -prior to 1061, it has continued to be a pocket .of poverty these past
4 -years, anti unless Very substantial assistance is provided it hak no prospect "
o becoming anything better rn the foreseeable future.

In July 1050 the Wisconsin Legislature memorialized Congress to postpone
termination '"until such time as the Menombwe Indian Tribe has achieved
a status comuarable and eqval to the average citizen' of the environs in
trhich they live." It was recognition that the Menomineos were far below
such equality with their neighbors in the state that underlay both the
reluctance of the Legislature to accept "terminatiOn and the special provisions
that it incorporated in the Ittiv creating the new county.

Snort/est and Poorest County

Menominee County has already been identified, as having the smallest
population and the second lowest property value of any county in the State:
It is also at or near the bottom of the list in terms of average income, of
housing, of education, and of sanitation and health. In terms of unemployment
and dependence on public assistance its people are at the top of the list..

Lou, Inconte.Median income in 1059 of IndhinS living in the Menominee
area was reported by the 1960 Census as "lesS than $1,000." For none bf
Wisconsin's' 71 counties, including both Oconto and Shawano, within whose
boundaries Ow reservation lay, was the comparable figure' as low as $2,000.
Median family income for the State was reported as '$3,926 for 1959. The
figlitre for the subdivisions now comprising Menominee Connty was $2,638,
4(14:4 than half the State average:

In 1964, a health. survey conducted-by the State Medical Society included
3s2 employees of Menominee Enterprises and 38 of Menominee County (vir-
tually complete coverage in each case), This total of'420 was about 60 percent
of the county labor force and included those with highest incomes. Average.
income of full-time employees was $3,700 at the company and $3,700 in
coltnty employment. Part-time corporation. employees averaged about UAW
Average Income for all 420 employees was $2,677, a figure that suggests.no
significant improvement over the 1959 median family income of $2,638 for the
total county. population. Median family 'income failing below $3.000and even ,

farther below a level reflecting the needs of the large fan-lilies that are
eha raeteristie of II,tenominee Countymeans that more than. half the families
suffer deprivation and linpoverishment.

TrnemploymentThrough the period Since 1961 unemployment has been
very serious, running 3 and 4 times as high, in percentage terms, as in the
State, as a whole. In 1003 the county rate was 13.6 percent when the State
average was 4,0. In 1064 the corresponding rates were 18.1 and 3.7 percent.

Large Ponties.The State Medical Society's survey included a total' of
2,330 individuals in the 496' families that were Identified and interviewed.'
Large:landlien were found to be the rule, reflecting the birth rate of 43.4,
far above the State average of 23. Total ehildren reported, all ages, were
2,491, an leverage of 5 per family. Of the 496. families, more than half (311)
lind 4 or more children and 50 bad 10 or more children. each. (Plainly, 2,491
children in a population of iln,520 means double' counting, children in one
family being parents ini others.)

The population was found to have an Unusually hi rh propOrtion .(7.4 per-
4 cent) under the age Of 20 and a low proportion aged 4'5 and over (4.6 percent).

The corresponding State proportions 101000 were 41) and 10 percent, respective-
ly. Treating the yOungest and oldest members of the population as dependent -

,
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upon those aged 20 through 64, this indicates a dependency ratio of 1.6-to-1
rather tban.the.1 .to-1 lyatio characteriStic of the State as a whole.

Substandard Education. The 1960 Census reported the median years of
school completed by the Menominee area Indian population, aged 14 and
older, as. 8.3 years. The corresponding median fdr- the rural nonfarm popula-
tion of Wisconsin wad 9.9 years. This difference of 1.6 pears is equivalent
to 1 of 3 semesters for everyone, or of more than 7 semestitOs (bringing the
aver.age Up through high school) for, nearly half of the total populktion,

./),mong Menoininee residents 25 years' of age and older only onerfemkth bad
amongschool beyond the eighth grade; amon all nonfarm rural residents

of Wisconsin, this proportion was a full onkeialf. The state of education
of the Menominee County population accordingly constitutes a, serious handicap
to individual and community progress. .

The facts covering dropouts do not encourage hope of future improvement.
Of 33 pupils enrolled as high school freshmen in 1950, the health' survey
foyncl That 17 dropped out before graduation, a dropout rate. of 51.5 percent.
T.Ite State Department of AtIministration reportS a finding that, of 80 Menomi-
nee students who enrolled as -freshmen in 1960, 37 dropped out 'before 1964
graduationa rate of 46 percent. Dropout rates at this level must be regarded
Its presenting a serious educational problem. .

Critically Substandard Hoqing.Housing, the State Medical Society found
to be extremely poor, "one of the critical problems_ in the 'bounty," character-
ized by .

half again as many people per household as the State average,
average value of houses in one of the two villages only $4,000,
-less than one-third of all units in thescounty in sound condition,
one=third in deteriorated condition,
and one-third -dilapidated.

Poor -MOMThe central focus of the State Medicnl Society's survey was,
of course; the health conditions in .the county. The findings with 'respect to
ma for health "illnesses were sumtnarized as follows :

It was found that diabetes, tuberculosis and heart disease occur most
. frequently. 'An intensive tuberculosis case finding program has. resulted -in

tunny p , i 1 7 11 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 ' 1 1

,anent facilities and services are highly. ,adequate. A frequent problem related
to the, high incidence of diabetes is the relatively high proportion of patients
who are not under regular medical supervision. A. -more intensive type Of
supervision and instruction of patients in the home seem, indicated.

With respect to sanitation: The sanitation in the, county is inadequate, with
only ,pbonb one-half the homes having running water and ,indoor toilets. Many
homes do not Mite wells on the premises.

Alcoholism: Bxcessive drinking constitutes one of the most destructive ele-
.

ments in family lifki;;Iffortiers who are very familiar with the families -estimate
that there are 113 problem drinkers among the 496 families in the county.
In 11 of the families more -than one member has a drinking' problem. TWenty-
one individuals have been committed to an institution because of drinking;
12 of these have been committed repeatedly.. A. distressing number of the
heavy drinking occurs among mothers which makes the problem especially
devastating. There is no organized program in the county to ,combat or
alleviate this problem,

Infant hearth: There is a high birth rate. almost double for that of the
state- and a proportionately high infant death rate combined with low eco--
nornic status and many families.. Sinee pneumonia, upper respiratory infections
and gastrointestinal conditions were among the frequent causes, it may be
inferred that unfavorable environmental conditions were a contributing factor:

Because it is so sparsely populated, it -is donbtfid whether Menominee
County could justify . establishment there of a lnopital meeting modern
standa rds, quite apart from the matter of finfuicifT ability to support one.
Prior to termination there had been a hospital at Keshena; supported by the
tribe and operated by a religious order.-It was.not a facility of the Division.
of Indian Health, Public Health Service,' and -its closing was not part of the
withdrawal of Federal service. The circumstances were that, with the advent
of State sunervision, the hospital was found to be far below public health
standards. Its closing, coincidentally with termination 'of the Federal trust,
has understandably caused this loss to be included, in complaints about
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the effects of termination, with that of the services formerly provided by
-the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The Medical Society, reporting on this aspect of
the situation had this to say :

A rather drastic change in the availability of hospital and medical.
care occurred wlien the tribally operated hospital was closed and medical
practice in the t ounty, was discontinued. At present, medical and hospital
Care is secured in, neighboring communities : Shawano, Gresham, Antigo
and. Green Bay. A considerable number of patients are cared for at
University hospitals and the veterans facilities.

Questions about difficulty in obtaining medical care often gave rise to
laments about the closing of the Reshena Hospital. In exploring this
feeling it appeared that the hospital represented to many people a sort
of . security and status symbol and this, more than serious ,difficulty
experienced in obtaining medical care, ea.used their regrets. These people
had peen able to go to the hospital for aspirin, cough medicine, bandages,
etc., when they needed them. In Wishing for their own "free" hospital
these, people often do not understand that the cost to the county and
to them in taxes of operating a hospital for 2,500 people would be
prohibitive.

Concerning the matter of financing medical care, the report observ'ed
As might be expected, the most pressing problems encountered egaid to

hospital and medical Care has to do with finances. At the lime-lof s vey,
71 out of 496 families reported that they were receiving wel 69
families received social security payments. Of the families ...Tsar e 201
were covered by sonic .type of hospital and medical insuranee. The o hies
of insurance most frequently reported were provided by either enominee
Enterprises, Inc., or the County Emplttees Insurance. The insurance rograms
do not include medical care outside of the hospital, medicines, and 'other
omits frequently associated with illness.

Dependence. on Welfare.The people of Menominee Coutay receive public
assistance almost entirely, under the Social Security Act, thirough the county
welfare department. General assistance, proyided by the Town of Menominee,
has continued at less than $20,000 a year throughout the period. Public
assns ance, as a rear y no e , as increases budget
year by year. In July 1964 analysis disclosed that 14 percent of the population

Menominee County was receiving ptiblic assistance, in contrast to an
average of 2.6 percent for the State as a whole. If account is taken of the
extra welfare grants and the loans for welfare purposes made by the State
under special legislation (discussed below), the proportion of the Menominee
County population receiving public assistance last July is increased. to 45
percent, a situation without parallel in the Stdte. Additional welfare grants too
and 'dans have been made since July which have increased this percentage
an undetermined further Amount.

Bonds Pledged to Meet 'Welfare Needs
4

The foregoing description of economic and social conditions in Mentnninee
County is by no means exhaustive. It does make clear; hoWeiter, that the
Menominee people are living under conditions of extreme poverty. The
starkness of these conditions is further illustrated by the extent 'to which
Menominees have been forced into pledging their income bonds in order to
meet urgent cash requirements.

In December 1963, at the end of which month the income bonds of Menominee
Enterprises, Inc., beeame negotiable, the Wisconsin Legislature established a
special fund of $1,000,000, to be administered by the State Department of
Public Wefta.re, for benefit of the Menoniinees. Grants and loans for welfare
purposes may be made from this fund on the basis of pledged Menominee
income bonds. These are the payments referred* to above in connection with
the high ,percentage of the riizty population receiving, public assistance of
one form or another. As of the d of 1964, this fund was drawn down to
less than $200,000, with., early exhaustion in _prospect.

Tbe Menominee income bonds have par varlie of $3,000, and the outstanding
amount is in excess of $91/2 million. Menominee Enterprises, Inc., has first
option to buy any that may be offered for sale. The cash position of the
company tuts precluded any purchase since the bonds became negotiable



.Tannary 1, 19%1. The. State Investment Board is empowered to exercise second '
'option, lint has decided not to purchase at more than 70 percent of par
value, or $2,300. As security for welfare. grants or loans, however, the bonds
are accepted at par value.

This means, of course, that the neediest Menominees have the privilege of
-exhausting the full face value of their bonds in meeting extraordinary welfare
requirements, while those who are less pressed. may retain theirs as a modest
source of income. A typical family may have a °combined income of $720
or $$40 a -year from bonds- issued to tribal members, but it is -families of
this size and larger that are most likely to need additional cash and thus
to be forced into pledging their bonds.

Early. in 1904 it was charged that in administering the newly established
fund the State Department. of Public Welfare was. becoMinm a "collection
agency for medical expenses. and old; debts." In the .ensuing ''discussion, the
deputy director of that department wits' quoted in the press as saying:

A million dollars isn't even -going to scratch the :surface. If we wanted
to build proper housing and do all the other things we should do for
these people, we would need10. to 20 million dollars:

The ailemblymen from the district, observing that. -the program did not
permit bonds to be pledged for loans to construct homes, added : "How can
you ever get ahead of the health problems when 'you have nine kids and
their parents living in two or three rooms?"

Termination and Public Opinion
The effect of these circumstances and the impact of developments since

1001 on the people of the county cannot be simply characterized. Some
Menominees seem to be as demoralized as any poverty-stricken people any-
where. Others, far froth deniraliZed, are highly and vocally indignant leveling
criticism -and accusations at all public authorities, Federal, State, and local;
and at the management of Menothinee Enterprises. There is widespread
misunderstanding of the nature of corporate ownership; the Menoniinee view
of land ownership is as tribal today as it' ever was before termination.
Consequently, protests are heard 'against the need to give' up income bonds in
payment for homesites that are regarded as already the family's share Of
tribal land.

Those who. are fortunate enough to have steady employment with the com-
pany or the county are naturally more optimistic about the future than
many others. Prier to termination, before the business functions of the tribe
were separated from its service functionb, there was a tendency to maximize
mill employment rather than profit. Consequently, there is evidence of bitter-
ness among Menominees who, 'before termination, were bn the payroll but
since then have beep found unqualified for employment.. The officials of the
company and other leaders close to its operations maintain theit basic confi-
dence in the long-term potential bt are \soberly realistic about short-term
hazards. .

A si%able number of Menominees persist in-the view not only that termina-
tion was unwise, but that it was forced upon the tribe. without full discussion
or understanding, and that it constitutes a grosS violation of treaty rights.
The highly vocal exponents of these views are few in number but .such
opinions may be shared by a substantial number who do not attend public
discussions or who remain silent. A related viewpoint is that termination
may have been technically legal, but that the Federal Government cut off
its services too abruptly and before all appropriate Pederal investment in
community facilities had been completed.

in .April 1964 a petition for repeal of the Menominee Termination Act was
addreSsed to. the Congress carrying Signatures of 788 persons identifying
themselves as Menominee Indians. A duplicate set was sent to the Presyient
and receipt was acknowledged by the Bureau of Indian. Affairs. The signa-
tures numbered .more than one-fifth- the total on the final tribal Membership
roll,

Strong prOtestS.against termination and the way it came about'were voiced
nt meetings held by direction of the Governor in Madison on July 27 and
Autust 6, 1994,..and again at hearings conducted by the State Department of
Administration in Menominee ,County ,during the last week in September. At
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. the Govetpor's invitation, Bureau representatives.attended- these meetings and
hearings Is observers.

Proposals for Action

At the July 27. meeting, the Governor' announced a Menominee Action Pro-
gram under which each of 13- departments' and agencies Of the State was
.assigned responsibility in a general attack on :"the severe economic, educational,
and health problems of . MenOminee County." This program represented a
broad move by the executive branch to deal With the situation, the seriousness
of which had been ticknoWledged by the Legislature in its action in December
1963 establishing the Million-dollar Menominee fund.

By mid-September the State agencies were_ able to re }ort a very impressive
:list of actions taken or planned. Many of the more significant steps would re-
quire. additional funds, and these were included in a request submitted by the
State on behalf of Menominee County to the Office of Economic Opportunity.
totaling $1,600,000.

Education.The proposals of the Department of Public Instruction were
numerous and varied, indicative of the very great- need for .improvement in
education in Menominee County. These included measures to be undertaken
jointly with the Department of 'Public Welfare in dealing with the. dropout
problem. Reportedly, these plans have been . reworked and perfected since
September, 'with active participation of Shawano County school officials, the
University of Wisconsin, and the Wisconsin , State Unitersity ,(Stevens. Point).

Industrial DevelopmentA- disappointing aspect of the Governor's program
lay in the finding by the Department of Resource Development with respect to

ei the prospect for industrial and -commercial development in the county apart,
from the Menominee enterprise itself. The conclusion reached was that such
development was most unlikely because of a number of factors :

1. The county lacks a minimum of services to attract industry and- com-
mercial enterprises. .

2. It is very doubtful if the communities in the county can support even the
minimum of commercial enterprises.

3. There are no "good" housing areas where industry or business manage!.
went could live without residing outside of the county.

4. Capital from non-Government sources is not available.
5. Although there is mud l evidence to the contrary, the area does not have

a good worker dependability reputation. Such a reputation, although un-
founded, must be recognized since it tends to aditersely effect industrialization.

6. There are not many, if any, available buildings- for commercial or in-
dustrial development.

7. The established trading centers surrounding the county are close enough
to attract the county residents and unless the communities in the county
detelOp a diversity of services and a local buying attitude the services will
have difficulty surviving.

8. Local leadership for commercial and industrial development is lacking
in enough experience and depth..

Development of RecreatiomAdditional industry in the county is probably
a- questionable prospect under any circumstances, but commercial and recrea-
tional development, including the lease-sale. of sites for summer and year-
round homes, . has from the outset been envisaged as an important means
of supplementing earnings from the mill, increasing the tax base, and lessen-
ing dependence on Menominee Enterprises as virtually sole taxpayer, Through
September 1964 a total of 75 lease-purchase agreements- were reported, with
about 20 new homes in place at average value of $12,500. As a part of such
a program, the conapany has responded with a counter offer to the proposal
by the State Department of Conservation to establish a State park in Menomi-
nee County..

Under the company's proposed .modification,' the park would not embrace
all the county excePt for home and business sites, but would instead be lim-
ited to about 2,200 of the ,county's 234,000 acres. The Area described is be-
lieved by the company to hate a potential developed value of nearly $25 million.
Such deyelopMent is regarded as a 40-year process, however. For use 'es a
State park, the company htis proposed a 40-year lease- purchase price of $6.5
million.

Recurrent proposals that. part or all of Menominee County be made a State
park have aroused Much vocal opposition. It became apparent' at the hear-
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ings In September 1964 that there is deep minority opposition to any intrusion
by "outsiders" into the "reservation," as such Menominees continue to call
the county. According to the company, the Conservation Department has given
assurances that it' will not use Its power of condemnation to acquire Menominee
land for park purposes.

The company's proposal would entail- establishment of a trust fund into
which annual payments under the lease-purchase agreement would be Paid,
suet' fund to be used to. retire bonds and stock of Menominee Enterprises,
Inc. (including possible repurchaSe of bonds now encumbered by the Depart-
ment of Public Welfare) and to pay interest and dividends. The park itself,
in the company's view, could "complement other development necessary in
Menominee County, for the benefit of all concerned."

The foregoing review of developments in Menominee County since termina-
tion of the Federal trust in 1961 makes clear how ill-advised were the terms
on which the Menominees were deprived of Federal services and supervision.
The need for remedial action, by the State or Federal government, or both,
cannot be Itikded in light of 'the stark facts concerning the county, with its
mounting bill et, and the corporation, with its struggle to finance most . of
that budget. and yet keep its head above water.

The Menominee Termination' Act is explicit that, upon. termination,
members of the tribe shall not be entitled to any of the services per-
formed by the United States for Indians because of their status as. In-
dians, all statutes of the United States which affect Indians because of their
status Its Indians Shall no longer be applicable to the members of the
tribe, and the laws of the several States shall apply to the till e and its
members in the same manner as they apply to other citizens oc persons
within their jurisdiction. (Sec. 10)

In light of this language, the Bureau, meaning the has had no pro-
grams in operation in Menominee County since May 1, 1961, and has no au-
thorization for appropriations to be used in that county. This is not well
understood Among the Menominees, many of whom are ready to take any evi-
dence of official interest in their situation as an indication that .the Bureau
is in stand-by status under a Federal trust responsibility that is only tempo-
rarily suspended. This became evident in the course of the meetings and hear-
ings where the Bureau was represented by observers.

The Department of the Interior Rf'ef4 no alternative to combined State and
Federal support of the county and its people, who are in desperate eircum=
stances. Continuation of the present trend will threaten the existence of the
corporation and lead to decline of county services; to the detriment of the
Menominee people and their non-Indian neighbors in Wisconsin. To stand idly
by and watch theiftirther growth of such a pocket of poverty is unthinkable.

The State of Wisconsin has been generous in its aid to Menominee County.
Federal aid was small and was established on a declining basis ; it is now
approaching the vanishing point. That was 1965. In our opinion, Federal
assistance should be 4re-established, in such categories and such amounts
as are commensurate with Menominee County's needs. There are two methods
by which this may The done.

Grants-In-aid may k* provided through new authorization's and appropria-
tions to the Department of the Interior for the use and benefits of Menominee
County. If this method should be followed, it would require amendment
of the Menominee Termination Act or it would constitute a precedent-setting
departure from the principle of trusteeship, which has hitherto governed the
conduct of Indian affairs.

The responsibility for initiating action to determine. what measures are
required to meet the urgent Menominee situation is shared by officials of the
State of Wisconsin and Menominee County and officers of Menominee Enter-
prises, Inc. In light of the facts the Bureau's review has disclosed, we are
confident that full examination by appropriate legislative committees will amply
corroborate these general conclusions and permit appropriate and adequate
measures to be drafted for enactment into law.

Mr. NAsit. It's a 37, 38 page report. I will not attempt to read
from it. I will summarize very quickly the purport of it, Mr. Chair-
man.

The essential meaning of it is that in the 4 years following termina-
tion The problems of poverty on the reservation as measured by
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health, income, employment, .housing, bad declined and the report
makes the further observation hat there was a very difficult relation-
ship between the Enterprise and the county, in which each tended
to devour the other, namely that since there was only, one taxpayer
of size in the county, as.the human-needs surfaced, standards were
raised, efficiency in the mill tended, to 'increase these problems, the
problems cost more.

iThere was a 'continuous tendency on the part of the county then,
if there were cash accumulated in .Menominee :Enterprises,' to im-
pound it by the simple device of raising taxes: Now, I'm n9t sug-
,resting that this was capricious or that there was any malice in
it, but this is the relationship foreseen in 1961 in tbe!-report of the
Departolkent of Interior just prior to the Termination Act.

If I. may just read the conclusion so that the people here may
know -what this report said.. in general it says on, page 37 of the
mimeographed report: .

4 The foregoing review of developments In Menominee County sines .termi-
nation of the Federal trust in 1001 makes clear how ill - advised were the terms
on which the idenominees were deprived of Federal services and supervision.
The need for remedial action, by the States or Federal government, or both,
cannot be denied in light of the stark facts concerning the County, with its
Mounting budget, and the corporation, with its struggle to finance most of(
that budget and yet keep its head above water.

The Menominee Termination Act is explicit that, upon termination,
"Members of the tribe shall not be entitled to any of the services performed

by the tutted States for Indians because of their status as Indians, all statutes
of the "United States. which affect Indians because of their "status as Indians
shall no longer be applicable to the members of the tribe, and the laws of
the several States shall apply to the tribe and its members in the same
manner as they apply to other citizens or persons within their jurisdiction
(See. 10)"

In light of this language, the Bureau meaning the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, has had no programs in operation in Menominee
County since ility 1, 1961, and has no authorization for appropria- .

tions to be used in that county. This is not well understood among
the Menominees, many of whom are ready to take any evidence of
official interest in their situation as an indication that the Bureau
is in stand-by status-under a Federal trust responsibility that is only
temporarily suspended. This became evident in the course of the
meetings and hearings where the Bureau was represented, by, ob-
servers.

The Department of the Interior sees no alternative to combined State and
'Federal support of the county and its people, who are in desperate circum-
stances. Continuation of the present trend Will threaten the existence of the
corporation and lead to decline of county services, to the detriment of the
Menominee people and their non-Indian neighbors in Wisconsin. To stand
idly by and watch the further growth of such a pocket of poverty is un-
thinkable.

The State of Wisconsin has been generous in its aid to Menomitee County.
Federal aid was small and was established On a declining basis; it is now
approaehing the vanishing point..

That was 1965.
In our opinion, Federal assistance 'should be re-established, in such cate-

soaps and such amounts as are commensurate with Menominee County's.
needs. There are two 'methods by which this may be done.

Grants-in-aid may be provided through new authorizations and appropria-
tions to the Department of the Interior for the use and benefits of Menominee
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-County. If this method Should be followed, it would require amendment of
the Menominee Termination Act or it would constitute a' precedent - setting de-
parture from the principle of trusteeship, which has hitherto governed the
conduct of Indian affairs."

'rho responSibility for initiating action to determine what measures are re-
quired to meet the urgent Menominee situation is shared by officials of the
State of Wisconsin and Menominee County and officers of Menominee Enter-
prises, Inc. In light of the facts the Bureau's review has discloSed, we are
confident that full examination by appropriate legislative committees will
amply corroborate these general conclusions and permit appropriate and
adequate .measures to be drafted for enactment into law. ..

.

And then the report continues Yv* ith an offer from Department
of Interior. The reason I stress this-particular point, Mr. Chairman,
is that this is now nearly 10 years ago and nearly 15 years since
the Department made -alternative recommendations before. the final
step was taken.

We now have before us .a bill which would restore Indian status,,
both as individuals and as tribes. There may be 'some question in
some individuhls' minds as to whether this ought to be done at
this point, so many years after termination was proceeded.

I think I would reverse that thri.king and say that it ought
not to have been clone in the beginning, that the signs of disaster
and difficulty were present, that as we went along in early years
those signs began to .appear as predicted and that this is probably
(yen more true today.

Consequently, I believe that the present proposal to restore the
act without, going into the ouestion of how one goes about putting,
disassembling and reassembling the pieces that represented the final
termination plan; if' we worry too much about those details we
will never do anything, and that a necessary first step is the restora-
tion of the present status and Indian status, after which there are
quite a few alternatives for proceeding.

I point out that the bill as drafted, the one lhat I have in front
of me, does not go into these matters as the committee well knows.
And it may turn out (Turing the legislative process that that will'
need to be done.

If it is not clone, or it is considered and the committee makes
alternative recommendations or develops a different legislative his-
tory, I have no doubt but what the contracting procedure called
for as far back es 1D61, even before the termination became final,
offers an alternative solution.

Now, Are are two things that, would exercise aword of caution
about. section of the bill specifically separates the proposed
restored tribe from the provisions of the act of 1934. In view of
the sentiment that was expressed by the Menominees who voted once
against, accepting the powers of that act, I can understand why that
\winld be wanted.

I dere4ay there iS still some feeling aboUt it among the Menomi-
nees. they are well able to speak for themselves and I wouldn't
presume to read their minds on that.

however, T must noint out for the record that if those powers
are specifically disclaimed as this bill provides for, and then noothers are provided, we leave open the question as to exactly what
contracting powers the restored tribe would have under general'
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autho ty which has already been challenged in some opinions of
the S icitor's Office of the Department of Interior.:

I've been out of offiee now for 7 years. I don't have access to the
infix ation or the technical advice that I had as Commissioner. I
there ore don't pass judgment on any of this; I just merely point
out that I'm sure upon passage of the bill somebody is going to be
called on to provide funds.

If funds are not provided we will have accom plished very little
except to preserve the assets from further dissipation, but I do not
think we have the viable situation as to belween the forest and
the mill and the county with the skill of today's human service needs.

Therefore, I urge that this be done and I urge also that considera-
tion be given promptly to the question of how the needetl further
assistance under trust status, which I hope will be done promptly,
is going to be carried out. .

That completes all I have to say.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very, very much, Mr. Nash.
I would like to explore that last suggestion with you just a little.
First, the Chair would like to acknowledge the presence of Repre-

sentative Harold Froehlich. We are glad to have you with us here
this morning.

I would like to explore that last concept with you,
There have been fears expressed, and I think, legitimately so, that

needed county services would not be forthcoming if trust status
was restored to the land and there was no tax base to support those
services.

Wouldn't you agree with me: Mr. Commissioner,'that it is possible
that the tribe, through the E.T.A., could contract to provide those
services?

Mr, Nitsn. Entirely, Mr. Chairman.
That was one of the proposals of Secretary Carver in 1061 and

a contract in lieu of taxes would, in my judgment, be us feasible
today as it was in 1961. The question, I thinkl would come simply
as to whether funds- are available without subvention, and here
again I'd adhere to Secretary Carver's principle that the aid ought
to be forthcoming. It represents an unfulfilled responsibility, but
that if it's going to be forthcoming it should be done with the
intention of the trust.

Mr. MERDS. I 4.ertainly appreeihte that suggestion, becalm this
continues to be a perplexing nuestion to me, but I think that your
suggestion would be enlarged and .analyzed and would perhaps
furnish some answer to that question.

I appreciate your testimony once again.
The ftentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. Tx,r.tx. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
As you know. Mr. Nash. 7 am rather new in the whole business

of Indian affairs and I would like to take this opportunity to get the
benefit of your exnerienee to some of the things generally that have
been going through my mind and that I don't quite know how to
resolve.

Let me ask you, had the Menominee taiterprises been a successful
enterprise to where there would have been no need to sell the land,
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to where it would have provided plenty of employment on the
reservation, to where those profits could have continued to provide
most of the social services as they used to, the health, the education,
these services.that..are needed by the Meneminees, would we today .
be talking -about restoration?

Mr. NAM That's a double barreled question, Congressman Lei
me take it one barrel at a time.

First, as to the hypothetical question, if it had been a more eco-
nomically strong situation, and then just stop there. It was not,
sir, in 1961 and in the nature of things that I believe was evidenced
by .:..4ecivtary Carver's testimony in 1961, was unlikely ever to be
the case. That is, the Menominee Enterprises, Inc., with assets of
about $36 million in the forest and the rut 1, in-1961 did not present
a, sufficiently large group of assets, NN'ffEllier you're speaking cor-
porately or in terms of the munieipal_ or county base to provide

countywide service.
-This was reeognized by the Wisconsin Legislature. Ns:lien it ar-

ranged to provided to arrange others for sharing the services with
the adjoining counties, in .other .words, the county was not of a
magnitude, economic or political, sufficient to provide the full rang
of county services so this was planned for on a shared basis.

AdditiOnally, _however, if one asked them the simple question
that, if you have large programs of human service as all modern
conntries do and if they are growing, then what can the proceeds
from $36 million, _do even.. assuming the most favorable of eeonomic

wereCircumstances, and there ere a number of background facts which. .
drew on those.assets even more right at the beginning. For example,
because the Federal Government does not as a rule, in fact it never
has, recognized the jurisdiction of other units of government from
State and loyal governments in matters of regulation, for example
With respect to utilities or sewer arid sanitary connections, an effort
was made. by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to provide this kind of
service to the tribe but without having a full range of separate ,

appropriatiops from the Congress for that purpose.
The reason why the.utilitv system. was inadequate and why the

State of Wisconsin when it assumed jurisdiction required that
monies be expended to bring the services up to date was that thesy
had not been provided by the Bureau pursuant to an appropriation
from the Congre4s that recognized the standards of the State of
Wisconsin.

Mr. Ltr.t.vs. Well, your answer has gone .waylway beyond what
I really intended in the question. .

Are there reasons. other than keeping the land intact and the
infusion of Federal funds into the Menominee reservationare.there
reasons other than those two for restoration?

N1SII,0YeS, sir.
Mr. Ltu,sx. What are they?
Mr. NASII. One reason is the, moral reason \ The trust was not

stated in the agreement that was-made When the land was purchased.
and Indian title was extinguished. They were the trust titled by
the Federal Government.
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It was not;Said that this will run for a brief period or until we
are through or until we are ready to throw you out; it said

Mr. LIMAN. So it's a treaty obligation.
Mr. Nnsir. It is an obligation.
The other thing, and be very much briefer, the man-land rola-

tionship is .a very essential one. This is one that the Menominees
understand. It is a true relationship in this community. It is true in
most Indian cofnmunities. It is not true in other parts of the country
but it ought to be, and therefore the restoration of the trust periits
tite continuation of a sound ecological balance between man and
land in this place and therefore I think it ought to be done for that
reason.

Mr. LUJAN. And has that balance been destroyed by the selling
oft of some of the lands?

Mr. Nnsii. Not completely destroyed, but obviotisly the land is
still there, but the history of those reservations that became checker-
boarded as, for example, Pine Ridge and Woun'ded Knee, the
economic situation there has a long history and a bad one, but it
was made very much worse by the application of the general allot-
ment act.

`The Menominee reservation was one of those which, by the wisdom
of its own members and good political and historical luck, was not
checkerboarded; but the creation of the lakes, a plan which I was
familiar with and which follows what some of the western reserva-
tions, such as the White Mountain Apache have clone, was done
here for whatever reasonsand I don't pretend to be familiar with
them all or pass judgment on thembut I'm merely saying that when
the title to portions of the lands is extended to non-Indian owners
in such a way that eventually fee title will pass to them, you have
the beginning of cheekerboarding and that is the beginning of the
end of tribal resistance which I personally deplore.

Mr.- LIMAN. Thank you.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much for a very incisive and very

helpful testimony to the committee. Also, it is very good to see
you again, sir.

Mr. NASII. Very good to see you, Mr. Chairman. -
Mr. Mnuns. Our next witness is Dr. Gary Orfield, who has been

involved for some time in studying the question of termination and
restoration. I think he did his Master's thesis on the termination
of the Menominees.

Dr. Orfield, we're very happy to have you here this morning.
Please Proceed as you see fit.

STATEMENT OF DR. GARY °MELD

Dr. ORFIELD. Thank von very much, Mr. Chairman, Congressman
Wan, Congressman Froehlich, my name is Gary Orfield and I
was 0, teacher of political science at Princeton University and I'm
spending a year on leave wifb the 'U.S. Commission on Civil Rirts.

would like to make eight basic points in my testimony this
morning, emphasizing some more than others.

20 nist 71 .
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The first point would be that Congress and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs forced the Menominees into termination, against their will.

The second would be that Congress and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs acted without any serious effort to 'determine the factual
impact of termination. The Meimminees had no basis at the time
the decision was made to make a reasonable decision.

The third point I would like to make is that Congress and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs persisted in forcing termination\ in 1961
in the face of : (a) Conclusive evidence that it wouldn't work eco-
nomically; ) repudiation of the policy by President Eisenhower(-(1)
and Presi nt Kennedy; and (c) strong opposition from the tribe..
The fourtl point I want to make is that the policy has caused
irreparable damage to the Menominee people in the following ways:
through loss of jobs, loss of land, loss of identity, loss of rights of
Federal Indian services.

The fifth point would be that unless the policy is reversed it
seems apparent that the `remaining assets of the tribe' are in very
severe jeopardy, and realization of economic potential in this com-
munity is impossible.

The sixth would be that the Menominees are now the last re-
maining intact tribe which is suffering from a policy which at
this point has been repudiated by four successive Presidents, both
national parties, there remaining only active victory for this policy
was to settle the chance of coming out from under its effects. Justice
and common decency, at this point, I think, requires public ad-
mission that the mistake was made and a public commitment to
reverse this process and repair the damage to the extent that ,it
can still be repaired.

The seventh point is that this bill seems to me t be a modest step
in this direction and a step that I can't imagine any serious objection
to. Its not a whole solution of couribe- , but it seems to me to be a
first essential, common-sense step.

The last point. I want to make is. the Menominee termination
experience gm far beyond the Menominee situation. It has poisoned
the whole atmosphere in fridian affairs in the country, and it is
desperately important. I think, that it be cleared up so we can move
forward to new issues.

This has been a failure of Indian policy all over the United
States. It is a basis of deep feats that are common wherever you
travel in Indian eountrv. .

Restoration of the Menmninees, I think, would be the best possible
indication that this thrept iq now finally removed and that we can
get on to other issueq in Indian nolicy.

Dining the last 25 years the Federal Government has developed
a policy which has brought the Menominee tribe to the verge, of
final destruetion and has evoked deep fears in tribes all over the
' nited States. Although the termination has been repudiated by
four administrations, the chief victims of that policy, the Menominee
people, still suffer great damage from its impact.

I hope that these hearings will mark the beginning of a new
period of justice for Menominees. I urge the committee to rapidly

A
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approve the legislation, to promptly restore the Federal right of
WO Indian people of this tribe.

. ' My testimony today will be based, on rather extensive research
that I have done on this tribe's termination -history. Several years
ago I spent the better part of a. year studying -this case from every
angle I could study it. 1. have studied all the congressional hearings
on the Menominees. I have read through some 18 filing cabinets of.
the Bureau of Indian Affairs documents from the agency ale tothe area office level, and I think rye seen everything thatVbeen

4. ,..-written by any official on this tribe.
I've studied the tribal council minutes, the tribal newsletters, the

newspaper reports of the major events, and all the other studies by
scholars and government officials that I've been able to lay my hands
on. Back at that time I came to the reservation and talked to
people who'd been involved, and also talked to people in Madisonwho had been involved from the state's perspective.

I doubt that anybody will ever go to this extreme in trying to
understand what caused this disaster. I've been teaching overnmentnow for 5 years and studying Congress much of di time, andI've never encountered a policy that had so little rati le to it,-Eight years ago in Neopit at a State hearing I came beforeanother committee, the State committee, to make a. recommendation
about What should be done. At that time I recommended that ter-mination be reversed as rapidly as possible. I said the 'Menominee
people had been the object of a vast social experiment based on thereactionary principle that people can be made free only by removing
needed government services and protection's.

The experiment has failed, as have similar experiments in thepast. The
experiment

people in the State of Wisconsin have patientlyand diligently attempted to make -a success of termination but thehest efforts have only succeeded in reducing the- size of the disaster.The termination experiment has been tried and found inadequate.It should now be ended.
Of course, now it's been tried for 8 more ;years and we have evenmore abundant evidence. I think we probably have* committee nowthat may be able to move forward On this issue.Frankly, I had little hope at that time that Congress, and theadministration would face up to the problem of admitting a mistake.I know that it takes a. great deal of effort and unity from a com-munity, especially a relatively powerless and small comniunity. toobtain admission from agencies of the Federal Government that theymade 'a mistake. Once something gets into the proCess, I know thebureaucratic tendency is to freeze it in the process and freeze itindefinitely/
I think we have seen this all too often in our national policy'.This is a prime example.' -
Everyone who was involved in this policy knew before the lawwas finally implemented, I think, that it wouldn't work.and yet itwent forward because there had been so Much in the way of legisla-...tire and bureaucratic commitment to going forward with f. .1 thinkit's a remarkable tribute to the Menominee people that they have
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been able to not Only survive this period but put forward the effort
to .create a unity here to bring the issue to national attention to
the point where now there seems to be,some real c).ance that this
policy will be reversed.

I arrived very latelt this point. The final loss is threatened but
it is an extremely encouraging development that brings-this com-
mittee here today.

Once again, as in each of the earlier crises of this tribe, the
remarkable local leadership has appeared and people havd united
behind that leadership to resist the disaster.

Let me go back to some of the basic. points I would like to try
to nail down in my testimony. In the first place, the Congress and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs forced the Menominees into termina-
tion against their will. You often hear cited that this was with
tribal assent. I studied this issue just as carefully. as I possibly
could and I never found informed tribal assent at any step in the
'process, and I did find continually heavy coercions from both the
Congress. and the Bureau of Indian Affairs to force some kind of
apparent assent.

I'd like to present a little documentation of this point.
Mr. Lt.rsnx. Where are you reading from, Dr. Orfield?
Dr. 011PIELD. I'm reading from Congressional reprint of mine on

the study. I'm reading from testimony that was taken from the
joint hearingS of the Senate-House Indian Affairs Subcommittee
in 1953. 1954.

Mr. LUJAN. Could you give me the page number?
Dr. 011FIELD. Let me see if I efin do that for you.
This particular material can be found in the volume called The

Organization Question in the Kennedy Subcommittee Hearings,
volume 4, pages 720 to 723. And the Impasse has been- reached in
Washington negotiations. This was in 1953 :

And the tribal delegation asked Senator Watkins to visit the reservation.
Watkins is the only Member of either Subcommittee who could find time
for the trip to the reservation.

After a short stay on the reservation he spoke to a general council meet:
ing on the morning of June 20th. After talking for about fortpilve minutes
and answering several questions he was forced to leave to make other com-
mitments.

Senator Watkins told the tribe that Congress has alieady dedided upon
termination. Congress, he said, desires that you should manage your own'
affairs. It wants you to take over in three or four years.

I would be willing to agree to a three-year program with the condition
that it means action at the end of It. There must be some day when the
property will be turned over to you.

Only with termination, Watkins said, would the per capita payments be made.
In other words. the Senator who is the Chairman of the Indian

Whirs Subcommittee came to the reservation and told the people
that Congress had already decided-,of course Congress hadn't de-
clared*the general policyit had declared a general policy- position,
but he told them the Congress had decided on their particular case
and they would have at maximum until the end of the first Eisen-
hower administration to comply and to tike over responsibility,
and he went on to tell them that they wouldn't get their claim
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settlement, which had already been languishing in the courts since
1952

"In other 'Words, the threat was that, you really have no alterna-
tive at all. Congress -has decided you will be terminated whatever )
you do and you won't get your money unless you give some form of
assent to termination.

"Later that day there was a general, council: meeting which voted
in favor of the resolution which inclnded provisions both for a
per capita payment and accepting termination: No offer was made to .

call a tribal. referendiim. No effort was made, to explain in anyt sense
NI lot termination meant.

.bout a month later there was another vote in which there was
nimous vote of all the tribal members present at a council meeting

against, termination, once the facts of the situation' began to be
understood. I think that thid record sustains the argument that this
was no choice. This was a cderced choice- of an alternative wliich
nobody, understood, and when I say nobody, 'I mean not only the
:Menominee people who were threatened by the Senator, but I mean .
also the Bureau of Indian Affairs and members of the committee
itself.

Nobody had any evidence about what it meant. Nobody had any Y
idea beyond some general philosophic statements.

The second point that I .want to make is that Congress and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs acted without any serious effort to detA-
mine the factual impact of termination. The fact was that. the
Menominee tribe was one of three tribes in the TTnited States which
was paying its own way, paring for virtually all the services which
it was receiving.

Though many people believed, although they didn't examine all
the tribes, that the tribe must be economically self-sufficient, for
the Federal aid to be cut off, of course the terrible blind spet.in'
that argument was that the tribal economy was relatively prosperous
only because it operated with a tax exemption. Aside from that, it
was operaing with a half-century old -plant that was .obsolete for a
decade. It. was operating a. very inefficient labor structure, and it
managed.to get along only because it had a tax exemption.

Nobody really focused on that point from° 1954 up until about
a year before termination came to be. The fact was that there were
some of the shoddiest nieces of analysis I've ever seen in this process.

The first response of the Bureau of Indian Affairs after the ter-
mination statute was enacted in 1954 was to. cut its staff here by
half, and to begin withdrawing just at the time Wile they needed
the serious work done on what could be done to help tl Menomineea
and. serious analysis of what the problems of terminati would be.

The third point is that the Congress and the Bure u of Indian
Affairs persisted in forcing termination in the face of 'evidence
that it wouldn't work, in the fad of contrary proclamations of
national policy, Mink Di'. Nash.prohably said better than I could
how the accumulating evidence convinced Wisconsin officials by
the late 1950's, convinced many of the new officials of°the Kennedy
admin'stration, also convinced many of the lower ranking officials
of reau of Indian Affairs, that termination would simply be

dis r. It wouldn't work.
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The Menominees ,came to Congress repeatedly to say that, to
predict just what has happened subsequently, hi spite of the fact

° that President Eisenhower formally abandoned the policy of termi-
nation and in spite of the fact that the Democratic Party abandoned
it, it went 'forward in the Menominees' case.,

In other words, Congress not only coerced the tribe into doing it,
not only failed to provide the necessary resources for evidence to
understand what the impact would be, but ignored evidence that
stated that tribal officials did repeatedly try to bring 'to the atten-
ion of national officials.

The fourth point, I suppose, should be pretty 'self-evident by
now. The policy has caused irreparable damage and "some of which
can never be repaired. Jobs 'were lost to people because the tax
exemption was removed-and the tribe, in order to maintain any kind
of econdmic viability, had to take the ironic step of firing its own
members from work in order to increase the efficiency of the plant.

At the same time, of course, that just increases the welfare rolls
of the counties, since there was no alternative employer. That put
people into a vicious squeeze. It meant lost jobs that otherwise would ' .
have been available to tribal members.

Loss-'of land, of course, is also self-evident. This bill won't repair
it, but at least it reliay prevent further irreparable. damage.

Loss of identity is an issue on which you also heard testimony
yesterday, about .the young tribal members and their loss of identity
and the recognition by the Federal Government. t.

The fourth. kind of irreparable damage is the loss of educational
services and other Federal services to other Indian families who
otherwise wouldn't have received 'them over the last 12 years. This,
of course, can never be repaired in many cases.

There have also been allegations made by the Menominee tribe,
I believe on the basis of substantial evidence in the Cont r nf Claims
that very serious, long-term financial damage has beendone to the
tribe as a result of the termination process. ''

The fifth point that I wish to testify to is also one. iii which' there
has been much effective testimony, that tribal assets are jeopardy
if action isn't taken before the tribal stock becomes negotiable. There
will be a good deal of Joss-of control of this land and in a wC
that can never be restored. Rapid action is essential to avoid this.

I believe that this is a modest, reasonable bill. I have often thought
about how you could put these pieces back together\a.gain, and I
think that this is one of the least controversial and most 'plausible
and least offensive to anyone, kind of a proposal that could possibly
be designed.

I don't think that Congress should work under the illusion that
thisI'm not sure that they should-not be considering specific?
payment to ease the burden of a transitional period as part of this
legislation. This would prevent further damage.

But there is, I believe a very substantial Federal obligation to
repair, some of the damage that's already been caused by singularly
callous treatment of this tribe.

The last point is that the importance of this bill for national.
Indian policy and °national 'Indian moodsince I Wrote my study on

. .
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the Menominees and it was, circulated by the National Congress of
American IndiansI have talked with Indians from all over the
country who are profoundly upset about this tribe's' situation and
worry about the Same thing happening to them. In spite of the
declaration of President after President, Congressman after Con-

.gressman, that it will never be done again it lives as a real fear
in the minds of peOple.

I was out at UCLA talking with -Indian students less than a
month ago. They all seem to know about he Menominee situation
and to be A/cry actively interested in it. ,

I've heard this from Indians I've met all over the country.
Mr. LUJAN. Ada has been very busy.
[General laughter.]
Dr. ORIVELD. I belie 'e that this is becoming even more than it

has in the past a kind of central, synibolic test of the good will of -
Congress and of the national administration, and ieA don't think that
until something is done to repair the damage thaelias been inflicted
on the Menominee people and to prevent the final 'loss of their
assets, that Indian people in the rest of the country are going to
have confidence that Congress is really ready to vary this threat, and
I'm going to be willing to turn their full attention to subsequent
issues of Indian development.

Mr.*MEnos. Thank you very much, Dr. Orfield, for a very fine,
helpful statement. I think ,I'll use it when I present this on the
floor of the House..

I like the way you have laid it out, because I think that is a very
logical Two questions, and have really kind of answered
the first one, but I want to nail it down a little tighter.

Can You think of any one thing other than the passage of this
bill Congress could do which would more readily and more /certainly
assure Indian people across this nation that the concept of termina-
tion is terminated?

Dr. OnFizio. I can't think of anything. In fact, I don't think any
congressional statement will be believed unless 'this is accepted, and
concurrent, resolutions which are. only effective, for one Congress
would not have anywhere near the effect of the passage of this bill.

If this tribe goes under, I don't think any concurrent resolution
is going, to be received with much interest or credibility.

Mr. MEEDS. So it's your professional opinion that restoration,
the passage of this bill, would be an effective signal to Indians na-
tionally that the spirit and direction of House Concurrent Resolu-
tion 108 is dead?
- Dr. OnFiziz. I think so.
I think; Congressinan, that in my discussion with Indian leaders

that there is a great feeling, that termination is lurking behind
any legislative proposal, and I thinic° this kind of action is really
needed so that people can consider new proposals on their merits
instead of thinking of them as a kind of veiled termination.

Mr.-MEEDS. Now' somewhere, along the line, I'm sure that on the
floor of the House, if not before, we're going to have fo face the
issue that this is precedent setting. 'We have had ter-
minated but we have never had termination restored.

106,



Do you think that the arguMent that .because this legislation sets
some precedent it should not be enacted should hold much weight?

Dr. °MELD. I believe that's up torour committee to decide.
Mr. HEEDS. Well, what does it do fOr you?
Dr. ORFIELD. My own judgment ieihat the other terminated tribes

who have already lost their economic base should receive restoration
of the right to participate in Federal Indian programs.

Mr. Aims. Well, none of .them ate the same, are they?
.Dr. ORFIELD.:No, of course not. =

Mr. Nail:is. Have any tribes fought against it?
Dr. ()WIELD. I don't think the bill in anyway prejudges the issue.
Mr. MEEns. But has any tribe fought against termination'initially

like this one did? Has any tribe suffered the absolute disaster that this
suffered, and has any tribe tried as ',lard to be restored as this one
has?

Dr. ORFIELD. The effort of the Menominees has been singular on
all scores, I think, but my suspicion is, if you look closely at the re-.

sults of, any termination experiments you would find disaster.
I think all we have to do is send some people out to look at them

and we would find that
Mr. MEEns. And mcist of them, _with the-Klamath, for instance, it

was certainly a disaster that was irreversible at that point, but it is
not irreversible here, is it?

Dr. ORFIELD. No.
I think this is a real test in the Congress. ---
Mr. MEEns. Thank you very much, Dr. Orfield.
The gentleman from New ,Mexido.
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you very much, IVr. Chairman.
You have said.. that the experiMent in termination has been a

disaster. The President of the United States has said that it is
nothing to go forward with. .

All of us sitting here, Members of Congress, I think have said
the same thing. I think that is thq- majority . opinion in both the
House and the .Senate and so the question of termination is gone.
On the other hand, what we 'get with restoration in this particular
case is what all other tribes complain about all the time, and that is
the domination of the Bureau of Indian Affairs; and so we are at
two extremes.

Frankly, I would have very mixed feelings to tell anybody, you
have to go under the Bureau of Indian Affairs, but that seems to
be the only alternative at the time.

You have. made some deep studies. into all of this and we are
looking in addition to this particular piece of legislation, these
hearings are looking into all Indian. problems. What alternative is
there to this domihation by the. Bureau of Indian Affairs to life
on the reservatioit?

Dr. ORFIELD. Well, I think there are some real alternatives, Mr.
Congressman.

I think the important thing for the Menominee economy that
they receive restoration as a tax exemption and restoration for par-
icipation, the right to participation in Federal services.

I don't think that in any way means that they be administered
directly by the Bureau of Indian Affairs bureaucracy, I lifippen to
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t }ink that's one of the worst bureaucracies I've ever encountered
my life, although there are some notable exceptions.
I think it would be very good for Congress to give serious thought

to pOssibly- even incorporating in this legiSlation or subsequent.
legislation a strong directive to the Secretary of Interior with per-
Imps an explicit deadline to develop a plan, contracting procedure
with the new tribal entity to decentralize as much administrative
responsibility as possible to the tribal government.

Mr. LTTJAN. Do you think, then, as part of this we shibuld tell
the Bureau of Indian Affairs we think that we're beginning back
into the reservation status of the Menominees, that you should just
calculate how much it's going to cost_in health services and educa-
tional services. and roads and all. Of those things; and say to the
Bureau- of Indian Affairs, just commit that much money to the
tribal council and let thga do it any way that they want to?

Dr. ORFIELD. We14--,Cy judgment is that you have to have the
tribal council intact under a constitution that was approved: by
the Menominee people before you could judge these issues.

Mr.- LUJAN. Well, assuming that we do have a tribal government,
that the restoration has gone through and it has' been organiZed,
and we have a tribal government, do you think it would be a good
idea for us to say, to .just go and commit these moneys to the tribe
and let theM run their schools, let them run their health services,
let them look for the teachers, let them hire them, let them go out
and get doctors, or whatever they need?

Dr. ORFIELD.. I think it -would be good to Contract as many func-
tions of. government as possible to the tribal governinent with as
much broad discretion as possible. It seems to me the Menominees

iare one of the few tribes in the country that has a long experience
of substantial administrative influence over their own affairs, and
this should be reinforced just to the full extent that the tribal gov-
-ernment wants to take on the responsibility,: either for contracting
directly for provision of services or for, making its own subcOntracts
for provision of services.

Mr. LUJAN. Can you think of any areas where we should not
contract with the tribe?

Dr. ORFIELD. I think . you should do it to the full extent that
the tribe feels it can assume functions.

Mr. LUJAN. Are you pretty familiar with the Menominee situ,-
ation ?'

Dr. °WIELD. Pretty familiar.
. Mr. LUJAN. Are there any programs that the tribal government
could not run? Do any come to mind inamAptely?

Dr. OILFIELD. Not that *I can think Weither through contract or
subcontract, but I wouldn't want to prejudge and I wouldn't
want to see in the legislation something that would force the tribe
to take on the function. 4

I would judge that they would be competent to provide all the
functions.

Mr. MEF.os. Thank you again, Dr. Orfield.
We appreciate very much your testimony.
The next grown of witnesses will be property riwners, represented

by Mr. Florian Willmas.
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Now, if there are other property owners in the audience, who
would like to testify,:we would be delighted to have their testimony
at this point. Is Mr. Cook her?, Norman Cook? .

he Chair has been advised and is somewhat disturbed that
there are people whO feel they would like to testify but are appre-
hensive about how their remarks might be taken because they
might testify against this legislation.

Let the Chair first assume' anybody within the range of his voice,
ch is a lon'g way, that the Chair would be very desirous of

ha g that testimony. If they are indeed 'apprehensive, their testi-7
Mon can certainly be held confidential. I think personally, how-
ever, would make.a much stronger impact with the committee and
with a people, if they would come forward and say what they
have on their. minds.

As the Chair said yesterday in commencing these hearings, we can
digagree without being 'disagreeable. I would hope that anybody who
has evidence and testimony bearing on this subject regardless of
the, popularity or unpopularity of that testimony- -would not be
frightened and would indeed come forward with that testimony.

Mr. al-JAN. Mr. Chairman. I might add that I. have consistently
been at staff because I am rather disappointed. Most cases, we get
the two sides of the issue, and I have been talking to staff, how
come nobody has come up and said, we don't think that this legis-
lation ought to be passed. I have never been at any hearing_.where
nO one stands and says thatand staff tells me that anyone is wel-
come, and as a matter of fact 'I would prder if somebody did get up.

Mr., grans. So would
Mr. LUJAN. So that we would know the exact feelings, in the area.
Mr. Mans. We will now hear from Mr. Willmas, and any other

property owners who would like to testify at this time.

STATEMENTS OF FLORIAN WILLMAS AND WILLIAM 1 GIESE

Mr. I/Ems, Mr. Willmas, we're delighted to welcome you before
the committee, and would you identify who is with you also?

Mr. WrmArns. This is our attorney, William It. Giese.
My name is Florian Willmas. I am president of the lVfoshawquit

Lake Association and I represent the membership of 84 landowners
on Moshawquit. Lake.

I was going to introduce our attorney, Mr; Giese, at this time, but
I've already done that.

We had no knosOodge to appear at this hearing until Thursday
evening, May 24,1973.. We are not prepared to give a detailed sum-
mary before June 24, 1973 to the I-louse Subcommittee on Indian
Affairs,

At. this time our `Moshawquit Lake .Association Inc. would like
to submit a brief summary of our historical background. The
people of our association bought property in 1963 directly lrom
Menominee Enterprises Inc.

Moshawquit Lake covers an area of approximately 329 acres of
water: We have a total, of 83 non-Menominee taxpaying private
property owners.

1
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Ninety-nine percent of these homes are year round homes, and.
purchased mostly for retirement homes.. Basically, our people are
the original property owners.

At present there are 12 year-ronna fainilies on Moshawquit Lake.
Out of these 12 there are 5 non-Menominee fariailies who have chil-
dren of school age.

The total non-Menominee children attending school is 13.
All of us purchased our property in good faith and expect to be

treated fairly and equally regarding governmental services and
their financing, We feel, however, that under the provisions there
must be a section in the bill that allows if and when necessary that
the State of Wisconsin can restructure local government.

Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much, sir.
Could you give me some idea of what- percent, of non-Indian

property owners in die county, other than your own, which you
have given me already in your statement, are permanent residents
of the area, sir?

Mr. WILLMAS. I do not know.
There are, as I understand, quite a few in the Legend Lake area.
Mr. MF,EDS. Now, what special rights do you feel you obtained in

the purchase of your land? Some fishing rights, as we have heard
yesterday?,

Mr. WILLikrAs. Well, these were rights that were granted ,to us
through our original lease and since we 'wore given these rights we
feel we should be able to exercise them.

Mr. MEEDS. You said lease. Ts it a lease or a purchase, sir?
Mr. IN'ILIZIAS. Original we were given a 4-year lease.
Mr. GIESE. I wonder,. Congressman, could I interject a statement

to clarify it at this point?
Mr. MEEDS. Please do.
Mr. GIESE. When we initially came up hereand I say we because

I was one of the initial Ones, I came in 1965, there were a few that
preceded me up here on Lake Moshawquit2 we' were offered what
was called a trust agreement and this trust agreement provided that
it was either an outright purchase at that time, those people that
wanted:to buy their lots in one lump sum payment did so by paying
to the 'Menominee Enterprises, Inc., the total purchase prig of the
lot under this trust agreement.

The agreement provided that it would be 40 years before you.
would get the deed. However, the trust agreement was recordable;
of course, it was a conveyance of land.

You could use it for financing. I did. Others did. There was no
difficulty.

It was in effect a deed because it did hold and did, guarantee
that after 40 years you would get a deed to the premises.

The other situation was, if you wanted to purchase the property
on an installment basis, this also was called a, trust agreement and
that also ran for 40 years. This, although they called it a trust
agreement and a type of leaseback provided with the agreement,
they broke down the annual payment as to how much went to in-
terest, how much went to principal, and although there were
references that this was rental, it was obvious what the situation
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.vrasp,nd I'm sureand I've yet to find. an authority in Wisconsin, a
reputable law firm that doesn't agree with methat this was actually
`a land contract, the installment purchase agreement, and would
have had all the equities of a land, contract because after 40 years
you were guaranteed again that you would get title to that land.

Mr. AIMS. I see.
Now, do you know, since you were one of the original people who

dealt with this, why that kind of method was pursued?
Mr. GIESE. Yes.
I'm not familiar particularly with the background of why that

method was pursued. It was a very unusual. method in the State Of
Wisconsin because here we deal with land transactions in warranty
deeds for property purchased outright and we deal in land contracts
when you purchase property on an installment basis.

This was quite innovative. It was quite new. It was with some
reluctance that bankers particularly accepted as a method of financ-
ing when you just had this trust agreement, although the title
companies did go along with it, did guarantee the title to the mort-
gage lenders and so forth, so we have really had no difficulty ac-
quiring financing although this was not the traditional method in
the State of Wisconsin. And traditionally of course, bankerh like to
follow traditional methods.

Mr. MEEDS. Like attorneys.
Mr. GIESE. Not necessarily.
This onewhat I think occasioned the change, when they went

into the Legend Lake project, was this: That when we purchased
our property we purchased it directly from Menominees. We dealt
with Menominees.

I never saw anybody but a Menominee when I ,purchased my
property up here, Menominee Enterprises directly had transferred
title directly from the Enterprises to me.

I purchased several properties up here, incidentally, and we had.,
our dealings entirely with the. Menominee people. They were en-
tirely the sales force. There was only some limited, 80 -some lots
that they intended to develop on the lake although it is a 800 -acre
lake, which isn't particularly large. There's a lot of low land on it.

My understanding right away was that they never intended, and
they did not:plan, a good part of the land around the lake because
it was low land and not fit for development, and of course since
that time we've had shoreland zoning law in the State of Wisconsin
law and they cannot develop it anyhow. It's a conservation area.

Mr. MEEDS. Now, (Lai understand it, Moshawquit Lake is involved
in litigation by Menominee Enterprises?

Mr. GIESE. No: they are not, Congressman Meeds. They are not
involved in that. That is theLegend Lake development and not .our
lake, Moshawquit, who are parties to that action.

I want to state this in clarifying the situation too, after the
commercial development came about the Legend Lake project, and
they got outside people in there, the Menothinee Enterprises that
dereloned that lake, and to sell it, outside salespeople, and they were
going into this thing in a big way as they did on Legend Lake.

At that time we were approached, the people on Moshawquit Lake
were approached, and told that we could get our warranty deed
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also, that we had paid all our property in full, could get n warranty
deed. immediately because in Legend Lake as I say) the merchantabil-
ity) the trust agreement, did not adapt itself to a merchantable title
on a large scale and so, I'm told, that for commercial purpoSes
over on Legend. Lake they wanted to change the whole modus operandi
and we were approached at that time and told we could have our
warranty.deed at that time.

I exercised that right, and I think most of us did that lived on
that lake. We got the conventional warranty .deed at that time.

I believe also, those that were buying on installments were told
they could have a land contract as such although that's exactly
what they had anyhow under the Wisconsin law. You can't call a
land contract a lease. It still a land contract when all the equity
and all the other incidents of a land contract are there.

Mr. nuns. Would you agree with me, Mr. Giese, that this legis-
lation cideS' not affect the status of either that land on Legend Lake
or on your land; if you have good title to it, this legislation is not
going to affect you one way or another?

Mr. GrE8E. I would say that the legislation/ Will not directly,
legally affect us. I think that it has a lotit wilt affect it very
definitely indirectly.

The implications of this act being adopted without prior protec-
tion for the peoplelhat have good faith, in good faith purchased
in this county, I fear that' we're going to :Ilya problems galore.

Mr. MU iDS. Now, you're getting nto another thing, sir. You're a
lawyer. I'm a lawyer. Let's deal on a legal basis right now for a
minute, OK.

Mr. GIE811. Fine.'
Mr. Aims. All right.
I'm going to restate my qlstion.
Would you agree .with me or disagree with me that from a legal

standpoint the passage of this legislation will not affect the title
to the property on Moshawquit Lake or Legend Lake or any other
lake if the title that the property owners have is goad, was good
yesterday; if this legislation is passed tomorrow it Won't change it?

Mr. Gras. It will not. I agree on that.
Mr. Mums. Now, if you would like to enlarge and get into the

extra-legal aspects, Please do so.
Mr. Gums. In regard to that, we have the problem of providing

services for ourselves and the- people that are non -1 nominees up
here, and that having in good faith purchased this property at the
time, and Tm sure that most people who purchased up, here didn't
think that we would be here on a Saturday afternoon in 1073 dis-
cussing an issue as serious as this.

I bought it to come up here and relax. to enjoy it was avail-
able. And we thought that it was in good faith that we all purchased
up here.

And we feel strongly that these problems of the impact of this
restoration and the impact upon the non-Menominees and the other
property owners should be settled either prior to or simultaneous
with any restoration.

Mr. MEEns. Now, what are those problems, sir?
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Mr. GIESE. Well, the problems would be, basically, I think, what
we're all concerned about is of course the economic---this land up,
here, right at the present time, under the present status for lake
property is about the highest taxed property in the State of Wis-
consin. We're paying more taxes here and probably for less services
than any other similar area in the State.

Mr. WEDS. That's why you keep the property, huh?
[General laughter.]
Mr. GIESE. We keel' -it because we're willing to pay for it, Con-

gressman bleeds.
Most of us have been up here for many years and we enjoy it

up here. We like it up here.
It's accessible. If a person has certain recreationalit depends

on what you enjoy. And so we are willing to pay that price.
I don't want to convey the impression that we're complaining about

it, but we certainly don't want to get into the position where this
cost becomes absolutely prohibitive, making the market value of
our property nil.

Mr. MMES. So we're talking then about police, roads, schools,
all of the governmental services that one ordinarily would expect
to receive, is that correct?

Mr. GrIESE. That's correct.
Mr. MEEns. And with sbme exceptions, I assume you feel those

present services are adequate, with the exceptions that you noted?
Mar, GIESE. I practice law in a number of counties in Wisconsin

and particularly in two heavily populated counties, and of, course I
believe that a unit of government basically should provide certain
services as you have enumerated, and I think those are minimal
services that you should expect from a unit of government. -

I do not think that the services, and I do nbt mean this' in a
deprecating way up here, are of the caliber that they should be
of the standard that you will find in other counties, even counties
with a limited tax base that you have here, comparing them to
those counties. There are other counties in the State of Wisconsin
that are in dire economic straits also.

Mr.NMEEns. You, then feel that these services are not presently
adequate, for what you pay for them? Could you give us some idea
why that, is sir? At least, why you think it is?

Mr. GlumE. Well, again, I think it's an inability of and ,a failure
of the IT.S. Government in pa4t years, and I don't mean just in
termination here, but in creating' a reservation -situation that has
failed and that has failed miserably.

This situation hero is not symptomatic and didn't come . about
tut bemuse we had termination. It's a problem that faces the
Indian on every reservation in this country.

You know it and I know it, and T don't personally see where
restoration is the nnswer. We know that the, reservation system
haq fnilecl. T think it's a cop -out for the white man. X think it was
to qtart with.

Someday we're goinff to have to fnee up to this problem. Someday
we're poino to have to prlueate flume' people to the level where they
an cope with the problems and have the ability to do it.
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Mr. Mnnos..How about letting them educate themselves?
Mr. GIESE. Well, I think
Mr. Mmes. Maybe that's part of the problem. You said, we must

do that, and we must do something else, for these people.
How about approaching it from the standpoint that they ought

to do these things themselves such as by contract provide education
in Menominee County and health services and some of the other
things?

Mr. GIESE. Well, it strikes me as somewhat of an anomaly that
we are talking about them. doing all these things onitheir own and
yet we are also talking about the failure of then( to meet these
responsibilities in the past 10, 12 years.

Is it going to be any different? Is there some magic wand that
you have got in mind that you are going to wave because the fact
that we restored again to reservation statusI don't see where all
this is going to ameliorate the problem except that Federal funds
are going to be available again, and I think when., I listen to some
of the conversation here and some of the rhetoric that preceded.
immediately the speaker that preceded us, I didn't hear too much
substantiated facts. I only heard his own previous testimony..

Instead of all this rhetoric I would like to hear actually some
facts on how this is really going to ameliorate all these problems
that have been here prior to and after termination.

. .

Mr. Mmes. Well, I 'suppose you and I could talk for a whole
day on some of the problems that not only Indians, but all of us
face, but I appreciate very much your 'testimony. '

The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. LUJAN% Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There are Moshawquit Lake and Legend Lake. What other de-

velopments are there?
Mr. GIESE. La Motte Lake on La Motte Lake was developed

about the same time as Moshawquit. It didn't develop as rapidly
but it was available.

I know, when I purchased my first property up here I was also
shown La Motto Lake and that was available at that time. Legend
Lake came many ,years later, of course.

Mr. ',runic Those are the three developments, basically?
Mr. GIESE. Basically. There are some lots sold, on the Wolf River.I think l3ass Lakeisn't there a Bass take up further north

that has some sales of property to non-Menominees?
Mr. I.V.TAN. You say on your lake there are 83 individual owners.

Do you have a rough idea of how. many there are on Legend Lake?
Mr. GIESE. I've seen figures of approximately 2,200 property

owners. what usually has been discussed.
Mr. LUJAN. That's quite substantial, then.
Mr. GIESE. That's correct.
Mr. Lr.rAil. Yesterday Mr. George ICenote said that the original

intent was to lease them these lands for 4.0 years and that didn't
sell too 'well, and the need of cash by the tr.iberiwas the reason. whythey went into a sales program.

Do you remember anv effort to lease, or when you came into it,
waq it always a sale proposition?

Mr. GIESE. No.
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As I stated previously, you could either have this trust agreement
which was the

Mr. LVJAN. But those were purchase agreements.
Mr.. GIESE. Yes, but they had this. so-called lease. It had on the

instrument itself, lease. But it was a land contract in content and
I'm sure that if the Supreme Court of the State of Wisconsin had
ever been called upon to rule on whether it was a contract or a lease,
they would have held it was a rand contract.

If you're a lawyer, Congressman Lujan, you probably realize the
distinction between a lease axid a land. contract. .

Mr. TAMAN. No, I'm not a lawyer,' but I readily understand when
I lease or when I buy something.

What I'm really trying to get at, were you involved in all of
this at the tinul when it was just offered for lease, no contract of
sale, no deeds issued, just strictly a. 40-year lease?

Mr. GIESE. At no time did I ever know that there was just a
40-year /ease available, if that 's what you're saying.

Mr. LUJAN. We're going to ,have to leave up to the State of
Wisconsin, probably, what type of government you're going to get,
whether it's divided up into. another county or whether the private
property alone will comprise a county ordo you have any thoughts
on that?

What should be done as far as the private lands are concerned?,
Mr. GIESE. Well,"'my thoughts on that are, basically, and simply

and succinctly put, that it would be best if this whole area that is
now comprising Menominee County would become a part of Shawano
County. I :my that beriluse our culturalthe non-Menominee cultural
context, the social, the educational and the judicial, has historically
evolved around Shawano County and for that reason I feel that
it would be best .as a governmental unit that we become part of
Shawano County.

Mr. Luamr, Do you think that isolated areas by themselves being
attached to a neighboring county with which, I assume, they are
not contiguous, would work?

Mr. Glom I think that in answer to that, I think you have a
lot of problems because as nn example, when you get right down
to it we are not exactlyfor one thing, we are not contiguous for
the most part to some other county and secondly within our own
lakes we have lands that are owned individually by non-Menominees.
We have, lots that are still owned by Menominee Enterprises, Inc.,
-so you have kind of a patch quilt effect around a particular lake.

You also have the fact that we are not. homogeneous as a unit,
the three largest developments- being in the east with Mosbawquit
and Legend Lake and then Lake La Motte. We are really not
homogeneous in the extent that it's all individually owned land
at the present time.

Again, we have it interspbrsed with Menominee-Enterprises-owned
land, so T think yon would have a lot of problems in trying to
separate part of the county out and have that become part of au
attachment to other adjoining Counties, Ocono or Shawano, up in
that area where we are we are very close to, Ocono and Shawano.
Counties.
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Mr. 14na-Ax. Plus the fact, the very fact that picking up garbage
you would have to send a truck from 40 miles away or whatever, I
suppose .

Mr. GissE. .N4711, that particular service, it's self delivery to the
sanitary waste disposal. site, Congressman, at the present time and

have never heard any demands that -anybody particularly wanted
any waste pickup.

. We have been satisfied.
Mr. LIJ,LAIsr. Who owns that sanitary land I?
Mr. GIESE. That's owned,. as I understand by the land owned

by the Menominee Enterprises, Inc. and un r some arrangement
with the county as to use of it.

Mr. LILIAN. That would end up being reservation land.
Mr. GIESE. It is, yes, it is Menominee- Enterprise land:

-Mr. MEEDS. I have just one more question. Mr. Giese: and we are
happy to have you here because I- think you Oeuld give me some
insight on these things.

I asked *earlier what percent of the people are permanent residents
as opposed to persons like yourselves.who come here on vacation

Mr, GIESE. What percentage on our .particular lake? ,

Mr. MEEDS. No, we have that information.
Mr. GIESE. On the total number of lakes here?
Mr. Mum. Eight.
Mr. GIESE. I wouldn't be able to give you an accurate figure on

that.
Incidentally, Congressman Meeds, I. would like to clarify. one

thing. In the past year I am now a permanent resident.
I have moved up here. I commute some 45 miles 'almOst daily.
Mr. MEens. Could you, as an attorney, tell me if you feel that

the rights which must be preserved in this bill for permanent resi-
dents may differ from rights which must be preserved for people
who vacation here?

GIESE. No, I don't think' Ao, because they have 'all in good
faith purchased property here. They have substantial investments,
people of limited means also.

I think some of us are more able to afford some of these things
than others on these lakes; but with a number of them it was
a substantial and a great part of their total asset picture and it's
important to them.

Mr. Mans. Let me put it this way. Where do yOu vote?
Mr. GIESE. I vote at Keshena, right here in Menominee County.
Mr. MEEDS. Well, I don't know what the laws of Wisconsin are,

but I do know that in order to run for county office, you have to be
a resident of the county. Now, if you,are a resident of this county
yoq would have a right, to run for office, wouldn't you?

Mr. GIESE. That's correct.
Mr. Mum. But if you're not a resident of this county -you would

not have a right to run for office.
Mr. Gam That's right.
Mr. Mtrwir.So maybe there is a difference in rights that has to

be protected. Wouldn't yOu agree with Me now?

20 8i0--73----12
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Mr. CriEsE, Well, I suppose that you asked me if any rights that
we don't have nowI still don't see where you make that differen-
tiation because we have the rights where anybody that's a temporary
resident up here can move up here if they want to and they have
that mobility if they desire and then they could get these rights.

I'm a property owner in a number of counties. I can only vote
in one of the counties, however.

Mr. MEEDS. I understand. But that's what I'm thing;' to get at
Simply owning property and being a transient in aiiiirea doesn't
give you some of the rights which being a resident, of that area
gives you.

Mr. GIESE. That I would agree with, yes.
Mr. MEEDS. And this bill and any kind of government which is set

up.pursuant to ,restoration may well have to protect the right of
resident non-Indians to hold office, right?

Mr. GIESE. r think that would be basically on a State level. It
would have to be attacked from a State legislature standpoint
rather than any restoration.

Mr. MELDS. Well, at least time and coordination may.have to be-
taken with the State legislature then to get that?

Mr. GIESE. Yes.
Basically the position of our association is that we have really

not taken a position for or against restoration. We are interested
in seeing that the impact of this restoration is minimal upon our
people that have bought property up here and are non-Menominees,
and we would, like to see that simultaneously or prior to' restoration.

Mr. MEEDS. That's a very goad summary of your statement, sir.
Thank you very much.
Mr. LUJAN. Mr. Chairman.
Air. MEEDS. Yes, the gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. LUJAN. Well, the only reference I can find to that other

than whatever rights you have would not be impaired. There is
section 7 which says the tribe's constitution shall noiv provide
that the governing body of the tribe after a full consultation with
the Secretary shall make rules and regulationsjor the management of
the tribal forestry unit, shall make regulations which shall be nec-
essary to protect the assets of the tribe, and three

,
and we refer

bark that the tribe's constitution shall provide that the tribe may
regulate hunting, fishing. and trapping on the reservation, the fishing
by non-Menominees 021 Legend Lake or La Motte Lake and so on,
and. so there is a reference there that could eventually prevent you
from evvreising some of your rights.

1%fr. Gansu. correct.
I must say this. I'm not that thoroughly familiar with this most

4 rei.ent legislation that was introduced.
T have other pursuits. I'm rather busy, and we did not hear of

this hearing due to a breakdoWn in communications. We did not
getuptiee of it until late Thursday night.

Tn fret. welted to .net filled in and by getting the Congressinan
out of lied at. 12 o'clock Thursday night. and so consequevaly we're -
not as prepared on the provisions of this particular bill, and I
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would like to reserve the right to' submit written comment On that
if you would allow me to do so.

Mr. MEEDS. First of all, let my exPress my chagrin and my sorrow
that you were not notified earlier, and second, let me assure you That,
without objection, the record remain open for the insertion of the
prepared remarla

[The prepared testimony will be found on p. 343.]
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you again foryour testimony.

iMr. GIESE. I wonder f I could, just as a citizen now, .speaking
for myself and that is in regardwe hit on these fishing rights and
just to clarify that situation, .

In these agreements you had your standard form and your
istandard language and in addition to that, in a number of them,

I can't say whether all of them but a number of them, I think moat
of them on our lake, typed in on that agreement were the hunting
and fishing rights in all of Menominee County which were coinci-
dental only to the original owner of that property.

Mr. MEEDS. Hunting and fishing rights in all of Menominee'
County?

Mr. GIESE. In all of -Menbminee County.
Mr. MEEDS. Well,..11,gain, I think probably the efficacy of that

would depend on whether or not those who made the transfer
have a right and the power to transfer that. Idon't know about
that question. I just can't answer your question.

Mr. GIESE. I wonder if I could have the right to submit as an
exhibit a recorded instrument, then recorded instruments that were
used at that time. .

Mr. MEEDS. Certainly.
[The documents referred to will be found beginning on p: 351.]
Mr. GrEsE. I wonder if I could make one further statement in

regard to Congressman Lujan's statement, it is unusual to have s
hearing and not have anyone appearing in opposition to this bill.

We hope that you are .basically taking the position that we are.
This isand I've heard remarks from Congressman Meeds this
morning that in effect this is innovative.

It surely is. Actually. basically. termination was innovative. There
were only two large tribes that basically had termination rights.

This is completely new. TVs completely innovative. There is a lot
of study that has to, be put into this on all these impacts.

Our position, and our group's positionwhich there are a number
of individuals all in different pursuits in different directions, 'we
don't get together everyylay of the week--but we want more facts,
we want more study nia.de, we want to know whatethe impact of
this is.

I've heard testimony here this morning from Mr. Nash that there
wasn't, study made enough at the time that termination took effect.
Let's not repeat that mistake.

We won't always have a deceased Arthur Watkins around to
blame everything. on.

Mr. MrEns. I appreciate that last statement.
Meneral laughter.]
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3,7frzoS; ijeta.me Assure you that this subcomnuttOelias every
intention of researching this very thoroughly, of learning the facts
and trying to come up with some kind of an answer -.which- we hope
to, come up With relativelY soon. This:is why we are here today.

If we act, with dispatch it will be because we .have thefactsat
our commluid to do so. If 'we do not have those facts we will npt act.

I can give you that assurance.
° Crresr. Well, f Might. want to say this.too, just in

that we have attempted at-every source, governmental, to get what-
ever facts 'we can and at this tire we certainly find that there is a
deftrth of information on this subject,- on this whole subject, and
rightly so, and I .of course feel that this is why congressional corn-
mittees have hearings, so they can let- further educated and get
flirth'er facts and separate, the facts from rhetOric.

Mr. Mn:F-ES Indeed,
Again, thank you.
11Ir. GIEn. ..Thank- you for your time, Congressman.
41r. MEEDS: Also'I have a letter from' the Legend Lake Property .

wouttl"like timeto present prepared, t stimony for the.record if there
Owners' association, the treasurer: , dicating that they ,

is no objection.
That, testinionyy when received, will be Inserted' at this point in

- the record,. 1.'
IThe, letter follows:]

Lamm LANE PsopEntr OWNERS cualo;g,.
Keshenap Wes", June 12, 1973.

Von. LLotn_ MEEDS,
Rouse Interitir and I. Insular Affairs Committee,
`Washington, D.C.

DEAR COnosEssmen MEEDS.: The opportunity your Sub- oniniittee on Indian
Affairs provided on 25 and 2,0 May 1143 for a review of 7421, the Mcnomi-
nee Restoration Act, was greatly appreciated. CongressmanConiressma ManuelLujan did an outstanding job it providing a foMi, or diScussing the pre-.-
poSed Act and did so in a most eqUitable and efficient manner.

The Legend Lake Property Owners Association, . Keshena; Wisconsin, sit-
uated in Menominee County, is vitally interested in HR 7421 re- establishing
the Afenominee Indian Reservation. Our interest is. primarily, but not en-
tirely In subject areas -not encompassed in the Bill, yet directly, related thereto.

The following comments are applicable and pertinent:
"1. Section 4 (a)..111:Ond to provide a Referendum by secret ballot of all

qualified 'Menominee Indians, to determine the expression of all Menominee
Indians, prior to the election of the Menominee Restoration Committee.

Reason.The present Bill more, generally reflects the parochial interest of
a minority section of the Mpnominee rather than the Whole resident Com,
munity a Mettominees.

-^wr 2, Section, 6 (a). Concur. ,
Reason.A testing period is- absolutely essential. It the moment, there are

, . numerous unknown .implications of Restoration that require time- and effort
, in seeking answers and the resolution of factors noun clearly deserilifid nor

understood by current residents of Menominee County, both Menominte and
nonXenominee .

3. Section 6 (b).Amend to provide proteetion of the property rights, of
the present Stock and Bond holders of Menominee Enterprises, Inc.

Reason, This section does not clearly protect current property rights. Cuk
c) rent Stock and Bond holders under the Bill only have the option of negotia-

tion. Z-To3ifovision is made to preserve the rights of continuing Dresent,ownere
ship. The inference.fiere is that of taking property without due piocess% of law.

,t 4. Section 6 (c).Amend to 'More clearly define.
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Beasoit.As written this begs the questiOn as to sPecifically what are the
responsibilities of the -Federal Government and those of State and County
-government. Nowhere 'does the .Bill State that the present County should re- *.
main intact, or that the Reservation would be administered independently
by. the. Federal government with: the State_ and_ Counity,go:vernmenta asOnm----
ing responsibility .fcir the remainder of the County. A key question here seems
to bejust what are the perimeters of the proposed Reservation, all, or part,
of the present County?

.1. Section. 7.Delete-"Fishing by non-Menominees on 4egend Lake, et aL, shall
be 'regulated by the State of 'Wisconsin, and the State shall stock these lakes
in the some manner as other lakes regulated by the State of Wisconsin".

Beason.Until the Reservation is specifically defined,- that section i con-
*fusing, as part of the Menominee Enterprises, Inc. lands currently border
on Legend. Lake, Moshawquit Lake, Labiotte Lake and Round Lake. This
brings in the question of the State 'stocking. lakes that might, or might not,
be associated with the Reservation._

. Further, the question of the State stocking lakes 'under its regulation is an
established fact and does mit require an authorization under this act.

8. Definition of the Bes.ervation by Specific Metes and Bounds.
Reason.If the whole present- County becomes a, Reservation, Section 5

would preclude all non - Menominees from participating in the local govern-
ment. )If the whole present County becomes a Reservation, who provides gov-
ernmental services to the non-Menominees---where does the authority to tax
non-Menominee property liewhere does .6 non-Menominee vote?

If the present County should, be divided, placing- the Reservation under
Federal control, what are the provisions for governing the remainder of the
County? .

9. The Restoration of the Menominee Dadian.,Reservation provided for under
HR 7421 is not opposed by the Legend Lake. Property owners Association.
Our support of the Restoration, however, is predicated on the development of
meaningful answers -to our status as to whether, or not, we become Dart of the
ptoposed Reservation and what happens to the rights of Menominee and-
non-Menominee' property owners in . the Legend Lake area. We respect the
right of the Menominees to seek solutions to their problems.

The oppottunity to comment on HR 7421 has been appreciated. Any further.:
infOrMation desired by the Committee will be provided as desired.

Sincerely yours,
C. E. HEartrOx,

Secretary.

Mr. MEEDS. We have our net witnesses, Mr. Joseph Waukechon
and Mr. Gordon Keshena.

STATEMENTS Ot JOSEPH WAITKECHON AND GORDON. =MENA.

Mr. MEEDS. Gentlemen, it is 'my understanding that you art
. peering on behalf of the Menominee Entrvises; Ing.

Mr. WA-macuiorr. That's correct.
My name is Joseph G. Watikechon. 'I work for the Menomjnee

Highway Department. r '

I am a ruember of the board of directors of the Menominee dorpo--
ration and I have been asked to ttilk about the roads prior to tertni-

\ tuition and afterwards.
Now before terininatioa all the.roads on the Menominee Resgrird-

tion were taken care of birkthe Tndian I3ureau of Public Roads, ex-
cept highway 47 and 55, and that part of the county east_ of high-
way 55.

. These roads were taken care of by the Shawano and' Ooono Coun-.
ties. Several new roads were constructed wi!ite others were improved.

A tot of this work was completed befor:VI became connected with :
the highway department, and .I talked iit'll Mr. James Dick, over

..
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30 years here in the highway department on the reservation working
for the bureau of public roads -in a superVisory capacity. He told
me that their appropriations years ago used to be in the neighbor-
hood of $40,000 _to $80,000.

They had 10 to 20 city men and, depending on the amount of
work to be done, they hired 18 to 24. seasontil employees. After`
termination some of the existing roads were degignated as county

. or town roads. These then are the only roads maintained by the
county highway department. today.

,,A.All of these were to be takeif. care of by the, enterprise. Many
of these roads now have become rushing trails.

I would say there are .probably about 80, to 100- miles of roads
formerly taken care of by the roads department that must now bed,
taken care of by the mill department, or the mill corporation,

Today the county has approximately, 55 miles of what is known
as county roads, that's county M, AA, V, WW, and C, :,approxi-
mately 85 miles Of, town *oads, and of course the open streets a d
Keshena streets. State highways 47 find 55 have a combined to al
of about 53 miles. These, are both- nw since they have been ,r
cently resurfaced.

With the development of Legend Lake, a pidertb of 65 miles of
road has been added to the county road system an since these are
gravel, roads, they have to be graded constintly because traffic is
pretty heavy there in the summer. In the wintertjme every road
where a home has been built must be kept open so that the fuel
men, telephone men, people *he...checked and can 'get in there.

The county highway depajtment todAy his 19 men ,employed, a
- commissioner, a foreman, a bookkeeper, a stock mp,n, three mechanics,

four State men, three grader men and five truck 'drivers. Eight men
have to take care of all the roads, and demand for these services
will increase with the construction of more new homes.

Now, with the amount of work that they have to do, some of
the work has to 'suffer. Sometimes we hpye a job to do rind the
maintenance of the roads has to suffer:

I. don't know if we have had many complaints on the mainte-
, nance of the roads in the wintertime, or in the summertime. In fact,

I've gotten nothing but compliments on the maintenance of the roads.
So, with the possibility of restoration there. would be another....

-hundred miles of roads that could be taken care of by the bureau
of public -roads , that havp been disregarded in the olast 10 or 12

that concludes my. stiff; men .

Mr. MEEDS. Very good. Mr. .Keshena..
Mr. KESTIENA. For the record, my name is Gordon eshena. I .

am the great-grandson of Chief Keshena who signed the Treaty
of 1854 which established the Menominee Indian Reservition.

. I am an enrolled member of the Menominee Indian Tribe, born
and raised and educated hgre. 1/44 Vesently serve on the board of
directors for Menominee Enternii, s.

I'm going to speak very briefly a out the Menominee Forest and
our lumber mill as te its effects or{ he economy of the Menominee
people. But before Ldo, I feel that a zeneral statement about In-
dians and the Federal supervision is important .

.. .... .
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During the past few years, the public generally has been stirred
profoundly by the iaoverty and unjust -treatment of Indiaks in
the United States.- Individuals and, organizations who had never
before interested theinselves in the American Indian have been
aroused by the realization that we have neglected many of our
first Americans. This interest is' not confined to one area alone
but embraces all -America east,*est, north, and south.

The need for more emphasis on the role of the Indian in our his-
tory is ever manifest.

. Mr. Lu.1.40.. Mr. Chairman, could Sp interrupt you for a moment?
Do you 1i a copy, of your statement? _

Could, we have it?
Mr. LEEDS. Please proceed, sir.
Mr. KESHENA. However, there is a sad lack of knowledge. on In-'

dians. That lack of fundamental information about the original
American is illustrated, for example, by popular movies and books
in which the Indiaus are often portrayed as savages and all the
white soldiers as noble men.

Mr. MELDS. Mr. Keshena, I see you have a long statement here.
Would you mind summarizing, please?

Mr. KESHENA. I certainly will.
I think that all of us know and understand that the American

Indian has probably been treated the most unjustly, and abused here
in the-United States. I think the Federal Government took a position
many years ago of just putting *Indians on reservations and really
forgetting about the reservation, at really trying to do anything
constructive for the Indians.

I think that as far as the Menominee mills was concerned; par-
ticularly' the Menominee people--and then the. thought of restora-
tion, I think.there are certain things the Government, the Federal
Government, should attempt- to do and ,understand.

I think that major emphasis on recruiting and training of Indian
leadership to assume the responsibilities, some of those exercised
by the Government now, must be turned over to them. I think
that the raising of- the general, 'educational level Must be done
to provide better educational opportunities for all Indian children:

I think an effort should be made to encourage the Indians to
understand and accept the full implication of their citizenship.
think it takes the assistance and the interest of more than just, the
Indian people. . . .

I think the-Indian-problem nia-nota problem for---the-Indiarr-alone.
It, is an American problein and in the end, solving such a prob-
lem rests all Americans al national, State and local levels.
. I think it is your task then, as °well as mine; to help and to do .
whatever yve can to resolve,.these problems. I think understanding
some of the background of the working of the" Federal Government
is important when we start talking about restoration.

The.Menominees had, and still have, one of the finest. timber stands
in. all of the Midwest and our system of selected logging has long
been recognized as the ultimate in perpetuating valuable timber,

° but our mill for the most part operating in the same manner
that it did 50 years ago. EiTty Menominee sitting here today can

I
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tell you that the mill operation is .not large enough to employ all
of those who want to work,-that the profits from this one industry
alone cannot support this whole community.

Who is to blame for this condition? Who is at fault? Why haven't
we expanded, .diversified' with our natural product? .

I say that a small. blame mist rest on filet, Menominees them-
Selves, but the major portion, of guilt must be placed on the BIA
and /the Federal Government. There. are many ,examples I could
rite to illustrate the failures and the unconcern on the part of the
BIA but I will just mention one:

Over 30 years ago the Menominees knew the importance of veneer
'and there was _a time when the Menominees And General Council
adopted a resolUtion and we had the money at the time to go into
the veneer business: All the experts in the field told us that Menomi-
nee' was a natural. Yet the BIA refused to accept this..

I think this lack of concern, of really not trying to do for the
Indian's, is the critical problem. Restoration, is this what the Me-
nominees really went? Restoration, to go back to reservation life
u)itli all its bureaucratic red tape and outdated policies? .

I think we do.. We want to reverse the Termination Act of 1961.
We want-to be restored under some type of Federal trust. Give

us restoration, but restore us to Federal trust in a manner and in
a way in which the Menominees can govern, can plan, and can
execute their ideals to the fullest.

After reading and listening to all the witnesses that appeared
here today, after hearing and reading what our Senators, our own
States Senators, Proxmire, Nelson, and the President of the United
States, Richard Nixon, speak out and tell us that, they didn't have
to tell us, we knew, that termination was a failure, the..IVIenothinee
people know that.

We want to go back under some time ofiFederal trust. Certainly
not all the answer is here today. 'It's going to take sortie time. It's
.going to take some study, but just as the gentleman mentioned,
Just preceding, us, when he said he felt that it lot more,, research
and a lot more study and a lot more time should be Spent before
we really consider restoring the Menominees back to Federal trust,
I sort of question and I sort of think when they terminated us
they didn't take the time to really work with the Menominee people,
to study, to find out.

It was passed in a very short period. It was forced upon us.
Slime people might say that Tilm 'naive but I still have faith in

our system of government. I have faith in Congress. I have faith
that you, you people, will and can admit to the mistake of thrmina-
ti op and will take the stens necessary to restore us to our rightful
place, and more inciportantly, T have faith in the Menominee people.

T have faith in our leaders; I have faith in our youth and our
elders.

The Tvionominee people have faced irnany crises during their life-
time This is just another one.

We'll overcome this one with your help. Thank you.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much for a very eloquent statement,

Mr. Iteshena.
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I am going to ask both of you gentlemen the same question, to
just get your impression on it.

You. have both been -involved with Menominee Enterprises and
government in the county. If legislation somewhat like this were
to pass and either through''contract or some other fashion the re-
sponsibility for providing services, such us streets, sewers, police
protection, education, should be turned over to the Menominee peo-
ple,: the tribe or some governmental agency composed primarily
of Menominees, would there be the management level people among
the Menominees to administer these progranis, either to administer
them by hiring Menominees or by contracting with non-Menominees
to carry them out?

I know there is a shortage of Menominee teachers and things
like that, but that doesn't mean that they couldn't. be contracted
for, and that those services could not be contracted for.

Mr. KESIIENA. I think the Menominee people have the leadership
qualities, the education in certain fields, to administer, if not by
themselves, they have the judgment to contract for capable people.

Mr. WArrxEcnox. I feel that the ability is here. There are
people here now working in different departments, should they
happen to finally take over those departments some day

Mr. MEEDS. What is your position with highways again, sir?
Mr. WAuxEcnox. I am foreman down there, sir.
Mr. MEEDS. Who runs the county highway 'department?
Mr. WAUKECHON. A man named Ted Spurrier is commissioner,

and- we have a highway committee.
Mr. MEEDS. Is Mr. Spurrier a Menominee?
Mr. WArxr.rnox. Yes.
Mr. MEEns. How about the sheriff? Is he a Menominee?
Mr.. WAUKE('TTON. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. How about the people wile run, the county govern-

thent? Are they Menominees?
Mr. WArnEifox. The. connty board is all Menominees..
Mr. 11.IEErks. As a matter of faeti, now; the superintendent of schools

of District 8 is not a Menominee. as he testified- yesterday.
Do yon have. any positions other than the ones I just named

where. these functions would be carried. out by people who are not
Menominees?

I understand the district .attorney. and the courts come from
Shawano. County.

-AnYthing-else4
(No response.1
Mr. Mr.os. 'Thank you. gentlemen.
The frentlemon frOm New Mexico.
Mr. ticrxxx. Do you think this would have been the case except

for this time of termination, or do you thinklet me rephrase the
question.

Were Menominees enerally running the programs when you were
under the Bureau of Tndian Affairs?

WATTICETION. No
They had a proirnm .01[4 stnrthd, 7 think. as Menominees became

eligible or were able to take over certain departments. that they

1 84
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would do that. However, they had for years under the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, they were unable to put their men into some of
these positions merely because somebody said they weren't qualified.

Mr. LUJAN. Perhaps this time of termination, although it did pro-
duce some adverse effects, maybe that was one of the beneficial
effects that came from it.

Following that now in the operation of the mill, was that under
the direction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs at that time also?

Mr. W.tra.neltox. Yes, sir.
Mr. Ly.r.v...4. Then I gather they didn't let you go into the veneer

business, which today would be a very profitable business, to be in.
Do you think provisions can be made so that the mill is run with-

'out the parental guidance of the Bureau of Indian Affairs?
Mr. KESIIENA. Yes, I do. I think the Menorninees have the capa-

bilities, the expertise now to rim and operate the mill effectively.
Mr. LUJAN. Do you think. the BIA will let you get away with that?
Mr. KESTIENA. I don't think so. I think there has to be a change

in our particular. situation here.
If restoration is to come T don't think that we can go under the

old policies in the way the BIA is constructed, in its handling of us.
I think Menominee restoration has to be unique. It has to be different.

We have to take this and implement here different ideas that
aren't practiced on all reservations, and I think Congress can do
this.

Mr. LVJAN. I certainly hope you can make it stick, because I
agree with you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEnns. Thank von, gentlemen.
Is Mr. Kaquatosh here, or is he out enforcing the law?
I thought that things were so peaceful here in Menominee. County

that we would have no problem getting him. down here to testify. .
Dr. Lurie?
I will advise the remaining witnesses, that we're running a little

late, probably largely the to my own verbosity. If you have a long
statement, we would very much appre.ciate it if you would summarize
it.

STATEMENT OF DR. NANCY LURIE

Mr. Maps. I might just say that I would like it known that here
is. one of the exports in the history of not Only the MenoinindiSyeople4_
but a lot of Indian People in the- 'United States. 'She -iw:0*J-he
curator of the Milwaukee Public Museum, an anthropologistAftrade:
and temperament, I'm sure.

Please proceed, Dr. Lurie.
Dr. LUMP]. Thank you.
/ won't have to identify myself, but I should say I speak of .course

AB an individual scientist and not as a representative of the institu-
tion that employs me.

It's getting on towards lunch hofir and we've heard a great deal
of testimony. There is very little that I can add to what. the MenomiL
nees, who are really the experts have said, with great. persuasiveness'
and eloquence, and I think in view of all the -ciroithstanees of ter-
minaticm; a great deal. Of dignity and restraint.
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I .would like to submit for the record an article which I wrote,
which was published in 1972, called Menominee Termination:.From
Reservation to Colony. It goes over much of the same ground that
has been talked about these 2 days. It is of a somewhat different
point of view and might be of interest to the committee.

brought along copies of it, I think for the whole committee.
Ai an anthropologist I 'do things comparatively and there are.

some really startling parallels between what has 'happened to the
Menominees since termination and the experiences of many third

, world people under colonial types of administrations. The reactions
to their experiences are also surprisingly parallel to other people
who have been forced into a minority position in their own lands.

I would also say in support of my_statemenf, which. was published
in Human Organization, a journal for the Society of Applied. An-
thropology, and it was a referred article, which means that it had to
be assessed and approved by three independent professional anthro-
pological readers, and they approved it.

Now, I would like to confine my remarks to something that
think is very much taken for granted by the Menominee people. I
think it's something that the subcommittee members are becoming
aware of, but that, really ought to beg in the record because it is
something that the public at large and many legislators have not
been aware of.

There is a tendency, and if the subcommittee members will forgive
me, particularly on the part of Western legislators and people who
look,upon people east of the Mississippi as somehovi or other really
not all that Indian; somehow they are phasing outs the longer
they've been in contact did less Indian they are and it's just a matter
of time.

I think this is a very dangerous stereotype. It has certainly worked
against the interests of the Menominee.

Senator Watkins was fond of saying, in promoting termination
that the Afenominees were four-fifths assimilated. I don't know how
they. ever time up with that particular fraction or who got the. final
fifth, but a rate this is a notion that seems to be held about the
Menominee an the Eastern tribes generally.

.4"-'i) We tend to forget i oups such as the Navajo,for example,
Who we think of as very Indian because they are very visibly Indian,
that most of their culture leas been borrowed from other sources and
has been made uniquely Navajo, the sheepherding,the silver work,

ithe blankets, the type of costume, the type of life is an amalgaina-
Hoe of Spanish sources, of Pueblo sources, but underneath it all
there are .fundamental cote Navajo values,. from 4heir- early history
as hunters in the far North, that.Sets.them apart %gm their Pueblo
neighbors whom they have involved'Eto much as th r angry neigh-
hors.

vow, the Menominee neighbors have done very 'much-the Same
thing, because so many of the things that. they have, that ,,they
wear, that they "do look sort of familiar. We tend to think that
they've become just like everybody else. But' underneath there are
enduring core values that are uniquely Menominee.
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These are a people who have their own values that they cherish,
that they want to pass on to their children, that they want to act
upon and that, in talking to the Menominee people, I got the im-
pression _ that_ they feel that these things are not only good for
Menominees but that it is good for the whole fabric of ,the Nation
to have variant' types of community organizations, glternatives,
and .constantly searching for new and better ways .cf ordering
social life. And Indian communities are natural laboratory experi-
ments, if you will, that can benefit us all.

Now, in talking about the Menominee compared to the Navajo,
let us just look at the rest of .American .society. of us Euro-
Americans think of ourselves as 100 percent-Americans but we all
eat pizza and that doesn't make us Italians; we may have our homes
furnished in banish modern but that doesn't make us Scandinavians.

We have taken these things and made them uniquely Euro-
American. And on the small scale, in terms of a small community,
the Menominees have adapted, and adapted up until termination,
remarkably- well.

What senator Watkins and other people were seeing was not
four -fifths assimilation but about a. four-fifths percent successful
adaptation of a community to a larger setting they couldn't avoid
but they learned to live with effectively, and they were succeeding.
If were going to use the fraction of one-fifth or whatever per-
centage, where they were not succeeding was in the very things
that have been talked about, the pressnres of the Bureau, the con-
stant pressures to be different than the people they were.

'Under termination what we did was to undO the large percentage
of a workable system and tried to make the whole system unwork-
able.

Now, Dr. Nash described himself as an applied anthropologist. I
also am an applied anthropologist and I would like to give a little
bit of background on my own involvement in this situation.

Like many people, I thought termination was a mistake but you
didn't hear.too nnich about Menominee County: There were all sorts
of nubile statements, we will make it; and se on.

There were little rnmbles here and there, in the newspapers. Oc-
casional Menorninees you -would talk to that indicated all was not
going well. The extent of the disaster of termination was not 'widely
known and it was exceedingly difficult for the Menominees to find
out really where they stood.

Termination has been a demoralizing experience for the Menomi-
nees. The confusion is the inability to communicate with each other. \

In 1969 Ada Deer made sort. of the .same circuit. of Indian leader
ship and.got in touch with me. She was ffuniliat 'with my, works an
organization' with the Winnebago, and said something has got to
be done:

I don't know if I have been of any help. It certainly lags been a
learning experience for me, and I want to say wahwahilftto th'e
'Menominee people for letting me hang around. and letting me at
least learn.

One of the most interesting things since 1959 has been the genera4:
tion of public knowledge about the Menominee, and just as peculiar
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set of circumstances Ied to termination, a peculiar set of circum-
stances led to the situation we are in here today having this hearing.

By 1969 you had younger Menominees, a whole host of people
who had studied the situation, tried to get information, a lot . of
natural leadership, but that had never really been expressed; people
vflio had been- forced to make their living elsewhere, people in the
cities beginning to ask the same questions, beginning to get together.

People .,were rethinking the situation of minorities. They were
rethinking, the situation of everyone in me society.

Young people were becoming dissatisfied. We were beginning
to think about the nature of community. and the importance of
community.

When the Menominees began organizing. as DRUMS, and there
were many attempts prior to that, I have since learned, to organize,
there was confusion ; there was fear. As an outside observer, and I
have tried to be as impartial as possible, for about 6 months I went
around saying, it can't be this bad. There must be some extenuating
cireumstance.

There must have been some rationality behind this drive for
termination.

I was forced to abandon this position. There was no rationality.
People were afraid.

There was always agreement on Menominee aspirations : restora-
tion, production of the land. nem was always agreement as to
how the Menominees felt about the land and the trees and the water.

Yesterday Mr. Heinz talked about the Menominees' intelligent
view of the Silva culture. This is the white person's way of putting
it to the Menominees; it was like itself.

These are deeli, core values, and all the Menominees, no matter how
bitterly they might have opposed each other at any time, were
not in disagreement that termination was a mistake. They were not
in disagreement with their rever nce for the land. They wore not
in disagreement with the need r some kind of restoration.

What difference did arise was in strategy. There were those who
were careful, that the waste in time triving for termination would
take away energy and effort from the need to keep things.going as
they were; that there Wag no hope, that there was no turning back,
that there was uo chance, and they were sincere.

And there were other people who were equally sincere and con-
vinced that we are doomed anyway. We have got to go for broke.
We have got to strive for restoration as our first objective. And they
thrashed them out among themselves.

We haven't ended. up herd today as a sudden decision on the
part of the Menominees. They've 'been living with this situation
since 1954.

They have thought about it; they have talked about it; they
have weighed alternatives, and through the last 3 years we have
been able to see a unity of opinion growing based on basic agree-
inents and now based on basic agreement as to strategy that the
anqwer iq restoration Awl restoration now.

Ana the Menornine.s have reached this agreement in a 14fenomi-
nee way. I have at here through ,endless meetings. This is just one.
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of many, where people would get up and say one thing arid an-
other person would say the diametrically opposed thing and every-
one would sit there and patiently listen, and they would thrash this
out and consensus has developed.

It has been very interesting just listening in the last 2 days to
iMenominee people saying, this isn't the Obey. bill and the Froehlich

bill. The Obey bill is our bill, .

The things that were included in that bill were included on the
..basis of consultation and consentual decisionmaking among all the

members of the tribe, utilizing outside expertise, weighing alter-
natives.

Menominee people are going to have to live with whatever legis-
lation is passed. They have been the victims of legislation decided
upon, amended by, fiddled with by outsiders, and that is why I
started out saying the Menominees are the experts on Menominees.

It won't be periect. No doubt there will be bugs that have to be ,
worked out. You have to learn by practice.

If you to a perfect instrument this would be the millenium,
but I submit that the instrument that the Menominees understand
thoroughly bemuse they have been living with this now for 3 years
and talking about it has a much better chance of success than some-
body else who comes along and says, "No, you've got to do it this
way, you've got to do it that way."

The Menominee have Droved to be extremely reasonable people
in terms of working out the details, in terms of working out actual
implementation, and should be kept constantly as a group kept in
the confidence of the' Congress and of the Senate, which was not
done with termination.

This should be a continuinr ort to work together with the-efT,\
Menominee people in getting their 'nions, 'to be patient, as the
gentleman from the committee here day and yesterday, to hear
all sides,.but this is something that the Menominees have to, live
with and they should be able to be treated and respected as adults
to make their own decisions and to have these decisions respected
and implemented as much as is feasible under any circumstances
that might be presented.

Thank you very much. That is the extent of my remarks.
Mr. MHEDS. Thank you very much, Dr. Lurie.
If there is no objection I would like to insert your paper in the

record at this point.
rThe document referred to follows:] -

MENOMINEE TERMINATION FROM RESERVATION TO COLONY

ny Nancy Oestrelch Lurie
Nancy Oestreich Lurie is Curator of Anthropology at the Milwaukee Public

Museum and holds a part-time faculty appointment in the Department of Anthro-
pology, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. While accepting personal respon-
sibility for interpretation and possible error in this article, the author would
like to acknowledge with thanks the tremendous help provided by the many
Menominee and concerned non-Menominee people whose knowledge and insights
have been drawn upon in the course of study in Menominee County and else-
where since research was begun in 1960. The author would also like to acknowl-
edge with thanks the' opportunity to attend DRUMS meetings in Milwaukee,
Chicago, and Menominee County and annual MET stockholders' meetings as well.
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ABSTRACT

Termination policy, touted as "freeing" the Indians, as applied in 1954 to the
.1Ienominee of northeastern Wisconsin, has impoverished a tribe that once paid
fOr most of its own services. and administration and has resulted in less self-
determination than the Menominee exercised unde,r the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs. The shift from federal to state jurisdiction, implemented betweep..1,954 and
1901, turned the former reservation into Menominee County and turned manage-
ment of the tribe's land, forests, mill, and other assets over to a corporation,
Menominee Enterprises, Inc. (MEI), which became virtually the only taxpayer in

it
the new county.A situation with all the elements of classic colonialism was thus
created when the deral governmentplayed realpolitik and stuck Wisconsin with
a new territory I did not want. The state, which became, in effect, a "mother
country," endeavored to make the county pay its own way and even yield a profit
to the state, and encouraged exploitation of Menominee resources to serve the
larger interests of non-Menominee residents of the state.

The termination plan, which provided for "indirect rule" in a show of native
leadership and institutions, corporation and county, actually assured that real
power would be exercised by outsiders representing Wisconsin's political, busi-
ness, and professional interests. A kind of "Third World" reaction has now set in
with the formation of DRUMS. Determination of Rights and Unity for Menominee
Stockholders, which protests MEI policies, particularly in regard to sale of land,
and argues for repeal or reversal of termination.

%.

LA TOLAIIIVIAISON DES "SIENOMINES : DE LA RgSERVL: A LA COLONIE

La politique de terminalson, racolee comme "liberatrice" des indiens, applique?
comme en 1954 aux menominies du nord du Wisconsin, a appauvri nne trIbu
qn'autrefois payait pour la plupartlje ses propres services et de sou administra-
tion et a eu pour restiftat moms de libre disposition de soi que he menominies
exercaient sous le Bureau de Affaires Indiennes. Le changement de la jurisdiction
federate it celle de retat, execute entre 1954 et 1901, a transforme radministration
tin terrain,.foreiS, moulin, et trautres bienc; it une corporation,%Entreprises Me-
nominees Inc. (MEI), qui est essentiellement devenue le seu contribuable dans le
nouveau comte. Ainsi a etc creee une situation avec tous he elements du colonia-
lisme classiqUe quand he gouvernement federal a Pine "realpolitik" et a oblige he
Wisconsin It un nouveau territoire gull ue voulait pas. L'etat qui est devenu, en
effet, un "pays mere" a eItsaye de forcer le eomte it_ payer pour lui-meme, aussi
Bien que de livrer do profit it retat, et 11 a encourage rexploitation des ressourees
menominees pour servir les interets plus etendns de residents nonmenominees
de Pettit 4

Le projet de terminalson, qui a pourvu au "pouvoir indirecte" en faisant montre
ids direction et institutions indigenescorporation et comte, a en effet assure title
he vral pouvoir seralt exerce par des Oranges qui representalent les interets
politiques, commerclaux et professionels du Wiseonsin. line reaction type "Tiers
Monde" a maintenant commenee avec la formation de DRUMS, la Determination
des Droits et de l'Unite pour les Aetionnaires Menominees, ni proteste la politi-
que MEI, surtout h regard de la miss en vente du terreln et les arguments pour la
revocation ou le revirement de la terminalson.

LA TERMILLICION DE LOS MEM/MIMES : DE RESERVA A COLONIA

La politica de terminacion, solicitada como la liberacion de los indios, tal como
se aplico en 1954 a los menominies del noreste de Wisconsin, ha empobrecido Ana
tribu quo en un tiempo pagaba por la mnyorfa de sus servicios y de su adailnis-
tracien y ha dado como resutado un menor autodeterminacam (jue In que los
menominies ejerclan con la OfIcina de Asuntos Indlos, El Nimbi() de la jufisdie-
elk federal a la del estado, lievado a cabo entre 1954 y 1901, transform6 la re-
serve. antigun en el Condado menomini y pass la direccien de las Herres de la
tribu, bosques molinos y otros bienes a una corporaelen 'Menominee Enterprises
Inc. (MEI), que se convirtie virtualmente en la unite pagadora de impuestos in
el nuevo condado. Se ereo asi una situacien con todosolos elementos de eolonialismo
clasico al hacer el goblerno federal una 'realpolitik' y forzar a Wisconsin con
un territorio rnevo que no queria. El estado que se convirtio, en efecto, en una
"madre puffin," hizo lo posible pare que el condado pagara todos sus gastos y que
Indus() produjera un benefielo al estado, y alent6 la explotacien de los recursos
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menominfes para 11P siviera a Ins intereses mars amplios de los residentes'no,
menominfes del estado.

El plan de terminaciO, que da "poder indirecto" a los jetfes nativos--a lag
instituciones corporativas y at condado, asegura de beetle que el poder real se
ejerzca por medio de ,los que desde ftiera representan los intereses politicos,
mercantiies y profesionales de Wisconsin. Cleft° tipo de reacciOn de !an "Tercer
Mundo" se ha instalado aliora con in f Mod° del DRUMS, Determinacion de
los Iierechos y Unidad para los Accio s'ISImtominies quo protestan la politica
del MEI, en particular en los que r a zip de terrenos, y que arguyen
en favor de la abrogqcion 0 revocac On.

Public LoW 83-399 1125 U.S.C. Se pOsed June 17, 1954, provided
for the termination of federal jurisdi r th Menominee-Indians of north-
eastern Wisconkin. Touted as "freeing eIndianS, termination instead has sub-
jected 'the-Menominee to all the disabilities attendant on colonial status since
Wisconsin assumed jurisdiction over the former reservation in 1961 when it be-
came a .county and termination became final. Although the nature of colonialism
is a matter of common anthropological jcnowledge, Jacques Macquet's article
"Objectivity in Anthrepology" (1984 is a useful reference in this connection.

._Eyen though it is based largely on African data, the outline fits the Menominee
situation with remarkable exactitude.

CLASSIC COLONIALISM

To begin with, a colonial territory is acquired by conquest, coercion, persuasion,
or the game of realpolitik played among mighty powers that decide who shall
have jurisdiction over whatareas. Whether or not a new mother country is keen
about acquiring a colony, the colony must yield enough gain not to be a burden.
and preferably must be managed to the positive benefit of the mother country in
providing tribute such as head taxes, raw materials, cheap labor, and opportuni-
ties' for commercial exploitation by private interests to bolster the mother coun-
try's economy. It must also serve as a place to send settlers,

The enlightened way to govern a colonial territory is by indirect rule, a method
favored particularly by the British, Macquet points out the insidious appeal such
benevolent colonialism has had for applied anthropoligists with its show of
native leadership and institutions. It is also a particularly useful technique to
avoid unpleasantness between mother country and colony while the native popula-
tion is dominant in numbers. In addition, the native leaders' power is shored
up and their cooperation assured either by giving them a financial stakein the
colonial status quo or by convincing them of the superiority of the colonial power
and that, as a cooperative and informed elite, they as leaders are in a position to
help their less capable brethren. Systematic, psychological estrangement of
leaders from the people is necessary to. avoid contrary input of information that
might enable the people to manage for theMselves in the modern world.

The leaders are answerable to the colonial power for the flow of tribute, and
the mother country conveniently lets them bear the brunt of the people's disk
content while making it difficult for the people to actually dispose of them.
Eventually, native subjects .do express discontent, because they can see that
they are not really "self-determining" with their "own" leaders and institutions.
The system dies not assure the continuation of their own socioeultural integrity,
as apologists for such colonialisM have argued. It merely freezes them, in the
interests of the mother country, to some traits characteristics of a certain period
in their history that may not even have been one of the best. The native com-
munity is prevented economically and socially from changing along its own lines
and incorporating innovations to its own direct advantage 'as is the nature of
onitural change in self-determination societies. Under the colonialism, outsiders
exploit the natives' resources, taking the lion's share, so that the native people do,
not benefit as a society. Frequently, settlers emigrate from. the mother country,
expropriate the best land, and relegate the native people to the lowest rungs In the
class hierarchy. The alien society points to the few "successful" natives whom it
needs and lavers to keep the system going as evidence that the others are
"drawers of water" and "hewers of wood," either because they are incom-
petent, lack ambition, are happy-go-lucky. and eoneerned mainly with singing
and dancing in their quaint native fashion, or because they think the world
Owes them a living since they have relinquished some land which was not being
used productively or rationally aeeordini to the values of the mother country.

a
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CWhen the natives protest. intellectuals and nascent leadership in their
ranks are put down vigorously with the combined force of the colonial power
and the captive native leadership. The agitation of reformers and dissidents
is publicized as a threat to all the mutually -beneficial arrangements that the
native leaders and the colonial administration have developed to preserve
tfe native traditions. The administration may try to absorb the new native

ioEitellectuals into the colonial clique to keep the system going, but this can
be dangerous. If the new intellectuals have powerful or "radical" friends in
the mother Country who disapprove of colonialism, they are bound to cause
trouble.

PRE-TERMINATION corn:m*110ms

Semico/oniatism in the Indian Bureau. The Menominee were not exactly
strangers to the nature of colonialism prior to termination. Reservation ad-
ministration by the 'United States Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) has long
permitted only hollow forms of native institutions while promoting the de-
velopment of a special type of native leadership. These native leaders are
sufficiently ma_reinal to their own society to be acceptable to the IVAwhich
Is dominated Ty white ideologybut at the same time are acceptable enough
to their own people to 130, eleCted and remain in office (Thomas 1966/67a).
The less an Indian Community fa under the MA's thumb in obtaining its
wherewithal and administering its affairs, the more its members can demand
accountability from its native fenders and determine its own interests. In
this regard, the Menominee reservation approached the greater self-determina-
tion of the Pueblos rather than the "powerless polities" qt. many Plains reser-
vations, where the economic potential of the land base has. been 'drastically
diminished and divided by the allotment policy of the nineteenth century.
The dismal poverty, dependence on welfare, and incredibly complicated admin-
istrative arrangements regarding heirship and leasing of allotted Indian lands,
ithich exist in many tribes, require excessive bureaucratic interference and
control in the management of reservation affairs by the BIA (Thomas 1906b).

However, Indian reservations at their worst, today or In the past, lack
the most Important feature of full-blown colonialism: a substantial source
of gain for the mother country and its private interest groups. This essential
condition was provided for the Menominee by termination when the State of
Wisconsin was euchred into the position of a mother country by the federal
government. For Indians under federal jurisdiction, it Is really only the en-
trenched bureaucracy that gains from maintaining the system, and this bu-
reaucracy is prevented from getting entirely out of hand because it is sup-
Pbsedly working itself out of a job as a matter of official policy of the federal
government. If local personnel cannot keep the Indians sufficiently satisfied
to stay home and stop complaining to higher-ups in Washington, they are
transferred and the local Indian community can try to establish more satis-
factory relationships with fresh administrative personnel. Indian communi-
ties are thus able to exercise some control over the BIA because the BIA
needs them to stay in business. The communities put up with the Bureau as
long as the Bureau is necessary to maintain whatever protection the govern-
ent will- extend over the Indian land base and its resources,

Indian reservations, it must he remembered, are the result of treaties and
other eontravis whereby Indians bargained for small homelands as part of
the price for the much learger areas they relinquished. Treaties that set up
the reservations contain rather extravagant legal and moral obligations on the
Dart of the government, or so the government has come to think in its efforts
to get out of them. Sometimes couched in such poetic language to protect the
Indians' lands as "as long as the grass shall grow," the treaties reflect certain
callous but ill- calculated expeditiousness. The Milted Stlites pledged itself
generously without expecting to live up to its promises for very long, because
in the nineteenth century the Malan population was declining rapidly. How-
ever, the Indians did not obligingly die out, and by the turn of the century,
their numbers actually began to increase.

The Menominee proved particularly tenacious in staying -aline and holding
fast to their land, which has become Increasingly valuable since the remerva-.
Hon was guaranteed by treaty in 1854. When the federal government decided
to terminateJts ties to the Menominee in 1054, the State of Wisconsin was on
its way to acquiring a new territory and its native population, Unhampered.

20 310 -73 13
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by treaties or other embarrassing obligations; such as those the federal gov-
ernment had bound itself to, Wisconsin perhaps inevitably' treated the reser- vtvation lib@ a 4olonfi, while calling it a county, to be developed in the forger
state 6tterest. In transferring its jurisdiction to Wisconsin in 1961, the fed-eral overnment approved ,a plan to handle the Menominees' assets which
assured the kinds of abuses and eibloitation that has-since evoked Menominee
reactions :akin to those resulting from colonialism, benevolent or otherwise, in
Africa and 'other_ Third World areas. -
., Historical Intckgrtfuntl.In 1953, the Men9minee owned some 235,000 -acres
embracing valuable timber and scenic wilderness land along the Wolf River. t
Despite government efforts after. 1847 to induce the tribe to move west of the
MiAsissippi River, the Menominee managed to negotiat, a treaty for this res-
ervation in the northernmost portion of their owl]. omelanda concession
they gained because the tract was virtually woithless to whites at that time.
By the 1870;s, however, the tribe was obliged to ,stand fast agdinst the "Pine:

. Ring" lumber barons who wgre iz league :with Congress-to obtain tile forest.
Of Wjsconsin's seven reservable 111.41887, - only the Menominee was spared
allotirtent and its dire consequences, thanks to tribal opposition to the General '
Indian Allotment Act of 1.887.

During the early twenieth centur:v, the Menominee succeeded in holding off
,P _ electric power interests that' would have expropriated their stretch of tte

Wolf River---1,The" neart of the IVIenominee people"and destroyed its natural
beaut3f. While countering threats to their land, the tribe was not oblivious
to its economic -potentinl. By DOS, the Menominees' timber resources and in-
terest in lumbering led the construction of a saw mill anal the establishment
of sustained yield logging on the resery,,9.tion. The project was promoted by 1
Robert InFollette, Sr., and "lighting Bob" understood what the Menominee -
whnted. Intended mainly, to create employment, the mill hied any Indian,willing to w k. Despite this seemingly inefficient practice, the enterprise
began to silo -ofits- ( Meriam 1928:516) that in time provided small annual
payments td tch tribe member. In addition, the Menominee were able to
support a school and a ,hospital in cooperation with the local Romat Catholicmission; The reservation ]so boasted its own telephone and electric corn:
panies and paid most o bill for community serrices and BIA adminis-
tration- which cost the government deeds',on other' reservations--,-particularly

t" the allotted ones. .
60

' Retaintng traditional features of open discussion and consensual decision'
making, the Menominee evolved a form of elective self-government sufficiently'
responsible to the community, given the usual handicaps of BIA administta-
tion, so that in 1934 they saw no need to avail themselves of the seltgovern-
ment provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act. This is not to say that the
Menqutinee were without problems or were very wealthy. They were simply
much better off than other Wisconsin tribes and than most tribes acrgs the
country, and after-100, thanks to their own efforts, their prospects for futurd
improvement were exceeaingly bright. Their problems were that their shigle
major industry was becoming increasingly inadequate to support a growing
population with expanding economic aspirations, hand the tribe chafed under .

the BrAPs tight control over its financial affairs. Arrogating to itself technical
and 'fiscal knowledge and high(e) managerial roleS, the BIA kept the Menoini= .-nee largely and literally aril' level of "hewers of wood." although as -early
as 1928 tlia. official view 'was expressed that the Menominee could be spite-
matically phased into greater' responsibility over their own reservation enter-
prises (Meriam 1928:15-16). Denied access to knowledge or training, the tribe
was depedaent on the BIA to manage its business' and capital resources.

Even frdm the limited perspective of the labor end of the lumber business,
however, the 14enominee, were suspicious about the government's inefficient
marketing of a timber blown -down. In 1934, the Menominee began a lawsuit
alleging federal mismanagethent of their forest resources. The case was finally
settled in 1951 when the Ttnited Stites Court of Claims handed down a judg-
ment netting the Menominee about $7,600,000. This, along with interest-beaiitite'
funds built tap over the years, swelled the tribal treasury to almost $10,000,000,"
Although some of the people disapproved of the' dissipation of capital, the
Menominees' persongl fortunes were at such a loW ebb by 1951 that it was
agreed to distribtl!e the bdlk of the judgment money, in $1,500 per capita
payments to the approximately 3,00 tribe members, while earMarking the
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substantial balance for community improvements and new economic develop-
ment.

"rnamix.6216N
. *

.

Thanks to termination, set in motion 1,0,954, the tribal tr-eastryi, was 'vir-
tually depleted by 1961; the lumbering operation* now teeters on insolvency ;
new economic developments do not directly benefit the living standard of, the
community, but only keep the trihal corporatioA (created by termination)
afloat; the, hospital is closed with no medical care, available in Ihe corn-munity ; the utility companies have beep sold; and imindreds of Menominee
have been forced to leave home to find empihyrdent, many only to trade 1ra1

- poverty for urban slums. The tribal corporation andthe community have
,survived' precariously with the help of substantial federal emergency -appro-priations, various fedetal poverty programs, and revenue from the lease of 'the Wolf River area to the State of Wisconsin for a public park and camp-
ground. The cherished land, a stable focal point of .changing Menominee cul-
ture for more than a century, is being sold to meet corporation taxes, and
llomesites. are slipping from the ownership of Menominee families through 'tatdefault.

.Finallyi the Menominee people, under a county form of goverhment and,as shareholders in a complex corporation, exercise less self-determination andutontrol over their own affairs and- Must cope with more outsiders having
decision-making poviier over them than was ever the .case before under' BIA
adMinistration.

Legislative bablcground.That' Congress gave little thought to the possible
consequences of termination is clear from Flouse Concurrent Resolution 108
passed in 1953 which set fortirthe geheral policy of termination and the intent
and mood of Congress regardhig the Indian 'interest: ?as rapidly .as possible"and "at the earliest possible time" Indians "should be freed from federal
supervision, and control and from all disabilities and limitations specifically
applicable" to them. The resolution made no reference to the rights guaran-teed to Indian tribes by the government in treaties and contractual agree-ments nor 'lid it suggest how termination was to be accomplished. It merely
divcted the Secretary of the. Interior to examine. "all existing legislation . . .and, treaties" regarding tribes in California, Florida, New York, and Texas andfive alley specifically designated tribes, including the Menominee, and to

. report his recommendations by January '1, 1954.
Since the Meriam Report of 1928 had already singled -out the klamath of ,

Oregon and the ,Menominee of Wisconsin as approaching eligibility to _cutfederal ties, it is nett surprising that 'they were the first two tribes to beterminated' after passage of 11CR 108. What is surprising is that as late as1951 the BIA had made no significant effort to prepare the Menominee for
managing` their own affairs. After 1951, when the Menominee had obtained ,
their own capital for self-improvement and were eager to develop pew ideas
and We on new tasks to meet community economic problems that had mounted
alarmingly since the end of World War IL, the BIA maintained a holding
operation. Mill equipment was allowed to. deteriorate, no new attempts to
diversify products or increase production' were encouraged, and no seriouseffort was made to phase the Menominee into full administration of the
reservation and its assets., The BIA was even lax in its stewardship over
the forest, allowing substantial destruction of this important resource through
ineffective care.. . ;

The Menofninees' personal economic condition also 'worsened steadily under
BIA neglect while the money from the 1951 judgment was held in the federal
treasury: It cbuld Only be disbursed with Congressional approval, and it soon
became apparent to the Menominees that the price of these per capita .pay-
mentstheir own moneywould be agreement to termination. Even the first
effort to get the pet, capita request approved in ,1951 had a termination rider
tacked on the bill as a condition of its passage. This rider was opposed with
the result that the Menominee did not get their money although some of
the judgment funds were subsequently released to improve the hospital.

Meanwhile, the termination sentiment of 4OOnaress was protested by th
National Congress of American Indians 'and other groups and Individual .
They met with little success, but did win an informal and grudging conces-
slop that it would be. desirable if tribes voted their consent to termination
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before specific, legislation "would. he -passed to -terminate them. Jilus; even
before the actual passage of Heft 108 on August 2, 195.3, the Menominee were'
pressured to t vote

PA
for the euphemism that was being bandied ,about"the

.principld of termination." Arthdr` V. Watkins, then' senator. from Utah and
the,riatin propcinent of termination, made a special trip .to the Menominee
reservation on June 19-20, 1953 to argue the /Ferns of hiS policy and predicted
dire 'fccirfsequences should the people not, agree to termination. 'When the vote
was .taken on June 20, 169 ballots Were met for termination and five in oppo-

- sitien..By June 17, 19541 Congress had passed Pnblic Law 83 -399 to terminate
.. . ....,the 1Vienomipee. ...

There and two matters on which aH Mendminee agree. Pirstotermination was
never their ide . Although frequently exasperated with the BIA, they were
nevertheless k enly aware of their vulnerability without the federal govern-
mentts presence. They depended on their treaty as a guarantee of their rights
as a minority to exist in peaceful possession of their homeland, protected by
the United States gOyerhment from any covetous designs by the more power-
ful, dominant society that saw the reservation merely as an increasingly
valuable piece of real estate. Second, the Menominee Were given to understand
by Senator Watkins that the government would terminate them regardless
of their desires.
- Today, some of the 169 people whO voted for termination insist that they

were led to believe they were merely feting to request ft'lease of their ,per
-capita payment's, since a single vote was taken on the issues Of termination
and the per capita payments. Others admit that they voted in feel. of Watkins'
threats and hoped that agreement would give the- tribe some advantage in
negotiating on the terms concerning the "principle of termination." Many'
people -wile cast no ballot had habitually boycotted any; meetings or discus-
shins on termination, their withdrawal a traditional expression of negative
opinion. Others, particularly those away from theresenvation, had not received
timely notice' that the vote was to be taken. '. .. '

Quite apart from these consistent personal -disavowals of responsibility fOr
termination by the Menomihee, there are two important objective facts to stria,
stantiate the oft-repeated Menominee grievance, "We didn't stand a chance.".
Congress 'acted with unusual, perhaps even unPrecedented, haste in. passing this
highly experimental legislationWhich would affect the lives and property.
of more than 3,200 Menominee on the basis of fin equivocal mandate from
less than ten percent of the tribe's eligible voters. (As a matter of fact, Miring

. the snmmer of 1953 when the Menominee became more aware of the impli-
cations of the vote of June 20, another vote was taken, but Congress simply
chose to disregard it. In this instance, 197 Menominee voted unanimously to
forego their per capita payments if their price wasto ,be termination.) Second,.
whatever the Menominee thought they were Voting'. for or against.and what-

Mever their reasons, they could not possibly have' made an informed decision.
ost of the detals of the termination plan for 'transfer, of the reservation

to state jurisdiction and' for management' Of its assets were developed after'
passage of Public Law 83-'399; which was even discusSed and amended after
the Menominee "agreement" to terminatiOn ha& been skived. .

The long, complicated legislative.thistory of Menolninee termination prior
to 1954 can be reduced to a few essentials. The tribal rolls were closed 90
days after passage of Public Law 8349i6on June 17, 1954. Although orig-
inally termination was to have been final in 1958, the date had to be post-
poned to 1961, which 'the Menominee protested was still too soon To ./work out

; the complexities of an administrative structure .that would satisfy' the Sec-.
retary a the Interior, suit th4/81ate 0 Wisconsin, and meet a .feW Menominee
demands: Because the ;detailed planning generally' took place away from the.

. reservation and involved ever more legal, financial, and political intricacies
and experts, the majority of the Menominee became progressively less informed
about their tribal affairs. They. were obliged to accept the final plan on
faith, assured by the few who 'presumably understood it that it was the
hest arrangement possible under the circumstances and that their land would
be, protected. o .

However, serious economic. problems began to emerge even before'termina-
tion became, final: Congress had authorized payment of the 191 Judgment per
(wails' as. part of the termination'fackage itself,- which autOmaticalry took
libout $5,500,000 out of the tribal ,

ireasury. Then it was dissevered that in the

/
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ipperiod' immediately , Preceding 'termination, the BIA had erred /in ealculating
annual individual payments to the tribe froM mill profits. Consegnently, about ,),$2,000,000 more had to 'be dialowsli, from the treasury .to. rectifY.the.mistak2.Operatidg on the assuraption.,that tha-tribe bad a far more sizable treasury'
than It,.actimily. had, Congress had. decreed that the Menominee should bear
the costs of legal experts and half of the expenses in implementing the. term!-

, tuition which they lied not wanted' in the first place. -As,, a"result, the tribe
was operating at a substantial annual deficit by. 1961 whet, termination be- ,drue final. 'Yet, in the face of such obvious, evidence that termination could ,.only be a disaster for the Menominee, the government would not be swayed -from its intent to terminate them, as scheduled. .From reservation to county.The Menominee -ReserVation. was transferred
to Wisconsin's jurisdictiOn as a' new county, while the tribe's land and assets
were converted into a corporation, Menominee Enterprises, Inc. (MEI). Wis-
consin had opposed termination and had'been helpful in postponing the final
date of termination. But mice' faced with the fact of termination, Wisconsin
offered the' Menominee the limited alternativee.pf either separate county statue
or.., diviiien among adjoining .counties. The people Voted overwhelmingly to
convert the reservation into a separate county. Establishedron a ten-year trial

bdsis in 1961, Menominee County is new fully recognized.
At the beginning of termination, the new county, the smalleht in the state in

population as well as -area, Was owned:entirely by a single corporation (MEI)
with one major industry that was in serious financial straits,,as Shall be die -
cussed. It comprised, however,. a large and valuable stand of timber and un-
developed lakes, creeks, and bOsky dells in the heart of an important summer
recreational area. Wisconsin's view was that if this new county could not put
more money into the state coffers than it received (a possibility. actually con-templated at the beginniug of termination), it should at least pay its own .',key.' The"tax schedule was setlaOrdingly. Even the- infamous and disastrous
Allotment Act of 1887 had given the .1,ndian4 a 26-year grace period before
requiring them to pay state land taxes.: Fuithermore, ,when it was realized
that 'the Indian allottees could not maintain ownership because of the poor
design-of the Alldtment Act, the federal government resumed its treaty obli.;gations, at least in regard to the allotted land' that still remained in Indian' i'.., ownership, and restored tax-free status to such land. . .

Allowing taxation of Menominee 'land by Wis onsin is an even more, blatant .

its treaty obligations. When the Menominee Res rvation was first established,
example than was aliotment, of the federal gm rninent unilaterally breaking,

v. y,
the treaty of 1854 stated that the land was to be held "as Indian land 111"
held"; that ist untaxed. The, Menominees' consent to the "principle of termina-
tion," aside from its questionable nature in terms. of obfuscation of issuesand duress, clearly did not include a' mutual understanding or agreement with
the government that their treaty' right to untaxed land would be forfeited.
However, with termination, the tribal prbperty was conveyed into the county
under the MEI corporiltion steucture and made immediately subject to taxation.

Wisconsin, with approval of 'the federal government, devised contractual
arrangements whereby the neighboring county, Sha'ivano,'was to provide some
:educational and law enforcement serfices not available in Menominee County.
These. arrangements have become a source of Indian-white tensions, since the
Menominee are subject to officials in ,whOse election they have no voice. Also '
with federal approval,:Wisconsin regulates the annual timber harvest In Mono-
mince Count3;. According to some experienced foresters, the state miscal-
culated badly in its initial estimates of the county's cutting pote'fftial if the
forest was to be protected' and the Menominees weretrto.._receive ,maximum
profit ... . 'At the time of termination, OW, state also created the Menominee Indian
Study Committee, a legislative advisory committee ostensibly designed to con-
cern itself with the Indian interest via, a-vis the state. In reality, it seems'to
be concerned tit least, as much, if 'not considerably more, with 'the claims of .,
the state upon Menominee'

Immediately befbre termination became finale'Wisconsin engaged in a Our*,
of activity to prepare the Menominee overnight for the responsibilities of
governnlent ass, carried ont Di its other' lafger, more populous, longer 'eStab- -

. limbed,' and very differently constituted counties. Meanwhile; the Menominee
'were also supposed to experience a 'rapid conversion to the tenets of faith'.
held by big-time investors in a new entrepreneurial undertaking. .,

. :
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Menonsinec Enterprises, Ino.MBI, the corporatign set up to manageMenOmi-
.nees' land and other assets as well as to protect the Menominee from their
own lack of fiscal sophistication, allowed .tremendous power to be concen-
trated in the bands of a few people, nearly half of whom were not Menominee
and were not directly answerable to the MenomifiEle people. The corporation

4,- plan provided for each of the 8,2g3o Menominee, enrolled. In the tribe as of
1954, to receive a bond with a face value of $3,000, paying four 'percent in-
terest and reaching maturity in the year 2000, as well as 100 shares of stock.
The bonds" are negotiable with MEI having the first, option to buy, but the
stock is nonnegotiable until 1973 and has, pfild no dividends to date. Diagram 1
illustrates the structure of MEI as established in 1981 and modified slightly
ten years later.

Given the huge block of Menominee minors and incompetents-7-controlled
by a -major Milwaukee trust companyand the power vested in the MEI
Voting. Trust, the control of MEI was almost automatically exclusionary of

_all %but a certain kind of business mentality drawn from white expertise out-
side ;`the tribe. Even Menominee tribal members who held offices in the corpora-
tion in 1961-71, the first decade of termination, were generally chosen from
a select group. Such people either had helped frame the termination plan
and kthus had an understandable defensiveness about it, or they could be
safely expected to agree with thoSe who had devised the plan and' to trust
the wisdom of white experts, even when policy decisions .,might run counter
to the majority sentiment of the Menominee People.

DIAGRAM 1. STRUCTURE OF NIENOMIlkE ENTERPRISES, INC.

ORGANIZATION

I. MEI board of directors.Managei corporation for the certificate holders
who are owners Of MEI stock.

. II. MEI common stock and voting trust.Ho)deand votes shares owned by
certificate holders; ciente Board of Directors, above.

III. MEI certificate holders.Elect members of Common Stock and Voting
Trust. above. Includes:

a, MEI assistant; trust, .Carat Wisconsin Trust Co., Trustee. Holds and votes,
certificates of minors and incompetents.

b. Individual adult certificate .holders.

FUNCTIONS

I. The .twelve-tnember Board of Directors elects corporation officers who
carry out the board's decisions. During the first decade of operation, a bare
majority of the board wall Menominee as required by the termination plan.
The board chairman is Menominee but the president of MEI is not an Indian.

II. The Common Stock and Voting Trust originally was comprised of seven
members, three of whom were not Indian, who served sevenyear staggered
terms which permitted voting for one member each year, In 1971, because of
organized pressure from certificate holders, the Voting .Trust Was expanded
to eleven members with shorter terms. ail of whom will eventually be :Almond-
nee. The Voting Trust has been a primary ,rauSe of dissatisfaction among the '

rank and Ille Menominee because it prevents tire Menominee .from electing
their own corporate management by direcevote and because of the power
the Voting Trust exercises, particularly in regard to sale of land. According
to the termination plan, the sale of land (exclusive 'of forest land under special
restrictions) requires a two - thirds vote of the "shareholders.", The Voting
Trust has interpreted this as two-thirds of its members who, technically, "hold"
the -shares, rather, than two-thirds of the more than 8,000 certificate holders
who actually own 'the shares. Ostensibly designed as protection for the
Menominees, this unusual feature of a voting trust' in the corpOratiotl struc -
ture has deprived thq Menominees of a large measure of control over their 4.
mots.

,III. MEI certifier* holders, in addition to voting for. the members of the
V,bting Trust, can vote at ten -year' intervals to abolish the Voting Trust,
which, if not voted out, will expire in the year 2000.

a. The MEI ssistance Trust at the beginning of operatiOn controlled orgr
40% of the vote and by 1971 still held over W, thus effectively dominating
elections of Voting Trust members and keeping the Trust in effect to 1981.
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b. Initially, each 'certificate holder owned 100 shares of MEI stock, but flue
to deaths and inheritance, some own more and some less, including non-
Menominee spouses of deceased Menominees.

Weary from trying to win concessions for the `Menominee in the termina-
tion plan 'and then foced with making the plan work, Menominees in MEI
management understandably found solace In the views 'of,their white business
colleagues.' The increasingly dissatisfied Menominee .people were deemed im-
practiell, "unacculturated," and even. radical. "leftwangers." The fact is, of
eourse, that as the only taxpayer in the neW county MEI faced staggering
problems, and the impatience of MEI 'management with its critics islperhapit '
Arnderstandable. However, solntionS to keep the corporation solvent and the
countv intact during its ten-year trial period instead seemed to klenefit white
outsiders and led inevitably to new problems for the Menominee certificate
holders. For example, the county's major industry and source of emplOymente
the saw mill, had been left in a dangerOusly antiquated condition by the
-BIA. Costly experts who were hired to help put the corporation on a profit-
making basis could only suggest, in view of the depletion Of the tribal treasury
And the lack of capital for expanSion, that the Inefficiently large labor: force.-
rb,e cut back. This threw, people out of work and onto the welfare rolls to,
further strain the tax revenues needed for community services.

In on attempt to distribute the tax burden- and retire the bonds with a
minimal outlay of cash, MEI encouraged individual Menominees to buy their
own homesttes'pegging the bomb at a relatively higher market value t used
for this purpose. With the mounting unemployment, however, many who bought
land could not pay their taxes and now stand in danger of foreclosure. Eco
nomic necessity forced some people to sell their bonds for whatever' ready
.cash they could get rather than apply them to buying land. Others, vilio.had
tried to husband their bonds for the $120 annual interest payments, had to 4

forfeit them under. state law when they were forced by unemployment to
seirk public assistance.

The. living standard of the entire community was affected adverselY when..
its status 'changed rom reservation to ,county. MEI &On divested itself .of the
once tribally owns utility companies as unprofitable, which-then forced the
Menominee to cope Ith utility .rittes controlled by,outsiders. Anleven great.
Iturdship.,was Imp° d when MEI 'decided it could not allocate money from

le corporatiott's limited budget6to bring the hospital up to state requirements,
thus denying the community access to customary ihedit/al care and Wasting
the investment of the '1051,, judgment Money in the hospital. The building
now' serves for cotinty goVernment uses. 40

Hostility built up particularly toward the Menominee officers of MEI who
lived in the couhty and were handier targets than the white MErmembers who
onlyvlsited on matters of corporation ,busibess. Complaints centered on MEI
(rather than the county government which the Menominee recognized AS sub-
servient to the corporation) as the only body with power and authority to act
in the Menoininee interest since termination had destroyed the instittitions
of tribal government. Arguments from disgruntled Menominee that the, MEI
-should. admit that termination was a disaster and bend its efforts to returning
the county to reservation status were considered visionary and "unprogres-
sive." Menominee officers in MEI, who had tried tostop or delay the govern-
me.nt's termination of Hie Menominee between 1054 and 1961, could only' see
the cry to rt verse termination as futile and as a dangerous suggestion,which
would deflect energy from the crucial business of trylug to meet the corpora-
tion's tax obligations to Wisconsin. As long as oppOsitiori to MEI policies
remained diffuse grumbling, it could be disregarded 'patronizingly and Mini;
mized publicly as n minority opinion Atone the Menominee. Acceptance of
termination was officially sloganized with signs at the entrances to the county
proclaiming. "We wJll make it."'. Predictably,' it was planned land sales of Menominee territory that finally
precipitated widespread, organized reaction by the rank mid file Menominee:
Land losS had begun almost imperceptibly when MEI had attempted to raise
needed tax revenue by leasing summer home land to whites on a few a the
many small lakes dotting the county. As the tax situation,,became more op-
pressive and the corporation more, desperate for cash, thelessees were quietly
alloived to buy the land outright. The big clash over land resulted from The
Lakes /of the Menominees, .or the So-called Legend Lake ,Project, involving
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more than 5,000 acre, of artificially crested. lakes to afford maximum shoreline
frontage and access for some 2,500''projeeted lots..

Most white people, including those in MEI Management, do not understand.
what Veatiett mean to Indian communities. Even 'though the *bites were con-
vinced' that the land development p/Vedt qVt18 a matter of sound business,
practice, they found that some Menominee in MEI were unhappy aboutothe
project and knew it would be unpopular with the people. (Despite termina-
tion, many Menominee still looked upon their treaty as a guarantee that the
possession of shell land' is a sacred, inviolable right) Thu% .to allay these
feelings, nn advisory vote from the eertificate holders wasibbtained that ap-
peared to Alve overwhelming approval to the development and 'sale, of lake lots.
However, there are miestions, as there are about {he vote on termination itself,
as' to whether the voters were fully informed of the implications f the land
sales and the developmentproject and whether many nonvotes were counted as
approvals since they did not constitute outright rejection. Tho project was
promoted to the certificate hoiddrs, and continues to ho .justlfied, as the best
recommendation by tin expensive management 'consulting ,firm Which was re-
tabled. by' MEI. .

The partnership wide]) MEI subsequently entered into Pic:1007401th one of
the major recreational. land developers in 'Wisconsin far the INIebominee
to provide the land and for the developer to provide initial casts and expertise
in building dams. diggings lake basins, and promoting Ales. The developer
gets live percent off the

diggings
of all lont sales and the, remainder is divided,

equally between MEI and "the developer 'after promotfpn and sales expenses
are deducted. In addition, MET is to have the benefit' of more taxpayers in
the county as a result of this developrnentSplan.

The actual 'extent and implications of the project were, not apparent to
many of the 'Menominee until the bulldozers went to work. 'MEI management
was then faced with a creseenild of criticism charging that it operated to
benefit white business interests and had knuckled under to the state of
Wisconsin on the ta* Mine without considering; or working for' the interests
of the 'Afenominee people. MEI management. largely through its Menominee
spokesmen. countered criticisms by citing It success in obtaining massive
federal emergency tassistanee funds through *he dikes of Wisconsin Senator
fiaylrtrd Velson and then Congresthan hfelvin Laird, in seeming Poverty
Program fnmling in the commimity's behalf, and in negotiating a lease with
'Wisconsin to use the Wolf -River as a park to bring in needed revenue.
However. they pointed out, eyen these Valiant efforts could not save the county
or the corporation for that M,sominee. while the Legend Lake project Iliornised
real salvation. The land lilk4 is minimized with the argument that while
only about three percent of the county land is involved, it will contribute a
mpell larger percentage of the county's tax payments. Further justifications
foNIAlrend Lake are that.it puts, to rational use what was largely worthless
marslliand,and that the project Will create new employment in the county.

Menominee opponents of .,Legend- Lake argue that the new taxpayers'
demands will exceed any advantage offered by the expanded tax base. They -
predict that more land will have to he sold to build and maintain sanitary
find other facilities and to proyide normal county Services for the greatly
increased number of resAnts. And then, more and more land will have
to be sold just to keep difead of the new expenses the project will set in
;notion. They point out that even if sales can be kept to three percent of
all the land, this ennstitutes nearly ten percent of Menominee County that
is -.not .ntstrieted to lumbering. Sale of this land to outsiders removes any
possibility of the 3renorninee ever developing it to their direct benefit apd
cuts down on land for Menominee who may wish to huy homesites. Further-
more. they point out' that nn unresolved legal issue eriels hs to whether the
termination legislation really voids their treaty rights to protection from
titration on their land. Nor are the &Wes of Legend Lake convinced that the

,z,project simply involves ploductive use of poor land: They note that water
levels of surrounding lakes have been observably affected and insist that the
general ecology' of the region is seriously menaced.

These arguments are well worth consideration, but even if one were to
accept MEN defense that the project is hosed on sound business management
and hydraulic expertise. Legend Lake embodies features that give-pause to any
applied anthropologist .To allow an. invasion of 2,500 non-Menominee families,

So
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whO cap. afford prime recreation and retirtmettt hoMealtes; Is asking for
80t1111 disaster in a community of perhaps 500 Indian families, over half
of whom are on some form of public assistance ;amd who have a; high rate'of
unemployment.

The Legend Lake project has not created a significant number of netr
jobs for Menominee to date, and even if there are potential jobs ins the
construction of summer homes for those qualified in the building trades, it
can only be a temporary boom until the houses are built. The future appears
to bold the dismal prospects of affluent whites taking adVentage of a cheap

-radian labor pool of domestics and 'hautlymen while enjoying a source of
quaint entertainment when the Menominee "take pride in their heritage"
in annual powwows and similar galas. Legend Lake advertising, arranged
for by the developer, goes in heavily for artists' renditions of the befeathered
brave paddling his canoe in the moonlight on the Lakes of the Menominees.
This is a far cry from the kind ot viable cultural identity that Once 'Allowed
the Menominee to say "our mill," "our hospital," and "our, utility companies"
in tlfe same breath with "our powwow."

Although MEI management and its opponents both commend Wisconsin's_
efforts to beef up scholarship opportunities for the Menomineeand these
are valuable in principleas. things are going, this hope of the future will
do the Menominee little good. Whites will have already moved in and
preempted jobs and business opportunities for which Menominee will have
been qualifying themselves. From Wisconsin's point of view, it obliged
to do no more than prepare the Menominee for better jobs wherever they
can i found in order to keep them off the welfare rolls.

DRUMS

Organized resistance to the events.in Menominee County, began in late 1909.
A Menominee college student became angry lit the high-handed treatment
she received at the annual 111E1 stockholders' mqeting after asking for a
more.. detailed financial breakdown of the corporation's activities than was

.provided in published reports distributed to the certificate holders. She turned
for help to Wisconsin Judicare, nn 0E0-funded office that had been recently
established to serve the state's northern counties, including Menominee.-
Judicare soon found itself with an expanding group of Menominee clients
and -began to provide legal assistance that the Menominee as a group had
long needed, but heretofore could not afford. Judicare's initial clientele con-
sisted Of Menominee in Milwaukee and Chicago who began holding discussions
and informational meetings early in 1970 to learn about MErs. affairs and
whether they could effeet changes in its policies./ In the spring of 1970, a
spontaneous protest demonstration against the Legend Lake project *as
sparked when a group of Menominee were made to leave an accustothed
picnic spot by new white land owners. By early summer, all these elements
had coalesced into an organization with chapters in Milivaukce, Chicago,
and Nlenotninee (7ounty which agreed on the =he DRUMS, Determination
of Rights and Unity for Menominee Stockholders.

DRUMS revived the concept of the tra9itional tribal council with a series
of meetings held in the county while furthering communication throughout
the widely scattered tribal membership by means of newsletters. It has picketed
at the development project's land sales office in Menominee County, at
restanrants in Milwaukee and other cities where prospective Legend bike
property buyers are treated to steak dinners and a sales pitch, and at the
offices of the First Wisconsin Trust Company in Milwaukee in reghrd to its
handling, of the Assistance Trust, to be discussed later. With the help of
Judicare, occasionally assisted by the American Civil. Liberties Union, DRUMS
engaged-in much litigation against MEI directly and indirectly. It was- met
with swift and fierce retaliation from MEI in broadsides sent it certificate
holders, in statements in the press condemning DRUMS, and in various
countersuit&

DRUMS is committed to returning Menominee County to federal jurfsdie-
tion, restoring Menominee eligibility for DIA services, and restructuring the
present political and economic institutions so that the Menominee can ad.
minister their own affairs. It ia also trying to undo the Legend Lake project
in an effort to save as mneit land as possible and maintain Menominee

J



dominance in the county- so that the tribe can make a new Start under
the new legislation it hopes to obtain from Congress. Demonstrations and
litigation to halt the land sales that MEI depends on for survival are also
calculated to .bring the economic crisis rapidly to a heetd an thus 'provoke
Congressional intervention before more land is lost.

By late summer of 1970, MEI could no longer dismiss opposition as the
outlook of only a small handful of dissidents. Termination would be in effect
ten', years by the next stockholders' meeting in December, and the certificate,..,
holders would have the opportunity of voting tb abolish the Voting Trust,, \s,
thereby gaining,d1rect Control in the election of management. DRUMS mounted
a proxy fight that came within a hair's breadth of abolishing the Voting
Trust, losing on a technicality that the vote required 51% of all the Mares of
the corpoeation. Shares are no longer tidily allocated in lots of 100 to each of
the 3,280 Menominee enrolled as of 1954, but rather have been divided and
redistributed as a result of deaths and inheritance. Because of pending liti-
gation on voting rights of minors (whose votes are held in trust and voted
by the First Wisconsin Trust (b.), the vote was postponed until April3, 1071,
when 72% of the certifloate holders voted. A majority voted to abolish
the Voting Trust, but this, did not constitute IL majority of the shares, The
count, in terms of Isople, was roughly a little over 1,100 to abolish the
\oting Trust and a little under 1,100 to keep it, but one third of the votes,
about 40(1 (those of the minors and Incompetents), to keep the Voting Trust
was at as a block -by the First Wisconsin Trust Company. The votes of
the minors alone, had they been cast as many of their parents' votes were
east, would have provided the necessary majority of 51% of the shares to
abolish the Voting Trust.°

The DRUMS proxy tight met with strong opposition from MEI management
but had sufficient impact even before the vote was taken to. prompt MEI
to lieelde to alter the composition of the trust in order to win Support to.
keep it in effect. Membership was expanded from sevep to eleven. members,
all of whom would eventually be Menominee. Thus, DRUMS had a slate
and proiles reads' to try for representation on the Voting Trust should they
fail to abolish it. DRUMS, managed to elect two candidates, both cpllege
educated young women, one of whom has a master's degree in social work
from Columbia University. ,Signifleantly, the First Wiseonsin Trust Company
did not east its block vote for any DRUMS eandidates. and admittedly sup-
ported eandidates It believed to be in favor of continuing the status quo of
termination.

Some Menominee who.,.oted to abolish the Voting Trust and supported the
DRUMS candidates do not belong to DRUMS because they disapprove of
what have been, all things considered, remarkably peneeful protest demonstra,
dons. 11.1I also has its supporters among rank and file Menominee who are
as distressed as DRUMS- members to see any land sold, but they fear
DRIVY18 interference with land sales will only make a bad economic situation
worse, and thus they put their. trust in the MEI argument that selling a
little land will save the rest.

It is safe to say that virtually all the Menoraiii agree that the termination
Wilk unjust, believe they deserve help and restitution as the unwilling guinea
pigs in file government's policy experiment, deplore the loss of their land.
and want 6t(i persist as it people, managing their own affairs and enjoying a
decent standard of living. However, where old guard MEI management would
agree to put the forest land under tax free provisions while keeping the
rest of the land ,for development, DRUMS argues for a return of the entire
county to reservation or similar federally protected status, and this would
even include land sold since termination.

The subtle but politically cringe] differences' between DRUMS and en-
trenched MEI management became (dear on July 20, 1971, when spokesmen
from both groups appeared before' the Subcommittee on Indian Affairs in
Witshington, D.C. Both testified in support of pending legislation designed
to replace HUB 108, which President Nixon had publicly repudiated on July 8,
1010 as 'n mistake that °ranted rather than solved prohlemsIOr Indian people.
Both MEI and DRUMS applauded the prospect of a new policy that *onld
oppose termination, and both asserted that protection of still unterminated
tribes was not enoughprovisions were required to right the wrongs suffered g
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by; the Menominee as a result of termination. Testimony by MEI represent.'
atives and the Wisconsin legislator who heads the state's Menominee Indian
Study Committee pointed with pride to tile Menominee's record to date in
managing successfully despite tremendous problems and hardships posed
by termination, and they requested continuation of Nelson-Laird emergency
funds in view of the still precarious state of theMeneminces' ecoilmitie affairs.
Representatives of DRUMS pointed 'to the deteriorating socioeconomic condition
of the Menominee peolile, considered termination an unmitigated disaster,
called for sweeping new legislation, and viewed the Nelson-Laird funds as a
waste of. money to keep termination in effect and perpetuate the corporathin-
county status quo until the Menominee were destroyed as a people.

CONCLUSION

All of the elements} of classic colonialism described it the outset are
eleakly discernible in the Menominee situation. Once Wisconsin acquired a
nowttbrritory, the stage Was set for the Menominee to provide annual tribute,
to be exploited by private commeriird interests of the mother country, and
even to furnish room for "settlers" elamoring for recreational land where the%
Menominee are a ,handy, middle- to iowet-status laboring- class. The state
was even handed a, ready made colonial administration. with its. traditional
"district officers" from business jaid the professions written into the manage-
ment structure of MEI and into the county government through its partial
dependence on Shawano County offieialdoni. Wisconsin, in turn, set Up its
"home office" to the colony, the Menominee Indian Study Committee. No
other Indians and no 'other eounty in Wisconsin are given such special
attention.

The termination plan also provided for a native leaders p elite to be
responsible to the mother country foil. collecting tribute taxes, or easing the
vay for private commereffil exploitation, for keeping the natives in line, and
for bearing the brunt of the natives' wrathful discontent. Even the native
structures that could be nmintained under the semicolonialism of the BIA
were undermined, destroying 'whatever controls the people once exercised to
mile their leadership answerable to them. The restricted choke given the
Menominee between separate county status or division among seVeral counties
was probably not intentionally cruel, but it proved a useful device to justify
colonialism to squeamish people in the mother country by making the Menomi-
nee appear to have committed themselves Willingly to colonial status by
the demoeratic process of a referendum. MEI then compromis4d aid sacrificed
the Menominee interest op the argument that unless they succeeded in
bringing the county through its trial period, a worse fate of dismemberment
amoug neighboring counties was in store in which all would be lost.

however, wellsbefore 1071, the Atrite lind a stake in maintaining the status
quo and avoiding the bother of restructuring the new territory to make it pay.
It was paying off nimbly with the prospect of expanding the white kopffiation
through land developMent which would make the county self-sustaining and
perhaps even profitable to the total state tax picture. Wkit rising population,
'um markets can open for the profit of white capital its, jAppyiding mortgages
for home building and supplying the increasing demand for c nsumer goods
in the county. Even If they were wealthy, some 3,099' Meno nee could not
match the financial allure of 20.000 or 30,000 newouagyer pl ground residents.
By the time DRU11IS. mounted protests and a proXy fight, MEI management
and Wisconsin reacted With a well-conditioned.).eolonial reflex; stop the
trouble makers.

Thus. DRUMS enjoys all the 'honors accorded uppity natives. Two exem-
plary: sober and seif-suppotting Menominee have now served time in the
Shawano County Jai] for the .eourage Of their convictions; they led the
disobedience td an it,rjunetion against plekcit, ing at the Lakes of the Menominces'

ofliee. Nor is it surprising thnt Wiseonsin ,Tudiertre is threatened with
curtailment of funds and must spend Ice arguing, its merits to evaluationI
boards. Likewise, it is understandable t at the white- dominated MEI manittge-'
cent and the Slate of Wisconsin argue for an infusion of tempokary
federal aid to the county. It would' Have Wisconsin from picking up the tab

a
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to keep the Indians quiet until they are outnumbered and can be consigned
to oblivion as in identifiable community.

This discussion is not intended to criticize Menominee leadership nor to
laud. the disgruntled rank and file as a matter of partisan principles, but to
illustrate how termination has victimized all the Menominee wherever they
stand between the two poles of MEI and DRUMS. Termination forced all
the Menominee into unhappy roles not of their own choosing which paralyze
oominunity action by promoting an appearance ,of entirely self-serving
venality on the part of leadership and of irreaponsibje destructiveness on the
part of the rank and file in their dealings with each other. DRUMS accuses
MEI of being "sell-outs" and MEI accuses DRUMS of wanting "hand-outs"
as reservation Indians, yet both sides know that the Menominee, like any
small society, whether a ministate or a culturally distinctive minority, must
make alliances .with those more powerful for purposes of their own defense
and economic well being. Experienced leaders who have gained important
knowledge that could be directly useful to the Menominee, others with
.knowledge and experience totside the colonial structure that could be equally

and.the Menominee people as a whole, with their aspirations to persist
in (14,miiy, have been preuentea from getting together. The social damage
done the- Menominee by termination is at least as great as the substantial,
quantifiable material damage. What can be done? One alternative is to make
it possible for the Menominee, all of the Menominee, to tell us what they'
have decided upon as in their best interest, and then support them in
accomplishing it. Real 'dialogue has begin to replace the Arguments and
exchanges of allegations between Menomiqee leadership to MEI and DRUMS,.
and both recognize the need for total involvement of the :Menominee, people.
But the Sienonlinee face an indifferent Congress, self-serving and powerful
business interests, and an equivocal state government that would like to be
sympathetic to a clearly discriminated against minority, but one that claims
a tremendously valuable piece of state property and very few votes.

Annusinunt, JUNE 1072.Shice this article was submitted late in the fall
of 1971, an election to fill four positions on the MEI Voting Trust has bean
held. DRUMS swept the slate by an overwhelming margin, returning their
two incumbents and adding two more rt.presentatives. Old guard MEI in-'
cumbents are in the majority on the Voting Trust, but, with the votes
of the DRUMS members, a DRUMS person_ was elected chairman of the
Voting Trust and subsequently fox/DRUMS candidates were elected to the
Board of Directors. This growing unity among the Menominee is reflected
particularly in the effort first promoted by DRUMS, and now supported by
MEI and the Menominee generally, to restore reservation status to Menomine
County,

Members of the Wisconsin delegation in Congress, working closely with legal
advisors from Judieare and the Native American Rights Fund and the Meno-
mtnee people, introduced the "Menominee Restoration Act" (HR 1.1550; S 3510
In both the House and Senate on April 20, 1972.. However, the Menominees'
long struggle just to get such legislation considered and introduced must be
sustained with an even greater effort to get the bill passed. Although few4n
Congres§ today would openly advocate termination, there is strong evidence
of sentiment that while the Menominee case was perhaps an unfortunate ,
mistake, it is one that is best simply forgotten rather than rectified.

A coalitionof Menominee supporters, Tile Committee to Save the Menominee
People and Forests, is now in process of formation and includes nearly a
dozen national Indian and public interest organizations. The cochairmen are
Philleo Nash, former commissioner of Indian- Affairs, and LaDonna Harris,
president of American Indian Opportunity, whose oillees serve as headquarters
to the Committee (1822 Jefterso4 Flom. NW, Washington, p.O. 20030).

Despite these encouraging developments, the threat to the Menominees'
future will mount if the Restoration Act is delayed in passage, let alone not
Passed at all. Astde from the Legend Lake project (which is now, moving
toward negothitiOns between the developer and MEI to terminate the contract),
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private parties are suddenly making offers to buy choice plots on the reserve- .
tion from individual- Menominee owners. MEII has first right of refusal in
such negotiations by Menominee to sell their land, but MEPs- coffers are woe-
fully inadequate to eet the fair market price of the land involved. It is ,
hard to, escape the co lusion that the flurry of overtures. to Menominee land ,
owners-ifs spurred by t le pending legislation which would remove 'the oppor-
tunity to acquire, Menominee land.

At this time, many Menominees are faced with the prospect of losing land
through tax default and the possibility that it might then be sold to outsiders
anyway, ,,with not profit to the Menominee owner. The situation is high,*
reminiscent of the kind of advantage whites ,took d Indian>l, as a result of
the General Indian Allotment Act of 1887the irony is fillet the Menominee
had managed to hold- out against allotment. Their relative Prosperity prior
to 1054 can be traced in large measure to their having an undivided, tribally
held reservation. N 0
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Mr. 11.11.1ms.'I just have one, general question. Do you think if
this bill passes and some typo of government is established within
this county by the Menominees;generally by the Menominees but
which would also be open to any 'white resident nf the county
that they would be able to handle- the matters such as . highways,
'schools, things like that?

Dr: Luny,. I have no doubt abaft it that they have been able to
survive against fantastic odds to this point. It certainly speaks for
their ability.

Mr.. MI3BDs. Thank you, very much.
The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. LI7AN. I just want to make an observation that perhaps there

isn't that difference between tip eastern and the western Indian that
you talk about. Ye4erday T tent die kitchen as I normally
do and we were talking, about what we would eat today, and they
said the traditional Indian food. t started telling them flint' at
home that would he chili, posole and things like that, and she said,
well, Rio here, we're going to have some waupenimuk. I lifted the
top of the pan today and saw that waupenimuk is the same thing

-owe call posole, so maybe many of the differences betweeti east and
west are more semantic than anything else. (General laughter.]

Mr. MET;Gs. Thank you very much, Dr. Lurie.
. The Chair will announce that we're going to have one more wit-
ness before lunch and we're going to break for lunch and eau
bark with the few remaining witnesses we have of r .lunch.

The last witness prior to ifinell is Mr. ",rt sum, who is chair-
man of the Menominee County sousing Authority.
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STATEMEFT OF- JOHN 'ROSSVM, CHAIRMAN, MENOMINEE COUNTY

'HOITSING1AUTHORITY
... A ,, . t

Mr. MEEnS..I assure that .you ,either Want to
,
'e,ii,14 or get :Ander-

'way., and thaLyou will present yowl statement' with, dispatch; '..

Aft:,Fosstral. Chairritari Meeds, Congr,essman Lujan, Mr. Proehr.
lick, I am. chairman of the Menominee CoLanty.,Xublic, housing

...,..
Authbrity "and aiso. a membcir-of the Menominee County Board. of
Supervisors tindI am the vice chairman-of,the Menominee Nunty
Board., ' - . I, r. Mnos.jIr. Ftssuln, do you have a prepared, statement?

Mr..FoSsix. I do . . .
-....

,,,,,, \I'Mr.: MnEns.,1Do ydu havri"copiei.1 '''; -
Mt. Fossigiit . I eeltairilrhave:
Mr. YfEEris. Would-7w .make them available to the committee,

i please? . ". o -., ,...
_

.. .Mr.....Poskria.- Y.es: "-
-'Lhe Menominee edunty Rousing Authority, was Sornied in June

1907, for the 'ptirpose of upgrading the low st5,ndard of housing in- ...1

, JP
Menominee 'ColintY. 4 .. ) ..1'

-$8 Q3,000. was.granted t-e Menominee County Public' Musing Au--e,
thOrity ilijthe spting of 1968 for the construction of 50 units in the `
coRrity. cOnstruction 'Of the 56"" units Was started in June of 1968..;

' The hOuses.Were occupied 'as- 'they were ,completed and on May 1,
: 1969, 0. the -units' were completed and immediately .occupied. ..

. ,The Menominee County Housing -Auth9rity,`realizing the up- ! ..
trading- to the cLaruliunity and. the -boost in morale' of the people '

. . of the county; made another application, for funds of additional . -,..

11/0 units. This project was to-accomModate :additional loW-income
" families and -those abOve the ...poverty level in the middle- income ,.

bracket. , . .. .....c. . ...
, -.

In' the-spring of 1970, the Menominee Cotinty mousing Authority
was notified that a grant of $1,535,816--had been authorized by the
II.S. Department of Housigeand Urban Development for the. con-.
struction of an additional...66 living units in Menominee e;minty.
The ,contract for construction Was awarded to Torestedge, a sub-i
sidiary of'Men,ominee Enterprises, Inc.

We were - unable to, get any units, in.the South Branch area be-
causejlike were no provithOns; for . sewer and Water. Sewer and
water ticilities were a..requisikinent ats,:that tirne,,At the present ..
time, we have occupancy in 40;:dfther'new Project.: We have 20 more
to complete by tlp summer season.- However, we hai're application
for 140, 'families in the loW-income brackets and only 66 units, ,.,

. The economic conditions in the county practically prohibits or
eliminates any low-income people from acquiring loans to build
their own homes. .

One of the bad aspects is that many. applicants' are unable to
qualify for these homesf because we usually go fdr the high rental
.pay_ in order to keep our housing authority in solvency.

When ,the government terminates all the Federal program's in
, Menomirfee County, it will practically eliminate 'the unemployed

(
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from qualifying for a home, because of. no ,income. Then, they Will

iqnly qualify under the welfareprogram..
We are presently having a serious problein in collections pf rent

because of the high, peircentage- of unemployment in Menominee,
County, The present arrears are $10,000 for. a period of 31/2 years.
This is really a very sad experience, because when thing get 'too
bad, we have- nd her recourse but eviction. Then, these, people ;

with their children are put. -out on the ,§treet.
The Menominee .COunty 'Hofising Atuthority, in order to keep'm

solvency, has to haie rental subIdies in order to keep up the low-
. income. rental: program..

Mr. Chairman, that concludei my.Statement.
Mr. Maws. Tilank. you veiy much: -
Is the public housing authority run entirely by Menominees?
Mr. FossiliU. That is right.
Mr, M-Enns. HOw many people are involved in it?'
Mr. Fossml. The committee has five, and we haveeone executive

director and many of the homes that we've got, it's, almost impos-
sible for one. man to keep, you know and supervisory.county capao-
ity, over these homes.

There have' to be subsidies to keep the housing aUthority going.
The committee acts on a gratis basis. We don't receive any pay
whatselever and we have-noany time we need anything we still. have '-
to go on the outside because we, have no lawyers or any profes-
sional people amongst ourtwn tribe, so we have,to go to the outside
and it, usually costs us. -

Well, it's not small fees. It's a large fee.
Mr. MEnbs: You say in 'your, statement tilt a contract' for con-

struction of 66 units was. awarded to Forestedge, a subsidiary of
Menominee Enterprises Inc. '`

Is that the Forestedge lumberyard that we see when we come in?
Mr. FOS§MSI...te7s, sir.
Mr. MEEDS. How many employee's are there of that,? .

Mer..FC;f3SUINI. At the start we tried to reach an agreement with
the contractor that it would be raps:thy-Indian people.

MEnns. I. think ,that's all the questions I. have.
Mr. LUJAN. I have no questions.
Mr. MEEDS. OK

. The Committee swill be in recess until 1:30.
[Whereupen the committee recessed, to reconvene at 1;30 p.m.,

the same &v.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

MEEDS. The Subcommittee on Indian Affairs of the Full
Cominittee of the House of Representatives on Interior and InSular
Airairs will be in session for the taking of further testimony onthe legislation before us,, H.R. 7421.

If there is no objection the first witness Who was to be with us,
Mr. Randy Rietei, has asked that his statement be inserted at this
point in the record. ,.



Nirithont.ohjectien,, so ordered,,,
[The statement follawaj .,"

, / ,

1 p.T.ATEvegiT or,..pDx .j.,,Mlial, via-ausliAlct, 0.1.ENOALLNEg %.,olukttntrrr Acrniu,ni -t, ,..._... -..." ...:,, ,...

PWiQuam

Congressman Meeds, Congress Lujan, honored guests; and fellow.ektenomilleea'
my mane is Randy ttieter, A Menominee, and Chairman of the Menominee
Community. Action Program. 'I

IstsuntrAzz counttruirr, Aorfor rsooruat
The impact of the Menominee County Community Action, P rogram

dramatically documented by the statistical reports before the committee
members. Specifically because of the ft:iw economic base, services that communi-
ties normally provide are lacking td a very large degree.

Without the transfusion of massive federal monies from the Department of .
Labor, Office ,of Economic Opportunity, and Health, Education 'and Welfare,
the unemployment rater of Menominee County Would undoubtedly be the
highest in the State of Wisconsin, (approtimately 40(70). In addition to
income maintenance, those basic services now provided through Menoininee
County Community Action Program( would be nOnexistant.

The following arens' would be seriously curtailed if not all together
stopped Senior. Citizens, Recreation, Education and Counseling, Head Start
Economic Development, Community. Organization, Outreach and Mainstream.

With the cutbacks and in some cases the complete phase-out of. federal
support of stated programs, it is imperative that Congress address themselves
to the plight, of the Menominee people end vote favorable for the 14351t011.0041

act which would insure the continuance of the above stated programs. I
would; also like to read the following resolution passed by the Community
Action Governing Board of Directors, May -24, 1978.
Whereas, the Menominee Restoration Act has been Introduced in the House

of Representatives And the Senate of the United States and:
Whereas the Me/lOboWe County Community Action Program Inc. has gone

over the bill as introduced;
Now therefore, be it resolved that the Menominee County Community ,

Action Program, Inc. endorses the Restoration Act with the following
excePtions:'

1. We object to the amendment calling for a two year transition period
in Section 6 (A)

2. We. object, to the deletion of the chlutie n Section 5 (A) which states
that "any constitution or bylaws adoptett pursuant to this section shall.
prohibit the sale of all within the limits of the tribe's reservation."-

3. We request that the treaties of 3254 and 1856 be -recognized retroactive
to the termination date. ' .0

MENOMINEE COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM, INC.---.IMPACT STUDY

Category C.A.P. I.R.S. 0,10. Totals

No. of people on payroll '. 17
Annual wage cost -, , - 7$,983
F.I.C.A. tax 4, 062
Federal income tax 1, 383
Mate Income flot..44,. --- -..,, - 4. ....... ,....."....- 1,767
Unemployment tompensation Ins 849
Workmen's compensation ins 4 834
Programmatic costsNonpersonnel 18, 644
Average weekly payroll 1, 226
Average weekly earnings (employee) ' 72
Projection unemployment benefas 1 20, 808-,--

,, Avenge, weekly welfare begelits 47
Projected welfare costs / V ., 40,.548
Now-Federal contributions-, 29, 909

-1 Based on 34 weeks
3 Based on 52 weeks.

, '
. 25
91, 119

5,002

53
177, 960

9,165

95
353.962

18.229
9, 090 16,A 57 4 33,130
2.175 3, 86 7.920
1,045 1, 915 3, 80k
1,150. 2, 107 . , 4491 t

22,411 21, 660 62,715
2, 037 -2, 842 6,.105

82 54 64,

34,550 48,654 104,312
47 47 47

61,100 123, 532 232,180
34, 957 25, 500 90,456
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Our next two wit
Mr. Dale Druckre

Sr., director of the

-STATEMENTS D
AND LOUIS WHI
PROGRAM
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will come together.
cial services director, and Mr. Louis White,

gs and alcoholism program. '

DRUCKREY, SOCIAL SERVICES DIRECTOR,
, SR., DIRECTOR OP DRUGS AND ALCOHOLISM

Mr. 31E6E4 Are ou going to Koceed first, Mr. -Druckrey?
- 'Mr. DRUOKRO Yes, sir.

'111r. MF.Ens. Ple se do so.
Mr. Milidla . Mr, Chairmah, Members of the committee, my

name is Dale 7) l ckrey. Pm the director of the Menominee County
Departinent f social Services and I have been working with that.
department for 7 years.'`

The MenOtni te Comity Department of Social Services adminis-
ters aid 'and s iyicee to the res dekits of Menominee County under
the superviSi s of the State .;1 .epartment of Health and Social
Services and ithiu_ policies asspecified by the Menominee. County
Board of So , I Services. The board is appointed .by the county
board and e on a, niOntilly basis. There are three county board
Members an two .citizen, members of this Board, of Social Services,

Our Depa men 'administers the categorical aids, the food stamp
program, -ce ifies'. medical recipients, certifies Judicare .recipients
and provide Services to' the juvenile court and various services to
adults, fami 0, and children in the county. There are presently 22
employees si the , department, including the following positions :
Director, so ial work supervisor, seven social workers, basic serv-,
ices supervi 41; four case. aides, administrative assitant, two clerks,
typiSt, ,t7iy merriakers 'and two social service aides.

On tfie Rowing pages are listed the expenditures of the de-
partment o r the past several' years and also for the month of
March 1973 The :figures' appear to indidate a trend of increasing

veosts.
A si Ifi i nt factor in the costs in past years has been the avail-

ability of ft nds under 'Public Law 89-653, referred to as Nelson-
Laird Fund . This act provided Federal funds of $100,000 per
year for 4 y rs to assist Menominee Countyto meet their share of
welfare exp ditures: These funds were available beginning i.U.---
1966 and -Wee depleted by 1971. Therefore, the county was faced
with the bur en of assuming these costs after 1971.

The present county share of 'expenditures is approximately 10
percent. for t 'e categorical aids and medical assistance, and 6.5 per-
cent for adm nistrative expenses; Iii March of 1973, 684 persons
were receivin public assistance.: (categorical aid) in the amount
of $52,617 and, medical assistance of .$28,416 was paid for 316 per-

- sons. General 'relief is not included in our dePartment figures, as
this program is administered separately under the town of Me-
nominee.

I would like to my that I appreciate and am grateful for the oppor-
tunity to work with and for the citizens of Menominee County, and.
I strongly urge legielation which would preserve the Menominee
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lands and the -culture and also to restore Indian status to the Me--
nominees alOwhich would prcovide financial and tetchnical assist-
Alice which would make more jobs. available' to the people of Me-

tn
om

it
i
i
n
e
e
s.
e County, and also which. would improve educational 9ppor-

-
,. Thank you.

Mr. MEEDS, Thank you very much, Mr. bruckrey.
Just .cne question, Will the passage of this legislation cost any

friey Pn terms of your Department ? _ N

. Would there be- mor e or less expenditures of money by the 'passage
of this act? ' '

Dr, DRUCKREY. I would assume it would mean less. I'm not famil-
iar with the details of the legislation. '''

Mr. MEEDS. Why do you assume, that, sir?
Mr. DRUCKREL r assume there would be aids from the Bureau

. I> of Indian Affairs, and also the Indians would be considered a.,s Indian
4

. StRtIV0 'They. 'would...receive certain aids that they're' not eligible. for
at this time,, welfare aid. .

Mr. MeEns. Probably by some ,health funds and thing like that?
Mr. Danoican." Yes.

. .Mr. /MEEDS. YQU have, as you say, 22 people with the Department
of Sqicial Services; right? :

fti. Pavel:um Yes. ,
. Mr. NEED& flow many of those are Menominees?

Mr./. DRUCKREY. Thirteen are Menominees.
. :.

M14/ MEEDS. Thirteen out of 22? a ,, 1

Mr.. , DRUCNREY. Yes. . . .

Mr, MEEDS. How many are Indian altogether?
. AO: DRTIOKRii. Thirteen are Indian and nine are non-Indian.

Mr. MEEDS. That's not quite two-thirds,
You are the Director of the. Department?

r DRUCKREY. -Yes.
_ r. MEEDS. Who is your immediate assistant? ,
Mr. DRUOKREY. An administrative assistant and two supervisors.

,Mr. MEEns. Axe they Indians?
Mr, Daucimy. The administrative assistant is Indian'.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you.
The gentleman from New Mexico. ,

Mr. LUJAN. Thank you Mr. Chairman. ,. .., .,

in calendar year 1970 the assistance dropped considerably in al-
Mosl all categories. Why was that? . 1. :,

,. i 1

M. DRUCKREY. I wouldn't be able to answe'r why it was. Perhap,s
because there were more people employed, possibly; it's difficult for i
'me to really say why. ,

Mr. LUJAN. There's quite a bit of change for that Calendar, yeir.0
It .just kind of 'sticks out. And then it was increasing up to that . . ..,
point, and then there was the drop, and then there continues to
be an inorease.

.

No question, Mr. Chairman. .
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you.
Mr. White, would you like, to proceed?
Do you haVe a prepared statement, Mr. White?

.

2i
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Mr. Warm Yes. I have no copies, though.
DUB tO the complexity of the problem the situation that I aro.

about to present, I juit scribbled out a few notes in order to stpry
withinso I wouldn't ramble on. It will take me only aj:out 5 or 6
minutes.

Mr. Merms. Fine. Please proceed, sir.
Mr. WHITE. When the White man came we had total unemploy-

ment in the north and south America. We had no factories, offices,,
schools, jails or prisons. We had no signs that said keep out, no
rritevda.te roads and no tresPassing because nature cannot be rega-l--

,Indian tribes formed a cooperative, way -Of life to function in
harmony with nature. We did not own land; ,we just used it. The
earth was our mother. .

American Indian culture is unique In its nature, today4because
it has endured almost 500 yetrs of exposurS to the predominant.
Euro-Axtterican culture. The worth of any culture hes with the.
value of fhat culture. In today'S' society the American Indian finds
himself engaged in an economy which calls for highly .competitive
ability with the ultimate goal understood to be financial success and
upward social mobility.

A number of Indian people have developed a deep hostility
towar4 society asPa whole. There is little doubt that a serious con
flict eifiRs for the Indian, a conflict manifeSted by giowing alcohol-
ism problem.

Alcohol is a complex illness recognized by the medical profes-
sion as such. We've covered the, psychological, medical, social, cul-
tural and religious areas.

It is a' drug with many appealing properties. It relieves anxiety
and tension. It is an anesthetic, which can relieve...physical and emo-
tional pain. It helps to release inhibitions-

It is no wonder, then, that people find themselves in a chronically
stressful situation which can be tempofarily relie-Oed by drinking
alcolifA, gradually begin to depend upon alcohol as a source of
relief. PrevioAs to the Hughes program the national, figures on oleo-
holism-for problem drinkers were 6 percent of the total population.
Since surveys have.been made, it has been quoted at 0 to 12 percent,.
as a more realistic figure.

As director of the alcoholism program of the Great Lakes Tribal'
Council for 2 years I have had occasion to work with this alcoholism'
on every reservation in Wisconsin. The Menominees are not a mem-
her. o the council. Thirty percent to 50 percent was arrived at by
persomil contact and by inquiries of persons who in my estimation
had. a knowledge of the problem.

Since my involvement In Project Phoenix 6 months ago, I have
had the opportunity to visit Indian boy at penal institutions in
the northern half of the State. 21'4000 IS the gendal figure of our
Wisconsin American Indian population, of which we are 8,000;
that is seven in one.

Indians within Wisconsin are :Menominees. Yet. in the northern
,half we have 41 which are 13 are Menominees. That is a definite
figure. All tribes are alcohol related. That is 33 'percent, a good' 83

2 A.
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percent are Menominees at are in the institutions due to .ctinaee,
and that, as I said ,befo e, is ;alcohol related, the crimes ate.

I hope to someday see a change. The first step. toward survival in..
an alien environment is to be proud of who you are. This could ytart .

within' our educational system.
- Now, I have a *little piece I clipped out of a magazine that was

a statement by GOernor Limey abqpt land:
If the white than had .shared the 'belief of the American. Indian

that landis everybody's inhsritance, we might be better off todaS. If
civilized society is to be civilized by roads and hot dog stands, and

. miles of urban blight, then there are many people who would
rather choose a way of life of those who used to be called thefiavage. ,

That is all. ' .
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very muchrM.r. White. i

4( Do I understand correctly from what you said, that the Memoni-
nees who are approximately one-seventh of the entire Indian pipit-
lation in the State, haic 30 percent of the people in institutions for
alcoluilism? V t. -e-

.
,Mr. %arm: Thirty-three percent. ,

That is not all the institutions. That's just the northern half.
That's the reformatory and the three prison camps. I'visit` fltem . _every month. ,

Mr. Mops. Thirty-three4Npercent of the Indian population are
Menorninees. -,

Mr. Wiliam. Right..
Mr. Mnsos. Are people in prison camps for alcoholism?
Mr. Wnrrn. No. They're there for crimes.
Mr. MsEos. Then 33 percent of the total Indian population in in-

stitutions for crimes are Menominees.'
Mr. WHITE. How was that again?
Mr. MEEDS. Maybe I've got you fouled up now.
rGeneral laUghter.] -,

Mr. MEEDS. Do I understand correctly that 33 percent of the In-
. dian population in these institutions, about which you speak' are

Menominees?
Mr. Wilms. Right.
Mr. MEEDS. And the institutions about which you 'speak are

prisons?
Mr. .W1= Right . , .
Mr. MFsn5. Or is it -criminal institutions?
Mr. WirrrE. Right, Penal institutions.
Mr. MEEDS., Well, how do you hook that to alcoholism?
Mr. WrirrE. They were drunk when" the crime was committed.
Mr. MEEns. All of them?
Mr. WinTi.:. Practically all of them.
Mr. MEEDS. It's pretty hard to pick a safe when-yolere drunk.
Mr. Wrirric. Well, there's no i'mfe pickers., ...'s
('General laughter.] ..., .

Mr. Wnrra. It'si all the way from murder to assault, stealing cars,
0- and such things as that.

Mr. MEEDS. But you're telling me now that all of them were drtmk
wheii they committed these crimes I .

2 ± 2
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Mr. Want. Well, they were motivated by alcohol, I would dare
say, right, because I have interviewed every one of them.

Mums.. That's how you hapPen to know there are lab safe
pickers?

Mr. WHITE. Right.
[General laughter.]
Mr. MEEns. Thank you very much.
The gentleman from New exico. 16 .ar
Mr, LUJAN. What brings about this situation/ Why the bigger.

proportion from the Menominee's?
- Mr. WHITE. Well, as I stated earlier that alcoholism being a ooni.
plea illness involyes a cultural area.

Mr. LUrAN. Alcoholism is a worse problim with the lienominees4
. than any other Indian tribe .

Mr, -Mum It app/ars to be, the way it looks. It causes a dilemma,
the clash of the cultures.
. Mr, laituAx." Because they are not a reservation?

MK. 'Mum` Well, I wouldn't say 44E. Well, maybe 1S0) too. But
they are more prone 44) be with the white culture than Most of the
rest of the Indian tribes under our Situation,

Mr. LUJAN'. Would that change if it were a igsizirfati:qa
- Mr. WiFrE. I wouldn't dare say if it would change 'or not. Alco-
holism is something that is unpredictable. .

Mr. LIMAS. Is the unemployment higher, perhaps, in the Menomi-
nee area than in reservations?

Wnrrz. I wouldn' say the uneMployment is higher com-
pared to the other reservations.

Mr. Lty3Ax. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.'
Mr. MEEDS. I have-one more question.
Are these figures available for what the percentage of Menominees

in these same institutions ova's prior to 1954?
Mr. Wuri.A. I never did get those figures, bit I was asked that

same question yesterday yacl I thought that was very interesting.
Mr. MEEDS. If we are to infer some relationship between alcohol-

ism and penal institutions and being a Menominee and the ques-
tion of restoration or termination, it would iftem to me it would be
necessary toshave those figures, Could you try to ,find them for ts V

Mr. Warr, 1 sure will.
Mr. -MB Ens, And if you do, 'would you forward them to us?
Aft Winn: i sure will.
Mr. MErns. And if all thoselfs come about, I would ask unanimous

consent that they, be. ?bade . a part of the record at this point, if
!there is no objection.

Mr. srua-Art, No objection.
Mr. limns. So ordered.
[The information referred to follows :]

PRO.IVOT Ptronnix,
lifizioaukee, Wis., June 8, 1973,

CONGROMMAN LL011) ISMS, .

House subcommittee on Indian 41faira,
Washington, D*

DEAN COMM/SWAN MEEDM : In regard, to your request that I send you
the number of Menominee Maui inmates previous to termination. I have-
inquired through Social Services, In the walis at the WiscOnnin State
Reformatory, and was informed that there was no way to obtain that

4,
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.***information. Indian inmates are never pecifically. categorized In regard
to their tribe. ,

I have called Division of Corrections at Madison, Wisconsin, and they also
said that information, such as that, was not available. I might add that the
social Service within the State Reformatory Were not aware of. this figure
end they were very surprised. I knew it was hip, just from causal observa-
tion, this is what prompted me to investigate the present situation in regard
to numbers. . .

Sincerely, t . . . .

Mr. MEEDS. The gentleman---: , .-
Louis

(8i),0WECIM.
. r

Mr. DR-1301M. Mr. Chairman I have some information here that
might -help answer the decrease in the ambunt of assistance in 1970i
The State regulations were changed, which discontinued assistance
to stepchildren and children over 18, so there were less people
eligible for assistance-because of the State. regulation.

Mr. LIMN. And then were they reinstated?. .f ,

Mr. DRUCEREY. Yes. Partially reinstated. 41, 4
..

Mr. LIWAN Thank you.
Mr. NEEDS. Thank you very much, gentlemen.

, Mr. Grignon. .

STAMM/4T OF IBROME GRIGI4ON

Mr. Mints. Mr. Grignon represents the Menominee Council of
Chiefs, . -

Mr. GRIGN0N. Well, first let me say, Mr. Dickey is up with me
presenting our own statement.. I am. not able to say that our state-
ment is the Chiefs'. The reason I asked Mr. Dickey to, come up,
he was the chairman of the advisory council for the termination.
He was one of them, and I was the last one before termination, and,
also Mr. Dickey' has served ,on the board of directors both of us' and
when we were terminated,' and we felt that maybe S91/10 of the ques-
tions you asked were-not totally answered and we waild like to have4 the record show.' what.. the tribe tried to do to be prepared for the
termination.

believe, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, our own
,Congl'essman, Mr, Froehlieli. fl1ow Menotninees and guests, I be.;
lievo it was your-wish a while back, Mr. Chairman, to more or less
sum up the °report..

Mr. ATEms. Please.
Mrtoikroi.r, Which I will try to do. -
Mr. Chairman, I as able to get a copy of the report of the BIA

which Was requested. by the Committee . on Appropriations and the
Interior Committee. As I know, and was in contract with the people
that made this sprvey..

My queStions will more or less bear, on their report, aid I have
no reason to believe that they are not actual facts.

I believe the summation and the highlights are (a) economic sit-
uation, number one, employment, number two, income, number
three, taxes, number four, education, number five, health, number,

, six and housing. Then (b) Menominee Enterprises, Inc. .and (6).
was, land.

This. gives to your committee and the Menominee Tribe factual
evidence to justify the need for. Congress to act immediately to try

. .

to resolve the Menominee problems. -

40
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irstaft'thairman may I say that on$ of my aye concerns ,at
the present time is that' January 1; 1974, the Menominee Enter-
prises, Inc. voting stock becomes negotiable and control of the
corporation and $hus of the land could well pass into the hands of
non-Menominees even tholigh MEI has fixstioption. I believe that
'we're not.talking here in a year or so. We're down to where *e're
talking months, and I think it's a real grave situation.

Then, Mr. Chairman, I would like to askI know our Council that
wrote up the bill had some. intentionit was just in reading the
repoit of the BIA that this thought occurred to me and I would
like to ask this question in regard. to H.R. 7421 and ask the legal
counsel, is the language suffidient to.repeal all acts and amendments
dealing with the termination of the Government's supervision of
the. Menominee Tribe? I ask this because rnotice in the BIA. report .

they specify the act plus all the amendments. This is the question .

I was asking.
Mr: MEEDS. I .think the point is well taken..
Mr. Garaworr. I would like to ask the questiori in regards to

restoring the rights of the Menoniinee Indian Tribe's programs -and
services in other fields beside those services in the fields of health, -

education, and welfare, credit, roads, and law and order, and these
which were all specified in the termination act.

Now, I just named some other programs that the Government
has for 4pclians that are under the Government supervision, espe-
cially creating job'S; setting up industries, workmens compensation,
general accounting services, and programs to raise the standard,
of living.

My question is, is it, necessary to have language in there or does
the present language guarantee us

Mr. MEEDS. Its our feeling that it does; sir. What we're talking
about `here are programs that apply to Indians because they're In- *
diens, and 'other programs that, you mentioned- apply to Indians
because they might have a lower standard of living or some .other
reason, but not because.otany special trust relationship of the Fed,
eral Government. They're either covered by treaty or that trust
relationship, and we feel that this adequately' covers the subject.

Mr. Gramox. Mr. Chairman, as the dark as to how the
stocks and bonds are to be handled, I've been' contacted by several
Menominees who are greatly concerned.

Is there adequate language or should, some separate language be
inserted to resolve this problem? I believe it's going to be a serious
problem.

Mr. Mzrns. We think so too, and there yvere some questions raised
-yesterday that indicate that it's going t6 take' further 'study.

Mr.,.GuioNorr. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.. MEEDS. That doesn't meanoit's going to be studied to' death.

We're not going to have the paralysis of analysis.'
1General laughter.]
Mr. GRTONON. I would, Mr. Chairman, at this time--
Mr. Chairman, after reviewing supporting statements ,_and the

13IA report I . firmly believe that the Congress must act tiriMiedi-
ately to MVO the MenomMee Indian tribe from certain disaster.
As the BIA report ritstetr:
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Prior to termination, the land a the Atenominees ma* ,held in trust by
the U.S. Government and was not . subject to property taxes. Without

,this, the mill wits successful and the tribe was able to pay for most of. the
Federal services winch It received. However, with termination the trust
status ceased and all DIA services were halted. Faced with providing their
Own services and paying She property tax, the tribe was unable to keeP Pace.
Thus, is Massive infusion of puldie funds was necessary. The assistance
ended, however, in 1071 'and the tribe is now ,without substantial aid. This
is reflected in the financial status of the MR!'whielt with its declining net
earnings indicating its uncertain future it is, now estimated that without
massive support Mepominee Enterprises, Inc. will, be out of operation
within 2 years. 'Restoration of, the trust status and extension of the BIA
services would' eliminate the tax burden and make MEI a viable economic
unit. The profits from the mill could be demoted to providing services and
bring about an economic development orthe tribe rather than be conshmed
by the taxes. In addition, the outlays of public monies would decrease by
some $0.6 million in tlieilrst year alone and as the situation improves the
eduction mill be even greater.

I inserted this quotation because I believe the sawmill is the bread
and butter of the majority of in nibers of the tribe. The MEI eould
use this tax money. It could rovide 250 .jobs. It could provide
more iobs by being able g into processing wood fibers.. Today
we only go into the 'first s e that is, making lumber and chipe,
and there is a great pote tia for jobs and added %come in going
further in the process of fiber.

Phase two 'would be ocessing limber into components. Phase
three would be assembling, components and sale of the finished
product.

I inserted that, Mr. Chairman, because I had the opportunity
to be able to Ibudybut first, Mr:Chairman, I would like to make
the statement that before we were terminated in appearing bef9re
the Indian subcommittee in the Senate we presented the tribe and
we were able at that time to have.a survey made by an engineering
consulting firm from out near your country, Cornwallis, Ore. And he
was at the time modernizing one of our neighboring mills and so
it was felt that he would be the man to do it.

Now, he did make this survey and it stated in the survey we pre-
sented to the committee, the committeeand Mr. Mader presented it,
as I recall, most of it was that be stated from an economic stand-
point that our sawmill was obsolete; that at that time they were

' using neW mills that required only probably about a third of the
amount the Menominee were using and you could bring the cost of
the sawmill dpwn to a. level where you could compete.

Bo, his statement was that we had to do that in order to be com-
petitive with our neighbors and he went throughout our plant and
found that we needed new ,boilers and at that time we didn't have
a chipper and so forth, so we did present our plan and we dick have
the money to do it, but at that time, Congress, I remember, at the .
hearingI being chairman of the Boardthat if we did, if we ex-
tended termination, that I thought the tribe would go along with
the idea of sacrificing their payments. And I remember at the tims,.
I don't recall the exact figures, but I knew that we. had a 4-year
period.

In a 4 -year period we would have over -$11 Million to put in to
bring oup,mill up to 'flexure from an economic standpoint to be
competitive, and unfortunately Congress didn't see that at that
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time. 'Thi3y were very much determined to go through with their
plan turd that was to get out of the Indian business.
--I state that because you asked, and theiv the fact that the-Bureau

of Indian, Affairs would not, even though we did present some pro -
grams as you recall before termination, where the Secretary of -
Interior was responsible for the operation, 'we were in an advisory
capacity. We couldn't say, well, we're going to have this program
or we're going to do this, or we want this done, and even though
we did'have the inoney to do it. , . a

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Grignon, do I understand your, statement to be
that with the money that would be saved if this type of bill was
pa sed from taxation, drat the mill could be n.iodernized; the addi-
tio al processes could be added which would add another 150 to
200 'obs? .

Mr. RIGNON. 'Let me state this to you, Mr. Chairman. I was on
the Boa d and was the Chairman for three terms. We were always in
a position of trying to meet the tax burden plus our obligations
so it was netessary..to find a way to meet them, to come up with
the money. every year, so we were talking at that time and we went
down to one of the plants and they shoWed us this little piece of
wood that would be put in the chips. It was probably 1 inch high
and 1 inch wide and about 7, 8 inches long, and he told us, he said,
I don't know i if you'll believe this, but here is something he said.

He was only making components, and ho said, maybe you don't
believe this, but this thing cost me 2 cents, but he said I process
this and make a component. It costs me 8 cents to c19 it-and I get
12 rents but a profit of 2 cents. I

Now, I was with the tribe at the time and we went 'through to
see with our. own eyes how it was done, and the fact that if you
weigh that you would have to put quite a few zeroes before you
,would get that 1 cent.

Mr. Mader also told us that the money was not as far as we want,
but more money was going into phases 2 and 3. And the other
question, I did go to another mill that went to the end results
and I saidI don't want to quote their figures but he saidI asked
him about jobs and he said there was 100-plus, that he said, in our

, same capacity, 'just to make lumber and chips, but he said there
was 400-plus to make both the end results. That's why I put it down,
phases 2 and 3.

Mr. Minns. Whit time does the mill close in filo, afternoon?
Mr. GEIGNON. I think at the present time they're closing, at 3:30.
Mr. MEEDS. SO if we OA over there at 4:30 we wouldn't be,able

to watch them in operation?
Mr. Gnwarox. They're not working on Saturday.
Mr. MEEDS. How many hours do they operate, 40 hours ,a week?
Mr. Gitumorr. I believe it is 40 hours. .

Mr. MEEDS. Isn't there pretty substantial demand for lumber right
now?

-Mr. %Tallow. There's a very good demand.
Mr. MEEDS. Why are they not operating more, do you know?
Mr. Gitrorroikr. I don't know. I know they ate going to two shifts.

I think the mill is going down for general repairs very shortly, but
I understand when they start up again they will have two shifts.
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Mr. Mmes. Thank you. .

The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. GRIGNON. viouitriiko to turn Mr. toicliey.. He would like,

to make a-statement. .

STATEMEIIT OF OORTION DICKEY "
I

Mr. DICKEY. Mr. Chairman, members cilths committee, name'
is Gordon. Dickey,_ a member of the Menominee Tribe. I've served
several terms on the tribal council and .also served on the board of,
directors. -9

Presently I am on the county hoard and the town board. I am
. here as an individual. I do not have-authority to represent anyone.
else except myself.

I would like to back up ,a Male bit in the history of the termina-
tion and point out that former Commissioner .Dylan S. Meyer
visited the Menominee Reservation in 1952 and this was the first
rear-thruegba termination policy by the Department, when' 'he
warned urlhat we wduld be expected to cork on a termination
plan.

In June of 1953 Senator Watkins visited the reservation and
again urged us to work on a termination plan, and advised us that
unless we did it be. expected Congress to introduce a. bill of their
own. The tribe at that time adOpted the policy, and aprinciple of
termination, but in July of 1953 when they learned of the proposed
amendments by Senator Watkins .a Meeting was held in which one
of the largest meetings X ever intended the tribe voted to instruct.
the delegation in Washington and Members of Congress and
attorneys to drop their per capita payment rather than accept the
amendments proposed by the Senate Indian Committee: And that
vote was 197 to nothing.

Just a couple of short weeks after Senator Watkins had visited
the MenOmineu Reservation in 1954 there was a hearing, before the
.Toint Committee of the Senate and House on Indian 'Affairs, and
during the course of this discussion and this debate it was pointed
out, we pointed out to the committee that what this tribe needed.
was a more fruitful utilization of its raw Materials, diversified
industry, new employment opportunities and new sources of in-
come before they ':would be in a position to carry the tax budren
that would be theirs to carry, after termination.

This, Mr. Chairman, is all a -matter of record. In addition to
that we had hopeS that by getting the 5 years instead of the original
3 yeam proposed by the Senator, that We would find a more favorable
committee and a more favorable'Congress. It's taken 19 years to find
a, more favorable committee.

Incorporated in that same record, the veneer plant proposal in
detail, a proposal that was never approved by the Department, in
addition to that the tribe had proposed the, installation of a new
steam plant which. included a . steam turbinet generating power
from the waste material coming from the sawmill and at that time
both the new steamplant and the powerplant would have cost the
tribe approximately $450,000: Today, it was absolutely necessary
to install a new steamplant without a steam turbine connected with
It in excess of $600,000.
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Today alSo we gnust guarantee Wisconsin Power' & Light Co. a-
minimum of $35,000 a year in order to 'have the: necessary Tower
toe-Aerate -.thi plant and provide power to the community,;

The original proposal by the Menominee Tribiivwasgielier seriously
considered, eitheeby the department or by the committee, and that
proposal was that the tribe take atep by step various departments,:
epecia,lly the social services, to see if they could ,properlY
these programs. But the 'Secretary of Interior remained in thepic-
ture so that if some *me, along the way we failed, the' Secretary
Could pick it ;up.' Thi 'new hecaine a reality.

Today we are fa ed with a very critical situation, and unless
the Congreas of the United- States, takes some action this situation
cuuld be more efrectiVe than all the Indian wars., put 'together .be-
cause this tribe could be destroyed if the stock were to go' on . the
Market,. and that's only a few short months away.

Now,. we talked abOut -the present situation, fine, we have a
lumber market that is unbelievable andabetvieen the lumber marketthat is now 'facing_ us, plus thvaribleit poverty, programs, that
were instituted and in oppration, we have been able to survive.
Without those two factors, this company and this tribe would bebankrtipt.

The question was raised about the operation of, the sawmill.Around the first of Marchfit was breakup. 'time where you can't
get into the woods. As a resu built an inventory of logs which
will soon be running out, and the there musts, be a period of time,f or repairs of the sawmill, and th is one reason why we have
not been operating night and day pu out lumber to meet the
present market clemanas. s

Now, the present market la due reasons. Now, in the
South and east Texas and the east co seasonably wet weather
all last year and again this spring has caused many of the smaller
plants to shut down completely for lack of material.: We are in a' little bit more fortunate position. The market is there and we aretrying to Jake advantage of it.

Between that and the poverty programs that exist we:have been
able to survive, but once those two conditions are removed we are inreal serious trouble.

I have not prepared a statement, Mr. Chairman. I would like to
'ubmit one at a later time, but this I do want to say: that I have
watched over the years .many of these Indian projects. There was
the relPcatiOn program for example, where, you took Indians away -from reservations and sent them all over the.country, and 6 monthslater. most of theih were back. .,N011 had other projects and programs, .but as soon as the program
stopped, that was the end of it. In addition to receiving assistance
to alleviate-the tax biirdenf I strongly believe that a new approach
must be made to the Indian problem within the boundaries of the
,reservation toward developing' industry, business, and : iirovidingthem a source of income and employment opportunities that are, solacking on every reservation.

One other point that was made,, and that was about the tax prob-lem of the non-Indian I don't, think that we ran arrive .at
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;definite conclusion it this point. I do. believe that; in analyzing tids
situation we find that the biggest amount, the largest amount
of our taxes go toward schools andeduiation as, anywhere else, and
also for welfare.

Nov. if the Congress of the United States enacts a restoration
act. which provides us with many of these services; there would
possibly be a tax relief 'for the people that are now concerned.
But this mAst, be carefully analyted and mist be reviewed and
studied before you can4 come to any firm conclusions,- either for or.
against, continuing the county as it is or separating it into adjacent
counties. - . .

Mr. Chairnaan, I appreciate the opportunity of heing here. I
would like to reserve the. right to submit o, statement at a later
-date.

Mr. MEEDS. Without objection, your statement will be made a part
Y of the record at this poi*, when it is received.

[The statement had .not been received when the hearings wereprintedi
Mr. Gmoxort Mr. Chairman, there is just one morewhat I forgot

to say in my statement was that when we, were appearing before
the committees trying to work out a program and a plan for ter-
mination under the question that was raised, how do you know that
you can't succeedbut I think the record would show now, copiesof it, 11 years of termination. . .

I would like to make that part of the record,. and further, that
hope the committee will act soon and start turning the Menominte

Indian. Corporation, should be returned to a. trust status and the
Menominee Tribe be made eligible for all services and benefits of,being an Indian Tribe.

Thank you. .
Mr. 1VIEEns. Thank you, gentlemen, very much.
Mr. Dm-ii-gy. Mr. Chairman, before I leave I would like to make

one other observation. even though the Bureau of Indian. Affairs, ,

through Commissioner Dylan. Meyer, pushing and promoting the
termination philosophy, from that day until the tribal representa-
tives qontacted the State there was absolutely no contact or com-
munication between the Congress, the Federal Government and the.State on the problems that were initolved in this termination
philosophy,

As a. result, the State of Wisconsin did not authorize through
legislation the establishment of the Indian Study. Committee until1955 ,after the act had passed.

Mr. MEEDS. We don't intend to repeat that problem, sir.
Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. Louis Webster will be the last witness on the Menominee bill.
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'STATEMENT OF LOUIS WEBSTER

Mr. MEEDS; Welcome before the committee, Mr. Webster.
Mr. WEBSTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

,I was asked to come here today to make a report or bring you
up on the conservation going on".in Menominee; County, but I 'feel
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that the conservation problem in Meinombiee County as far as
the Menominee Beople are 'concerned is all right.:

I feel that Iivingaiprogram seTup *here we can, govern ourselves.
and maintain our Own hunting and fishing regulations, the bill
mentions something about our hunting'and fishing rights. This was.
put in there with the undcqstanding of the people, that it could.,
have been Nit in there and didn't have to be put in there because
the Menominees still maintained their hunting and fishing rights
This was never taken away froin us.

Supposedly, they agreed to accept terminatica This is one of the
things they came up and one of the things they insisted on.

I feel it was put in there for a very good reason and that reason.
being-that if there were any questions to our hunting and fishing
rights that this would be,,,self-explaining. As far as our rules and
regulations governing waste at this point we' have no jurisdiction
over them except to prosecute under the State of-Wisconsin statutes,.
and this includes the trespassing laws.

It is very hard for the Indians to live with this and to show the'
White people that what we have here we would like to keep. It's.
hard to sit here and explain it, and I don't believe I can.

When we were terminated, shortly thereafter, many items, an
agreement from that point on, our lakes and part of our streams
has gotten to a point where our fish and our game around is being
driven from thdir natural places of habitat, particularly the lakes
today. Damage has been done to the lakes. This you cannot replace
any more.

I've read reports. 'I see this every day, but the white man hasp
tried to create ; he's destroyed one of the Indians' natural resources.

You can't put it in terms of money. You can never bring this=
back again. There is no way you can bring this back.
. I guess what you would call conservation in the eyes oaf the
Indian is something that is there. It's Mother Nature. It's earth.
It's earth itself, and he respects this.

He doesn't go out and abuse it, like trying to build natural:
lakes and all this; this is only hurting him. You just can't explain it.

I heard testimony here today stating about hunting and fishing
rights of the non-Menominees. They say that us Menominees gave-
them this right.

I looked through the papers that I have at home. I asked people-
that know. I asked people that attended meetings, And nowhefe .
does it state or anybody can tell me that it states that the Meno-
minee people of Wisconsin give this right away.

Our natural resources are getting to a point where they are-
gradually and sometimes in a near future that they will be, like

. in the outside world, gone. I can see a day where one day the
Menominee people won't be able to go out and fish. They won't
be able to go out and hunt. because there will be nothing there if
we don't get restoration, and this 'I believe is going to happen.

Mr. MEEDS. Perhaps your being here, sir, and the way you feel,
bears more eloquent testimony than anyehing you could do.

Mr. WEBSTEEJ would just like to, say, point, I would like,
to say right now that I am not in right now or never will be:
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with Mr. Froehlich's four major "changekp, the bill because the
people, and I mean the Menoinmee .people, had an input into this
bill: and thus I7ili does-not,--these-four item's-on-the bill are-not-
what the Menominee people want.

The Menominee people did not have a good start when they were ,

terminated. It was here and, we had to live with it. But I feel tha
the people in the United States could learn quite a bit from t
Menornmees and all Indians throughout the world in that throi
love, that their love for their land.

Airs. WEJ3STER. My name is Mrs. .Christine Webster. This my
-nephew here. I certainly appreciate his true feelingstin the q stions
that we have before us today. .

I am sure that all the feelings that he is expressing here are the
feelings that involve most of us Menominees today. This land is
ours and I think that my nephew is trying to say that we want,
to keep it as such.

I know' he gets emotional but -I' realize that this is a conveyance
of a, feeling that many of the Menominees feel today.

Mr. Mums. Thank you very much, Mrs. Webster. Thank you,
Mr. Webster.

That ought to be some indication of the depth of feeling that some
people have about this and in. fact the hearings will be in recess
until Jinn 2Sth when we will resume again in Washington,-D.C.

Now we're going to put on'another hat and begin delivering on
a promise we made when we started hearings in the matter of
Wounded Knee in Washington, D.C., some months ago. We said
then that we wanted to look at the underlying problems of which
we felt Wounded Knee was but an Outward manifestation.

When we are in this are we'll have testimony now from people
with regard to regional pro lerns of Indian health and education.

We have here with us from the Minnesota Chippewa, Simon
Howard, chairman, and avid Munnell.

Would you like to come forward, sir.
I' understand, gentleman, that you have some concern about

the. Indian Education Art. While we don't have it before us I
worked with it quite a bit so maybe I can answer some of your
questions and, let's hope, allay some of your fears and learn
something too.

STATEMENTS: OF SIMON HOWARD, PRESIDENT, THE MINNESOTA.
CHIPPEWA. TRIBE, AND DAVID MUNNELL

Mr. HOWARD. We have a statement we would like to make part
of the record.

Mr. MEEDS. Without. obiection, the prepared giaterrient will be
made a part of the record. You may 'proceed to summarize it, sir.

[The statement follows:]

STATEMENT or SIMON HOWARD, PRESIDENT,
TRE MINNESOTA CHIPPEWA TRIBE

The Minnesota -Clippewa Tribe is the govgrning body of six Chippewa
Reservations: Leech Lake, White Earth, Grand Portage, Pond du Lac, Nett
Lake, and Mille Lacs. The Tribe has a total membership of almost 35,000.
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Two very' imPortant areas of -Indian Affairs which must be given ,careful
consideration are the iEndian gealth Service and Indian education. ViThile.

. there_ has ,great rhetoric concerning:these matters 'otier the,
,past four years, there has been very little change --forthcoming aneeien
less tribal consultation.

In the past month, 'efifteen. member Indian. advisory beard to the .0ffice
of Education was appointedOn that board,'there is only one representative
from MinnesOta, Wisconsin, and Michigan. That person is from Xixill'eSina.
and ..has been one of the major opponents of our efforts to achieve self-
determination,

In reading the legislation .establishing.'this committees there,;is; very strong
wording to the effect' that tribal governments would play an important
role In the selection of Committee . members. We now find OE appointing a
man loom our state who' was not nominated. by a tribal governing body In
our state and. who has been openly antagonistic to tribal governments. It
appears that We were. again misled by gOvernmental promises.

Also in education, we find- that we Win been misled in encouraging our
kids to a,ttend. college. After several' years on intense, effort to encourage
. college attendance, there is an ever increasing number of persons who
cannot obtain adequate financial aid, Last year the Minneapolis Area Office
had to get a 4230,006 supplement In order to provide adequate assistance.
This next year, Siie Will be administering the scholarship program and baVe
been Informed that we Rill hav,e to .operate on at ten per-centlesS money than
tans available in 1972-73.. ThiS, is true despite the fact that -we expect at
least 100 more applicants and the costs of college attendance 'in Minnesota ***.

have increased by eight per cent. .

Belated educational Issues are numerous. As an example, we will adminiater.
the Johnson. O'Malley program: for our reservations* in 1973-74, There. we will
be suffering a fifteen per cent decrease'irt funding.. And then we were lead
to believe that the Office of Education was participating in the efforts to
achieve self- determination for Indian people. We developed two exemplary .
lireposals vTalent Search and one to the Fund for Improving Post- Secondary.
Education, Talent Search selected another, from a state college over ours
and the 'Fund never let any minority, applications past the first round of
review.. . .

The other major area of IMmediate concern is the Indian Health .Serviee.
As you, 'know,. we will have no 'Medical services if and when the HIS
clinics and hospitals are closed. Such an occurence would- be a ,disaster to
our reservations. Yet we know that there are federal cut-backs occurring
in all areas. We are faced with health service cutbacks Oh at least two
reservations, We need those services and cannot accept any cutbac-ks;
strongly urge that you ensure that we will not have to take any reductions
in health services.

Two other health related proldenis concern vs very tauch. It seems appro-
priate that' your committee examine these Issues as they are Intricately
related to our self-cletermtnation efforts.

We feel that Indian health Services will eventually have to be contracted
to Tribes. But we have found it extremely difficult to get anywhere witn.PHS
in. discussing this on at least three occasions we have asked to contract for

. some parts of the health services. On each occasion we were frustrated by
bureaucratic red-tape and the 'resistance of 'pHs personnel, This situation'
must change in the near future.

Closely'. related tO the contracting problems are our fruatrations in getting'
Indian peciple employed. by The vacancies In PHS are almost ensured
to on-Indians because the job descriptions and qualifications are made so
as-to prohibit local Indian applicantS from -getting the. lobs. It is apparent
that 'Mese jobs-are made for 'service to PUS '-rather than to the Indian
communities. A good example was a recent vacancy or a sanitation worker.
It required two years of advanced' study and the expertise to `undertake
sanitation surveys. Yet the worker was supposed to fumigate houses, unplug,
sowers, and other such teaks. And across the board we find where the job
flettertptions have no relationship to actual duties assigned. In this one
(Otle, we bad,-a local Indian who was well qualified.to Assume the job duties
but he was denied employment becante he couldn't meet the qualifications
outlintl In the job description. We. pimply 'can't tolerate this any longer,'

.
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We nr you to examine these issues very carefully. If possible we would
like you to initiate an inquiry into the process of selection for the Indian
Education Advisory Board, an inquiry Into the inadequate funding of Indian
educational programs, the lac.k of QE's participation in offr self-determination
efforts, and the many problems associated with the Indian Health Service.

Mr. How.Aun Now, on the education part, we are concerned with"
the implementation of this bill.. We find that we-are being put
in the same position we were last year where we had different
committees representing Indians and not Indian committees that
were elected by us.

This, again, is happening to Indian territory in Minnesota and
we are particularly interested in finding out who appointed this
advisory committee of 15 members' Nobody seems to know who
does these things on our behalf.

Mr. Munnell will elaborate a little bit more on education.
would like to get in some related fields on health.

No. 1, we find ourselves again in the position of where if we want
something as Indians, that is all, that's necessary' to make sure
that we don't get it, and make rules and regulations -that seem to
prohibit these things.

We are wondering if there is true self determination, -then we
should be allowed to make our own mistakes. Now, from the Tame-
Sota, Chips to the Menominees, certainly when you people are
enjoying your enforced emAncipation we will do everything in our.
power to, welcome you back into the most select society in North
America.

[General laughter.]
Now, in housing I'm just going to touch on a few things. Again,

we find housing in. MinnesotaI'm not sure if poorly is the right ,
word to use. Houses that are normally costing $21,000 are costing
up to $60,000 because of the way they're being built. They are
being moved. It's been in the papers, and now we would like to
bring out, perhaps, some of the reasons why and just to maybe
elaborate on it.

We had a maxi in the Bureau of Indian ,Affairs in the housing.
We got a certain number of houses on cement slabs, which really
are no good in Minnesota, when you try to fix utilities that are
under the slabs. No. 2, we get a road in that area and we're looking
at it, I say, where's_the ap.proaches to the homes, and he sayS, well,
we didn't dare put them. in. And we asked him why.

Now, this man stated that the reason we did not have an approach
to the home was because of the fire hazard. We said, what do you
mean, fire hazard. He said, well, don't you Indians put a fire under
your car to start them?

Now., this is the type of official we get as head of housing and
not only that, they put him up in a bigger job in 11.01) arid we
still .have to contend with him. And this is why they have the
problems in Minnesota today in housing,

We would, also like to bring up AIM a, little bit, bectuSe it so
happens .that one of the officials of AIM is my cousin and I aril not
ashamed of it They're doing their thing. which is all right But we
understand that there's some talk.'of taking money§ that arelnaybe
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to be used for the benefit of all of us to pay 'for. some so-called
damages that they may have caused.

. We feel that this isn't right. The're's verxlittle money as it'is and
should be at least used for what itiwas intended.
We would like to seq. Public Law 280 retiealed.'We find ourselves

in the positioW'that if I hit, my wife I can't get arrested but if I
hit my white.buddy's wife, they'll come pick me up immediately.
That's the kind of law we have today in Minnesota.. '-

We are in a gray area and we just cannot do that. We are not
eligible for LEA. because of Public Law 280. We ,have related crime
,problems that we cannot do anything about because of the fact that
we're under 280.'

If we were declared eligible for' .this LEA. package, then we
could do something. and we are certainly willing to try.

Most of this will be coming to you as documented, and with that,
I thank you for the privilege of appearing before the committee.

STATEMENT OF DAVID MUNNELL, CHAIRMAN OF THE CHIPPEWA
RESERVATION

Mr. 1VIthriam. My name is David Munnell. I'm chairman of the
, reservation.

Simon Howard is also my secretary-treasurer of the Deep Lake
Reservation. He's also president of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe.

I want to touch on a few things that he said, education. We were
going to bring our education man here today to speak before the
committee on this new education bill. There are some parts of it
that we object to.

One is talking about control. On our reservation we have- eight
school districts. We have about a quarter-million dollars of Johnson-
O'Malley funds that come into the reservation and this coming
July we will actually have committees, our own Indian committees,
on how' we see,-fit to help our children.

We . are talking about the national education moneys. We. as
Indians are working on packages to apply for some of these
moneys. OK, so are these school districts with their hand-picked
committees, so again we will have a conflict.

Thil was-the same position we have been in these last 8 years
I have been tribal chairman, the last two terms I have been tribal
chairman,and to me that means a waste of time again, hard feelings
in a biracial community; such as we have on Leech Lake.

We have problems: I appreciate that man that was up here that
made that testimony who- fou d it hard to bring his words out.
We also.are engaged in a co 'et like that.

We have been in the courts r 3 years. On our own reservation
the Only one that gets arrested is ,an Indian, so we're into that.

That's what I'm saying, we ave enough hard feelings on that
reservation without this same se up that we had before being forced
on us. Thlit bill was prostitute so bad, that we feel we're going to
have that same plight all ov again trying to get control of 'some
of that money to help our ople.

Mr. MirEre. Well, what ntrol do you have now, sire
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Mr. Mote ELL: Right now we've got dur own committees, our own.
/ Johnson-Q'Malley committees. This coming July 1st our Indian com-

mittees will-now take over the disbursement of the moneys how we
see fit to help our Indian students, and now the national education
moneys that come in, each school district is applying for it.
, It has to' come through the school board. Maybe in some communi- , ,

ri
(ties it can work. well but not in ours. Not on our reservation. We .

know this. We have had too many probleEJong before I become
.chairman. -

Mr. Simon noward was chairman years back, before meo. Ile
had the same problems. *

Mr. Mmes. Do you have an Indian school board? I

Mr. ROWARD. Nope.
' Mr. MTINZIZI.L. Nope. .

. Mr. MEWS. Well, that's. the major problem right there then.
Mr. Murm,L. Yes.
Ask some more questions.
Mr. MEMEL Are there any members at all of the school board that

are Indians f . .
Mr. MT1NNELL. Nope. And I can guess your next question, run' ,..,

forschool board. Get on the school board. D

I'll tell you wh..t happens. We run for election-,--we had the
biggest election a while back here. We tried to get one Indian

. ; candidate out of five. They gerrymandered our school district, so.
the positions are at large. . .

We ran one Indian candidate. The John Birchers, thesepeople
iwant us all out. That's the biggest election they ever had in that

county, just the one we had 2 weeks ago.
That happens time and time again. We've run Indians on the

village council. We have never placed one there.
We have run them on the school boards. We ran them on the

County Commission.
When the Indian does not get involved in the campaign, just

about 100 people show up. Jug the moment you run one Indian
candidate they get 1,000 against you. That's happened time and
time again. So, we don't take kindly to that advice when they tell
us, 01,c, chief, get your Indians together and run, get one of these'
positions. It is not possible on our reservation because they outvote
us' to 1 and they get out in force. I don't believe they missed one
vote in that area. .

And this is what worries us, and Simon brought out the fact that
we have problems there. We are under Public Law 280e- We' are
going over to different organizations, different foundation 'groups,
for moneys.

We have appeared in person. We have written letters. Every
organization that we approach, always hits us with those same
words such as these. You are Wider Public Law 280. You are not
eligible for funds.

If the only solution that we've got is to go for a retrocession,
getting out from under Public Law 280, that's what we'll try, and
when we do we will have the same old problems ?wain\ that we
had when we `started: thili lawsuit on fishing and hunting: There
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will be vigilante groups. Some lakes, they'll have Ave -meetings,
where this is bad news.

We would like to work within the- system: instead of getting the
runaround every plaCe we go-to, .

'Thew are just some of the problems that we have. Eight Way'
we've got a resolution in the' Department of Interior to get on the
list so that we can be eligible for LEAA:funds.

We were on a list last year and we're kicked off the list. We
did some research on lit, They tell us, they have told us, they told .
us in Washillgtori, yob. are not eligible= for funds..

They've been telling us for 6 years to. be exact, 6 years ago we
first applied for funds. OK, we do know, of .280 reservations that
have received law and order funds.

Mr MEEDS. Who represents your area, sir; in Congress?
Mr. Mormer.t.. Bob Bergland.
Mr. IVInEns. What percentage of the children in these schools are

Indian children? .

Mr. Min.714ELL4 I'll tell you, I'm from one of the, biggest ones.
We've got the biggest Indian population going to 'grade school,
about 50 percent,

Now, in high school that .drops real drastically. I'd say it drops
down to,..I'd tay about 21 ot5,22 percent.. .

Mr. Mews. What's the name of that/
Mr, MlINNELL. Cass Lake.
I think about 5' years ago, I think it was down to about 6 or

7 percent.
'Mr. Lu.rns. But what about total population, percentage, in

the school districts?
Mr. Howtiw. Are you talking about the total reservation or in

this particular school district?
Mr. Luan.x. What I'm.trying to get at is the voting population. -
Mr. Rowan). It's approximately 3 to 1.
Mr: Ltr.rAx. Non-Indian?
Mr. How.Aun. Yes, There's a non-Indianthere's an 80 percent

increase in the vote when we fielded' one Indian candidate. Normally
the election is min by between 200 and 300 votes. This year there
was darned near a thousand votes cast.

Mr. MVNNELL. Let me elaborate a little on that election. The
Indian. that we ran was a young man, about 26 years old, He's got
a real good background, honor student and University of Minnesota
graduate: He takes time out. He worked on our program. He war
our director.

-IIe worked in 'different areas as a 'planner for us. He has a real
good background, and the person he ran against was a non;Indian.
I think he is a logging 'operator. He runs a sawmill, according to
his qualifications, and he wasn't ashamed to admit it. This man that
ran against our Indian, he had a 7th grade education and when
he was up before this Meet the Candidate meeting he could not answer
one 'question relating to school problems in the school, And still that
man, was elected. ,

Mr. Mum: Well, one of the obvious indications of that testimony
is ow of inoiudico by individual human. beings ,and, know
how we: legislate against prejudice.
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Mr.'Muzzimt,,'The legislation on the National Indian Education
Act leaves. most. of the power within the school board.

*Mr. 30 Ens. And I certainly don't want to argue with yok sir, but
first of all there is a national advisory' council on Indian education
which is composed of Indians, which you don't have now. Now,
maybe it's not. exactly what you want but at least it's a step forward.

:Would. you disagree with that?.
Mr. Hownno. Yes', definitely..
This 'is one of the complaints, and that is, how is that board

picked.
Now, let nie elaborate on the *man that represents us. This man

has made definite statements that he is against all tribal governments
on reservations. He believes that there should be no such.,thipg.. 'Yet
he is enjoying-one of the highestpositionein the State of 3inesota
and is also on= this national. advisory' board. And who picked him?
This is one of our questions we .would like to get answered.

Mr. Mains. I understand its Will Antell, and without getting
into personalities, I assume that his name was submitted, like the
others were, through the secretaries from the areas, the BIA,*by
educators and in the office of education, and other people.

didn't have any input in the selection of the board, nth. did I
expect to have, but I have rather high regard for some bf the peoPle
who were selected from my area, in the Meld Of Indian education.

I've heard' that Will Antell at least discusSes education, Mind I
felt that he was pretty knowledgeable about it.

Mr. HOWARD. Then apparently it was .not through an Indian
tribe that Will Antell was elected, at least from Minnesota.

Mr. MEEDS. I can't tell you that but I'll try and find out.
Mr. HowAno. We would appreciate it, because we have a man

that has a Master's in education, a Master's degrekin educatioii,
Mr. Mum: I think Will Antell does too, doesn't he?
Mr. Ho nn. No. e'

He ma to going for it. We have a man Mt we wanted considered.
pvery" tribe in Minnesota wanted him, and we Want to know
what happened.

Mr. -Mmes. We'll try and find 4it, but again, that's no reason to
be opposed to that legislation. Maybe the legislation needs ain'ending
to provide that these people will be selected. by the tribes in the
arca or ethinE like that. .

Mr. H ADD. Sir, I guess We'fe, not .Making ourselves. clear.
Number one, we have been in the positiOn for the last 1150 years

of being under control of a non-Indian *school board. Now, we heard
these people talking about a 'tax base.

The Most solvent school district in the State 'of Minnesota is in
the Cass Lake area." Due to one thing there's approximately 000,000
acres of land. Of that 90 pereent is nontaxable land and as a result
Federal money is pouring in there, and it's a tax paradise for every
buQinessman.

They 'realize it and they're going to control it as much as they
Can. Its because I'm an Indian that they're getting these funds, not
}veal& they're in there.'

All right, then. We have no input into the school ever since I
can remember. We have had to sit there. The Bureau, the Vederal
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GOVernment puts that. money into non- dian lands and they -dis-
burse it the way they see fit. .

.

They send a big bus out to carry kids to a footlpall game. They
put one Indian on there so they could use ,Tohnson20'Malley bands
for travel. .

This is what's happening. This is what we don't like, and this
is exactly what's happening again through the so-called advisory
board.. ..
..This is what we are objecting to, the prostitution, as he called it,
of the bill. They've screwed it up so damn bad thftt you can't. do
nothing, whether it'swe're in the same situation today as we were.

This is what we're objecting to.
Mr. WEEDS.. What specific violations have taken place under the

Indian Education'Aet?
No fundsiave-been eXpended yet under that act. .
Mr. HOWARD. This is true, but lust as soon as it is I can assure

you it won't be under Indian .control, I can assure you of that.
It will be under school board control. -

This is what we're trying to say. .
Mr. MELTS. I know of no way to provide funds for public educa-

. Mom without milking those funds subject to the control of the local
school hoards. Have you got some idea how you'd do itt

Mr. HowAnn: 'this is how Johnson-O'Malley funds are today,
aren't they? -,

Mr. 111sEns. No, Johnson-O'Malley funds are Supposedly controlled
by the, states in coordination with the Bureau of -Indian Affairs.

411 Now, I think there's a lot to be desired and this committee
Mr. HOWARD. I hate to 'agree with a committee member.
Mr. 11. ;EDS. Well, whether you agree or disagree, Mt me finish.
These. unds are supposedly, at. least, controlled by the State

sc pool and or the State department of education in consultation
with the 13IA. There are some real bad illuStrations of misuse of
Johnson-0'11Ialley funds of which I am personally aware, and this
committee is going to get into the whole Johnson-O'Malley question.

And I think there is ample rkson for you to be disillusioned
with the way that money is being spent under Johnson-O'Malley.
I wouldn't disagree with you about that tit all. .

Mr. HOWARD. I guess-Thin just disagreeing with one thing. We
have taken over control of-.the Johnson-O'Malley. funds. as a tribe.
Now, this has been in that law. ever since it has been there, It
Was siirmosed to be for Indian use and Indian control.

Mr. Mums. Only for Iudian use. . .

Mr. HOWARD. yes. And under the, I guess, control of Indians
because this is how we got control of it, this year.

All right, now this is what we are trying to say. This new Indian.
Education Act is going to throw some more money right back into
the same hands that have been misusing it, and I use the term in
the strongest sense.

This is what we are objecting to, and I. guess every member on
that board, as far:as we can determine, is not Indian Oriented. They
are State or bureaucratically inclined.

In other. words, they do what they are 'told. Then there is no
self-determination.
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And with that, I will not take any more of your time.
Mr. Alms. Let me just once again say, and I appreciate your

suggestion oil this,.,but,X do not know how you distribute funds to
public education without distributing them through the instruments
which control public education and those are local sehool boards.

Now, if you've got an idea how we eau. do it, I would, like to
have it.

We appreciate your writing to us, and we'll try to look into
the method of selection of these members..

You also ought to look at the act. While my recollection is a
little hazy, it seems to me. there's some requirement for ,Indian ad-
visory board in 'each one of the schools that are receiving funds
under the act too.

Mr. Timm. That' is the problem. You are creating two boards
again to sup osedly control the Indian part of education. As a
result, like I old you, you would start a

trouble without anyone else making one for us, and Wank
you very much,

Mr. MMUS. Thank you.
The next witnesses are Arvina Tiwer and Edward Driving Hawk.
Ms. Thayer will be discussing Midian, health and Mr. Driving t

Hawk will be discussing alcohol related problems. &will
..........

STATEMENTS OF ARVINA THAYER AND EDWARD DRIVING HAWK

Mr. MmEns; Please proceed, Mrs. Thayer.
Ms. TrrA7n. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, ladies

and (gentlemen I'm going to present some information about the
health status of the Wisconsin Indians.

, I'm here representing'the Great. Lakes Inter-Tribal Council, Inc.
The injustices suffered by the American Indian are readily realized

upon examining the conditions of Wisconsin Indian people. They
are yictims of poverty, substandard housing, islolation,"dependency,
prejudice, ill health, harsh winters, long travel distances, all which
contribute to the status of their health.

The causes of death among the Indian population indicate the
seriousness of the health care situation.

There is an accident death rate for the Wisconsin Indian popu,
laiton of- 21/2 times that of the white population in the State.

There is a preventable death rate for the Wisconsin Indian popu-
lation 11,i times as great as for the white population of the State.

There is an infant death rate for the Wisconsin Indian popula-
tion 2 times as great as the white population in the State,

Mental and physical health can also be considered as a factor
which influences a dropout rate of 8 percent and a juvenile delin-
quency rate of 8 percent. .

Scattered throughout central and northern Wisconsin are 10
Indian tribes. The Winnebago tribe lives in scattered communitjes-
in several counties, from Wisconsin Dells to La Crosse to Witten-
lfrerg. In northwestern Wisconsin, the St. Croix, Tribe is located
in five communities in Polk, Barron,qund Burnett Counties. The Lac
Oourte Oreilles Tribe is locatenn northwestern Wisconsin in Sawyer
County. i
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You might refer to the back of this testimony indicating their
location.

On the shores of Lake Superior are the lands of the Bad RWer
and Red Cliff Tribes. In north central Wisconsin is the Lac du
Flambeau Tribe which is situated in Was County: The Mole- Lake
and Forest County Potawatomi Tribes are located in Forest County
in northeast Wisconsin. The home of the Stockbridge-Mulnsee people
is located in central Wisconsin in Shawano County.' The Oneida
community, located between Appleton and Green Bay, is the only
tribe near a metropolitan area. 4

Preventable deaths are those causes of death which show a rapid
decline with committed medical and public health attention.

I have swill° statistical table, included in this testimony, and. I
won't go over those.

Mr. Mns. Without objection, your. entire prepared statement
will be made a part of the record.

Ms. THAYER-All right.
The Indian population of the State is for the most part victims of

a low econotnic..status. The management information system of
Great Lakes Inter-Tribal Council shows that 88.1 percent of Indian
families have an income below the poverty level. One of the primary
reasons for this is the lack of employment .opportunities. The em -.
ployment opportunities which 4, exist- tend to be of a seasonal
and low skill nature. The highitate of unemployment, which is as
high as 70 percent in .one tribe, points out the need for services and
development. This combination of low income and high unemploy-
ment as shown by the data in-table II is reflected by the health
status of the people.

The data revealed in table III show that communities surrounding
Indian communities have eimilar characteristics. For example, the
Wisconsin per capita taxable income by counties in 1969 ranges
from $1,051 to $3,768. The State a:verage is $2,981. Every county
with a significant Indian population falls below the average. Nine
out of 17 counties in which there is a distinct Indian population
have a co my population of less than 20,000. The combination of low
economic status and low population limits the extent of services
available to the Indian people.

Housing for elderly varies in each community. It is not uncommon.
for people to live in substandard honsingData from the GLITC
CAP office indicate that 55.8 percent of the 1,180 dwelling units in
Indian communities are classified as substandard. .

Indian communities tend, to be located a considerable distance
from towns or cities which provide goods and services. As shown
by the data in table IV travel distances range from 5 to 50 miles.
This factor of physical distance, contributes to their isolation.

No Indian community ha's a public transportation system. Limited
bus transportation is available at some distance from the Indian
communities.

The quality of health care varies from tribe to tribe. Three tribes
have local clinics with limited services. There are two clinics
staffed by volunteers which provide service twice a month.
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The Indian population, as all minority groups are subjected to
prejudicial 'attitudes by the nhjority population. These attitudes
affect their participation in benefits and the' quality of the goods
and services meant for their welfare.

Mr. Mures. Could I ask some .questions about the labor statistics
and the unemployment figures you have here/

Do these statistics take into consideration everyone who is em-
ployable and looking for employment on at least a relatively r ar
basisor do they, as do so many employment statistics on Inds
reservations, consider only those who are looking for work and
wind up in the unemployment office?

Ms. "'HATER. This of course is taken from the Congressional
IRecord. The Tribes have their own OEDP's which they have de-
veloped and we didn't include these figures. Some are a little higher.
Some are a little lower.

As far as your question goes, I think they include those people
that are looking for work, but there are no jobs available locally.
There needs to be something developed. and this is the only way
we are going to have better health conditions, if people do have
their work.

Mr. MEWS. Well, that's one of the problems with Indian emplOy-
ment statistics. Often unemployment has been so high for so long
that there are some people who simply don't look for work any
more because they know it's useless.

Now, in some statistics they would not be counted as unemployed
but they are the worst unemployed. You see only the ones who go into
thb unemployment office weekly ,or monthly or biweekly and say,
"ire there any jobs today," who are counted, and who draw unem-
ployment compensation.

So, it really glosses over what, is ...a much worse unemployment
problem in Indian tribes on Indimi reservations than in cities.

Ms. THAYER. I agree with you.
Mr. AIEEDS. Well, we appreciate 'very much this information. This

will be very good information for our records.
Thank you.
Okay, Mr. Driving Hawk. Would you please go ahead.
[The statement of Ms. Thayer follows:]

STATEMENT or ARVINA THAYER. COORDINATOR,
GREAT LAKES INTER-TRIBAL COUNCIL, INC,

COMMUNITY IIEALTII REPRESENTATIVE PROGRAM

Ile injustices suffered ,b3; the American Indian are readily realized upon
examining the conditions of Wisconsin Indian' people. They are victims of
poverty, substandard housing, isolation, dependency, prejudice, ill health,
harsh winters, long travel distances, all which contribute to the status
of their health.

The causes of death among the Indian population indicate the, seriousness
of the health care.situatfon.

There is an accident death rate for the Wisconsin Indian population
of 21/2 times that of the white population in the state.

There is a preventable death rate for' the Wisconsin Indian population
114 times as great as for the white poptilation of the state.

Prerentable deaths are those causes of death whielf show a rapid decline with corn -
mated medical and public health attention,
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There is an infant death rate, for the' Wisconsin Indian pdpulation
2 times as great as the white population in the state.

Mental and *hysical health can also, 'be cOnsidered as a' factor which
influences a dropout rate of 8% and a juvenile delinquency rate of 8%..

Scattered throughout central and northern Wisconsin are ten Indian tribes.
The Winnebago Tribe lives in scattered communities in several counties,
from Wisconsin Dells to La Crosse to Wittenbe1g. In northwestern Wisconsin,
the St, Croix. Tribe is located in live, communities in Polk, Barron and Burnett
Counties. The Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe 18 located in northwestern Wisconsin
in Sawyer' County. On the shores of Lake Superior are the lands of the
Bad River =and Red Cliff Truibesi- In north central Wisconsin is the' Lie du
Fla.mbeau Tribe which is situated in Vilas County. The Mole Lake and
Forest County Potawatomi Tribes are located in Forest County in northeast
WiSconsireThe home of the Stockbridge-Munsee people is located in central
Wisconsin in Shawano County. The Oneida community, located betweenAppleton and Green Bay, is the only tribe near aometropolitan area.

TABLE I, 'POPULATION CYLARA TER

Tribe: ,
Bad River

' Lac COurte Oreilles
Lac du Flambeau
Mole Lake,.
Oneida '

.
Potawatomi
Red Cliff
St. Croix
Stockbridge-Munsee
Winebago

Total '\ .
,. 1 Source-1970 U.S. Census Deteriktired by Indian

Distinct Indian Community.

CS OF TRIBES 1

Popalation

t
Population in Counties

Total

710
861

* 905
138

2, 759
138
596
434
981

1, 492

9, 020
with a

The, Indian population of the state is for the most part, victims. of a. low
economic status. The Managen/ent Information System of Great Lakes Inter-
Tnibal Council shows that 88.1 per cent of Indian families have an income
below the poverty level. One. of the primary reasons for this is the lack of
employmgnt opportunities. The employmen

a.
oppprtunities which do exist tendto be of. seasonal and low skill natu The high rate of unemployment,

which is as high as 70 per cent In one tr4e, .points out the need for services
and developm8nt. This combination of ,low income and .high unemploymentas shown by the data in Table II is reflected jby the health status of thepeople. '`

TABLE II, ECONOMIC CILARACTERISTICS or TRIBES 1 .,
0

[Percent of unempleyment in population]Tribe:
I'

1

Bad River - 49Lac Courte Orgilles
-4 1,. 18 .o

Lae du Flambeau 31Mole Lake
-4 . 53Oneida 8Potawatomi r.,..,_ 70

Red Cliff , r-St: Croix L 27Stockbridge-Munsee
it!;, 25Winnebago 39

1 Congressional Record, July 29, 1970.
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The data revealed in Table III show that communities surrounding' Indian
communities' -have similar" characteristics. For exaMTIC, the Wisconsin Per
capita taxable income by counties in 1969 ranged from $1,051 to $3,763. The
state average is $2,981, Every Lcounty with a significant Indian population
falls below the average. Nine out of 17 counties in which there is a distinct
Indian population have a ecrunty population of less thane 20,000. The combi-r
nation of low economic status and low population limits. the extent of
services available to Indian people.

Housing or elderly varies in each community. It is not 'uncommon for
people to liye in substandard housing. Data from the ;GLITC, OAP office'
indicate that '55.8 percent of the 1180 dwelling units in Indian communities
are clfissified as substandard.

TABLE 111 COUNTY, PULATION AND WISCONSIN PER CAPITA TAXABLE INCOME-190

County Total poindation

Wisconkin.per
papa taxable

Income

Adams
Ashland
Barron
Bayfield
Brown

. 9,234
16, 743

r 33, 955
11, 683 .

158,244
Burnett 9,276
Forest 7, 891 . .

Jackson 15,325.
Juneau 18, 455
LaCrosse 80, 468
M o n r o e : . 31, 610
Outagamie- . - , 119, 356 .
Polk ... 26, 666
Sawyer. 9, 670
Shawanti 32, 650
Vilas .4. 10,958.,.
Wood 65,362

2 153
2. 105
2,195
1, 889

, Z 856
1, 895
Lan
2,170
2, 249.
2, §01
Z 224
2, 928
2, 296
1, 913
2, 209
2.479
2,783

Source: Wisconsin Bureau of Planning and Budget.

Indian communities tend to be located a. considerable distance frani towns or
cities which provide goods and services. As shown by the 'data in Table IV
travel distances range from 5 to 50 miles, This factor of physical distance
contributes to their isolation.

No Indian Community- has a public' transportation system. Limited bus
transportation is available at some distance from the Indian communities.

TABLE IV
Distance to closest
goods and services

Tribe:
a
center

Bad River 13
Lac Courte Oreilles 20-50
Lac du Flambeau 12-40
Mole Lake he 8-40
Oneida 5-30
Potawatomi 8-50
Red Cliff - 30
St. Croix _. 15-40
Stockbridge-Munsee 10-30
Winnebago .10-40

The quality of health ;Deere varies from tribe fo tribe. Three tribes have
local clinics with limited services, There are two clinics staffed, by volunteers
which provides service twice a month. .

The Indian population, as all minority groups are subjected to prejudicial
attitudes by the majority Population. These attitudes affect their "participation



in benefits and the quality of, the goods and services meant for their welfare.
The CHR Program proposes to surmount some of the above sittia0ons

Wikonsin Indian-people can have a better quality of life,
OBJECTIVES

To improve the overall ,health status of the. Wisconsin. Indian population
it is ,proposed -that the Community. Health. RepreSentp.tiVe ?rdgram achieve
the following objectives::

1. TO IMPrOVe the mental health status of, the Wisconsin Indian 'Population.
2, To improve the nutritional status of the 'Wisconsin Indian.pepulatiOn.

To improve. the environmental health Status: of the Wisconain. Indian
population. V .

4. To increase the number of people who receive dental and medical care,
5. To inform the population of, family planning practices..

MENTAI. ITEALTIT ,

.Several factors indicate the seriousness of mental health among Wisconsin
Indian people.:

41. high rate of .alcoholiam, deaths from cirrohis of the liver and pneuinOnts,
an accidental death rate which is 2% times, the rate of the White poptilatiOn,
attempted suicides, an eight per cent high school drop out rate compared to
three per cent for the total state. While .05% of the students in the state
are Indian, 7.4% of the Wisconsin Scheol for Girls are Indians. .

While: all these factors may be related to the status of mental health there
is often an interrelationship of such factors. Economic.'status, 'Prejudice; .dis-;-
elimination, self concept, awareness of opportunities are all factors whi,1
contribute.

Wforts in programming in mental .health have- been sporadic, at best. 'While
the CHR program has neither the expertise nor the resources to fully .cepe
with the complexities . of the problems which ,,affect mental health it IS
expected that each CHR will develop at least. one program which can make
a contribution which' will lessen:, the .seriousness of the situation,.

Such programMing efforts will also serve as a guide and impetus to the
possibility of developing a .tnore significant program M deal with the
problem. .

Objeotite8
1. To reduce the rate of alcoholism, .

2. People to develop a more positive self concept.
3. Parents to develop awareness of parental responsibilities, _-
4. Parents to practice child. rearing practices which foster positive

development.
5. People to developnnulti-interests for leisure time activities.
6. The use of drugs. by youth to be prevented or reduced.

Resource8
L GLITC Alcoholism Program
2. GLITC Youth Development
3. 'Mental Health Clinics

NVTBITLON

Data relating the causes of death indicate that the nutritional: status of
Wisconsin Indian people, needs to" be improved., The death rate attribUted
to diabetes mellitus is more than three times as high for the Indian. population
as it is for the total population oi the state. --The, fact that 27% of the
deaths. of Indian people is caused by a heart disease can frequently be
related to inadequate nutrition. The preventable death rate which is one and
a half times as high is also influenced by poor nutrition.

mental
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Objectives

1. Muni lies to consume the nutritionally required amounts of vitamin A,
vitamin '(1§ non-calcium and protein foods. I

2. Families to increase consumer competency regarding ,food buying.
3. Pregnant women to receive recommendea nutritional ,requirements,
4. Infant' and. preschool children, to receive recommended nutritional re4

quirements. '
5. To reduce the.degree of obesity among WiscOnain Indian people,
C. Diabetics to have information se they. can .contra: the disease.,
T. To reduce the incidence of cholesterol.
& Youth to; appreciate the of nutrition Ana to practice adequate -

nutrition. ,
9. Youth to participate in school .limch Programs;

number of breakfast programs in sebo418 to be increased,.
11. The elderly to participate in feeding programs.
12. Wisconsin Indian people to Participate in appropriate food programs

such as food4stamps and, surplus commodities,
13. Eligible people td participate in social service, programs which can

enhance the food budget.
RepourCeP;

Staff of OLITO's Infant Mortality ,Progrant and Einergency_ Food Program,
Youth Development Program and Head Start ,Program Can contribute to this
phase of the pr6gram. AlSo, Expanded Food and Nutrition "Program Assistants
of the 11W-ExtenSion Program will assist in;,meeting the above objectives in
the counties where they are located. UW4*tension faculty Will cooperate
with theOHR Program in Meeting the above obieetites.

EXVIIIONMENTAL HEALTH

Situlttion
The environmental health of the Indian people of Wisconsin has been

neglected. Although there are some projects such as housing sanitation. -landfill and water facilities, the needs have not been met. Following are problem
areas which OHR's may work toward solving.

1. Water testing.
2. Garbage disposal (sanitary land MO.
3. Care of -new homes.
4, Clean up.
5. Rabies clinics.

-6. Getting rid of junk cars.
7. Education programs on fire hazards, and accidents in homes.
8. Pest control.

Objectives
1. To. insure a safe water supply by testing water.
2. To promote adequate garbage disposal.
& To coordinate efforts in maintaining new homes,
4. For communities to be rid of litter and debris.
5. Dogs to be free of rabies.
6. Communities to reduce their number of junk cars,
7. Home accidents to be reduced.
8. Household pests to be controlled.

Resources,
I. /I. environmental health Sta will help in proViding assistance to the

CHR's otr Um* problems, also County nurse, ASO, Town government and MR,
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FAMITX PLANNING

Situation
. The following data indicated the need for family planning program.

1. A live birth rate of 33.1 per thousand for Indian people in Wisconsin
compared to 17.9 per thousand for The total state.

2. 41.6% of Indiaii births in 1970 were considered excess live births in
comparison to 22.8% for the white population in Wisconsin.

3. 25.3% of the Indian births In. 1970 were out of wedlock as compared
to 8.6% of the non-Indian population in Wisconsin.

4. The Indian infant mortality rate for the. years 1967-69 was 27 per
l'housand compared to 18.5 thousand for the total state population for the
years 1966-1970. This high birth rate reflects the fact that the lower economic
status Of the faihily, the larger the family and the younger the age at which
child-bearing begins. Early procreation and very high birth rates result in
higher infant and maternal death rates as, Well as a higher incidence of
birth defects. It is, for these reasons, that effective family planning can
provide. a means of alleviating poverty and deprivation and improving the
health and well-being of the Indian people. It can also contribute to improved
marital relations and more stable families.

Family planning can also provide. an important method of improving
maternal health through requiring the initial pelvic kamination in order
to detect any abnormalities or disease, a Pap smear to determine whether
or not there is cervical cancer, a blood presSure reading, hemoglobin or
hematoerit, a culture for gonorrhea, urinalysis for glucose and allaimin.

Family planning can provide assistance- to couples who want -children but
have not been able to do so: Family planning can help families space their
children and control the ,size of their family. Also, family planning can
result in happier marriages, healthier ;families

'
less financial stress and an

opportunity for self realization. Also there Is indication of an incidence. of
veneral disease.

Objectives
1. Indian people to be informed of family planning metluida.
2. Indian people to practice u method of family planning of- Their choice

it they wish to do so.
3. Indian people to receive medical service to increase fertility if needed.
4. Adult Indian wpme'n to have an annual physical checkup which includes

a Pap test, a pelvid examination, blood pressure teSf, hemoglobin or hema-
tocrit, a culture for gonorrhea and urinalysis for glucose and albumih.

5. Indian people to recognize and control veneral disease.
Resources

Each CHR is to utilize the training which they have received. They will
cooperate with the GLITC Infant Mortality Project staff in programming,
County health nurses and members of the medical profession, will serve as
resources.

NARRATIVE MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH

Problem
The Wisconsin Indian population suffers from an infant mortality rate

of more than twice that of the non-Indian population. Because of the drastic
infant rate, lack of adequate health care, and sizable population,. the Great
Lakes Inter-Tribal Council of Wisconsin proposes to develop a Pilot Brogram
to reduce the rate of,infant mortality.

General economic and Social conditions on the Great Lakes. Inter-Tribal
which encompasses the 10 Indian Reservations contribute to this factor. His-
torically high unemployment rates, low income levels, sub-standard housing,
15 to 60 miles to medical facilities, lack of adequate medical faellities, preju-
dicial atti udes, lack of information by parents contribute to this situation.

The foll wing statistics indicate the seriousness of health, care for infants.
41.6% of Indian births in 1970 were considered excess live births in

comparison to 22.8% for the white population.
25.3% of Indian births in 1970 were out of wedlock as compared to

8.6% of the non-Indian population.
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The Indian infant mortality rate for the years 1967-1969 was 2T per
1000 compared to 18.5 per 1000 for 'the total state population for the
years 1966-1970.

The critical population is for women under the age Of 18 and women over
the age of 40. Women who are diabetic or alcoholic are also considered part
of the critlear.population. Research shows that infants born, to women under
the age of 18 and over the age of 40 have a greater tendency toward infant
mortality and general health problems. Alcoholism is. considered the most
serious of Indian health problems and diabetes is considered the second most
serious health problem.
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STATEMENT OP EDWARD DRIVING RAMC

Mr. Darviwo HANK. Yes, first of all, I would like to say 'that I'm
director of Incline Inc., which is an organization which was primarily
interested in treatment of alcoholism and prevention. of alcoholism,
and alcohol abuse, among the Indians, in Wisconsin.

We work iii close conjunction With the Great Lakes Inter-Tribal
Council and° all other Indians thipughout the State. Xn my prepared

"statement the Great Lakes Inter-Tribal Council and Incline; recog-
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snize that alcoholism and drug abuseis one cif the greatest. health
a d social problems of the Indians of Wisconsin.

is was pointed out in the recent passage of two resolutions
which directed the Indian Health Service and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to become involved in the prevention of ,alcoholisni. I would
like to state at this time that up until this point therehas been no
funds for either the Indian. Health Service or the Burean of Indian
Affairs designated or earmarked strictly for alcoholism.

They have been totally out of the problem of alcoholism as such,
, or drug abuse.. They have been relying totally on the National In-
stitute of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse for funding.

We first had a report on alcohol and health by SecretaryRichard-
gin of HEW included to Congress, that among American Indians
alcoholism is at an epidemic level; more than twice the national
average.

This report was prepared by the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse -and Alcoholism. The Wisconsin State alcoholism plan for
prevention,- treatment,ind control of alcohol abuse and alcoholism
for the fiscal years 1972 and 1973 found that factors associated with
a higher rate of alcohol abuse included the No. 1 Indian population
and fathilies below Social Security Administration poverty level.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs at Ashland states that Indian
income is roughly $750 annually. Now, like I said, up to this point
really what's at issue here -is whether alcoholism causes poverty or
poverty causes alcoholism. Really, as far as -alcoholism is, concerned,
and treatments, this is not a major concern. Based on the Gelenik
theory or formula that 1 out of 7 drinkers are alcoholics, and based
on the Indian population. of Wisconsin, there are approximately
2,600 Indian Alcohalicd.

But when you use the NIAA. study where it's at epidemic level
more than twice the national average, a more realistic figure would
be 5,200. Although 5,200 alcoholics may seem shocking m 14ittraber,
there is an even greater problem than that with alcohol abuse. It
is all but impossible to put' a percentage figure on,alcohol abuse, the
number of Indians who abuse alcohol, but recently two sample sur-
veys in two counties which were taken on the St. Croix and Lac
Courte Oreilles Reservations exemplify the severity of the problem.

In Burdette County, where Indians represent only 3 percent of
the population, 64 percent of all arrests involving alcohol were at-
tributed to the Indian population.

A more detailed study by the Department of Social Services in
Sawyer County reflects that of 25 adults oh .parole or probation,
10 were Indians of 12 juveniles under supervision .4 have a drinking
problem, 8 of which were Indians; 12 adults institutionalized with
drinking problems, 6 were Indians; 18 adults under supervision, 8
were Indians.

In Sawyer County the Indians represent only 8 percent of the
population. Alcoholism and alcohol abuse creates many health
problems, either directly or indirectly,

In a recent study, incidentally, by the Indian Health Service on
the Indians of Wisconsin, it was revealed that the main cause of
death among Indians was auto accidents. This can be directly attri-
buted to alcohol abuse. This Study also revealed that there are 20
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times as much diabeteS in. the Indian population as in comparison
to the white population. This can be indirectly attributed to alco-
holism or alcohol abuse. .

If a survey of all Indian hospital admissions were taken, a sur-
prisingly high percentage of these admissions would or could be
attributed to alcoholism or alcohol abuse, such as cuts, abrasions,
broken hones, gastritis, cankeritis, cirrhosis of - the liver and so
forth. _

'What's happened here, since the Indians and the health service
have no funds strictly designated for alcoholism, Indians, who are
suffering from alcoholism, and before the reimbursement can be paid
to the hospital, they have to be admitted under other causes such
as gastritis, cankeritis, and some of these.

Of course, another fact& as a result of alcohol abuse, is the high
suicide rate among the Adieus, which is 2x /2 times that of their
white counterpart. Now, currently there .is no concentrated effort
to deal with proiblems of alcohol. and alcohol abuse among the
Indians a Wisconsin.

The only access to treatment available to the Indians is in the
two State hospitals, one located at Winnebago State Hospital and
the other at Mendota in the southern part of the State, And the two
counties, one is Dunne County and one is Sault County,

These treatment programs are geared to the white middle class
Americans. They do not consider the values or culture of the Wis-

.` consin Indians. 'The director of these programs recognizes that the
Indian addict has a particular need and they were unable to fill
this need.

The Great Lakes Inter-Tribal Council now has '5 alcoholism
counselors to cover the t4 Indian settlements spread out through the
State.

Incidentally, there is nothing here in Menominee County as far
as counselors or outreach efforts. In Milwaukee there is an outreach
program consisting of five counselors. There's also a halfway house in
the eitreme northwest corner of Superior.

Now, basically, what this,. tries to do is point out the lim4ed
amount of resources that °ire available to the alcoholic Indianand
under the President's new budget there will be no more new starting
dates or funding of new programs under the NIAAA.

So, basically, what would happen is, this is what we'd have to serve
the population of the Indians: 10 alcoholism counselors and 1
halfway house, and this is why the Great Lakes Inter-Tfibal Coun-
cil has seen to try to get the bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian
Health Service directly involved, in the treatment of alcoholism.

What is ideally needed is Mile additional counselors to oover the
additional settlements throughout the State, one more halfway, house
centrally located and above all we are in need of a treatment center.
We don't need just a treatment center but one that is designed, to
treat Indians in a specialized treatment center, one that takes into
consideration the Indians' traditional culture and which religion,
social organization and valbes.

One other need that exists is that of education and referral serv-
ices. Now, some of the counties throughout the State have education
and referral services spread out, but without a place for you to
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refer anybody to, the services are kind of at a loss, The education
referral services will provide alcoholism and drug education to
all Indian communities and schools where.Indian children attend.

The referral service should work with the family, the courts the
Department of Social Service and all other professionals into re-
ferrals.

We are dedicated to provide a comprehensive alcoholism pro-
gram to the American Indians of Wisconsin. In this program wr
would hope to consolidate all existing programs and provide for the
new programs through, hopefully, Federal funding. And these
would be emergency service, inpatient service, outpatient service,
immediate care, education, and-referral, rehabilitation, training and
research and evaluation.

I don't know if I have amplified the severity of the problem as
we see it, but in alcohol abuse it is fairly ,evident and like I said
it creates unemployment and poverty. Whether it creates unemploy-
ment and poverty is not the question. You have to start someplace
in removing the symptom and in this case it is the answer.

Mr. MEEns. V.ery good.
Mr. Driving Hawk, let me just ask you this. Alcohol is one of the

drugs and probably the most bothersome of all, but is there any
major problem with Indians involved in some of the other drugs of
the present day. amphetamines, such things as that ?.

Mr. DRIVING HAWK. Well
Mr. MEnns. Heroin, anything like that?
Mr. DRIVING limit. Well. actually only 1 percent of the popula-.

tion ever used heroin, actually, in the State of Wisconsin. On two
surveys used recently

Mr. MEEDS. One percent of the ;youth?
Mr.- Diuvixo IlAwic. Yes. This was "a survey run in two high

schools.
Mr. MEEDS. Have even experimented with it?
Mr. DRIVING HAWK. Yes. Really, to truthfully say, I don't think

there's ever been a survey run or any indication of the hard drug
use amongst the Indians.

I myself think it's probably in the minority if it is utilized.
Mr. MEEDS. In brief, it has not become so noticeable as to be a

special problem?
Mr. DRIVING lLtwK. No, not at this point. But, like any other

use, without the education of what results of the use are, the poten-
tial of use is always there.

Mr. Mums. The gentleman from New Mexico..
Mr. litra..nx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just, wanted to'ask, because I think we need to getthe MI into

the alcoholism programs rather than hiring Indians to run re-
habilitation centerswhat are the things you need to do?

Mr. DRIVING IlAwrt. Well, like I said, taking into the traditional
cultureyou know, as you have just witnessed today the dose feel-
ing that the Indian has towards nature in general is one aspect that
has to be considered. The traditional medicine man, the traditional
sweat baths, and these type are something that needs to be used.

Mr. LIMAN. Thank you,. Mr. Chairman.



Mr, Mims. Thank you very much, both of you, for coming. And
again, the information in your statements will be very helpful to
us.

The last witness is Mr. John Wiley.

STATEMENT or JOHN M. WILEY, DIRECTOR, WISCONSIN
TUDICASE, INC.

Mr. WI-mi. I want to assure you, sir, my statement is not that
lengthy. Those are appendices.

Mr. Mims. Very good.
Mr. Wuxi-. My name is Jolui M. Wiley. I am an attorney and

Director of Wisconsin Judicare. I appreciate the invitation to ap-
pear and speak on behalf of Wisconsin's native Americans.

Wisconsin Judicare is a legal services program presently funded
through the Office of Economic Opportunity, and hopefully funded
in the future through the proposed'icational'Legal Services Corp.

way. of background, I would like to make a few brief state-
ments about Wisconsin's Indian population. The 1970 census showed

' that there are 18,924 native Americans in Wisconsin. This is a 36
percent increase over the Indian population disclosed by the' 1960
census.
, Wisconsin Indians live in urban areas and on ten reservations.
And Alvina Thayer has disclosed that information to you in her
testimony so I will not repeat that.

I have been asked to the areas of education and welfare as they
affect Wisconsin Indians: Of course, these areas encompass the
whole of modern day Indian life. The principal problem which
Wisconsin Indians face, in my opinion, is a failure of Government.

The failure of Government can be seen in several areas. In the
area of employment Wisconsin Indians are the victims of dis-
crimination. They are the last to be hired, the first to be fired and
are frequently paid leSs than minimum wages. They are also fre-
quently illegally denied unemployment compensation and workmen's
compensation benefits.

Chronic unemployment is a most pervasive problem, so I've
included some statistics that are identical to those that Miss Thayer
had in hers.

Wisconsin Indians are also discrminated against in the admin-
istration of welfare. Their efforts to obtain welfare are met with
contempt. Local welfare directors are quick to find reasons for deny-
ing benefits to native Americans, which are extended to whites
without. question.

I would add, Mr. Chairman, that in one regard, Mr. Druckrey
who has testified before you today is an exception to that. He is an
able and sensitive welfare director and does a good. job on behalf
of the Menominee people.

I have appended to my statement a report on social services to
the Indian people dated March 1972, 3.repitred by the. Subtommittee
on Migrants and Indians of the State dvisory Committee mi Social
Services. This furnishes an in-depttanalysis of the delivery of
social services to Wisconsin's native Americans.

APT^
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Wisconsin Indian children uniformly suffer from discrimination
in those.. school districts adjacent to Indian reservations. I have
also appended a list of school districts having 10 or more identified
Indian _students during the 1971-72 school year. In addition, I have
attached, a report on the education of Menominee youth, prepared.
by Marjorie O. Caster, a VISTA with Wisconsin jutlicare in March
of 1971. Although this study relates only to Menominee children in
the Shawano COunty, it is a true reflection of problems faced by
Indian children elsewhere in the State.

The administration of justice as it affects Indians is uniformly
heavy-handed thrmighout the State of Wisconsin. Indians "are ar-
rested for offenses for which whites are only admonished. 'Indians
are required to post bail while whites are permitted to sign their
own recognizances. Indians are punished more severely than whites
for the same offenses.

Statistics on reported crime rates and rates of institutionalization
are out of proportion for Wisconsin Indians. Wisconsin Indians
comprise only 0.03 percent of the Wisconsin population. However,
according to the 1970 "Statistical Bulletin C-57" of the department
of corrections, they account for 6 percent of all .the inmates in our
State penal institutions. Indian boys comprise 7.4 percent of the
residents in the Wisconsin School for Boys, Kettle Moraine Boys
School, and the Juvenile Camp system. Indian girls make up 8.2
percent of the inmates at the Wisconsin. School for Girls.

Records on file at the Council on Criminal Justice show that
similar disproportion exists at the county level. Burnett County,
with a total population of 9,276; has about a 3-ptycent Indian
population. Yet in 1969,. 35 percent of the inmates in the county
Jail were Indian. This figure rose to 50 percent in the first half of
1970. Jackson County has within its boundaries an Indian mission
area, located near the town of Komensky, with a population of 200.
Together with others who live around the mission area, these In-
dians again comprise about 3 percent of the county's population of
15,326. Yet 20 percent of the county jail's prisoners are Indian.
Vilas County, in the far northern _portion of the State, with a popu-
lation of 19,958, has approximately a 3 percent Indian population.
Neverthelegs, 62 percent of its county jail inmates are ndian, and
78 percent of all the man-days spent in Jail are served by Indians.

Another persistent area of harassment and abuse results from
the Indians exercise of their treaty rights to' hunt and fish. We
recently have succeeded in reaffirming the Lake Superior Chippewas'
right to fish free of State regulation. In State v. Gurnee, tried by my
predecessor, John F. Preloznik, who was here yesterday, the Wis-
consin court ruled that the Lake Superior Chippewas have the right
to. fish free from State interference under the treaty of 1854.

The department of natural resources predictably responded by
arresting a white fish dealer who purchased wall-eyes from Indian
fishermen. This case has now been tried and the trial court has
ruled that since the Chippewas were fishing commercially at the
time of the treaty they have the right to fish commercially now
and the right to sell necessarily means the right to have a buyer
who is free of interference.
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Similar litigation is pending in Oneida. County relative to the
Sale of venison from the Lae du Flambeau Reservation: The rights
of Wisconsin Indians to hunt and fish are valuable,, both economically
as a means of subsidence and culturally as a part_of Indian life.
Care must be taken to prevent any legislative encroachment upony
these rights.
.While the foregoing represent

we
instances of failure of

government, I do not feel that we should abandon our efforts at
meeting our obligations to native Americans. Ili this regard.' would
like to respectfully submit three legislative proposals:

First, I urge adequate funding for American Indians through the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. Steps must be, taken 'to pievent efforts to
punish those responsible for the BIA. takeover last November by
rutting or withholding 13IA. funds. .

In addition, the administration of block grants must be watched
carefully so as to prevent de facto termination under the guise of
self-determination. Block grants should pot be substituted across
the board in lieu of delivery of services.

I regress, sir: from my comments, as I drove aver yesterday, Mr.
Chairman, I listened to the space shot being made. There were
some of the astronauts up in, the space lab, to the space lab, and the
commentator said that that Venture was costing $2.5 billion.

Mr. Chairman, I don't know how much money $2.5 billion is, but
it's got to be' a hell of a lot of money and the thought occurred to
me what we could do with that amount of money being spent on the
one space shot, d 1 the Indian reservations throughout this country in.
creating industry, health care centers, alcoholisA/treatment centers A
and schools, and staffing them adequately.

It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that our national priorities are
grossly confused under that kind of a program.

Mr. Mmes. Mr. Wiley, haS it ever occurred to you what would'
happen in this Nation if we made,.a $2.5 billion social error? In all
probability, $2.5 million in space is practically wasted. I hope it
isn't but it may well be, because somebody made a mistake.,

Did it ever occur to you what would happen if somebody made a
$2.5 billion social mistake in this country?

Mr. Wn.tr. There would be some rather profound repercussions.
Mr. MEWS. Indeed. But with the space shot we will dust our hands

and say, ho-hiun. Somebody made. a mistake.
Mr. Wn.Pr. The thing that frightens me, Mr. Chairman, is that

I'm afraid that they'll try it again and shoot another $2.5 billion.
Mr. Ltah.N. Just to correct the record, that shot is not costing

$2.5 billion. WS the whole space program, not just the one shot.
Mr. Wmtr. Secondly, I urge enactment of an adequately funded

and politically unfettered National Legal Services Ccirporgion. It
is important to permit local programs to function free from political
interfereae since most, if not all, legal efforts on behalf of native
Americans involve conflict with some elements. Of the establishment..
Access to the judicial system is essential 'if American Indians are
to protect their proud heritage and treaty rights.

Finally, I urge the enactment of the Menominee Restoration Act
now. The fact that Menominee Enterprise stock certificates will be-
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come negotiable in 1974 is a time bomb ticking at the breast of the
Menominee people. If this bomb is to go off it will destroy the
Menominee people economically and culturally forever.

Mr. Mrins. Thank you very much, Mr. Wiley. Could you give me
someidea of what percentage of the caseshandled by the Wisconsin
iudicare program involve Indian people, Indian clients?

Mr. WILEY. Yes. The Wisconsin judicare is a bifurcated program!
There is a central office staff which provides legal services princi-
pally to Indian groups such tis the Great Lakes intertribal council
and the various tribal councils, and I would say that within our
central office staff probably 75 percent of our activity is on behalf of
Native Americans.

The other part of the program is that part where the poor who
qualify under eligibility standards can get cardPknd go to private
attorneys for routine legal services. In those counties ..adjacent to
Indian reservations, there is a fairly high percentage of work done
for Indian people. In those counties where there is a. lower Indian
population it is a relatively small amount, but our central office efforts
to a large extent are on behalf of the Great Lakes Inter-Tribal
Council, their various projectsland the tribal councils.

Interestingly enough, the tribal couneils, frequently need private
counsel. The solicitor in the Department of Interior should furnish
that, but frequently what the tribal council wants is contrary to
departmental policy with the result that they are left without legal
counsel. .

Mr. MEEDS. That's another thing this committee will be working
on and that's special counsel.

Mr. WILE); I think it's critically important, Mr. Chairman, if we
are going to have special counsel for Indian people that they have
got to be able to function independently. They have got to be able
to respond only to their clients and not, for example, to the De-
artment of Justice or the Department of Interior or the National

Legal Resources 'Corp.
They have got to have .thifreedom that a private attorney would

have.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Wiley.
The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. LTV AlT . No' quegtions.
Mr. MEEDS. Very good.
With that we will adjourn the formal part of our hearings.
[Whereupon, at 3:45 o'clock p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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H.R..7421THE MENOMINEE RESTORATION ACT

Thee subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in. room
1324, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. geedia (chair:
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. Mtrys. The Subcommittee on Indian Affairs of the Full Com-
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs will be in sessionfor
further taking of testimony on H.R..1421, the Menominee. Restom.
tion Act. .

We have already had '2 days of hearings in Wisconsin and,it is a
pleasure to welcome those of you who were in Wisconsin for. the
hearings, and those of you who :were :not, to the Washington, D.O.
hearing today.

The bill which we are considering was made part of the record
at out" field hearings in Itesheria on May 2 i, so it will not be made
part of the record at this point; but the report of the Department
of Interior and the report of the Department of Health! Education,
and Welfare will be inserted in the record at this point, without
objeet ion.

[The information referred to follows :3

THURSD.6:4 JUNE 48, 1973

House RZPDFiENTATIVESI
SUBC,o3131171zE ON INDIAN ArIPAIRS

Or VIE COMM= ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR &TAMS,
Wasitiv,gton,

DEPAXTSIENT Or TUE INTEXIOlt,
OFFICE or 'run StestrrAsz

Washington, D.C., Juno n, 1073.
IION.,jAlosti HAVEY,
ehairmatt, Cononittee ou Interior and Insular Affairs,
Mollie of Representatives,
Washington,. D.G.

DEAll Mx. enatiatAx : This responds to your reattest for the views of this
DepartmeRt on 11.1t. 7421, a bill "To repeal the Act terminating Federal
supervision over the property and members of the Alenoniinee Indian Tribe
of Wisconsin ari a federally: recognized, sovereign Indian tribe; and to
restore to the Menominee Tribe of 'Wisconsin those Federal services furnished
to American Indians because of their status as American Indians; and for
other purposes."

We recommend enactment of this bill if amended as suggested herein.
1Ln. 7421 would extend Federal recognition to the Menominee Indian Tribe

of "Wisconsin, would repeal the Act of June 11, 1954, whereby Federal services
to the Menominee Tribe were terminated; and would. reinstate all rights andprivileges of the tribe apd its members which may have been lOst or (Min-failed pursuant to that Act.

Section 4 directs the Secretary to .vall an election among the Menothinee
people of a Menominee nestoration Committee, which would implement this
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Act. Inter' alia, this Committee would bring current the June 17, 1954, Menomi-
nee rolL Descendants of Persons on that rollWould.be added thereto provided'
they had one-quarter degree Menominee blood or more.

Section 5 dire is the. COmmittee,- under contract, with the Secretary, to
conduct an electibn to determine the tribe's constitugon and bylaws ;
the Cctinmittee will draft, these -.documents and suhnilt them to the tribal
electorate for aPPrOvaL The (lommittee will also holdhO: eleedoLfOr members
of the tribal governing body.

Section 0 provides that '2 year after,unactinent the assets of Menominee
Enterprises, Inc., may -be tendered to %lie Secretary and if tendered shall
be accepted. Such assets transferred would lie subject to all outstanding
obligations, including taxes, but land would:be' taken' in trust and thus freed
of all obligations accruing after the date of transfer. Land transferred by
individual ..Menominees- iirofirdTW handled, the same wad_ ufs-qpv'
obligations, . . .

SectioR,7. vests .management of Menominee lands in the trihe,_vihich is to
deallWith, all, related subjects in its constitution. However,' regulation of
fishing by fion-Menothinees on lakes within Menominee lands shall be regulated
by the state, of Wisconsin, which shall stock these .lakes like any other .

public lakes. ,
Section-.8, declares it to be the policy of. Clongreas to provide full" financial

assistance, lor Menominee students to _ these Ideal edncatianal ageheiei Which
enr011 2 or 'nerd mcmbers of the tribe Who reside an the reservation or
within the boundaries 01 Menominee 4County.

-
I. BACXGROUND

H.R. 7421 would restore the. Federal trust relationship with the' Menoininee
people of Wisconsin. This relationship was terminated on April 30, 1961,
piirsnant to the Act of tune 17, 1954 68 Stat. 250; 25 U.S.C. 891-902), as
amended. This Actthe Menominee Termination Act-'fwas the first legislative
yield of House Concurrent Resolution 108, passed by the 83rd &Ingress on
August 1, 1953, which had as- its- primary goal the phasing out of Federal'
supervision and control over Indians.

The 'Menominee Termination' Act provided that the Menominee Tribe Should
formulate and submit to the Secretary a plan for the future control of tribal
property and of service functions conducted at that time by or wider the
supervision of the United States, including but not limited te\Seryices in
the..fields of health, education, welfare, credit, roads, and law and Order. The
resulting plan relied upon securing state qegglation to furnish kid and
prOtection to the Menominees in their new for of governance. ct

To implement the Menominee plan, the State of Wisconsin created Meno-
minee County and Town, whose boundaries are coterminous with the previously
existing reservation. All of the social service functions which had been
administered by the Tribe and the Bureau of Indian Affairs were assum
by Menominee County and Town. Menominee EnterpriSes, Incorporated, awhic
was also created by the State of. Wiseonsin, asspmed the ownership' of the
land and assets that had been held in trust for the Menominee "Tribe by
the United States Government. Each person whose name 'appeared on the
final tribal reit was giien an' income bond and 100 shares Of Stock -in Menominee
Enterprises, Incorporated, as evidence of his participation in the ownership
of the land and assets that had been held by the. United States,

In order to help the Menominees solVe the problems they faced after
termination, significant Federal and State financial aSsistanee have been
made available including some $2 million provided under special authorizations
contained in Public Law 87-432 (76 Stat. 53)' and Public Law 89-653 (80 Stat.
903). Sinee termination, aid has amounted rid approximately $20 Million in
State and Federal funds.

In addition, the State of Wisconsin enacted special statutory irOvisiong
to attempt to alleviate certain orkanizational, administrative, and financial
difficulties that were found. to exist. I special Wisconsin legislative Study
group was set up to monitor progress and,problems, and to make recommenda-
tions for legislative action that might be needed to correct the problem$.

Even with these special efforts, serious& financial and Other problemS have
plagued the Menominees since terminatinp, and they and their institutions are
now gravely threatened by insolvency and the loss of their land base. Menomi-,
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nee, Enterprisea, Inc. has already had to dispose of some land, its most
valuable asset and one to which the Menominee people have a deep attach-
ment, in order to meet its ongoing operational requirements and its tax
liability obligation to Menominee County.

To further complicate the financial problems besetting Menominee Enter-
prises, the sales of its productsprimarily lumber produced at its saw
have been declining steadily from a high point of $4.1 million, with a profit
of 044,00Q, in 1966. Even if this trend Were to be reversed, rising costs for
Menominee Enterprises, Inc,, and in the lumber industry as a whole inake
a dramatic upswing in profits unlikely. It is apparent that the costs of
running Menominee County will not be able to be met out of the pi:hilts of
the saw Mill, but most likely will be met by further sales of the land assets
of the corporation. Dissipation of the land base will reduce the amount of land
that is available for sustained management for forest products, thus jeopardiz-
ing, the ojeration of the saw mill. The prognosis for the Menominees, then,
is bleak: financial chaos or stopgap transfusions of increasing amounts of
public moneys without any real chance of altering the downward spiral.
Needless to say, the toll of this decline on the morale Of the Menorainees

. has been severe.
ItECOALMENDATIONS

We believe that the only certain solution to the grim situation- with
which the Menominees are faced is to restore the trua4 relationship with

at most
Mein, thus opening, be way for provision of the full rarige;.'Wya once for
which Federally recognized Indians are eligible. We i bq

tr Menominees have also reached this conclusion. RestoratiOn Is articidarly
apt course to adopt in this instance because of two charaeteristics of the
Menominees' Situation. Firstoit can be argued that the Menominees did not
willingly enter into termination. The Aet of June 17, 1954 (68 ,Stat. 250),
which authorized the Menominee termination, also provided for a per capita
distribution of $1,500.00 to each Menominee enrollee out of a special Menominee
fund in the Treasury and out of the Menominee judgment fund (which
emanated from a decision of the Curt of Claims (119 Ct. 01. 832 (1951)) that
the. United States had mismanaged the Menominee forest reserve. The implica-
den: if not the actuality, of this linkage of per capita payments and termina-
tion is that the former depended on the latter: i.e. that funds' coining to the
Menominees were to be ,held hostage until termination was agreed to: "Thus,
the Menominee termination can be viewed as an instance of "forced termi-
nation", a policx- which the President soundly rejected in his Indian message
of July 8, 1970..-

Secondly, unlike many other terminated tribes, over the years,since termi-
nation the Menominees have remained a remarkably coheAlve Indian group
with their own government and have maintained a strong attachment to
their former reservation land. By preserving their land base virtually intact,
the Menominees" have steered clear of the difficulties which might impede
their restoration if their land had been largely sold and divided into patches.

However, we do not support the manner in which H.R. 7421 would restore
the Federal Indian relationship with the Menominees. Section 7. of the bill
would create a unique Federal relationship with 'the Menominees whereby the
Secretary of the 'Interior would play only a consulting role in the tribe's
management of its trust assets. Ordinarily, of course, the Secretary would
have approval authority over such man'agement, for the Secretary, as trustee,
has the responsibility to hold the tribal assets and ,to take all necessary

. steps to protect them so that, should the trust be dissolved, he could pass
them on to the beneficiaries in an unencumbered state. We believe that the
normal trust relationship should apply to the Menominees. This is not to
wliestion the judgment of the Menominees ; indeed, as we have stated, MO
have done a creditable job of managing their affairs since termination. Rather,
the rationale for our adopting this pOsition is simply that it is the only one
whereby the Seeret~an properly fulfill his duties toward the MenomineeSt
trust assets. AccordingN we shall offer certain amendments to be discussed/
in the proper, portions of this letter.

Seetion 3 of the bill extends recognition to the Menominee Tribe as of the date
of enactment of the bill and repeals the Act of June 17, 1954. The section also
protects the rights of the members of the tribe. While endorsing the rein-
statement of the Menominee Tribe, we wish to point out that the. Menominees
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agreed- in a 'general, council meeing on October 27, 1934, to 'accept the pro-visions of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 984; 25.U.S.C. 461 et Seq.), asamended,' commonly known as the Indian Reorganization Act, the documentthat is the basis of government for most 'of. the tribes recognized by the Secre-tary of the Interior. Since that action has not been repudiated by the Menom-inee people, they would still be subject to its provisions. when they are rein-stated. Iii addition, we believe that the general policy of- this Department.with regard to the provision of Federal services to IndiansAhat such servicesare a function of the Indians' having trust land basesshould be adhered tovis-a-vis th) Menominees. Thus, should the Menominees have decided, at theend of the two-year negotiation period with the Secretary of the Interior,provided by section 6 of this bill, not to turn assets over to the Secretary.for the establishment of a reservation, we believe that their Federal recogni-
tion should lapse. To carry out these recommendations, section 3(a) shouldbe stricken and the following should besubstitutedinliew-thereof-:"Sec.. 3(a). Effective on the date of enactment of this Act, notwith-

, standing the provisions of the Act of June 17, 1954, chapter 303 (68 Stat.250; 25 U.S.C. 891,-902), as amended, or any other law, Federal recogni-
tion is hereby extended to the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin andthe provisions of the Act of June 18, 1934, chapter 576 (48 Stat. 984; 25U.S.C. 461 et seq.), as amended, are made applicable to it. Provided,however, That extension of Federal resognition to the Menominee Indian
Tribe of .Wisconsin beyond the two-year period provided in ,section 6 ofthis Act shall be contingent upon the establishment of ant; appropriatetribal land base to be field in trust by the Secretary of the interior put-stiant to that section."

.

We recommend the addition of a new provision to section 3 to enable theSecretary to grant to the Menominee tribes upon its request, funds appro-priated to carry out Milan programs administered by the Seeretary. Suchfunds could be 'spent' by the tribe for the general purposes for which theywere appropriated. This authority is the same as that which the Secretafywould have with regard to all tribes if the Indian Tribal Government GrantAct, recently 'proposed by this Department, is enacted. We believe that theMenominees' more than ten yeares of complete self:government are a strongindication that such a provision could be a most useful one for them to havein dealing with the Federal Government after their restoration. Accordingly, werecommend the addition ot a new subsection 3(d) :
'"In providing to the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin such servicesto which it may be entitled upon its recognition pursuant 'to subsection(a) of this section; the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, from the

funds appropriated pursuant to the Act of November 2, 1921 ,(42 Stat. 208),or any other Act authorizing appropriations for the administration ofIndian affairs, 'upon the request of the Menominee Indian. Tribe of Wis-consin and subject to such terms and conditions as may be mutually
agreed to, to make grants,, and cpntract to make grants which will accom-
plish the general purpoies for Aviiich the funds' were appropriated. "'Section 4(a) Authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to. set into motion theaction that will result ip the election of the Menomine,e Resoration Commit-tee. This committee will initiate the return of the Menominees to the trustrelationship with the United States. We believe that such a committee 14

needed and that the best means of ascertaining, the preferences of the Menomi-
nees as to its composition would be through a secret ballot election held underthe supervision of the Secretary of the Interior. (The nomination processcould be handled via a general council meeting called for that purpose.) Al-thougli we recognize that 'restoration should proceed as rapidly as possible,
we believe that the time limits imposed by the hillthe Secretary is directedto announce within 15 days of enactment a general council meeting of the
tribe to elect the committee, to be held within 60 days of enactmentmay betoo short to allow for notification of all interested persons: We suggest thatthese time frames be extended, so that there can be no question about suffi-
cient time for notification of all Menominees.

We have an additional problem with tbis subsection, specifically in its
provision whin includes, as persons eligible to vote in the meeting to elect, the Restoration Committee,, descendants of persons named on the final 1954
Menominee roll. We cannot with. certainty identity such persons, even in the
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longer time period which our amendment suggested in the previous paragraph
afford.' In addition, since section. 4(b) imposes a one--quarter blood

requirement for enrollment of descendants, this provision would allow de-
scendants who will not qualify for membership to participate in the election
of the Committee, We believe that the only practical recourse at this point
is to limit voting for the Restoration Committee- to living enrollees on the
1954 roll. To implement these recommendations,, subseetion' 4(a) should be
stricken and the following new subsection should be substituted therefor:

"Sec. 4(a) Within thirty days after the enactment of this Act, the Secre-
tary shall announce the date of a general council meeting of the tribe to
nominate candidates for election to the 4,Ienominee Restoration Com-
mittee. Such general council meetings shall be held, within- ninety days
of the date of enactment of this Act. All living persons on the final roll
of the tribe published under section 3 of the Act of June 17, 1954 (68
Stat. 250; 25 U.S.C. 891-902), as amended, shall be entitled to attend, par-

e III 'IJ sue enera council meeting. within sixty days of
the general council meeting provided for herein, the Secretary shall hold
an election by secret ballot, absentee balloting to be permitted, to elect
the membership of the Menominee Restoration Committee from among
the nominees submitted to him from the general council meeting provided
for herein.. The ballots shall provide for write-in votes. All living persons
on the final roll of the tribe published under section 3 of the Act of
June 17, 1954, as amended, shall be eligible to vote in said election. The
Secretary shall approve the Menominee Restoration Committee elected
pursuant to this section if he is satisfied that the requirements of this
section relating to the nominating and election process have been met.
The Menominee Restoration Committee shall represent the Menominee
people in the implementation of this Act and shall have .no powers other
than those given to it in accordance with this Act."

Section 4(b) of the bill provides the procedure to be followed in bringing
the Menominee roll current. The subsection sets the criteria for enrollment,
including a one-quarter blood quantum requirement. Subsection 4(b) requires
that the roll be prepared by the Menominee Restoration Committee under con-
tract with the. Secretary of the Interior and that the tribe maintain that roll
under whatever procedure it sets out in its constitution and bylaws. During
the early stages of the roll preparation, prior to assumption of the task by
the tribe, all appealstof enrollment questions would be directed to the Secretary
of the Interior and his decision on such appeals shall be final.

We recommend that this section be amended to endow the Secretary, who
must approve the Menominee roil, with the Ultimate responsibility for seeing
to its preparation. This change can be accomplished by deleting the second
sentence of subsection 4(b) beginning on line 18, page 4 and by substituting
in lieu thereof the sentence, "The Secretary, in consultation or under con-
tract with, the Menominee Restoration Committee, shall procerdeNo make
current that roll in accordance with the terms of this Act." We also recommend
a clarifying amendment. The sentence beginning on line 22 sets out the persons
that may be added to the roll reopened by section 4. We recommend the
deletion of the words "a person who is or was enrolled" as they appear in
lines 22 and 23 of page 3 and the insertion in lieu thereof of the words
"an enrollee".

Finally, we recommend deletion, of the last sentence of subsection 4(b).
This sentence would require the Secretary of the Interior to rule on all
appeals of enrollment actions within sixty days of their submission. We recom-
mend this amendment because we believe that the entire enrollment process,
including appeals, should be dealt with by the Secretary via his authority
to issue rules and regulations under section 9.

Subsection 5(a) outlines the steps to be taken by the Menominee Restoration
Committee in calling an election to determine the content of the documents
needed to govern the tribe. Under cojtract with the Secretaryto be entered
into by the Secretary within 90 days og enactmentthe Committee would be
reqyired to conduct such an election within 180 days of enactment. We believe
WC the impetus for this election should come from the Menominee Restora-
tion Committee, according to its own schedule. Accordingly, we would delete
this subsection and substitute the following:

"Sec. 5(a) Upon request from the Menominee Restoration Committee,
the Secretary shall conduct an election by secret ballot, .pursuant to, the
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provisions of the Att of June 18, 1984, as amended, for the purpose of
determining the trihe'S constitution and bylaws."

Subsection 5(b) provides for submission to the voting membership of the
tribal constitution and bylaws drafted by the Menoininee Restoration Commit-
tee. We have no objection to this provision, but point Out the fact that this
constitution and bylaws will be- drafted and approved pursUant to the pro-
visions of the Act of June 18, 1984, as amended, since it is the provisions of
that Act that govern the procedure to be followed as indicated in our com-
ment$ oh section 3(a) Above.

Subsection 5(c) provides for the election of the tribal governing officials.
The election of such .Officials is a well- recognized internal tribal matter in
which the Secretary of the Interior has no part other than to Satisfy him-
self that the provisions of the tribal governing documents relating to such
elections are complied with. Accordingly, we recommend that all of subsection
5(c) be deleted and the following be substituted therefor;

"Tc)- Within one Itindred and twenty days after the tribe adopts a
eiiinstitittion and bylaws, the Menominee Restoration Committee shall con-

t an election, by secret ballot for the purpose of determining the indi-
vi els who will serve as tribal officials as provided in the tribal consti-
tution and bylaws". Absentee balloting shall be permitted. All tribal
members who are 18 years of age or over on the date of election Shall be
entitled to vote in the election."

Subsection 5(e) states that provisions of the Act of June 18, 1934, as
amended, shall not cover the elections provided for in the bill. We recommend
the deletion of this subsection. Amendments recommended hi this report make
the tribe subject to the provisions of the Act of June 18, 1934, as amended,
making this section inconsistent with that recommendation.

Subsection 6(d) directs the Secretary of the Interior to accept any real
property located within or adjacent to Menominee County, Wisconsin, trans-
ferred to him by Menominee tribal members to be held in trust or the
Menominee Tribe, with said assets to be subject to all valid existing rights.
This provision is needed to allow the Secretary of the Interior to accept
donations of land from individuals. It should be pointed out that all land
transferred under this provision would be tt gift to the tribe in that the

, trust title could be taken only in name of the tribe and not in the nameof the individual.
Section 7 of H.R. 7421 is the means whereby the Menominees would be

restored to a unique trust relationship, one in which the Secretima the
Interior was a consultant, rather than the responsible party,-with regard
to the management of Menominee trust assets. Under section 7 this unique rela-
tionship would be embodied in the Menominee constitution. As we have di-
cussed supra, we do not favor such a limited role for the Secretary with
regard to Menominee trust assets. If the amendment recommended by this
report that makes the tribe subject to the Act of June 18, 1934, as amended,
is adopted, the pecretary of the Interior will have full- responsibility for the
tribal trust land and will exercise that responsibility. Similarly, that Act
provides the Secretary with the authority to approve the tribal constitution
prior to its etiolation. Therefore, we recommend that these portions of section
7 he stricken. The remaining portion of that section deals with the regula-
tion of fishing and lakes by the State of Wisconsin. We question the pro-
priety, of legislating directives such as this with regard to a State and
believe that this matter is one best left to negotiation between the tribe and
the State. For these reasons, we recommend that all of section 7 be Stricken
and that subsequent sections be renumbered accordingly.

Section 8 sets our policy considerations for the education of Menominee
students. We see no need for such a special provision and strongly believe
that Menominee students should be treated the same as other Indian students
in like circumstances. Therefore, we recommend deletion of section 8 in its
entirety and the corresponding renumbering of subsequent sections.

Unclosed is an estimate of the her year cost to the Bureau of Indian Affairs
for the first five years if the bill is enacted and Federal recoenition is ex-
tended to the Menominee Tribe. We do not expect to have any ennital expendi-
tures for construction on the reservation, nor is there any exuenditure to
he made to replace, remodel, or improve the existing mill facility.
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The Office of Management, and Budget has advised that there is no ob-
jection to the presentation,.of this report from the standpoint of the, Adminis-
tration's program

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure,
ESTIMATES

Education
Road. Maintenance
Welfare and Guidance Services
Employment Assistanik
Forestry
Management of Trust. Property

JOHN
Assistant Secretary of

(FIRST yEARS)

.-

'...4,
.0.... -

A

-

XI'L,
the Interior,

Oast
420, 000
225, 000
200, 000
140, 000
125, 000

_... - 75,000
40, 000
30, 000
81, 200
20, 000
54,000

Credit and Financing
AMU Education
Housing Assistance
Agriculture Extension
Supporting Services -! 7-

Total 1, 3(19, 000

DEPARTMENT or lissr.m, bou0ATIO5 ; AND Villutur,
Wasbirigton, ,tiny Y2, 197$.

Bon. JAMES A. lilts;
Chairman, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
Houser of Representatives,
IKothington, D.C. .

win Ma. CHAIRMAN; Thik letter is in .response, to your. request.of May 11,
19'13, for the views of this Department on ILE: 7421, a bill Ifft0^ repeal the
Act terminating Federal supervision over the property, and Members of the
Menominee Indian,Tribe of Wisconsin as it federally recognized,. sovereign
Indian tribe; and Tbarestore to the Menominee Tribe of Wisconsin those Fed-
eral services furnished to American Indians because, of their statue as.
American Indians ; and for other purposes."

WO' would support enactment of H.R. 7421 if amended as suggested below.
The report of the Department of the Interior describes the bill in depth.
In his July. 0, 1970, Message to Congress, the President argued strongly

against forced termination of Indian tribes. The President pointed ,out the im-
portance of maintaining the special relationship between Native Americans
and 'the Federal government and the harmful effects the termination policy
had had, and he requested that Congrest repeal Houee Concurrent Resolution
108. Since that Message, the Administration had Wilted the Congress to enact
various Ma which would assist in carrying out the President's Policy of
self-determination for Native Americans. Presently before this Congress are
bills' H.R. 0374, 6858, 6376, and 0372 designed to facilitate this policy. These
bills will. not only provide for voluntary Indian control of programs and con-
tractS but also provide the right of retrocession to tribes Who decide they are
better served returning tontrol to the Federal government.

With regard to Indian health Services, it is estimated that proVision of -
comprehensive health services to the Menominee people will cost appretimately
$1.3 million annually. Additionally, We estimate a o'ne-time, nonrecurring cost
of $1.8 million for sanitation facilities construction; -

In order that there be no question as to the eligibility of the Menominee
people for Indian Health Service programs, we would recommend section
3(b) of the bill be amended and the following phraseology added. after "(25
TY.$1.0. 801-002)".* "and MOO hdalth services under the Indian' Health' Trans-
fer Aet of 1954.4.We also recommend an amendment to Ei.lt.*7421 to provide
for the delivery of Federal services to the trifle or its members, either directly
or through contracts or grant payments to the tribe, if, the tribar,'authdrities
so dictate;
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We "are advised by the Office of Management and Budget that there is no
objection to the presentation of this, report from the standpoint of the Ad-
ministration's program.

Sincerely,
CASPAR W. WEINBERGER,

Efeoretary.

Mr. MEEns. In 1954, in an era and under a policy, best repudiated
and forgotten, the Congress enacted a law terminating Federal
recognition of the.,Menominee Indian Tribe and abolished the trust,
relationship between the United States and. that Tribe-. Thus began
a chapter in the story of the Menominee Indians which has ended
in near total :economic, social, and cultural collapse.

The statement is often made that the Menommees consented. to
the at terminating their trust status. A review of the histOry of
the termination act clearly shows that his so-called consent was
directly motivated by acts of coercion and confusion, on the part
of the Congress and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In fact, the
Menominee did not willingly consent to termination.

During the hearings of this subcommittee in Keshena, Wis., I
read into the record a statement of our former distinguished
colleague, Melvin Laird, on the termination act which I would
again like to read. Mr: Laird. commenting 'on a bill to make a
per capita payment to the Tribe,that was the bill which later
became the vehicle of termindtion, stated:

Some time after the hearing before the House Committee, the Department
of the Interior submitted to the committee a report favoring enactment of the
bill introduced by me, with one modifying amendment to which the repre-
sentatives of the tribe agreed. The House then passed the bill. The bill
was then sent to the Senate and the delegateS of the Menominee Tribe later
reported to me that it was impossible to obtain action on their simple per
capita bill in the Senate.

The next thing I knew was that the delegates repOrted to me they had
been informed by Senator Watkins, chairman of the Senate subcommittee,
that unless they committed themselves to a program of withdrawal from
Federal supervision, they could not expect to obtain action on a per capita bill.

Consent under these circumstances does not constitute free and
willing consent in any man's language.

The termination legislation was enacted without adequate study
and consideration by the Congress and "the administration on the
potential ramifications and implications of the proposal.

Termination has not worked. The Orfield report, the recent
study, and other examinations of the results of the Menominee
ination Act clearly show that the Menominee Indians and

Tribe, on the brink of tribal success and self-sufficiency at the time
of terminatien, have been reduced to a state of poverty almost
unequalled in the State of Wisconsin. Every indicator of economic
and social measurement has the Menominee at the bottom or nearly
sot

If this trend continues unreversed, total collapse of the Menominee
community is inevitable. In the words of the 1973 BIA report to
the Congress on Menominee termination:

The economic instability of MIDI combined with the. elimination of public
funds to the county make the situation perilous. 'Unless relief is made immedi-
ately in the form of either massive infusion of public funds or restoration,
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MEI wilt no longer be economically viable and Menominee County will gQunder.

With this kind of assessment, the resolution of the problem and
the responsibility and obligation of the Congress is clear,

Restoration will not only go a long way to solving the immediate
problem, but will also rectify a, past wrong. The lands, the resources,
the culture, and the entity of the Menominee Indian Tribe remain
substantially intact, though severely threatened. Restoration. isfeasible and practical, and common decency and justice require it.

But the question of termination and the opportunity to reverse it
in this case goes beyond the Menominee situation. The termination
policy of the 1950's, under which the Menominee were terminated,
and the vestiges of that policy which have carried over to the present,
have engendered a feeling of suspicion and cynicism among the
Indian people which effectively thwart sound, well-intentioned ef-
forts on their behalf. It is my firm hope that passage of this legis-
lation wip be a clear signal to the Indian people that the policy of
termination is terminated.

The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. Lar.rAw. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Not ve.ry much of an opening statement. I just want to welcome

the people from the Menominee Reservation, many of whom we
met for the first time on. the trip, many who we had known before.
So, we want to welcome you to the hearings.

'I thought that those hearings in Wisconsin were very informative,
I learned a lot -about the problem. Yet I would perhaps reiterate
what I said in my closing remarks when we were on the reservation,
and that is that while I hear that there is a lot of controversy
over what we should do about this bill throughout the country, inWisconsin we only had the opportunity to hear one side of the
issues, and I do not quite feel as comfortable as I should. I should
hear something from the other side. Maybe I will not agree withit, but I would feel a little better about making up my own mind.

So, just in the interest of hearing all sides, again, welcome tothose of the Menominee Reservation to Washington.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEDS. The gentleman from Oklahoma.
Mr. Joins [of Oklahoma] I have no statement.
Mr. Mum. Very well.
We are honored to have the chief sponsor of this legislation

with us as the first witness this morning, the Hon. Harold Froehlich.
. Welcome to the committee. You are accompanied by Congressman
Obey, whO is also one of the major sponsors. We were informed
that Mr,.Obey had a very important meetings at the House Appro-
priations, Committee this morning which we did not want him to
miss, but in view of the fact it has delayed, we will now have thehonor of his presence, also.

We are delighted to welcome both of these gentlemen.
Please come forward. I assume you are commencing first, Mr.

°Froehlich.
Is that correct?
Mr. FROEHLICH. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Maw. Mr. Froehlich, you have a relatively long statement,
would you like to read it or would you rather have us by unanimous
consent insert it in the record and. have you summarize?

Mr. Fluourraon. Would you do that, please?
Mr. Mans. Without objection, so ordered:
[The prepared statement of Mr. Froehlich plus table follows:]

STATEMENT or HON; HAROLD V. nommen A. REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
.F ROM TIIE -STATE or 'WISCONSIN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: X very much . appreciate
this time to aeknowledge forthrightly and publicly my respect for the chairman
Indian Tribe of Wisconsin.

This is the third day of hearings on my bill, KR. 7421. X would like at
this time to acknowledge forthrightly and publicly' my respect for the chairman
of this subcommittee for the dispatch with which he scheduled hearings on
my bill. and for the manner in which he has conducted these bearings to
date. He has earned the confidence and adtuiration of all concerned.

During most of the 1950's, Congress viewed the termination of Indian Tribes
as the preferred policy of the Federal government. This .policy .was articu-
lated in House Concurrent Resohition 108, which was adopted b 1968, and
it was impleniented in twelve 'instances beginning with the Menominee Termi-
nation Act of June 17, 1954.

There has always been controversy about the meilts of termination, Through-
out the entire period since the early 1960's, Congressman Sayler has ex-
pressed hitt concern about the wisdom of this policy ; and he Was joined in
opposition, from the moment termination began to involve the Menominee
Tribe, by a long distinguished,, bi-partisan list of officials from Wisconsin.

In 1970, in his Recommendations for Indian Policy, President Nixon rejected
termination, citing its "bad practical results" in the cases in which it had
been tried. This was a wise and welcome declaration. But many Indians across
American would like to see a more formal repudiation of this polio.; to
remove the spectre of termination from the Indian consciousness.

We meet here today because termination, at least with respect to the Me-
nominee Tribe-. of Wisconsin, bas proved to be a Inonumental mistake. Xt has
created innumerable problems for the Menominee people. These problems
will not be relieved by hand-wringing or confessions of error. They require
positive efforts to correct the .present situation.. I am persuaded that restorti.
tton of the Menominee Tribe is the course to take.

There is a sound constitutional basis for. thirn legislation.
First, Congresm has always enjoyed expansive authority over the affairs

of Indian Tribes; and were it not for the Termination Act of 1954, the Me-
nominee), of .Wisconsin would today be a federally-recognized tribe, with
land in trot and Federal benefits. If the Congress had power to terminate
the special trust relationship between The Mettominees and the government,
it should also, have power to restore that relationship.

Among its powers, Congress has the power to enforce and implement treaties
with Indian Tribes; and it is these treaties with once sovereign tribes, whiny
moulted in the acquisition of vast tracts of land from the Indiano, that provide
the primary basis for the unique status of Indians In the American system.

Second, Congress has an entirely legitimate intermit in preserving the land
and the forest of the Menominee Tribe of Wisconsin. Congress possesses the
power to establish national forests: and national parks and to preserve and
protect the environnient. It should- also possess the power to preserve intaet
the land of the Afenominees by plating it in trust.

Thirtl,QCongress has an interest in preserving different cultures in our
pluralistic society. The restoration of an Indian reservation is one constitu-
tional. means of helping a group of individuals to preserve their heritage,
thereby makitaining' rich cultural diversity in our national life. This is a
proper modal purpose. that benefits. not only the subject tribe but also the
eountry as a whole.
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Finally, Congress has the power to promote economic development among
a disadvantagedPeople..Resteration is designed `to reestablish the Menominee
Reservation, fully recognize the fitenomineets aa Indians under Federal law,
awl accord them the benefits that accrue to other Indians because of their
Unique status. Restoration should provide the setting for a much improved
economic situation among the Menominee people. X hope to promote self-
determinatien and self-sufficiency of the Tribe through a new trust rela-
tionship.

These several bases establish a solid foundation for the Restoration, Act.
In the event of a legal challenge, a court should have no problem in sustaining
the constitutionality of this` legislation.

These bases also provide a means of distinguishing the Menemlnees from
at least some of ether tribes who mill be candidates for 'restoration in
the future. I have said before that the Menomineea must be _handled as an
individual case, not only because there are "special local difficulties" that
must be treated by a restoration bill affecting them, but also because the
twelve terminated tribes do not stand on equal tooting in an appeal for
restoration.

For instance, there is a at difference between the situation Of the Me-
nominees and the situation of the Klamath Tribe in Oregon. Both tribes were
terminated in 1864. The Menorainees straggled mightily to preserfe their
land and heritage. The Klamath Indians, on the the hand, -sold the greater
Dart of their land to the government They are now in the'process of selling
almost all the rest.

11r. Chairman, at this point, I would like to discuss several. provisions of
Int 7421. I would like to preface this discutssiOn by reasserting the fact that
I support restoration of the Menominee Tribe. I have said this publicly on
many occasions:I said' it when I introduced the bill, May 2. X said it during .

my testimony in Keshena .last month. am. saying it again today.
At the same time, however, I am not entirely mire of the sentiment for

complete restoration among the members of the Menominee Tribe. Those who
speak out do not always represent the views of the majority. I offer ad an
exhibit a communication I received yesterday from the Council of Chiefs
cf the Menominee Indian Tribe. The signers of the resolution include ;several
popular elected officials of Menominee County.

Perhaps the most responsible way to determine the views of Menominee
County residents is to Conduct a referendum. The County government could
do this; but I suspect that local officials would prefer'some other authority
to conduct the referendum.

In any event, a responsible Restoration Act, whatever its form, must pretect
the interests of all affected parties, including the interest, of non - Menominee.
My concern for the interests Of non-Menominees has been sharply criticized.
in some quarters. Frankly, this criticism would appear to validate the appre-
hension that many non-MenOndneesi feel about the consequences of restoration.

When the Mebominee Reservation was finally terminated in 1061, the State
of W1820119111 created Menominee County to provide civil government for the
territory that, had once made up the VeServatIon. Previously, the reserva-
tion had been part of Shawano and ()Conte counties. The deaden to create
Menominee County was natural and appropriate to the new circumstances
that then existed, even though the land mass, the tax base, and the popula-
tion in the county are fairly small.

Ts; the late 10GO's, Menominee. Enterprises, Irv, 3014:1 About: 6200 acres of
land in the southeast corner of Menominee County. This land, which'is in the
area of the Legend Lakes, LaMotte Lake, Moshawquit Lake, and Round Lake,
is now, for the most part, privately owned. Some of the owners arc Menominee
Indians. Most of the owners are non-resident, non-Menominees. I happen to
be one of the people who purchased property on Moshawquit Lake, where I
now have a cottage.

One of the major objectives of restoration is to place the land owned and
controlled by Menominee Enterprises In tax -free trust. When Ob.; hypes's,
the great bulk of taxable lands within the county will be removed from the
tax rolls of the county, the township, and the school district. MY bill ekn pro-
viden that indiViduni , Menominee property owners may place their lands in
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trust with the Secretary of the Interior. After thette transfers; the tax base
of the county and the township will consist of the small amount of Menominee-
owned land that hats not been placed in trust and the property owned by non-

.. Menominees, few of whom are residents of the county.
In Wisconsin, the funds to support town and -county governMents and the

public schools are raised Primqrily from taxes on real property. Consequently,
the cost of goVernment in Menominee County and Menominee Township will,
be borne almost entirely by a small group of predominantly non;Olenoniinee
property tax payers. The taxes and assessments on the property of these people
would be set by the .men and women who control the govern rent in the county.

Prom the outset.t perceived in' this relationship the seeds inequity and
unfairness. I came to. the conclusion that the best plan would e to abolish
Meno ee County at the' time of restoration, and to restore the town -and
count. lines that existed prior to termination.

Mid r the Wisconsin Constitution, the people of Menominee County Possess
the pol er to reject absolutely the abolition of their county. One way to induce
them to abolish their county would be to make abolition a prerequisite of
restoration:

Some Menominees have resisted.. the idea of abolishing the county. Tbey
argue the desirability of complete self-determination for the members of
the tribe.

They also assert that the concern about the tax load of non-Menominee
taxpayers, after restoration, is not justified because the costs of county gov-
ernment will dramatically decrease..'

I appreciate the desire for self-determination. It is understandable and
reasonable. But I cannot support a situation In which a majority of people
are placed in a position to totally dominate the government' and to impose
their views on a small minority, without, bearing any of the *responsibility or
burden of their actions. Representation without taxation would produce ten-
sion, if not. tyranny. Pious expressions of good will, however sincere they may
be, do not provide the kind of assurances and protections to which minorities
are traditionally entitled in our country.

The key co-sponsor of this bill would not agree to any provision that con-
ditioned the effective date of complete restoration upon the abolition of Me-
nominee County. I would nat agree to a bill that did not provide protection
for minority property owners. Consequently, we compromised on Section 8(a),
which prohibits the Secretary of the Interior from accepting Menominee land
into trust for two years after enactment.

This position would permit an orderly, perimPof transition from the date
of epactrnent to the time when the. ,great bulk of the land is removed from
the tax rolls of local government. During this period, all the Federal assist-
ance 'for .education and other governmental functions to which the Menominees
will be entitled, will be available. This should reduce the cost of local gov-
ernment. During the transition period, all concerned parties would be able to
assess the impact of this federal assistance on. the tax load of property tax-,
payers in Menominee County.

It is plainly inconsistent to claim that Menominee Dnterprises will go bank-
rupt if MEI land is not quickly placed in trust, while insisting that no serious
financial burden will be placed on small property owners if MEI property
becomes tax exemt.

Dr. Rupert Theobald, the Chief of Wisconsin's Legislative Reference Service,
suggests a different approach to the problem. If the bill contained a clauSe
authorizing the State of Wisconsin to establish local governufent bodies to
implement this Act, the constitutional referendum veto power. of Menominee
County residents Would be superseded. In that event, no immediate restructur-
ing of county gOvernment would be necessary. The people who controlled
government in Menominee County would know that they could be put out
of business if they did not conduct themselves in a responsible Manner. This
salutary check is lacking in the present bill.

A provision to authorize a restructuring of local government by the State
is acceptable to me. If such a provision were included in the bill, I believe
Menominee land could go into trust almost immediately.

The Act should definitely require some transition period, however, because
chaos will result if events move too fast. "

A
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A very important technical change is to substitute for the words "Menominee
County" wherever they appear in the present bill, the language: "the territory
constituting, on the effective date of this Act,. the County of Menominee."

A second provision. in H.R. 7421 that is different from the draft bill that
was submitted to me is the last sentence in Section 7.

This sentence reads: "Fishing by non-Menominees on Legend Lakes, La
Motte. Lake,, Moshawquit Lake, and .Round Lake shall he regulated by the
State of Wisconsin, and the State shall stock these lakes in the same manner
as other lakes regulated by the State of Wisconsin." 4

In Menominee Tribe of Indians v. United Slates; 391 U.S. 404 (1988), the
Supreme Court affirmed the treaty rights of members of the Menominee Tribe
to fish without regulation on all the lakes within the boundaries of the former
reservation. Nothing in Section 7 changes these rights. he firgt part of the
key sentence affirms what I believe Is the law now, that is,. the State regulates
fishing by non-Menominee on the named lakes, For example, a non- Menominee
property owner on La Motte Lake is not entitled to fish in that lake without
purchasing' a fishing license from the State. He must purchase such a license
to fish in front of his own property. .

This sentence also means that the' Menominee Tribe may not regulate fish-
ing by non-Menominees on these- lakes. If the tribe, had the power to regulate
fishing by non-Menominees on these lakes, it could deny fishing rights to people
who own property on the lakes.

This section imposes a duty upon the State of Wisconsin 'to stock these
lakes with fish in the same manner that it stocks other lakes regulated by
the State. It is my understanding that the State does, now stock these
lakes because the Menominee Tribal members have :" access to them
(without reguiatiOn). This asetbkin by the State may be reasonable via a vis the
Menominees; but it is not rhasonable via a vis the non- Menominees. They are
discriminated against. This sentence requires the State to end this dis-v
crimination.

A third vital provision in the bill is Section 8. This section. recognizes the
special educational needs of Menominee young people and the responsibility,
not of local taxpayers, but of the U.S. Government to meet these needs. Hence,
this section declares it to be "the policy of the United States to provide full
financial assistance for Menominee students to those local educational agencies
which enroll two or more members of the tribe who reside on the reservation
or within the boundaries' of Menominee County."

This provision is designed to promote high quality education for Menominee
students without unfairly burdening local taxpayers. Local taxpayers do not
have treaty obligations with the Menominee Tribe. They should not be saddled
with the burden of educating- Menominee young people. This Is a Federal
responsibility.

The final substantivechange in the bill I introduced is the elimination of
a draft provision requiring the tribe's constitution to contain a provision
prohibiting the sale of land within the limits of the tribe's reservation.

The tribe is authorized by my bill to include in itC,constitution a clause
prohibiting the sale of reservation land, but I do not believe that Congress
should require them to do so. To my mind, such a cinuse is not in keeping
with the new spirit of self-determination that should apply to Indian tribes
in the governance of their internal affairs.

I do not advocate the sale of tribal land, but I can conceive of situations
in which a majority of the tribal members might wish to sell a email part
of their reservation. To require an Act of Congress in order to sell a small
piece of land is to say,..in effect, that the Menominees,?baving been through'
so mu h, cannot be trusted to decide the most important 4f their own affairs.
This is a proposition to which I cannot subscribe. '1

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my formal statement. T appreciate the courtesy
of the Subcommittee, and I earnestly hope that we Will:be able to Move for-
ward with a bill that advances the interests of the.iMenomInee people and
protects the interests Of all concerned.

Thank you very much.
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THE STATES AND THEIR INDIAN CITIZENS

Table .111TonnMetion Legislation Jowl on Policief.H. Coe. ROL 101 of August 1,11163

(Listed alphabetkally)

Tribe DMe of act Moot termination Tribe!. memberildra TribtXreal4

Atabarna.Coushatta
Tribes of Toss.

California Rancherias
and Reservations.

Catawba Indians of
South Carolina.

Klamath Tribe of
Ortion.

MenomluiTribe of
Wiscomin.

MAI: Tribe of

Paiute Indians of Wahl:.

Peoria. Tribe of
Oklahoma.

Ponca Tribe of Native .
Amerkass of
Nebraska.

Uintah and Ouray UU
',Used Bloods of Utah.

Western Oregon Indians
bands).

Wyandotte Tribe of
Oklahoma.

Total

June 23, 1954 <01 Stat.
701).

Aug. 18, 1951 (72 Stat.
611) Aug. 11 1964
(71 Stat. 380$.

Sent 21, 1959 (73 Stat.
592).

An 13, 1954 (61 Stat.

June
7111).

1)7,1154 (68 Stat.
250.

M
963)
g 3, 1956 (10 Stat.

Soot. 151954 191 Stat.
1029

14154,, 1156(70 Stat.

Segit, 1913 (76 Stat.

Aug. 27, 1964 (68 Stat.

AuAl643, 1954 (6IStat.

Aug. ?, 1951 (70 Stat.
193),

July 1, 1955 .

35 ranchirlan as of
June 30,1959.

July 1, 1512

Aug. 13,1961

Apr. 30,1!61

!reclamation deferred
unit! claim settled.'

Mar. 1,1957. .... ..

Proclamation deferred
until claim settled,*

Oct. 27,1966

An. 27, 1961

Aug. 18,1956

Deferred by dispoeition
of comely/.

450 (estimated)

1,107

631 (14 roll)

2,133 (final roll)

3,270 (final toll)

630 (final roll)

2.32 (isUntoted)

'640 (final roll)

442

490 (fist( roll)

2,011 (estimated)

.1,157 {Rawl roll)

3,200

4,315.5

3,3U

162,662

233,121

0

42,839

0

134

211,430

3,158

94,36

13,263 1, 315,101.16

Although tribal claims determination has delayed formal termination of trusteeship of these tribes, it his boon com-
plated in most respects and tribal members are no longer receiving Buren aid.

STATEMENT OP HON. HAROLD V. FROEHLICH, REPRISE/1'1%1.N IN
CONGRESS FROM THE EIGHTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OP THE
STATE or WISCONSIN

Mr. Fnonirrafcm. Mr, chairman and members of the committee, I
would like to thank you for the haste in which you have proceeded
on this legislation. It is very important legislation not only to the
Menominees but to the Indian Community of this Nation as well.
I congratulate you on the early field hearings in Menominee County,
and on your hearings here today to continua moving on this. kips-

I would like to say something very emphatically, and that is
that I am fo? restoration of the Menominee Tribe with re oral
supervision. I want to make that clear and unequivocal. Once you
make that decision, you then have to analyze the results of the
decision, so what I u111,going to talk about here today are some of

ithe concerns by others involved in the problem of restoration.
. I aarree with the statement of the chairman, and I would like

to associate myself with the remarks with which he opened this
meeting,- as to the historical events that took place and the non-
consent, really, of the Menominee Tribe to termination, the opposr
thin of the State of Wisconsin until termination occurred, and the
attempt by many Menorninees since 1961 to secure restoration.

I would like to quote from an editorial which appeared in the
April 24, 1957, Shawano Evening Leade.. It says, "Where the
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Menominee looked for help, they got evasion; where they sought
concrete suggestions,, they got Indian Bureau gobbledegook; where
they asked constructive advice theyy, got

saidMr, Chairman, I do not want that said about action. ,of )this
Congress, about the Bureau of Indian Affairs) about any national
government organization in the process of restoring t. e Menominee
Tribe. . ..

.) I received Pot the other days.---yesterday, as a matter of fact
from the Menominee Indiana Tribe of Wisconsin, Inc. Coundil of
Chiefs, a letter that raised questions, and a copy of a resolution

1 which they passed raising questions about the pregent bill that is
before us and about the bill in its original form, before I made some
changes offered, by DRUMS. In their correspondence, they diced
for a referendum on this question-.

There is a bill pending in Wisconsin LegisIaturet requesting
referendum. I'do not know what type of referendum the chiefs
want, but some of them are here today and I would ask the e,om-
mittee to ask them their opinion as to this referendum,

There are two elected nnicials on the ,letterhead of The Council
of Chiefs: Gordon Dickie,- a eounty supervisor, and Ben Miller,
the County Board Chairman, who is here today. So we should
be able to get some answers about this request for a referendum
and the request for a delay until the Council of Chiefs,has some
time to offer an alternative proposal to the bill that is before Us,

Mr. Chairman, I would like to have this Letter made a part of
the record, and I would like to give each of you a copy at this time.

Mr. MEEDS. Is there objection?
[No response.] .

Mr. MF,EDS. Without objection, the letter will be made a part of
the record at this point. ,

[The information referred to follows:] .
MENOMINEE /Nowt Tarn or Wiscominc, Dreg

Neopit, Wis., June 24, 1975.Hon. Maim nommen,
Iferneer of Congress,
Rouse of Representatives,
Washington, D.O. . .

Mv Omit CONORENEMAN: The Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsiri Inc.,
through its Council of Chiefs, hereby attach a resolution approved, reflecting
its position on legislation in Congress affecting the Terminated MenomineeIndians.

We appreciate yd'ur bill Hit 7421, introduced in the Rouse, such kill, mayhave been at the interest of a pressure group called DRUMS, a local lVfonoinl-
nee pressure group who have been collecting money from foundations and
church groups to further individual ambitions and now are at the crossroads
of reality. It is hoped your office will be open to further approaches for a
substitute bill that, we believe will be equitable to the Menomin.ecs and other
citizens owning property in Menominee County, as so recognized by the Councilof Chiefs.

We believe also that a referendum clause should be so provided, to give
eligible voters, to express their desire as to the degree of aelf-dittermination,
which will be a provision of our proposed bill.

Conflicts of interests are paramount at this time,,,,and it is advised until
the Council of Chiefs, under the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin, Inc.,
can with proper counsel, draft a workable bill for action, we hold that no

mittment by our group is so registered only to await a new phase as a
bstitute hill can be introduced.
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Please contact us for the degree such progress or inhibitiOns may appear
'16 at yonr office, or call us.

Legend Lakes and other citizens have the. confidence of the Chiefs after
appropriate meetings betvveen, us. We register this with your office and may
-so consider as npbosed to the DRUM factions\ sponsored by nutside interests.
for collecting funds. Please be aware of these contributions Ifs They are not
Menominee inspired or publicly known.

Mr. Congressman, we believe R will take an assume a period of two years
or more to accomplish an intricate application of fixed law to correct features
of the Termination law on .Menominee Indians and other citizens of the
County who own property, that require in good faith its progress and obliga-
tions. It is respectfully requested that in view of conflicting self interests,
that 'yo.ur office look' forward to determine, such funds do not affect your
office because Of these '"fund pressures".

This should be a part' of the record on such, bill, awaiting further legal
position and research ,affecting Menominee County, State and Federal level.

'We shall respect your interest in this case.
We remain _ Sincerely,

ATLE.E A. Dorn. ..georetary.
RESOLUTION c>.

Whereas the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin, its enrolled -members
and tribal' properties were terminated from Federal supervision by an Act' at
the United States Congress, approved June 17, 1954 (Public No. 399-83rd

,Cftgress, -2nd. Session) as amended, effective April 30, 1961, and
Whereas theo,Menominee Indian Tribe has faithfully and diligently and by

long suffering 'bare made- sincere efforts to carry gut the mandate of the'
United States Congress to assume and absorb the responsibilities for the con-
trol of tribal properties and service functions formerly administered under the
supervision of the United States, And

Whereas the Menominee Indian Tribe, in complihnce with the provisions
of the Menominee Termination Act, formed a business corporation known as
Menominee EnterpriSes, Inc. under. the laws of the State of Wisconsin for the
control and Management of tribal assets and secured the necessary legislation
in the Legislature of Wisconsin for the creation of the 72nd County out of
the former Menominee Indian Reservation to establish an orderly system of
local government, and

Whereas the individual shares of common stock of the Menominee Enter-
prises, Inc.. will become legally negotiable on December 31, 1973, the State law
prohibiting sales of such securities on date aforementioned expiring, which
will create dim prospects of holding intact the control and ownership of tribal
heritage of properties historically held by the Menominee Indians for _direr
100 years, sales of such securities can result in chaos among the people, and

Whereas after twelve years of Termination, we experience the rising costs
of local government, particularly in the fields of health, education and wel-
fare, as well as other' areas, just after the expiration period of. June 30, 1971,
when' all Nelson-Laird Federal Aids have been cut-off, such loss of these aids
do reflect an economic strain on Menominee Enterprises, lnc., which entity
must bear the major share of the tax burden and as is evident by a financial -
crisis which forced the sales of substantial acreage of land on lake fronts
thereby reducing land assets, and Menonlinee-Enteriarises, Inc. is the Pin-
ciple .source of employment of the Menominee people, and

Whereas at Termination date and prior -thereto, the United States did not
tondinct any exploration or cause to be undertaken a geological survey of
Menominee lands to ascertain it such lands contained oil or any underground
mineral properties, and

Whereas termination legislation has proven by experience to lend to dis-
astrous economic and social demoralization among the American Indian Tribes
'as well as its effect on the Menominee Indians. as witness :the tragic catastro-
phe of the Elftranth Indians of the State ,.of Oregon, once a proud Indian
Tribe, has now lost its identity and properties, and

Whereas the President of the United States, Richard M. Nixon, under date
of :filly 8, 197Q, issued a press release outlining a new Indian policy, addressed
to the Congress, in which. the President condemns "termination is morally
and legally unacceptable, it produces bad results and because the mere threat
of termination tends to discourage greater self-sufficiery among Indian
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kroups I am asking that Congress pass a new Concurrent ,Resolution, to re-;
pudiate and repeal the termination pblicy expressed in House 'Concurrent
Resolution 108 of the 83rd Congress and the new Resolution would explicitly
affirm the integrity and right to contintied existence of all Indian Tribes and
it would guarantee .that WheneVer Indian groups Added to assume control
or responsibility for government service programs, they could do so and still
receive adequate Federal financial support and I affirm for the Eiecutive
branchthat the historic 'relationship between the Federal 'government and
the Indian comniunities cannot be abridged witleut the consedt of thb Indians"
and since the :new policy so. advocat!ed manifests a ray . of hope to thZ
Menominee Indiana, who ire pidsently in great despair, as 'a result of Ter-
mination, now seek remedial Congressiontl legislation, Now therefore we
here highly

Resolve, That the Council of Chiefs of the Menonlinee , Indian Tribe of
Wisconsin, Inc. in a regularly scheduled meeting convened at Keshena, Menomi-
nee County, Wisconsin, this 13th day of June, 1973, do hereby respectfully
Petition the -President of the United States and the Congress of the United
States, through, the members of the Wisconsin Delegation in, the Congress, for
legislation repealing certain prOvisions d language of the ),Menominee Termi -.
nation Act approved June 17, 1954 (Pubanlic No. 39,9-83rd Congress, 2nd Ses-
slat) as amended, be further amended; and that- 'new, legislation be pursued
as is necessary to accomplish the purpoSes set forth as follows :

1. New legislation to provide for the creation of a Federal trust; that all
Individual shares of common stock issued by Menominee Enterprises, Inc. and
held by Menominee Indians be immediately transferred thereto and to be so
held in trust until the year 2003; Provided that rules and reguit%tions be estab-
lished for an orderly transfer.

2. New legislation tdprovide,that all service functions of Health, Education
and Welfare for the benefit of the Menominee Indians be reestablished and be
a- part of the regular service ftinctions and responsibility ofythe' -United ,States
the Same as enjoyed by other Indian Tribes including- the administration and

-supervision thereof.
3. Ntw legislation to provide for a scientific geological survey. of Menomirtee

Enterprises, Inc.lartd to ascertain whether these landS contain any potential
oil. gas or mineral deposits, such survey to be conducted and financed by the
United States. .

4. Repeal legislation. Legislation to provide for the repeal of the provisions
of the Menominee Termination Act wherein such language or provisions excludes
the Menominee Indian Tribe or its members from the benefits of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare under regular government appropriations and to further
repeal any provisions or language of said Act which is designed to abolish
Menominee Indian Tribal identity or its members and to repeal further language
or provisions in conflict of the proposed new legislation,

5. That persons having one-fourth degree or more of Menonrinee Indian blood
be admitted to- the Menominee Indian Rolls and that such member shall enjoy
the privileges under treaties between the United States and the Menonimee
Indians ; provided that the Final Roll approved In 1954 as proclaimed in the
Federal -Register shall be the basis of determining quantum of Menominee
Indian blood.

6. That a sub-Indian Agency be created in Menominee County, Wisconsin,
under the Department of the Interior for -purposes of supervising the admint.t_r
stration of appropriations made by the United States Congress and for future
functions allocated to such Agency ; Provided, that qualified Menominee Indians
be employed under such Agency.

An-r1 be it resolvect,furtla*, That copies of the foregoing regolutions be for-
warded to the following:

The President of the United States, Richard M. Nixon
Each member of the Wisconsin Delegation in the Senates House of

Representatives of the United States Congress
Chairman of the Interior & Insular Affairs Committee of the United States

Senate
Chairman of thv Interior & Dottier Affairs Committee of the Hbuse of

Representatives
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Secretary of the Interior
Menominee Indian study Committee (Sen.'Itsuben Letra. Ve, Oh.), kaftwah

Wfs.
COUNCII, or- Calm, MENOMINEE INDIAN Ts= Or WISCONSIN, kw,.,.nears Farearrrry.

Principal Chief.
GORDON DIM= Sr.
VTR= Drxorsr r.
Axx,re A.. Doom
Afrronni,,A:. DODGE
ZAMES G. FEEcurrrE
jesoms 41 GRIONON
BENJAMIN ANTLTSIZ
LAWEENCE RICHMOND
HILARY X. Watrichar Sr.
Gesnon B.-,WATIEOOSE
LES A. WAIT'S Sr:.

Mr. FitoEnraon. Now, Mr. Chairman, after restoration occers we
will have a situation where we have a county in Wisconsin that will
have most of its property. tax- exempt. We will have a, county that
includes a. substantial amount of land owned by 'non-Meneraniees,
people who bought their land durin,..ir a period bi time when reserva-
tion status did/not exist. who purchased land in, a normal town in
a normal county under the laws and: onstitation of the State of WIS-
cousin. They bought this land were entitled to fishing
With a State license on the lakes upon hie& they owned' property.
They bought this land at a time whe e interested individuals and
property taxpayers of Menominee County consisted of not Only non-
3Ienominees, but the Menominees themselves, paying a. substantial
portion of the taxes in this county. , -

Those taxes. were largely paid by the Menominee Enterprises
Corp., which Was farmed to take the assets of the former reservation
lands and to preserve, hem as best they could under the circumstances.

In the 1972 asseSsrnent. MEI land. constituted 48.57 percent of
the taxable property and lanoi In the county...Afber restoration, that
taxable property will be removed from the tax rolls. In addition,
under this bill, each indiVidual Menominee has the opportunity to
transfer the land that he owns in fee simple into trust, making it -

exempt. Many Nfenominees will do this., Some will not That land,
as x understand it, constitutes 7.79 percent of the assessment of
1972. .

And then we have the non-Menoininee Troperty owners. .who own
$15,575,620' worth of assessable property, which now constitutes
43.64- percent of the 1972 assessment.

When you give the option to this other 56 percent to become tax
exempt, you are then creating situation, in -which you have the
.Menorainee

following
.electing the, county board and electing the town

board, an,c1 following the eleetibns, setting the tax rate and assessing .

the tax on the largely non - Menominee property taxpayers.
There are thoSe who would prefer, quite frankly, to get the white

meal out of Menominee County. That feeling has been expressed,
from time to time and it has been quoted in the 'newspapers. I quote
from a August 31,.1969 story in the Green. Bay Press Gazette where
it is expressed as follows:

The feeling was expressed strongly that all outsid4. r ,ple, which can be
equated as all white men, should be forced to leave'. county and leave
control of the Menominee lands in the hands of Menominee people.
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Then? just this past week, there was an attack upon current leader-
ship of thd Menominee 'tnterpriges, and the individual indicated as
follows; He said his group will work to regain the land: "We feel it
Was salialegally,4 and we will enforce all Minting and fishing laws
against 'outside non-Menoroinees, "and twork entirely at all times
to bar any family group from again gaining control of our people
and our tribal possessions." .

I oiler these two quotes, members of 'the committee, as indica-
tions of some of the background and some of the :reosons for concern
by the non-Menominee property taxpayers who purchased land in
that area. Needless to say, some of the Menominee property taxpayers
are also very concerned about what will happen atter reservation
status is determined.

When I first ,o-ot involved in the introduotion of this bill I 'wanted
to make the bill contingent upon a restoration of local government
structure that existed prior to termination. That 'meant that Meno-
minee County would be abolished and that three townships would
be returned to Oconto County and seven, townships would be re-
turned to Shawano County. In that way the people who levy the
taxes would also be levying the taxes on property they own and
could not use either the tax rate or the assessment procedure to
harass and drive _people out if, in fact, a controlling group of the
county board decided to do that.

I am not saying that is going to happen. I am saying that it is a
possibility that exists and that should be protected against to make
all feel comfortable with restoration.

Now, there were questions asked by this committee in Keshena
as to how many parcels of land have been sold ;off. I do\ not have
the total figures, but I will give you a listing of the information that
I was able to obtain from the Legend Lake Property 'fiaxpayers'
Association, the Moshawquit Lake Property Taxpayers' Association,
and the LaMatte Lake Property Taxpayers Association. There are
some other areas that have been sold off, at Round Lake, I under-
sta.nd and one at Wolf River. There have been a few loth sold, but,
in these three lakes there were apeoximately 2,500 lots available
for sale. There are 1,930 property taxowners of these lots. Some lots
are still retained by Menominee Enterprises. There are 70 full-time
residents, and there are, I understand, 33 non-Menominee children in
schools. There are 385 improvements on these lots at the present time,
making up the assessment of $15 million.

My concern when drafting this bill was to try to prepare a bill
that would satisfy all interested parties. I have come to the con-
clusion that this is impossible.

Then, the next thing we have to look at is how do we accom-
plish the overall objective, obtain restoration, and still provide some
protection for those who bought, in good faith, during the years the
lands were being sold. I tried to condition the bill upon die restruc-
turing of local government as it -existed as the proper protection.
That was not acceptable to the individuals who were representing the
Menominee interests, and, in an effort to get a bill introduced,
we all accepted a paragraph that was not acceptable to the Metro-
minces and was not particularly acceptable to me. This provision'
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delayed the trust, landthe forest hindsRing into trust for 2
years. It was a compromise to get ,the bill. antroduced.

It is my position* that this ,2-year delay could be taken out of
the bill because we have now found a way to give the protection

4 ----- without hnmediately restructuring local government. The Meno-
minee Indian Study Committee, which nasereet,41. by. the State
of Wisconsin to work with the. kenominees to cone cli, r their prob-
lems as termination went along, and to help. them after termina-
tion, had a meeting in Madison some time ago; and they agreed
to support the wording of an amendment drafted, by Dr.. Rupert

hsobold, our legislative draftsman in hat will permit
e 'State of Wisconsin to adjust or restructure Menominee County

i and When needed.
Under the present law, unless this wording is in this bill, there

can be no restructuring of Menominee County by the State of
Wisconsin because of the Wisconsin constitutional provision pro-
hibiting a restructuring without a referendum in the county. This-
new wording' in thg Federal law will supersede the Wisconsin con-

. stitution and. allow" for the restructuring of local government, if and
when that is necessary, based on whether or not 'the county is viable,
and whether there is some injury to non-Menominees who are then
being taxed by the individuals whose land is tax free.

With this addition to the bill, the 2-year delay, in my opiniOn,
can be removed.

Now, another portion of the bill that is objected to by some of
the Menominees--and is part of the compromiseis the section
dealing with fishing rights. There are 'four lakes that are men-
tioned, the Legend Lakes, Moshawquit. Lake, La Matta Lake, and
Round. Lake, where the sales have occurred, and where individuals
have purchased lands. These people bought in good faith in the
period that sales were being conducted while there existed a county
government and a town government, and while these lakes were a
part of the public trust of the State of Wisconsin. The only restric-
tion on fishing on these four lakes at that time was that a State
fishing license' be purchased by non-Menomineek The Menominees
themselves do. not have to buy a. fishing license from the State
of Wisconsin, because the Supreme Court upheld their long-term.
fishing rights 'without a license. But as to the non- Menominees
they have to have a fishing license to fish on these lakes.

I think this regulation Should be preserved for those four lakes
where a large number of block sales around the lakes have taken
place, and where most of the lot owners around the lakes are non-
Menoniinees. This 'is the reason for the section in the bill to preserve
the fishing rights without regulation by the tribe of the non4leno-
minces who purchased property on these four lakebetween 1961 and
1972. We have an etample in Wisconsinin northern Wisconsin, in
my districtof a reservation where there have been substantial
sales of land off the reservation. It is a mixed situation, s would
exist after the Menominee Reservation is restored; and 'that tribe
has determined that even in view of all the sales, those property
owners in that county on that reservation, now will have to buy
a second fishing license from the tribe, and the boats will have to be
licensed from the resorts to gO on those lakes.
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I think that the rights of those people Who bought in faith
during this period of time should be protected. They ould not
have to license the boats or license their fishing rights2irough
the tribe after restoration.

That is the reason for this exemption in this section of the
bill..

There was also an objection to a portion that was removed, from
the original DRUMS draft that said the Menominees could not
sell land without congressional approval.

r Now, I have been told by someone that there is a general pro-
hibition on the sale of reservation lands, and whether or not that
exists, I think that the constitution of the Menothinee Tribe certainly
will approve a prohibition on. tho sale of land. That constitution
has to be approved by the Secretary of by the Secre-
tary of Interior. In -view of that, T. do not think it is necessary
to state this.provisionin the law. In fact, there might be an instance
when, to the great benefit of the Menominee Tribe, an industry would
want to locate in that county, and their one condition would . be
the purchase of some land. If that did occur, I would hate to lose
the industrial development where jobs are so badly needed because
of prohibitions against selling au acre of land to an industry.

Cif course, that is a decision the Menaminees should make, and
it would seem to me that it just does not make sense to have them
come all the way to Congress to try to get an exception for some-
thing of that nature. .

That is the reason it was removed. If the committee decides to
return that section of the bill, I have no great objection, but I
thought that its removal was the best resolution of the question.

Mr. Chairman, if there are any questions I will be ;lad to try
to answer them. I want: to leave with you a summary that I put
together on the assessment so that some of your questions as to
the number of lots and residential land in the county; and . the
assessment will be answered, and you will have 'a permanent record
of it. .

Once amain I want to reemphasizeAat although I have raised
some questions for the protection of those who bought in good faith
during this period, I am strongly for restoration gaid strongly for
a bill of this nature.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MsEns..Thank you very much, Mr. Froehlich.
I think we will hear from Mr. Obey and then ask questions.

STATEMENT OP HON. DAVID R. OBEY, REPRESENTATIVE IN CON-
GRESS PROM THE SEVENTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OP THE
STATE OP WISCONSIN

Mr. Gent. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As I indicated earlier. I have to be out of here by 11 o/clock

beemve of the Cambodian vote we have in Appropriations, lint I
would prefer if I could just read bits and pieces of my staArti t,
and then comment on a couple of statements made by the gentlema
from the Eighth.
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As+I think irost of the members of this subcommittee know, I
represented Menominee County until 1972 when the portion -
irxent it in the hands of Congressman Froehlich. I am still
involved because I did. introduce legislation last year on the same
subject, 'and I ,do feel my responsibility continues to see that bill
through to completion, even though the bill before you is somewhat
changed in form.

As I think has Already been indicated, the basks of the bill have
bfen agreed upon with little difficultyy, and in the interest of time,
I will not recite them to you now, but I do want to address myself
to some of the questions' which have been raised.

For instance, What will or should happen to Menominee County?
It has been suggested that perhaps the "ball should allow restoration
to take effect only after the Wisconsin Legislature has acted to
abolish Menominee County.

think, frankly, that is the kind of congressional blackmail
which got the Menominees into this situation in the first place. And
I do not support it.

know questions still remain as to what should happen with
the county, but I think that those questions in the end are a matter
for the State legislature and the people of that county to decide,
and not a matter for Congress to decide. I believe that this com-
mittee should not require the abolition of the county before restora-
tion takes place.

I think that to do so would mean that the Congress was simply
making secondary a Federal responsibility which I believe it clearly
has in the matter.

A second question has been: Will the Menominees be in a position
to manipulate the local tax burden to create a huge tax burden for
non-Menominees? Well, I think you have to looleboth at the law
and at experience in other Wisconsin areas. I represent other areas
in the State, where you have a majority of Indians, and they have
not set up an espe,cially onerous tax rate. In fact, in one of the town-
ships in my district, the tax rate in that township is lower than that
of a neighboring tax jurisdiction which is controlled by non-Indians.

I think the answer to that question is no. First of all, as I think
the committee knows, the Wisconsin law establishes a mandatory
ceiling on the total tax revenue equal to 1.5 percent of the total
valuation of the county for the year as set by the department of
revenue.

Secondly, with the restoration, a. great deal of Federal money
will be coming into the county. The 13IA itself, as I understand it,
has said that Menominee County would be eligible for approximately
$1.4 million in services. Funds for Indian health Bermes would
be available from HEW.

Indians would be eligible for other programs, and most im-
portantly, the school tax levy which now amounts to approximately
56 percent of the Menominee County budget, will be set by the
school . district and the State and not by the Menominees. That is
not under the control of the Menominees in any way, and thinkit therefore is improbable that any major tax increase will occur'
if and when Menominee lands are put into Federal trust and that
land is taken off the tax rolls.
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In addition there will be a reduction in the cost in maintenance
of roads.

The Shawano School District will get education funds through
Johnson-O'Malley, and through impact aid, and I know the county
officials themselves have looked at this question. Mr. Ben Miller
has been mentioned here. I understand he is in a jam this morning
because he brought all his papers on American Air Lines, and
American Air Lines seems to have misdirected his bag.gage. I think
we have all gone through that, but I think he will tell you, ad lib,
nonetheless, that it is just likely their taxes will go down rather than
up in the county.

Now, what ab t the 2 -year provisioill As has been; mentioned
the assets of iI would not be put in trust for 2 years. I agreed
to the provision r the purpose of introduction, as Congressman
Froehlich has in mated, but I do not personally favor it. As I
indicated earlier, unless the Menominee lands are put into trust and
become Federal lands, school districts'with Menominee Indian chil-
dren would not be 'eligible for impact aids. That would be an
unnecessary burden on the. Shawano School District.

It has also been pointed out that section 13, which is in the bill,
could be interpreted by the State as an indication that it has no
responsibility for Menominee children through our State equaliza-
tion school aid formula, and obviously that is not our intention.

Secondly, even' more importantly, the 2-year provision takes a
big risk with the assets of -Menominee.Enterprises, Inc. That stock
becomes negotiable on January 1, 1974, and I know it is assumed
by a Feat many people that the legislature would extend the non-.negotiability of that MEI stock, but the fact is' there are legal
questions as .to whether the State can extend it and if it does
become negotiable, it is not beyond the realm of pbsstbility that
it could be an attractive item for timber companies because of the
Menominee forest lands and the assets of the corporation could be
dissipated within a very short time. I think that ought to be avoidedat all costs, and I think therefore it is imperative that this legis-lation be passed before the end of the year:4

Thirdly, it seems to me that some of thoee who support a 2-yeardelay do so at least, in part to see what is going to happen in the
county after restoration occurs. But we will not really know very
much about what is going to happen in,restoration until restoration,
in fact, does occur. We have to have restoration to find out what infact is going to occur.

So, I do not think that that argument lies. Frankly, I am nolawyerI kiddingly tell my lawyer friends that everytime someonesuggests that I am one, I stand up and def my Character, but Ido not know what the language of Mr. TheobOld,'s,suggeetion reallymeans,. and I would prefer that you discuss that with people who
4are lawyers who will testify later.

As I understand it, the State constitution requires that there bea referendum in Menominee Countybefore that count, could beabolished, and that is the interpretation which I will stick to untila good lawyer can show me otherwise.
Will property rights be jeopardized/ I think the answer here isclearly no. This legislation does not convey property rights to In-
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clians or to non-Indians. Lands which were formerly part of the
reservation but which have since been sold to 'private individuals
will in no way be affected by this bill.

The court suits have been mentioned, both at- the earlier hearings
in Menominee County and here today, but the fact is those questions
will be decided by the court regardless of whether this bill -ever
moves out of this committee, and that question is completely sep-
arate from the legislation here before you today..

Now, why is the bill necessary? I think I can shortcut that answer
simply because of the great increase in Federal. funds which will
become available to thao.Menominees. Menominee Enterprises would
be freed of a property tax burden in the neighborhood- of $700,00()
a year. and I frankly doubt that Menominee Enterprises could
make it unless that lartraen is removed.

The fact is that MEI has had great difficulty meeting its obliga-
tions over the past years, and the fact that the temporary timber
shortage has put them into the black for a couple of quarters on a
temporary basis just recently should not be taken as an indication
of Menominee Enterprises' long-range ability to survive. That mill
is old. I think it is 05 or 70- years old. It needs modernization.
Ports of it will need replacement. It has no significant reserves. and
is operating on a shoestring that will not get any stronger.
. In fact, to the extant that Menominee Enterprises has stayed on
its feet. it has been due largely to the sale of Menominee lands.
Those sales have now all but stopped.

I think it is important' to-keep in mind what the MA report on
the economic conditions in Menominee County pointed out. That the
report said, and I quote, "without the development of additional
sources of income or without significant reduction of other costs,
analyses indicated that MEI will be in a very serious financial posi-
tion before 1975."

In short, the Menominees' position or the position that the
Menominees are in is this, either they have to sell'thear land or they
have to risk going under. I do not want to see them Sliding into
eitliz alternative, and the Menominees have gone to. great lengths
tp keep their land in the past. It was, for example,, never allotted.

.
The passage of this act would mean that they would: not have to

sell their land again, and the Menomiheed now in the county would
be able to pass lands on to their children just as they receive it froni
their parents.

I want to make a. couple of _points before I close. Congressman
Froehlich inserted in the record a letter from Mr. Dodge. I think
the implication was loft that the Council of Chiefs in fact supports
a 2-year delay. The fact is that submitted to the Wisconsin Con -
gressional Delegation along with the letter was a resolution, and
I would like to make that resolution a part of the record, because
I think it indicates something quite different froni the letter.

Mr. FROEHLICH. Mr. Chairman, the resolution is attached to my
letter.

Mr. MEEDS. Without objection the resolution will be entered.
Mr. OBEY. The fact is that Mr. Dodge signed that letter for him-

self. and if you will take a look at the names on the letterhead, you
will see that a good number of them have signed the resolution.
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In fact, some. of them have testified before your committee in Meno-
minee County against the 2-year provision and I think that should
be clear.

I also would just like to say just one thing in clOsinl. Mel Laird
represented -Menominee County before I did, and now Ilan
Froehlich has succeeded me in that position, and Mel Lai s tried to
stop termination when it was first brought to the Congress. He
didn't succeed. I tried to help begin the process of reversal of
termination last year, and now Congressman Froehlich and I have
joinedalbeit with somewhat different empha.Sisto ty to complete
that process. I hope that we will be successful in undoing what Mel
Laird tried to prevent a long time ago. If we are, it will not neces-
sarily reflect, I um sure? that we have been more effective than he
'MS. It will simply indicate there is a new climate across country
which recognizes that the termination policy which the original 1
lation was based on was a mistake, both socially and economically.

°I hope that this subcommittee can ;ee fit to report that ibill out, and
I am sure that they will.

Thank you very much.
Mr. ME.EDS. Thank you very much, Con an Obey.
Mr. Froehlich, I would like to begin, if I. may, with an examina-

tion of this letter and resolution to which you referred, and which
was submitted. It is rather clear that the resolution expresses the
intent of the board of directors and Council of Chiefs since they
signed itassuming they are not forgeries. All but one of, them

ed it as I see here.
Mr. FROEHLICH. There are two blanks where they did not sign it,

Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEns. So you agree with me that that ,at least is the resolu-

tion of till those people that signed it?
Mr. FROEHLICH. Yes. I take no position on that except to put it,

in the record and indicate that the original letter
Mr. MEEDS. Well, you put it in the record, now. You know, when'

a witness puts something in the record, it at least means that he
takes some stock by what it, says. Right?

Mr. FnoEnucir. Right. The letterhead includes many of the leaders
Menominee County of past and present.

Mr. MEEns. Right.
And many of the names of the Council of Chiefs on the Meno-

minee Indian Tribe 'of Wisconsin, Inc. letterhead are also, on the
rem] ration.

'Arr. FROEHLICH. That is correct.
Mr. MEEns. In fact, almost all of them are.
Mr. FnoEmicii. That is right.
Mr. MEEns. Yet the letter accompanying the resolution and which

appears to me to be contrary to the resolution, is signed by only-one
man, Mr. Dodge.

Now, can you tell me whether the other people whr names
appear on the letterhead agreed with the content of the letter
accompanying the resolution ?

Mr. FnoEtir,rcit. I have no knowledge of that, Mr. Chairman. I
received the letter in the mail yesterday. It. was a correspondence
forwarded by one of the officials of the Council of Chiefs, with
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the adman anying resolution. The 'resolution and the letter speak
for th yes.

Mr. MF2Ds. So it could be then simply the feeling and PositiOn of
Mr. Dodge.

Mr. Faceurraczt. It very well could be.
Mr. Mzns. Since this is the only signature affixed to the letter.
Mr. FROIBILICHk It very..well could.be.
It could be the opposite, too. It could be the feeling of the Council

of Chiefs. That I do not know. We have witnesses that will appear
here today, Ben Miller particularly, who can answer that question
for us.

Mr. Mr.Ens.. I hope so, but in any event, we inust assume, at least
at this time from the record before us-,-and again assuming that
they are not forgerieS on the resolutionthat that is the collective
intent with the et ception of the two people who did not sign.

Would you agree to that?
Mr. Fuommion. Yes. .

Mr. linEns. Now, you are aware of what the pro erty tax ceiling
is presently in the Menominee County, Mr. r ich?

Mr: FROEIMIC/T. There is a limitation in the statutes as to Meno-
minee County. It applies only to Menominee County and it limits
tax to 1.5 percent of .the assessment of the equalized. valuation set
by the State of Wisconsin. The limitation is relatively meaningless,
Mr. Chairnilin, because it is set very high. There is no county in
Wisconsin that taxes 1.5 percent of the equalized valuation for county
purposes.

If you had a $60,000 piece of
in

some of the property
owned by non- Menominecs is 3n that price rangeit% percent of
that -- $000 --.is for county purposes. alone. Then you can add three-
fourths of a percent for town purposes. That would be $1,350. And
then you add $600. to $800 for school purposes. You have over $2.000
in taxes, and that, I contend, Mr. Chairman, on that type of property
in Wisconsin with the governmental services offered, is excessive
taxation.

Mr. MEED8. Where the town and the county are one and the same.
is not the limit 1.5 percent?

Mr. FROMM/CIL No.. the town and county are not the same. There
is n town government. There is a county government. Each has its
limitations. The county government is 1.5 percent. The town gov-
ernment is three-fourths percent.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, may I comment on that?
Mr. AfEzes..Yes.
Mr. OBEY. I think you have to keep in mind, in addition to that

limitation however, that Wisconsin also lute a uniformity of axa-
tion requirement. Because this bill does not require the land of
indi vidual Menominees to also be folded back into trust under the
Federal Government in fact if this runaway taxation that some
people have in their minds would take places that taxation could
apply to Indians as well as whites, and I think that ought to be
dear.

Mr. Alms. What I am trying to get to, if either one of you gentle-
men know, what is the present tax? I hope that we have a witness.
today that can answer.
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Is it 1.5 percept I
Mr. FuOmmorc. No. I do not know what it is.

Munos. Now, you art a taxpayer there.
'Mr. FROEXIViCIV. That is correct.
Mr. Mutes. Generally people know how Much taxes, they are

Mr. FROEHLICH. I tried to find my, tax bill this morning to get
the exact assessed rate, and could not find it. Hating moved to
Washington cha. tax bill kind of got ost in the move. .

Mr. Muses. Well, was it 1.5 percen in Menominee County and
Menominee. City, the boundaries of 'eh I understand are co-
terminous.

Mr. Fnostinton. That is right, but they are two different govern -
ments. The county government is another government with, certain
reoponsibilitiesin Wisconsin. There isit.countby board chairman,Iliere!
is a county 'board which rtms the 4ounty, inxere is a town board
chairman and a town board that runs the .town. These may be the
same individuals, but they have certain different functions

Mr. MEEDS. And the other taxes yew talk about
Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman,- I think I have the answer for you.
Mr. Mmes. Just one moment until I finish my question, please.
The other tax that you talked about, the school taros not eon,

trolled by the residents of Menominee County at all, is its
Mr. Fnonur.toix. No, with the school tax
Mr. MINERS. They would be a minority in that 'assessment, would

they not?
Mr. FROEIILICIX. That is correct, but the school tax is11 large tax

which is paid, and when you are talking about total tax bills you
would have to,add the school,tax, to, the high limitation on .county-
taxes, and the high limitation on to. wn taxes to get a total tax
bill. -

Mr. lVfnuns. I am not directing myself, ..however, tcy your appre-
hension that the Menominees, _were' they in control would tax the
white owners out of existence.

Mr. FROEIILICIL Z am not making that as a statement. I am talking
abOu

Mr. Mralos. I am just cutting through the frills and coming right
to the issue, and I think it- is a, valid question. They do not have
control, then, over the greatest portion of the taxation that rests in
Shawano County.

Mr. FROEHLICH. That is correct.
Well, there is u. joint school district.
Mr. Muuns. There is a joint school district.
Mr. Frtorpracir. Right.
Mr. Mimes. Now, Mr. Obey, you, had an observation you wanted

to make.
Mr. OBEY. The tax rake for the county was 10 with a limitation

of 15.
Is that right?
Mr. MEEDS. Two thirds, then. .

Mr. OBEY. Yes. In the township I think the figures point out
how unused that township taxation power has been and is likely
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to remain because the township tax is 0.56, so it is almoit noth-
. ing.

Mr.. Damns. Now, are you aware, Mr. Froehlich, of the benefits
which could become available to the county or to the reservation
after restoration?

FaOrmson. I am in a general way knowledgeable about the
benefits for health and educZon that would be available, but we
have no specifics. We have no one that has pub together a model of
what Would exist after restoration to show us" how much impacted
aid, how much educational monies would come in; how much health
monies would come in. This hill, Mr. Chairman, does not answer the
questionwe have no answer to the question as to how many remain-
mg people do not qualify for Federal benefits after restoration.

This bill says that every Menominee of a quarter blood or more will
be put back on the rolls. 'nose put back on the rolls become eligible
for the Federal educational benefits. for the Federal health benefits,
but those that are less than a quarter percent would remain, if they
were welfare cases, on the county or the town. Thetown has a respon-
sibility for general relief, and the county has a portion of the costs
for categorical aids.

Mr. Mums. Mr. Ottina, the Commissioner of Education, is going to
testify today ; but my understanding is that there are 1,054 Meno-
minee school children .grades, 8 through 12. The costs of education in
Wisconsin are approximately average costs. They are somewhere in
the area of $900, not including capitalization costs. So just a horse -
back guess would be, that under impact aid formula, they would" get
somewhere in the area of $520,000 for those children.

Were you aware of that?
Mr. FROEHLICH. If all those children qualify, if they are all more

than a quarter blood.
Mr. Minns. The question is, would they qualify under impact aid,

not under this and do they live on an Indian reservation. They
could even be white children and receive impact aid. So there is no
blood quantum requirement there at all. .

So we are talking about $527,000 just for the Menominee children
that would go to the district as impacraid. You would lose over $1
mfillion because of your proposal for a 2-year 1;

Mr. FROEHLICH. Mr. Chairman, I have al to ,y indicated to this
committee that the 2-year clause was included under negotiation. The
real issue was restructuring a local government. I have no objection
to removing that 2-year delay.

AsI indicated in my testimony previously
Mr. WEDS. Well, wasn't that under the proposal to abolish the

county?
Mr. Fitianimen. I said there would be no need to abolish the county

with the new wording that is supported by the Menominee Indian
Study Committee and was put together by our legal drafting evert
in Wisconsin, Dr. Rupemt Theobold, that would allow the State gov-
ernment, the State legislature, if the need occurred, to restructure
local government, as they had power to restructure local government
when the termination occurred.

When termination occurred, the State government restructured
local government specifictilly to include Menominee County. Mono-
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mines County is the only county in the State with only one town in
it, and so the legislature was able, based upon the need land the goals
to restructure, and it did so..

Now, all I am saying in this bill cis that I support the Menominee
Study 'Committee and Rupert Theobold's draft that flame the State
of Wisconsin to restructure, if and when the case occurs--,-if such a
need develops. Then, this 2-year clause can be taken out.

Mr. MEEDS. It would not require any change in the Wisconsin con-
stitution?

Mr. FitozyucH. No. All I can tell you is what the legal expert from
Wisconsin says.

1/4

Mr. MEEDS. And he will testify later today.
Mr. FROEHLICH. He can testify. He is here for information pur-

poses. He is not scheduled to testify.
Mr. Mmes. Well, I hope he will remain available.
I have taken too much time.
Ma'. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I have to leave to get back to the Appro-

priations Committee meeting for a vote on a fund cutoff for U.S,
military activities in Cambodia. I will be happy to come back to
answer any questions that you might have this aRernoon.

MT. MEEDS. That you very much.
Mr. LIMAN. MI. Obey, before you leave, Could I just get into one

question that
Mr. OBEY. Well, we have a vote right at 11. If I can do it in 30

seconds, yes.
Mr. Ifirs.Ax. Go ahead. Wer will do it some other time.
Mr. OBEY. I will be back this afternoon, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LIMAN. I might ask, Mr. Froehlich, I gathered from your

testimony, that if someone were inclined to make property taxes very,
very high, excessive, so that someone would not be interestcl in owning
that land anymore, your testimony has shown that they could. raise
I use the example of a $60,000 home, to $2,000 per year in taxes.

Mr. FROEHLICH. That is correct.
Mr. tirsio.r. Which I would consider excessive.
Now, I think that is one of the concerns, olio of the problems that

the legislation may have. In order to remove that pasticular problem,
is it feasible to move those private lands out into another county and
leave it virtuallyy

imprac-
tical

could not leave all of the reservation lust in
one county, or I suppose you Could, but it would be perhaps mprac-
tical to do so-4that some of the reservation that may lie between the
adjoining county and those private lands, just take those areas and
move them over *into another county.

Do you think that that would be acceptable to the Menominee
Tribe?

Mr. FROEHLICH. Well, i oppose that as an alternative to abolishing
Menominee County and found that there was no acceptance of the
idea of taking a proportion of what is now Menominee County and
either attaching it to the adjacent Oconto or to the adjacent Shawano
Counties. Geographically it is possible bcause most of this devlop-

. merit, Moshawquit, La Matte and Legend Lake is in the southeastern
corner of Menominee County. That still would not address itself to
a few parcels of land that have ben sold to non-Menominees along the

27.).
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Wolf River, and se there would be scare parcelal:that you could not
include in i propos:Ed such as. that .

A ;large .portion of-them you NAM, -hut at the time that we dis-
cussed it, at the time that lye were-negotiating onlocaLgo7eraunent--
structure, It was not acceptable to the people: I tialkeo, the people
wto represented. the present elected leadership of the Corporation and
Menominee Enterprise or the, DRUMS leaders,

Mr. filITANdi Could you tell me why_ it was net aeeePtable?
Mr. FROEHLICH. I guess, the statement made at that time 'was that

there are some Menominees on these lakes: The statement that was
made was that they would not go along with any restructuring that
put stfine Menominees il. the. minority. ,

Mr. LUJAN. What,,,,hoont those Menem:mew that live on private
land? ,

What is their feelings on being united? .
.Mr. Fuopurron. Well; smile of .them are certainly concerned. over'

retaining their land, and there are many parcels ef.land, I am told, 0
that are delinquent in taxes. These icplar individual Menoaninees

.-ara anxious to transfer tUr- s to so they can get out of this' -tax burden. , - .
Mr. LUJAN. But they could still be part of the reservation and give

them back'anyway, even if at was not in ne county. .
Mr: FROEHLICH. Yes, absolutely.
Mr. LUJAN. Let me ask you one other qu ion, - fl

Is the Wisconsin legislature in session no
Mr. FROEHLICH. Yes, it is. .
Mr. LUJAN. Would it be conceivable that if such a provision :s

endangering the passage of this legislation, that the Wisconsin legis-
lature could make this division even right-now and say, all right, we
do not have that, roblenfta..nymore ?.. Let's go on witb_the reskof the, .
le0slation ?"- .- - f5i. :

Mr. FROEHLICH. With the consent and *support 01 the Governor of
the State, that could be done very quickly. The.GO'vernor will be here
atestify following my. testimony.

A Mr. LUJAN. I have no further questions, Mr. chairman: Thank you.
Mr. ME-Ens. I have one more question. .
Are these areas, principally Legend Lake and. Moshaw.,quit and

areas like that, coterminous or contiguous to the Shawano or Oconto
c,ounties?

Mr. FROEHLICH. Well, they are In Menominee county .but they are
really in the southeast corner very elode to either Shawapo or Oconto.

Mr. Mmes. Are they contiguous to either one? ,
Mr. FROEHLICH. The lakes themselves ?

1

Mr. MMES. Yes.
Mr. FROEHLICH. No, there would be some reservationland betweenthe lakes and Shawano County. IVIoshavquit is'almost a stone's throw

, from the Oconto County line. That is the most easterly lake of the;bunch.
Mmes. Now, aren't there some problems with. present Wuscon

- -Sin, laws peranitting tle establishment of taxable-land..townships. Inof lier words, do you not have some ,probleans in the legislature with .attaching that part of the pre,sent county of Menimninee to,either
i iwano or Oconto County?

C
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Fnsinizmioxi. Well, if one Wore to try to pick up just the parcels
of,raud. itamt were said to private owners after the reservation was
reestabliehek and try to say that the reservation was not in the
councl, these islands-of-pardels-inTa-pnintythat--is-iiwssill*
You see, the whole reservation has to be m some coupty or in more.
than dile county. You kase4, ,county 'government exists throughout
1Visconsin,' and all reservations are in a 'county.-

So if you are talking about county goveriune0, there is no way to
take the reservation out of the county, but you\mnyou could con-
eel-v.-ably draft legislation on a,liniform basis as was done to ,create
thee one town In Menominee County, to :create just in Menominee
County a 'town created outof these parcels of land.That is feasible
and possible in my opinion. .

Mr. MEnos. Okay. I think that is all the questions I .have.
Thank you very vittech, Mr. Froehlich.
Mr. FuontrracrLiThank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEDS. Our'next -witness is the Ildromble Petri& Lucey, Gov-

drnorofthe State of Wisconsin.
Governor Lucey, please come fotward.
We are indeed honored to have you here to-testify on this matter

today. We appreciate your taking Your time from yoUr very busy
.schedule to do sd. . ,

Prior to your testimony, I ask unanimous consent that the record
be open for statements-to be submitted by the cosponsors of the bill.

Without 615jection, so ordered.
[The statements Deferred to follow

-
Cos'aaEss Or THE UNITED STATES,

o HOUSE Or REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., .June 27,1978--MN. LLOYD NEEDS,

Chairmall, Subcommittee on Affairs,. Committee on Interior. and ',malty
Affairs, Liiiigivorth .Hoitse Offte Building, Washington, -D.C. 71:DFAR MR. CHA/RMN A : WISE* to express my full inpport,for H.R. 7421, which

s

would once again make the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wiseongin a federallyrecognized tribe:
This legislation would go far towards remedying the injustices tauhed by

the government's Unfortunate policy of termination of Indian trib whichthe Menominee Trih became victim. It would r e to this tri des -perately- tAneeded federal services available L o r Indian tri the'country and would give the members of the, e right of selt-determina--flan. 0
As a co-spor(so of this bill, I would respectfully urge all my colleagues

to support this effort to reverse the policy of termination and restore thelull rights of-the Menominee Indian Tribe.
VAry truly yours,

t,YVONNE'BRATHWAITE BuRitq'
Member el Congress.

.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBENT W. leASTENMEIER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN Cotronzss
FROM THE STATE OP-WISCONSIN -

,Mr. Chia -Yvan, I appreciate this opportunity to, testify on behalf of H.R.'
7421, The Menominee Restoration Act which I have co-sponsored. It is my
belief that this piece of legislation is one of the most important that shall,
come before`this subcommittee during the 93.mplt congress.

In 1954 the Federal. Government terminatZff the tribal and reservation statut
of the" Menominee 'Indians ,of, Wisconsin. Under the guise of providing an,
opportunity 'for self-determination the government totally abandoned the .

tribe. All of the long-standing provisioms for the proteetion and 'maAntenance,
-



of the Menominee lifi-style were discarded with no substantive discussion with
the Indians, and a complicited corporlite life-style was threat on them. In
effect, an experiment was conducted on the Menominee, an experiment that
has had tragic and disheartening results. -The time has long since come for a
total and speedy restoration of tribal status to the Menominee. I have co-
ponsored and strongly support the Menominee Restoration Act and will work

actively to ensure its enactment.
The termination policy,'-begun following a deceptive and superficial explana-

tion to the Menominee, has been a complete disaster to the tribe. Under the
federally ordered plan the Menominee have lost their liquid assets. They have
lost their hospital and, school;, They have been economically' forced to sell
large portions of liar land. Unemployment in the Menominee community is
at 25%, higher thnywhere in Wisconsin, The average per, capita income
of the tribe is $1.028, less than a third of the Wisconsin average. More than
75% of Menominee children never finish high school. Proper medical and
dental care is no longer available in. the community. Home value in llenominee
County is one third of the state's average. What was once the 'Menominee
Indian Reservation, a relatively prosperous reservation full of hope and poSsi-
bilities, has become Menominee County, Wisconsin's poorest. The Menominee
-have even been denied their most valued possession,- their 'cultural and his-
torical identity. Termination has ordered that. no new named be added to the
official Menominee Tribal Roll. Children born to the tribe sine the roll was
closed are simply not official Indians. I can 'think of MI better ption of
this practice than ,that which Wks offered by Ms. Ada, Deer, a Menominee
leader, who labeled termination, "cultural gen de".oci

The Menominee Restoration At will return the Menominee's century old
treaty rights, services, and protectionS; It will return all services provided
by the BIA, including education, health, titility, and medical services. The Act
will re-establish Indian Tribal status, opening the rolls for continued growth
of the tribe. The Act provides for the election, by the tribe, of a nine member
Menominee Restoration Committee to oversee the implementation of the Act.
Also, a referendum to determine the tribe's 'Constitution and the-free election.
of officers is provided for. 'Pie Aq will finally and a senseless policy that is
abliorent to the majority of Indian people.

Further, I urge that the Act be implemented as soon after enactment as
possible, rather than after a two year transition period that is currently
recommended. The Menominee crisis is n grave that a two, year delay would
bring considerable hardship. We must re- `instate our moral `and treaty obliga-
tion to the Menominee as quickly as possible.

Hopefully, speedy, House action on this bill will bring an'end to the monu-
mental Mistake that termination has been for the Wisconsin Menominee.

STATEMENT OF HON. JULIA BUTLER HANSEN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OFWASIIINGTON `

The Menominee Restoration Act, H. R. 7421, is legislation which should
be enacted by this Congress because it will. 'repeal tut earlier act terminating
Federal supervision over the :Menominee Indian Tribe of . Wisconsin. It will
restore the Menominee ReserVation and return, the tribe to full . Indian
status.

While legislation enacted in ;1954 terminating supervision of the tribe was
carried out with the best intentions; the consequeneeS of such a' measure were
not realized at Ilia t time either liy the governnient le the Indians involved. .

Now it is realized" that the earlier actin was -a mistake. The tribe should
be restored to their proper place and this grave error of judgment cor-
rected. , ..

H. R. 7421 will tosur& the Menominee eStRb101upent of their own com-
mitteemittee to represent the in bringing about the restoration. It will also
assure this generatiot on tare generations that their land will he pro-,
tected, that they will en hy the benefits from these properties. H. lon. will
assure increased Federal funding for education of their 'children, aud the tribe
will be eligible for housing loanS and health. benefits.

*,
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May I join, as a 0asponsor of this legislation, in urging its enactment. It
will correct a situation that caused the members of the Menominees great
anguish and suffering.

CONGRESS OF THE Marto STATES,
House OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., June 27, 1973. '

HoN. 14=3 MaimF4
Subcommittee on Interior and Insular Affairs, house of Representa-

tives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. larzyn : I would like to acknowledge my co-sponsorship of H. R.

7421, legislation to restore the Menominee Tribe to the status which it had
before the Tribe was terminated from all federal supervision and benefits.

I respectfully -urge the Committee's expeditious consideration of this legis-
lation.

With warmest personal regards,
"Sincerely,

(-J
-STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD S. DERWINSKI, A RP.PRESFOTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. Chairman : As a cosponsor of H.R. 7421, I strongly urge favorable sub-
committee consideration of this measure.

My interest in this legislation stems. in part, from personal knowledge of
the problems that have beset. the Menominee Indian tribe since Federal super-
vision was terminated over their property. For many years my family has
vacationed near the Menominee Reservation in Wisconsin and I had a first-
hand opportunity to recognize the failure of iye Well4ntended 1954 Act which
terminated Federal supervision over the Illeno mee Indians.

I believe that our distinguished colleague, Rarold Froehlich, the main
sponsor of this bill, is to be commended' for taking the lead in 'this absolutely
necessary and practical step. For that reason, I. am pleased to be a cosponsor
of this legiblation. In my judgment, this is a very significant piece of legis-
lation and would clearly benefit the Menominee tribe.

I again urge favorable subcommittee consideration of this- bill.

PHILIP E. RUPPE, Member of Congr688.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
House OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., June 27, 1973.

lion. LLOYD MEMOS,
Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, Committee on. Interior and Insular Affain,

House °Sae -Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR LLoTD, I want to indicate my strong support for the Menominee Restor-

ation Act, H.R. 7421.
The time has come for us to admit that termination was a tragic mistake.

The Menominee people have suffered immensely under the 1954 Act, which
was Intended to "free" them from federal control: Their liquid assets have
been lost. Their school:3 and hospitals closed. Valuable ancestral land has been
sold in an effort to improve Menominee County's meagre tax base.

Clearly, restoration is the only long-range solution to the Menominees'
' problems. Under H.R. 7421, the Menominees would again be eligible for services

and funding available to other federally recognized Indians. The newly recog-
nized tribe would be able to establish its own tribal government under provi-
sions similar to the Indian Reorganization Act.

Prompt action on this legislation by your Subcommittee will be an im-
portant first step on the Menominees long road back to economic self-sufficiency,
and cultural integrity.

With best wishes. ,

Sincerely,

278.
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CONGRESS Olr THE UNITED STATES,
Housi OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., June 27, 1978.
HON. LLOYD MEEDS,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs, Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DELit Lurtp : I am writing to support and endorse H.R. 7421 and to urge

your Subcommittee to report favorably on the bill.
The Menominee Indian Tribe bill is, an example of the positive actions

.k the Federal Government can take to improve the position of the American
Indian. The bill would once again make the Menominee Indian Tribe it Fed-
erally recognized Tribe, would restore to the Menominees the Federal services
available to other American Indians, and Would put into trust SHIERS most
of the land formerly part of the Menominee reSertration.

I consider it an honor to cosponsor the bill in an effort to both remedy
a local wrong and to make it clear nationally that Congress is sensitive to
the problem of the American Indian.

Yours sincerely,
MIOHAEL J. HAURINGTON......_

CONGRESS OF THEzltICITED STATES,
HOURE,WREPRESENTATIVES,
WasItingftli.D.lit June 27, 1978.

HON. LLOYD MEEDS,
Chairman, Indian Affairs Subcommittee, Interior Commitree,Wengworth House

Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN : I am writing with regard to H.R. 7421the Menominee

Restoration Act which is scheduled before your Subcommittee for 'hearings
on June 28.

This legislation will not only improve the economic situation for the Meno-
minee people, who now constitute the poorest county in Wisconsin, but it
will also reaffirm the responsibility of the Federal government to provide
services and assistance to the Chippewas and other tribes nationwide.

The passage of this legislation has become a symbol to Indian tribes because
it represents the rejection of termination as a Federal policy. This important
legislation is related to many other problems facing Indian tribes and I am
pleased to join in support of this legislation.

With warm regards.
Sincerely,

HON. LLOYD MEEDS,
Chairman,
Subcommittee on Indian Affairs,
House Annex.

JOHN A. BLATNIK, M.C.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITE% STATES,
HOUSE Or REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., June 26, 1978

DEAR Ltorp : I am writing to express my support for HR 7421. This bill,
which I am cosponsoring, would give federal recognition to the Menominee
Indian Tribe of Wisconsin.

I am hopeful that the Subcommittee on Indian Affairs will give positive.
con.91deration to HR 7421.

Thank you in advance for your time and interest. .

Sincerely,
liZa ABM,

Member of Congress.
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., June 27,1973.

THE Hommiour Ltovb Mame,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. a CuAritmeN: Your Subcommittee will consider on June 28th an

extremely important bill, H.R. 7421important to the members of the Mane-
melee tribe in Wisconsin and important hi the sense of governmental policy
towards Indian Tribes in the United States.

Previous to their termination, the Menominee tribe was relatively self-
sufficient ; since termination, over $19 million dollars in federal and state
funds have been spent in Menoniinee County.

It is generally recognized that the policy of termination should changed
that self-determination, not termination should be the policy of the American
government. H.R. 7421 would make the Menominee Indian Tribe a federally
recognized' Tribe, would restore to Menominees the federal services available
to other American Indians, and would put into trust status most of the land
formerly part of the Menominee reservation.

I urge the Subcommittee to remedy the reprehensible action taken by Con-
gress in 1954 by acting favorably on FI.R. 7421.

Sincerely yours,
JEROME R. WALDIE, M.C.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., June 28, 1973.

HON. LLOYD MEEDS,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Indian Affairs,
Longwortk 'louse 0 'Ike Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAmmtvi : As a co-sponsor of H.R. 7421, I am pleased to know
that you wil.be holding hearings this week. I hope it may 'be soon possible to
repeal Federal supervision over the Menominee Indian Tribe and restore them
their full rights.

Sincerely,
BELLA S. Anzuo,
Member of Congress.

Mr. MERS. Proceed, sir. .
Mr. LuonY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a relatively brad statement here, but even so I think that

some of it had.been fairly well covered by your opening statement and
by the statements of the two Congressmen involved, and I think
therefore I will attempt to pretty much summarize the statement that
I have prepared.

Mr. MPEDS. Without objection., the entire statement will be placed
in the record at this point.

[The prepared statement of Governor Lucey follows t]

STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICK S. LUCKE', GOVERNOR, STATE OF WISCONSIN

Chairman Meeds, Members of the Indian Affairs Subcommittee, Ladies and
Gentlemen. I am here today to testify on behalf of HR 7421, the Menominee
Restoration Act. As. Governor of Wisconsin, it is important for me to address .

at this time the impact restoration will hive on.the state, and the state on the
success of restoration.

2-80
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But I am not her p this morning in just an official capacity. For many years,
I have Shared the view of my Menominee friends that termination was a funda-
mental mistake, that is has benefited neither Wisconsin nor this nationand
that It has actively hurt the people it was meant to help, the Menominee .-Indians themseiVes.

The legislative, administrative and legal questions involved in restoration are
dwarfed by the existing problems of the Menomineeproblems which I believe
are, to a large extent, the legacy of termination. One of the justifications for
that policy.. in 1954 was the presumed prosperity -of the Menominees. Today, no
one would Make that same claim. From 1987 to 1073, unemployment in Meno-
minee CountY, ranged from 21% to a projected 89% this monththe highest
unemployment in the State of Wisconsin. Per .capita income as the lowest in'
the state, and per capita welfare payments the largest. In 1970, 42% of Meno-
minee County Indians had incomes below the poverty level; this may be con-
trasted to a statewide figure of 7%...

Termination may not be the only cause of these sorry statistics, but it has
surely been a major contributing factor. Asa result of termination, the Meno-
minees have been forced to pay tax costsfvmerly assumed by the federal
government. Necessary services, such as heath care, have been curtailed.
Tribal assets, held in the joint Stock company of Menominee Enterprises, Incor-
porated, have been tragically depleted. Menominee land has passed out of tribal
hands, and development meant to expand the county's tax base has brought
environmental damage. .

As the Bureau of. Indian Affairs reported last year: "Most people who are
knowledgeable about the Menominee situation are of the view that the Meno-
minee Tribe and its related institutions cannot continue to exist under the
conditions in which they now find themselves Menominee Enterprises, Incor-
porated, has already had 'to dispose of land, its most valuable asset ; an asset
to which the Menominee people have a firm attachment, in order to meet its
ongoing operational requirements and its obligation tax liability to Menominee
County."

.. Financial figures make it apparent that the costs of running Menominee
County cannot be met out of the profits of the saw mill, but will be met only
by further sales of the land assets of the corporation. This dissipation of the
land base reduced (sic) the amount of land that is available for sustained
management for forest products. reducing -.in turn the source of income for the.
sawmill. This downward spiral forebodes only continuing difficulties for the

' Menominee people, leading ultimately to financial chaos, or-a. solution through
continuing transfusions of ever-increasing amounts of public money without any
real chance of altering the downward spiral. This downward financial spiral
has. quite justifiably, lead to a downWnrd spiral ofhope on the part of, the _-
Menominee Tribe.

Our study of the situation has lead its to the same conelusien that has be
accepted by most Menominee, that is, the return, of theMenominee Tribe tcr the,,
trust relationship with the Federal Government is the -only solution to. this.
almost hopeless situation."

Restoration is not a magic wand, that will immediately solve all the problems
of the Menominees. But it will ma7ce popiafe the solution tothatie problems. It
will relieve the pressure te -sell Menominee lands to nonlIenominees. It will
remove the crippling property tax burden on the financiftWokeifk MM, and :.

return jointly-owned Menominee land to a !federal trust. It.fistin..hring an intik,'
Mon of new federal funds for schools, health care, roads, itienthVr- ..impertant
public services. It will assure the Menominees a real eliace--eVer..thielf own.
destiny, rather than the illusory choiceprovided by an economic situatioriiwhich
offers them few real alternatives.

But the impact of restoration will not. be limited` to Menominces. It will
o also affect non- Menominees whp-livein Menominee County, the State of Wis-

consin. and to some extent r1 .least.:adjacent equnties.
'There has been .concern pXpressed that restoration will have an adverse

impact en noniMenaminee pgVerty taxpaers who live in the County. From
everything we have been able fp deterfnine, these fears are groundless. In fact,
-there-is It -real po.klbilibfthitt property taxes .WIll,go down as a result of the
federalizatiOn ef-eotinti. and town road% new federal .welfare assistance, and
federal impact and .Tohnsqh-O'Malley' fundS.for pick-up of Cdtteational- costs.
{According to a legal analysis prepared by the Neff ve Anferican Rights Fund,
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the most the County's property tax base can decreaBe after restoration is 57%
federal funding should result in en at least 436% reduction in expenditures
supported by local taxes.)

From a state perspective, there are a number of important questions con-
cerning the organization n-Of gOvermnent-in----Menominee -County--which- bust
remain unresolved until the process of restoration has begun. All of these clues-
tion.s have been thoroughly examined over the past few years by the Meno-
minee Indian Study Committee. The most limportant of them is: ShouldMeno-
minee remain a county, in the same form as it is today?

An authority on this issue in Wisconsin government has suggested that H.R.
7421 be amended so as to provide our lawmakers with flexibility in establishing
the post-restoration governmental structure for what is now Menominee County,
If you do not have a copy of this amendment, I would be happy to supply you
with it. I believe it is worthy of serious consideration.

Althlugn many of the details must still be worked out, I do not foresee any
major problem posed Ifor the state by restoration. Let me assure you that any
difficulties' which do dome up will receive my prompt and thorough consider-
ation. I am committee to making restoration workfor the Menominee, for
the adjacent counties, and for the people of the state of Wisconsin.

I do however, see a problem for the Menominee Indians. and MEI, if restor-
ation is, in effect, postponed for two years. The reason for this postponement--
to give us time to assess the full impact of restoration- seems to me to be
contradictory; since we will not he able to assess that full impact until %odor-
ation has in fact. taken place. In the meantime, AlEI may be bankrupted by the
continuing tax burden placed on its limited resources. While there may be
alternative approaches to this dilerrnpa, I think the simplest course is to
remove the two year postponement for the transfer of MEI assets from H.R.
7421, and effect full restoration as soon as possible.

At the time it was first proposed, termination was tholight to be the "answer"
to the "Indian problem" in this country. Today we knew this not to be the case.
Termination, like so ninny of the policies which preceded it, has proved to be

, at le'f,t in the ease of the Menominees n hankrript approach. I urge you to act
promptly to reverse this legacy of empty promises and policies, and assure the
Menominee Indians of Wisconsin of the support and dignity which they deserve.

In any case, became federal legislation supersedes even the powers of Con-
stitutional law on the state level, all references to "Menominee County" should
be deleted from 03rd H.R. 7421, and a new SECTION 6 (f) ought to be inserted
to give state and local government services the broadest possible flexibility:

. In sections 6 (c) and (d) delete the words "Menominee County", and in
E =SF 8 delete [this is a minim ; see the comments above relating to the

M ominee school district] the words "the boundaries of Menominee County",
and lbstItute therefore:

. "the territory constituting, on the effective date of this act, the
Conn Menominee".

In add ate a new SECTION 0 (f) to read:
Section 6 "For the purpose of implementAng subsection. the

State of Wisconsin may establish such local government bodies, politi-
cal subdivisions and service arrangements as will best provide the
State or local government services required by the Menominee Indian
tribe."

STATEMENT OF HON: PATRICK J. LUCEY, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE
OF WISCONSIN*:

Governor LEICEY. I am Nue 'today to test ty on behalf of H.R.
7421, the Menomine,e Restoration Act. I think as Governor it is im-
portant for me to address at this time the impact that restoration will
have on the State, and the State on the success of restoration.

I think that it is pretty obvious to everyone who has really studied
the matter that the decisions of the 1050's were wrong. We have had
10 years or more of experience with the termination, and I think
there is pretty general agreement by the citizens of Menonlinee
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County, by other Wisconsin citizens who are familiar with the prob-
lem, that termination of reservation status was not the answer, and
we .have Menominee County a pocket of poverty with as hagh. as
30 percent unemployment projected for this month, with more than
42 percent of the cit zeros of the coun.- living below poverty levels
as contrasted to only 7 percent of the State at large..

I think that the termination is not the only, sale contributing
factor for these sorry statistics, but it certainly is a contributing
factor. I am sure you have all read-the statement or the report from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs which I have here this morning, but
as you are familiar with thiS study, there is no need for me to do so.

I do not think that restoration is necessarily a magic wand. I do
not think that once we restore and try for restoration status that all
of these economic problems will necessarily disappear, and I suppose
that I am trying to undo the wrong that we done. It. is a little like
trying to unscramble eggs, and there will be some temporary prob-
lems involving the property rights of non-Menominees living within
the boundaries of the present Menominee County.

I think that there will be some questions as to what is best for the
school children of the tribe in terms of their continuing in the
Shawano district or having a separate district. I can only say on
that, I do not think they are getting the kind of education they
deserve at the present time, and I would hoppee that with restoration
that we will be able to work out a. more sa isf story alternative.

Certainly the question of excessive taxes being imposed on .those
who would continue to own private property in the County, the
threat of that is certainly lessened considerably by the increased aid
that the Menominees would be receiving from the Fedora Govern,
ment in various social services, not the least in importance, of course,
would be the aids under the Johnson-O'Malley Act, and the Federal,
impacted school aid funds that would be forthcoming once the
Menominee property was returned to Federal trust.

And with that thought in mind, T fail to see how the needs of the
county would be such that them would' be need for a tax level any-
where close to the statutory ceiling since even now., with all the dis-
tress that exists there, and with counties picking up a substantial
portion of welfaixi as they do in Wisconsin, there has hot been a
need tki put the tax level at the ceiling. Even in the case of the county
it is only 10 mils where there is a ceiling of 15 mils. As far as the
township ceiling, that structure his barely been touched with half a
mil.

I suppose that once this bill becomes law that there would be many
continuing problems among the Menominees in that ,sectioi of the
State, and I guess the main purpose of my being here is to say that I
place the welfare for the Afenommees very high on the priority list
of the State government, that I want to assure thunembers of this
committee and the Congress that I will work diliggdpyto smooth out
any of the prohleMS that do arise.

I would hope that the hill' would give us flexibility in ernes of the
structure of government to the extent the Congress haepower to do
that. I would,,hope that the final bill would not provide for the 2-year
delay. I think that that might be a critical flaw in the legislation that
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would seriously hinder, but. Congressman Froehlich did express will-
ingness to remove that Section.

We are presently in the Wisconsin State Senate dealing with a bill
to appropriate $250,000 a year to preserVe the Wolf River in its wild
state,- and thisis in effect the lease payment, and rental, and at the
present time the legislature is trying to decide .whether to continue.
that. The form the b l takes in the lower House is one that would
only continue it for 1 year. I think that since that payment covers
roughly one-third of the property tax paid by Menominee Enter-
prises, that it would create a very serious fiscal gap if we had a
2-year position in the Federal, law, and in fact, the bill that came to
my desk only allowed payments on the Wolf River for only 1 year.

So with that, I think it pretty well sums up what I had mind
saying here this morning, and I will be happy to answer any questions
that you might have to the best of my ability.

Mr. Meru. Thank you very much, Mr. Lucey.
The chairman of the Full Committee has arrived.
Mr. HALEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am sorry that I am late. It is difficult to attend two committees

at the same time. I want to thank the chairman of the subcommittee
for yielding to me so that I might ask you just a few questions.

Governor, as you may know or may not know, I opposed termina-
tion of the Menominee Tribe just like I did termination of the
Klamath Tribe. Both of ,ahem have turned out to be a rather sad
state of affairs, and I am sure that is true in your part of the Nation.

Is that right?
Governor Levey. That certainly is true, Mr, Chairman.
Mr.. g.11Y. At the time of the termination of , the Menominee

Tribe. I perceived this situation that there might be in the legislation
itmktf. and even a little later we put in some Federal',funds. As a
matter of fart, T believe a fter the termination had taken effect, we
pte,z44 legislation to give to 'Menominee Tribe approximately $0.5
million to try to keep open t e hospital and the other facilities.

Now, Governor, let me ask ri this.
What in going to happen 111,d:1r as the State is concerned?
A pet teeing to attempt toabolish_ the county of Menominee?
Governor T,,r! ex. That question I know came up while Mr. Froeh-

lieh aw.wering questimis here, and he indicated that with the
gem' will of the Governor that that could be achieved.

The fact of the metier is that the eon<ititentien would require a vote
of tin, people involved before we could dissolve a county. NeW, Dr.
Ve (Judd will testify if the present, statutes are changed, that we
woubi net be bound to that eonstitutional provision. I am not a
lawyer and I do not know whether that is a fact or not, but the
language of the eolOitution tinder which we presently operate says
no comity with an area of 900 square miles or less shall be divided
or any part strieken therefrom without submitting the question to a
vote of the people-of the county, nor unless a majority of all the legal
voters of the county voiing on the queAion shall vote for the same.

do it would only take, under your constitution, it would
only take the vote of the people- in Menominee County and you
would not be ealled for a vote statewide; would you?

2 8 i
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.
Governor LtJCEY. That is right.
Mr. IIALlw. Well, of course, your State legislature and your Senate

could not do this other than through the State constitution.
Is that right? ..
Governor TARTY, That is correct.
Mr. HALEY. Now, Governor,.of course the thing that has worried

no, is that you have a county in your State, you undoubtedly have
'constitutional officers who have been elected county commission-
ers, school boards, and so forth.

What is going to happen to that situation?
Can you just diseontanne the office, or what is going to happen.?
Governor Lucny. I think that without eliminating the county.gov-

ernment by eliminating the connty, that you would. continue with
these offices, continue to elect as. in the past. Somehow in ,setting up
the county they did depart from the pattern that exists in other Wis-
consin counties. Initially by constitution we had eight elective posi-
tions in county government. When Menominee County was created,
an arrangement was mateI,forget just how it was done whereby
the sheriff and district attorney of Shawano County would provide
service*,to Menominee and I guess for awhile there was a controversy
because the peopleof Afenommee County did not even have an oppor-
tunity to vote for these offices, but that has been corrected, and even
now they did not have a full group of elected officials. Those two
offices provides services, for the county but are actually elected for
a larger jurisdiction.

Now, whether it would be necessary to continue having such people
like county cleric, n 6f deeds and so forth, under the termina-
tion, I am not sitre:1 suppose conceivably you could keep a county
in being without. providinssall of the administrative costs normally
ssocialtA with county. gov merit. n

Your State doesn't provide.-as my . State does, that
the county must have a Board of County Commissioners and so
forth

Governor LUCEY. We do have a uniformity clause with regard to
county government. We have made a few amendments of it. in recent
years, but in setting up Menominee County, they did not have the
full complement of. county officers. Just how it was accomplished I
am not sure.

Mr. num'. Well, of course, Governor, that is one thing that is
worrying me, if we go back here now and more or lees split up the
county in making a reservation. That is the general idea here, is
it not

.\n Indian reservation?
Governor LUCEY. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. HALEY. Would that put a loan onwould it be unable to be

carried lw the people who own private lands within the cmtnty?
Governor Lucrw..Well, I think that would be something that

would have to he determined by the people of the county. Now, if
Dr. Theobold is correct, and if.1)y putting language in the Federal
bill where We would be exempted from the constitutional requiremerit
of a referenipm vote ---T am not sure if 'that is the casethen the
legislature could act on the matter without a referendum.
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I think there would he 'some question. of the viability of the
county with so small as tax base. 1 might say we do have some exist-
ing counties that do not meet the test of viability and they do,con-
tinue to function as counties.

Mr. IIALEy. Governor, I hope we can resolve this thing some way,
somehow. I stated at the beginning of my questionKthere, I would
oppose termination, but there was not much I could do about it at
the time.

If we Nike the present bill and pass it the reservation would require
probably/some additional financial assistance to try to straighten
ouf your affairs out there, would they not?

Governor Lrcnt. I would think so. As I under Land it, there
would be an immediate influx of Federal dollars for school aid and
other social services that the Menominees are not presently entitled
to because they are not--they do not meet the Federal definition of
Indians.

You were talking about something in the way of sort of temporary
stop-gap money for the transitional period?

Mr. Many. That is right.,
Governor Lrenr. Well, any help along those lines would certainly

be welcome. I do not know whether the bill provides for appropria-
tion or not.

Mr. Mum Well, maybe we should provide something to get them
over this rough spot in the trail, so to speak, because undoubtedly
they have obligations.

6ovemor Lrcnr. Yes: I think that would certainly merit consider-
ation by the Congress.

Mr. atm% Mr. Chairman, I think that is all, and again, Gover-
nor, I want to apologize for not being here. ,13eing chairman of the
full committee takes a lot of time, I found out, and I cannot make
all of these hearings. I had two this morning, so you cannot be in
two places at one time. Thank you very much, and Mr. Chairman,
thank you for recognizing me so I may go. ack to my other cities.

. Mr. hlEnDs. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for coining. We
appreciate it.

Governor Lacey as I understand it, your testimony indicates that
instead of taxes

Lucev,
hr herher for the remaining taxpaying citizens

of Menominee County after restoration, it might indeed be lower,
, with the infusion of Federal dollars for education, health and roads,

and things like this.
Governor LticEr. I would think it would.
Mr. MEnos. Governor, you have pointed out something I had for-

gotten. .Tohnson-O'Malley funds are not presently availablebecause
the Menominee is not a reservation. In the interpretation of the MA,
the children must be on or near a reservation, so JohnsonfO'Malley
funds are not now available, and they would be available if this
were made a reservation.

Governor LIMEY. That is my understanding.
Mr. Mmes. Do you see any problems in the State constitution

with the concept of a reservation and a county which have cotermi-
nous borders?

Governor LIIC'EY. I see no constitutional problem with it, no.

286
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Mr. MZEDS. T wish the chairman of the full.commttee.hart stayed,
but it is tiny understandingyou. can correeteme if I elle wrong
that every one of the elected comity ()Wale' today ill Menominee
County are Menominee Indians, with the exception of the %Term-
tendent of 'schools, who is from Joint School District No a, and
the judge of the court.

Governor Lover. Who is from Shawano County.
Mr. Mmes. .Right.
Governor LtICEY. Yes; I think that is true.
Mr. MEElii8. SO' they are in effect carrying on a county government

right now; are they not r
Governor LEVEY. That is correct.
Mr. Ahem. So the prospect of this being a county and -a. reserva-

tion all at the same time certainly does not frighten me.
Does it frighten you?
Governor Limey. No; I guess not.
Mr. Ma me, Very well.
The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. Liernx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Now, that is very feasible that it be a county and a reservation.

As a matter of fact, in the area where I come from we have e, re.serva
tion scattered over more than one State-, so there is really no problem
as far as counties are concerned, but Governor, I would like to
pursue further the matter which I discuseaed with Congressman
Froehlich. and that is' on the question of the .private lands because
that poses a real problem to me.

While you !-;ay that the taxes could conceivably be lower because
of the infusion of Federal funds into the county, that is very true,
but if someone were determined to make it difficult for someone,
whether he be Indian or non- Indian, it does not make any difference,
would be determined to make it difficult for anyone' to have any
private land in there, _is _possible and even probable if they are
determined to drive somebody out, to increase the taxes to an intol-
ereble rate.

Te that not correct?
Governor Luce y. They could not. increase the taxes beyond the

statutory ceilings, which would be 1.5 percent for the county. Now,-
eoneeleably. I suppose. if you apply both the county ceiling and the
eoterminoue township ceiling, then you would be up to 8 percent.
Thhe certainly would be no need for that level of funding.

Mr. Lier.v:e. 'We are not talking about need, now, There are several
eewepaper articles where the present. management of the Menominee
organization i.. being challenged. Those. that challenge them say you
do not know what we are doing. What we'really.might to do is get
all the private landowners- out. One method by which you do it
would be taxation.

Yon are going to have the same problem if you do not renew- the
]1:19D on the Wolf River, as I understand it, and we would launch a
patrol of the river so no one else used it.

So I see a. real problem in that taxation and other tactics could
be used to drive out those that have in good faith purchased that
land.

27
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Now, you say that a referendum needs to be held in orde/ to take
out part of this land and put it into another county, in order to pro-
tect all those private landowners.

What is the objection to that $.
Tt does not seem like it would take an awful lot of time
Governor LUCEY. The referendum/
Mr. LIMN. Yes.
Governor Timm. I do not think that anyone has any objection to

following the State constitution, on the queStion of whether or not
the county ought to be kept intact or whether it ought to be sap--
rated.

Mr. TICIJAX. That would really in essence also be the test of what
Many have suggested that you have a referendum as to whether the
people would like to have termination, would it -not, because if you
voted to cut these properties out, put them out----

GovetnOr LUCEY. I think the only question there i that'. someone
is arguing on the matter of restoration, that both Menominees and
non-Menominees should be privileged to vote. I can see where non-
Menominees would certainly vote on the question of county, but I
do not think it appropriate for non- Menominees to be involved in a
referendum or whether. or not the termination ought to be reversed.

Mr. LtrJAN. They should be allowed to, vote in fhe question of
whether that portion of the county should go to another county.

Governor Lt'euv. Yes; I agree.
Mr. Lir.t.ix. Does the State of Wisconsin have any plans to con-

duct such an election as to whether the people involved would like
to be a part of another county or not ?

The reason I bring this up because very frankly this is one of the
real barileis to the passage of this legislation, and I can see no reason
Why the State of Wisconsin could not go ahead and do it even now.
Then you would not be talking about the 2-year deliy.

Governor Lucny. There is a bill in the legislature to, do that. I do
not know just offhand what the status of that bill is, whether it is
out of the committee or whether it has been passed by one House,
or just where it stands, but on the basis of what Mr. Froehlich said

. this morning, I assumed that the authors of the bill are willing to
waive the 2-year requirement.

Mr. LUJAN. Withollt settling the question of whaehappens to those
private lands?

Governor Lurny. If I understood Congre,f-sman Froehlich's testi-
mony Z.orrectly, he'was saying that he would base his judgment on
the opinion that is agreeable, on that basis that he felt that if the
Theohold amendment appeared in the bill, it would provide sufficient
flexibility and the 2-year moratorium would no longer be reqUired.
I think there are serious problems that were derived from the prob-
lems of the past 2 years postponement. No. 1 is the fact of the bonds
becoming negotiable.

Another problem would be the matter that I am just not sure that
MEI could. endure a few more years with the burden of three-
qUarters of a million dollars in annual property taxi

Mr. litrJAN. Does the State of Wisconsin have the power to hold
up thc maturity of these bonds as has been suggested?

20 310-72----19
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GoOrp:or LET-CEY..-4 There is a bill in again to do that. Bit -14,do not
. In Ow wliAt the statics of that bill is or Nsiiether in fact we .do have

1, -. --.: the -legal power. I thinlethere is sonue.qUestion ibout whether o_t not
. . .

we can fix that, -.. -. . . ''''
. Mr. LUTAN. Also by change of charter and mission of Menominee

Enterprises,. the charter. could. be .changed to, change its mission to a-
sociatoriented mission rather than a, stockholders oriented illissicti
and remove the taxation while. we Are waiting for 01 bf these- things...
to happen ? .. ..... '', .

Could that be.accomplished?,.
,c seemsseems to be -some interim things that need to- be,done- before the
restoration" can take place withkit--jeOpardizhig .aliyone else's rights :.
to the Property, ,So Tthinle..if we just pass it asst, IS. and I do not
like the 2-year limitation .either _because, but Only:bcause of the fact . .

.-- *that it denies Federal funds g .n.cr into the reSerVation which are
lullspeeded. 'e :

v .

. But, we haVe . nOt adequate y ken 'care of the problems 'or they
'' would -not come up again?

-Governor LuvEr. I think a number of those- would be 'addressed by
some ofthemther witnesses here who 'have made. a :very .exbaustive.

...iidy 'of. the whole question.
T, would hope that 'seine of our objections would be tjaisWered in

the pro&gs, at. today's hbaring. .
. ,

) Mr. MErms. Just one quick question, Governor. . ..

There Would not be any way, even by .,referenclum;to include_ even '
substantial' parts-of the non-Indian-held lands of the county .in SIM:
wan( . -..wan() or Oconto County. withol$ also including substantial parts
.cif Indian. land ? .

GovernoiLuciLy. I think that is correct. 4. .

:41%04-Elms. So I think it is -althost ridiculous. to -assume that the
. residents of Mdnominee'County aregoing to vote by referendum. to

give their land to some other county..
a 0 VerlYOT LUCEY. Yes; that,is right. There, is no area .contiguous

to either county that. is entirely all owned by non-Menominees.
Mr,. L'ociAlsr.If the gentleman would yield, I suppose the only :

/objection I would have is rise. of the words of substantial .part, of
the reservation. It is not a substantial. part of the reservation that
would go' into, the next county. I have made a little map here which
shows right Over here in the southeast portion of the reservation that

c could be moved overand ,tbere is really no objection_ to the reserva- .,
tic-in being -in two different counties. As'Ilsaid before, We have ex- ....,different

9 amples of a reservation being in two. different .States..
Governer Timmy.' Well, the chairman of the county board is here -

along with a number of other leaders. from the Menominee /Tribe.
and T would like for him to respOnClto that, -

Air. lAt nuns. Gdferner Lucey,. we really appreciate your testimony.
I think it ib. clear why you have been- lauded. as an..outstaxidincr Gov-
erner from your State, and Ithinlc-your testimony has 'been excellent.

Thank-yon very miich. ' ' .'
GovernorIzresY. Thank von very much. .

.

Mr._ AfFaIns. Our next witnesses ire from I liar and HEW. We '
have the I-Tonorable_ Marvin Franklin. A ant to the Secretary for
Indian Affairs, Department of Life Intbrior,- and. the Honorable John _



.Ottina. who is the' CoMmissioner of4Education designate, Depart-
Ment of HEW,Office of Education.

. Gentleynen, wt are delighted.for Yon to come *ward. Welcome Ito
the committee.

Mr. Fnmeintit-N._ Thank you. I would like to meigion.I have accom-
panying me this morning Mr. So(let. from the Solicitor's Office, and

- Mr; Edivards.'una. Mr. ::Brui,e, who will assist in the testimony,
T have a brietstatement I.would like to read. 1

i-Mr. MEEDS. Please_proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF .HON.. MARVIN. FRANKLIN, ASSISTANT . TO THE
SECRETARY FOR INDIAN< AFFAIRS, --'DEPARTMENT OF THE
INTERIOR; ACCOMPANIED BY MIL- SOLLER,..§OLICITOR'S 0.11FICE,
14R.° EDWARDS AND MR. BRUCE

.

Mr. Fusiquir.or*. Mr: Chairrnaii and members of the committee, I am
plettSed, to be .here this ,morning to expreSS the Department, of the .

Triterior's strong..support.for H.R. 7421, if amended as suggested
in our report; . .

The.. bill extends Federal recognition to the Menominee, Indian .""s"
Tribe of Wisconsin, -repeals the act of June 17, 1951,- Whercl?, Fed-
eral services to the Menominee Tribe werettermistated, and 'reinstates
all the rights and privileges of the tribe. and itsmembers which may.
have been lost Or diminished as a result the passage of the t,e1:mi-
nation act.
Tlie bill also provides the framework for the adoption" of new

governing.'doeuments and for the eleOtion of OTficers of. the tribe.
° It authorizes the tendering of the assets of Merioaninee'Enterprises,

Inc.. to the Secrikapy of the Interior to be held, in trust.' for the bone-
fit of the AlenominG Tribe farming their reservation. This acceptance
will not occur until 2 years after the enactment of the bill.

As this committee 15 onlytoo well aware, the act' of June 17,1951,
terminated the trust relationship betWeen the Federal. Government.
and the Menominee Tribe. The3Tenominde Jerinination -Act was the
first 10:islative action resulting from House Concurrent Resolution
108 which psied the Congress on August .1, 1953, and which had as
its objective the phasing out of Federal supervision-.and -control over
Indians. . .

-
There are few, if 'any., who Will argue that termination was not

'a disaster for the 'Menominee people. A.t,,the time of their termination,
thev were recognized as one of the most advianced and prosperous

They used revenues from the lumber industry to make' sub-
stantial contribution's to reservation programs. They had substantial
funds on 'deposit- and they managed -ttheir: assets 'for .the continuing'
benefit of the tribe and its members. This was the picture at the time
of termination. Today we find the Meriomine,e people concerned that
th.ey lmt their most valuable assets, theit land, if they continue
on their present path ,

Menominee Enterprises, Inc., the corporation formed by the Me-
nominee people ..alt the time of .terrhination to hold the assets they
owned, has disposed of approximately 14.000 acres of the tribe's land
base. Part. of this land Was- sold to individual Menominees for hoine
sites. The land sales have been' necessary for Menominee Enterprises,
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Inc.. to 'be able to: show a. net earning position in three out of the .
last 4,,years. These facts indicate that land sales as 4 source of rove-
nue were going to have to continue if the corporation were to remain
solv.ent thus.endang.vring the land base.

Furthero, financial analysis pregfirecl in April 1971 by a Private
consulting firm using computerized. projectioni3.of the corporrtion's
earning and profits. indicate. serious difficulties 'for. the corpdration
after 1975 if the mill were pot upd4ted and if the econonne. base of
the corporation were not broadened.

These bleak facts forced the conclusion that the answer to the
grim- economic sitnisetion was the restoration of the Federal trust,

...relationship, -a conclusion with which we concur. The restoration
..reexignition provides immediately the full range of assistance that is.
available tie .federally recognized tribes. This sohitinfi is entirely.
consistent with the position taken by. President Nikon in his Indian.

.
-message to the Congress on July 8, 19703ns-that it rectify a

, forced termination situation which he. reeog,nizesd- 'being wrong..
This plan of action seems to have the support df most of the -Menom-
inee people; gait also earries out the President's aim of self-determi-
nation 'kir. Indian peOple.

We recommend that the Menominee people be restorerrto the-Fed-7;
. eral trust' relationship under, the conditions- they accepted 'in, a gen-

eral- council meeting on/Oetober. 17, 1934, that is,the Wins of the
Indian Reorganization Act. That -act sets out the essential relation-
ship ,between the Seeketary of the Interior, Is trustee, and the tribes
that have accepteet its provisions. Those provisions, which were once
applicable to the Menominees, wouldlonce again become

The Menoniinee Tribe would be restored to the Federal -trust relit=

ti

tionship as of the date of enactment of

7,1,

'would then be .

eligible for all services extended to recognized Indians bemuse of °

their status as Indians.. The process of creating a formal govern-
ment could begin.

Another 'amendment that we . is significant and should be
brought to your attention is the amendment that woiljd. end the
services extended to the 'Menominee . people under the provisions, of ,
this bill if for some reason the land base of the tribe is not trans -
ferred to the Secretary to be held in trust for the benefit of the
Menominee people. We believe that this prbvision is appropriate in

. that one of the bases for Federal ecognition is a land bas4 axid if
.the Menominee people decide for sonic reason that they do' not wish
to ceateia reservation from their assets, then the recognition should .".
end.,

urge your Prompt action on this bill so that these people can
again rejoin the Indian community in a 'trust ralation.ship with the
Federal Goverment.melt.

This concludes my statement My sbaq and I are prepared V
answer any qUestions you might have.

Mr. MEElyy Thank you very much, Mr. Franklin.
Let's hear from DrOttina first and then we will ask questions

./;later on. / .

. Dr. OTTillA. Thank you very much, r..Chair.raan.
I do.noit have a formal Statement, IV r. Chairman.
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STATEMENT OF HON. DR. JOIMOTTINA; COM.19SSIONER OF EMMA-
"...VON DESIGNATE; DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, ED1IOATX6N, AND

WELFARE . . 7 . ) -; . ,

'Qr.- OTIVIA: I lta,V6 only one Oionalit that I -would like to add- to
the statement that the assistant Secretary Franklin:made, and that

, relates to a particular. section of the net which I am qure that you. ,will question me on at4svay, so if I may _just -PrOvide the answer...
new. . , . . 1

That is-relative to the section 8, which is, as I 'understand, the
inlent of which is to declare that the Menominee Tribe, if. they,
prpceeditlong the lines alined in the bill and cdo become r gnizea,
that their children whp live or( thiS reservation would be .ognized
as impacted aid children, and therefore would be eligi e for the
benefits thereof, .and in that connection'We.haveattempted to -contact
the State Departinent' of 14)ducatfon in Wisconsin and have some. very.
crude estimates at this time as -to the amounts of dollars that they
would be entitled to under such a provision. . i

Our,,estiniatim- do not correspond eXactly with yours, -Mr. Meals, .
perhaps because we made a slightly ,different set of assumptions.. We
attempted to ascertain how many children would be 'residing oir
Federal' property. Our, estimate was not -;as high as yours, and we .

were afabont 790 that we thought:would be elifible a e student:sr
...Under this basis, and under the 'basis 0 estimatin the 'average .

cost for the snbsequent school year, increasing over this year by
approximately 10.pprcen, Which. is the projection NV igli I believe .,
the Wisconsin State Department would concur in, we- duld estimate .,the `full funding of tvid children which. is in the proposal of the .budget would ,entyle this g,ronp to receive $516 901. which, is not

1materially different from your estimate. , . .-

Mr. M mos. Thank you for your information, Dr. ' Ottina. ..

'Did you h4e other observations? -,'
1)r. Orr&'. No, .other than we too at HEW suppOrt this bill and

would wercomeit. -.' ? .

. -

91 havelitli ine Dr. Emery -Johnson ivh6 is in IIEW head of the
Indian mediea1 portion. Dr. .Tolinson is sitting there; W6, too, would

,., . be pleas4d to answer any/ questions.*,
.

, .

Mr..11fenns. Maybe I-Uan start then -by questioning you, Dr. Ottina,,-
and Dr. Johnson.. .,'..

What other 'HEW 'programs would become available in 'the event
II:hat this'bill were toshe passed and the lands returned to reserra- .

° - Lion status?, . . .

-Dr. Ora-N.A. In terms of specific programs which they are not now
eligible for, the impacted aid is the only one. There are other 'Pro-
grams which behefit Indians which they are already eligible for: For
twainple; in the Indian, Education Act. they would be recotalized as

' ,--, eligible for,tilyeady, so this would lie the additional incrempt.
Mr. ;'1Eups.7Tliey are not now eligible for Indian -programs, are

they ? . 1.

Dr. 4rriNA.3No. I was going to lick Dr:Johnson-to Md.:to that.
'Dr. .1m-ix-soil. Weil, first, the restoration, if we ipterprot section

. 2 of the bill as returning to the Menominee Tribe all of the rights
.. 6 .

o
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and privileges that they had prior nmstion which would
bring them forwuid to this :period o lute With the Same rights
and privileges of all other fedora recognized Indian tribes, if

. that is our interpretation of see n 2, that would permit, the Meno--
- . , , . ...
nunees to participate,' fully the programs for the Indian Health

.

. Services*. .

This would'entiti iem'to partitipate it the comprehensive heidth
services, both t, tive and .preventive and varieusifield activities. It

b would- also : it them to.participotehilly in the. Indian sanitation.
, . faciliti nd-construCtion program which as you'know is a program

whi provides for.wator,-seage, waste disposal progra.m for Indian
e nmunities and Indian homes.

Mr. MEEDS. Any. other programtlutt you can think of, Dr. _John-
son. simply hikause of return td reservation status?

Dr. Jomisow. These would be the only specific- ones directed to
coordinating there facilities: ,

,

Mr. pimps.- Do we have any average figures on what is spent on
.Indian.health fora member of a reservation?' ., ,

Dr, ,Touxsoll. Well, our projection for the coot of providing health
services- as such for the Menominee, reeottstruct the 'Menominee
reservation would be about $1,1 million. - .

Mr. 'Alms. $1.3 million annually? ..

Dr. Jomtsox. That wohld- be, an annual 'figure, and in addition
our current pmjectiim for a sanitation facility this would be
one time expenditure would be approgimately $1:8 million)

Mr. Mnnus. Now, both of these programs are not now capable. of
achievement, is thapright? , r

Dr. JouNsog. That's right.
Mr.,..MEno,s. Mr. Franklin, your report indicates that -the annual

estiniated-BIA costs. of Menominee restoration would cm. approxi-
mately $1.396 million. . . ,, . .

Is that correct?
Mr. VRANICLIN: That is correct. ,

.

Mr, Mains, That would include education, road maintenance, wel.
fare and guidance services, employment assistance, . forestry, man-
agement of trust property, ei.edit, and financing, adult education,
bonsing assistance; agricultural assistance, and supporting services.

, Mr. Faxsicr.rx..That is correct. .

Mr., Maims.' New, does the education figure reflect bite funds that
would become available because of the Johnson- O'Malley 'program.'?

FizAwiti,in." The- figure shown on that listing, ,-sir, is $490,000,
of.which $190,090 would be- from film Johnson-011alley and $20,000,
Allocated out of higher education scholarship funds.

Mr. Mnans. It is my understanding that yLou oppose the 2-year
delay. .

721r. Fa Amaxs. We don't oppose it assuch: We recognize.diat there
would he

Mr. MEEn$. You would agree there would be a. substantial problem,
would'there not? .

Mr. FRANIOLTX. Yes. there Would be some substantial problems.
Mr: WEDS. As a matter of fact, the 1978 DIA report indicated

that unless there. was at massive' infusion of funds or restoration,
MET was boundto go under. -

.
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DIr. FRANKTAN'. Well, one of the things that we-understood in the
2-year delay was that there would be an immeditte resumption of
services; the. delay Would only relate to theasstimption of the tribal
assets and live restoration of Federal trust responsibility for them.

Mr.,MEtris. Would it not be necessary for them to pay taxes on
the land if there were a 2-year.delay ?

Mr. FRANKT.M. It Would be: understandipg.until the lanel went
into trust, would be subject to taxation.

Mr. MEEns. And that fs the major burden which has placed them
in the position they now, find themselves, is it not?,

Mr. FRANKLIN. that's true:
Mr. Mrros. So, in all probabii1ty, the .2-year .delay Wou4), be un-

favorable to what we're all trying to do here.
Mr. FM:11mM I think that is correct.

OTrixA. Meeds. if I may add. I think it should be recog-
nized in order to be elitrible for the benefits that I 11,14V described
and Mr. ,Tohnson has described; fiat some act mus t oc''If.. It is tint
act that registers the beneficiaries of these provisions.
- Arr. MEEns. Indeed. What difference Mr. Franklin, would it make

whether the Menominees or 'the Secretary had 'the responsibility .,
for preparing their roll? Any difference, -any sitbstantial difference?

Mr. Till %NUM.. For preparing the roll?
Mr. Minus. Yes: Under the bill, the MenorMinees liave the respon-

sibility for preparing the roll, As I l'ec..111, the departmental_ report
commented on this. You felt that the Department had a. respon-

Mr. -140Nrmis. T would like to have Mr. 13rite4 address that,.
Mr: Mitns: Pleasego ahead, Mr. Bruce.- -

.- Mr. Berm The Department did recommend a slight-dnange. in '
that. Mr. ellairman.'We dO recornmpnd that Ttlur-Secrotary. havethe
overall responsibility for preparing the roll. This would kid in keep-
ing with the 1933 procedure:

would. also insure that any kin of problems '. that existed
within the community , as to pet finalities or divisions,- would not
enter' into the preparatkuriorjhe final 115% We cio retain..the provi-
sion of the bill that would allow the Secretary to contraOt wi4 i the
Mhominee group. to prepare the role, if trials what he determines
to be the best pciliey. Tie has under the law responsibility for certi-
lying that roll.

So it is imperativen our judgment that since he has that.require-
meat to certify, that lie he -absolutely certain that the preparation
Of that roll is carried out under his general supervision.

Mr. 'Mans. Mr. Franklin, with vonr permission, I would like to
have Mr. Bruce. continue. ".

Mr. FRANKLIN% Very goexl. , .
Mr. 11-1cris..I think probably he has explained' part of it already.

.A;;. I understand the bill, it provides a limited trust in 'which much
of the responsibility is retained by the Menominees, and yet the BrA.
still has responsibilities.

And as I understand vow report, you are recommending a full
trust, a return to 1181'. Tell me, what are the major differ-
ences here, Mr. Bruce?

.
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Mr. Bnurn. Our initial study of the bill, Mr. Chairman, led us to
believe, what thi, Menominee people were asking for in the- bill was

limited trust relationship xi which ,.Ixasically flip secretary took
the land in 'trust, and it became a tux shield, from the State of
Wisconsin, and local governments. And even though the Secretary
held tj,u land in trust, it became .a passive- trust, and he had hone

of the obligations of a try. tee could not protect the land from
encroachment or from liens being placed on it or. anything else.

So in effect the Menominee Tribe could alienate. the land through
mishandling of it, and he would have no control over that situation.
The 1934 act would give him the full powers of the trustee to protect
the trust assets from alienation, so that he could carry out his respon-.
sibility, which is, if the trust ever ended again, to pass. the assets
unemeinnbered to the then living beneficiaries.
. Mr. MEnos. Isn't that inconsistent witlr.the vii ent policy, includ-
ing the policy of the President. to really "give the Indians themselyes
mspOnsibility,.and full managethent of their assets and their liveS?

211r, FRANKLIN. Mr. Chairman. I think not We have many ,Cx-.
amples now where the tribes have proposed plans of operation that
are approVed by the Seeretark: the. tribes have great latitude in the
usfoof their resources. And being consistent with the other rese a-
tions in the'conntry...and recognizing the need for uniformity in he
trust responsibilities, we believe that there are other means for tril _s-

to exercise self- determination.
Mr. MnE9s. It is your feeling that if some ofthe proposed le

lation such is contract authority, economic development, and thin
)11re tha were passed,.thiS weld provide even further autonomy o
the Indian tribes, including the Menomiitee, if it were restored?

Mr. FRANI:um. Yes. I do, under the assumption of control bills and
bills of that natureaL

Mr. MFEnsi I potlee that von recommend iyour report. meeting the
hunting and fishing question: Would you enlarge on that a little
1)t 2

Mr. FRINICLLy-. Yes
Mr. Barer:. )1r. Chairman, we recommend deletion of that provi-

sion for a couple of reasons. We believe 'that the Federal Government
iu this situation should not dictate to the Sfate4of WisConsin who
has responsibility for stoeking those lakes. Thatis'the responsibility
of the State of Wisconsin.- That should be determined. in eonjunc-
tion with the Menominee people.

. Seeond,.there isa Supreme' Court ease on the hunting and fishing
rights on the Menominee people in the State of Wisconsin. And we
believe the law is .rather well settled on this point. in that thecontrof
of hunting and fishing should be again a situation that is worked
out betwtvn the Menominee. people and the State of Wisconsin.

Of course, if the Congress wishes otherwise, that would be their
decision.

Me. MTums. ronnsel reminds me that the .denartmental report
asked for extension of time for certain Peeretarill action. Would
you agree. that there may be some neeps4ity to. impose fixed limits
on there extensions and to allow the Menominees an extension of
time?

2 9 )
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Mr. Ewen. Of course, the Congress could impose any kind of limi-
tations it wiles to. .

?ch.. ,fir Ins. I understand that but I'm askint what you would
consider as appropriate:

Mr. MIME. We did conform, Mr. Chairman, to certain, time limits.
The limits that we recommended with. referencato fife i i11, are the
time limits Chit we. generally followed in difitllinentprocedures.
did delete the provision -about having to answer all appeals within ti
0.0-day period.

But generally when we.issue--well, always when we issue: enroll-
ment regulations, we set down a period of time in which appeals
must. be m ade, and we simply have a severe inanpowert

Mr. MEEns. Those are regulations, are they not, Mr. 13ruce?
Mr. BaccE. Yes.
Mr. Mans. Those are subject to change?
Mr. BarcE. Yes, they could be changed.
Mr, _AlErms. Well, would you have objection if we were to write

those into this law?
1,31tronAf that would be what the Congress would wish, Mr.

Chairman. But one of the things ghat we face pre some manpower
situations:4ln both our soliciters office and in our enrollment office.
And that is one of the reasons that we were concerned about the
time limit. We would move as rapidly as possible to finish this role,
because we would need to do so to be able to identify with certainty
who the tribal members were who are to participate in that govern-
mem.

Mr.. Mutps. Thank you. I think I've taken too much time.
The gentleman from New 'Mexico.
Mr. Tir.TAN. Thank yon very much. Mr. Chairman.
The third to the last paragraph. you say that,
We believe that this provision Is appropriate in that one of tile bases for

Foleral reeognition is a land base, and %If the Menominee people deelde for
41)ItIP reasons that they do not wish to create a reservation from their assets,
then the reeognition_would end. t

gather from that is that tile Bureau Of Indian Affairs would
then he in a position, of managenrnt of Menominee Enterprises
Corp.?

)fr. Fn %NittaN. I think that the reason for that position is that
there is a 2-year period after the time the bill passes before the
assets are returned. to the Seeretary. For this reason there would be
no trust relation_ shin because of the leek of land base so that we
would have no authority to continue the 'services that have been
asAitnied becanseV the passage of are bill. .

Mr. LuJAN. What- does that mean? How could there be a lack of
land base. that the Menominees have all this land?

:%fr. TiliANI:LIN. I think the provision in this Statement said that
for some reason there was not a turning of the land base into the
trust for the Secretary, then the other services would cease.

Tx.r%N. how dors this relate then to the operation of the
corporation ?

One of the things I ,would like to see come out of this is that
f-be eorpora!sion be eontirmed pretty much in the same business man-
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agement way that. it is now. Of course. I would Iike to see group
profits and that sort of thing, but without: the direct running of
the business of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

If you are trustees of the land then, let us assume that the corpora-
tion is doing the logging and cutting up all of the .lumber and so
forth as they are now doing. would they- then have to. go to the
Bureau of -Indian Affairs, and have the Bureau of Indian Affairs
set the quotas as to how ninth timbering they could do?

Would the. Bureau of Indian Affairs be directly involved in the
operation of the business?

. Mr. FRA:NTKLTN, ':No; I think not. And I can say by example that
in the past 10 years. there have been many different *forms of oper-
ating with Indian tribes, developing the Navajo Forest Project In-
dustries -for example, where there is a plan of operation entered
into between the tribe and the Secretary, in which they assnme
the resporisibility of developing their assets.

Mr. LUJAN. t)0, therefore, what you are telling me, it's the inten-
tion to allow them to operate this businesswell, completely' it the
same fashion as it is now being operated even to the Point that
if they start making some errors. the Bureau of Indian Affairs
can't go in- and say well, you're doing this- wrong. -SG therefore,
we're not going to alloA you to cut any more than so many million
board feet. U

at would be out of the jurisdiction of the Burma of Indian
a A airs?

Mr. FnAxicr.rs. I think the Secretary has the responsibility tinder
his trust obligation to be sure that there is no wasting. away of the
trust itself, and he would have that responsibility to the trust bene-
ficiaries. If there was no waste being involved,' and the business
were riur to the best judgment of its directors, then it would be
entirely up to the authorized body to operate that business.

Now, supposing that you felt Allot there was--that.
the operation of -the sawmill was not very effieient, could then the
Bureau of Indian Affairs step-in and say we're going to put someone
there to be sure that they rim it ?

Mr. Fit VNKLIN. They have not done it in other instances. The only
time that that would occur in my cipinion would be if there were an
unreasonable utilization of the trust itself, which would waste away
the assets of the beneficiary.

.

Mr. TATJA.N. But generally you 'would say let them oporate it.
Mr. Finxisr,ric. That is correct, and that is the experience that

we }awe seen in other operations in the lumber industry. ,

Mr. LrjAN. Manic von, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. .runs. Thank you very niriali;, gentlemen, both of- you, for

your fine testimony. We may be calling on you from time to time
7fof information* with regard to benefits or costs. And we hope.that
you will be able to respond to the committee relatively rapidly, so
we can mark the bill um with more preciseness on. education problems
and maybe some of the other problems mentioned in the Tpterior
report. .

Thank you both very much.
Dr. OTINA. 'Plank you very much.
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Mr. MEEns.-The committee will stand in recess until 1:30.-
[Whereupon, at 12:02 p.m. the committee recessed until 1:30.p.m.

the same day.]-
AFTER/700N SESSION

Mr. :NIEEns. [rre,siding]. The Subcoinmittee. on Indian Affairs of
the Full Committee of House Interior and Insular Affairs will be
in session to hearstestimony on the -Menominee rtoration pro-
.posal.

The next witnesses are Ms. Ada Deer, chairperson, Afenominee
Voting Trust and Mrs. Sylvia Wilber, chairperson,' board of direc-
torS; ',Menominee Enterprises, Inc.

Please come forward,Jadies. We are glad to welcome both of you
to the hearings here in Washington, and we are looking for-
ward to your testimony.

" Please be seated.

STATEMENT WADA E. DEER, CHAIRPERSON, MENOMINEE COMMON
STOCK AND VOTING TRUST

Ms. DEER. Mr. Chairman'imdpembers, of the committee, my name
is Ada Deer. I am Cluairperson of the 'Menominee Common Stock
and Voting Trust.

Today is a very important day in the history of the Iilenornmee
Tribe. Unless Congress passes the Menominee itestoration ,Act, our
land and assets4will be destroyed. We are. deeply griitCful to you;
Mr. Chairman and Congressman I.Juj an, for conducting extensive
field hearings in Menominee County on May 25- and 26, 1973:

.This was the first 'opportunity that tribal members had to speak
directly to one of the committees which 'decides our future.
subcommittee heard testimony from many Meriominees. There hay
been many al.gtiments . for restoration which have . been lnade. In
the intermit of time, my statement will be brief. I would like to-
point out one fact from those -hearings. More than 30 Moominees
spoke. They ranged from traditional religious leaderf to the 'Ameri-.
can Indian movement, and they included spokesmen from every
major grouP in tlT tribe. Everyone supports restoration

In 195.1, Menonunees were one of three major tribes-. marked for
termination by Congress. Termination meant the ending of all
Federal services to lndianS, and denial of tribal membership to
children born after that date, and ending- the trust relationship with
the Federal Government in the administration- of our land and.
assets.

We were selected for termination because of our apparent wealth
and business success. Termination has failed. It has brought economic
disaster and cultural destruction..

We believe that termination has produced three major long-range
effects on the Menominee people, each one a disaster in itself. First, .
termination has transforined Menominee County into a, "pocket of
poverty" kept from total ruin! only by massive transfusion of special
Federal 'and State aid, welfare payments, and Office of Economic
Opportunity spending.
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Second, termination has forced our community to sell its 'assets.
Comequently both tribrti and individual assets were lost at an
incredible rate.

Third, the mechanics of the termination plan have denied the
Menominee petlple a de,mocracy.

'Most other tribes "sold their ft ssets.and distributed their proceeds.
In keeping with our tradition as a tribal. community, we Meno-
mineeS decnhk, to .retain our .economie base intact. After termina-
tion, we found' out that our mill had been obsolete for 25 years. We
hadno money to modernize and expand. As,a, matter of fact, in order
to compete. we had to increase the efficiency by cutting back the
employment.- Since there were no other jobs, many were forced to
leave the county or go on welfare. Our corporation conld not produce
Sufficient tax revenue to sustain a decent level of community services.

The only factor which has prevented us and Menominee Enter-
prises. Inc., from complete collapse has been the huge stop-oup
financial assistance that the Federal and State Goverirtrients:lave
given us.- Since 1901, almost $20 million in .special Federal and
State-grants and aid has been expendekin .Menominee Connty. Since
19p i, nearly $1,500,000 in 0E0' money has also been spent within
the county. -

These payments are only a temporary solution having been used
only to pity for ongoing community services and to keep our people
from starvation. This ,special funding does absolutely... nothing to
attoek the basic. causes of Menominee, poverty : our lack of diversi-
fled industry, oiir dearth of economic opportunities, our negligible
inestnumt capital, and our inadequate.tax base.

From the cultural viewpoint : Regardless of how mach money
is spent in Menomiyke 'Comity, the essential problem will ain.
The Federal Government is asking tint to 'make SUM' o
termination poliey which we have bitterly opposed from i the start.
We are expected to give up our Indian culture and adopt a way of
life none of us want. Such an experiment tas this can never worlc;
it will only continue to impoverish onr people. ,

The special Federal funds that have been appropriated arc now
running out. Without immediate restoration, we-may lose control
of the corporation next January. The time has mine when Congress
lutist deride whether or not our tribe will survive.

Restoration. will prevent imminent disaster. It. will nht bring
back our land or services 'we have already lost. But it will extend
Federal .proteetibn to the kind and assets we still hold. Menomineas
*ill once again be recognized as Indians by the Federal Government
and, become eligible for Federal services. Children born since 1054
will be enrolled in the tribe.. ,

Only one major issue remains in disp4 in this bill. We need
restoration immediately. The present bill provides for a 2-year delay
lkforr! our land and assets are lit into trust. Our corporation cannot
witivitand the rapidly growing tax bn rden.

Because Menominee County is tit. poorest. county in the. State
of Wisconsin anti one of lint poorest the Nation, with the per
capita income of our wage .earners in 1970- estimated at 5,41:028.
there will be trememjous economic pressure. We will lose control of
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ourJand-and' assets. Congress has irreparably damaged our people
and land.

Under the terms of the treaty of 181k contluded between the
United 'States of America and the Menominee. Tribe of Indians, it
was "stipulated and solemnly agreed that, the peace and friendship
now so happily subsisting between the -00%-ernrient and people of
the United States and _the Alenorninedians shall perpetuate."
In return for 'cession of Menoitifnee lands to the United 4tates, the
'United States agreed "to give, and do lageb'Y give, to said Indians
for a home. to be held as Indians, that tract ;if country lying upon
the Wolf River, in the 'State of Wisconsin." I think there might
be a slight mistake there-; it sliould be "to be held (18 Indian lands
aro held." '

i
.

We ask that such _lands s are owned by the tribe be ini med-
. lately placed in trust. with the United States of Amertoa. This may

be the last. opportunity for Congress to prevent our tatnk destruc-
tion.

We need restoration now because Menominee Enterprise,. Inc., is
faced

more
crushing financial pressures. The possibility of selling

still more land will remain until our land is..Placed in trust. Tints,
the proposed 231ear delay threat'as to cause us to lose even more
of our O ancestraleeious ancestraand actionWe urge you to take preiriPt actio
for immediate restoration.

Mr. Chairman, that coneludes-that aspect of my testhnony, and I
would like to submit two items on the reeord.,We have a booklet, a
report., a stiuly clone Dr. Verne Ray,entitled, The Menfiminee
Tribe of Indians, 1910 to 1970.

° Mr. ''..11-nrins. Without objellion, that will be received for the file.
[The material referred' to can be found -in the files cif the Sub-

committee.1
Ms. DEn. And we also have a report entitled, The Menominee

Restoration Act, a Legal' Analixsis, done by Charles 'Wilkinson,
Yvonne Knight, and Joseph F.

Mr. Huns. We will accept that for the rde, with the understanding
that counsel on bdtlbsides will look it over and excerpt those things r
which they feel are pertinent to/the hearings to be tnsertAl in the',
'word. Is that acceptable? 4'

Without objection, SO ordered.
(The material referred to can be found in the files of the sulf

committee.
:fr Mmins. Pliant you very murk, Ms. Deer.
We are happy tci hear front you, Mrs. Wilber.

STATEMENT OF SYLVIA WILBER, 9 19.IRPERSON, BOARD OF
. DIRECTORS, 'MENOMINEE ENTERPRISES,

Mrs. WiLunit. I ard thank fill to Olutirmai :NIeeds and (*ongressman
Lidan for the impressive 11t+ teld last -month in Meno-
mince Comity. This served as an inibeation to ns that the end of out'
suffering as a terminated tribe may soon, be over. We Ionic forward
to achieving the goal we set forth 3 years ago, that of 'restora-
tion, '

f,
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the Allotment Adt and relocation...potion Was .

experilneat myeh touted- as the final solution 'to the `Indian
problern. as a" vikoje :idea and ,not plait..

s ults--with any_de4,Yree-
of hoduracy*.. tlievast 4e Years; Menothinees heave bees the victims
of hastpcongreSSidnal .cleetsion.

We dick try to succeed-in oui!-comple col m t,y/cotporate structure.'
We Wanted tO , succeed. But the overbitraening eebnesnie situation
we vete 'IhruSt foredoomed: us frOin. the iterybeginning,.

. Metiliniinee EnterptjseS, Etc., was formed.' as a tribal entity to
att.-0 tristee' --cfor our- assets.. Menominee. Enterprises,' Ines only
sort; of'inc,ome, is our modest lumber *This, was severely out-

: (fated at..termiaation. ,Tlie:obsolsscence Of, our mill has greatly
hampered our "profitutalting. cailability. We were foried to . finarice °

. .the' newly -erTted. county, which inclhdpd.- children's ,eduaational
services. Out peOple were forcedAn,to exr imfanTiliarmunty. form of
goveimment which confusing relationship with the tribal.
entity,Msuornineefuterpriges,

)Vhc$1 ..Menominee-Enterorises, Inc: was each Menominee.
whs given a $8,000-f4e-value, f-percent income bond; ThiS indebted-

° . , ness is =out
- i

c1.potipn ivith Ihe-asseSsed,value of the cosporation. .
111eit,tlese bohds eeline ..payable in the year 2000, Melibminee
'tnterptises, 'Inc., wild have to come up with over $8- milli, ..on. This
is 'almost 'one:11111f the total -mine of the cbtp.oration at this time,
and, We have-- not heen able to save any money as yet to meet this
obligation. . . .

.-Becaue burdens,. M iY Enterprises was
forced to beggi to, sell ouraneestral las& turally, our,knd -is not
stipluS. From 1E* +intif tion 1961; We' steadfastly and
successfully resiMd ta)1 efferfglitt3,-,reduce. onr-landholdinig by fef using
-allotinent, which wasan expetiment which imposed ilrarlutg ProPerty
ownership on. Indians. Holding ..out`As.sets iana. our 'people together.

. was the dominanti .:theme Menciminees for 100 years..
The loulbural valtjes ,of our people have ;always been focused on

our lrand as a tribal and not miliyidural holding. '..The interests Of
the tribe have .tayen precedence Aver individual iVterests.
ItIlling.our. land Fos against .every -belief and value held .by the .

.1**min:c.cs people. . , . . '
Indian peoplee l,y nature are not coraketitive. Yet,1\,terniin,ation

forced ,,coulpeititivetkess,, And it is destroying our tribaj. *nes. COM;
petitiveness is not neessratilvi bad, but to expect us 144' no longer
functionemotionally; culturally, or legallyee.Indian.5 Lad.8,erious
adverse effects. .

In .8 of the 12. years of opCraf*r., MenOmine4 EUte rises
ilui4n a ',net doss. Our property are increasing, ewe must

,

. pf,y interest to our .bond holders: Tire :must gross $1 ion before
we: can even begin to show a profit. The* scant' profit; enominee
Enterprises did show; in..some years is alitribntable to!.d. safest

At' termination, our :projected 'timber. cut was .80 Iion,hoard
feet a yea.r. :Our null can handle 80 million- -board feet-and our

!' operating posts teflect"this ..paipshility. But bylaw We are only able.
to hatvest at most 18 million beard feet-11 year. Sustiined yield



alloWs us to cut only the numbe .tees our forest prod-tides a
yeas. Thus the efficiency Of oui niillas cut in

To out operation cats it is necesSary. to out the labOr : force,
more people to onv-already bulging. welfare rolls.

19.74,,.-Menoiruneerprkes-stocks-bepome inotiable. This
poses a threat fO lNienominee-141;nterprises as a .tribal entitY, since
much qf4he utock will most certainly: fall into non - Menominee, hands..
-We havealready received two extensions on the moratorium on stock'
sales and have, been told that there 4 no more extensions,

We have also "been -cautioned that in order toif the legislature
'would by law pass tilt eiteliSieri on moratorium, that this would be
unconstitutional.

Out of necessity, the-poorest Menoininees-- will be forced to divest
4* themselves of their Menominee Enterprises btock.'This' is- aclentictil

trk what has already happened to their 4-percent income bond. Public
assistance 'limits the amount of liquid one can
possesS. Coniequentiv, the poorest. Menominee will" be, forced to give -
up all vestige of his birthright,

As I mentioned earlie!r, previous Management sold tribal land
in order to achieve a niewr profit, This is the most dangerons
threat to our tribe the dissipation of our land. Selling capital
assets. -to raise. cash provides no lOng-tenm solution to financial
problems.

Restoratioli Is the most practical way to correct the ineqaties suf-
fared= by our w.,ople it is the only salvation for the Alenominee
people and their corporation. With Menominee lands safely back in
trust and the enormous tax burden liked from our mill, we, will
once again be able to plan confidently for the future. Our children
and their children can be assured of retaining our most important

. assetour ancestral land,
With an increase in jobs, we will correct the very severe condi-

tion of. poverty in our community. At present, our average per capita.
- income is $1,028. Many of our families have incomes below the

poverty level. Thirty-five percent of one &allies receive public
iiSSiStlliCe. Less than one-fourth of our adults have finished hi h
school. Over 37 percent pf our homes are overcrowded 43 per rit
lack *compete . plumbing faeilitie:s, and onli 36 percent have to
phones.

In our present: situation, Menominee tnttrprises can never be a,
viable corporation. The inescapable conclusion Is-that the extreihely
low socioeconomic indicators.confirin our tribe's knowledge that We*
have been trapped in Poverty since termination. The only solution is
lb have Congress restore us-4to Federal protection immediatey. It
would be extremely wrong to compel us to wait for 2 years, as the.

\ present bill .pr9poses. We do ask dot your committee recommend;
the original K. worked out and supported by our Menoininee
people.

That concludeS,my statement, although I have a testimony to sub-
mit, a larger testimony with more statistics it, for the record.

'Mr.,- Mims. Without objection, your preParect_testimony will. be
made a part of the record at this point.
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[PIO ptippctred stateirten 11z.s. Sylvia Wilber follows:]
. .

STATEMENT OF SYLVIA 0. WILBER, elIAIRMAN OF BOARO, OF DIRECTORS, MENOMINEE
*

I would .f.ike to express my thanks and the thanks of our Menominee, people
to Chairman Meeds and Congressman. Lujuan for holding impressive field.hear-

.ings in our community last inonth. This was an indication to us that+bossibly
after the continual suffering_ and loss of asset; cafised 6y termination we may
soon achieve the answer we have 'vorked so 'hard-for the past three years; that
of restoration.

Termination 'like the allotment act and re-location policy was a radical experi-
meat much touted as the final solution to the Indian problem however, tennina-
tibia was a *ague idea andinot a .plari. Therefore, no one could predict the map
results with any accuracy.

In 1,954, after 100 years of federal piotectien tire government chose po termi-
nate its trustee relationship with our Menominee tribe. Confusion and bewilder-
ment resulted within our tribe when' congress adopted the/ termination policy.
Our lack of understanding prevented us Mtn taking any meaningful part in our
termination plan.

,ORGANIZATION OF MET
. ,

With termination we lost most of our hundred year old treaty rights, protec-
tion and services. Menominee Enterprises, Inc. was createdto hold and manage
all our assets, Complicated trust structures which were incorporated into our
termination plan completely denied us a voice in our affairs. The Menominee
Common Stock and Voting Trust and the First Wistonsin Assistance. Trust was
made a part of our terminated life. The seven members, comprising the Voting
Trust received all shares of our corporation and became the governing body of

. our tribe. As enrolled Metto,minees, we received a certificate of beneficial interest
and were all4wed to rights, 1) The right to vote for one trustee each year at
the annual shareholders meeting. Q.) The right to abolish the Voting Trust at
ten year intervals. In order to abolish the Voting Trust a negative vote of 5()%
of all outstanding shares is -required.

'The most blatant denial- of democracy which Menominee have suffered is the
imposition of the First Wisconsin Trust, This trust Managed and voted the
Trust Certificates of minor and illegally judged "incompetent" Menomihees.
The power of this Trust declined throughout the years as minors became of age;
but nonetheless it has wielded an enormous voting poWer, completely dispropor-
tionate to the number of trust certificates it held. The history of voting ,for
trustees at annual meetings Of Menominee Enterprises, Inc. reveals that from
1901 to 1068; the First Wisconsin Trust has in every eleCtion.voted from 80% to
92% of the total votes cast. BedruSe this trust structure has .dominated the
election of Trustees, in effect, it has indirectly dominated the affairs of Meno-
mime Enterprises, Ific

The low percentage of 'Menominee votes cast .in the Trustee elections bps
resulted from many factors; the lack of adequate notice of these meetings T)N,
Menominee 'Enterprises, Inc., the increasing" dispersal of Menominee around the
country, the continuing lack of understanding' by many Menominee caused
people to boycott elections- which they have regarded' as essentially undemo-
cratic.

DRUMS

In 1971, 3Ienomineea had their first chance to abolisp. the' Veting Trust and
glen direct control of their corporation,. In anticipatltn of this, a grassroots
organization, DRUMS, (Determination of Rights and Unity of: Menominee
Shareholders) was formed in 1970. Although the, majority of ,votes* cast were,to
abolish the trust, it remained in existence becaUse we did not achieve the
required°60% M Menomineeof outstanding shares. Many Menominee people are scattered. all
over Hip country and are unreachable, many do net understand all. the legal
complicationS involved in exercising their voting rights and above all, since the
First Wisconsin Trust "bloc-voted" 48,000 shares to 'continue the trust, securing
such an absolute majority was a next-to-impossible feat.

Another objective of the DRUMS organization was to stop what N've felt was..
illegal sale of our ancestral lands. Article XII of our Articles of. Incorporation

-1
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requires that in order to "sell, exchange, assign,- couvey, or otherwise; transfer"_
ajl orr any-portiOn of 'the real property which i1 Menominee EnterpriSes;.

. file. mush secure prior approval "by the affirmat ve vote of the holders of not,
less titan two- thirds Of theoutstandingahares of stock, entitled to vote thereon.",
If this Article had been followed our land would 'not have been sold in t
'Legend Lake project. Throughout history thg land bps been of utmost conce
to us Menominee, The selling of pe-laild tore at the hearts Of our people. Com
}Mete hopelessness prevailed. ,

wet 4MSTINGS AND FINANCES

With011t PrOrier, planning and investigation concerning the welfaie of the
Menominee Tribenfter termination, our tribal Corporation was placed in a
precarious' situation. Menominee Enterprises, Inc..was saddled with staggering
financial reaponsibilities: There was little consideration given to the potential
viability of Menoininee Enterprises, Inc. '

At tfirniinationetieh Menominee wan giVen-$3,000.00,,4% iricoine hond, payable
in theyear 2000. This interest payment results in a total cash obligation to our
corporation of $350,000 each year. This income bond let,up also resulted lit 'a
long term indebtednefia of our company of over nine (9) million dollars which
is over lye of our actual assessed valuation. Another staggering financial require-
ment that we have It4 our corporate taxes. These have been increasing each year
and presently are itroinni $600,000. Thus, before Menominee:. EnterpriseS,,Inc.
Can show a profit it nnst make nearly one (1) milliOn d011ars.

Our present situation _severely limits the amount of profit that Menominee
Enterprises, Inc. can: realize. The annual harvest of Menominee Enterprises,
Inc. is restricted' to 18:Million board feet of lumber. The projected cut at termi-
nation was for about, twice that much. Our limber mill has the 'capability of
processing 30 million board feet of luMber, and our operating costs reflect that
capability. Menominee Enterprises, Inc. experienced losses in 1962 to 1964. The
company showed a slight profit in 1965 to 1970. This was the result of an
increased timber cut and 'sales of our land. Profits fell off sharply in 1971 and
in 1072 Menominee Enterprises, Inc. 'lad a net profit of "0".

LAND -SALES

Menothinee Enterprfigek Inc., our tribal Corporation established to. control
OW assets, was Ibrced to. sell partbf our homeland to raise badly needed cash.
This represents the most dangerous threat to the continued existence of our
tribe. Selling capital assets to raise cash provides no long-term solution to
financial problems. .

In 1968, Menominee Enterprises, InC. launched its "Lakes of the Menominee'
development by forming a-joint Pirtnership with a Wisconsin DevelOper, N. B.
Isaacson. Our corporation allegedly sold 5,170 acres as. land for development
with profits to I'm split 50/50 after expenses and 5% sales commission for
Isaacson, A 1,340 acre lake-was planned, creating 86 miles of shorelines. Sale
of Legend Lake's 2,600 lots was designed to enlarge the county's tax base to
$45 million, easing Menominee Enterprises, Inc. tax burden.

The Legend Lake venturelms been t questional economic stic4eSs. The per-,
enrage of county fax paid bst Menominee Enterprises; Inc. did drop from 90%;
in 1964 to only 55% in 1971, 'However, in 1971 when all lake development was
assigned 36% of the property -tax burden the assessed value of the county had
risen from $17 million in 1901 to $32 million in 1972. Therefore, in real, dollars
Menominee Enterprises, Inc, paid more in tax dollars,

Our whole termination system was foredoomed economically. The till burden
of providing employment, community services, and income tax revenue for the
newly' created county fell on our small lumber operation. As a result, Menb-
zninee Enterprises wag &reed to-economize by reducing it's work-force. In
1901; Menominee Enterprises,, Inc, employed 236 men compared to our present
175 employees. Thus, Over ten rears our labor force Was cut by' one-fourth.

The reduction in work forte added to an already aggravated Unemployment
situation, Only 46% 'of ouropeople ages 16 to 46 are in the labor force. The
Unemployment rate in our community fluctuates from 25 to 40%, the lowest in

'Wisconaln. With the withdrawal of the federal 0E0 funds the rate of unem-
ployment is expecte,d to increase to nearly. 60% at times. Thus, a reduction in
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'Menominee Enterprises, Inc, labor force essentially means an increase in the
welfare-coSts.

Like any other corporation Me Ahming&Enterprises, Inc. has the commitment
to show a profit to its shareholders. no-Weyer, Menominee EnterpriSes, Inc. is
unique in that it' also has a osoeial commitment to its shareholders, the Meno4
minee people. Menominee Enterprises,. Inc. mint* manage the tribal--assets.-We
lutist protect the.. virgin beauty of our timber stands, We must develop new
industry and provide as many jobs as is practical. In .short, we must -functiOn
as a tribal entity' and a profit conscious corporation and these' furietions:are
bekoming more incompatible as time goes on.

The efforts involved in estalilishing= the so called "eco nomic devlopinent zone''
Lake) by Our predetessor4. on the board of directors and board of

trustees, absorbed valuable time from the heart of our economy, our tribal ni111.
Consequently, we are trying with our meager profits to update our One
major chore is to replace the wiring some which has been. there since 1921'.
Also, .we'tfacii the necessity of installing water pipes with proper conforming
size so we have 3yater out to our lumber yard. The necessary diesel pump is
estimated to cost $75,000. This price does not include the water lines and saw-
mill sprinkler system. In 1970, new boilers were installed at the cost of $600,900.,
This was expected to allow our mill to run at nitiximuin steam capacity. It took
1.-y2 years, however, before this investment began to operate properly. In 1971, -.
extensive mill modernization was begun when a chipper head rig was installed.
Because of unforeseen probleins our mill was out.of production for nine weeks.
Our* inniber inventory and shipping ability have thus been affected adversOlY..

A new edger was installed also last year at a cost of $22,000. This machine 1st.
-not heavy enough for our operation and cannot be used to grade cut our lumber.
Last week after much investigation and deliberation, our board a directOri
authOrized $80.000 for-an edger that will meet our needs more adequately.:,

MEN03LINEE OWN'ERSIIIP .THREATENED

. Unless, the :Menominee people are restored to federally protected tribal 'status
now, we will soon have to face up to a terrible decision. Shall we concentrate
on our economic obligations to our sharehOlders or on our social obligation, to
our people.

Another 'problem that hangs Heavily on our hearts is that in January, 1074,
Menominee Enterprises, Inc.'s stocks will `becOme4negothible on the open market.
ficeording to termination laws. We have asked for and jr ece ved two extensions
on the mbritorium of sale. Upon receiving the last extension we were told that
this would not happen again. When our stocks become negotiable, control of.
Menominee Enterprises, Inc. and our land can easily pass out of the hands of
the ,Menominee people. Menominee Enterprises, Inc., if not financially solvent
will be unable to buy the shares of individual Menominees and the State of
Wiseensin or individuals of the non-Menominee public will buy into our gee°.
mirtee assets.

When, the stocks become negotiable many. Menominees maybe forced to sell
their stock in order to receive welfare or piddle assistance. Under thh present
eligibility reqpirements, recipients for Old Age and Blind Aid Assistance are .

not allowed more $750 in liquid assets and those receiving Aid to Depen-
dent Children cannot have more than $5,000 in liquid assets. PreSenft the
stock is not included when determining eligibility for assistance. Since the right
to vote ins shareholders meetings for trustees is obtained through ownership of
the stock, partial control of the clorporation would be. held by non-Menominees..

Our DRUMS condidates for the trustee board have promised to 'retain the
human element in' our corporation. We have stopped the dissipation of our
assets, we have increased active Menominee participation hi the last four years
from a low of 2% to 40%. However, complete social obligation would be OW-
mental to the efficiency of Menominee Enterprises, Inc.'s operations. To pay"full
bond interest to the bond holders and adequate salaries to our sawmill workers
while attempting to maintain our assets for our posterity `18 an impossibility
for a mill with inflated operating expenses Lind prophrty taxes.

Culturally, our land is not' "surplim". FrOm. 1854 until termination In 1£101,
we steadfastly and successfully resisted all efforts to reduce our land holdings
by refusing allotment, which was an experiment that imposed private property
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owneloihip on Indians. Bolding our assets and people -together Was the uominant .

the* i% for the A.lenominee'S for one hundred years. Om' cultural values .or our
People have always been focused on our land :US a tribal' and not individual
holding. The interests of the tribe have talien precedence over indiyidital inter-
ests;. thus selling our land was against very belief -:and V halue.eld by the
M enominee people. .

Indian people by nature are not competitive. Yet terthination forced competi-
fiveness and is destroying our tribal. values. Competitiveness is xtot necessarily
"bad ". But to expect us to no longer function emotiOnallyreulturally or legally
es .Indians has serious adterse affects. .5 1

The instances of arrests *due to. alcohol related offenses 114 three times higher.
in Menominee County than on any other reservation' in t119 state. Less than
24% of our children complete- high school compared. with over 54% for the

. State of Virisconsin
ReStofation of the Menominee Tribe is the only SalVation for the Menominee

people and their ,cmporation. With Menominee' rands. Safely back in trust and (7
the enormous tax burden lifted from our mill.; the will once again be able re
plan confidently for the future. Our children and their children can he assured ,
of retaining, our most important asset--oUr ancestral lands.

With an increase in job's, we will correct the very severe condition of povertr!.',
in our community. At present our average per; eipita income Is $1,028.,1PiftY..sik:,.
percent of our families have incomes below $000 a year; Thirty-five percent o,f;
our families 'receive.public assistance. Less -than one -fourth ofi our adults have
finished high school. Over 37% 9ur homeS at* over drowfied, 43% lack cilia -.
piete plumbing and only 36% havetelePhones.

In -our.present situation; Menominee Enterprises, Inc.', can never be a viiihin
,:orporatiOn. The inescapable conclusion is that the extremely 10w soelo-eeenoinic

. Indicators confirms our tribe's knowledge that we have .remained trapped ,in
poverty since termination-The.enly solution is to have Congress restore us ION

federal protection immediately. It would be extremely Wrong to compel us to
wait for 2 years hs the present bill .prOpOses, We do ask that your ciimmittee.
recommend the original bill worked out and Supported by OUr Illenompee people,.

Mr. MEEDs. I would like to thank both for youiteStimonyt I will
btart questioning yOii, if I may, Mrs. Wilber.

I was tremendously impressed, when we were in NIenozninee
County, with the tour that yon gage 11.g, particularly, the tour of the

ailed yoUr knowledge how the sawthilicrans. suppose
I ghould not be at all surpriecl; since you are kheiqbairperso# of
Menominee Enterprises which runs that sawmill...,

But I would like to ask you a number of queStiOns.about'the
'operations. No.'1; if the Menomineee did not own flica`r own tiinr,
would they be able to shoW a profit nut all with thatimill1 In other_
words, if they had to buy their timber -.on the 'open Marl*?

Mrs. WILDER. If the MenomineeS had to buy -their own' tinker,
they would never show i profit. Our operating cow are such that we
just would never be able' to Make it. The only Way we are sus -
training now is. because we own the itimlier: We "c.,ouldmet compete
with any other lumbering. .

Mr. AfEEnS. Do you have any idea, Mrs. Wijber,;the cost of up-.
grading that . mill to one [that would be conipetitive in the open
market situation? Can it buy its own timber? ;

Mrs. WiLuEn. At the present time, we are in repairs now. Last
Vent' We started to economize and do la complete mocierni2atian of
the m ll..W d put a chipper head rig in on the right eide: ne mill

. clown for 0 weeks because Of unforeseen complications. We were
out of production for 9 weeks. Our inventory reflects our down-
time. We have net been able to catch up yet. We are looking forward
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. . . .
to putting another criipper heal ,. .. 4

rig on the Ifft side., However, .that ,

is not this .year. ne cannot afford to be down any loRger. than 2
weeks.-. We cannot even .afford to be dOwn for 2 weeks, but of
necessity we have to. .

.

We are in the process now of ordering' a. new edger. Last
..
week,

the managenient put.an edger in ,which did not fit the needs' of our
lumber mill. That cost $22,000 for that machinery: We are now
putting in a six-saw- edger, which is a heaVier edger, which is going
to be able to allow its.properly tb,grade.cut our :boards. ' .

Mr. Minos, Would $1 million modernize the mill to make it corn-
petitive ?

Mrs. WILBER. I have no' idea. We are thinkingwe have no fire-

-protection in the mill ; it is going to cost an enormous' amount of
money and, we are thinking of trying to.do that in .5 yOars, phases.

Mr. MEEDS, Welt, do ,you envisiov. a much different operation?
Assume That the Menominee restoration .bill. passed in the present

. form. W cold you assume that the MA could come in and supervise
the millgor you, or would you envision that the. Menominee Enter-
prises, oit at least as Menominee -rust .operatiori, ~would continue to

. operate the mall . .' . ....

Mrs. WILBF.R. As I envision it. the Menominees, as it is now, will
be. able to handle and -operate the mill. They are capable of doing ..
it. We have the people that have expeftiSe'therenEnd can, do it.

Mr. Mimos..You have, a forester? . ,

MTS.:WILBER. 'We haVe a forester. . . . . .

. Mr. Mains. And people, Menominee people, that understand the
-opei7Atiort of the mill? .

Mrs. WILBER. Thais correct.. . ,

Mr. Miios.k_Are there any non-Menonlinees wh6 work in the
mill?

Mrs. Wuxi% Yes; there are non- Menominees.
Mr. Mims.. How many? What .percent of the W..41. workforce?
Mrs. WiLein. 2 percent. It is almost '.99 percent Menominees; almost

totapy Menominees, but we do have a feWnon-3.1enominees working
thefe.

Mr. -Mims. And most of the people in management positions and
deisionmaking positionS are Menommees, are they not? , 0

.Mrs. WILBER-. That is correct.. V.

Mr. Mims. As with other Operations of Menominee .Eritgrprises?'
Mrs: Wumn.

As.

Mr. Towirx. Will the gentlemanyield? :

' Mr. Mims. I would be happy to yield to you.
Mr. TOwELL. You sayiit is 99 percent. I find that, even the I

percent, a little =Usual. You have Said that you have a very. high
unemployment, a very serious problem. I Would think that every.
single job would connt for .somebody: Why have some jobS gone to
people that are not in your tribe ?`. ,

Mrs. WiLnirt. Because they -do not have the expertise to handle
them. Our forester, for one, Is a non-Menominee.

Mr . Townr,L. Well, you have bad 12 years of something like that,
to gain that expertise.

Mrs. Wri,nun...We have not always had control of our corporation.
This year. marks, the first time Menominees have had total control
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of the corporal i. We have previous- to this been controlled by two
trust systems. Was the 'Menominee comm on- Stock.and Voting
Trust; which handled all the. shares.

Tile second trust ,system was Wisconsin Assistance winch
handled all the vote of the minors and incompetents'so-oalled of the
Menominee Tribe. They .thenriehled an enormous Ontrol over the
corporation.
- MEnos. the chair will at this time recess the hearingsfor 10
minutes, while 6.e gentlenian from Nevada and I. go-over and make
a vote. \vill.be back in 10 minutes.

[ A. brief recess was taken.]
Mr. MEEDS. The committeti'lvill be in session- for further proceed-

ings on H.R.11511.
Mrs: Wilber; cn you tell the. committee what other businesses-

are rim by Menominee Enterprises,
Mrs. WILDED. We have a retail division known as Forest- Edge,.

that weItarted as a wholly owned subsidiary ofMenominee, Enter-
prises, arid theY' haVe taken the Federal HUD housing- project for

jheir mitial project in the construction end, hilt,that dissolved.\
The only, minor intilding that they have done HUD building.

Mr. Mains. Any other-enterprises? .

Mrs..Wmenn. is all. Oa forest ; naturally we haVe jiat
recently reorganized, So. We have the three major divisions, which
Would be the forest, the mill, and Forest Edge.. That is all 'Mend-
minee'EnterpriseS has.

Mr. Mims. What role. dOes Menominee Enterprises have., if any,
in the sale Of.land?-

Mrs..Witata. Menominee Enterprises, because "they were the sole
owners of the former reservation, was

were
With the assets..

-.the Menominee people. Because they were so hard pressed financially
and felt they needed -a tax base,' the only alternative for them was
the sale of land.

Article 12-then enters into the picture, wherebvartiele 12 Balls:
. .

for,two-thirds of the'votes of holders Of the shares, and the trustees
at that .time interpreted this to mean that it Was two-thirds of them,
which meant, then, that five people could have the say of lbe land
gales. .

And this is what happened, that the trustees, then,' paSsea a rem.
lution for the sale of land. This is how the land sales developed.

Mr. MEEDs. How would the breakdown of -total costs, say' your
tax costshow would that work cut? How much of that .is being
piovided by the- mill" opetation, \and how much- froth the sale of
land -in the last year or last 2 years? Could you just give us some
vague idea?

-Mrs. Wantn. In the beginning,. MenoMinee Enterprises paid 90
pereent, of' the taxes. The last assessment was 55 percent of the

'taxes that AfenomineeEnterprises paid. However, the actual dollars
was more, although-the percentage was less. The actual dollars Meno-
minee Enterprises:paid- was more, in taxes, and this is what

Mr. Mums. In the last year? .

Mrs. WninEn. That is correct. All through----this is what confused
the people, as well. We were alvays told that the percentage of
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taxes- was down, hitt we were never told. the total,' real value was
increasing so that we were .paying more in tax. dollars.

Mr. MEEDS. How much of the income' froth. the operation of the
-.mill last year was paid for taxes. for the rest of the Menominee
property?'

.Mrs. IVILBE11.- Abotit $550 000 I I believe, was. our taxes for last r
.

'ear.
Mr. HEEDS. What, was your total net income before taxes?
Mrs. Wwima. We hada net income of zero last year. We did not

we were not even able to pay ;the total payment, 4 peare4 income
payment, to the bond Holders.. We only paid about. two-thirds, I
believe; it was $78, wheratis the .total would be $120. So we did not
make enough to pay tile -omplete-fiond payment, and we hgd axet
vrdfit° of zero.

Mr. Mrms. Now, in the event that type of thing would continue,.
.how woad you". proceed? Say you had to go through that next year,
what 'do yotthink would happen? ,

Nrs.Vrt.nEn. Well, what .. the--,1 do not really know what you
mean..

;211r. MEMEL Well, if. you were to be in that same posture next year,.
in 194, .what, would happen to Menominee Enterprises,..Inc.?

Mrs. WILBER. We would floe be able to make .any repairs on our
mill; We would.net be able to 'Update becanse we cannot and,
have not been able to update thentill. In regard to the fire protection,

y our premiwn on insurance hits- risen by 50 perCent this year. The
safety features in the mill with the OSHA .Act are very- hard to
comply. with. We are having a difficult time keepingup with that.
So:-we 'would be most likely out of existence. :We are having .ft- very
difliculttinte just to .sustain--..- '

Mr. Mims. That. what, am itist-isking, Is the BIA accurate
in sayiiig that in the absence of either massive infusion of -,ftinds
or passage (If a restoration act, 'Menominee Enterprises,- Inc.' far all
practical purposes will probably be dead in a year?
'Mrs. Winita. That is correct.. That hi one of the reasons why we v

are hoping that.the- $250,000 comes. through from the state to hold
us- and sustain us until we can achkwe restoration, 'because our
corpottitionis in eritiatt condition. -

Mr. INTEnos. Just a couple of questions of you, DTs. Deer.
You were here, T think, when theCouncil of Chiefs resolution

and Itecomptnying letter was presented to the committee by Mr.
Froehlich.- -1'ere you here? Have you had an oppOrtunity to read

a--that resohitionand the accompanying letter? - .--

. Ms. Dmat. I have read through it briefly. I have not read it
thoroughly. .

Mr. Mmes. Did the letter and resolution appear to be to you eon-
.. tradictory its terms? .

Ms. Dr,Elt. That would appear to be the situation., yes,-
Mr. 3.fanis. on have any knowledge about thiS might

-- have occurred; why the names of some" Of the .peOple who signed.
the reAolution were not on the letter? in fact, almost all the people
who signed the resolutiOn Were not on the latter: Do you have any
knowledge of the background of that matter?

..

e.'
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ra Ms. DEER. W01, I know that-for the past several years the Council
of Chiefs has not redly been a functioning organization. It has
been very-difficult to get information airmit the activities, about their
other projects., We understand that it is a. rather defunct organiza-
tion. We have enot had.any'public meetings; they have not proceeded
according to the usual procedures of organizations of .t.114.sjand.

Mr. /TEEM You are the Chairperson of the -Voting .Truse. What
does that mean? What are your duties? What.-isethe .Voting Trust?

Ms. Door. The Voting Trust was Set up undefthe original termina-
tion plan, worked .out when termination occurred arid was. final in
1961. We have very important functions. One is te\eleet the members
of the Board of directors of our corporation. Enter-
priSes. Inc.;. to set some of the policies and to, yo know, .OverSee
the activities and asset of our tribe.

We have delegated this through the trust document 4tire Board
of Directors of MEI. I- would like to :point out, too:, thilt just this
year;January, to answer Mr. Towell's question, this is the first time
since termination that MeiMminees have coqiplete control over- a
corporation and our trust..

.

horns. What obligations does your trust have in terms of
money? Mrs. Wilber talked .about bonds, for instance, and
there is some stock also. Would you tel the committee just basically
what the obligations. of the .Voting Trust are and how you would
handle those under restoration, "if this bill were passed?

Ms. Dnuft. I world like to .refer part of the question to one of our
legal counsel who could -give you the technical intA,irpretation of, the
trust.

But as I mentioned earlier, one of ourimportant functions. is to
elect Members of 'the Board of Directors =of the eorporafion. This
was the first year that we have been able to elect all Indians to our
corporate board.

As we would envision functioning tinder the trust relationship with
the- Government, we would like Federal protection,. not Federal dent-
ination. We would like to be able to carry through under the policy
of self-determination. I -think Mrs. Wilber has demonstriited to
you in the written testimony and in her comments here that we
Mace MenomineeS that are capable of running our corporation. WNW
wo need now ore some technical assistance; some additional training.
But ive have been proceeding since January in this general dine-
tion..

So I wouild like to refer that other part to our counsel.
Mr. Mains. Would counsel please identify himself and answer

what the obligations of the Voting TruSt and/or the corporation are,
and how this Would be expected to be. paid off or handled under
restoration?

Mr. PRELOZNIIC. name is Joseph Preloznik, and on -my right
here; is Charles. Wilkinson.

The Voting Trust *is established pursuant to the termination
plan, and there is litig. ation pefiding in the State court, miestiening
whether the Voting Trust was properly created, because the net was
not followed. When the assets of. the corporation iv6re conveyed

D.
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the Secretary of Interior. tlky'were -conveyed through a ,neg.o.
Hating and coordmatinprommittee* which was outlined in the plan.

This 4eig-otiatin,0 and 'coordinating committee 'Conveyed this to
the corpbration and then proCeeded to exchange for the assets pt
mu, tribe, the stock certificate for-the total amount of theShares in
the corporation,-Which were then conveyed to the Voting- trtist, which
was made up of seven indiViduals.
.Tliese seven individuals lie as'the shareholders in the normal con.

poration and are generally entrusted With Most of the dutieS' of the
shireholder, with the exceRtion that article' 12 liaS been intettpreted
by a State conrt.a.t. tjje present time and is presently 'on appeal that
the-lioklers'of-- the shares for the pnrposes, of selling land are-the
Ntmlominee shareholder i and not the voting trustees.

Mr. Mnr.o:S.- Assuming that restorittion were to take place. pretty
much thethe terms of this bill -dictate, how Would you satisfy these .

shareholders? -

Prineozmit:-Vell, the shareholders at the, present Hite do not
have any right in the shares. at best an inckoate right, in the shares.
They do have a right, a presentright, in the bonds which are $3'4000
in amount, mid they are 'redeemable in the year 2000, and -pay,
interest at tint rate that Mrs.- Wilber discussed, 4 percent per annum.

"That would be an obligation that would continue after reStora-
I,ion. because it is a corporate responsibility and wo'nld be paid off

t of any assets and proceeds that the corporation earns between
low and the year 2000.

r might like to point out. although termination -took place almost
11, Ite years back, that there has been no reserve set aside for 4hN
retirement of these bonds, much like no reserve rjas been set, aside
for deprviation and replacement of equipment. As a rPSItit: ceuen:
if there appears at times to be n profit at the end of the year, that
this is illusoq, because the proper monies have not been idiomled
.for the bolid'retirement nor for the replacement of machinery as it ,

wears and needs replacement.
Mr. Mures. Do you think the herders of the bonds will .be bene-

fitted or injured by the, passage of this restoration legislation?
Mr.'1"itaire.xtu. Obviously. they wonlit be benefitted.
-Mr.:Artnns. Would ;toil please tell us why?
Mr..Thini.ozmit. The reason is, at the' present time, and the projec-

tion of the comptroller of throe corporation indicates that the taxes
for the 'coming year for the "corporaticin would be' in a hill of
$700,a00. This money, instead of being used to imy property taXesi,
could vefy well be idea to set up the neeessary reserves for the bonds,
the necessary reserves teprzivide Vir adequate replacement of machin-
ery and equipinent procechires. which could not be done
without t restoration.

The economic demands on the corporation are much too great under
the present arrangement, as we saw. the bond holder and the share
hoiderlboth stand in jeopardy of losiog their corporation and their
assets.

Mr...Mt:nos. Just one more oneqion. Mr. Prolortik., .

The bill provides, in effect, for time Menominees to prepare time roll
and the Department, while supporting the legislation, suggests that
the Secretary should prepare the roll.

3 a'
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Is this something that the Menominees feel very keenly about? Is
it something that might be done.. by them under contract with :the.
Secretary ? Why ele,you want to prepare the rolls?

Ms. DEEM AS I indicated earlier, we wanted Federal protection, not
: Federal domination, and we would like to assume as many obligations

and responsibilities as possible. We we.iikl like to have a new relation-
ship with the Federal .Goverment: We realize that in the past the
'Secretary had the authority and responsibility and obligation to
assume .many of these responsibilities on behalf of the tribe, and we
are attempting to. assume some of these responsibilities ourselves.

So, therefore, we are emphaSizing tribal decision-make g. The Sec-
retary is emphasizing the Secretary's. decision-making. Yes, it would "..
seem to me it Would be possible under the new thrust m the Depart-
ment of Interior to subcontract with the tribe for this particular
respon4bility.

isfr. Mina. Thank you very much.
The gentleman from Nevada. , ..

Mr. TOWELL. I. have a few questions about what you just talked
about. What do you mean, you want protection and not domination?
Would you expand on that idea a little bit ?

Ms. DEER.- In the past, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has been
paternalistic. It came up with some of the policies and activities, and
we feel that with the new thrust of cementation on th tribes with
the, interest of many of our young people, in assumin much more
responsibility that we can and we should assume more ponsibility,

Dr. Philleo Nash the former Commissioner of Indian Affairs,.pre-
sented testimony during our field hearings, in which he also men- -:
timed the new contracting procedures that ware being carried out
and implemented with the Bureau of Indian' Affairs and some of the
other tribes. He suggested that this should be and can be a new and
better relationship .between the government and the Indian people.

Mr. TOWELL. I did not mean to put you on the spot.
If you go back, I believe you talked earlierand I do not know

what your testimony concernedbut you said there was a' slight
profit or some type of profit 9 years out of 19. What happened to
that? Where did that go, if there was any, or was it just a .bookkeep-
ing profit? What kind of deal was that ?

Mrs. WILnEn;In many instances, this could he referred to as a mere
bookkeeping profit, because it was so scant. We did show. I think, in
sonic yearsand I am-not exactly snreSS0.000. I think. was one yehr.
And I am not saying there were 0 years.. Last year. we showed no
profit. Three years we had net losses. As I say, it could be a hook.
keeping profit, because there are $1 millionover $1 million worth of
bonds that the corporation redeemed, where they are redeerningow
instanee, they redeemed the bonds for land at 70 preent of the valfie
of the bond. -... ...

And after that. the cash value was paid 40 percent, so that would
be $1,800 were attributable as a.profit..-:when, in es once, there was no
profit. We redeeMed the bond; the profit was not &tray there..

Tn regard to' Ndiere the profit Went to, I could not exactly tell you:
I think most of that was just a bookkeeping figure.

Mr. WILKINRON. Mr. Chairman? ,

Mr. Mmos. Yes.

812
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Mr. Wnatir/sorr: If I might mention
Mr. AfEEns. Would you identify yourself, sir?
11r. WILKINSON. Yes. Charles Wilkinson.
-Tlie profits, were also somewhat illusory in that, during several

yealt, all or part of the profit could be attributable to the sale of
land. Of course, that was the sale of the corporate. assets, .which, in
a sense, would show a profit for that year. But, of course; .the asset
Woiild be accordingly diminished. This land,. of course, was the most
important corporate asset, so that part of the profits would be attri-

.britaine to that also.
That land sales program has now been repudiated by the corpora-

tion. ,
.

. .

Aft. Townti,. Well, you seem to someholV have gotten into a terrible
financial bind. I would like to also gOback to the tax situation so it ..
is.. clear in my mituL From the two or three business entities, Mainly '

"the mill, that generated money, the mill wound up payingthe tax for
everything. That is my understanding of it. Ikthat how it worked?

Aim Willful. This is the Complex structure that I talked -about that
was created when termination WIN initiated. Our county encompasses
what vas the total reservation thrift's, and all of that property was
conveyed to. :Menominee Enterprise 'as,,a tribal entity, so that they
were the largest owners, or the only owner, to begin with.

Now they are still the largest .owner, property owner, in,the county,
so, then, they have to pify the taxes on their holdings: .

'Afr. Townr.r.. I understand that now. They ,

,
were'the total owner,

.100 percent of the larid.withip the county..ActitaltV what percentage.
would have been sold off over the' years?

Mrs. Wirmni. The lastOne of the estimates that we did,'came out
recently. that the total Menominee and non-Menominee land sales are.
in excess of 12,000 acres, as compared to the total. 244.0000 was
'approximately the total corporation lands on the reservation before
termination and then in excess of 12.000--,in some estimates it has
been 15,000. .

We hav our objective now is to buy back land as it becouies avail-
able, and we have done that in regard to the shareholders. Afenominee
Enterprises does have the first. right of refusal, and the presentboard

,,'' members. their objective is to get back as much land as it becomeS
''.''.. available for the Menominees. We cannot always afford that, but as

. We NM afford it, we are picking that up to'add to the total tribal
And right here I would like to add my own thoughts on the land

'. sale:4 au & what N4 fear if the bill *ouldgo in as at is now and would
allow the Menominees to put the lands sides in their constitution. We
felt that were were secure in our land-holdings with article 12 of our
bylaws, but we are not always ilssured that the leadership or the
people in control of the tribe will have the same feeling as the present
board and those that are in control now. We found thatont when the
land was sold. . .

At the present time', we have a moratorium on the Afenominee
Enterprises land. We are leasing only to the shareholders, but we are
not assured that this will always happen. We-c,a,n see that the tribal
leadership may feel bard pressed enough to sell the land. Even if it

3 i 3
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aeq \
was in the eonStitution, it is easieiteo change thereWhereaS:looking
at it in the total bill would be difficultAo ohange and sell.the hind.

Mr. TowELL. Outside--there are two figutes in here, $20
with the special Federal and State grants since 1961, plus $11/2 million
of MO money since 1005, and that comes to '$21,500,000. H4S there
been any other private money or grants or outside money oome m 9

Mrs. WILBER.. Besides through the corporation?
.3)fr. TOWELL. Yea.
Mrs. WiLuta.
Mr. Tow=4. Well, there might be funda tions doing special §tudies.
Mrs. IV/Luta. We know of none at the present time. There may be

a small amount of it to the individualgroups that may have received
proposal money during that time:

Mr. TOWELL. It is my underStanding that the-total count now, as of
10;73, would be abOut 2,44)0 Menominees living? .

.,,Mrs. -WILDER. T114 kilt census was 2,000.
Vat: TOWELL. 2,000h ExcUee me: ,

And you started in 1961 with wliai,--3,00,0, 3,7001
31rs. WiLuta. 3,270 enrolled Mei*minees.
Mr. TOWELL. Okay. Well,. it teems that along the way, the money

that is generated, the money .that is coming in .grants and Federal.
funds, that there' has been a little bit of mss -bianagement that you
wound up in the chaos that we seem to have arrive d at.

One other problem that you stated that your voting turnout is very,
very low. `Before,--well, prior to .1061, what 'setts your, say, poliMil
setup, or how did the tribe run itself at that time/

31s, I)/mr.. The tribe operated under a -general council. An adult,
member could 4'ome, could speak, participate, and vote. There also
was a 'Menominee Indian Advisory Conoco], This also consisted of 12,
people that were eleotedon a representative basis, and they conducted
the business affairs of the tribe.

Mr. Towti.L. Wel4, my point being what was youi voter turnout
at that time?

Ms. DEE% A equorum at that time WAS approximately 75' people. I
cannot ansrer your question definitely. I have not done, you know, lin

orthis. But the point is that the pdople had the opportimity
to participate, and they .did have general council',: meetings seveaul
times a year in which the actirities and plans of the tribe were dis-
cussed and people had the opportunity to present their viewpoint.
Also, people could attend the advisory couneil Meetings.

But, under the situation that developed after termination there
were closed meeting of Trust, there were closed meetings of the board
of directors of the corporation. It was very difficult to obtain any
type of information. The only type of opportunity that the Mena-
minces had to participate in this whale corporate structure was to
elect one trustee. per year.

_The trust, was basically controlled by non-Menominees. Out of that
seven-member trust, here were four whites and three Indians. And
the Fist Wisconsin, 'Trust .fund. of Milwaukee back in 1061 had
approximately 43 percent of the vote consisting of the votes of the
minors and the incompetents. So it was very difficult for the Meno
minces to overcome that bloc.

4
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Back in, starting in 19691 1979, some of us deCided-that we would
begin working how to change this. As 'milt, we have increased the
participation and itlie voting of Menominees and the shareholders
selections from the low of.2 percents several, years ".1.go to 49 percent
in our recent election. YV6 have clone this through Conducting exten-
sive campaigns, proxies; calling people, home visitations, find this

'kind of thrust. And: the thrust of the movement has' been restoration,
stopping ;land sales, and Menominee participation:,

TOWE unaerstand from'my colleague, the ehairman of .-64he
subol thhot, the Menominee people have-started Many, many
years age '1 reforestation program and, have-don -Very well with that.
however, I would like to, question the question of the mill

Has there been any 7have you asked for, or have you received, any
overall analysis of where you are going with that or *hat heeds to
be done, besides patch something up here or 'patch something up e

there ?Is therein overall plan few the mill?
Mrs. WILBER. What we.ars3 planning to do is to get the mill that

we have now in operating condition so that We can efficiently operate -

it. Once we can get that going so it is profitmgkini
T a,Mr. OWELL. But do you have plan that will.go step 1; 2, 3,1, that.

winds up Zown here, 6 months from today, 2 years from today, what-.
ever time it, takes? Is there a plan around that will do that?

Mrs. WILBER. W8 have developed h plan, and again, it is money.. If
we can have some extra money whereby we would not be operating at
a netloss, or net profit of zero, if we can get some of the burderr lifted
from our backs, we could expand into the lumbersome' phase of the
hunbering,

We feel that this is the best way to go in our present Condition,
bebause we area lumbeYing industry, so we would like to develop that.

Mr. TowELL. I understand, you do have a financial problem. But
is there anyis it written down, step by step, for the mill operation,
somewhere? Because. the answer to ev4jithing At the Feder 1. leveT is
give lissome more money.
- Mrs. WILBER. This:is what they are doing now, yes.

Let me tell you. Before we took over the present board, the present
trustees, there was very little organization whatsoever in the mill. So
we are taking it step by step, and our first objective is to organize the
work force that,we have now, giving them specific job dutieg and job
description so that they know whaT they are responsible for, giving
themedelegating responsibility to them, and the necessary authority
for them to carry out that responsibility.

Oncerwe can achieve that---there was a complete disorganization
betwen the men in the mill and the management, total mistrust. So
that comes first. And we are -planning dor the future as to expand,
but we have to settle the attitudinal problems first, before we can
move on.

I would like to conginent a little bit on the tribal council, as well
on the voting. 1Veha,ve, as Ada, said, the 75 Menorminees that cons.ti-
tilted the nuoruin. I would like to point ont that at that point when
the alult Menominees voted, they knew that this is what was going
011.



The change that occurred in the. trust structures that came into
,being* the time of termination we had the adult Menominees there,
but when. the bloo vote was-east by a non-Afeileninee 'Who live& a few,
hundred miles away-,-heoanae up and outvoted every Menominee that
was there. Well, the 'Menominee& began to feel, it is useless to even
try. And so thiS is whore, e liave,the 2-percent, drop in pdrbicipation.

is
it. is 01,11Y human to realize that if. your wishes, and the majority,

IS not going to be carried out, why waste time going there and being
told what you want to da is only %advisory. We do not have to do it,
the trust has control.

OBER. Mr. Chairman.?
Mr. MEEDS. Ye6.
Ms.. %nu. I would just like to make a:couple of othgr comments in

response to your ptevious question: Sack in Jamiary, when we
-assumed control, fwe decided to call it theAmerican Indaan. Manage-
ment Institute/ based in Albuquerque. This is a team of business
analysts, both Indians and noS.-Indians. Ana, they have come and
visited our corporation and made a number of recommendations: in
their analysis, and we are proceeding now in the first time in our

We have engaged in board training, both for the trustees and for
our corporate board of directors. We have sent our pensoitnel down'to
the institute, and we envision a continuous haservice training pro-
groan so that over a period of time we will have complete capabilities
to 'take over every aspect of 'our corporation. For example, we do
have a young man who is N./graduate student at the "University of
Wisconsin in business administration. Ile will graduate in another

.yeari, and we are hoping that we can utilize his talents in our struc-
ture.
. So this is an example of how we would like to have a new relation
ship with the Government where we will have some proteetion, but
history of mill operations to have a complete business analysis.
at the same time we will have the authority to move as we feel is in i
our best interests.

Mr. Townr.L. Mr. ChLirman, T have no further questions.
I would like, to comment that I think both of the witnesses 'were

very well informed and, believe me, I think there are a few of us up
here and perhaps.a. few of you here today who are working towards
a new relationship between the 'Department of Interior, the I4TA,
with the different Indian tribes around the country, and hopefully,
we will be better oft today.

Mr. Mmes. The
.crentleman

from Alaska;
Mr. YouNo. Mr. Chairman, first let me apologize to you. I have

numerous meetings toy/tend, and I can ,sorry I can late.
Mr. MEEDS. We know this.
Mr, Yo-owo. I know you did. I-have .onequestion only.

the iYour mill in e present shape it is in, is it in operating shape?
Is it in good shape? Will it take additional Money to improve the
operation of the shill?

Mrs. Wrentu. It will take_ additional operating expenses to fix up
the' mill. I could not give you a. definite figure. It is just----all I can
say is, if we had $500,000 to pit into our fire protection, we could use
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it.- And then that does riot leave any room for all the other. necessary
repairs-that-are-there,-Sp-it-is-obsolete..We-are-trTing-to-upclate-it---
but -we have a difficult time in getting any -new piece of machinery .

because the other pieces are so outdated. When we bring any new
piece in, we necessarily have to tear down and add on, which takes
mare clo;vnttime.

gr. YOUNG. I noticed in your report that the bill was supposed to
. have the capability of cutting 30 'million board feet, and *oti had 18

million .board feet. Is thus due oz) the sales of forest lands, or is it your
lands that you were supposed to get the 30 million board feet from

Mrs. WILBER. The first projection of the BIA -ordered report when
termination -was to occur was that the capability of our forests would
be 30 million board feet. That is proved to. be incorrect. They out it
at 1.22 million board feet, and the forest yet does not procluce that
much. Under the sustained yield, we are Only allowed to out. what the
forest produces, and that hes gone from 15 to.18 million board feet.
but all of that is not logs that can be run through a initl1, You .see, all
of those are not Saw logs.,

Mr. YOUNG. If you were to refurnish and upgrade your mill, what
Would be based on the 18 million board feet?

Mrs. Wilans. What we hope to be able to do isif we do that we
would have to completely tear down the structrure.

Mr. Youxo. That ,might be a better route to go. If you are operat-
ing a mill that has a oanability_of sawing 30 million board feet,
profit-loss would increase if you are operating em ill that is supposed .

to be cutting 18 million feet, and instead of putting 'money into a.-
mill that will never make money because you do not have the timber
to take and run it at full capacity.

I am just balancing out here; I do not know which way yoil wane
to go. But I would hate to see you have a mill that has a capability of

_producing 30 million board feet, and will only have timber for 1S
million boatd feet.

Mrs. WrInEn. I am in total agreement with you; but I think you or .

someone else will have to give us the answer as to what we are.going
to do with the people, how we are going to generate mcgleir while W a
are Constructing. the new mill. This would be an ideal thing to do,
completely gets a, new mill; and

were
have other problems. -'

.Mr. YOUNG. Well, if you were to put in a new mill With 18 million
)xoard feet, the employment would be way down, would it not? But
again

WILBER. It is a vicious circle.
Mr. Yorma. Maybe you need a good fire.
Meneral laughter.] . .

Mr. YOUNG. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mums. We are delighted to have you ladies as witnesses.
I think it is a sign of our time gentlemen, that are asking all

these questions about the aperatkin of mills and businesses of these
women. It is a sign of Women'S Lib I .guess.

Thank yoti very much. We appfeciate
Our next witness is Vine Delorm; who is a noted author, an. Indian

philosopher, spokesman for progres,sive In.dian movementprobably
mostly noted for his authorship of "Custer Died for Your,Sins"and



I think es a spokesman for Indian People everywhere, He is a. fOrmer
.--------coristituentLof -ininerand-raa,y-still-bei---I-do-not know.

c Are you still a resident of the second district of Washington ?
Mr. DuroarA, I moved, Congressman. I am in Colorado now.
Mr. Mtn& I find it diific-ult, to believe that you 'would go to Colo-

rado rather than Washington State.
Mr.'Dgroar.4. I have a pieee of property ,up there, so I am still a-

...'taxpayer. .

Mr. Misns. We ile delighted to have you with ,its. I notice, you.hava.
6a rather long statement, Ton may proceed to sinumarize it, or you

may insert the statement; or you may read it into the record, which-
ever your wish. ,

Mr. Dpromit. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
very happy to be here and particularly with this committee, which
has shown great initidive; going out into the field to bear the Indian..
people and finding out exactly -what the problems are.

I hove been asked to appear on behalf of National Congress of
American Indians, which has a, notional constituency of Indian tribes.
My experience for the last, 13 years has passed resolutions emphasiz.
ing the immediate repeal of the Menominee termination and the full
restoration of the tribe. So I am appearing on behalf of the Notional '
Congress of American Indians and also. I would, like to appear as-an
individual..

One of the thine- that we have noticed over the lest deeade in .

attempting to raise the Menominee, issue is continual references to the
fact that you cannot =scramble eggs, or you cannot undo that which.
has previously been done.

Mr. Chairman, I have, as you paint mit, rather a large statement.
I would like to j ,...: briefly summarize this, if I can be assured that
it will be in the r: 6,. rd.

Mr. ATEEes. 7 ' ithout objection, the prepared statement will be made
part of the. record at this point.

[The prepared statement of Vine Deloria -follows :]
.

STATEIGENT Or VINE DELORIA, '.1'8,, CONSIJLTA.NT, NATIONAL CONGRESS or tkur,RICAN
INDIANS

TIM btENOMINFE TERAtINATION

The Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin Is presenting before CongresS
several bills which, if pasSed, would restore and clarify their status as a fed-
orally recognized Indian tribe. The Menomiuees were at one time described as
one of the moat progressive of all .tribes and were ab to pay for many of its ,. services with its own tribal income. in 1954 as par f the drive to discontinue
federal services to Indian tribes and individuals, e Menoininees were chosenas one of the tribes to be terminated, from federal services and supeivision.The story of the Menominee Tribe since termination in 1901 has been a harshone, The new rules and regulations which were applied to the tribeafter it was
removed from federal services greatly hampered the ability of the lifenomlueeq

-to continue their progressive movement toward self-determination. The avowed
purpose of the law which terminated the tribe was to give the ,lifenomined peopleadditional control over their destiny lives, and property, But the reverse. Situ-
ation occurred; Menominee assets and resources were basically controlled by a
non-Indian 'corporation and private bank which acted as a trustee for mingof the shares in the tribal propertfr lashed upon termination of their federalrights.
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In the, last.several, years, the Menominees haye shown amazing recuperative
. Powers as a community,. and have orrbattized;DRUMS .(Determination of RightS..
and Unity fop Menominee Shareholders), a group which has led thd efforts to .
repeal the termination act. and res-fare and.eltitity the present -legal .status of
the Menominee people. In '1908 the United .States Supreine Court, decided'a Cabe
which arose over the question of whether or not the terinination net should

. include the hunting and fishing rights of. the Menominee% reserved by the tribe
as property right's in the several treaties signed with the United States. The
litigation revolved around a vital question .of determining exactly what effect
the termination of federal supervision, as articulated in the act of 1954 and its
amendments, had on the vested property rights of the Menominee people, The
Supreme Court Concluded that the at transferred the, responsibility 'for the
jurisdiction of Menominee lives andi property from the federal government over

so to the state 'of VilsconSin, Since thqhunting and fishing.rights were specifically
excluded froth the Operation. of Congreas''P w''ublie La 280, and the testimony
during the hearings on the termination legislation made it clear that the intent
of the act was not to violate any utstanding tribal treaty rights with respect
to hunting:and fishing, the court concluded that the tribe's treaty rights 'had
survived termination and were in act special' and perhaps federal rights of the
Menominee people.

The additional question raised by this decision concerned the nature of ,the
tribe's legal Status with respect to the termination -law itself. Since It is a
fundamental right of. every Indian tribe to hold its property in common (Choate'
v. Trapp, 224'.S. 00i5 (1912) ) and the termination act in no way purported-to
dissolve the tribe, Avlint, then was the tribes status with respect to both Me'
state of Wisconsin and the 'United States government?' The legislation now
under consideration' by Congress should more properly be characterized as a
piece of legislation Which clarifies the tribe's federal rights by restoring to
them, the full. status of a ledeially recognized community.

Is the legislotion, under ' consideration dangerous precedent', in that it
attempts to undo something that has been done and complicates the -apparently
Clearly defined:conceptions held by Congress and the Department of the Interior
of the rights and' privileges of a federally recognized' tribe? Some people Have-
come to mistakenly accept the view that the Menominee tribe cannot lie restored .

to Atli federal status because no other tribe has ever had their federal rights
and privileges restored. Such a view does not conform to the actual- events of
histoly.' It attempts to replace the determinations of past Congresses with an
ambiguous conception of the present: role of the federal government with
regards to the existing U.S. Indian communities. The Menominee tribe is not
asking for unique privileges which have not been bestowed' on other tribes.
Rather it is simply asking fox the same considerations Congress has given a
substantial number of Indian communities in the past. The Menominees have
every right to expect Congress to treat them.with the same consideration as
'Other' tribes which have had their federal _rights confused, abrogated, amended,
or complicated by a piece of legislation passed by a' previous Congress.

The precedents, if any exist, strongly support the present position of the
Menominee people as 'defined.in their proposed legislation. Indeed,- the precedents
for this type of legislation are so numerous, they indicate that One. of the major
tasks of many Congresses has been to recognize prior inadequacies towards
terminated tribes and to bring the victimized Indian tribes back under federal
supervision. Nearly half of all tribes currently recognized by the feieral. gov-
eminent have at one time or another allegedly lost their federal support, either
by decision of the United States- Supreme Court:or by the action of Congress.
These tribes htive eventually ;Wen' given a clarified status as federally reetig-
nized Indian communities, a' status the Menordinees now .seek.

In prising the question of whether or not any tribes have returned to a reclp-
mea relationship with the federal government following a piece- of legislation
which apparently severed their federal ties, one must assume that such a rela-
tionship with Indian tribes has been constantly. and readily -defined. This issue
of inconstancy has recently arisen with the Menoniine6's petition for redress.
Originally, the United States wealth with Indian tribes as quasi-indepempol,
nations which were fully capable of handling' their own Weirs. The assertion
of the United States at the beginning of its Contact with the Indian nations was
primarily twofold: "1) that it would handle all foreign relations for-the tribes
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over which it claimed,'nud 2) that it had a right to extinguish any title over
tribal lands. It was not until the United States had achieved a superior mill-
tary and economic hold over the tribes that it 'began to enforce and regulate
their internal affairs and to supervise -the operationS of the tribal governingbodies and councils.

.

While all tribes now. stand on the same practical basis with thelederal gov-ernment, it is the treaty-signing .tribes..which theoretically-have special rights
and demands on the Vrittecl States over. and above. the generalized rights of
Indian people. The various pieces of legislation such as the "Civilization Act of,
1.819" and the court decision United State; v. Sandoval -which articulates tie
responsibility of .the United. States toward the dependent Indian communities
of the land, both address themselves to the general rights of Indian communi-ties in a quasi-wardship sense.

"Of course, it is not meant by this that Congress may bring a community
or body of, people Within the range of this power by arbitrarily calling them
an Indian tribe, but onlethat in respect of distinctly Indian communities
the- questions whether, to what extent, and for what time they shall be
recognized.. and dealth, with as dependent 'tribes requiring the guardianship
and Protietion of the United States are to be udtermined 'by Congtebs, Andnot by the courts." (page 46, United Stated v. Sandoval)

Over and above those tights which accrue to all dependent Indian cOmmuni-,
ties are the specific treaty rights which accrue only to those tribes which signed
treaties with the United States. The appropriation act of 1871 established theoperational. principle that the United States would' no .longer recognize any
Indian nation for the purposes of signing- treaties, but did not void the existing
treaties and merely reaffirmed them as, the supreme law of the land. ,

The Menominee tribe of Wisconsin* stands in the first rank ofAtilles with
Ipecial rights and. privileges derived and confirmed by treaties with the 'United
States. They have Award treaties with the U.S. in 1817; 1827, 1825,. 1831, 1832-,,,1830, 1848, 1854, and 1856, and are specifically referred to in the treaties witit
other tribes in 1826,-1833, and 1848. In any realistic definition of thehature.ofa federal relationship with an Indian nation, therefore, the treaties of tileNienominees would have to be among the most important and binding legal -doenments to which the United States must hold itself accountable. The testi-
mony on the restoration legislation verifies that this legislation does not, violate
any existing Menominee treaty rights. As such, it is an eloquent argnuient forthe tribe's present status being more a federal right, which- cannot be casually
legislated away to the state of Wisconsin, than the termination decision. which
deprived them of acontractual right entered into through treaties with thefederal government.

The precedent of bringing into federal supervision those tribes which did nothave, or lost, or were not entitled to federal recognition was established in 1871when the federal government .declared through Congress that it would nolonger recognize domestic Indian tribes as legal entities with Whom It would
sign treaties. It then gave federal recognition (via legislation and the settlingaside of executive order reservation) to a subStantial number of Indian tribes,which was a far greater precedent than the pending Menominee legislationcould ever hope to achieve.

Following the legislation by Congress which forbade by executive order 'thePresident of the United States to set aside any more Indian reservations, tilepolicy of the federal government continued to recognize their responsibilities 'toIndian communities. The tiny groups-of Indians in Nevada, for example, which
began to congregate around the white settlements of that state, were first rather
derisively referred to as colonies, and later given appropriations fot allid pur-chase. They were eventually brought into full' federal telationship 'With the
Indian Reorganization Aet of 1934 when they were forced to vote on whether
or not to acceptthe provisions of the act.

In the state of California, where the Indian -treaties which the tribes had
signed in good faith were deliberately hidden In lieu Of ratification; the fedetal
government still extended its recognition to the Indian communities. The kov-srmnent went so far as to purchase' lands. for them, move thent to thd lands,and organize them under the provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act. Manyof the present reservations of that state are not among the -oldest resettles for

20-310-73---21
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this nation's' Indians, but are rather relatively new additions which have been
recognized py thh united States as being entitled to its service*.

TheInateof Alaska lends; an even better example of the willingtreht At the
federal government to extent its rec.ognition to Main and native c0inmunitlC3, .

The area was purchased from the Russian GeVernment inr1867 with the promise.
that at same future date-411e United atates would settle the native* claim* if .

any were outstanding, A partial recognition was given 111 1930 when the-amend-
. Ment to thp Indian Reorganization Act made the Alaskan native 'communities

eligible tor organization under Hie provisions of the act. But it was Only In
1971 that the United Statesilnally settled the claims of these natives with a,
Piece of legislation that, for all intent.andpurposes) was a modern day Native
American treaty. -

There can be little argument, therefore, that the %attire of the federal rela-
tionship towards Indian tribes has been such that the. United States has. acted
or been impelled to 'act whenever-an Indian community has sought its assist-
ance. Such respontribility has almost always been assumed by the United States.
either immediately or within a definite period of time. .The Menominee's pre-
dieament today differs from the other situations of Indian communities only in
the respect that their problems are the direct result of Congressional policy,
whereas historic accidents were primarily' responsible for some of the difficulties
of other tribes which sought federal assistance. .

The federal relationship has been eXtended not only to those tribes which
history or the developments of history have -forgotten, but be a group of Indian
communities which were specifically placed beyond the Scope of federal power,
by a treaty with a foreign nation. In 1048 The United States 'signed the Treaty
of Guadalupe }Hidalgo ending thellexican War. Under the terms' of this treaty,
those citizens of Mexico Whose property rights were recognized by the Mexican
government were granted:, a -yea*; in which to remove themselves 'from the
ceded territory or accept 'American citizenship. Among these. people were the
present day Pueblo Indians of 'New Mexico,

The Pueblos held title to their lands in common under Spanish law, and their .44,

property rights were recognized by the United States under the aforementioned x
provisions of the Treaty of GutidaluplIlldalgo. In that treaty the United .States
promised to recognize all. titles to land and property. A statute passed' in 1858
by the United States Congress gave recognition to the Pueblo's title as well ad .

three.Illexican townships within the then territory of New Mexico. The early'
territorial 'courts recognized the citizenship of the Pueblota and they were given
legal statuses' citizens of the territory.

For many decades the United States' did not Inclnde theyueblo Indians in its,
N general or special appropriations for Indians, and theYwere not regular partici-i-

pants of the Indian programs condu by the Department of the Interior` or
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. At e start. of this present 'century a. federal
acknowledgement of the Pueblos as beginning to be made, heeause of ,±1411'
B.I.A.'s persistent problems in i trig who was and who wasn't an Indian ter:.
the purposes of prohibiting 11 our. In:the landmark ease of United States ti;:. -
Sandoval. ;which involved th question of United States responsibility ,tamatsita
the Pueblo Indians, the preme Court decided that the Pueblos, even, NMI
their rights of citizenship nd property under the treaty of Guadalupe }Hidalgo, .
were stiWelititled to the rotection and services of the United States. In effect,
the citizenship of the P bloc was not Sufficient to prevent the United States
from exerciategaome co trol and trust responsibility for them, Conversely, the
whole purpose of the Me ominee termination hearings was freptently*described
by meanbers of the loin Subcommittee on Indian Affairs as the &sire of Con-
grass to "give" the Menorninees "first class eltizenship". That the individual
tribal members had already received said citizenship with the Indian ;Citizen-
ship, Act of 1024 which specifically exempted their rights to "tribal and Other

'property" apparently did not occur to the two joint Subcommittee chairmen.
If therefore, the United States can extend Itel responsibility for Indian cont-

munities to a group -of Indians who are specifically 'eked with rightli under a
treaty with a foreignnation, it would seem that the power of the.' United States
to arrange and re-arrange the status .of Indian communities is virtually endiess.
Fortunately, the trend in Indian policy has c'ousistently been taviiiideti clearer
definition of the responsibility of ther United 'States; and not thee stripping
away of rights accruing to Indian tribes and particularly those tribes main-
taining other treaty relationships.

.L)
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Lapse
.
Of time anti ailotment'of portions of their reservations in severally.

do not terminate.the tribal relations of Indians: nor remove them. Mtn the
supervision and .control of the Interior department of the government.
(U.S. -1,r, Flournoy LI`Vesttiek and Real Estate Co. (C.C.) 71 576 (1800))

The government IS-trot relieved from' its duties of guardianship awl pro-
tectionoof the Members of an Indian tribe, assumed.by treaty. with such
tribe, in constspnince of the Indians becoming citizens of the United States.
M.S. v. Mullin, 71 red. 082. (1805) ) ; ..The right of Congress to enact laws in the. interest of Indians Os an halo.
pendent people does not rests° when 'the allotment Is made and the alottee
becomes a' citizen of the United States; (Walker v. Brown, 141 P. 681, 13

.'Olda. 144 (1911) )
Time guardianship of the federal government over an Indian does »ot

cease.when allotment Is made and the allottee becomes. a citizen. .(llowling
v. United States, 34 S. CT. 659; -233 U.K. 528, 58 L. Ea. 1060. (1014))

Time grant- of citizenship to the -Indians in Indian Territory by Act.
8, 1887, e. 110, 21 Stat 386, as ansendeed by Act 'March 1, e. 868, 31.7:-...
Stat. 1447as intended for their protection, and was not renunciation
by the United States of the authority which it had alwaya exercised to
adopt smelt measures as in its judgement were wise. for the protection of
the Indian in his, rights. (United States v. Allen, 1,70 P. 13, 103 C.C.A. 1,
reversing deckee (C.C,1000)171 P 007)) ..1,

Citizenship is not an. obstacle to the exercise by Congress bf its powers
to enact. Isms- for the protection of tribal Indians afr a dependent people.
MS. v, SOidosii11,-34 S. Ct. 1, 231 U.S. 28, 58 L. 1.1d. 10/ 1013) )

.

The duty and authority of the 'United States ito act as guardian for
Indiana extends to the protection of individusl'Indians, even though they
may have become citizens., (Cramer v. United 'States, 43 S. Ct.7342,01 U.S.
210, 67 L. Ed 622 (1023) )

"Congress may enact laws for the protection of the Indians, and The goy-ernment is not limited to do so by treaty (Sunderland v. ITatitsit States
287 F. 468, decree affirmed. 45 S. Ct. 61, 266 U.S. 226, 60 259 (1021);The Pueblo precedent is so startling and encompassing as to mako the argu-

ment over the proposed Menominee Restoration meaningless by comparison.
What Congress has done, Congress can undo, what ft has not,yet done,. it can
yet do. But If the. responsibility for the welfare. of Indians can be extended to
the Pueblos, who had rights to lands not as aboriginal peoples but as peoples
deriving their confirmed titles from the Ring of Spain and the Republic ofMexico, then it would seem that restoration of the federal relationship of theMenominees is well within the traditional inferpretation of federal power-rand
responsibility to American Indians:.

A more specific argument has been that Congress intended to release the
Menondnees from all dependency on the United Stavtesand that the termination
legislation was specifically directed toward this goal. The pages of: historyreveal many similar pieces of legislation, and various treaty articles indicate
that this particular misguided goal was frequently the subject Of. Congressionalexperiments in an effort to find a better means of fulfilling its responsibilitytoward Indiana. There are numerous cases, however, where the responsibilityof the United States was judged by Congress as overriding any temporary eon-
sideratiori of alternative ways of titling a solution to the problems faced. by.American Indians. t , .Tice General Allotment Act of 1887 was designed ;specifically as a terminationpolicy. Under its provisions, tribal land estates were to be divided according
to certain formulas and individual tribal members were to receive their share
of the total tribal estate, li`glioviing the division of tribal assets it was pte-
sinned that individual Indians would forsake their culture and traditions andundertake to learn 'the cAlture and traditions of the white man. In the short
period of tviersty-five .years, Congresd visualized the disappearance of the 'Mimi"mass" (as It was called) find the assimilation of tribal members into Americansociety.

The General Allotment Act *04 barely four years old when in. 1801, it wasamended to' Include PrOVIsion allowing Indians to loase their lands;
.Where hinds are Ottitpled by Indians who have bought and paid for the

ilante, and will& lands are not needed for farming or agricultural par-poses, and are not desired for individual allotments, the same may be

4
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lenied by authority of the council speaking for such Indians, for a period
not to exceed five years for grazing, or ten years for mining purposes in
such quantities and upon such terms and conditions as the agent in charge
of such :reservation may recommend, subject to the approval of the Secre-
tary of the Interior:. (Allotment Ac '1.25 U.S.C. 307)

This amendment was a radical departure frbm time, original program as artieti-
toted by Congress, for it meant that the transitional period of trust during
wimieh the individual Indian family was supposed to be experiencing the new'
life of a sedentary agriculturalist, was in effect postponed indefinitely while
property management affairs absorbed the time and energies of the peopleinvolved and a new decision- making trust administrator.

Time memo the eixecutive branch tried to enforce the allottnent.let, the more
often the plan's basic weaknesses revealed themselves. it was not long before
the periods of trust had to be extended thrOugh' executive order and the whole
fabric of the allotment scheme *as discredited. The Meriam Report, of 1112()
Beverly criticized the plan of allotment which had been the cornerstane f

' federal Indian policy for four decades, and at least a major Option for nearly
a century. In 1031 the Indian thiQrganization Apt forbade further Allotments- of
Indian lands and made provisiond for tribes to begin repurchasing their ances
trill lands through it program of loans.and 'grants of lands themselves. To Pre-tend, therefore, that Congress has never changed a policy when its weaknesses
have become apparent is to discredit the perception of those respective Con.
gresses who have attempted to repair the inequities of federal Indian policy
wherever they have been detected.

The recitation of specific eases involving tribes which had supposedly been
terminated and later taken back into federal 'supervision would, be' long and
tedious. There are, for elvapple, cases of more extreme proportions, than the
Menominee which have be6n totally reversed by the action of Congress and
which involved the rearrangement qf many laws resulting in more administra-

. tive problems and occupying a great deal more time. Time point to consider ms
that when Congress has realized an injustice, they have consistently acted to
correct it, whether or not previous Congressional policy or the policy and pro-
grams of the executive branch had helped to create it.

In time 1830's, the tribes of the southeastern United States were forced to
sign "removal" treaties under which they were forced to move from their
ancestral homes in Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Tennessee, Itentucky,

' Missouri, Arkansas, and the Carolinas, to the plains of Oklahoma. The tribes
were promised that idnds in the new territory west of the Mississippi would be
held for them in fee simple title by the 'United' States and that the United
States would never enclose them within its- boundaries.

As part of the indueeMent to move west, the individual` members of Cherokee,
Chickasaw, Choctaw, Creek, and Seminole people were given the right to with-
draw from the tribe, and in effect exercise it right of expatriation to self.
termination. fly doing so, they would receive generous' allotments within the
new states that were being carved out of the old tribal territories. Some of time
treaty articles are worthy of note:

Cherokeeletv Echoic Treaty of-December 20, 1835, Art. 12Those Indi-
viduals and families of the Cherokee nation that are averse to a removal
to theCherokee country west of time Mississippi and are desirous. to become
citizens of the States where they reside and such as are qualified to take
care of themselves and their property shall be .entitled to receive their due
Pertion of all the personal benefits accruing under this treaty for their
claims, improvements and per capita: as soon as an appropriation is madefor this treaty.

Such heads of Cherokee families as are desirous to reside within the
States of No. Carolina, Tennessee and Alabama subject to the laws of thr,,
same; and who are qtmlifled or calculated to become useful citizens shall
be entitled, on the certifichte of the commissioners to a pre-emption right
to one hundred and sixty acres of land or one quarter section at the
minimum Congress price ..

OhoetawDaneing Rabbit Circa, September 21, 1830, Art. XIVLath
Choctaw head of a family being desirous to remain and become *.,citizen of
the States, shall be permitted to do do, by' signifying his tetentioh to the
Agent within six months from'the ratification of this Treaty, and be or the

`ks
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,.. shall thereupon be -entitled to a. reservation of one section of fIx hundred
and forty neve of land ... in like manner Shall be utitled to one half thatl quantity for each unmarried child which is living with him over.ten years
of age; and a quarter section to such chill as may be under Alti years of
age, to adjoin the location of the parent, If they reside upon said lauds
intending to become citizens of the States for five years after ratification of
this Treaty, in that case a grant in fee simple shall issue...-. Persons who.' claim under this artiee shall. not lose the privilege of a Choctaw citizen,
but if they ever remove are not 'to be entitled' to any portion of the Choctaw

.

.
, annuity.

Of the 6 tribes subject to removal, the Creeks, Chickasaws, find Seminole:4741d
not-secure articles allowing tribal. members to remain in the southwest. We (10

, know that Some Creeks and Seminoles did remain and eventually formed cow-
mutinies, and that these remaining tribes were given federal reservations and ..
eventually recognized by the Indian Claims CommiSsion and the United States.

What is interesting,. however, is that under treaty rights, individual Choctaws
. and Cherokees ,who chose to remain were to become citizens of the states in

, Unticirthey resided. The .SuprenLe Court' declared in .the ..,e of The CherokeeTrust Pauli that:
Whatever Union they have had among themselves has been merely a social
or business one, It was formed in 1868, at the suggestion pf an officer of
the Indian office, for the purpose of enabling them to trtineact business 'with the Government with greater convenience, Although its articles eradrawn in the form of a constitution for a separate civil government, *they,
have never been recognized as a separate Nation by the, United States; no
treaty has been made with them; they can pass no laws; they are citizens
of that State and bound by its laws. (page 300)

While the Phoetaws retained their rights to annuities, for all 'practical purposes
these individual tribal members were terminated from tribal existence by ettreaty article. The first indication that they were not merging into scathe
society but. were reforming Indian communities surfaced when the Cherokees
purchased some lands in North Carolina. Because they held title to their lands
they were not only subject to state tax but were also involved in the problems
with schooling in that state.

Over the_ years the Cherokees petitioned the United States- to once again
grunt them federal supervision, and the United States agreed to exert its power 1

over the Cherokeeti. Finally, Congress passed a law add-fitting that the southerncontingent wan part of the Cherokee nation but gave them a status which can -tiest be described as quasi-federal and not unlike the presqut status of the3lenominees.
That Eastern Band of Cherokees had surrendered the, tribal lands; sep-
arated themselves from tribe, and had become subject to Mate laws, did not
destroy federal government's right or duty of. guardianship. (7 Stat. 478 ofU.S. v. Wright, 53 F (2(1) 300)

.

There was constant litigation over a more exaR status of the Cherokees (similar

14
the litigation that is now arising for both the 3lenomineee and Riatnaths),d eventually the rated States Congress upheld the doctrines articulated by

o federal courts and passed a 9tatutereadmitting them to full status as afederal tribe.
The Mississippi Choctaw tribe of Mississippi have experienced much the

some case history. The individual Choctaws who remained In the deep south
following the removal of the majority of their tribe to Oklahoma, suffered ex-
tensive loss of their hauls because of the state court's fraudulent decisions in
handling cases that lnvolt'ed title to Indian lands. Their people became impov-
erished and were eventually reduced to a small group of squatters fixed in their
ancestral homelands because they Were too poor to do anything elt4e. In 1808
tin. federal government began appropriations for this remnant of a community,
although individual members Were actually citizens of the state and not a
legally recognizable Indian community.

Through theArst decades of this century the MissisAppi Choctaw received
appropriations, and when the Indian Reorganization Act went into effect
they organized under its provisions. From a conglomerate of individual Choc-
taws with no tribal government, and Mlasissippi status as privaita citizens, the
Choctasys evolved Into a federally recognized 'tribe replete with all federal
rights. and privileges.

V(
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.The intent of Congress in ratifyii the treaties of New Echota and Dancing
Rabbit Creek was clearly to r'emove the tribes from the southeast, and make

'their lands available to the settlers corning Into the south, The Individual.
Indians who remained hi the south by treaty definitiona were tO become stuccos
of the stateslind no longer enjoy the benefits of communal 'tribal existence.
Today the EcAtern nand of Cherokee and the Mississippi Choctaw tribe aye
two of the soundest and most progressive in the nation, If there were
such a thing as an irreversible federal policy which would' erect all Indian
peoples; it would have surely spelled disaster for these two gimps following
the ratification of their original treaties.. The 'feet remains that they were
both given federal recognition and restored to their federal benefire.

The situation was somewhnt the "same with respect to other tribes that
Signed treaties. Congress provided in a statute passed on. Math 3, 1843 that
the lands of the Stockbridge-Munsee Indians of Wisconsin should. be divided
into allotments. Following that division, the tribal government would be dis-
solved and the. Indians. would become eitizens of the United States. Some of
the tribal members ,wonted this legislation, while others did not, and there
was great controversy over the status of the tribe. In the treaty with the tribe
of November 2, 1818 the United States attempted to clarify their situation
wlmh'h had become a great deal more complicated than the Menominee situation,

The preamble of the treaty noted;. Whereas by an act of Congress entitled
"An Act for the relief of the Stoekbridge tribe of Indians, In the Territory of
Wisoneoushe', approved on the third day of March A.D. 1843; it. was providod
that the township of land on the east aide of Winnebago Lake, secure to said
tribe by. the treaty with the Menominee Indians of February 8th, 1831 its -
amended, by the Senate of the 'United States, and not heretofore ceded by said
tribe to the' United States, should be divided and allotted among the individual
members of .said tribe, by commissioners to be elected for that PtfrPose who
were to make report of such division and allotment, and thereupon the persons
composing said tribe were to become citizens of the United States.,

And whereasn imrtibn of said tribe refused to recognize the validity of said
net of Congrm, or the proceedings which were had under it, or to be governed
by its provisions, anti noon their petition a subseqnent net was,passed by the
Congress of the United :States. on the 6th day of august, 1816, repealing the
said act of Mardi 3d, 1843, and ii,rovidingi among other 'things, that mail of
said tribe as should emmmuil themselves with the suisigent of Indlifn Affairs at
ihPcil Bay, should be and remain citizens of the United Slates, and the reifidue
of said tribe were restored to their ancient form of government as an Indian
tribe. It was also provided that tile said township of land shomild be divided
into two districts, our of which was to be known 'as the "Indian district ", and
the other as tiseeitizen district"; the former to be held in couimon by tint
party who did PR desire citizenship, and the latter to be divided find allotted
among such as were citizens and desired to remain so

The first article of the treaty then stated:
Article I% The said Stoctibriae tribe of Indians matinee all partielpalion in
any of the benefits or privileges alluded or Conferred by the act of Congress
entitled "An Act ror the relief of the Stoekbridge tribe of Indians, in the
Territory of Wisconsin". approved Mamie 3, 1843, and relinquish nil rights
secured by said net; and they do hereby neknowledge and deelars themselves
o be gilder the protection and guardianship of the United States, as other
Indian tribes;

In other words, the situation be so complicated that It was impossible
for any ono to administer the lands of time Stockbridge or to determine their
rights. Congress tried a sIdution which only aggraval the situation and so
In desperation the flitted Stotts: signed if treaty with th Stockbridge In which
the tribe forswore all that the United States had doike and allowed themselves

,to lxe taken into federal protection once agnin. To have done otherwise would
have involved extensive liability by the United States for the property rights
of both the Winn end the citizens involved.

The Stoekbridge live just a short distance south, down the-road from time.

Menominee people in northeast Wisconsin. 'They purchased lends from the
'Menominees when the tribe was removed frinn New York state to the wilder-
ness of Wisconsin. It would be ironic indeed If Congress failed to extend to.
the.Menominees, the Stoekbridge's old landlords, the same rights to retro.
eesslen and federal.reeognitIon whielt they reeeived.

f0 a0
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The treaty provision which severed: indirldual Indlims from their tribal
onutrumity _rights And perticipative, ait, Witnessed in the Cherokee, Choctaw,
and Steektritige treaties, was net a unique one. The treaty of June 28, 1802
with the Iiickapooe who are currently residing in Oklahoma as a federally
recognized tribe, provided that after allotment of tribal emote,' the Kickapoos
-shall cease to be members of said tribe, and shall become citizens of .the
tatted States."

The Winnebago tribe of Wisconsin currently enjoys the federal recognition,
rights, and services derived from those Winnebago Indians who had refused
an earlier migration to 'Nebraska. They remained in Wisconsin and received
allotments under the 'act of :March 3, 1875 upon proof that they bad abandoned
their tribal relatione. A special legislative confirmation of the status of these
Winnebagos was noted in the act of January 18, 1881, . . .

Almost as son as the Winnebago were terminated, Congresu began reversal
proceedings to end their termination. Special acts of March 3, 1009 {85 Stet
11411, January 20, 1010 (30 Stet 873). July 1,1912 (37 Stat 187), and December
17, 1028 (45 .1Stat. 1027) granted them further recognition and in 1987 the
Interior rtment determined that this group had the right to organize underInterior

p -istons of the Indian Reorganization Act. Congress appayently felt that
even th the lack of a traditional tribal governing body, this little, eommunity
deserved the light of organizing their awn council and determining their future
with the aseietance of the Milted States. .

.
The Wyandotte of Oklahoma have had an. even more phenomenal history

considering Congressional efforts to terminate their existent*, In 1850, upon
.ratification of their trkity with the United States, the Wyandotte resigned
themselves to the loss of their tribal status. It appeared that this provision
would.lutve*ttecomplished the' task,. yet a mere five years later, they were,
reassembled to sign another treaty with the United States which again pro -'
sided for extinguishment of their tribal character, Regardless of their legally
terminated Status, they continued to exist as a federally reeognized tribe with
all rights and benefits, In 1935 Congress again attempted to terminate federal
responsibility for the tribe then it provided for dIstribtition of Wyandotte

p funds-which- the tribe had in the federal treasury, Even this legislation was
not, sufficient to terminate tribal existence, because two years later In 037
they were reorganized as a federally recognized tribe and adopted their own
tribal constitution under the provisions of the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act.
Finally, daring the termination period of the 1050's, Congress passed It law
which again purported to terminate the tribe, Fortunately this law required
that the tribal roll be prepared, and, that the business of the tribe be finalized
before severance from federal supervision. rn the meantime, the tribal organize-
thin had deteriorated so badly that the process of preparing for termination
brought the tribal organization back into function. For some years following .

the 1074 decision to terminate, the tribe has been attempting tuniucecesfully
to fled a trustee for its cemetery in Kansas City as the final act prior to
termination. Thus, the only apparenteirect of the termination act was the,..,

revival of Ale tribal government as a requirement for fulfilling the statute.
The Ottawa tribe of Oklahoma signed a treaty at Blitnehard's Fork in 1802

which provided for termination of tribal existence within, five years. Time
negotiations over the exact nature of the termination became rather 'compli.
efited, and as a result the preparatory period expired before the termination
program could be put into effeet. In 1808 another treaty was signed with the
tribe which effectually extended' indefinitely the life of the tribal organization. .

'The Ottawa tribe continued their tribal. existence and organized under the'
Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act in 1937, They again entered a period of prepar-
ing for termination, following legislation in 1050. The outcome Of this present
episode in the life of the tribe Is still unpredictable, 4,

The admisolon. of the stele of Oklahoma provoic61 what will probably be the
single meat continuous and confusing Indian situation in the nation's history,
'rile governments of the Five Civilized tribes Were suppoOd to be diaeolved.
prior to statehood, with a remnant of . tribal government' to remain otft for
the purpose of Semtrieff the final dispersion ot tribal assets. Yet the tribal
government, and federal recognition involved with such a oment, have
both continued from 1900 until the present day. The tribes ht

m
e been eligible

for tiling claims with the Ihdian Claims Commission, spon programs dm-. ing the war on poverty era, received federal loans and project moneys, and.
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have recently had their Constitutions revised by Congress' to allows the, people
to vote for their own chiefs and governors. They still maintain tribal lands,
and in some cages have had lands given to them. Several. yeare ago the, Chero-
kees: won a landmark caseinvoling their title to the rivebed.of the Arkansas
river,, a treaty right of a century Mending.,

Under assurancee given by the United States to th4neW state of Oklahoma,
and through the provisions of several pieces of legislation purporting todis-
solve most of thsOklaheman tribal governments, abolition of Oklahoma reserve-
tions was supposed to terminate, formal Indian tribal structures in that state.
With the ,exception of Osage Com*, (the .area- which is lethally the' old
Osage Indian Reeervation), Indian communal existence and federal recog:
Wilt% for Oklahoma Indians was scheduled to cease with statehood. Remark.;
ably, federal responsibilities continued, and through numerous eases in the
10215's and 1080's the United States began to retrieve its pqwers and responsi
bilities with respect to the Oklahoma tribes. The. Oklahoma. Indian Welfare
Act, pasded.in 1035, gave f.ederal recognition Back to the itaibee of Os state, '
and enabled them to reorganize their tribal governments.

Section 8 of the Oklaho Indian Welfare Act stated: "Any recognized

rules and regulations as 'h
to

tribe or band of Indians r ding in Oklahoma shall have the right to organize
for its common welfare to adoPt a conceit-aim and bylaste, under such

Secretary of the Interior may prescribe. The
Secretary of the Interior may 1$606 to any such organized group a charter of
incorporation, which shall become operntive when ratilled.by a majority vote
of adult members of the organixation voting . .." ,

The pretense, therefore, of the argument that to repeal the Menominee
Termination Act would create a dangerous precedent in the continuing devel-
Opment of federal Indian p011ey.is preposterous. Mere often than pot, the
tendency of Congress has been td' face the problems of individual tribes as
unique opportunities through .whieh to exercise both the Powers and 'Wisdom
of Congress. The federal relationship toward American Indian. tribes would'
not appear to be a relationship that can simply be disposed of. It is rather a
long term commitment by the United States to render such assistance as is

Ineceeettry for tribes, bonds, and identifiable groups of 'Indians to maintain
,, their cultural, communal, and political identity in the face of an Increasingly
complex and alien maid. . .,

The Menominees deserve the sympothetie attention of Congress becanikii.
unlike the Cherokees and Oheetnws of North Carolina and Mississippi, they
did not chooee to leave federal euperviElton and services. They were told flint
they had no choice but to approve the principle of termination in Order to
receive their own funds which the United States was holding in trust for
Nem Having given their tentative, nonmajority approval of the principle of
termination, they then discovered that this statement had been Interpreted as
an enthusiastic endorsement of the legislation which was then all ted for
them. Such over-zealous activity on the part of Congress Is not coital t with
the high standard,' of legislative lciontluet which the shove examples' ridiente
lined generally been. the Congressional sentitnent.

'The Menominee people and 'the °the? American Indian people who support
'the:Menominee, ask only for the exercise of Congressional wisdom and treat- .

= meat equal to that given other tribes who, once terminated froni federal
supervision, were restored their rights. These reetored tdbes Are ourrentlY
enjoying the benefits which were ,ngotiated 6r in their treaties with the
'rutted States.

The Supreme Court dftision in the Menominee case of 196$ placed them in
the same position as the Sandoval decision did concerning the Burble people
or the Wright decision was applied to tint Eastern Band Of Cherokees, Their
position was that the federal government has a definite responedbility to the
tribe but the, nature of that responsibility Is uncledr. This restoration legisla-
tion now proposed would -clarify the status of The tribe by .affirming the deri-
sion' that they are once again it federal Indian tribe with full rights and
privileges.

Rather-than rigid marking of ruled and regulations, ea the administrative
hronclirs" of the Interior Ilepartment would often have It, the relationship.
betWeem be U.S. and Amerlean.Indian tribes bnit.been marked by Congressional
expert and inconsistent policies. Choate v. Trapp," ft cake Involving the
Chlekam and Clioetawa of Oklahoma, makes a careful distinction between

4
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the* plenary` power of Oongress to .nmend or repeal sin agreement 'and the
£ constitutional prohibition against Congress -destroying exieting..rights acquired

under a treaty, agreement, or statute.
The hickory of federal lndinn'Telations would seem to indicate that Congress

has often recognized this limitation on its powers, and that wherever it has
Yound an injustice or deprivation arising from an action of a previous Con-
gress or administration, it has sought to remedy the situation and bring

'41 justice to the situation.. Far from being a bad precedent, the repeal of Menom-
inee termination (25 U.S.C., SS SI)1402) is well withfn the hisloric Tole which
Congress has defined for itself.

STATEMENT OF VINE DELORIA, CONSULTANT, NATIONAL
CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS

DrtonrA. Now, what. I have clone with this Statement is to
basically review this on particular point of the Federal-Indian
relationship which is ipeciflially, the number of times that CongreSs
or the Executive has, in effect, terminated a tribe and at a later diet c,
recognized that termination was unwise, premature, or unwarranted,
and,- in effect, taken the Indian people back .under full trusteeship.
I think if you go through Indian country today, you will find almost
a majority of tribes have at one time or anotlier had their Federal
relations severekand then subsequent Congresses, who had additional
information, in my opinion, acted in an advisory eapae4ty, restored
these various tribes to full Federal supervision and full Federal
services.

T think you can include, among, those groups all of the
of New Mexico, who until 1913 were not regarded as Federal In
and who were given Federal recognition.,And from 1935 to 1937, all
the Oklahoma tribes .who had their governments dissolved upon
admission of Oklahoma to Statehood allowed to reenter the Federal
relationship under the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act.

I recognize the members of this committee will have to discuss
Afenommee Restoration At with the rest of Congress. I thought the
most helpful think that I could do at the present time would. be to
provide you with this information that the 'Menominee restoration
bill is far from feint; a precedent. It simply falls into the normal
historical. pattern of the relationship of the Federal Government
to the various tribes.

I think that the 11ienominee termination has been on the minds
of the Indian people ever since the termination days of 1954. I do not
know of a tribe in the country that would. not support immediate
restorakitm of the Menominees \tin& in effect, ask you to amend the
enrrent legislation which provides for 2-vear extension. I think
that it is a desire of Indian .people every place to get on with the
rebuilding of the Menominee without having this 2-year delay. .

The 'final thing that I would like to saywe have had considerable
dissension and turmoil in Indian affairs this year.. We have ,had, at
times, Indian people taking up guns in an .effort to raise issues. I
think it lot of us have _worked] in this field a nrunber of years. and
Svc have regarded the. Menominee issue as the single greatest issue
in Indian affairs, and that we;are all unanimously in. very Arong
support of ,theMenominees.

It seerns,to me what Indian people have been told over the last
several years is that there are channels to go through and there are
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laws that simply must be, followed. I think the Alenoantneg! People
'haVil demonstrated willingness to go through the channels to secure
the proper ways for bringing.about change. ..

I,..thWel in addition to passing laWs Congress respansibility
to see that, justice is, done. thAnk this, is the primary .inotivating .
force behind what is going on hi. Indian; affairS today So I hope
the meinliers of the''conunittee look'iipon. the Me.nominee hill
as the first, really concrete proof to the American Indians that the
American system works; it is not, simply a case of [Unending laws.
It is ,a case, of undoing. the injustices of the past ansl..doing the
justices of today. .

I would like to close -with a qiiote from AntOine W.aiipechick .of
the MenomineA.; Advisory Committee, who over a decade ago at-
tempted-to conduce ?another Congress that the ltlenominee Armina-
tion was unwise. Mr: INTaupochick

IlistorY, records 'that the Menomineea have been loyal to this 'government
and have stood by their bargains When they ielinquished land to the United

We think .that .your. actions should *he .governed by degire to -see
that hitory mill record that Congress was loyal to the Menominee people:

I think that if you can live up to what Mr. Waupochick.said any
years ago and pass this legislation for inuttediate repeal, of 'NIanon-I-
inee termination, this would be one of the greatest Congresses the
Indians have had to deal with. a

I thank You for letting me appear. and I will answer any questions
that you may have. / .

;Nfr. 3Inens: Thank you very much, lJr. Deloria, .
I would like to, explore someklvither philbsophical questa,ons with.

you, because I know you are probably closer .to the Indian movement
hi the United States than. any -other single individual. You 'have
doeumeaated the hopes and aspirations of Indian people. in your

-books. My .recollection is that you dediCated an entire Chapter of
youf book "Cf}ister Died for Year Sins le the Menominee problem.

Drawing on your eiperience, not only with that specific problem-,
but other problems with the. Intlian people and the Nvturle concept
and philosophy behind the termination, movementwoul.cl it be that
the fear of termination Aid a fatilure to effectively repucliate that
termination concept is one of tilt major deterrents to the. Indians
mcMng forward in the progressive Posture that Pre,sident Nixon is
talkino- about ?

Mr.DELontA, I think that the fear of termination has become
almost psychopathic among Inilian people, because a number.of tribes
that' could haye tremendous developmentsyou plc them .yvhy, they
do neat .want ecru in clevelepancrits they say. 'we do not
want to build something else up that is going to be taken away in.
several years by some type of termination legislation.

In my- experience, also, the termination policy_provides people in
th.e administrative arn-i of government with a, weapon to hold over
the heads, of the tribes, When they disagree with the' policy that the
tribe::::wanit,s to do. If you go to your district, Congressman the..
Lummis were able to create, an aoyaculture priiparily beonise they

- stood up to various Federal agencies and made their wishes known.
If the. termination policy continues and people iron]. goy ern



agenthes pan coins in as iCT say, we 0 not like this deve,,lopi.nent, and
it yrou try, to do it.urO will, reeonnnen4,y0nr XQr ternidniotiCen,

think the last '20 years, the terromaticn . has been he -major
stumblingblOck in Indian progre*.

Mr. YbEDS. The reason I asked the question was my.reColTection
when first mine Q11 this subcommittee in 1966 ,I think that Secre-
tary tidoi wits then 'Secretary of Interior2-that the Pepartinent
came, for'Wawl wifh...a proposal called the Oninibus Iridian-'4"-,4, which
had many good features, it seemed tome.

However, when this legislation. was floated in Indian country,
to speak, it wis almost unanimously disapproved by India? 1).°15-1e.
I heard and again, the reason given was that this was lust a
forerunner to termmation. The Indians said it gave too much author-
ity to them and they did not want to take. this authority; because
they thonglit by taking authority they would be placing, themselves
in the position the. Alenominees were in some years ago by being
progressive and forward .and subject to termination.

In your opinion, did that have anything to do with the. concepts
that the Indiansiciad about that legislation?

Mr Dni,oniA. .,y_s I recall, Mr. Chairman, there was a pravision m
that that allowed the ;Department of Interior to-mortgage tribal
lands but not accept liability.for any disasters that might peur after
they programed money. And many Indian people saw that as a way
to take money out of trust, which was the. basic theory in terms of
property rights that we have been fighting in to nation.

. So I think as long as that fear persists that. Mellow. the land
will be Taken away, there is no sense, really, having all these appro-
priations or plans or policies. We are just simply facing the attitude
that is too mistrustful, and there have been too many instances in. the
past where Indians have trusted the Federal Government and, I
think, have been let down by them.

Mr. Minns. I am sure you are aware of the legislation in the Sen-
ate and the leg,IsIation that haS been introduced in the House to rept-
diate }louse Concurrent Resolution 108, which was the termination
resolutiOn, In yOUr opinion would it be more constructive to pass
the Menominee Restoration Act?

In other words, would this more clearly indicate to the Indian
people the. sincerity of the IT.S. Congress than a mere repudiation
of IT: COIL Res. 108?

Mr. DFLORIA. r think with the passaae of the. Menominee Restor-
ation Act that a great portion of the "Tear of termination, will die
down, because this will be a concrete act. The problem that have
had with House Concurrent Resolution 108, is that various admini-
strations within the Bureau of Indian Affairs have' used it really to
their own benefit. Some of them Will say it is still policy becanse it
has not b,een repealed; others will say, it is only a, re,soluti.on of _the
one C'rongressf and we are not going to enforce

So think, whenever you are going to deal' with a congressional,
resolution with regard. to policy, this is more than a philosophical
range and can be interpreted by administrators as they see fit. But .

the con ireteness of Menominee restoration I think would, speak
louder than anything else ever.could conceivably speak.
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Mr....M.Ltais. In terms of the whole scope ofprobIems which face.
the _American Indian which can be dealt with legislatively, how
would' the MenOrninee Restoration Acct stack up in the order of prior-
ities that you Would place on such legislation ?

Mr. 'DEtom.e. I would place. Menominee restoration. first, There
. area number of proposals, the Indian Trust 'Council. authority, It
seems like every Congress tlilt we have a new education bill, and
revolving loan bills; long-term leasing bills, all these other.134. if
you Will notice, going back, there is always a consinerable mistrust
or considerable opposition to 'other pieces of legislation primarily
because 'of this termination, the. fear of handing over of legislation.,.
So if we can get the Menoniinee Restoration Act enacted, and: we
can lay that issue. to. rest.

T think the concern over treaty rights have been .demonstrated
by the Act this year Part of that would be laid to rest, because the
United States in effect would be re-affirming its commitments to the.
Menorninees through the, treaty And I think unless' the Menominee
Restoration Act is passed, .you are going to have a. multitude of
continuing litigation trying to have the courts define exactly what
the status of the Menominee. th.

As I see the 1968 case, the Supreme Court handed dovvn, it really
said the 114enominees weren't terminated, but it didn'esoey what they

, were. I think you find as- you look back in histOry, it happened to
.

the Eastern Band Cherokees in North Carolina. It took considerable
time to straighten that out, but I think the concreteness of rellealing
Menominee termination is going to alleviate a lot Of objections and
other legislation,the c,ommattee would zant to consider.

T would make this really the No. 1 priority for this Congress.
Mr. MEEDS; In your opinion would some of the Presidential legisla-,k

tion, such as self-determination legislation contract authority, block
grants, and that tvpe of thing, stand a better chance of acceptance in
the. Indian world with the passage of the Menominee Restoration
Act?
- Mr. DELORIA. Well, I have not paid too much attention to that
legislation, because I've tried to put the Menominee legislation first.
I think the fact Ms. Deer, and Mrs. Wilber testified to the fact they
wanted Federal trust relationship, and not domination. They really
may be the viable alternative to all this other legislation the admini,

.

stration is proposing in terms of setting up new bureaucracies to
deal with the trust administration. .

I would look at the present state of Menominees as holding. the .
real pOtential for development of. Indian policy; in that ..they. have
come together and remained together as a community, and have
fourott against impossible odds, Where a lot of other tribes have been .

subject- to the Bureau of Indian Affairs; and haven't gone. through
the struggle- to define themselves. And 'I think 'general unity you
find when the Men onainees is what other tribes have to achieve at
this point.

.

So I think its very important to have Menominees back in the
Federal trust relationship, because. they will be able to point out
a lot of things that they have done that other tribes really, haven't
done.
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Mr. Woos. Thank you very. much.
The gentleman from, Nevada?
Mr. Towsri.. Mr. Chairman. I don't have any questions at this

time. I think the witness is exceedingly well informed and knOWs
his subject completely. I appreciate you -takiyig your time to come
here today, and write up the testimony.

Mr. Mrns. The oentleman from Alaska ?
Mr. Yotrigo. Mr. Chairman, I was interested in the witness's state-

ment, prilarily because you are well aware of we jii..stliad, one of
the largest settlementsland-wise, money- wise -=in Alaska, 'and, w6
are going through probably some of the problems that your tribe
has gone through before. One. of our big things, I know, "
the Alaskan natives is possibly losing S011113 9f the benefits ore
we are ready for them. -4.nd I see one of my 'strong- lobbiest se
group, and, he worked hard for us. I think that's the best ta 'ling that
ever happened to our State.

And I hope that we possibly can rely on the expertise of the
Menominee Tribe and the expertise hitting on some of the problems
that will crop up. We've got a good group of people; and they are
working hard.

Again, there is a certain amount of discharge in this jOcke
the positaon that wk, have seen already; I just hope mavbe wehave to call upon you and your group to give us a little bit of
advice:

Mr. DE1.0111A, I'm sure we'll be happy to do so. .
Mr. MAns. Again, on behalf of -the, entire =Mitt ee, I would like

to thank you Air the pr:, -ntation of your testimony, and your appear-
ance ,here.

Atr.. DELMIA. .It you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just, e to makaRone eoncluding statement which is a lot

of us have adv- ted coming to Congress, presenting our case, rather
than going on he activist. trail and going -through ail the trauma
that has been n. We very badly need an action by Congress, such
as the, restoration- of Menominee, to show the activists that you can
work through the system, '

Every day, I face a lot of the people in the American Indian
Movement, and other movements, and say what have you been Able
to do going through .the system. You haven't gotten anything done.
You had your thence, and so we're taking over.

We have, got to bave this particular, ban, and we have to have
immediate. restoration of Menominees. Now, we can go 'out and talk
to people and show them that the thing does work, And without
that, you are leaving the whole middle .ground of Indian affairs
virtually defenseless, because v*-e can't point any place and. say that
it does -work. You see, pawing this bill will give us the ammunition
to bring the Indian eommtmitY together and present, other legislation.

think that would be more helpful.
Mr, Yornia. Mr. Chairman, along that line, when you. referred

to the Menominee and then I referred to the Alaskan natives. They ,did it through 'the system and did it strongly; probably the best ,organized group I've ever seen. It took 10 years .hilt: it was done:
I know it eanUe done, awl I compliment your approach.
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Mr:. Detom.t. (fnorganized, but I think the Menominees. could take
them if we, got them back.

inic y..Thogi; Mr. Chairman.
Mitibs. Thank ..)-ou.

Our next- witness is Alan ICin op, 'who is Assiatant .Snperinten-
dent of Public Instruction for the State of WisCensin, and also a
member, of the Menominee Indian Study Cominittee.

Mr. KinOton,. please come forward. and present your testimony.
I see Vnf haye it statement here also of Mr. LaFave.

.

Are yon presenting. that ?
Mr. Itt-MGEgrag.. Yes, I am.
.111r. 3/1141iS. Are, you asking for unanimous consent that we make

it part of the record ?
iVik; IttisMSTC)*.Yes, I am.
Mr. Mnipms. Without Objection, to ordered.
[The prepared statement of Mr.-IzaVave follows:].

STATEMENT OF SENATOR tZEUEEN LAFAVE) STATE Or WistoriSm

Mr. Chairman and members of the compiittee, I had anticipated being able
to personally attend ell the federal hearings on 'restoration. Due to leglidative
committments, I am unable to do so. Therefore, I have -requested that Alan
Kingston as a member of the Menominee Indian .Study Committee present my

. -statement as chairman of that committee and that he, as Astistant State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, make an additional statement and answer
questions relating to his area of expertise.

First, I want to stress the fact that the Menominee Indian Study 'CoMmittee
has unanimously endorsed the concept of restoration. However, it Is the feeling
of the conunittee that the futtire of Menominee County, should not bea matter
of federal detetraination hilt rather a state-local one..Aceordingly the Menonli-
nee Indtim Study Committee has taken the .position that MB. 7421 Should be
amended to inefude "Section (1(f) as follows:

Phr the purpose of implementing subsection (e) the State of Wisconsin
may establish Such local government bodies, political subdivisions and
service arrangements as will .best provide the state, or local goveramblit
services 'required by the Menominee Indian tribe.

In addition, the references nude to "Menaninee Countyy" in Sebtion 6(c)
and '(d) and Section 8. should be changed to "the' territory constituting, on
tire effective date of the Act, the County of Menaninee' It the language is
not amended in H.R. 7421, it will be impossible to alter" the present county
structure.'

Per the information of the committee, t Would like to rePOrt on the status
of three state 'bills that bate a bearing oft restoration.

First, Senate Bill 131 which provides for the extension of the moratorium
on the sale df :Menominee Enterprises, Inc. stock Until 1976. This hill has
been approVed by the Senate and has been concurred in by the AsSembly.

Second is Substitute Amendment to Assembly Bill 892 Which proVidei for
.state financed referendum whereby Menominee Enterprises, Inc. certificate

holders will be able to vote on whether or not they, wish to be restored to
federal, trusteeship. This bill is currently awaiting Assembly action.

Lastly is Senate BM 123 relating to Wolf River preservation Whieh bears
indirectly Oh:the testersitieh issue. 'Since 1066 the state has ducted Wolf River
legislation. With the two fold' purpose. of i)reServing- the Wolf and providing
economic assistance for Menominee Enterprises, Inc. For the lest three yaws
the state, has paid the Enterprises- 8266600 annually for ,camping and fishing
privileges. The Menominee Whin Study Codunittee, bad endorsed continuing
the lease f* thi additielud fate yeaf period. The bin vhitt utitildro.ohnlY adopted
by the State Senate but has been amended by the ".Statte Assembly so* that
the lease will only cover 1973-1974 calendar year. Currently this bilk has been
messaged back to the Senate,. but has. net been acted IrP44)1 ,

I would like to glade on (meat copies Of these' bills, ishensbnotritax'and fiscal
notes.
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STATEME.IIT OP ALAN KINGSTON, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
OP 'PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, sun OP WISCONSIN

*Mr. Itrmakrox. Mr, Mailman, members of the committee, my narne-
is Alan Kingston. I am an assistant State superintendent in the
DepartMent of Public Instruction in the State of Wisconsin, with a
primary role in the AMU of school finance.

.Prior to assuming my present position of assistant State sixperin-
tendent in, 1962, I served as the supervisor of Indian.pducation for
the State of Wisconsin for R years. During my tenure as Indian:.
supervisor I assumed the-role of director of the Menominee*Indian
adult ediitittion program which was in operation from 1955 to
termination in 1061. It has also been my responsibility to mpresent
the Depaitinent Of Public Instruction on the Menominee 'Indian
study committee.

SenatorlAarave who chairman of that committee, has requested
that I appear before this body today and read the statement that
he has prepared.

STATEMENT OP HON. STATE SENATOR REUBEN LaPAVE PROM THE
STATE OP WISCONSIN AS PRESENTED BY .ALAN KINGSTON

Mr, Kricosrii.x. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
had anticipated being able to personally attend all the Federal
hearings on restoration. Due to legislative commitments, I was
able to dO so. There 'ore, I have rogue*. ed that Man Kingston, as a
member of the Merionimee Indian Study Committee, present my
statement as chairman of that committee end that he, as assistant
State superintende,nt of pUblic instruction, mike an -additional state-
ment and answer questions relating to his area Of expertise.

First, I want to stress the fact that the Menominee Indian study
committee has unanimously endorsed' the concept of restoration.
However; it is the feeling of the committee that the future of
Menominee County should not be a matter of Federal determination
but rather a State-local one.

-A,ccordingly, the Menominee. Indian study committee has taken
the position that. H.R, 7421 Should be amended to include section
6(f) as follows:

For the purpose of implementing subsection (e), the State of Wisconsin '
may establish such local government bodies, political subdivisions and service
arrangements. as Will best provide the state or local gererfunsat services
required by the Menominee. Indian tribe.

In ition,the references made to "Menominee County" in section
6 (c) and (d) and section 8 should be changed to: "the territory
constituting, on the effective date of the Act, the. County a men°,
mince." If. the language. is not amended in H.R. 7421, it will be
impossible. to alter the present county structure.

For 'tile -information of the committee, I Would, like to report on
the status of threeState bills that have a bearing on restoration.

First,. senate bill 131 which provideg for the 'ode/talon' ot the
moratorium, on; the sale of Menominee ,Faterprises, 6Ittiok until
.1976. This bail has peep. approved by the senate and. haa ben con-
curred in by the asse ly.

33:1:*
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Second is substitute amendment'"? to assemblY hill 892 which;.
provides for a State 'financed referendum whereby Menominee .Enterb
prises, Inc. certificate holdeis will be able te vote- on whether or not
they wish to be restored to Federal trusteeship. This bill is ourritly.
awaiting assembly action.

Lastly is senate bill 123, relating to Wolf River preservation which'
rsbea indirectly on the restoration issue. 8inee 1966, the State has

enacted Wolf River legislation with the two-fold purpose of preserv-
ing the Wolf and providing economic 9.ssistance for 3.1enomifiee:,
Enterprises, Inc. For the last r, years the State has paid the Enter-
prises $250,000 annually for camping and fishing privileges:

The Menominee Indian study committee d endorsed continuing ".

the lease for an additional 4-year period. The bill was unanimously
adopted by the State Senate but has been amended by, the State
assembly so that the lease. only cover 1973-74 calendar year.
Currently, this bill has been messaged back, to the Senate, but has
not been acted upon.

I would- like to place on record copies of these bills, amendments
and fiscal notes.

Mr. Mtnes: Without objection, they will be made a part of the
record at this point.

[The information referred to follows :]

STATE OF WISCONSI ASSEMBLY SUBSTITUTE AMENDMENT 1, TO 1973 Assemuty
Buz. 802

(May 31,4073 /tiered by Representative GROVER, by request of .Menominee
Indian Study Committee and Senator Larave)

An At of the statutes, relating to conducting a Menominee referendum and
increasing an appropriation.

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate and agsembly, do
enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Menominee referendum. The secretary of state shall conduct a
referendum at which the following question shall be submitted to eligible
Menominee' enterprises, inc., certificate holders: "Shall the federal government
restore the Menominee to tribal status?".
'SECTION 2. Eligible certificate holders. Every natural person who is a Meno-

minee enterprises, Inc., certitIcate.holder and who is .18 yeArs of age or older
and who is not incompetent shall be eligible to vote in the referendum. The
Menominee enterprises, Inc., common stock and voting trust is ineligible to
vote but the individual natural persons who are members of the trust may
vote their individual shares held. Any trustee of Menominee enterprises, Inc.,
who holds certificates of ownership only in a fiduciary capacity shall be in-
eligible to vote in the referendum. :Menominee enterprises, Inc.,' shall provide
a certified list of eligible certificate holders and their addresses to the secretary
of state within 10 days after the effective date of this act (1973).

SECTION 3. Procedure. The ballot used for the Menominee referendum shall
be in the form of Ballot "D" under section 5.64 (2) of the statutes. The ballot
shall be mailed by the secretary of state, by registered mail, return receipt
signed by the addressee only, to all eligible certificate holders within 30 days
after the effective date of this act (1973). Each ballot shall be accompanied
by an envelope addressed to the secretary of state and bearing 1St class postage,
or tar mail postage if the address of an eligible certificate holder iS located..
more than 2300 miles from Madison, Wisconsin. Ballots shall be completed
and. mailed to the secretary of state by the 15th day after they are mailed to
eligible certificate holders. Returned ballots postmarked after the 15th day
shall be void, -and the ballot or a notice accompanying the ballot shall so State.
The secretary of state shall tally all valid ballots and report the results of
referendum to the legistiture as soon as practioabe thereafter.
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SECTION 4. Expentes, An expenses, related to the:Menominee referendum, in-eluding any eipenses incurred by Menominee enterprises, inc., shall be paid
trent the atlpropriatiOn 'raided. rectiOn 20.575 (1) (a). of the statutes.

Breves 5, Appropriation *seem. The appropriation under Section 20.5715v
(1) (a) of the statutes, as affected by the laws of978, to thesecretary of statefor general program operations is increased for 1978-74 by S7,500 for thepurpoee of Conducting the Menominee referendum.

STATE or Wu:icor:one, Astcuat,r 4.1(ENDOIENT 1, TO A.ininunir Smarm=
. A . ,,:iiiZt.xaUtttyr 1, ro 1973 ASSEMBLY lux 892

'-(Zune 6, 1978Offered by Itepresentatives '1:4Ttovsrt and JAOltAMONIS..t
Amend the sithstitute amendment as follows
On page 2,:lines 24 and 15, abbatitute "lath" for "15th". !'

'

STATZ or WISCONSIN
9 )

ASSEUSLY AISAIN) MIIrr 2, TO AOSSWIVT SUBSTITUTE
, 4,MENI)1ENT' 1, TO' 1073 Aswan= Btu. 892

(Zune ji)76---Orferedt by,.liepreffen!tatlives GIUZLIft and "/AOR4.510111S.)
Amend the'eabstittite amendment as follows z
On page' 2,' delete the Material beginning with "The" line 4 and endingwith "(1978)" Ithe 9, and ittibstitute "The ballot' used for the 'Menominee

referenchim shall 'be stroller, to the forte of Balled "D" under section 5.64' (2)
of the Statutes. The ballot Shell be Mailed by the secretary of state,' by certified
mail (return recent not reqUeSted), to all eligible; certificate holders within 80
days after the effectite date of this act (7978)".

STATE ct.WISOONDITIe NISCAL NOTE "r0.1973 'Asanzuvr Btu. 802
(As Snown ay A. Sus. l)

iscal note: As shown by Assembly Substitute Amendment 1, 1978 Assembly
Bill 892 appropriates to the secretary of stake $7,600 in general Purim reve-
nues for the Purpose of defraying the cost of conducting a ballot, by registered
mail, of the Menominee Indians on the question of restoration to tribal status.

Since the official tribal rolls were closed in 1054, the only way in which all
Menominee of voting age .can be reached today is through the mailing lists of
Menominee Enternrieeei Inc. (all -Menominee Indiana, and about .200 of their
deacendants since the tribal rolls wire closed, are holders of M.B.I. stock
certificates).

According to the M.21.1. mailing list, the referendum WIWI would be
mailed to about 2,000 M.E.I. stock certificate holders. The cost for mailing by
"registered mail", in addition to regular postage, is 054 per letter without
return receipt, and $1.10 with return receipt, Thus, the total cost of the mailing
would be a minimum of $2,860 if all letters are mailed flint edam (some are
required to be mailed airmail) and by registered mail as shown in the sub-
stitute amendment, plus $160 for return postage.

The cost for supplies (ballots envelopes and return envelopes) would be
about $150. The cost of addressing the envelopes and the postal forms for
registered mail would be about $265 (assuming it 15 handled by 8 persons
working 4 days each at $1.70 per hour, plus about $100 for costs incidental to
tallying ballots).

'Thus, total Oat from gizzl purpose revenue in fiscal 1978-74 would be
about $2;985. There would

IF

costs in fiscal 1974.75.

A much cheaper mailing could be' achieved by using "certified mail". E'or
certified mail, the additional cost per letter it 804 without retain receipt, and
450 per letter with return receipt. If the 2,000 ballots are mailed by certified
mail without return receipt, the mailing cost would be $760 based on first class
postage, and the total cost would be $1,885.

3fENOItINEE INDIAN STUDY COMMUTE%
20-310-73--22
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$Ara or WISCOp13111; ion Sirs Ans. 181
' (January 26Introduced by Senators La PAVE and ROSELEIP, by requeet of

Menominee Indian Study Committee. Referred to Committee on Industry,
Labor, Taxation and Banking)
An Act to amend 710.06 of the statutes, relating to. the restriction on aliena-

tion of Menominee Indian tribe corporation securities.

.1,11ALIta5 BY %ME LECITEILAtIVZ 11ESSZENCZ BIIREAtr

Pnder.. p law any Menominee Indian tribal corporation, to which
property may b transferred by the United. States under section 8, r.L. 83-309
may provide for an absolute restraint on the rale of eeeisities Issued by such
corporation for ,11 period of time not to exceed 18 years.

This bill adds another 2 years to the length of time upon .which Absolute
restraints on the sale of such securities may be placed but removes bonds
from the liet crg affected securities.

The people of the state of W13001191111 repreeented in senate and assembly,
do enact as follows:

710.06 of the statutes is amended to read:
710.05 MENOMINEE INDIAN TRIBE CORPORATION ER OTIRITLES,

ALIENATION RESTRAINED. The articles, bylaw* or regulaUens of any
corporation or organization, incorporated or organized under the laws of this
state by or at the direction of members of the Menominee Indian tribe, to
which property may be transferred by the United States or any ageney thereof,
as provided by section 8, IY.L. 83-899, net amended, may provide for the absolute
restraint on alienation for a period not to exceed 15 'years of any shocks,
certificate of interest, ',Voting trust certificate or other security, but not including
bond*, Issued by such corporation or organization. No such restraint shall
prohibit the transfer by will or operation of law upon the death of the owner
of any such security, but may provide for an option to the corporation upon
such transfer. Any option in such corporation to purchase any of such securities
from the holder thereof, which such corporation has but falls to exercise,
shall be assigned by such corporation to the state of Wisconsin, and may "be
exercised by the investment board. according to the teams thereof.

Mr. KiNGSTOisr. Mr. Ohairman.copies of the notes of the bills that
are proposed and made part Of the record have been given, to this
committee.

em pleased to have the opportunist y to appear before this com-
mittee to discuss the financial impact that the passage of H.R. 7421.
could Slave on the Shawano school district.

Mr. Chairman, this is my testimony.
H.R. 7421 vz:opoeee the transfer of a portion of the lands and

assets located in Menominee County in the name of the 'United
States in trust for the Menominee tribe and provides financial
assistance to local...educational. agencies which enroll Menominee
students.

The removal of property from the ShiVraxio school district tax
base will result in the following ohanges: one,, the Shawano school
district will be eligible for the receipt of additional Stake aid; two,
the Shawano school district will be eligible for the receirp t of addi-
tional Federal aid.

To depict with some degree of accuracy the impact that this pro-
posal would have had on the Shawano school district, I have corn-
pitted the -State and Federal aids on the basis of conditions pre-
vailing during 197243.: 4
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I find that as a person working in financeand I am digressing
a momentI find it very Uncxymfortable to predict the future wheie
I haven't got a firm hand on what is ha . at the moment. And
so I -have determined additional State aid t would have been
forthcoming to the Shawano school district had phis act been in
effect during the 1972-73 year.

Wisconsin's eqoalization State aid program supplements the tax '-

base in the low valuation districts by placing a, guaranteed valuation ,
back of each:- resident child in an attempt to equalize educational
opportunities for all students in the State. This is a. program in
Wisconsin; it has been in effect. since 1949 and this, of course, is
the legislation of this proposal that would have an effect entirely
upon. this particularr.program.

Reducing the property valuation in a school district increases the
State's share -of funding.

H.R. 7421 would cause $28 million in pi. y -valuation in Meno-
-MinGe County to revert to Pederal t and thus reduce the
Shawano School district's valuation by $20 million. Now, this par-
ticular figure is an arbitrary figure that,wm.s- given to me by the
Department of Revenue, and you may dispute that. .You may find
that it is $19 million or $21 million. but for the purpose of this
particular document I am using $20 million.

If H.R. 7421 had been enacted into law for the 1972-73 school.
year, it would have had the following effect on the general State
aid for the Shawano school district.

ow Iwould like to go through this next part rather slowly
because Ithink it is rather important.

All of the Stateactually we have:61 State-supported programs in
this Nation, and we think that Wisconsin is in need as I am sure the
other States do; and so in looking at th'e Shawano 'school district
for 1972-73, we found that they had a meanbership in that particular
district, of 3,329. .

The full value of that Shawano school district far 1971, which is
the valuation, of course, that is being used to compute the aid for'
1972-73, was $139,943,200.

Mr:Mr:Ens. Mr. Kingston
Mr. KINGSTON. On page 8.
Mr. Mnsos. Mr. Kingston, I wonder if it would be possible for

you to just summarize these charts, and without objection, your
statement plus the charts will be placed in the record.

Mr. KINGSTON. No objection whutsoever, thank you.
(The statement and charts referred to follow:)

0

,STATEMENT or ALAN W. KINGSTON, ASSISTANT SpIIIIIINTSNDZNX, DIVISION or
STATE AIDS Axil Scrtoor. VINANC)C5

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Commit*, my name is Alan W., Kingston.
I am an Assistant State Superintendent in the Department of Public Instruc-
tion in the State of Wisconsin, with a primary role in the area of school
finance.

Prior to assuming my present posiltr.of Assistant State Superintendent in
1009, I served as the Supervisor of In an Education for the State of Wisconsin
for eight years. During my tenure as Indian Superviaor, r assumed the rat.
of Director of the Menominee Indian Adult Education Program which was In
operation from 1055 to termination in 1001: It has also been my responsibility
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to repreeent the Depertmetit of Public .Instruction on thg Menominee Indian
Study Committee. 0-'

I anz pleased to have the opportunity to appear before this Committee to
discuss the financial impact that the passage Of..I.J.E. 7421 could have on the
Shawano School Diet:rid.

R.R. 7421 proposes the transfer of ea portion of the lands and absetslocated
in Menominee County in the name of the United States In trust for the Meno-
minee tribe and provided financial assistance to local educational agencies which
enroll Menominee students.

The removal of property from the Shawano School District tax base will
result In the following changes;

1. The Shawano School District will be eligible for the receipt of additional
state aid.

2, The Shawano School District will be eligible for the receipt. of additional
federal aid.

To depict with some degree of accuracy the Impact that R.R. 7421 keould
have had on the Shawano School District, I have computed the state and
federal aids on the basis of conditions prevailing during 1972 -78.

anorrroYAL eTATE,AID

Wisconsin's equalizAlon state aid' program supplements the tax base in low
valuation school districts by placing a 'guaranteed valuation back of each
resident child in an attempt to equalize educational opportunities for all
students In the state.

Reducing the property 'Valuation In a school district increases the state's
share of funding.

1.1.1t. 7421 would cause $20,000,000 In property valuation In Menominee County
to revert to federal trusteeship and thus reduce the Shawano School District's
valuation by $20,000,000.

If 11.R. 7421 had been enacted into law for the 1972-78 school year it :would
have had the following effect on the general state aid for the Shawano School
District

SHAVfAN.0 SCHOOL DISTRICT

General Slate aide for 197.1-78
Membership
Equalised valuation of district for 1971
Net cost of operation

State guarantee for 1072 -73 =$52,000 per student membership.

$139,
$2,

8,
943,
994,

329
200
280

Formula (Present Valuation)
District
,'Valuation

District,
membership 3,329

.$52,000 $42,0381=,$9,062
$9,902
=--19.16% State's share
$52,000
$2,994,260

10.16

$139,943,200
$42,038

$573,700
Increase in State Aids $345,837

ADDITIONAL ItEDINIAL AIDS

The return of portions of the lands and aseett tit Menthninee County to
trust statue by the federal government caueem the Shawano School District
to be eligible for federal 'funds under the Impact Laws, Public Law 874 and
Public Law 818. In addition, the district is eligible for federal. funds under
the terms of the JohnsonO'Malley Indian Education ConfSeet:,

Perna* (Valuation as per MR, 7411)
District

valuation $119,043,200
0=w$36,029

District
membership 3,329

$52,000 $36,029 = $15,971
$15,071
---=30.71% State's share
$52,000 .
$2,994,260

30.71

$919,537

1339
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'Public Leto 874
The entitlement for 8A students under Public Law 874 in Wisconsin

1972-78 is $504.42.
The Shawano School District has 790 students residing in Men

County during 1972-78 who. would qualify as 8-A students (students red
on federal lands with parents working on federal Properties).

790 students eligible for reimbursement under the terms of P.L. 874 does
not represent 25% of the total enrollment in the Shawano School District, I
therefore the P.L.. $74 entitlement is reduced to 90%.

790 studenti at $594.42 X 90% = $422,682.62

If H.R. 7421 had been enacted prior to 1972-78, the Shawano School MI-
triot's eligibility for federal funds under P.L. 874 would have been $422 .62.

in the Shawano School District.
This federal funding would serve to reduce the locarlevy for

.

Public Law 815 ;

This Act provides for federal funding for capital assets- and was instrumental
ip providing funds for buildings in the Shawano School District prior to
termination.

The elementary school in Keehena was built with federal funds under PUblic
Law 815 as well as additions to the elementary school located at Neopit
and the Junior and Senior high schools in Shawano.

Federal funding under P.L. 815 is not available for public. school building
construction as of this time.
Johnson -0'10Viey funds

It II. ...

Federal funds under the terms of the Johnson-O'Malley Contract presently
in existence between the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior,
and the of Public Instruction, State of Wisconsin, would be avail
able to theShawano School District if H.R. 7421 were enacted into law.

These funds would obi available for special educational services for
students.

Basic support contracts with local school districts which were in effect in.
Wisconsin /since 1947 provided payments for instruction, transportation and
school lunches for Inditut students with IA., or more Indian blood who resided
on federal lands. These !Payments were considered' payments by the federal
government in lieu of taxers.

These basic contracts are being phased out in Wisconsin as of 1978-74, and
therefore thaShawano School District would qiudify only for funds for.special
educational. programs for Indian students.

Special programs operating in Wisconsin school districts for Indian students
during 1972-78 include : . .

Some- School Coordinators.
Teacher Aidee.
Tutors.
Special Education Teachers.
Remedial Education.
Special TnuteportationSohool Activities.
Study Centers (after school and evenings).
Parental Cost Services.
Indian Clubs.
In-Service Training for Teachers.
Curriculum Research and Development.
'Classes in:

Indian History.
Indian Literature.
Indian Language Instruction.
Indian Arts and Crafts.
Indian Dancing.

A review of the Shawano School District's financial status during 1972-78
with the effect of H.R. 7421 is depicted here with Property ValruutionsIDnroll-
ments and budget materials.

340
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SHAWANO SCHOOL DISTNICT-1172-73

I. Equalized valuation municipality:
C'Shavano.
T. Iloilo Maine....,
T. Hyman

Hands°T,
T, Pella

- T. Rod Sprinp.
T.-Richmond
T. Sena
T. Wash( n
T. Wsuk
T. Wescott ,
T. Menominee,
V. Gresham

District Total
II. Enrollment 1172-73:

School dialrIc1
Menornina My

IN-1972-73 Receipts:
. Federal Mds:

ESEA title I

School lunch

ESEA title Ii
ESEA title III
NDEA title III
Vocational education

Public Law 874

S ate ATotaids:

Gors'ne
Transportation
Handicapped.
Common fund

State tuition
Driver id lion

Total
County aid:

Elementary
Transportation
Other

Preaent H.R. 7421

1171 Pottnt of total 1971 Percent of total

...4...

$48,03,1100
6,463,000
3, 411,100

132,100
781,500

3,513,100
11,574,200

13,200
2,741,800
5, v7, ma

22,M, 300
2,436,200

32,013,800

'
. A
NI

34.93
4.62
2.44
.01
.58

2.57
8.27

.01
1.16
4.04

15.86
1.74

U. 11

$41,113,100
6, 463,000
3,411,400' 132,600

3'03,100
500

6113,100
11; 574,200

13,200
2,748, 800
5,647,600

22,233,300
2, 436,200

12,013,800

40,11
5.79
2,14

, 11
.65

3,00
9.15
.01

2,29
4.71

1z1. 0534

10.02

00,,,131, 943, 2,
3,441

790

135,437
5,906
9,258
9,582

15, zsi
11, 531

,.

100.00

, -

t 14ll3, 200
i, 449

790

135,437
5,906
92251
1,582

15,211
ilit, 51

422,132

../r
44

100. 00

Total
Local property tax levy.,

Total receipts,
Expenditures:

Administration
InstruCtion
Health.
Transportation
Operation
Maintanincs "
Find charm
Food services (mom)
P.rincipal.Daymenis
Interest payments
Cpaital outlay (2200)
Capital outlay (2300)

273,102

573,703
89,208
54,918
5,407
8,480

24,467 *

IC 334
919,537

86,209

5425'lle, 6467411°3

756,010 1,101,927

31,500 31,5004,100 . 4,100
12,000 12,000

47,600 47,600
2,511,177. 1,743,501
3,519,399 3,511,311

111,340 111,340
2, 321,706 2,321,706

7,150 7,150
219,500 219,500
224,900 224,900
95,150 15,150

161,500, 161,500
195,000 195,000
N, 250 86,250
65 143 65 143
67,929 67:129
34,500 34,500

Total expenditures 3,517,068. 3,587,098
Recapitulation;

Equalized valuation (1971):
Shawano district 139,943,200 119,943,200 -
Menorninn 32,013,800 12, 013,100

District Inrolimont, 1 2-73 3,449 3,441
Expenditures (1972-7 ... 3,587,061 3,587,068
Receipts (1972-73):

Federal Public Law 174 422, (N"
State goners' aid 573,700 919,573
Local !ivy:

School district 2,511,977 1,743,509 A.
Menominee County 574 641 174,110

Levy rate for school ImrPons 1Y.96 14.54.

041,
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In summary, we find the impact of this. Proposal if it had been in effect

during 1972-78 would have caused the following changes :
1. Increased state' aid by $845,837..
2. Increased federal aid by $422,632.
8. Reduced local levy by $768,468.
41-Reduced local levy rate from 17.86. to 14.54 Mills for a reduction of 3.41

mills.
I'm rare there are 'many program changes that would take place if tibia pro-

posal were impletaentgd I have limited my remarks to the Ikea impact.
.? Mr. Mzzori. If you will just summarize, okay?

Mr. ICrazostow. The transfer
Mr. Mune. Incidentally, these are very valuable to the committee.
Mr. KINGSTON. The transfer of $20 million from the tax base in

Shawano Solicioi District to the Federal trusteeship would reduce
the tax base in that district and of course, because the State of

.Wisconsin measuree the ability of the local district to fund educa
tion basically on property valuation', would mean reducing the
property valuation per student from $42,000 to $36,000, thus mends-
ing the State load from $573,000 to $919,000, or an increase of
.$345,000. That would have been the impact on the State of Wisconsin
in this year had $20 million been taken off the tax roles of the
Shawano School District. .

Going quickly to the additional Federal aid, you have heard Hie
impact laws discussed. I shall spend only a short time on one that
is most important for and .that is, in fact, Pubtlic LOW 874. The
number of, students that were consideied to be students living in
Menominee County and attending the public schools as of 'this aate
is the 790 that you heard the gentleman talk about this morning

° and that gentleman got those figures from me in the hotel this
morning, when he celled me. So the 709 is the figure that we had
from the Shawano School District, and they WoUld be classified as
3A students. And if we were to use the steep rate for 8A students
of $594.42 for the State of Wisconsin for 1972 -73, with one provi-
sion that we all have to take, into account and that is the fact that
that, 790 students does not represent 25 percent of he full enrollment
and therefore the entitlement is reduced from 100 to 90 percent and
therefore my figures show that in 1972-73, under the impact law,
theythe school district of Shawano would have received $422,632.62.

Quickly, as to Public Law 815, this is the impact law far buil
in Wisconsin it has had no priority in the last few years and

esa
something is changed in this priority for funds, there be no
eligibility as far aSbuildings.,

Quickly into JohnsonArdalley funds, for many years Wisconsin
negotiated contracts with the Bureau of Indian Affairs under what
was known as the basic contract. We have phased out the basic
contract in Wiseen.sin so that the ,Iohnson-O'Malley funds available
in Wisconsin at the moment, under the present contract-agreement,
is for,spal programs only This would have no, effect on the tax.
base far ts the Shawano School District' is concerned. It' would
have effect an it and it would be possible for us to have additional
programs designed to help tile new students. And I have listed on
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page 5 a number of programs that are in "er school distri
the State of Wisconsm in, this particular 3r under Johnson-
O'Malley contracts, special programs.

Mr. limns. May I interrupt right there?
Swamis. Yes, sir.

,Mr. Mims. We ,bad testimony this Morning. I guess yon heard
it, thatapproximately $400,000 ---

Mr. Krbrosio!T. What?
Mr. Minns. Approximately $400,000 additional would be coming

in to district No. .8 as a result of Johnson-O'Malley funds beoommg
available..

Mr. KINGSTON. Well,- would find it difficult-to- believe unless
there has been two. standards in the school districts in Wisconsin.
Referente to Indians under the Johnson- O'Malley contracts do not
have that option any longer. We're phasing out the old basic contract,
which would mean that. in 1973=74 only 20 percent of the bathe con-
tracts are still in operation, so that, unless some new legislation took
place and amended our contractual agreement in Wisconsin, within
the Bureau of Indian.Affairs and the State of Wisconsin, they would
be silbject to it and have only the "special prroogg .

Mr. Mmo Ds. Well, I iarn. afraid I do not understand and perhaps
you Can enlighten me. My.understanding is that the amount of.money
that the State of Wisconsin receives under the Johnson-O'Malley
Act is based on. proportion of Indian children residing on or
near reservations attending public schools.

Is that correct?
Mr. KINGSTON. That is correct.
Mr. Mos.-:And this then becomes a reservation and these In-

dian children continue to reside on it, you are adding 790 studefits
to that roll, right?

Mr. ICtwasnr,IN. That is. correct.
Mr. Mmus. 'And as a consequence, Bureau of Indian Affairs,people

testified that the Wisconsin share of .Tolmson-O'Malley funds would
be increased by approximately $400,000. Now, I don't know, whit
that has to do with contracts or ,anything else, but am I correct
so far?

Mr. ICINOSTON. They might increase the funding, for Johnson-
O'Malley funds in the State of Wisconsin to the ttunne of $400,000;
but the kind of contract that hai been in effect in. Wisconsin since
1947 and all through these years, where the State paidyon had a
contract with the local districts where they paid for the cost of
instruction, hot lunches, and transportation and the payment in
lieu of taxes is no longer in effect. The only contract agreement
they have in the State of Wisconsin 'with the Bump of Indian
Affairs, as of this date and, for the future, would be for special
ectucat ional programs for indigo& ,

Mr. Mmais-.-.Well, if Shawano-District No. 8 created $400,000 worth
of Indian programs. would it not be entitled then to receive it?

Mr. KINGSTON. That, would not change 'my testimony in that it
would be for additional programs and not affect the tax base unit
in the Shawano School. District.'

6
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Mr. Mims. Well, that would ,affect the tax base of the scliool
system with a $400,000 infusion. of financial aid.

Mr. KINGSTON. No doubt about it it would have a big effect, upon
the program offering to the Indian students.

Mr. MEEDS. Yes, go ahead.. .

Mr. KINGSTON: Now, if you will go over to page 6I don't want to
belabor this to longbut I do want to show that in 1972-73 under
the "Receipts" section you will see that I have listed two cohimns,-
and you will find that Public Law 874 at the piesent time provides
no funding, whereas under H.R. 7.421 had it been in effect this year,
theywould have received'- 0122,000. Then, in additionyou will note
that I have increased the general aids from $573,000 in the-left hand
column, to $919,000 in the second column. The importance of this
is quiekly shown on page 7 because the local property tax levy for
the Shawano School District on page 7 is $2,511,000, and with this
additional State aid and with the additional Federal aid under the
impact laws, they could have reduced that levy to $1,743,000 in this
year. All the rest would be the same.

In the budget you will note that the expenditures have not
changed.

Next, dawn at the bottom on page 7 you will find under "ReCapitu-_,
lotion" on the bottrom showing that the levy rate for schoorpurposes
in this year, for the operation of the Shawano School District was
17.95 mils. With this additional revenue from the State and. Federal-
Government, that could have been reduced to 14.54 mils.

The summary, Mr. Chairman, is on the back. In summary, the
' State of Wisconsin would increase its general aid to the Shawano

School District by $345,000: Federal aid under the Impact law would
have actually 'increased by $422,000, so that this would have been-
money paid for reduced effort of the local district where Johnson-
O'Mallify would not do that. This reduced the local effort by the
amount needed to receive and caused this reduction on the effort on
the part of Shawano District from almost 18 mils to 14.5 mils.

My testimony, of course, is Only related into the financial
of this, and I am sure, as you have mentioned, that additional funds
from Johnson-O'Milley or any .other source could have had a tre-
mendous effect on the programs, and I did not want to get into that
here. .

Mr. Mina. Does this local levy contemplate all property?
It does, does it not?
Mr. KINGSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mrsns. Well then, if all properties were not subject to levy.

then that figure would be different, depending on what property
4'was and what property was not.

Mr. KINGSTON-. The analysis I have, Mr. Chairman shows' the- dif-
ference between having the $20 million on the tax fxise-on the left
side, and ta4Dg it-off from the right side.

Mr. Morons. "111 right.
. Mr: KINGSTON. Basically,. when you take the land off the tax toll,
you affect the State suppgrt as well as the Federal support.

Mr. MEEDS: Now, in terms of the benefits to...the school district;
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that is, in costs to the taxpayer or in savings to the taxpayer, my
ifigures ndicate---

With . your 'Permission,. sar, we have to make a quoruan call and
we will be in recess for a. few minutes..

[A brief recess3vas taken.'
Mr. MEEDS. When We' disbanded to answer that citto&ni. call; I

was about.to ask a. question which I will rephrase.
In terms of the advantage, to the. School District No. 8, will

you agree with me that the following KIM. or approximately the
following sums will becoibe 'available,. which are not now available
to District 8, in theevent this legislation passes?. .

I will preface this amain by saying that under Public :Lati 874,
the President in his blot has requested 100 percent funding for all
A-children. Assiiming.t at. would pass,. $468,000 under. Impact Aid,
874, $345,837 States aid and approximately. $400,000 for Federal aid
programs Under Johneon-OrMalley would give us a total of $1,,
213,837.

Is that. aptyroximaately. the. -correct funds which would become
available in District 8 which are not now available?

Mr. KINGSTON. I can . attest only to the. two, Mr. Chairman; if the
Bureau of Indian Affairs 'is going to make $400,000 available under
Johnson-O'Malley:

.

Mr. MErns:Approxiniatelrhow much is being paid by the taxpayers
Of Menominee Ciounty to District 8 now ?
. 111r. Kirroarox,-. You will find that on page 6. My guess is it would.
be the percent of the total levy and it mould be 24 or 23 percent
of the total' levy of $2..5 million, would be about $474,000, and that
would be their levy akithe present.time.

Mr,- MEET*. .ApprOximately $474,000 is the prese levy ?
Mr. KINGSTON. That is correct.
I am sorry, $574,000 on the bottom of page 7, $574,647.
Mr. MEEDS. $574,060.
Mr. KINGSTON. And if this bill were. to pass. with

State aid and with .additional Federal And miler the impact laws,
that would reduce that effort for the residue of that population, that
$12 million that' is left, in there, to the tune of $174,000. That would
be .the levy then.

Mr. MEEns, That would be what, sir?
Mr. KINGSTON. That would be the levy in Menominee County for

those people who were not at part of the $20 million that was trans-
ferred an trusteeship.

Mr. Mums. You are talking about the non-Indian property only I
Mk. KINGSTON. That's right. I MI talking aboutnot necessarily

non-Indian. 'T am talking about the tax base that is left' in Menominee
County.

Mr. MEEns.-Do you have any way of telling what the levy would
be on that basis?

KINGSTON. Yes, right below. It's $14.54. milliOn is :the levy.
That would be for. the operational part of that school district, just
like 17.95 is now.

In addition to that you would have to add ,your levy and :the
middle rate there wonld be' needed' for your capafa assets
runs about 2 'mils:

vt.
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,at the present time the effort, or the imp* on the ;Shawano,
School District runs about 20 Mils which by the wiry, ChEtiir-%

mans exactly the State effort, 20 Lis from:the' State of. Wisconsin
tOT school purposes at the present times ' ,

Mr. MEEns. If this Act were passed, it would be 14.54 on the
remaining tax-paying property?

KINGSTON. Plus the 2. mils that would have to be for capital
outlay and capital assets. In other words, relate the 14 into 17 and
it is really a, 20 mil rate. This rate I- have here iS for operation only,
The 17.95 is the operational rate. That will be reduced. to .14.54 for-
OPeratione.

In both instances% the 2 mils would have to be added on that to
pick up the amount that

Mr. MEEDS. Effective ri4rht now, it is 19.95.
Mr. KINGSTON.. That's right.

MEEDS. And, `effective with the passage of this Act, ; would
be 16:54 on the remaining taxpaying property of Menominee County?

Mr. KINGSTON. Well, I would like.to rephrase that. If this bill had
been in operation in. 1972-73,. this would have been true. I am not
talking about next, year. That is another whole story. .

Mr. MUDS. So, your statistics indicate that had 01411*mi in effect
last year, the tax rate on the remaining taxable property in Mena.
mines County would be some, 3 mils less than it is for

Mr. KINGSTON. That would have been , the tax rate for the whole
district, the entire Shawano - School 1)istrictt. You use the same rate
for the entire district, so. that I am. saying yon take the $20 million
away and you end up with a 14.54 as a rate for op.erations for the
entire Shawano School District without the $20 million.

You hale to have about a 31/2 mil reduction for the. Shawano
School District if this had been in effect this year.

Mr. Mmes. For the entire school.
Mr. KINGSTON. Right.
Mr. MEEns. If most of the property presently held by Menominee'

Enterprises, Inc., were taken off the tax rolls, what then Would be
the effective rate of tax for the remaining property in Menominee
County ?

Mr. KINGSTON. Well, Mr. Chairman, that is whit I aan trying to
show.

Are you saying reduce the tax base in Menontinee County by' $20
million. what. would it be then.?

Mr. MEEDS. Yes.
Mi. KINGSTON. That is what I am showing you.
Mr. MEEns. Well, I don't know exactly whet that is, though.
Mr. KINGSTON. Well, maybe I can show you a better way that

might be some help to you.
At the present time we look at the $574,000 which is a part of

the cost of the school district in Shawano, that's Menominee County'
part. Then you are gong td reduce that down to $574,000. So that
is really about a $400,0(0 reduction.

Right? -

Mr: MEEDS. Right.
Mr. KINGSTON. Now, in place of that we are talking about these

other two factdors. We are going to reduce the impact on Menominee

24 O.
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County by $400,000, butt in place of that we are going to add
$245,000 plus $422,000, and so that really you are pang to be adding
about $365,000 more money bo the Shawano School District which

. will reduce that by about 3 rolls.
OK?
Mr. TOWELL. Mr. Chairman,/
Mr: MEEDS. Yes; the gentlenien from &yule,.
Mr. TOWEL L. Is the school district the. same as the county
Mr. KnrosToN. Not really, no. Menominee County lies entirely

within the Shawano School District, but the Shawano School Dis-
trict includes area if you will look on page 6 you will see all the
municipalities that lie within the Shawano School District and their
valuations as well as percent.

Mr. TOWELL. Just a point for clarification.
Thank you.
Mr. Meens. Did the gSntleman hive any further questions /
Mr. Towels,. No, I had nothing further.
Mr. MEEDS. So all .of your figures are premised on the basis that

we are withdrawing $20 million wopth of tax base from Menominte
County.

Mr. KINGSTON. Correct. The variationt you will find, Mr. Chair-
man, would, be directly related to whether that was an accurate esti-
mate of the amount that. will go into trusteeship.

My point is that this kind of legislation not only affects Federal
finding, it also affects the obligation ofthe State of WisoonSin on
its share of the funding to that school district.

Mr. MEEDS. And your figures are based also on the additional funds
which come from impact akd and from State aid.

Mr. KINGSTON. That is correct. Those are the bills.er the laws t
are presently in effect. They are for 1972 and 19733; Oat is correct.

Mr. MEEDS. And it does not calculate the a.dclitional benefits that
Would come from Johnson-O'Malley funds.

MT. KINGSTON. That is correct.
Mr. Maim. Very good.
And 'the Indian Education Act is not calculated in here either/
Mr. KINGSTON. No.
I am not trying to anticipate what. that is going to mean for the

futurejust like Mr. Chairman, I am not anticipating. I am talking
790 studenits in Menominee County attending, public school in

the Shawano School District this year. That is 150 students less than
we had, last year because 150 students transferred /roan the public
schools to the parochial schools. Next year there could be a transfer
back. That is another whole story and there are all kinds of ifs.

The rate for Public Law 874 next year could be about $50 or $60
per student more. That is the normal increase, but these are all
based on what is in effect this year.'

OK/
Mr. Maims. Very good.
Thank you very, very much, Mr. Kingston. Your testimony has

been very helpful to the committee: We have gotten some things
straightened out which we needed, and after listening to the Chair-
Man ask questions, I am sure you understand why we haveztroblems.

71'
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, I think this probably would be a good place to break. We are
going to have to and make a vote, and so we are going to recess
for 10 minutea.

IA. recess was taken.]
Zr. MEros. The Subcommittee on riulian Affairs of the Full. Com-

mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs will be in session for further
hearings on the Menominee restoration b911, H.R. 7421.

Our neat witness is Mr. William Giese, who is an attorney and
a resident of Menominee County,

Mr. GI*, _it's a pleasure to welcome you here to Washington,
D.C. We have heard from you in Keshentb and we are delighted to
have you. here. You have another cluOniii; and a longer notice to
testifylthis time.

Please proceed as you desire, sir.
Mr. Goo-. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate that, and

contrary to what Mr. Obey said this morning, I don't feel that when
I admit thatI am an attorney, that I have to defend: my character.
I am proud of it and I am sure you are too.

Mr. MEEDs. Indeed, I am.
Mr. GIESE. I wonder what I will do is not read all this in the

record, but just refer to the report that I have prepared, and I
would ask at this time unanimous consent that it be inserted in. the
record.

Mr. MEETs. Without objection,. your prepared statement will be
made a part of the record-at this point.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Giese follows :]

STATEMENT or WILISAM R. GIESE. LEGAL CONNSEL. Leaf MOBECAWQ17IT PIROPKIVIT
OwNans Assocrarios, Neiman',

Gentlemen. lIm appearing before you today as Legal Cowrie.' to the Lake
Mosha.wquit Prbperty Owners A.ssocliution and also as a permanent resident of
Lake Moshawquit, Menominee County, Wisconsin. I have personally owned a
home on Lake Moshawquit since June, 1906. Consequently I have been present
in the county since its very earliest development as to non -Men minces and
proceeding by several years the larger home-site develOpments in Menominee
County. In fact when I arrived on the scene there were cotinpartutively few
nou-Menominees, very little traffic or other activity and the area was a virtual
wilderness, quiet and serene.

Lake Moshawquit is a small lake approximately 800425 acres in size lying
in the southeast comer of Menominee County and adjacent to, two other
counties, Shawano and Ocento. The property surrounding Lake Moshawquit
was platted in accordance with Wisconsin platting yaws and developed by the
Menominee Enterprises, Inc. Much of the land adjacent to the lake was too
low or otherwise unsuitable for residential development and consequently,,, was
not platted. The platted areas were suitable for residential development and
they were offered for sale directly by MEI. There was no commercial developer
involved. and seise were made directly by employees of MEI. All trawlers of
property by MEI were subject to restrictions incorporated into the conveyance
instruments and on record in the Menominee Courthouse. The restric-
tions prohibited the use of the property for any commercial enterprise and
restricted the use to residential purposes only. The restrictions were as
stringent as any I have ever seen in Wisconsin on a platted area and were
generally excellent being in the beet interest of all those involved. These
restrictions were an attempt to preserve the natural environment of the area
and indirectly benefitting the property owner. This progressive planning in
the development of the *residential sites on Lake MOOIMLWCIThit was certainly
an enducement to purchase pro y on this beautiful, Mean -water lake. MEI
invited the investment of non- enominees in the real property surrounding
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Lake Moehawquit bi ads in newspapers and general circulation in Wisconsin
and by brochures such as those that I am presenting to the Committee today
as exhibits.. The sales offices were MEI offices in both Neopit and Kettena,
Wisconsin. In. addition be the development of Lake Moshawquit at the same
time MEI was also offering to the general public property on Round Take
and La Matte Lake both of which are mailer than Lake Moshawquit but
located nearby.

As a result of the land promotion by MEI between the years 1985 e
present approximately 83 separate parcels of land were acquired oebly y
non-Menominee on Lake Moehawquit. The interest which was aeq red b
these people was in various legal forms and at various times, which I shall
describe later in detail. At the present time there are approximately 80 homes
constructed on Lake Moshawquit. It should be pointed oat that most of the
residential buildings that have been constructed are of a permanent, year-
round residency nature and not just Summer "cottages." Most of the people
have invested 'a substantial part of their net estate in these properties and if
one uses a conservative $15,000.00 value for each the total value would be
$1,240,000.00 This would be a low figure as the values of the homes. range
from approximately $15,c00.00 to an investment of possibly $80,000.00. At the
present time there are 11 families who have established their permanent
residence on the lake and which would total approximately 45 people. There
are approximately 20 children who attend schools in Shawano Joint School .
District #8 from the lake. For a number of the property owners on Lake
Moshawquit and also on some of the other lakes the investment represents
their life savings. Many of these people made these Investments contemplating
retirement in this beautiful north woods area.

Reference was made previously to homesite developments on Round and ,
La Mode Lakes by Menominee Enterprises, Inc. which occurred simultaneously
with the development of Lake Moshawquit. Consequently, although I do not
directly represent those people, I would like to give further information t
regarding the development of those lakes. This information was furnished
to me at my request by Mr. Blyth, a permanent resident on La Motto Lake
and active in the Lake Property Association of La Motto Lake. 'Round Lake
presently has eight homes constructed and two permanent family residences.
Several other lots were sold by MEI and are presently unoccupied. There are
no children attending school from Round Lake. On La Motto Lake at the
present time there are 40 constructed homes and 5 families for a total of 24
persons as permanent residents on the lake. There are approximately 10
children attending local schools from La Motto Lake. The homes on these
lakes are also mostly of a permanent, year around use construction and not
just cottages.

I want to stress to the Committee that those of us who purchased property
on Round, La Matte, and Moshawquit Lakes did so at the direct invitation of
Menominee Enterprises, Inc. Most of us acquired this property early in the
development of Menominee County and did so in good faith from the duly
elected representatives of MEI. There is no commercial outside developer
involved and most of the sales people were Menominee employed by MEL
The atmosphere at the time of purchase was most friendly and cordial with
both parties believing the acquisition was to their mutual advantage. The
Mehominees generally seemed very enthusiastic about their new freedom from
government control and looked upon the disposition of a limited amount of
their property as being a great economic advantage. It would help them

in their county by increasing the tax base and assist them individually in
their economic livelihood. This would result from increased sales by

Menominee businesses and employment resulting from increased home con-
struction. The property owners on the initial three lake development came
mostly from the Green Bay and Fox Valley areas and were most enthused
about acquiring a lake home only 40 or 50 miles distant. The policy of the
federal government, at the time of land acquisitions from MEI on Round,
La Motto and Moshawquit Lakes, as declared in House Concurrent Resolution
108 of the 83rd Congress in August of 1953 was one of termination of the
Indian reservations in the United States. It was in this harmonious setting
and with this background that non-Menominees came to Menominee County
and acquired an interest.

At this point I would like to take the opportunity to discuss the legal
instruments by which property interests were acquired from MEI and to
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preeenttexhibits of the certified documents. In the beginning there were
available two MEI prepared instruments entitled "A Lease of Lana" and
Trust Agrement" The so-called Lease of Land Agreement was in fact a
40-year installment purchase and legally a- Land Contract which provided at
paragraph ten that after 40 years the love would acquire title by Warranty
Deed. An example of this type of lease is being, presented which involved
MEI and Mr. Raymond Lodholz which was recorded in the Office of .the
Register of Deeds in Menominee County on March 23, 1065 and. was dated
November 6, 1964. Some variations were made at a later time in these Lease
of Land Forms bet bpaically they remain the same in providing for purchase
of the property,'An example of the later lease is the mi. offered as eat exhibit
between Robert Rector and MEI recorded on January 17, 1960, in the Office
of the Register of Deeds of Menominee County and dated November 22,
1905.

Another form of agreement available initially was a Truett Agreement. This
Trust Agreement was used in conjunction with the% aforesaid Lease Agreement
where the levee desired to pay the 40-year rental or in reality, purchase price,
in full. An example of this type of Trust Agreement is presented as an
exhibit by a certified cop recorded in the Office of the Register of Deeds
of Menominee County, Wisconsin on March 23, 1965 between Raymond Lod-
kolz, lease, MEI lessor, and Carl Wilke of the Shawano National Bank of
Shawano County as trustee and dated November 6, 1964. It should be noted
that paragraphs one and two of the exhibit acknowledge payment of the
purchase price of the property In full and conveyance in accordance with
paragraph ben of the Lease Agreement. This meant that a holder of the
yrust Agreement with MEI would after 40 years receive title of the property
by Warranty Deed. It should be further noted that under the terms of the
Lease Agreement, which would include a holder of a Trust Agreement as
well, the power to-mortgage the property was given at paragraph five thereof.
Other legal incidents of ownership or acquisition of ownership were present
in both the Lease and Trust Agreements.

Apparently, the previously referred to leases and trust agreements proved
to have some difficulty in merchantability. People were reluctant to purchase
outright from a holder of a Trust Agreement and on an installment basis
from the twee under a Lease Agreement. Furthermore, difficulty in obtaining
financing for the constructem of a home from banks and other lending Luse-j talons was often caused by these Agreements. A Land Contract for an
installment purchase and. a Warranty Deed for an outright purchase isthe
conventional form of conveyance in Wisconsin. Consequently, at a later date,
MEI agreed to convey the property outright by Warranty Deed to the holders
of the Trust Agreement An example of this type of Warranty 'Deed is
offered as an exhibit between Menominee Enterprises, Inc., grantor, and Robert
H. Rector, grantee, as recorded in the Of of the' Register of Deeds, Meno-
minee County, Wisconsin, on May 10, 1972, in Volume 892 and dated May.'
10, 1972. Apparently Mr. Rector at that time elected to pay the purchase
price in full, in accordance with his lease previously referred to, and in return
received the Warranty Deed. This is substantiated by the Agreement to
Cancel Lease and Purehase Real Estate oftW as an exhibit between MEI
and Robert Rector, dated April 28, 1972 anrtecorded in the Office of the
Register of Deeds for Menominee County, Wisconsin as Document #7142
on May 10, 1972. The Lease or Installment Purchase Agreements were later
changed to Land Contracts for merchantability reasons. A Land Contract
between MEI and HoWard B. Lancelle dated July 19, 1968, and recorded in
the Office of the Register of Deeds of Menominee County, Wisconsin, as
Document #3223 on February 28, 1970, is'offered as an exhibit of this form
of agreement. This Land Contract carries the standard Wisconsin Land Con-
tract provision that when payment of the purchase price is made in full
conveyance shall he made by Warranty Deed.

The foregoing background information was presented so that you would have
a better understanding of what motivated the Lake Mostawquit Property
Owners Association to have presentation here today on this hearing on
H.R. 7421 regarding return of reservation status to the .Menominee Indians.
It should be made perfectly clear that on the queetion of whether the
federal government should restore the Menominee to tribal status the asso-
ciation takes no position at this time either for or against. However, as an
association and individual real property owners of Menominee County, we
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are concerned about the impact effects Of the adoption at H.R. 7421. Spe-
cifically, we are concerned about the impact any Restoration Act would
have on our County government, both politically and economically.' We want
to .make you aware of *the fact that in returning to reservation status that
new events have occurred since termination of reservation statue in 1959
which much be given consideration in the passage of any new legislation on
the subject. We are aware that most of the impact of restoration problems
must be solved on a state level with state legislation. However it is our
position that to avoid further error and possibly catastrophe in this matter
any federal, legislation should be dove-tailed with any necessary action of the
State of Wisconsin Legislature. We feel very strongly that in order to solve
the problems of Menominee County and its people the impact problems of
restoration should be fully disposed of prior to or simultaneous with restora-
tion. I believe that evidence of this fact has been clearly demonstrated by
the several hearings held already this year on the restoration question on
both federal and state legislative committees.

At this point I would like to present some comments on, the particular
provisions of 93rd H.R. 7421. It is not my intent to comxnent at 'length on
the first six sections of the Act which pertain principally M the Menominee
Tribe of Wisconsin. However, as a lawyer, I cannot help but make a few
comments regarding theee sections which resulted from my analysts of the
entire Act.

It would appear that Sec. 8 (c)- lines 20 to 28, page 2, could be clarified. This
provision provides that nothing contained in the' Act shalt alter any property
rights, contractual rights, etc., unless specifically provided for in the Act. I
presume this erection refers to property rights etc. existing at the time of the
passage of the Act but this could be made more definite. Further clarity in the
secontisentertee of See. 8 (e) could result if it were 'created as a separate' sub-
section and made definite as to application tp all persons.

Sec. 6 (a) is as I understand it an attempt to provide an orderly pericid of
transition from the time of enactment of the Act until such time as the tribal
owned real property is removed from the tax rolls. We approve of this provi-
sion as a compromise but would prefer a position authorizing the Wisconsin
legislature to restructure the County government. Our concern is that without
some restructuring of the local governmental units serious problems could
result from a voting non-taxpaying Menominee majority governing, assessing
and taxing the nonvoting, non-Menominee real property owners. Although I
am confident that the vested title rights of the non-Menominee real property
owners are not in jeopardy by the passage of the Act, concern must be shown
for other methods which could th-0-# the net effect otdepriving us of our prop-
erty. For truly, even though one may haVe a validniegal 'title to his property
unless he is able to find a ready market for its diapoeal it is without value.
It is interesting to note that in the Bureau of Indian Affairs Report of this
Year entitled "The General Economic Situation of the Menominee Indian Tribe
of Wisconsin" there is constent citing of the fear of oppressive, exorbitant
real property taxed as it affects MEI in Menominee County under the Termina-
tionoAct. This same report also criticizes the lack of Menominee Indian repre-
sentation on the ninenxember Shawano Joint School District #8 School Board.
(See page 82, B.I.A. Report).

Sec. 7 of the Act should be amended in several ways. It should be pointed
out that the Leases, Trait Agreements and Deeds on Lake Moshawquit from
MEI to the original 'owner usually carried the following or similar paragraph;

Lessor grants to (Name), and his immediate family a
personal and noassignnble right to hunt and fish in Menominee County,
subject to the state and local law" and regulations, without cost; such

4, rights being an integral part of this Lease-hold interest.
This See. 7 under the Act should be re-written at (8) to provide that any

rules regulations adopted pursuant thereto shall apply equally to tribal
members and non-ilienorninee real property owners. This would protect and
effectuate the contractual. hunting and fishing rights granted as aforesaid
to non-Menominee property owners.
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Sec. 7 (8) at page 8, line 18 shoUld be'amended to delete the following; "And
the state shall stock these lakes in the same manner as other lakes regulated by
the state of Wisconsin" We do'not feel that it is necessary to require that the
state of Wisoonsin shall stock the lakes mentioned in Sec. 7 and particularly
Moshawquit Lake. This requirement could result in the demand from the
general public in the state of Wisconsin for use of these lakes for fishing
purewes. We have attempted to avoid this result in the past and would like to

' in the future by providing association funds for Sob stocking purposes provided
sound fish management policies Are followed.

At Sec. 6 (0) (D) and Sec. 8 the words "Menominee County" should be
deleted and substituted therefore should be the words "The territory constitut-
ing, on the effective date of this Act, the County of Menominee.' These mg
seabed changes are made to guarantee that there will be state government flex-
ibility in determining the type of governmental organization needed to provide
the services for the reservation area. A further subsection to Sec. 6 should be
added authorizing the state of Wisconsin to establish such local Overtime:alias
will best provide services for all people of the area preeently constituting g
Menominee County. In this regard Dr. H. Rubert Theobald of the State of
Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau proposed, in a letter dated May 80,
1978. to Attorney Franklin Ducheneaux, Counsel to the` Subcommittee on Indian
Affairs, that a new Sec. 6 (E) be created to read as follows:

Section 6 (f). 'For the purpose of implementing subsection (8), the
State of Wisconsin may establish such local government bodies, political -
subdivisions and service arrangements as Will best provide the State or
local government services required by the Menominee Indian tribe.

We are in agreement with the above proposed Amendment provided the words
Menominee Indian tribe be deleted and substituted therefor would be the words
people in the territory constituting, on the effective date of this Act, the County
of Menominee.

In closing r with to remtind you again that indeed many changes have
occurred in the composition of the home owners and population of Menominee
County since termination. Earlier, I pointed out to you the amount of change in
the three lakes sold directlyl3y MEI. In addition to these non-Menominee prop-

erty owners, and at a later date, mEf in partnership with a commercial devel
op er developed what is known as the Legend Lake Area. This development '
resulted in approximately 2,850 lots being sold to individual owners =stir
non-Menominee. On that hike there are presently 262 homes and approximately '
40 families that are permanent residents. There are approximately 100 people'
living permanently on Legend 1Ake. The total number of individual land own-
ers having acquired property since termination in Menominee County would
be approximately 2,800. This figure is only the number of individual properties
that have been sold and eventually will result In a much higher population
figure. These statistics take on even more importance when it is considered that
the total population of Menominee County in 1970 by the Census count was
2.607 }neluding 2.806 Menominee and 801 non-Menominees. (1978 B.I.A. Report,
page 18). All of us purchased our property in good faith expecting to be treated
fairly and equally regarding governmental services and their 'financing. We
request that you carefully consider the impact of any federal legislation on
the many new people who have acquired a property interest In Menominee
County since termination.

Mr. GTF.SE. Now, I do have other exhibits that are singular in
nature, that we discussed at the Iteshens meeting; niwmeily the forms
of lease agreement and trust agreement, warranty deeds, etc. that we
used by the Menominee Ent,erprases in transferring property interests.

T would like--those are all certified copies by the Register of Deeds
of Menominee County; in other words, instruments that were actually
used in real estate transactions up there, as they are certified.

Mr. MEEDS. Wry well.
Would you like to insert them all at one ti.19, or would you rather

insert them as you refer to them
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Mr. GIESE. I 'WORM like to insert them at one time at the end of
my reference to those particular documents, if ,I .may.,

Mr. Mmus. Very, good.
Without objection, they'll be made a part of the record at that

point. !

Mr. GIESE. I would also like to apolo 'Mt° the Cormmiltee for' the
fact that they are not too legible, but were the best that could
be obtained from the courthouse, because they were taken of of what
the courthouse has, which are copies. And they do not recopy in the

c-- best way, but they are legible.
I do have some pictures Iures that understand the rules of the co-M-

mittee do not allow to be entered as exhibits, but they mai be presented
for,file pirposes.

. Mr. MEEDS: Indeed., they ean, and we would Me to have them.
Mr. Giza. I would. like ta. take, this opportunity, if T could a&

;this 'time, to give the conunitteeihese picture's for their use as they
yii 4 \

ft Myrers. Are the deseriPtions:on them,.Mr: Giese, as to what
,' the` portray I

: 'WIT: GEESE. I wonder if I could have them back a minute. I did
not personally prepare these. I `could make, a few references to
them.

Basically, they are homes that have been constructed on lakes in
Menominee County by principally non- Menominees, and principally
on the lake that I air here representing, today, the property owners,
Lake Moshawquit. There are also pictures of some lake area busi-
nesses, such as the Coop Shopping Center and drive-in ry
stores, etc., . which I believe mostly are Menominee opernted. And
there are some homes that are owned by Menominees, HUD homes;
and also pictures of thej)eetination Center at Keshena.

Mt., MUDS. Without objection, they will be made a part of the
file.

.
Mr. Grrsc. Thank you.
[The document referred to can be found in the file of the subcom-

raittee:] .,

Mr. MEEDS. Please proceed as you desire, sir, with your testimony.

STATEMENT OP WILLIAM R. GIESE, LEGAL COUNSEL; LAKE
MOSKAWQ,UIT PROPERTY mass ASSOCIATION

Mr. GEESE. I am appearing hhe today as Counsel for Moshawquit
Property Owners Association and as I indicate, there 0.1113 approxi-
mately 80 of us on Lake Moshawquit. ,

What I would like to do in summarizing the background somewhat
is particularly make reference to the foot that Lake Moshawquit,
La Mode Lake, and Round Lake property owners purchased di-
rectly from MEI, directly from the Menominee Enterprises, Inc.
Our intruments were directly from that corporation. Our dealings
were principally with that corporation.

Q 3
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We dealt princiUy with what I asSumed, and have since known
to be peincipally people of Menominee blood that were employed by
Me.nommee Enterprises, that sold us this property.

We were solicited to come up there by -14Ienominee. Enterprises,
Inc. by commercial brochures, and:advertisements.

I would like to offer one of those in evidence; if I iney, today here
at this hearing for the committee's urposes. This is a brochure that
has been prepared or was pre m 1968 by Menominee Enter-
prises, Inc. as a promotion ' 'ure.

Now, we in these three la es were solicited; as I said, by Menom-
inee Eilterprises--

Mr. Mnims. Pardon me, just one moment. Without objection, this
brochure will be made part of the file at this paint.

[The document referred to can be found in the file of the subcom-
mittee.]

Mr. GIESE. We were solicited to come up &erre by the representa-
tives of Menominee Enterprises, Inc. There was no commercial
developers involved.

These are very small lakes. Lake Mosbomrquit is about 825 acres in
size, and it had very orderly development by Menominee Enterprises.
They only, developed a limited number of lots on the hike, as the
other ones were very low situation, and were unsuitable for adgnitate
devel op:amt.

There were very stringent requirements placed Upon the construc-
tion of the homes; .the approval of Menominee Enterprises, the build-
ing plans, restridaons as to septic system placement, size of lots, as
stringentas any restriction I've ever seen as a practicing attorney, Lui
representing several financial institutions and lending practices. I
have never seen any .abstrraot contain any more metric:two.

And this was an inducement, certainly, for all of us to come up
there.

Now, this partioular situation, as I say, pertains mostly to these
three lakes, and I am most familiar with Mokawquit. And I set out
in detail some of the facts -regarding Moshawqmt., which you can
make reference to my report for furthet- information. The same is
true with both Round. and La Matte Lakes. These hikes; the develop-
ment of them commenced approximately in about 1965. The first of
us us were up there.

Now, the larger lake development which came at a much later date,
I believe the first. authorization for it, from what I can gather from
records, was about 1968.. And it didn't really get into full swing until
around 1969 or so, and really reached its highest point, I believe, in
about 1970 and 1971. And this was the Legend Lake development.

This was a development by commercial peoples and a commercial
developer in partnership with the Menominee Enterprises.

Can I continue or
Mr. MEEDS. You can proceed for about $ minutes.
Mr. GTESE. Now, the properties on this-lake are basically perma-

nent, year-around homes on Lake Moshawquit. They are homes that

p.
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are.valued from about 50,000 to $60,000. They are not summer homes
or cottages, they are permanent homes.

We felt that when we purchased up there in this early development
stage direety from MEI, that it would help the Menaminees an sus -
taining their county by increasing a tax base, and assist therm indi-
vidually in earning their economic livelihood; this would result from
increased sales by Menominee businesses and employment resulting
from increased home construction.

The property owners were initially on these rthree lakes. every lot.
that was .sald on them and I want to stress that not all of the pro,-
erties surrounding the'lake was developed only a- limited area, agaan,
because of the unsuitability of certain areas.

The people Ida° have purchased on these three lakes were prin-
cipally from the Green Bay and Fox River Valley and we purchased
a distance of about 40 to 50 miles from our home.

Sold rapidly, the lots didthe people on these areas and that's
the most part, where we come from originally. This was am .

inducement to be up there.
And I want to point out, as the chairman is well swap of, it was

the policy then as declared by Congress=it still is the policy of the
U.S. Government'as declared by Congressto end reservation status
for the Indians in this country. And with that back d in mind,
we felt secure in purchasing property up there. e felt it was of
mutual advantage. We were getting bearutiful property within a
driving distance of our homes and our buaineeses, and we could help,
as- the Menominees suggested, in expanding their tax base and pro-
viding jobs.

At this point, I would like to take a few minutes to discuss the
legal instruments by which we acquired these interests in
Menominee County. These instruments were in various rms. One of
the forms was entitled "lease of land."

Now, this in fact was not a "lease in land." In was in fact and
would have so been interpreted, I am sure by the courts of the State
of Wisconsin, as a land contract. The initial one, as I will introduce
here, betWeen Raymond and Lucille Lodholz of Menominee Enter-
prises states that after 40 years the optionthe lessee shall have the
option to purchase th© property with the rental payments that had to
be made applicable to the purchase price, and being inconsideration
of the purehase price.

And further, that this option was exercised immediately on the
execution of this lease. It was a _purchase agreement immediately. At
a Inter date, there were some modifications 'made in some of the firms,
but basically the lease form remained the sane.

It was not a lease. You could call it all you want a lease. You had
the right to mortgage the property. You had the right to give it to
your heirs. You had all the other instruments of ownership, as long
as you kept those payments up; and after 40 years, in this later lease,
you had the option, of purchasing the property again by using the
.rental payments, that were applicable to the purchase price. And the
purchase price was then paid in full, and you would get a warranty
deed, as both these leases provided from the Enterprises.

3 5 o
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I have an instrument here between Mr. Robert Rector arid Menora.
inee Enterprises, Inc:, which so indicates. Andthe appropriate para-
graphs are indicated in my prepared test

MIEDe. Maybe that would be good place Div *pi for just a
while while we go oVer and make a .vote again. So we will be in
need for 10 minutes.

IA brief recess was taken.]
Mr. Mane. The hearings will l be continued.
Before we start, Mr. Giese, let me apologize for the committee

having to get up and .leave for these . votes. ,Of course, that's what
we're here -for among other things, but I'M try to keep my question-L.
ing short. Pm sure everybody else will, to be gum we get your testi-
mony in the record in case we have to go vote agaan, which we
probably will.

Please proceed, Fir.
Mr. GtESB. I can uniiirstend2 Mr. Chairman.
Now I made referen previously to the lease agreements that were

entered into Menominee-County oar Lake Moshawquit between MEI
and prospective purchasers.

Now, in the formal lease agreement where the punahatie is to be:
applicable immediately, the purchase price, the option to purchase
was immediately exercised, such as in the Ldholi's Rase, with that
was executed, a trust agreement And also a trust agreement was also
executed between MET,, and- any prospective pulthaser who wanted
to pay the purchase price of the property in full, at the time they
purchased, rather than go into a lease agreement.

Now, that trust agreement provided basically that after 40 years a
warranty deed` again would be given for the property.

And I haVe an example, an exhibit, that I am introducing between ,

Raymond Lodholz and Menominee Enterprises in that rds
Mr. Mums. Without objection, it will be made a part. of e record

at this point.
[The information referred to follows

MENOMINEE COUNTY

STA= OF WISCONSIN

OFFICE OF REGISTER OF DEEDS

I, Carol Frechette. Register of Deeds in and for Menominee County, in the State of Wisconsin do Weary
certify that I have compared the within instrument hereunto annexed, with the records of an original

instrument retarded (file4 in the office of the Register of Deeds in and for said County on W..73

day (11 -4 WAIL at i:P0 o'clock P 11.,InVoL

0-t-cd-s-La, on 00/4 G - 7 u the same appears or record and.that the same is a true and

correct copy and transcript of such instrument so recorded and of record and of the whole thereof.

IN TZSTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto sago:, hand and affixed my Official Seal this

day a 41tima...---A. D., 111-g4:

Register or Deeds in and for Stenominee County.

DO NOT- DETACH

We*

20-310 0 - 24
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Extriari 4%."

'Ream* grants to Lessees a personal, non-aasignable right to hunt and fish In
Menominee County, subject to local and State laWs, ordinances and regulations,
without eoet, such night being an integral Pant of Lessees' leasehold interest

Attriehruent to lease 64 Raymond and r.inelieNikdboln.

DO NOT DETACH

OFFICE OF REGISTER OF DEEDS

4 Carol Freolletie. Reiliafer Deeds in and for Menominee County, in the Siete of Woo--onrin do hereby

certify that I have compared the within instrument hereunto annexed, with the records of an original

Instrumeni recorded ( ed) in the office ci the Register of Deed* in ana for said County °11 the me

rlaict at o'clocirt, fnAteL, 5/ et

_Ce14/,..faj0a pap /ef-A5 as the s41.50 appears of record and that the =Meta a true and

correct copy and transcripeot such instriarientiad:rWonied an4 of record and of the whole thereof:

. Rai Twrzatorm WHEREOF, I have li4mtO set my band and affixed my Official Seal lids

otO day ot____Sik.-A-a A. D., 1924.

Welter of Deeds in and for Menominee County.
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Mr. GIESE. sow, at a later date on these outright purchases of
property, the Menominee Enterprises notified the e on the -lake.
that they could receive warranty deeds in fulfillinw. of their trust
agreement immediately; apparently, the trust agreements and
lease land contract agreement ran into problems as to morel=
ity. Bankers and lawyers particularly are people that are conservi-
tive in their approach.

And in Wisconsin, it is a conventional method of "equiv. ing prop-
exty, either by the end contract or by warranty deed. A land contract
gives you an equitable interest in the property with the seller retain-
ing title until you pay in full. And the warranty deed gives you legal
title iimnediately.

So at a later dale, after the trust agreement; were first used,
Menominee Enterprises then switched to warranty deeds, which were
to replace the trust agreements in the leases.

I am offering as an exhibit here a deed between Menominee Enter-
prises and Robert H. Rector, will& indicates what I have previously
stated...

file information referred to follows :1

DO NOT DETACH

STATE OF WISCONSIN

MENOMINEE COUNTY

OFFICE OF REGISTER OF DEEDS

o 1, Carol Frechette, Register of Deeds In and for Menominee County, In the State ai Wisconein do hereby'
certify that I have compared the within instrument hereunto annexed, with the records of an original

Instrument recorded (fled)-In the office of the Register of Deeds in and for said County on /64-1,;'

day of19 7.a v o'clockfM., in Vol_ */

on pap 393I3 as the name appears of record and that the same h a true
correct copy and transcript of such instrument so recorded and of record and of the whole thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my band and affixed tnyk Official Seal this

42, day of ttna.s_ A. D, 19.24

Register of Deeds in and for Menominee County.
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STATIC OF WISCONSIN

MENOMINEECOUNtY

3.Nami at

DO NOT -DETACH

OFFICE OF REGISTER OF DEEDS :

I, Carol Irrschatte, Register of Deeds in and for Menominee County, in the State of Wisconsin do hereby
certify that I have compared the within instrument hereuntO annexed, with the records ci an original

Inetrutnent recorded Oiled) in the office of the Beester of Deeds is and for said County on

day or -AA CL at q'clor4, , Jaya- V
on pis as the same appears of record and that the same is a true' and

correct copy and transcript ot With instrument so recorded' and of record and of the whole thereof..
D4 TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and. affixed my Official Seal this

do of A. D 19.7a
&A-04

Register of Deeds in and for Menominee County.
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EX111111T "45."
Attachment to lease.
Lessor: Menominee Enterprises, Inc., Neopit, Wis.
Lessee: Robert Rector.

I. Lessor grants to Robert Rector and his immediate family a personal and
non-assignable right to hunt and fish in Menominee Comb, subject to State
and local laws and regulations, without cost ; such rights being an integral part
of this leasehold interest.

2. Lessee shall have the right to convert to the Lease-Trust plan, as per forms
W13-8b and WB-8e, at any time during the term, deposit with the trustee under
form WB-8c to ,be ;8,075 00, less the total amount allocable to principal under
this Exhibit "A" of the payments made by Lessee on an annual rental up to
the time of the conversion and the amount paid as rental for the fortieth year.

S. The annual rental herein provided for at ;180.00 shall be paid at the
Shawano National Bank, Shawano, Wisconsin. For the first ten-year term of
this lease, said annual payments, taking into consideration a 0% interest factor,
are scheduled with respect to principal and interest as follows:

You Principal Interest Yin Principal inbred

1 $73.17 $106.113 6 $73.17 $106.63
2 73.17 106.63 7 73.17 106.63
3 73.17 106.63 II 73.17 106.63
4 73.17 106.63 6 73.17 106.63
5 73.17 106.13 16 73.17 106.83

GrEsz. All of us who have purchased property outright on the
lake now have warranty deeds to our property Davin_ving received them
anywhere from about 1967 up tothe Rector one happens to be a
1972 deed. And I wanted to show that and havI, that introduced into
the record, because of its reference to the fishing and hunting rights,
which were in the others as well, which I will allude to later.

But I wanted to show that as late as 1972, these rights were still
recognized.

Now,- another exhibit that I have here today is an agreement to
cancel lease and purchase real estate in other words, where these
leases were entered into which were as I said, actually purchase agree-
ments and you paid your price in full. And they decided you didn't
have to wait for 40 years under that trust agreement to get title.
They would give you the deed right away.

The Menominee Enterprises requested that you enter into an agree-
__ ment to cancel a lease and purchase the real estate, and then they

gave you this warranty deed, which I refer to as a previous exhibit.
And I have, as an exhibit here today, an agreement to cancel lease

from purchase real estate which was entered into between Robert
Rector and Menominee Enterprises, Inc.

Mr. M1=8. Without objection, it will be made a peat of the record.
at this point.

[The information referred to follows :]
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STATE OF WISCONSIN

M EN OMIN EE COUNTY

363

DO NOT DETACH

OFFICE OF REGISTER. OF DEEDS

I, circa 111-echette, Register of Deeds in and for nee County, In the State or Wince& do hereby
certify that I have compared the within lnatnvu t hereunto annexed, with the records nt an original

-46- rostra netd recorded (tiled) in the office of the Re of Deeds in and for said County on the 10

day rt 12 72 at 3 /141" ;)'ciocir In Vol, e2 .2.

on page 311 -3 fin the same appears of record and that the same is a true and
correct Copy and transcript of such instrument so tenor* and of record and of the whole thereof. 1.

IN TOMMY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my band and iaffixed my Official Seal this

07.2 day of 114t,-;-t-' A. D., 19.2

Register of Deeds in and for /ienominee.CoUnkr.

3 6'
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DQcumENT.,t9

.

This Airmsenit made and entered into this aaa day of 1041 ".. a

Vetweea MOKINES iiiannars, INC., a Wisconsin Cornsrabiaa, With its
offieema fans ot business at inopit, Honominme Comity, Kaansin,
raleor:d. as Seller, and lour sscroa
of Inlagatal. County, State of Yissomain , hereinafter imterint.
Purchaser.

IttirtIAS, undr date of ')11"lbsr 22t s Pur.31Mjiu.
entered into and executed a certain Lease of Land, (herein sallied the "Lease'! ltin
Seller pursuant to which Purchaser did lane from Seller certain land owned' 4.0.T
Seller lobated in Henan/nee County, Wisconsin, described as Ibllowis

1st Or, Plat mf ibilemptit Skim - Soutineet, ilemomisse Commly itiseemmimimel 4

meant mith.the &mister of Deeds thereof. us..4

LAMAS, said Lena of Land ims duly recorded with the Resister of ;A.'.

Menominee County the 11. day of fsbfusfl , in Wine .

AsiOrdk At mot: 511-51, thereof' and ,;*
`Wkailtio tem of the aforesaid Lemur of Lend was for fort,. (0)
,ii=td:ve and, the 'day of r

Part\ re 4111 re tb revoke and sansei tbe.std$sdd'
exsein.edby said parties end the Seller, to se3,1 and pa
prtnimity
iNtltpiltillOSS,..in tonsideratiopofUmmulmoivisymninte herein in.,

Seller and Purchaser hereby agree NJ follows,
The Uller agrees to sell and the Purchaser egress to 1aq,the heanpj

previrsly deecribed ;ea estate; such real estste bins
.preemttly leased by Purchaser under the aforenntionect.Lemar Pen.i.nafrip;teaY' 1:

tir under date of iliflusber =b. .
P. Prt..{4M; Wee that the purchase price shall .btl'el00.00 ;

s2.42,,sitzs paid by. Purchater to Senn: muter. the,a iferesaai

whi aliInttni.:Ohall'in allowed a a credit alainat seld TOtizaie4e4finis4 thititli ;

Of clostaicritt,defh the balance of the purchase.price due in the meat4,o(1102AIMPi40.i
to Impatitin full in gash at the ;Ape hereinaftersei fortt19e the time ofcil.O:iin:

314 shell, upon payment of the purchase price,' convey tb4 patpexiy bs ;".:!
,editiaiont Warranty Deed free sad clear Of ailieitirangilinouNbrstqfyt ,;

.Vr ept .thesfollowinos municipal and Lorain 9rd/sunken; rdeOrded ammonite '
ut4.1341eoktr:4corded hup.ttne rairtrioticark.,flir,ht, of Puroi241kr pr ni farla:ei0L05,*.11
um4ib or rqiiii Purchaser and' acits o; istrekaiikr and his, her ii,thaikprokilOrsorir.
in isterta4 as limn. of said property %otos .and assesameaticleHoci ;or
during %hitters of any lease of said property such restrictioneand esenSitica '
affectina( the use and occupancy of, Said property asarsentsilYer4P,
"f414,04'11016. Of ;sand executed tf),'thepertlis hereto 'ander date of 'Mink
1161...1 and.011 mineral and oil deposits which may exist cm or unclepaist

rr with the right of access to and removal thereof' which dapcni,thead.,
eRd newel are reserved to Seller .and its sucoeseofe fax Pr 1171;1i. tr

ini ! provided Wisner that if the exerise of.ea14 00,ht Of;Soentl.:,141,i
'be the' It Irebetential and perianent hails ,to' US, doegir)144;7?:

S.
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regrlerize such property unsuitable for the purposes prseently allothd smiik;:mseterplIte,d4,

by the parties hereto. restitution for such loss shill be /bade pr,s..p. for,Lfrj 4it
nocessors.

h. Not loss than ten (10) den after the date of this AgillesMit Ilellgret11;.1.)4
furnith to Purchaser an owners, policy of title insurers's in the stotait Of Vir,..CO4;ttfA
Purchase pries, mini Purchaser as the assured and which shall attarMatas Alittet,
title to be in the condition herein called for, subjoin to the standsrlsoi:i.,,,
and exceptions contained in such policies imbued by title sonnies ii 10theryi;4 g
cm/intent by title biegiallY, aielns to issue such title polity tcom tima
retarding of a warranty deed to Purchaser, shall be suffialent,perfontamsv)tr ef.,..

5. tale shall be consented and conveyance sada within thirty (,))
the data of this igrembent with closing to take plan at Seller's ottlies.ibric!10
other plan as the parties hereto may agree.

.

6. the aforementioned Lease of Land, executed by the Portia" hereto ime0Pli"..411 .7.
of ./lovmslier 72: shall be canceled and revoked in its "stint/1 11,1*; .;;,

tb 1erevocation to be effective immilately upon the famines by the Seller to
Purchaser of a Warranty Deed containing the exceptions and imstrieibth
set forth and conveying the ere property described in said Lease Of L.

7. Purchaser hereby exprvaly represents that he hae full authoritY
into this /Agreement to Cancel Leas. and Purchase Seal Estate and that the Ocilleat
of no,, rbolder, sortslan, pledgee, asidtne or other security holder is a.SES4 p,,
allow his execution "of this aireemmati or, if such consent is neeessasy elr'reeatilm4,
UAL it has been 'secured at the date of this instillment as aforettated. ;

8. This agreement shall be binding upon the Seller, its aussessors
. end upon the Purchaser, and his successors, assigns er heirej provided, invert?,

that Purchaser ray not assign or otherwise transfer his interest or delta /affr. eseidsi
except with the consent of Seller, which consent shall not be unreasonably

IV WITIDDIE sAiszumr, Menominee Into:prises, Inc., has caused these proseseta.td
be signed by 1 lhefeldt . its President, and eganterglianebY *:
M, V, Griper , its Secretary, at Neopit, Wisconsin, and its corporate Seel 11*

be threunto affixed, and Purchaser has hereunto set hie, her or their had
all on the day and year first above written.

Signed. Sealed and Delivered
in Presence oil.

(
tommiskarratruiszs,

c eBy t+-41le ,i.b./
1. A. 4, trudant.15004124.;,.

sierouLt7

(coma= saw

-2-
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MATE 0141IMOMIN

MNCIIINNOtelri

rorsorially Dams before as, this 1011' day of,
le A. asefeldt ---,-Ssorstary. of
the abri-naoied Mopoortlio* Hateryrises, Inc., a corporation, to me known to be`the
rerions who exeouted the,foregoing instrument, and to as /mom to be Walt rrsiddmit
and Secretary of said corporation, and ickowledied that they executed the fore-
coins IttIrment as such officers M said coMarition by its autharity.

.:00'4
......

e

',01'AR14

......

fined Ind Sealed in Presence of:-

.42fice: aotialr.
A141 44&.7,
Menominee County, Woman
tzy ComaissionexIldree July R3. yon

SAL)

'0
taxa)

This instilment drafted byi Yr.derio C. Eb;r1eiii.,...
Attorney at Law
Shawano, Ids. 511166

Mr. GIESE. Now as a later date if yoU wanted to purchase prop-
erty on an installment basis, as I said, they ended land lease agree-
merit and the trust agreement, which were lust subterfuges for land
contracts and deeda-r-if you wanted to buy a purchase agreement,
you entered into a land contract. This' is, the most used document in
Wisconsin for the installment purchase of real property, which pFo-
vides that a.fter the payments are 'Made upon the rp_ orty, as speci-
fied iu, the land contract, txraperty will 'e, ed to the' vendee,
the purchaser under the Witt' contract bys warranty deed. ,

I have one of these land contracts, which was entered into in July
of 1968 between the Howard. B.-Lancelle and the Enterprises which
I will offer as'an exhibit.

Mr. Mms. Without objection, it will be made a_ part of the record.,
[The information referred to follows:]

STATE OF WISCONSIN

MENOMINEE COUrY

po NOT DETACH
,"

. r
OFFICE OF REGISTER OP DEEDS

A Carol Frechette, Register of Deeds in and for Menominee County, it the State of Wisconsin do hereby
certify that I have compared the within instrument hereunto annexed, with the records, of an original

Instrument recorded filled) in the office of the Register of Deeds in and for said Count), on Or e_P__.3

ctay of .-1e-4 . 10 ''o at //'/...5- o'clock '9 CM., hVal '.- f° of

.atite..1-1...., on.pagef as the same appears of zeroed and tfiat the same is a true and

correct copy and- transcript of such hate inent so recorded and of record and of the whole thereat. .."

IN TESTIMONY WHEllEOF, I have hereunto set my 'hand and affixed my Official Seal this

J .2' rtsy of ....._41,kri..r.._A. D., 19_7
-..

A

4 ei,......./ .....4kcji..2k- ',

. Register of Deeds in and for Menominee Carty.
4 i

...., 3 i 1 ....
. i



DOCUMENT NO 28
367

Wig kW. feWrillal...g.:18y7
86244L. -A. D.,
Cfallk.&11, MO*

degoleds. Alt./
a:4gLAND CONTRACT

011....r.lb

THIS ARTICLE dr AGREISMEdr, aade aolt concluded this.
19th day of July - A.D., 19G8 , by

and between Menominee Otimrprtmes, Inc., a Corporation duli

organised and existing under and by virtue, of the laws of the.,
;tato of Wisconsin, located at Noopit, Wisconsin, herein pallid
Seller, and Howard B. Lancolle and Doris J, Bantello, his "'Wife, if

heiein called Porches/O,'
hereby`, ifITNESSZTII: First, that the said Purchisek t agree'

and bind themselves,, their legal represintRtiea,
'''.?!4 '';',..1`.",".`,Xliyay, or cause to be paid, ,to the said Seller, its Buenas:tors-p.:1 ''',,it.:.:,:,4,.,... ' '',' ''''' ""'",'*'`.ii-...

iividaentatives or assigns, the sum of Folit
iind,A0/10-0 ($4,-S00..0,0) -Dtillail, in

One Thousand Five Hundred and 00/100 (61,500

a ,Thousand Floe HundrOdp.,

eplfolloVii

the emurealiog and delivery, hereof; and Three Thbusand ang'd0.1106
($3, 0 oo oo llars to tie As frill'-Do .

The sum of One Thousand Five §Androd and .60/10,0 - ''($1, q on . 00)__Do7aar_s-on--or-before,thrly---197-1-N-97-With..
interest, final payment of One Thousand Five Hundred.r-:,4,0.

Allk 4.iv3 00 /100 ($1,500.00) Dollars on or before i7Oly
197 interest. if the addition 4 paymentsare not made as r'required; tbe same shall garry interesbty.six Per cent 46%) front the to of this dbntract "(ady 19, 1960) until paid.

o

'The said payments to be made .to the'Sellar.; at its offices
pit, Wisconsin, or such other: place as the Seller &hair Nisi

di
e sane being intended to apply, when fully completed as

Loney fer nytiaCtf: piens or parse], of
;7. ., .;!

. ,

4

4

. 20-310-0 - 73 25



situated in the County of Mensiinee.and State of Disconain,',-.

to-wits . .

.

Lot 30, Plat of East Moshawquit Shoree, Menominee,
County, Wisconsin/ As redorded with the Regjstter of
Deeds,' Menominee County. Wisdonsin. .

The Purchaser agree to pay all taxes and assessments which

,have been assessed or levied on the above deicribed premises since

the lat day of January, A.D., 19

The said Purchaser further agree that they

will Commence construction of a`ingle family residence upon *Oat'

property within, one year from the 'hate-hereof ind tnktWudh

construction will be completed within two years After' such

comMencement, subject to the co ti restr tion as set

forth in Csihibit "A",.attached.hereto and,inc ated herein in

its entirety. ;

The said Purchaser further a roe that they
10.

111/1. Pay, When due and payable, all taxes and assessments which

may be hereafter *Hasped or levied thereon until all conditione-
d

as herein set forth have been fulfilled. ,
' '4

TheilitrOhasier further a
R.M.

gree. ' to hold said premise.

from the date hereof, aithe tenant s by sufferancPF0 the 014,
. .

Seller, eUbject to be remo ved as its tehants holding ismier,in(i
St.

_

prime's under the statute in such cases maae and provided,' Whinamil

default shall be made in the payment of any, of the inatallmeUts'igi,
...-

purchase money, interest, taxes or assessment. as above specified

or Mhenevera breach shall be made of any covenant, restriction.

-.7. or condition contained in Ekhibit NA" attached hereto and soda:

a part hereof/ and not'to.do any act Whatsoever, WhielVtendiCto...

depreciate the value of said premises.
9

4, 3.
.11A
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Second, that the said Seller hereby agrees and binds its4f,
t

its successors, representatives and assigns, 'that in case th4y:,

aforesaid sum of/our Thousand Five Hundred and 00/100 Dollars",
($4,500.00)

with the interest and other moneys shall be'fully paid and 4.1111he

conditions herein provided shall be fully performed at the timOmjand;

in the manner above ipecified, or:prior to the times above 4;:nif:-.44
it will, on therenftervause to be executed and delivvonmiAl

to the c aser, or their . heirs or legal replesentatiyes:,:t.4

a good and snf icient Warranty Deed, in fee simple, of the imumMUNO

above described, reserving, however, to Seller and its successcire :!-;,{
' ....13

from laid grant of said VrOperty, all mineral and oil deposits whicht*

'may exist on or under such property and the right of access to and.
. ,..,.

.,..

'removal thereof, and further provided that if the exercise of. said ,,-$,-.
,,.

right of removal shall. be the cause of substantial and prnianantbaria.

to the prOperty.ebove,described, rendering s ch property unsultShleW
.. .

W
k

for the purposes.contemplated by tloopertiesMireto, ristitutiou 4,;
\ , .4,,

.-...
for such loss shall be made by Seller or it! -cessore, such

property to be otherwise free and clear-of,all legal liens
''..,

incuabrances, except the taxes and aspessments erein ,
.11v

0.. : 1

41. 4.7.;*

- -'-t '.',,p! \ '

hilirs,,"(=

zoning, 4.-X

paid by the Purchaser, andexcept any liens and inciibran

created by.the act or default the Purchaser,

legal representatives -or alaiII, and municipal
ordinances, recorded easements for public utiliti4x0 recorded, 0;

, .

building restrictions,' such' restrictions and easements affecting ,'.,..

4(
the use and occupancy of said property is are contained in -...,..,,

0 i
. . A

et

Inhibit "A".attached hereto and made a part hereof and, if the'
1

.-it.

Purchaser hereunder is a previous lessee or the assign of a --*'''

previous lessee hereunder, rights of the iirchasir or any persons :..
.;'-..

..,:'

claiming under or through the Purchaser and acts of the

-3-
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and his, her or their predecessors in interest as lessees of '..i.".14

:.fsaid property and taxes and assessments levied or assessed-duil

. the term of any lease of said property.
,

- Third, it is distinctly agreed and understood by and
-: -7., -
...the partial hereto, that, if the said Purchaser shall fail tocu4u0.,

any of the paymentsof purchase money and interest above
.0

I-or fail to pay'the texas and assessments, or violate any otherftF

terms or conditions herein contained, this agreement Abell, at thir,!-
. 7

eptIoe.of the said Seller, its successors or assigns, boo hanCeferi

yntterly
.

void, without any notice whatsoever, and all Payment thereoW.,
.. :

forfeited, subject to be revived and renaced:,unly by the
1'

.

the Esher,, or the mutual Agreement of both p*iest and Whenever

such default or violation shall 'occur, thaAPw
.

f:,..

.

1 haw.;:
..y.

rho further right to collect rents from tenants Y tits ,;.:

said peal estate, or any part thereof, but such rents ahal bW..
. -'1:

' .i',F
'collected by, and belong to the Seller.

.

The said Purchaser further promise and agree that

'. in case of the eoemancement of action to forecloris this contract,.

and also in case of the foreclosure thereof, '..f ,'';

., `,-.; '4
flay will Pay, in addition to the taxable costs and ' -'.:',

, I

4,0=Penses incurred,.a reasonable suet of money as Attorney' fesq..1

:: - rwitrmsa witmore, the said Menominee Enterprises, Inc., ..:',

herein called "Sallee. has caused these presents to be signed '..:::,0;!7t

by A. 13; Clements, its President, and countersignedbyHM. W. I',

(Orignon, its Secretary, 'at pewit, Wisconsin, and its,corporate

.4eal tote hereunto affixed, and the Purchaser havo hereunto. :'..;,..
. .

;feet their .hand_p_ and seals this /11 day of
0

'14. P4 b 4, y A. D. 19
7EA

-4-



Signed and Sealed in
Preesitgeofi

37,1

1421101KE11 I INC .:+4,,,46:;04.,-.`,*.
.

/
A. D. Climate

Countersigned*

M. W. Griieee IIcistar*?

.rurchasor
Doris J. Lasalle

4,trIe/ct (.44

,

r -11TATX ar wxsetasxx- )
A '4

) lie
'',..COMPIT al 111111011XXCE, )

Purchaser (HM

pt,

,
Personally camebefore me this Mb day, .of 110,41sbor v.!,.

--i.i4, 19,...ja A. D. clement., President, and M. N. 4149n9c: 50510441A%
j'I.of pleabtive.aamed Corporation, to me known to be the plirsom

, e

'.,::t. executed the.foregoing instrument and to me known to be such ,

1
"resident and becratary of said Corporation, andacknoWlidged t'tioal'ili

., , ..
I
.-tbly axicuted the foregoing instrument as such officers as the 4.41a 4/.

, ..1

'" A4tarporatice, by iti authority, ?.:;014...e,
v. , O.. e li

$6.1 , ....
lN; tt'

t e.

10t
.t

17

A 6If ,r, ? J7 :,
Notary . nee

%Co' ..

,ie,1
Y..by Cotareiseion.../.1,.... e....;..s. I. 4072 'SV..A.* it ,,-; 4'Pe' (Letitia a. oildwan) .r. ;: ^;", '.sl

376
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;, MTN c WIIICallaill
i ss.

;;'- mum ce Of 0 42 el ) ,lille .1- '. . ..Ift
...`. .. *, V

s 1 4 .
.

Personally case before this ./irl day 'of Fdieed.,7.
): r4:.7o .

, 1 .

A.D., 19 tee above maid' liavard 80 Lancelle and

... ,.

as known to be the persOn a . who executed the foregoing ':'74- A

.0Ustarsos., nt and adknowledged the use.,
'itif

.1,1:14.'4914

.. ..-... h,

Doris J. Lancollco his wife,

ttr:°
. 4

*** **

e ;5/tairinatrumnt drafted by:

,Attotney Frederic C. Fberlein
poi, 265, Shawano, Wisconsin 54166

Notary
Wisconsin -vte

Ity Comission 4rue."'

tefre,.ritft;th.:,,

-6-
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iimommE ENTEAPAIBES, INC.
Neopit Wisconsin .

EXHIBIT "A"

The property, herein deeiribed shall be subject to the follosdamireatriotiim
aid/or easements effecting the use and occupmacy at such prnPerril

1. Said land is to be used and occupied for the sole purpoes of ocestammmtiamW..V,!.;
and maintaining thereon a single Easily residence together with necessary
buildings and appurtenanoes. 'f..a 4.,Ac

2. Said property will be put to no use other than.berein specified. .Thirli;.
. .

shall. not be permitted or maintained any nuisance oa said premises north§ sale'
thereon of any alcoholic, spirituous, or intoricating liquors, nor the use of said
premises or buildings or structures located thereon fa' the purpose ofeamdectisi
any trade, business, occupation, or pro/...ion or for any commercialpurposee,
whether legal or nat.

B. There is reserved to Menominee Enterprises, Inc. sod its spooesscre freak')
said grant of said property, an easement in a four-(4) foot strip of land anemia
,presioes abutting lakes or parallel and adjacent to the shore lies thereof,

it gm, exist from time te time, for purposes of conserving and malatainingsalC.,4',
Ohms line.

''
P4

.

M. There is further reserved to Menominee Enterprises Inc. dad its seamssors
from said grant of said property, all'edneral and.oil deposit, which emm emist tee
or under such property and the right of access ,to and removal' thereof. If the'
exercise of said:right of removal shall be-the cause of substantial and permememt
berm to the property herein describedrendering such property.unseiteble for the
purposes hereinbefore sot forth, restitution for such loss shall be mad, by Mmacsineel
Enterprises, Inc. or its successors.

5. Detailed plans for as building or buildings, and appurtenanses *hereto,
proposed tabs constructed on said premises shall be submitted to Meavaisee Enter. ,

prise, Inc. for written approval with respect to location and standards of Wolk*
teotwr:, safety, and water, sews,. and sanitary facilities. Such pudding or
buildings, the location th:reof, and related sanitary facilities shall conform TPZoning aid Building Ordinances in effect in Menominee County at the date of the
attached Offer to Purchase and, insofar ea applicable, such Ordinances shall easetitite
the standards of approval, of Menominee Enterprises, Inc. In no such wrest. Imsever0
shall the residence building erected on said property contain lass than 1,000 square
feet.iten4losed space. The right of Mencsinee Enterprises, Inc. to. approve such

Amine reasonably exercised and, insofar as practicable, all standards
, adopted by said Menominee Enterprises, Inc. shall be uniformly applied. In the event
that Menominee Enterprises, Inc. fills to approve or disapprove any plea to oleos
wit thirty (30) dams after the same have been submitted to it, or in any event,
if no uit to enjoin the erection of such structure on' to ceder removal of such
struäurs has been commenced within one (1) year after the completion,thereot, such '

- 1 -
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(5A41:04117 continued)
A,

such Approval will not beOreglitradvand this provision will ,e deemed.tOhaill:
fully satisfied.

I. In order to maintain and insure good and aufficient timber,00ven and
aoceptedmethode of silviculture, any and all trees to be removed from the Nithin 1..
described property shall Ue removed only by or with the consent of Menominee Enter"
prises, Inc.

1
7.- In the event that the property described herein shall be property mon whick

residence building exists at the date of the attached Offer to Purchase, construo,.
Lion ,of a residence building or buildings on such premises ;hall be commenced
within one (1) year after the affective data of the conveyance of said property, and
inch construction shall be completed within two (2) years after such ocemenomment
0 construction except only for delays caused by acts beyond the control of Purchaser'
or his assigns.

11. No waiver by Menominee Enterprises, Inc. of any covenants herein cont0504.
shall be a Waiver ot any succeeding breach of the same covenant.

P. The right to enforce or waive any and/or all covenant*, restrictionand
easements contained herein shall vest eole1y in Menominee Enterprises, Inc. 'or its
successors. However, in the event that Menominee Enterprises, Inc., the &miter.
herein, shall cease to exist or be dissolved, and there be no munossmor, Om( the .-;1,

right toenfoOce and to waive such covenants, restrictions and easements shall, be
transferred to and vest in an association of property canera formed for that purpose .
or, if such association not be formed, in the.governing politioal body of the Town ;

*of Mencainee, Menominee County, Wisconsin

10i The willful failure of the Purdhaser, his heirs op assigns hereunder to
oomply with any 'covenants herein contained, written notice of ouch nomaidianalc
having been given to eubh.parties by Menominee Enterprises, Inc., and a namable"
time.for rectification of such noncompliance having passed, shall constitute a 04U40
of action for breach of such covenant, restriction or. condition subsequent and shall
enable Menominee Enterprises, Inc. to enforce such covenant, restriction or cooditick
subsequent by proceedings at law or in equity against the person or persons 11011die.
or attempting to violate the same.

12.JA14 The invalidity of any of the covenants herein contained declared by' away .
Judges S-or court order shall in no wise affect any of the Other provieionsiviptlik
contained, which shall remain in full force and effect.

11. The Purchaser* covenantlhat they will comply with all zoning. laws and,
ordinances of the Town of Menostnee,-thi-County of Menominee, and the State of Wimomsiin.
This Paragraph Eleven (11).shall be enforced as provided in Paragraph Ten

( Menominee Enterprises, Inc.
Meopit, Wisconsin)
Ifil

0 * M M * M * M * M * * M M A *

- 2 -

Mr. GIESE. So you can see, gentlemen, we &lane up there with
will in our hearts, and with an ideathat it could be mutually a van-
tapous to everybody concerned. We were convinced we had absolute
title to the property., a conviotion that has not changed today, and we
continue to enjoy it, and hope that we can recapooate with the
Menominees in. the county by providing some economic encourage-
ment. AV

Now, the foregoing backgrotmd information was presented so you
would 'have a better tmderstanding of what motivated the Lake

1 37'3
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Moshawquit Property .Owners Association to have represeaitation
here today on this hearing on H.R. 7421 rem return of reserva-
tion status to Menominee Indians. It sh d be made perfectly clear
that on the question of whether the Federal Government should
restore the Menominee to tribal status, the Association takes no posi-
tion at this time, either for or against.

I am 8111`6 that all of us as American citizens concerned with this
problem do have personal opinions on that. But I am sure we have
a diverse number of personal opinions in the association. We are not
here as an association today to present those views.

We, however, as an Associationindividual real property owners
in Menominee *(Jountywe are concerned about the impact effects of
the adoption of H.R. 7421, specifically, we are concerned about the
impact that any restoration act would have on our county govern-
ment, both politically and economically.

We want to make you aware of the faot that in returning to reser-
vation status that new events have occurred since termination of
reservation status in 1961, which must be given consideration of pas-
sage of any new legislation on this subject,.

And incidentally, I would like the committee's consent to make a
correction. In the copy that was presented to you, it read, "1959 ;" it
should' have been "1961", on page 4 as the dater that the termination
took effect.

We are aware that most of the impact of restoration must be solved
on a State level with the State legislature. However, it is our position
that to avoid further errorand I have heard there is a lot of it. We
have heard a lot of criticisms of of the termination policy use of
the swiftness that occurred, and the lack of studies being yde, and
the impacts of termination on the Menominees.

We are concerned that the impact problems be solved prior to or
simultanecas with any restoration act being passed. However, it is
our position that to avoid further errorI guess, I'm sorry. In this
matter, any Federal 1 'station should be dovetailed with. -any neces-
sary action of the State of Wisconsin legislohnue.

We feel very strongly that in order to solve the problems of
Menominee County and its people, the impact problems of restoration
should be fully disposed of prior to or simultaneous with restoration.

I believe that the evidence of this fact has been clearly demco.
strated by the several hearings held already this year on the restora-
tion question, on both Federal and State legislative committees.

No'w, I would like to make a few comments, in particular in regard
tb the bill itself with the act. It would seem to me that section 3(c),
lines 20 to 23, page 2 could be clarified. This provision provides that

inothing contained in the act shall alter any IGropeaty rights, con-
tractual rights, etc. unless specifically provided for in the act. "h

I presume this section refers to property rights, etc, existing at the
time of the passage of the act. Rut this could be made more definite.
-Further clarity in the second sentence of section 3(c) could result if
it were created, as a separate subsection, and made definite as to appli-
cation to all persons.

And I wanted, to refer particularly to the act where the first sen-
tence in that subsection 3(c), provides, "nothing contained in this act
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shall diminish any rights or privileges enjoyed by the tribe or its
members now or prior to June 17, 1954, under Federal treaty or
otherwise."

I understand from the author that the intent of this subsection
3.(c) and particularly the second sentence is to_ protect the property
rights of both the Menominees and the. non-Menominees, the con-
tractual rights.

Now, I think that it would behoove tte committee to have that as
`a setictAte subparagraph, because taken in conjunction with the first

sentence of that i)aragraph, it could be interpreted that it was meant
to apply only to Menommee or tribal rights.

I also would like to point out in that particular regard to that
subsection that we have, as I indicated to the committee, a number
of installment purchase agreements, either these leases or land con-
tracts still outstanding between Menominee Enterprises and non-
Menominees, or 'possibly even between some Menominees that are
purchasing property at the present time, and have been purchasing
property for a number of years from MEI on an installment basis., Query : If all the property presently held by MEI is transferred to
the Secretary as the act provides, where is the authority under the
act for the Secretary, to deed by warranty deed to the installment
purchaser fulfillment of his land contract, this land that he would, be
holding in trust, because the land contract holder does not have a
legal interest hi that land at the time that it would be transferred to

. the Secretary, but only an equitable interest?
I think the committee should give some serious thought and con-

sideration to that.
Section 6(a) ar derstand it is an attempt to provide an orderly

period of t salon the time of enactment of this act until suoh
`time as the t *bal owned real property was removed from the tax
rolls. We app e of this provision as a compromise, but would prefer
a position auth rizing the Wisconsin Legislature to restructure the
county government.

Our concern is that without some restructuring of the local- govern-
ment units, the nontaxpaying, nonvoting and non-Menominee will
have some real serious problems. For truly, even though one may
have a valid, legal title to his property, unless he is able to find a
ready market for its disposal, it is without value.

iIt is interesting to note that in the Bureau of Indian Affairs Report
of this year entitled: "The General Economic Situation of the
Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin," there is a constant citing of
the fear of oppressive, exhorbitant real property taxes as it affects

in Menominee County under the Termination Act. This same
report also criticizes the lack of Menominee Indian representation on
the nine-member Shawano Joint School No. 8 District Board; -

Section 7 of the act should be amended in several ways. It should
be pointed out that the leases, trust agreements and deeds on Lake
Iffoshawquitand this is true also of a number of the instruments on
all the lakes where there are no Menominees prior to 1970provide
for fislting and hunting rights on the form that is indicated on page
5 of my report.

The lessor grants to and the name of the person, his immediate
family, a personal and nonassignable right to hunt and fish in
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Menominee County subject to the State and local laws, and regula-
tions without cost; such rights being an integral part of this leasehold
interest.

Section 7 under this sot should be rewritten at 3 to provide that
any rules and regulations adapted "Pursuant thereto shall apply
equally to tribal members and non-Menominee meal property owners.
And this would protect and effectuate the contractual hunting and

rights granted as aforesaid to non-Menominee property
o .ers.

could foresee a condition that could arise here where an attempt
to exercise his hunting and fishing rights, where the tribe has a right
to adopt rules and regulations; that they could adopt some that could
be more stringent ou non-Menominees than they would on Menom-
inees; and in effect nullify the hunting and fishing rights that were
granted by the previous instruments on record.

Sections 3 of page 8, line 18 should be amended to delete the fol-
lowing: "9,nd the State shall stock these lakes in the same manner as
other la,kes`regulated by the State of Wisconsin." We do not feel it
is necessary to ask tlie State of Wisconsin to stock our lake in par-
ticular. We have stocked our lake with 'our funds in the past under
management policies, game management policies; we have no objec-
tion of doing so iirthe future.

1 think to ask the State of Wisoonsin to stock those lakes, is going
to invite mom 'public demands from the people of the State of Wis-
consin for the use of those lakes. They .are small lakes. They are
small in nature. And they are already saturated with enough with
the people who are presiding on the lakes, and the use of their recre-
ational equipment, fishing equipment, et cetera, without getting the
general public in there.

do not feel that that is inconsistent with our position in asking
protection for our 'property rights up there, because we have had that
pattern set by Menominee Enterprises. As an example, on our lake,
there is a considerable area that is set forth as park property for the
use of Menominees only. We dare not use it. It's for their exclusive
benefit, which we have no objection to. And I don't want to indicate
that we object to that.

But I do want to point out that the Menominee was very careful
not to allow the general public to come into the lake either. They sold l.
but took precautionary measures to preclude the general public from

',the use of these lakes.
Furthermore, as an example. they were always very concerned that

we did not, when we had guests up and exercising otir hunting and
fishing rightsthey promulgated rules and regulations that would
only allow us to have one guest to fish with us, as an example. Again,
they were concerned with the usage of these, lakes by the general
public.

We also have had that concern right along, and have adopted' rules .

and regulations as to the assodtation use of the lease, and as to our
use of the lease. So I think it's completely consistent with preserving
the environmental quality of the area.

Section 6 (c) and (d), and section 8, the words "Menominee Conn-
tv" should be deleted, and substituted therefore should be the words,
"the territory constituting on the effective date of this at the County
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of Menominee." I don't think t
I think Mr. Theobald has cove
either to counsel for the sub:xi

auto go into great depths in that.
WO in a memorandum or a letter',

ttee.
would like to point out dne part of it, though; the suggested

change by the Menominee Indian Study Committee, which was pre-
sented here today to you in a letter by Senator Litntve, and has been
recommended by the committee, which is here et section 6(f) for the
purpose of implementing section 3: "the State of Wisconsin may
estAblish such local governmental bodies, political subdivisions and
service arrangements as will best provide the State or local govern-
ment services required by the Menonamee Indian Tribe)."

I w5tild suggest that that be changed to providewe are in agree-
ment with that amendment, because we feel it would allow restructur-
ing of this government if necessary 'to avoid some of these impact
questions by the State legislature.

We are in agreement with the above-proposed amendment, pro-
vided the words "Menominee Indian Tribe" be deleted, and sifW-
tute therefore would be the words°, "people in the territory constitut-
ing on the effective date of this act the County of Menominee."

We feel that if you're' going to have restructuring of government,
which is the intent of the provision, it is the intent to restructure it
for not only the Menominees, but for all the people residing in the
area.

In closing, in regard to these particular pest-ions,. I want to remind
you that iindeed changes have occurred in Menominee County since
termination. You just can't turn the clock back. There are effects of
all of this, and we hope that prior to the adoption of any restoration
vou will give it a lot of serious consideration, and hope that you will
-delay the effective dates at least for the 2 years so that these prob-
lems can be worked out as provided by the preseii art; and hopefully,
vou would adopt some authorization of that act for restructing of the
local government.

Now, you may say that some of our fearsI've heard testimony,
by enough knOwn lawyers to this day, _particularly on this question,.
but- I did hear advice solicited or otherwise volunteered by non-
lawyers, a.ndlnot particularly, I didn't hear of any qualification as
their particular expertise in this field.

Now, there are some limits imposed upon taxation by local unite
of government. This is one of our fears as we have indicated to this
committee, and I am sure they are well aware of. Indications were
made of the limitation on the 'ability of the town to tax. There were
implications that there was a limitation on the power of the town \
unit of government, which exists within the county government
framework in Menominee County; one town government only.
Whereas most other counties in Wisconsin have a number of town
governments, but they all have town governments existing within the
county.

There were references made that there were limitations. So I would
'like to read to the committee a statutory section, that governs that,
and that is Wisconsin Statute 60.18, Powers of Town Meeting.

If the qualified eleetprs of each town shall have the power in annual meeting
by vote, "and subsection 1 of that particular stature provides raising money
limitatiows:" to raise money for the repair and building of roads or bridges,

O
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for the support of the quorum defraying all other charges and expenses of the
town exceeding the aggregate exclusive of taxes for schools and liabilities that
are formed lawfully incurred, and not including income taxes from the treasury,
1 percent of the assessed valuation of such town for the proceeding year as
equalized by the town board of review; except as provided in paragraphs (a)
and (b). (a) the town and counties containing only one town such aggregate
shall not exceed one-half of one percent of said valuation; (b) an additional
sum not exceeding one-fourth one percent of said valuation may be raised for
the repair of highways and bridges in any town.

T want to point out that this particular statute refers to limitations
on the power of the town meeting. This is a dilly assembled meeting
required by statute annually in April of each year in each town in
Wisconsin where the electors have the right to appear and to be
heard and to vote.

his limitation is placed on the electors, I want to point out; not
the town board. I want to point out also that under the power of the
town meeting, in particular 60.18, subsection 12. the Wisconsin Legis-
lature has granted to the town meeting the authority to grant, to the
town board village powers. In other words, if most of the electors
here decide in this town, that they want to have village powers
which are much broader under Wisconsin law than town powersthe
electors can, at their annual meeting, 'grant that power.

And that section 60.18(12) particularly provides town boards to
exercise powers of village boards when to direct by a resolution the
town board to exercise all powers relating to villages and conferred
on village boards by chapter 61; except such power the exercise of
which would conflict with the statutes relating to towns and town
boards. Any such resolution heretofore adopted pursuant to existing
law,,or hereafter adopted pursuant to this law shall remain-in, full
force and effect until rescinded.

Now, in addition, that this limitation is just on the town meeting;
the town board has many powers under the statute that are indeperi-
dent from the powers of the town meetings and from the electors, as
elected. representatives, And that is found in section 60.29 in the
Wisconsin statute. And in carrying out those powers, they have the
authority to levy and to raise taxes necessary to effectuate the pur-
poses of that statute.

T am legal counsel for a town at the present time and a sanitary
district. I am fully aware of this power and authority that is vested
in the town board to raise money for the purposes specified in that
act. And I might point out that it is to construct buildings and to
provide for industrial development, and so forth.

Now, the other things is that under this ,partictilar 60.29 at sub -
.section 13, powers like village boards. This is a town board now; has
the power to exercise powers relating to 'villages and conferred on
village boards when lawfully authorized so to do by resolution of ehe
town meeting, adopted pursuant to subsection 12 of section 60.18.

Tn other words, where the town meeting has authorized the exercise
of village powers, which include home rule powers, unlike a town and
are much broader in scope; this town board can exercise the village
powers.

And now, we go over toI would like to just take a minute to refer
to the village powers in regard to taxation, and the raising of money.
Section 61.34(1) of the Wisconsin statute provides a general grant to
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pAwer-,thei. board.s, and those are powere that Could be nen.
eised by the town board if they had, been authorized.

Exce# as:Othervvise. prodded by law the village beard shall have
the management and. control of the villap propeati, finances, high-

' ways, Streets, navigable ,waters, the public services; and shall have
the polker to act for the government and. the good. order of the vplagt
for its Qommercial benefit, for the health, safety, welfare, and con, .

venience of the public, and may carry out its provisions in effect by
license, regulation, suppression, ,borrOwing, taxation, special. assess-
ment,. appropriation, fining,. imprisonment, and other necessary or .

canvenient.meins. .
The powers hereby granted shall bein addition to all of the grants,

and shall be limited wholly by exProw language. That again, by
express language, a Tillage in Wisconsin has a. lot more power and .' authority,,than town. A. town is liniited to the authority that it has

, specifically delegated by the legislature in the statute. The village has
all powers except as specifically limited by statute. .

And as I. pointed out,. the town can adopt these village powers.
... And now, again, even if you were to: nog interpret the limitation on .,taxation of a town to be limited only to the power of the town meet,-

ings--.-afid I don't see how it could
only

interpreted otherrwiseit you .adopt village powers underand I'm not going to read it all, but I
would like to make the citation; 61.34 subsection. (4), village finances.Tinder that section,

Mr. You've. If the gentleman would yield a moment?
Ohairman, I'm not being impolite, but with all due respect,

r, you've gilt a law journal that's 6 inches thick. And wp have a
ood legal "counsel here, and I 'would like you to give to` this corn-
'tfee the specific areas that you are referring .to. ,Ir. Grin. I did. -

r. ,Youwo. fine. We don't want you to read it. You can citethi to the committee; and we're, going to be r1.1n out of time. That, is
mV

'
pinion, Mr. Chairman that we are running out of time; ',
:MigEop. Well; I think we can give the witness this courtesy. He

is tal g about the point of,the authority Of town government, which
is ve much an issue in this matter. And I do hope he . will sum-

, beeause,mie do have some questions, and I would.like to get/
to the uestions asoon as possible. .

But e is talking about something important.
r Mr.. uwo. I realize what he's talking about, Mr. Chairman. I'm
iuit sayu3ag it's gone ,on'. I've watched him turn the-eight pages. overto one e to finish it; then turn to another .page, you sayl 10minutes

.

Mr.--GrE . They're all interrelated. I will fry to be more-brief. 2'
Mr. MZED gentleman will proceed with his testimony.

.

, Mr. (r se. Under 61.04 subsection 4, village finances; the lianitatfOri
at that'point on taxation becomes 2 percent of the assessed. valua*.

iThat is n l ind that is the limitation that is under the village
powers, which. I would like to point out, and that is assessed evalu-'.
action, not. equal etl, as we used previously.

,y.

:4;riMenominee W3P3r; I believe, it has been the' policy to try to stess
valuation attiial y to equalize valuation,. which is in effect thkiruevalue of the property.
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Mr. Meer's. 0.05 now is it not?
Mr. Gran. The last Citation?
Mr. MER6s. 0.05> is what the present -city or 'town. of Menominee

taiation is,' isn't it? 0.05 mill, something lake that?
MT. Grzsx. I'm not familiar with the-- .

Mr. MEEDS. What you are - contending is that. through a. terbain
e. PriThcednre of adopting village powers, they could go as high as 2

peVent
MT. GIESE. That's^correct. And I'm contending that and.I am also

contending Cast the limitation on the town as to the previous referred
to "amount only applies to the town nieeting powers and not the town
board. .

And I would like just to take 1 minute and refer to the limitation
.as to the county taxation, and that is found, at 70.62 of the Wisconsin.
Statutes; and in particularly, subsection. (2).. There is the maximum
setup there under that statute. And it' is the ran ount that has been
previously refetted to as being tit limitatien upon the ability -of the
county to levy a tax which is 1 percent of the total valuation of the
equalized .valuation.

-However, at 70.62 subsection (1) (b)., there is the following provi,
then, and I'm goingto quote it because it is very short. "This lim#a-
tion shall not apply to any taxes, levy to be paid, the principal inter-
est upon any, valid bonds or notes of the county now outstanding or
hereafter issued."

In other. words,. gentlemen, is to bond issues, this limitation. on the
county does not apply. One of our concerns here has always been
thouguit as an example of the Menominee Country courthouse, a new
courthouse,' etcetera. Tow, if this were financed by bond issue or any

- other project, financed by a bond issue; the county has no limitation
'as to the arnount 6f tax they can levy to retire the principal interest

--on that bond issue under Wisconsin
Mr. MEEDS.. I would: hate to inter was ug there, and I. saw

the courthouse. I hope they did gam' about
Mr. 'GIESE. It isn't the hest, but it isn t the worst in` Wisconsin

either, Mr. .0hairanan. So I Want to point, that 04 regard to the
limitation of the county.-It is extremely limited, ,and our concern is
real there.

Mr. MEEDS. Could we get to some questions, new, or do you have
something that you feel is crucial new or critical to your testimony
that you would like to summarrizel

'Mr. GIESE. I think at that. point, IN's pretty well hit all the points/
I'm ready for questioning, Mr. Chaairmau. ,

Mr. MEEDS. OK, fine.
I would like to start with your last major point in your 'prepared

testimony, Mr. Giese. Incidentally, I appreciate the time that you
have obviously spent on it. ,

Mr. Theobald, I understand, is here, and I don't know that we will
get to talk with him2I hope we mill, if We have time left to do so.

But since you adopt his proposal,. I woad like to ask you some
questions about it. Section '6(f) of the Theobald proposal on page 6
of your testinumy,---

Mr. GIESE. I have a cop9 of the Theobald proposal.
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Mr. Minns. It's the one at says:
For the purpose of implementing subsection 8, the State of Wiiconsiti may

establish such local government bodies, political subdivisioni and" service
arrangements as well best provide the state or local government .services
required by the Menominee Indian tribe.

AfiliRitest:Correct; I'M familiar with that .
Mr.14"Ons, You're an attorney. '137,hat do you think this.does? Can

the Federal Government confer an, power on the State 01 Wisconsin
oraolocal government in Wisconsin which it doesn't already have?

do, as I it
And rl7:cd what does this do? It says you can do what you can :

.

If:: GEESE. Wall; Air,- l'heohald will have to speak for himself onh he eels on that particular question.
Mr. s.; BUt'you have said that you subscribe to that. Why "do- -'

You su ribe to it I-
.

Mr. MBE. I do subSc:ribe to,it, be6ause although I suppose it could - .

be leg y 4questioned whether the Federal Government can authorize
the S legislature to 'have that authority. It makes it clear, that
they d have that authority. , , . ,

'Air. Mnniis. Ndw, you are ''it\ lawyer, sir. You took. constitutional'
law, thd you know full well \that it's.not the Federal GoVernment
that nfers powers on the States, brit the other way around; the
Star confer powers on the Federal ;Government; . ,No w'ho can the Federal .Government confer .any power on the
State of Wisconsin? I don't ruiderstandthat. ! . . ",,

M . Gm . I think the concern there, Mr.'. Chairman, is the fact
that
at=

h a numerous references throughout the act, Ifs' it presently
s as °mince County, which we ask to be amended to thetern,

to presently ccmstittutingrMenominee County. We are fearful that
the /legislature will interpret that to /mean that this territory dz. .,
Me" ommee -.County, Menominee. should not be changed to its gov-
ern.rnental structure.' ' t , ..

If'm not sureq incidentally, that article 13, section 7 of the Wiscon-
sin, constitution is applicable here, requiring a vote in this particular
case if we would Wftlit to abolisht the. county; because that very ..;
clearly, I thinTr. is intended to apply to where ..you want to 'divide.
It's speak of dividing the county and part of the county. It doesn't
say Whether you want to abolish thecOuntY0 . 4..

. Mr. MEEDS. Well, assuming for the purposes of this 'discussion that'.
, it is applicable; are you actually contending that the Federal Gov-

ernment can by legislation change the responsibility that the State
of Wisconsin flag by legislation enacted upon its own citizenry?
, Mr. GIESE. Well, I don't consider myself,a constitutional lawyer,
as such, Mr. Chairman. I would. have to deter until a time that
gave that a, lot; more study than I have on that part of it.

Mr. WEDS. Well, then, We're still on. constitutional law here, and
- there's a lot of constitutional law involved in yeur statement. 0-n1

.page 6 of your testimony, you state thatthe act should be rewritten.
to provide that any rules and regulations adopted pursuant to section
7 shall apply equally to tribal members and 'non - Menominee real,
property owners to .protect and effectuate the -Contractual hunting
and fishing rights granted to 'non-Meneminee property owners.

,
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Again; are you . seriously contending thit the .Menornintlie Can
confer rights, Creety ;rights ,whie...h4hey have by virtue Of being:.
Menominees, atpon white, hunters and, fishermen? ' .

Mr, GIESE. Welr,rof course, hunting and' fishing, I Oink you Would
have to be separated somewhat.

Mr. Mmes. Well, let's take fishing.,
Mr. Giza.. All right. Let's take It.
WisConsin follows the trustAlreory of "lake ownership. By that I

'mean .that the lake beds are held in trust for all the people of the
;State and for their benefit, .

Now, that means that we would haveif we had these valid hunt-
ing and fishing,* and fishingparticular rights granted by3,,the MEL
that we should have the right to fish in those lakes, as a member of
the public. We do not. feel that we should be put into a position
where these rights can be abrogated by the tribe adoptingrules under
this Section 7, which would he applicable only to non-Menominee;,
and therefore, deprive us.of that both contkisetuo-1 right and possibly'
a legaYright anyway under the doctrines of, the State otWasconsin, --
as to the ownership of beds.

Mr. Mmes. I assume that the Menominees could provide that eabh .

genominee could' take 60 fish, fi day in Menominee County or in their.
usual custom CART places, or under treaty .fishing rights.

But 'you are contending that they could Confer at right on a
-white man by

Mr, GIESE. I would like to have a further elabOration on that point,
'Mr. Chairman, more in regard to=not as to limits, except we couldn't
do that because---4'm not, ltdvooating we're not subject to the fishing
laws the State of Wisconsin, which tTuldn't allow. that. I am
more concerned . with action ibeing. 'taken by the tribe toas an .

example, set a very prohibitive license fee for any non-Menominee
'fishing up there, that we. would have to comply, with, which would
have the effect ,of negating 'this' right which was- granted to us by
contract. :

Mr. Maio., Well, yotir language would certainly have to be more
'tightly drawn than that to Proscribe. the. eventuality that I--

Mr. Geese. Well; I'm not aware that I particularly ,suggist any
particular language.'

Mr. MEEDS: Well, you say regulations adopted pursuant thereto
shall apply equally to tribal members and nou-Menominee real prop-
erty OWIlerS. I don't know how; that's posaible. ' 0

11Ir. GIESE. Well; that's a rmithiry. That's my statement here, but
'that-is not intendedit's 'cZntained. m m' statement, but it's not, I.
at no .time am drafting. legislation at that point on this° partitular
point. I am just trying to .get the point across that we do, need'

Mr.'Mzena Well, good luck when you do, I don't think you can, sir.
Mr.-Grese. I agree. It's a very serious problem. re.

Mr. MESS& Let me,.yield to the gentleman from Alaska, if he has
any questions.

.

Mr. Ydowlz. I have' some questions, Mr. Chaiiman, but you go
ahe d and come- up with them later on:

r. Mimes.. With regard to the 'property rights, are there any
,rights. which mere-ownership of it;a1 property in Menominee County
Can confer on other people that they would not otherwise-have' .4.
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Newt I- don't mean/residence; I mean the ownership of property.
clearly residence will confer -some power.

Mr. ti sm You mean related as to the governmental unit?
. Mr. Mims, Might.

Mr. Gissx. I don't see Where there's any special privileges for just
a property owner as such; no.

-Mr. Muna;There may be some rights, constitutional rights, one
mould acquire 3y acquiring-property.

Mr. Gress. Right. , .

Mr.'llnEns:But it wouldn't. give him particularly any right to vote
. .or anything like that.

Mr. GrEst.- You're talking abOut special rights, iokrnmental rights
over and aboke the normal that are afforded all of us. Well, I would
agree with that f.

Mi'. Mrses. I still haven't gotten too satistactov,-an `answer i9O this
. question. But maybe if you don't know now, you teirld furnish it for *,

nie or have somebody furnish it for me.
00n those lakes, how many of the .People and. what percentage of

the people ale Pernulnent residents?
Mr. trtim. That is pointed out- iirmy report. Qn the three lakes

that I was particularly talking about, it' is pointed Out there. La.
Motto, Round and Moshawquitthe hiked that were deve-loped -by the
Menominees, gold by, the Menorninees, and so forth.. It's also in; the
closing pages. I think it's about' at page 6; yoU will find referree
the situation on Legend rake in that regard, Mr. ,Chairman.

Mr. MEEDEL Forty families on kgenirLake out of 26' Domes, are
permanent residents; 100 people livitig.perniariently on Legend Lake.
Is that about right? .

Mr. 4311E8E. "Yes. And page 1 gives the situation as to Moshuwquit
Lake. There are Inuring; on that lake at the present tirne; and

errnanent residents including myself, which includes:45 /leo& and
a roximately 20 clrih'dren who attend the:Joint School District in
Shawnno,. District Isio. 8.

Arid the other figures are'sot out. On page .2 also in regard to La
Motte and Round Lakes.

Mr, MEEDEL don't really know, whether it's material. to this hear,
ing, but since you've testified a la about it and it's of concern to you,
let's get into the -question of land ownership, the lease provisions,,and
the trust agreement.

It is possible that the reason for this 40 year lease arrangement
rather than outright deed was an effort to subirert the provisions of
the bylaws of Menominee Enterpriseb, Inc. which,, as I recall, pro!.
vided that it took two-thirds of these outstanding shares to convey

/real property? ,

Mr. Grstin. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would go to the motive of the.
People that were authorized at that time, and holdin0 'themselves out
and were, in fact, representatives of MEL We were in no position as
a purchaser up there to question their authority. Particularly, we
weren't in a. position to question their motives.,

Mr. MsEns, Right.
Mr. Great. Why they were doing this or that.
Mr..MssoS. That's a matter of 'a suit right now, is it not?

. Q.

°

I
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. Mr. °mg. No, it is hot a matter of a suit, The motives f tee
ipeople involved in this matter in selling this prOperty is not a sub -

:Net of theauit.
The suit involves-th is suit tliat you are referting to is presently

'ling in the State Court ofWisponsin. Is that the one that involves
Lake I

r. Munk-Tomah or something like that.
, Mr. Gaze Yes,.- Yes something -- rhinos the one. It involves Lekend
Lakel and this is something subaqua* but Is believe it involves a
partnership between lVIEI and IAaacson. .

. And. as I stated; on' our lake there was no -auch_devel There
was no" such arrangement. It was strictlx, dit'ectly froin enorahibe
Enterprise, Inc.,. and their representatives and their promotions. ,

. Mr. Mir os; Did tlfity have two-thirds apyroval of theirsharebold-
ars to do that in your instance? r-

Mr. Giza. I'm not at. all familiar with all the history of the mat
to be able to give.sou an answerdto be authoritative on that. -I'm
getting very acquaanted with it, but at this point I'm not on that
'partieTylitt . .

Mr. s. In the event they- did not have authority to do so, your
property then conceivably could be jospardivd. Islifat right?

Mr. Gresp. Well,,the facts of the matter areyou see; it's pretty '
clear that where we purchased in good faith,, that we in factit's a

, completed, executed contract and we in fact have l:7w1 title.
. My cern is minimal, non-existent in that row&

Mr. M Well,, does this 40-year lease situation raise qty. danger-
. signals you! I ,mean' why don't they just .give you a =',might out'
deed? -

Mr.' Gars. Well, I'll give you, Mf,'Ohairniane.ncl I'm not intend-
ing to offend adybody I will give 'you the relisoatthat I was in it. 's

I am speaking also from expkience, as 3fou are aware of, as a perma-
nent resident. I was one of the firseup there, back in 1965. .

And the reason, the only reason I ever heardoof all th'e time that
thesb instruments were used VAS because it was to protect the Menom,
imees themselves, that they couldn't handle money. If thy got a hold

If they did get somemoney at the time of termination -and the
necnnvvssppaapers, I can remember some stories in the nevi: er about. the
peddlers and everybady else that came to town to . e .everything
and anything refrigerators, electrical goods etcetera. Ati.:1 how fast .

that money went; that's the only reason that I ever heard continua
ously for the use of those type of instriments was just to protect the
assets inthe form of the. )coney of the Menominee Tribe.

Mr. Mks. Dolou suppose the provision for *6-thirds consent
was also put In there to protect the .Menominee from dissipating .
land assets ? .

Mr. (,ruse. That is possibly the intent. Again, -;G donut ,know the
legislative history of thecorporate history rather why that was put

the articles, or that it is part of the regiellatife history, because I
understand the State of Wi9C0/1Sill, took a very, special interest in the
formulation of this corporation. And am ,not that thoy6uOly
fainilier with the background on that., /

,of this money, itwould be dissipated immediately.

t tb
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And certainly any °buyer up there in good faith didn't go around.,
questioning whether they had authority or mat. They were duly
elected °facers as far as they were concerned.

This thThg can get to be whefe you go-in 'a court of law and you
ask the judge the questions first and not the defendant; you ask him
What his authority is. That would be as close an analogy as I can

. come to lor,ino.ny.of the purchases 3 up there.
Mr. MEMEL Well, I'm surg.we can discuss that length. I'll just .

ask this 'difficult 'question. I think I;would,probably ave to -disagree
with you when you said,that at the time that you w t up there and
purchased your land, it was and still is the policy to terminate. Did
you really, mean "and,still is I"

I'd agree' Cerlainly thaelt was the policy at that time. -2

Mr. Gress. It is as I understanctit; this joint concurrent resolution
has not been repealed. ' .

., ,,,,.
.

Mr. Mmes. Does it appear to youhat the policy of the U.S. COB-
gress, or at least.this committee, which is the branch of thp.Congreal
most concerned with Indian affairs, would still support termination)

Mr. GIESE. I think 'we are going to relyI awn talking about it
from a legal StandpointI think we would have to rely. on wl'ili,t
they Actually ,performed: Ahd the only act diet I aan aware of th
have done in regarding termination is this concurrenresolution.

Mr. MEEDS. You know what a concurrent resoltion is? .
Mr. GIESE. One' aoncurredin by both Houses.
Mr. Mnnes.*It expresses the sense of both the House and the Sena

and each Congress has a life of 2 years.
.

,Mr. Yoinva. Mr. Chairman, I itOn't like you, to say that. .
'Mr..- MEEDS. With all due respect to my colleague from Alaska, some

of them do noteven last that long.
Tint are you Foriongly contending that termination is-the policy of

the U.S. Govelinenti Let me read our leader's statement here.
.

Mr. Galen. I am fully informedr--
Mr. MEEDS. This is a statement of Richard Nixon on June 8, 1,970

after the tame yourwere talking about. .
. -.

Because termination is morally and legally unacceptable, because it produces
bed practical results, and becauSe the mere threat termination tends to die%
courage greater self-sufficiency athong Indian groups, I am asking the Congreip

.

- to pass a new concurrent resolu on "which would expressly renounce, repudiate
and repeal the termination pone as expressed in House Concurrent Besolution
105. of the 83d Congress.

This resolution would explial ly affirm the integrity' and right to continued
existence of all Indian tribes a d Alaskan native governments; recognizing that

.cultural pluralism 18 a source o national strength. It would assure these groups ,

that U.S. Government .would continue to carry out its treaty and trusteeship
obligations to them as long as tihe groups themselves believed that such a policy
was necessary or desirable, others, etcetera.

I do not lmow how- anvhodir can' seriously contend that termination.
.<;. is still a policy. .

,Mr. (ESE. I would nt out that the President of the United
States in 1970 in theft nest requested that Congress repeal that
concurrent resolution. I an not aware of any time that the .Congress
ever acted on that request , -

Mr. MBEns. Well, the enate has either considered legislation and
passed it, or is conside it now.

'

4?
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. Mr. Grrfax..4 would certiainly, Mr. Chairman, would like to clarify.
I am not Shying that this would not everutually,he enunciated.

'Mr.. Mims. Well;' you certainly -agieed with ine that the termina-
tion. ought not to be a policy of this Government.

Isn't that fight?
Mr. Gam. Now, you're_ putting in in a position whire I am note

. going to speak as a member of the association as su.e.h2 becaute as
pointed out earlier, I am .sure these are differenceS of opinion in there.

Mr. MEEDS. Do you disa e with our leader on this? ,
Mr. GiEs4. I disagree iva our leader on a lot of things; and Pin

sure Congress does, as evidenced by Congress reaction to this stitte
that is between the Congress and the President.

"Bri. MEEDS. Evidentally, not enough of us. .

Mr. YOUNG. Let me remind the Chairman he hasn't lostyet.
Mr. MEEDS. V7soniwell. Thhnk you very much.
The gentleman r Alaska?
Mr. Yourm. Mr. Giese, let me apologize' a while ago for-my rude-

ness, but we sometimes have a tendency in our professions to prolong
the agony, where I don't think it's necessary. I realize yoUr dedica-
tion -too your position and your desire to see that those people
represent are represented well; and also protect your --individual
rights and constitutional rights. And that is aproblem.`

I am a little it disturbed by the factI think much of this could
have beenha.ndled through the State legislatme as far as the power
in the vitilages, so far as the powers of towns and so far as the. powers
of,eitieS, aye concerned. I think possibly the main thrust, of your testi-
Znon`y is, of course. the danger of not' being granted equal rights, and
being overtaxed, or according to you, taxed too much.
,This is y.our main thrust, isn't it, of your testimony

Mr. GIESE. Well, there could also be a lot of Government harms-
ment and so forth, too, because we are not a voting group as such at
this point.

Mr. Yuma. All right. .
Under this bill, then, the Menoromees orb ng for us to adopt

this legislation, and they are also. asking f the county form of
government. Isn't thattrue? .

Mr. GIESE. I arm not aware of any way that they have indicated
that the State legislature, that they are conte,nding by any forMal
action that they want to continue the state ofthe county- of Menom-
inee. There are only three bills pending regarding the Menominee
piestion in the State legislature at the present time, and none relateto that. '

Mr. Youiva. Isn't it true that they want to keep their county formof government?
Mr. GIESE. Well, I've heard some discussion' tio' that. but I'm not

sure.
I think one thingt:ive, should not lose sight of, Mr. Young is thatthere isn unanimity among the Menoaninees, as there isn't among

you and or any of the .0aucealans.
Mr. Yo a. And we're aull together. I understand that but what

I'm trying to say is that if a comity form of government
i
s adopted,

io' your voting rt,hts are not taken away from you by any means, arethey?
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Mr. GiEst. The voting righI ts of the residents of the county are not
taken away. No; they are m la very distinct wino though at this.

Mr. YOUNG. How many M inees are there
Mr. Gissi. There are a fimately, amoral

that was given earlier by census count
total population of Meno i ee Conn and
Afenomanees, and .about 8001 are non -7 enorain
census..

r. Yovxo. That is count
Mr. Giza:That is counti
Mr. YOUNG. Is 30111` fear

can understandexcess
of money the county can

Mr. Gress. Ro; I
statute has veriLd

Mr. YOUNG. :30 the have to take a
ment under the y sy: in. order to

Mr. GrESE. Excerpt undej the county sy
that limitation, .msaximuan d
indebtedness, does not a ply for kite
words, they 0431 put up raming pools,
courthouse and that 4' not apply.
apply. Yet, they. are 1* as to that. ,

Mr Thus°. All right But a bond huts, to be by a vote.
Mr. GIESE. No; it d not under Wisconsin aw. Molt bond issues

under Wisconsin law a not.
There again, if we d petition the residents, non- Menominees, we

would be overwhelm of course, in any voting -becatise the voting
pattern definitely is enominee. It's bound to be when you've only
got 300 to 400 resid 'its that are non-Menominee:

Mr. Yousa. Now, you state that there is 23 private 2,800 private.
land owners; 100 eat.

Mr. GrESE. 2,300. f, yes. Lai downers
Mr. Yousa. Yes
Mr. GrrsE. Yes;
Mr. Yousa. 0 e hmidred permanent residents?
Mr. Gress: A *roximately.
Mr. Your:v. there anything keeping you from changing your

place of voting
Is this possi e
Mr: GUM. there any chance of we non-Menoaninees changing

our residence or voting I
Mr. 'Yous Yes.
Mr. GIESE. Ico ; under Wisconsin law we have to vote in ilizcounty

and . own of our. residence.
M . Yo o. Could you change this, I mean
M . GrE E. We know that certainly would be contested' by the

voting .an. orities. The residence the. method of determining resi-
dence is y tu principal place of abode, and there are myriad cases on
this quest or residences and so forth. Tn other words, you have got
two h and you spend the principal amount of your time, let's

II.

I El

men, women an

tO

to the testiinony
2,607. That is the

2,300 plus are
That is the 1970

ildren I ,

men women an ildren.
jested as best as I
on on the amount
Isn't that true ti

y testimony how this

ffe.rent farm of govern -
their money.

there is a provision in
not amply for bonded

and paancipal; in other
d they can put in a new

masionuan would not

tare's and yoy.
on because of

upon its rest
out earlier in

I 'IN PI

,
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say in Green Bah and you've got a place up on the lake that you
use only a limited period of time, like some of them do on the week-
ends, and maybe a little heavier in the summer,, and a very little
during the winter. Your residence is in Greereliay.

And that is clearly established under Wisconsin law that your
residence I'S.

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Giese, you area lawyer. The question of residency
is-on very.shakeYggrend right now as you are, I'm Om, aware. For
example, since I am here right now, I can claim that my residence is
right here in this chair, and some times. I wish it weren't but it is
here.

But what I am,saying, you have a definite problem; there is a
problem. I don't want ttake this away from you. You have invested_
in this property: You want to see that you ham equal rights, and you
Yourself don't want to be penalized with having acted in faith, . .

but there is a way for doing this-through the channels, It, eith\lr
through your State 'legislature or through the power of the vote.

I mean, I don't think, in all due respect some of your requests
earlier of this committee to give you a privileged position without the
resourcesI mean there's no way anyone else can take it away from
you, yot would have your privileged position but with the power of
the vote, you can always maintain your position if you are the
majority, and you would be the majority if you changed your place
of residence.

, Mr. GIESE. I think I )could like to clarify one think., Mr,..:Young, '-

and that is we're, not for a privileged position. We are asking
only that these impact.problems, and they are ing to be myriad
both for Mencenineesi, and non-Menominees; t ; some of these
impact problems that have to be handled at a State level be handled
either simultaneous or prior to restoration. . 11;P`

We can see. the duress that could be applied to abuse of govern-
mental power if they 'aren't handled in that manner, and we know
that some people are not beyond .using these.methods. You are fully
aware of that.

Now, as far as the Changing of election laws; think that's avery'..
good suggestion. Of course, as. you know and I'kno-w. the changes. on
residency in the last couple of yeari have been mostly by Aupreme
Court decree, U.S. Supreme Court, as especially.inrvolves the right to
vote in Federal elections. There hasn't been any disturbance at the
State level or State laivs governing State and county and town elec-
tions: These are involvingresidence requirements are changing -
ra idlY.

ese decisions were confined to Fedenai elections., And I:would
like to, say this in passing about the court: If this thing. does get into
that situation, I am sure that if the legislature does not take action,
that this is a good suggestion that we go with that route and try to
get them to changeit; as to residency. -

. But we will be in a position where we will probably contending .
that very fact that we are taxpaying citizens in that specific location,
we: therefore, should have a right to vote. That hat ways bothered
me anyhow. I am a taxpayer in a number of municipalities. And my.
interest, economically, IS great, and yet I have no voice in. the gov-
triiment.

3 9 4



Mr: Yourro..I understand. But the thing you cited on Wisconsin
law, I thinkand withal' duo respect for a lot of your problemsit
as our duty to deal with the termination agreement. The Menoaninees
are in the positiOn, but your proteaion primarily should come from
the State gbvernment.

Mr. GIESE. That'S true. And we are working on that angle at the
present time. There are only three bills pending. We haveI sug-
gested to the Association, we work in that regard, and 'we have
already contacted legislators and are attempting delaying the legis-
lative session. However, for the iivtroduction of bills,. it-is a proceed-
ural problem and so forth, Which I am aware of. But we have talked
with people on State level, We are going to be working on that level.

So if truthfuiy, restoration is going, to oome about, we, and the
M nominees want to make this determination.

We don't wane to hold it up. We just would like toand we would
like to get going on these problems on the State level as soon as we.
can. We've already taken action to do just that, and we hope' we can...
expedite that.problem.

Mr. YOUNG. kr. Mailman., I have no ether 'question.
MnEns. Thank you very much,'Mr. Giese, for your testimony:

We aPpreciate it. .
Mr. GIESE. I wondered, Mr. Chairman, if there was just one closing.

statement I could make to clarify this question; this question of my
position. I emphasize my position on restoration, the restsantion or
termination question matter. . .

I feel that I at-this point .have a very open mind. I don'' really
know whether restoration is the anbiver. I am aware of the problems
of the Menominee Indians. I am aware (if- the problems in, the plight
of the Indians throughbut-the United States,. whether on or o he
reservations. I. am interested in solutions to tiat problem.

Whether this is a solution to the problem, I am not at point
convinced upon. I know it's the solution:to ,the.politician's problems
because it gets them off his back. But whether'' it's a long range solu-
tion to this problem, economically and for the benefit of the Indian
in general in this country that I'm not convinced of. I would like to
find. a solution' to it. I would, like to see their standard of livipg
inc ease, etc, etc, I'm all for any minority.
. Mr..MsEns. Some of your best friends are minority people;
Thank you, Mr. Giese.

GIESE. I am in many "minorities myself, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Msviis. Is Dr. 'Pheobaldlero?
Dr. Theobald, could you sum up your proposal, probably for us in

10 minutes, or thereabouts? No longer than 10 minutes.
It is my understanding his witness's name. is Dr. Theobeld. It is

my understanding that you are legislative- counsel for the Wisconsin
State Legislature?' -

STATE)iENT OF DR. 'H. RUIsERT TOOBALD, CHIEF OP HE
LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU', STATE OF WISCONSIN

Dr: titsonArn. I am the Chlef 'of the Legislative Reference Bureau
of the State of Wisconsin, which is the bill dmiting agency and also
of the Library Research Agency.

.
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lifr. Mimi's. And you have made a proposal, as I understamf
which would resolve the dilemma of the return of the Menominee
County to some other form.of government. Is that it?

Dr. THEOBALD. Yes. sir. .

Mr. MEED8.-Au right.
Would you like to summarize for ush"
Dr.; THEOBALD. I have no prepared, i-VMerks. I. one hews to learn,

and I havwdone that I have talked
prepared,

your committee counsel. If
he wants to talk to me; or I should write to him later on, I will do
that. ,

But I will now answer your speoliquestion.
, Mr. MEEDS. Please.
Dr. THEOBALD. I point mit, by the way'there is a: m print. There's

a minor misprint on pag,d, 6 of Mr. Giese's pro you were
talking about. It shouldn't say for the purpose o supplem mg sub-
seotion 3, but foze.the purpose o implementing su . So it's
a minor coaTection.

Your specific q.ueetion was can the Federal Government grant the
se not have. Let me

nd. In addition to being charge o bill drafting for the
iscon 'n legislature. in whi my
Mr. .

.

Pardon me,sir. That really isn't my Question. I'm sure
that this Wisconsin' State legislature through) its legislation or
through 'its constitution has iihe power to do most anything it wants
to with local government. .

What I'm saying is can the Federal Government confer on local #.
° governments some right that the State has not ,conferred on itself I

1)r. THEOBALD. Maybe I misspoke. I thought that's What I said. '
Mr. MEEDS. What f said was this provision here, in effect, says go

ahead and do *what you can do. That's what it seems to me to say.
Dr. THEOBALD. Mr. Chairman, there are three conflicting aims that

come into play here. Np. 1, in a. number of instanceslet's start with
,the Federal Constitution. I am citing this from memory. I believi it
says that this Col4itution and the laws made in pmuuance thereof, y
and all treaties made shall be the suPreme law of the land ;' anythirfg
in the constitution and lawfrof the State not withstanding. '`.

The law you are proposing to enact is without questibn a law made
in pursuance of the powers granted by the U.S. Constitution. tInder

:the law you are proposing to enact, you are referring in a number
of places to Menominee County; since that' would be the supreme law
of the land, the Sthe of Wisconsin would no longer have the.powet
should that at some time biome desifibble to &boll* the ciountf of
Menominee, because Federal law wouldfrrtquire its existence.

And therefore, the suggestion was made thgt the 'territory be
(described as the territory eonstituting on the effeetivt date of this
act the county of Menominee. We have a-, geographic description

.t Menomineeenominee CounOrlostr-bhteSunty is not requi
Point two; the Wisconsin constitution permits the State legislature,

for create comities by subdiiiding and combining palls of other cow-
ties, provided the existing limits- contain, more than 600 square miles.
The county of Menominee contains 366.

That county, as I road that provision of our Constitution, is article
18, section 7, cannot be abolished, divided, diminished without a
referendum.. , .

*

State of Wisconsin a power that it might
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We; the Wfscons legislature;,has pending befgre it a bill ritottes'....,
hig2ii-referenditm, solely' on the question oofregtormg the Menominee

1Tribe to -Fed,aral, "zed" status. Mehalligiv. County,is_at.this
11:f youIt;clialt-F-df--the-Vill of section' 6r,, Siihsection

(e), you rectarect that for the purpose of the eefirkeenecessary for, the people that make up the 1VIenominee Tribe, State
and local government would have to ,inalielirrangentents that these
'serVices.will-ba.13rovided in proper Order.

Under Otir Wisconsin law, we ahave sfonr-fOrms local goyernment. '
Ive have thg.connty and the town, neither of which haye hOme rule.
' We hive the city and village, both of

Thq Menotninee-An establishing. the terininatiOn implementation
legislation ..i i the likte 19,50's and`' early 1960's ware ,fact blessed

they two; worst forms of, local. government you can, get in
Wisconti. ".. , /., ^ 7;°' *,

I ItinIn;Ot suggestingoior'is it my job tOsuggest, what form of 1
govennnent,Menomig4e Comfy -shOuld have. am saying that what-
ever' legislation-the Federal Gpvernmeht enacts should -leave all the
optic Unider your section 6(e), there will be a Committee'of

,,Mertbrainee that 1,1,0sUpposed`to cooperate with'Staito goveaxmlant offi
locitl kayertiment officials to set forth; the frame, work in

,w.aoperate: at that point, it becoines desirable: not to
haveki becargiethat county functions currently performed by.
Menopiinee County could possible be performed by some other, unit;

441 think the important point for the, territory crastituting the county
of Menorkne,e, in-that we keeP 'it together as a torritoryz not that we
call it. a county, ofinvirk plateot-anything else. It is nnportant to

. keep-the territory together. -
So the function of- the priiPoLqed section' 6(fj is merely to establish

. . a device whereby all options will be open'. Mrbi3n.the situation arises,
re can explore this. Maybe we.need'a new. form Of-local government
fore thiS particular-unit. We have pretended by illegal fiction in our
State for the past 12 years that Menonyinee was a county, but it was
never filly organized for county goverment purposei We have pre =
tended by general law that all counties Consisting oftone town only.
may .do certain things When it fact there is 'only one is-uch county.
`, Maybe we should Stop' Playing fictitious., :gainci;: and spell out
clearly what.the riglitS and obligations 'are. I worad..like to make one
comment though on the amendments suggested to this sectiln by Mr.- _ -Giese

Ms-want§ to change-4v the ;Way, the wording that is now set forth
in this proposed section 6(f) was, believe, endorsed by the,Menom-
inee Indian' Study Committee, which is an arm of` the 'Wisconsin
Legislature, IHe proposes to change the last few. words fron? "{required by- the
Menorarnee Indian tribe, to "required by the people in the territory -

,s

constituting on the effective date of this act the county of. Men,o
inee." I believe the change is unnecessary to 'the point of overkill:
bill-that You are drafting is addressed to-the points of the-1VIenomihee.

, 'The obligations of the state and local governments in 'Wisconsin
to the citizen:OW Witeonsin are not affected by your bill.

Mr. Maims. certAnly agree with and that k why I have been
trying throughout theSe hearings to separate the, vestiges of the



'citizenship that coma f'roni ownership, o property, and the ,,mere -
presence of people as different things. .1 , .

LetMe justaskyou itpecifii-thingcnovi; DOLI--nndealtand;t1lat you
feel theFederal Government could -pass legislation which would in
effect- abroote the requitements of .the .Wisconsin constitution for a
county reSrenclum to abolish or divide a county °fleas. than 900
square miles/

Dr. THEOBALD..The referendum. question,
MEEDS. Could Wg override that in your opinion by Federal

" statute?
Dr. THEOBALD. If the Supreme Court by reinterprOation of

U.S.the Constitution can override these statutes in constitutions in
nearly every state on the subject of legislatAve apportionment, I think
the U.S. Congress by the enactment of the law can *override--

Mr: MnEns. "Well, that is another thing, isn't it, Mr. Tlieobald?
Isn't that a 14th amendment question?

Dr. THEOBALD. It was a new interpretation..
Mr. Mrmnsi. Well, are you seriously contending that we could create

certain types of county. government, or provide by statute at the
Federal level that areas of less than 900 square miles can or cannot.
become counties?.If,you arejcertainly do not agreis. I do not think
we have any jurischetion like that.

Dr. TitronALD.Arr. Chairmah, I do not think you have done it"
do not think, Congress has ever, done it.- Yes, antler the language Of
the U.S. Constitution 'I am tOntending that you can. ,

Mr. HEEDS. The genileMan from Alaska?
Mr. Yourro. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questioni at this

time.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very 'pith, Mr. Theobald, for coming for-

ward at this late hour and giving us your expressiOns. We appreciate
it very 1111141.

Incidentally, the Wisconsin State Legislature ought to be com-
mended .for its work hi this area. Ithas been very active, and has,k,
continuing interest, as I am sureyou are well aware of.

Thank you very much. -
The third day of hearings are hereby adidurned. Thank you' all

for appearing. .-[Material for the record follows
KESSEIPA,V-VIS.p,thitte 20, 1971.

MEN My name is Mrs. Agnes Dick. I am a Menominee Indian ofalnitet full blood, and I reside on our Menominee Indian Reservation atKeshena, Wisconsin.
I came to Washinftorr as a representative Of my Afeaominee people to regis-
r a strong protest agalfist the Froehlich version of the Menominee Restoration

Act which has been hibeled H, a. 7421. The Froehlich, Bill was never approvedby our Tribal members , therefore it not, by any means, acceptable- to our
Menominee people, We consider the Froehlich Bill as nothing more than An
in.strtiment of compromise. We Indians .hkve been compromiSed for the past
353 years; and we have known nbthing else. We have never known the meaning .
of the word JUSTICE. That is,ivhy we are here, to try once again to find some
way, dr some magic means that will bring ussome of that JUSTICE 6we have
heard so much about. -

We definitely will not accept any part of the'Froehlich compromise Bill H. R.
7421, and that is the wholehearted op nion of our Menondinee Tribal members.
We will accept nothing else than OUT wn original Bill to Repeal Termination
H. R. 14556 which was introduced in e 92d Congress, 2d Session on April,



1972 by Mr. Oheyo.Mr. Meedef,"Mr. Kastenmeier, Mr. OPKonski, Mr: Reuss,!Ruppe; and Mr. Thomsen, and referred to the Committee on Interior and InsularAffairs. ,. t .

We demand the-Repeal of Termination, for _with - removal of said Act, all
ti Indian Nations would benefit froM such action on the government's part.. We

also deniand a new Treaty with the Federal GoVerinnent: in 1978. Since theTreaty of 1856 Was broken, in part Only, we must therefore seek's new Treaty..
Our 'Sovereign Menominee Indian Nation, which 14 under * Withthis United. States Government, has every legal right te:declare war on theFederal governinent.. "

. In demanding a' new .T.reatY, we state here that .we hate a legal right to be 'consulted and to declare our wishes as to the contents te'`he incorporated- into
the Treaty. We seek reparations in full of all,damag4s sUirked by our 'Menem-

.inee IndianNation retroaetiva- from the date Termintition. me law..We wantthe return of all Menominee Tribal lands which were e fly and without' the consent of ouir, Tribe: We want a separate achootayStem, our Own-hospitaland dental, clinic. We 'Want the return of our public el:11104ff Our telephonesystem, and our -PoWer and light utilities, as d WithoUt theconsent off our Tribe. We want our Own Tribal governMent the will be repre-sentative of our Menominee people. We Want an, expansion of our economy,
more business opportunities and more created jobs for ourpeople. r this United

States 'Government can spend' billions of our dollars to aid defeated. nationsabroad 'after a war, we feel that our demands are not out of order.
We -want the return of all..tax monies paid out by our Menomilee people

since Termination:7We want the protection of our hunting, fishing, an(- trapping
rights restored to our Menominee people and that all outsiders be barred. from.hunting, fishing, and trapping On any part'of our Reservation. And, we demand . .a full investigation of all officials past -and present who,have had any part
all in the mismanagement of our Tribal Corporation and our resources,We want no part of any County or State . rule over our Reservation. \There
'was a Feasibility study made at one time to determine whether it would-befeahible to retain . the County system of government vvithinsthe restored Reser-
vation system under Federal protection, hut the results were never Made known
to our Menominee people:The study was made by NARF, the Native AnferiCanRights Fund. .Gentlemen, we have had it. We want no part of the Froehlich compromilie
Bill H. R. 7421. Wedemand the enactment of our original Menominee Termina.,,
don Repeal Bill R. 14556 passed into law: Why Is it so diflictdt for tha,.
American Indian to disdover the meaning of the word JUSTICE?

I 'thank you, and may all of you enjoy the rich' blessings of our Great Spirit.

0, MTS. AGNES Digs.

HESTIENA, WIS., Mal/ 26,19,78.

SUBCOA/MITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS df,

Mr. & Mrs. Leon Hamlet, who are in attendance at the hearing-on May 26*
would like to be able to insert into the record' our hope. for the spelling out of
proposals which affect. land 'owners in. Menominee County. The -questions we
would ask as non-Indian owners, 'cm, the Wolf River, probably are some of the
same ones, our Indian neighbors also need to ask. We hive some ideas pertain-
ing to our own 'situation which 'would apply only to one or two others but our
request is for answers before legislation is passed.

We are grateful for the privilege of being able to live it:this beautiful county
and want only to do what is right for the Menominees well as what *fair
for us.

CHARLOTTE'
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

May 26, 1973.
CONORESMIPAN LLOYD MEWS ,

I, Rita W. Bodoh was a bus drive,r. for School District #8 in the years 1970-
1911.

I noted in the testimony of Arnold Gruber, Superintendent of Schoins,, that
one hour and 10 minutes was the longest time any on_e student had to travel to
school. 41
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My first Pick-up in the; morning of students attending Shawano schools was '-
6:80 AM: The first, bell for beginning ,elasses at the high cahoot rang at 8:05

(Me way travel time for the first, child on the bus was one hour and forty-five'
Minutes. ,

I am submitting, thin statement to correct the inaccurate statement made by;Mr. Gruber.
Ern. W . Bonoll.

STATEliaa'r or M. r. REINASSY, M.D., KENTIGNA,:WISCONSTIC -

First fet me express my appreciation to you and Representative tujan for
giving up. part of your vacation time to come lip here to Menominee County for
these Hearings which mean so much to us all: We truly appreciate your
concern.

.

Pro' writing this, as you -requested,' to submit to your Committee the informa-,
tidal gave to You orally`at lunch on Saturday, litay.26, WIS. As yon, will, recall, ,

I was most disturbed by the testimony given' Primarily by. Mr. Giese,..who
allegedly represented the feelings on the non-Menoniinee lake property' owners
and who spoke in opposition to-the Restoration Act. NI am whits r own ,IiiroPertY
on Legend Lake, and I am a year-round -resident - of Menominee, County,'
Giese's testimony is in direcf opposition to what I know to be true. Thave,Since
rechecked with'sseveral of the other whites who-make". their /Mne in Menomiiiee
County and to a person they were both surprised and perhaps somewhat angered
-that he opposed the Restoration Act. All, concur that the Services here.are better
then-they are in either Shawano or Oconto Cottnties and In checking the tax
rates, ours have been $1.00-$4.00 less/1000.00 .assessed value, than either, of
theee Counties prior to the Federal Revenue Sharing. Since 'that time, ours
have dropped an additional $5.00.41000.00. I can think of -no service' that can
legally be provided by the Town or County of Menominee thafis not now being
provided and provided' better and more Conscientiously than in either Shawano
or ()canto Counties. All one needs to do is 'ride on' any State or County road
for a mile or two into either County- and note 'the difference. With your- eyes
closed you can hear the difference as well as feel it from the very poor condi-,
don of these same roads,bnce you leave Menominee C0443r The is
even more dramatic in the winter when our roads -are plowed 6-24 ho'urs before
they are in the surrounding Counties. The inttendo of Mr...Gies* tliat the Menom-
inee Would engage in duplicity to over tax' the non-Menominee residents is
totally unfounded and to be condemned. It can only serve to disillualon the -
.honest and hard-working members of our ToWn and County Government who
have fought So hard to insure that the rights of all would be given .equal pro-
tection regardless of nationality. I find his allegationk repugnant to all sense
of justice. The County roads are .plowed in order of priority based on the
number of people, using theM. As a result The road going by the lakes is the
First County road plowed. Then the Town roads are. plowed. In order of dis-
tance from the HighWay Department Shop, and again, the lake people receive. .

extremely fain treatment. During the last snow storm, our roads Were cleared
by noon the next day. Compare this With the roads on the Stoc.kbridge-Munseb
Reservation.in Shawano County where two dais went by before, the. roads were .

cleared So that a patient scheduled to see me could get otit. Liast summer, a
Town road on Moshoquit Lake that Serves only non-Metimnin ,ees' and most of
these non-residents as well, was paved, in spite of the fact that there are roads
in the South Branch area that serve Menominee residents that 'need the paving
far more. This was 'done in keeping with the policy Bet forth by the Town and
County. Board of alternately paving sections of meal in areas that serve the

anon- Menominee, predominantly nonaesident populations and the Menominee,
full-time resident populatlEns. What could be more generous? I know of no
County that would be so generous to a non-resident and therefore non-voting
'population, particularly since we have no means of benefiting economically from
the influx of tourist. Indeed, Mr. GieSe owes the people and officials of Menom-
inee County an apology for these infeiences. ,

Secondly, the critics of these, services,.aestated above, are non-residents and.
have almost no stake in the future of this Count' nor' of its human community. .
It Seems to me it would be extremely unlikely, that this County were dis-
banded, that Shawano or Ocento County' Would make ny efforts to plow our

Ns"
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STATE111, HE 44EA 01 'WOMEN VOTERS, of THE ATNITED STATES

The Lea of omen Voters supports the Menominee-Rent:oration AetHit.
7421bees welt eligv that the responsibility for solving the serious' preblems
now being. aced 'by .th Menominee Indian Tribe. of Wisconsin is .a federal
responsibil .r ge o -7421 Would restore to the Menominee those task
rights and'hervi. th, ,ereorely. need and which were beaminaltecl at their
expense and with 1 their full understanding. Aml, of utmost importan it
would, restore their), Ulna So. riecesearyto their survival es the Menominee Indian
Tribe of Wisconsin.,

Prebident Nixon declared in ,1970 that "forced termination" was
adding that its practical ;greets where the policy had been implemented re
harmful. He sent a ',proposal to Congress to 'renounce, reptidiata and' repeal
House Caienirent Resolutien 108 of the 83rd . Three years have

' since the President's message and such a bill has yet to be passed by
Houses of COngr. ess. passage of RR 74211/Quid be a major and necessary
in carrying out the Administration's .stn intent of 1970.;.It would also
force the AchninIstmtion's ;position that termination is wrong; it would alliY
the apprehension: of many Indians who`' receive termination as a real an
imminent threat.

We urge the Suhcommittee to bear in meld that while the Menominee seek
to re-establjsh their trust ielationship with.tha federal government; they do not
want to retain to the restrictive paternalistic policieganof the past. It is impor-
tent, therefere, that the Act, allocate MaIM.um control for planning

. and development to the. Menominee. We ask the Subcommittee ho amend HR
7421' to restore the reservation to trust status, and to do so effective upon'
enactment,..rather than eater a two-year delay.

Why does' the I,, ague of Women Voters -' non-Indian organization have
any interest in the Restoration Act before this Subcommittee?

For years, the League bas supported federal policiils and programs that would
enable all Atnericane to gain equal access to housing, employment and quality
education, and that would help equip Americans to disentangle themselvealrom
the web of poverty and discrimination. Among the minority groups thus eaten-
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, glerare the Ameriban Indians whose problems hatebeen largelysignered. Yet,
the-First Americana are an Important, vital segment of American society. No. history of this 'country' development Would be .complete witheut attention to
their basic needs and development of the means to resolve them. At the 30th
National League Centention held in May, 1972,- the delegate body, therefore,
added a new component to our national human resources position which states:

.43upport of equal rights for all regardless of face or sex, with recognition of
8Penial needy of American Indians; action to.combat poverty and .discrimi-

nation and to 'provide equal access to emlfloynaelat housing, and qualityeducation.
Leagancembers recognize that the needs and *amber= of. ibnerieiin Indiana

are unique and deserve special attention. Covenants between Indian nations and
the *United' States and subeequent statutes,. EateeutiVe Orders, and Acts of Con-.
grew have created a special trust relationship for Native, cams, leaving ,
thp federally recognized tribes.primarily dependent on the fed, 1 government (-
for oitamfmity services. This unique status. means that, ft:dr, Indian' tribes

. have been untouched by, social and economic benefits l in recent -years.
-The. services and assistance, rendered by the Bureau of 'Indian Affairs and
,Indian Health Service do provide reservation Indians with some basic life
support, yet the Indians are still plagued. by the problems of inadequate hous-
ing, ominous unemployment rates and an educational system "which. is often
hostile. All ofethese well-documented symptoms:of deprivation) however,. are
overshadowed by the Native Americans' tenacious and lengthy fight to hold
onto those philosophies, beliefs and attitudes that make theca distingtly Indian.,

Many problems which beset American Indians are due largely Vo shifting
national policies: On the one hand,the federal government affirmed-Indian
tribal sovereigntY and; the pre-axistinrright of tribes to govern their ;internal
affairs, Then. on The other hand, a policy has evolved which .has- forced many
Indians to move into the- American mainstream With scant preparation:- This
topsy-turvy policy has been effected both 'through lmislation and such policies
as BIA's Relocation Program. In general the confused t)olicies gre1,7 out et the
belief of a relatively few individuals that Indians shotild not be the concernof the federal government, but rather that they sheaf; stand en theireown 'feet
and .comptite with the rest of Americans. .

It was largely out of the belief that a final Solution could be Tound for the .
Indian problem that the legislative base for the termination policy was estab-
liahed. In 1953 Congreas passed House-Concurrent Resolution '1096 which callefl,
'for the end of federal -supervision over Indian 'tribes, and Public Law 280,
which transferred the federal jurisdiction over law and Order pi certain Indian.
reservations tolndividual states.

Termination was brought to a partial halt in SePtember.1958; tont,only aftet,
6 tribes had their federal trust relationship trbolliahed, !minding the well-known

.

Menominee and Klamath Indian Tribes. Where ImpTemented the act and policy I

proved disastrous. 'Elven today, the mere.metntion of the'wordtermlbation inhib-
its some Indians from participating in activities such as running for a school
-board position, because they do not want to get their tribe in trouble; thpy do
not want to be terminated. The threat of termination is an ever-present ...potr.
in the hands of people who would like to keep- Americani Indians in a status of
less-than -full citizenship.

How do.ail of these general problems 'Indiana; have- relate to the Menominee
and their campaign ate have their trust status restored?

First, termination is the name of the policy and practice which. cat the
Menominee off from a,. formerly thriving way of life: The government sought
to abolish the historic trust relationship between the federal governme4 and
these Indian people, to put an end to the tiler-ezempt status of Indian lands, to
relieve iteel9 of the responsibility for the economic and social well-being of the
'Menominee Indiana. . c,

Second, the Menominee Indian Tribe of 'Wisconsin has beemne a symbol 'a
symbol of Ito* Indians are unwitting victims of inconsistent and conflicting
national policies in 'Indian Whirs% a symbol of the determination and weever-
ance American Indians have to protecttheir own cultures and lifestyles, while, .

at the same time benefiting from the fruits Of life available ,in the United ,

Statee. '
Termination for the Menominee Tribe was precipitous. In 1958, the tribq

rearrested that $5 million of the $7.6 million judgment they had wen a8 a remit

s
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of a.V.S, COurt of Olefins case against the BIA for mismanagement of their
forest resources be'distributed in per capita. payments to individual lifienominee.,
Congress reacted and moved to make payment of that money conditival on.

. termination of their trust relationship.
AA This decision to terminate the Menottinee in 1954 was not based on a realis-
tic appraisal of their` chances to survive and .6ompete with white, mainstraM
Amerlealts,. but on a superficial comparison of their "taper _prosperity" 'with
other, less prosperous tribes. .

Most committee Members ar aware of the relative prosperity 'of the Menom-
inee prior to the..1954 Terminatien'Aet : they were able to pay for .most of their
community services and had' their own -hospital. The surrounding titaberland
was their ,sustainer, providing, emplOyment opportunities and. income to the
Menominee. There was fishing in the Wolf River and in the beautiful lake
waters.

Iron:owing termination, however, there was a rapid filescent from a onoeqtable
and progressive Menominee economy to a state of impoverishment. It beeame

''neceesary, from time to/time, for Congress to- make stop-gap appropriations to
curb the tribal-plunge into total decline.: J ... ,.**- , .

. Statistics can point out the" dollars and etaftebuorden the Menominee have had
to shoulder in trying to raise ievenue' to pay for titles when they were Incor-
porited as Menominee Counts. Studies are full of the accounts Of individnal
Menominee being to sell their precious land in order ta cope with tal and
bond' obligations. But Statistic:a' cannot .convey' to us, the dax-to-dity problems
indiVidual Menominee htrve had to cope wit2 because there Was no choice: '

In real life terms, termination for.the Menominee has meant' that the trihal
treasury has long since been depleted; they now must pay !Or water and
tiesethe lunibering operation teeters on insOliency,I, the hospital Is closed and
the' Menominee have been without a doctor or dentist for 11 lyears. Their chil-
Aren have. to attend schools in neighboring Shawano County,, which presents
another set of problems. The high birth rate, coupled With a lack of employ-
ment opportunities, has forced "many Menominee to receive welfare assistance.
On top of it all, the Menominee point out In,kREEDOM WITH RESERVATION
that, since termination they have had "less self-determination aid -control, over
their own affairs and must elite with more outsiders having decision-making
power over them than was ever the ease as -a reservation tribe under-Indian
Bureau Administration." ,

Despite all these ,debilitating handicaps, the Menonlinee have conductetil
vigorous campaign these past three years .to get legislation introduced in Con-
gress that would repeal the 1954 Menominee Termination Act, restore to the
Menominee federally-funded community services, funding, technical assistance
and other forms of aid because of their status. as American Indians.

The 'league of Women Voters urges quick. committee 'action- on the MENOM-
VIM RESTORATION ACT so that This session of the 93rd Congress will have
time to pass HR 7421. Failure to. pass this act would haVe 'disastrous effects on
already strained relations between the United States and the First Americans.
We commend the Subcommittee for holding hearings regarding the Menominee
Restoration. Act and would alsollice to take this opportunity to. ask members of
the Subcommittee and full Interior 'Committee to hold oversight beatings to
discuss unresolved treaty rights questions and other pertinent matters which

pstand in the way of a meaningful working relationship between the federal
government and Indian citizens.

(Whereupon; at 6:23 o'clock p.m., theXimunittee adjourned.)
*Deborah Shames, ed. Freedom with Reservation: The Menominee Struggle to Save

Their Land and People (Madison. Wisconsin, 1972), p., 11
. .
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